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PKEFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

THE careful revision, which I bestowed upon the Second

Edition of this Work, has enabled me, on the present

occasion, to escape a large proportion of the renewed labour

and study, which I must otherwise have encountered. It is

true that my interest in Italian philology has rather in-

creased than diminished, and the course of lectures on

Latin Etymologies and Synonyms, which I had the honour

to deliver to some of the best Scholars in the University

on recommencing my residence at Cambridge in October,

1855, may be regarded as some sort of proof that in mat-

ters of detail I had still, as I conceived, something new to

say on the subjects discussed in the following pages. Some

of the results of those investigations will be found in the

present edition. But these and other additions, though they

have increased the bulk of the present volume by at least

one-fifth of the whole, are mainly questions of lexicography

and special detail. As far as regards the general deduc-

tions in Ethnography and Comparative Grammar, which

this book undertakes to establish, I have had nothing to

alter, and the additional matter will be found to confirm

and illustrate what I had previously advanced.

It is not necessary that I should restate the object

which I have proposed to myself in writing this book. The

Title-page sufficiently intimates that it is an attempt to

discuss the comparative philology of the Latin language on

the broad basis of general ethnography. My motto : licet

omnia Italica 2)ro Romanis habeam—points to the attempt,

which I have made, to show historically how the classical

idiom of ancient Rome resulted from the absorption or

centralisation of the other dialects spoken in the peninsula.

b2
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And this result is justified by the ethnological deductions

here presented to the reader, which prove that, Avith the

exception of the Celtic substratum, which is occasionally

appreciable, there are no elements in the old population of

Italy which may not be regarded, as either Sclavonian, Low-

German, or that well-fused combination of those two branches

of the Arian family, which we term Lithuanian. All these

elements are homogeneous, and the political union enforced

by the conquests of the Imperial City on the Tiber natu-

rally led to a perfect combination or absorption of idioms,

which have been partially fused in other parts of Europe \

The only part of the ethnographical theory propounded

in the former edition, which has not been received with

general and tacit assent, is the hypothesis that the Rasenic

or non-Pelasgian element in the Etruscan is ultimately

identical with the primitive form of the Scandinavian lan-

guages. A careful and scrupulous review of all the evi-

dence, and an impartial consideration of all the objections

raised by those who took a different view of the question,

have only tended to confirm my conviction of the validity

of the results, at which I had arrived; and I trust that

the additional arguments and illustrations, which I have

brought forward in the present edition, will increase the

number of those who have recognized in this solution of

the Etruscan problem the germs at least of a linguistic dis-

covery firmly resting on the only available induction.

1 In the map of ancient Italy which I have drawn up for this work,

I have so chosen the colours as to indicate the structures and relation-

ship of the different strata in the populations of ancient Italy. As I

believe that the Greeks and Celts—like the Teutones and Cirabri of his-

tory—were scions ultimately of the same stock, I have represented them

by cognate colours

—

red and pink; and then, tiiWwg yellow to mark the

Sclavonians and blue to indicate the Gothic tribes, the fusion of these

races in the Lithuanian or Latin is shown to the eye by a stratum of

green, which is a mixture of blue and yellow.
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With regard to the bearing of this work on the practi-

cal cultivation of Latin Scholarship, it is still the only

book which combines an adequate collection of the mate-

rials with an original explanation of the phenomena. The

opinion, which I expressed in the two former editions,

that Latin Scholarship is not flourishing in England^, may

now, I am happy to say, be considered as liable to some

qualification. How far the following pages may have con-

tributed to an increased study of Latin philology, I do

not presume to determine. But it cannot be doubted that

an improvement in this respect has commenced. Classical

examination papers in the higher competitions at the

Universities and elsewhere, both presume and require a

more exact knowledge of the structure of the Latin lan-

guage, and some articles, which have appeared in the

Journal of Philology, show that we have among us at

least one or two scholars who have devoted themselves

to the minutiae of Latin criticism Avith a zeal and abi-

lity which promise results not inferior to those which

have been obtained by Lachmann, Ritschl, and Madvig.

On the other hand, I cannot say that I see any better

prospect of a revived use of the Latin language as a

medium of communication among Scholars, and in this

respect at least I subscribe to the opinion expressed by

an entertaining writer in the Edinburgh Review'^, and

quite agree with him in deprecating the discontinuance

of a practice, which, if it did not preserve the dignity of

learned controversy, at least confined it to its narrower

stage and more appropriate audience. I am also bound

to admit that our reputation for Latin Scholarship is

1 See also Mr. Paley's Preface to his Propcrtius, which was pubhshed

shortly after the second edition of this work (pp. xxii sqq.).

2 April, 1857; p. 512.
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still seriously compromised by one or two pretentious

writers, whose unacquaintance with the refinements of the

Latin language is only equalled by their want of ordinary

tact and judgment, and by their contempt for the first

principles of scientific philology. Above all, it is to be

regretted that the greatest schools in this country per-

sist in the use of Latin grammars, which not only fail to

convey with sufficient accuracy the essential facts of the

language, but, what is still worse, succeed in impressing

the tenacious memory of the most hopeful students with

erroneous statements and fallacious principles, which pro-

duce an ineradicable effect on all except the most original

minds.

Entertaining a profound conviction of the importance of

maintaining the old basis of a liberal education, and be-

lieving that an exact study of the language and literature

of ancient Rome is at least as useful as Greek scholarship

in its various applications, I have endeavoured in the pre-

sent work and in more elementary publications to furnish

teachers and learners with manuals of reference, which are

at any rate in harmony with the advanced philological dis-

cipline of the present generation. I do not need to be told,

how far I have fallen short of what might be done in this

way. As, however, I have not only made the first attempt

in the right direction, but have hitherto had few if any

fellow-labourers among my own countrymen, I may venture

to believe that I have been of some service to the better

class of Students; and the simultaneous demand for new

editions both of this work and of my Latin Grammar

encourages me to hope that my labours have recommended

themselves to the favourable consideration of an increasing

number of persons interested in the philological study of

the Latin language.

J. W. D.
Cambridge, -I'^th April, i860.
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NO person who is conversant with the subject will ven-

ture to assert that Latin scholarship is at present

flourishing in England. On the contrary, it must be ad-

mitted that, while we have lost that practical familiarity

with the Latin language, which was possessed some forty

years ago by every Englishman with any pretensions to

scholarship, we have not supplied the deficiency by making

ourselves acquainted with the results of modern philology,

so far as they have been brought to bear upon the lan-

guage and literature of ancient Rome. The same impulse,

which has increased and extended our knowledge of Greek,

has checked and impoverished our Latinity. The dis-

covery that the Greek is, after all, an easier language than

the Latin, and that it may be learned without the aid of

its sister idiom, while it has certainly enabled many to

penetrate into the arcana of Greek criticism who must

otherwise have stopt at the threshold, has at the same time

prevented many from facing the difficulties which surround

the less attractive literature of Rome, and, by removing

one reason for learning Latin, has induced the student to

overlook the other and higher considerations which must

always confer upon this language its value, its importance,

and its dignity.

A return to the Latin scholarship of our ancestors

can only be effected by a revival of certain old-fashioned
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methods and usages, which have been abandoned, perhaps

more hastily than wisely, in favour of new habits and new

theories. No arguments can make it fashionable for scho-

lars to clothe their thoughts in a classic garb : example

will do more than precept ; and when some English phi-

lologer of sufficient authority shall acquire and exert the

faculty of writing Latin with terse and simple elegance,

he will not want imitators and followers. With regard,

however, to our ignorance of modern Latin philology, it

must be owned that our younger students have at least

one excuse—namely, that they have no manual of instruc-

tion ; no means of learning what has been done and is

still doing in the higher departments of Italian philology;

and if we may judge from the want of information on

these subjects which is so frequently conspicuous in the

works of our learned authors, our literary travellers, and

our classical commentators, this deficiency is deeply rooted,

and has been long and sensibly felt. Even those among

us who have access to the stores of German literature,

would seek in vain for a single book which might serve as

the groundwork of their studies in this department. The

most comprehensive Roman histories, and the most elabo-

rate Latin grammars, do not satisfy the curiosity of the

inquisitive student ; and though there is already before

the world a great mass of materials, these are scattered

through the voluminous works of German and Italian

scholars, and are, therefore, of little use to him who is not

prepared to select for himself what is really valuable, and

to throw aside the crude speculations and vague conjec-

tures by which such researches are too often encumbered

and deformed.

These considerations, and the advice of some friends,

who have supposed that T might not be unprepared for
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such an office, have induced me to undertake the work

which is now presented to the English student. How far

I have accomplished my design must be left to the judg-

ment of others. It has been my wish to produce, within

as short a compass as possible, a complete and systematic

treatise on the origin of the Romans, and the structure

and affinities of their language,—a work which, while it

might be practically useful to the intelligent and educated

traveller in Italy, no less than to the reader of Niebuhr

and Arnold, might at the same time furnish a few specimens

and samples of those deeper researches, the full prosecu-

tion of which is reserved for a chosen few.

The most cursory inspection of the table of contents

will show what is the plan of the book, and what informa-

tion it professes to give. Most earnestly do I hope that

it may contribute in some degree to awaken among my
countrymen a more thoughtful and manly spirit of Latin

philology. In proportion as it effects this object, I shall

feel myself excused in having thus ventured to commit to

a distant press a work necessarily composed amid the dis-

tractions and interruptions of a laborious and engrossing

profession.

J. W. D.

The School Hall, Bury St. Edmund's,

lijih March, 1844.
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VARRONIANUS

CHAPTER I.

THE OLD ITALIAN TRIBES CONSIDERED AS
RELATED TO EACH OTHER.

:. Elements of the population of Eome. § i. The Latins—a composite tribe.

§3. The Oscans, &c. §4. Alba and Lavinium. §5. Trojan colony in Latium.

§ 6. The Sabines—how related to the Umbrians and Oscans. § 7. The TJm-

brians—their ancient gi'eatness. § 8. Reduced to insignificance by successive

contacts with the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians and Etruscans, § 9. The Pelasgians

—the differences of their position in Italy and Greece respectively. § 10. They

preserve their national integTity in Etruria. § 11. Meaning and ethnical extent

of the name "Tyrrhenian." § 12. The Eteuscans—the author's theory re-

specting their origin. § 13. The names Etruscus and Rasena cannot be brought

to an agreement with Tyrsenus. § 14. The legend that the Etruscans were

Lydians is entirely destitute of historical foundation. § 15. It is explicitly

stated by ancient writers that the Etruscans were connected with Rsetia. § 16.

This view of the case is after all the most reasonable. § 17. It is confirmed

by all available evidence, and especially by the contrast between the town and

country languages of ancient Etruria. § 18. Further inferences derivable

from (a) the traditionary history of the Luceres. § 19. (6) Fragmentary

records of the early constitution of Rome. § ^o. (c) Etymology of some

mythical proper names. §21. General conclusion as to the mutual relations

of the old Italian tribes.

§ 1. Elements of the ^ojpulatwn of Rome.

THE sum of all that is known of the earliest history of Rome
is comprised in the following enumeration of particulars. A

tribe of Latin origin, more or less connected with Alba, settled

on the Palatine hill, and in the process of time united itself, by
the right of intermarriage and other ties, with a band of Sabine

warriors, who had taken up their abode on the Quirinal and

Capitoline hills. These two towns admitted into fellowship

with themselves a third community, established on the C^elian

and Esquiline hills, which seems to have consisted of Pelas-

gians, either from the Solonian plain lying between Rome and

D. V. 1
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Laviniiim, or from tlie opposite side of the river near Csere; and

tlie whole body became one city, governed by a king, or magister

])opul{, and a senate; the latter being the representatives of the

three original elements of the state,—the Latin or Oscan Eamnes,

the Sabine Titienses or Quirites, and the Pelasgian Liiceres. It

appears, moreover, that the Etruscans, on the other side of the

Tiber, eventually influenced the destinies of Rome in no slight

degree, and the last three kings mentioned in the legendary tra-

ditions were of Etruscan origin. In other words, Rome was,

during the period referred to by their reigns, subjected to a

powerful Etruscan dynasty, from the tyranny of which it had, on

two occasions, the good fortune to escape. What Servius planned

was for the most part carried into effect by the consular consti-

tution, which followed the expulsion of the last Tarquinius.

As these facts are established by satisfactory evidence, and

as we have nothing else on which we can depend with certainty,

it follows that, in order to investigate the ethnical affinities of the

Roman people, and the origin and growth of their language, we
must in the first instance inquire who were the Latins, the Sa-

bines, the Pelasgians, and the Etruscans, and what were their

relations one with another. After this we shall be able with

greater accuracy to examine their respective connexions with the

several elements in the original population of Europe.

The general result will be this :—that the Septimontium, or

seven Hills of Rome, contained a miniature representation of the

ethnography of the Avhole Peninsula. Leaving out of the ques-

tion the Celtic substratum, which cannot be ascertained, but which

was probably most pure in the mountaineers of the Apennines,

the original population of Italy from the Po to the straits of

Rhegium was, like that of ancient Greece, Pelasgo-Sclavonian.

This population remained unadulterated up to tlie dawn of ancient

history in the central plains to the west—namely, in Etruria

and Latium ; but in the rest of Italy it was superseded or ab-

sorbed or qualified in difl^erent degrees of fusion by a population

of Gothic or Low-German origin, which, although undoubtedly'

of later introduction in the Peninsula, was so mixed up with the

Celtic or primary tribes that it claimed to be aboriginal. When
this Low-German race remained tolerably pure, or at least only

infected with Celtic ingredients, it bore the names of Umbrians
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or Ombricans in tlie north, and of Opicans or Oscans in the
south. When it was intermixed with Sclavonic elements to
about the same extent as the Lithuanians or Old Prussians in
the north of Europe, this Low-German population became
known as Latins and Sabines. And the Etruscans or Easena
were a later and uninfected importation of Low Germans fresh
from the north, who conquered and were partly absorbed into
the pure Tyrrhenians, or Pelasgo-Sclavonians to the ri^ht of the
Tiber.

In giving this general sketch of the ingredients which com-
posed the population of ancient Italy, I omit all reference to the
Greek colonists, who retained their language and a distinct na-
tionality in numerous settlements along the coast, and actually
gave the name of Gr(Ecia Magna {rj ixe^aKy) 'EXXti?) to the south-
eastern part of the Peninsula. Like the colonies in Sicily, these
Greeks belong in every sense to their mother country, and
Italian ethnography is not more concerned with them than with
the inhabitants of Attica and Laconia. The Greeks of Cuma,
from whom the Eomans derived their alphabet, and perhaps
many other features of their early civilisation, only anticipated
the influences, which subsequent intercourse with the Greeks of
the mother country produced on the whole texture of the lan-
guage and literature of Eome.

§ 2. The Latins—a comjwsite tribe.

The investigations of Niebuhr and others have made it

sufficiently certain that the Pelasgians formed a very important
element in the population of ancient Latium. This appears not
merely from the primitive traditions, but also, and more sti'ongly,

from the mythology, language, and architecture of the country,'
It has likewise been proved that this Pelasgian population was
at an early period partially conquered by a tribe of mountaineers,
who are called Oscans, and who descended on Latium from the
basins of the Nar and the Velinus. The influence of these
foreign invaders was most sensibly and durably felt in the
language of the country; which in its earliest form presents
phenomena not unlike those which have marked the idiom
spoken in this island since the Norman conquest. The words

1—2
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relating to husbandry and peaceful life are Pelasgian, and the

terms of war and the chase are Oscan^

As it is this foreign element which forms the distinction

between the Latins and the Pelasgians, let ns in the first place

inquire into the origin and affinities of these Oscan conquerors,

in order that we may more easily disentangle the complexities

of the subject.

§ 3. The scans, &c.

The Oscans were known at different times and in different

places under the various names of Opicans, Opscans, Ausonians,

and Auruncans. The primary denomination was Op-icus or

Oqu-tcus, derived from Ops or Opis = Oqu-is, the Italian name

of the goddess Earth; and these people were therefore, in

accordance with their name, the Autochthones, or aboriginal

inhabitants of the district where they are first found. The

other denominations are derived from the same word, Op-s =
Oqu-is, by the addition of the endings -si-cus, -sunus, and -sun-

icus. The guttural is assimilated in Oscus, the labial is absorbed

in Kvacov, and the s has become r, according to the regular pro-

cess, in Auruncus^.

^ Niebuhr, H. E. i, p. 82 ; Muller, Etrusker, i. p. 17. This observa-

tion must not be pressed too far ; for it does not in fact amount to more

than prima facie evidence. The Opican or Oscan language belongs to

the Indo-Germanic family no less than the Pelasgian; the latter, however,

was one ingredient in the language of ancient Greece, and it does not

appear that any Hellenic tribes were connected with the Oscans ; con-

sequently it is fair to say that, as one element in the Latin language

resembles the Greek, while the other does not, the Grsecising element is

Pelasgian.

^ See Niebuhr, i. 69, note. Buttmann, Lexilogus, i. p. 68, note 1.

(p. 154, Fishlake). The investigation of these nam.es leads to a variety

of important and interesting results. It has been shown elsewhere that

in the oldest languages of the Indo-Germanic family the names of the

cow or ox and the earth are commutable (iV. Crat. § 470). Not to refer

to the obvious but not so certain analogy between \'kls, the ox-god, and

the anlr] yaia, it can be shown to demonstration that the steer or ox, which

was to the last the symbol of the old Italians, as appears by their coins,

entered into the meaning of their two national designations, Italus and I

Opicus, With regard to the former it is well known, that italos, orl
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These aboriginal tribes, having been in the first instance,

like the Arcadians in the Peloponnese, driven by their invaders,

the Pelasgians, into the mountain fastnesses of the Apennines,

were at length reinforced by foreign elements, and, descending

from the interior on both sides, conquered the people of the

plains and the coast. One tribe, the Ap-uli, subdued the

ituluSt or with the digamma vitulus, meant an ox or steer (Niebuhr, I.

18 sqq.)> and Vitellium appears on coins as a synonym for Italia. This

takes us at once to the Gothic vithrus, O, N. vedr, O. S. withar, Anglo-S.

vether^ O. H. G. vidar, N. H. G. widder (properly the castrated animal),

English wether ; and as these are referred to sheep rather than oxen, we
must conclude that the name is an epithet which is applicable to either

animal. With regard to the other root, qv in JEquus carries us back to

the principle of combined but divergent articulations, to which I first called

attention (iV. Crat. § 110, 12l), and on which the late Mr. Garnett wrote

some valuable papers {Philol. Soc. ii. pp. 233, 257, al.), and we may infer

that the roots ap- or op- present a labial only instead of an original com-

bination of labial and guttural, while we find the opposite divergence in

the guttural forms vac'ca,veh-o, Sanscr. vaha, Gr. oxos, exo), Goth, auh-sa,

O. N. ox, Anglo-S. oxa, O. H. G. ohso, N. H. G. ochs, Engl. ox. The
labial form is sometimes strengthened by an inserted anusvdra, or homo-
geneous liquid ; thus by the side of oTr-copa and ops we have 6-fi-<pvv€iv'

av^eiv. Hesych. Cf. dir-apa, auc-tumnus (where the root av^-, auc-, aug-eo

contains the guttural form of this element) and o-fx-nrj' evdrjvla o6ev koI t]

Ar]fxrjTr]p 'O-fi-nvia. With these inductions we shall have no difficulty in

reducing to one origin and classifying the different Italian names into

which the root oqu- enters. The qu- is found only in JEqu-us ; the p
appears in Op-icus, Ap-uliis ; the guttural is assimilated in Oscus= Ok-scus

(cf. di-a-Kos for dU-o-Kos, Xe-o-xrj for Xiy-uKrj &ic. N. Crat. § 219); the labial

is vocalized in Au-son; the s of the termination is changed into r,

according to the old Italian practice, in Au-runcus = Au-simicus ; and

the root-consonant is represented only by an initial v in VoIscus= Apu-

lisicus, which has vanished, as usual, in the Hellenic articulation 'EXiavKos

(Herod, vii. 165). It will be seen in the sequel that I seek a very differ-

ent origin for the name Umbria, which Niebuhr apparently refers to

this root: and it seems very strange to me that he should have under-

stood the statement of Philistus quoted by Dionysius (i. 22): i^ava-

a-Trjvai Se ck rfjs iavTcov Tovs Aiyvas vno re '0/x/3ptKc5y Koi UeXacryoSj/, which

refers to the dispossession of the Celtic inhabitants of Umbria and

Etruria, as belonging to the same traditions which led Antiochus to write

that the Sicilians were driven over into Sicily by the Opicans (H. R. i.

p. 82) : for Antiochus is speaking exclusively of what took place in the

southern extremity of Italy, and the Pelasgians and Ombrici mentioned

by Philistus were the Tyrrhenians and Umbrians of the north.
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Daunians and other tribes settled in the south-east, and gave

their name to the country; they also extended themselves to

the west, and became masters of the country from the bay of

Terracina upwards to the Tiber, In this district they bore the

well-known names of Volsci and jEqui, names still connected

with the primary designation of the aborigines.

A more important invasion was that which was occasioned

by the pressure of the Sabines on an Oscan people settled in

the mountains between Reate and the Fucine lake. These in-

vaders came down the Anio, and conquered the Pelasgians of

northern Latium. The name Sacrani given to these conquerors

in the old legends of Latium is supposed to refer to the tradition

that they left their home in pursuance of the vow of a Sacred

Spring
(
Ver Sacrum). For it is said that, when the Sabelliaus

found their population more than their narrow territory would

support, they devoted to the Gods every creature born in a cer-

tain year, and when twenty years had elapsed, the cattle were

sacrificed or redeemed, and the young men were compelled

to expatriate themselves and find a new settlement at the

expense of their neighbours^. According to the legends these

Sacrani were guided to their new abodes by the animal, which

represented the God to whom they had been dedicated^. Thus

the Sabellians, who conquered Picenum, were led by a wood-

pecker [picus)
^

; those who conquered Samnium were conducted

by an ox {vitulus) ^
; those who conquered Hirpinum were con-

ducted by a wolf {Ivirpus)
^

; the same animal figures in the tra-

ditions of Latium and E-ome ; and, as we shall see in the next

chapter, the wolf is also the sacred animal of the cognate

Lithuanians of the North. The chief seat of the Sacranians,

who conquered ISTorthern Latium, seems to have been Alba, the

^Z^-ine or mountain-city, where they dwelt under the name of

Prisci Latini, " ancient Latins ;" being also called Casci, a name

1 See Festus, s. vv. Sacrani Qt Mamertini i Servius ad Verg. ^n. vii.

796 ; VaiTO ap, Dion. i. 14 ; Strabo, v. p. 250 A ; Livy, xxxni. 44.

2 The reader will remember the similar case of Hengist and Horsa ; I

New Cratylus, § 78.

^ Strabo, v. p. 240 D ; Pliny, H. N. m. 8.

^ Above, p. 4, note 2.

5 Strabo, v, p. 250 3, d.
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which denotes "ancient" or "well-born/' and which, like the

connected Greek term %ao/, implies that they were a nation of

warriors (iY. Crat. § 322).

§ 4. Alba and Lavinium.

The district of Latimn, when history first speaks of it, was

thus occupied by two races ; one a mixed people of Oscan con-

querors living in the midst of the Pelasgians whom they had

subdued, the other a Pelasgian nation not yet conquered by the

invaders. These two nations formed at 'first two distinct con-

federacies : of the former Alba was the head, while the place of

congress for the latter was Lavinium. At the latter place, the

Penates, or old Pelasgian Gabeiri, were worshipped: and even

after the Pelasgian league was broken up by the power of Alba,

and when Alba became the capital of the united nation of the

Latins and sent a colony to Lavinium, the religious sanctity

of the place was still maintained, the Penates were still wor-

shipped there, and deputies still met in the temple of Venus.

The influence of Alba was, however, so great, that even after its

fall, when the Pelasgian Latins partially recovered their inde-

pendence, there remained a large admixture of foreign elements

in the whole population of Latium, and that which was purely

Pelasgian in their character and institutions became gradually

less and less perceptible, till nothing remained on the south of

the Tiber which could claim exemption from the predominating

influence of the Oscans.

That the name Lavinium is only a dialectical variety of

Latinium has long been admitted. The original form of the

name Latinus, which afterwards furnished a denomination for

the language of the civilised world, must have been Latvinus;

and while the Pelasgian Latins preserved the labial only, the

mixed people retained only the dentaP. We shall see in the

1 The same has been the case in the Pelasgian forms, liber, libra, bis,

ruber, &c., compared with their Hellenic equivalents, i-XevBepos, XiTpa,

dls, i-pvdp6s, &c. These forms are in fact exemplifications of a principle

of considerable importance, to which I first directed attention in Feb-

ruary 1839 (New Cratylus, §§ 110, 121), and which I have termed "the

law of divergent articulations" {Encycl, Brit. ed. 8, art. " Philology").
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next chapter that the full form of the name is preserved, by the

side of both the divergences, in the north of Europe, where we

have Lithuanians by the side of Lettomans and Lwonians*

§ 5. Trojan Colony in Latium.

The tradition speaks of the Pelasgian Latins as a colony of

Trojans who settled on the coast under u^neas, the son of

AncMses. Without entering at length into an examination of

this poetical legend, it may be mentioned here that the names

^neas and A7icJiises refer, wherever they are found, to the

Pelasgian or Cabeiric worship of water in general, and of the

flowing stream in particular, and therefore indicate the presence

of a Pelasgian population. We have other reasons for inferring

the existence of Pelasgians on the coast of Asia Minor, in Thes-

saly, Boeotia, Arcadia, and the west of Italy. It is therefore

quite natural that we should find in these localities the name of

^neas as that of a river or river-god. The word itself denotes

" the ever-flowing" {alveLa<^ or alvea<;, devvao^, del oic alel vecoVj

The late Mr. Garnett, who has illustrated this law in his excellent paper
'* on certain initial letter-changes in the Indo-European languages"

(Proceed, of the Philol. Soc. Vol. i. pp. 233 sqq. pp. 257 sqq. ; Essays,

pp. 253 sqq.), remarks (p. 235, note) that " Hofer in his Beitrdge zur Ety-

mologih has taken pretty nearly the same view of the subject.^' I have

only within the last few days succeeded in obtaining a copy of this book,

the correct title of which is Beitrdge zur Etymologie und Vergleichender

Orammatik der HauptspracJien des Lido-Germanischen Stammes. Although

he has abundantly noticed the phenomena, from which my law is derived,

Hofer is so far from asserting the principle that two divergent articula-

tions must have branched off from an original combination which con-

tained them both, that he distinctly (p. 260) derives qu from k, and

maintains that "the guttural tenuis has a special relation to the sound w,

which makes it possible that u should be developed out of and along

with the guttural." Whatever resemblance there may be between Hofer's

views and mine on this subject, as his preface is dated 18 September,

1839, it is not for me to determine his relations to a book published in

the preceding February. The true view, as far as concerns the apparent

transition from k to p, was first indicated by Lepsius {Zwei-Abhandlungen,

p. 99) ; but in spite of this Corssen {Ausspr. Vokal. u, Beton. der Latein.

Spr. I. p. 39) still maintains that qu is a transitional sound from the gut-

tural tenuis k to the labial tenuis p.
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cf. aiJbvvLa^, d/jLvvcov, N. Crat. § 262), and in accordance with

this we have the rivers Anias, JEnios, jEnus, and Anio. In the

same way, because the stream is the child of its fountain,

AncMses the father of JEneas, whose mother is Aphrodite, the

goddess of the sea-foam, denotes the outpouring of water

{dy')(^L(T7]<^, dyx^^^^j ^TX^^^/^o?, «7%o^5 from dva')(6(o), and cor-

responds to Fotitus, the Jupiter Egerius of the Eomans\

§ 6. The Sabines—how related to the Umbrians and

scans.

It has been mentioned that the Sabines dispossessed the

Oscans, and compelled them to invade Latium. Our next point

is, therefore, to consider the relation in which the Sabines stood

to the circumjacent tribes.

The original abode of these Sabines was, according to Cato^,

about Amiternum, in the higher Apennines. Issuing from this

lofty region, they drove the Umbrians before them on one side

and the Oscans on the other, and so took possession of the dis-

trict which for so many years was known by their name.

It will not be necessary in this place to point out the suc-

cessive steps by which the Sabine colonies made themselves

masters of the whole south and east of Italy, nor to show how
they settled on two of the hills of Rome. It is clear, on every

account, that they were not Pelasgians ; and our principal object

is to inquire how they stood related to the Umbrians and Oscans,

on whom they more immediately pressed.

Niebuhr thinks it not improbable that the Sabines and

Oscans were only branches of one stock, and mentions many
reasons for supposing so^ It appears, however, that there are

still stronger reasons for concluding that the Sabines were an

offshoot of the Umbrian race. This is established not only by
the testimony of Zenodotus of Troezen*, who wrote upon the

1 For these and many other ingenious combinations more or less

tenable, see Troja's Ursprung, Blilthe, Untergang und Wiedergeburt in

Latium, Yon Emil Riickert, Hamb. u. Gotha, 1846.

2 Quoted by Dionys. i. 14, p. 40; ii. 49, p. 338, Reiske.

3 Hist. Rome, i. p. 103. '^ Apud Dionys. ii. 49, p. 337.
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Umbrians, but also hy tlie resemblances of the Sabine and

Umbrian languages i. It is true that this last remark may be

made also with regard to the Sabine and Oscan idioms; for

many words which are quoted as Sabine are likewise Oscan ^.

The most plausible theory is, that the Sabines were Umbrians,

who were separated from the rest of their nation, and driven

into the high Apennines, by the Pelasgians of the north-east;

but that, after an interval, they in their turn assumed an

offensive position, and descending from their highlands, under

the name of Sabmt, or '' worshippers of Sabus the son of

SancusV' attacked their Umbrian brethren on the one side, and

the Oscan Latins on the other. At length, however, they sent

out so many colonies to the sou.th, among the Oscan nations, that

their Umbrian affinities were almost forgotten; and the Sabellian

tribes, especially the Samnites, wxre regarded as members of the

Oscan family, from having adopted to a considerable extent the

language of the conquered tribes among whom they dwelt.

§ 7. The Umhnans—their ancient greatness.

The Umbrians are always mentioned as one of the most

ancient nations of Italy^. Though restricted in the historical

ages to the left bank of the Tiber, it is clear that in ancient

times they occupied the entire northern half of the peninsula,

from the Tiber to the Po. Their name, according to the Greek

etymology, implied that they had existed before the great rain-

1 Servius ad Verg. Mn, in. 235». 2 JS[iebuhr, uhi supra.

3 That this Sancus was an Umbrian deity is clear from the Eugubine

Tables. Indeed, both sabus and sancus, in the old languages of Italy,

sio"nified "sacred" or "revered," and were probably epithets regularly

applied to the deity. In the Eugubine Tables we have the word sev-um,

meaning " reverently" (i. a. 5) ; and Sansius is an epithet of the god

Fisus, or Fisovius (vi. 6. 3, 5). Comp, the Latin sev-erus (ae^-co) and

sanctus. The denarii struck during the social war have Sajinium for

Samnium (Eckhel, p. 103), so that the name of the nation must have

been Sajini or Sav-ini, "the sacred." According to this, the name Sabini

is nearly equivalent to Sacrani. The tables also mention the picus

Martius of the Sabines, from which the Piceni derived their name

(piquier Martier, v. b. 9, 14) ; comp. Strabo, v. p. 240.

4 Niebuhr, i. note 430.
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floods which had destroyed many an earlier race of men\ This

is about as valuable as other Greek etymologies. The ethno-

graphical import of the name will be examined in the following

chapter, and we certainly do not need a forced etymology to

prove that the Umbrians must have been among the earliest

inhabitants of Italy. Cato said that their city Ameria was

founded 381 years before Eome^ All that we read about

them implies that they were a great and an ancient nation^

There are distinct traditions to prove that the country, after-

wards called Etruria, was originally in the occupation of the

Umbrians. The name of the primitive occupants of that country

was preserved by the Tuscan river Umhro, and the tract of

land through which it flowed into the sea was to the last called

Umhria^. It is expressly stated that Gortona was once Um-
brian^; and Gamers, the ancient name of Clusium^, points at

once to the Gamertes, a great Umbrian tribe ^. It is certain

also that the Umbrians occupied Picenum, till they were expelled

from that region by their brethren the Sabines^.

§ 8. Reduced to insignificance hy successive contacts with

the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians and Etruscans.

Since history, then, exhibits this once great nation expelled

from the best part of its original possessions, driven beyond the

Apennines, deprived of all natural barriers to the north, and

reduced to insignificance, we are led at once to inquire into the

cause of this phenomenon. Livy speaks of the Umbrians as

dependent allies of the Tuscans^ ; and Strabo tells us that the

Etruscans and Umbrians maintained a stubborn contest for the

possession of the district between the Apennines and the mouth

of the Po^°. The people, which thus ruled them or strove with

^ See Plin. H. N. in. 19: " Umbrorura gens antiquissima Italic

existimatur, ut quos Ombrios a Grsecis putent dictos, quod inundatione

terrarum imbribus superfuissent."

2 Pliny, m. 14, 19. 3 Florus, i. 17; Dionys. i. 19.

4 Pliny, m. 5. (8). 5 Dionys. i. 20.

6 Liv. X. 25. 7 Liv. ix. 36.

8 Pliny, III. 13, 14. 9 In Books ix. and x.

10 P. 216.
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them in the latter period of their history, when they were

living within the circumscribed limits of their ultimate posses-

sions, was that which deprived them of a national existence

within the fairest portion of their originally wide domains.

It will be shown that the national integrity of the Umbrians

was impaired by their successive contacts with the Tjnrrheno-

Pelasgians, and the Etruscans properly so called ; and it will be

convenient to consider, as separate questions, these qualifying

elements in the population of ancient Umbria.

§ 9. The Pelasgians—the differences of their position in

Italy and Greece respectively.

Without stopping to inquire at present who the Pelasgians

were out of Italy, let us take them up where they first make

their appearance at the mouth of the Po. We find that their

area commences with this district, and that, having crossed the

Apennines, " they wrested from the Umbrians the great city

Gamers, from whence they carried on war all around. Continu-

ally pressing towards the south, and, as they advanced, conquering

the indigenous tribes, or driving them up into the highlands,

they eventually made themselves masters of all the level plains

and of the coasts. Though afterwards, as we have seeD, invaded

in their turn, and in part conquered by the Oscan aborigines,

they were for a long time in possession of Latium ; and, under

the widely diffused name of CEnotrians, they held all the south

of Italy, till they were conquered or dispossessed by the spread

of the great Sabellian race.

To these Pelasgians were due the most important elements

in the ancient civilisation of Italy. It was not their destiny to

be exposed throughout their settlements, like their brethren in

Greece, to the overruling influence of ruder and more warlike

tribes. This was to a certain extent the case in the south ; where

they were not only overborne by the power of their Sabellian

conquerors, but also Hellenised by the Grreek colonies which

were at an early period established among them. But in Etruria

and Latium the Pelasgian nationality was never extinguished

:

even among the Latins it survived the severest shocks of Oscan

invasion. In Etruria it remained to the end the one prevailing
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characteristic of the people ; and Rome herself, though she owed
her military greatness to the Sabellian ingredient in her compo-

sition, was, to the days of her decline, Pelasgian in all the essen-

tials of her language, her religion, and her law.

§ 10. Preserve their national integrity in Etruria.

It is easy to see why the Pelasgians retained their national

integrity on the north-western coast so much more perfectly than

in the south and east. It was because they entered Etruria in a

body, and established there the bulk of their nation. All their

other settlements were of the nature of colonies ; and the density

of the population, and its proportion to the number of the con-

quered mingled with it, varied, of course inversely, with the dis-

tance from the main body of the people. In Etruria the Pelas-

gians were most thickly settled, and next to Etruria in Latium.

Consequently, while the Tyrsenians retained their conquest, and

compelled the Sabines, the most vigorous of the dispossessed

Umbrians, to direct their energies southwards, and while the

Latins were only partially reconquered by the aboriginal tribes,

the Pelasgians of the south resigned their national existence,

and were merged in the concourse of Sabellian conquerors and

Greek colonists.

§ 11. Meaning and extent of the iiame " Tyeehenian."

From the time of Herodotus^ there has been no doubt that

the Pelasgians in Greece and Italy were the same race, and that

^ I. 57. The following is the substance of what Herodotus has told

us respecting the Tyrrhenians and Pelasgians ; and his information,

though much compressed, is still very valuable. He seems tacitly to draw

a distinction between the Pelasgians and the Tyrrhenians, whom he

really identifies with one another. With regard to the latter he relates

the Lydian story (i. 94: (paal 8e avrol AvSo/), that Atys, son of Manes
king of the Mseonians, had two sons, Lydus and Tyrrhenus. Lydus

remained at home, and gave to the Mseonians the name of Lydians;

whereas Tyrrhenus sailed to Umbria with a part of the population, and

there founded the Tyrrhenian people. In general, Herodotus, when
he speaks of the Tyrrhenians, is to be understood as referring to the

Pelasgo-Etruscans. Of the Pelasgians he says (l 56 sqq.), that they
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tlie so-called TyrrJieni or Tyrseni were the most civilised branch

of that family. Herodotus, the great traveller of his time, was

more entitled than any of his contemporaries to form a judgment

on the subject, and he obviously identifies the Pelasgians with the

Tyrrhenians on the coast of Asia Minor, in Greece, and in Italy.

It is perhaps one of the many indications of the literary inter-

course between Herodotus and Sophocles, which I have else-

wdiere established^ that the latter, in a fragment of his Inachus,

mentions the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians among the old inhabitants of

Argos^. Lepsius^ has fully shown that the name Tvpf)7]v6<; or

formed one of the original elements of the population of Greece, the

division into Dorians and lonians corresponding to the opposition of

Hellenes to Pelasgians. In the course of his travels he had met with

pure Pelasgians in Placie and Scylace on the Hellespont, and also in

Creston; and their language differed so far from the Greek that he did

not scruple to call it barbarian (c. 57). At the same time he seems to

have been convinced that the Hellenes owed their greatness to their

coalition with these barbarous Pelasgians (c. 58). The text of Herodotus

is undoubtedly corrupt in this passage; but the meaning is clear from

the context. He says, that " the Hellenes having been separated from

the Pelasgians, being weak and starting from sm.all beginnings, have

increased in population, principally in consequence of the accession of

the Pelasgians and many other barbarous tribes." The reading av^rjrat

is TvXrjdos Tcov edvecov ttoXXcov is manifestly wrong; not only because the

position of the article is inadmissible, but also because aXXcov iOvewv

^ap^apoav (Tvxvoiv immediately follows. I cannot doubt that we ought to

read av^Tjrai €s irXrjdos, tcov UeXacrycov jiakicTTa Trpoa-KexcoprjKorcdv avra koI

akXcov iOvioiv ^ap^apoov (TV)(yr2)v. The epithet TToXktav has crept into the

text from a marginal explanation of crvxvav, and rwv idvecov ttoXXmv has

consequently taken the place of the abbreviation rav UATcov [lIAAcoj/]

for TCOV IleXacrycSj/.

1 Proceed, of the Phil. Soc. i. pp. 161 sqq.

2 Apud Dion. Hal. i. 25

:

"lvax€ yevvarop iral Kpr]vSp

narpos ^SlKeavov., /zeya Trpecr^svcov

\pyovs re yvai?, "'Hpas re irayois,

Kol Tvpa-qvolcri IL^Xaa-yois.

See also Schol. Apoll. Ph. i. 580.

3 Ueber die Ty^^rhenischen Pelasger in Etrurien. Leipsig, 1842. Dr.

Lepsius maintains the identity of the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians with the

Etruscans; a'nd in the first edition I accepted his view, which was

true as far as it went : but subsequent research has convinced me that

we must recognize a Raetian element superinduced on the previously
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Tvpa-7]v6(; signifies '' tower-builder/' and that this term has been

properly explained even by Dionysius^ as referring to the

Tupcret9 or Cyclopean fortifications which every where attest

the presence of Pelasgian tower-huilders. The word rvpptg or

rvpcrL<;, which occurs in Pindar as the name of the great palace

of the primeval god Saturn^, is identical with the Latin turris;

and the fact, that the Pelasgians derived their distinguishing

epithet from this word, is remarkable, not only as showing the

affinity between the Greek and Latin languages on the one hand,

and the Pelasgian in Etruria on the other hand, but also because

these colossal structures are always found wherever the Pelas-

gians make their appearance in Greece. Fortresses in Pelasgian

countries received their designation as often from these rvpaet^

as from the name Larissa, which seems to signify the abode of

the Im-s or prince. Thus the old Pelasgian Argos had two

citadels or aKpoiroXec^, the one called the Larissa, the other

TO apjo^, i. e. the arx^. In the neighbourhood, however, was

the city Tiryns, which is still remarkable for its gigantic

Cyclopean remains, and in the name of which we may recognize

existing combination of Tyrrheno-Pelasgian and Umbrian ingredients.

We are indebted to this scholar for some of the most important contri-

butions which Italian philology has ever received. In his treatise on

the Eugubine Tables, which he published in the year 1833, as an exercise

for his degree, he evinced an extent of knowledge, an accuracy of

scholarship, and a maturity of judgment, such as we rarely meet with

in so young a man. His collection of Umbrian and Oscan inscriptions

(Lipsise, 184 1) supplied the greatest want felt by those who were

interested in the old languages of Italy. And the most fruitful results

have proceeded from those inquiries into the Egyptian language and

history in which he has long been engaged.

1 I. 26 t aTvb TU)V epvfiaTcov, a rrpatTOL rwv T^8e oIkovvtcov KaTea-KevdcravTo.

TvpcreLs yap kol Trapa Tvpp-qvols ai ivT€L)(iot Koi cTTeyaval OLKrjaeis ovofid-

^ovTai, axTTTfp Trap* 'EWijcriv. Tzetzfs, ad Lycophr. 717 1 rvpais to

T£7xos, oTi TvpaJjvol TrpodTou €<p€vpov Tqv Teixo77ouav. Comp. Etym. M. s. V.

Tvpavvos»

2 01. II. 70 : eTSiXau Aios odov Trapd Kpovov Tvpaiv. See also Orph.

Argon. 151 : rvpatv epvjjivrjs MlXjjtglo. Suidas : Tvpaos, to iv v\j/ei (oko-

hopr}p.€vov. The word Tvpawos contains the same root : comp. Kolpavo^

with Kapa, and the other analogies pointed out in the New Cratylus,

§ 336.

3 Liv. xxiiv. 25 :
" Utrasque arces, nam duas habent Argi."
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the word rvppL^^ ; not mucli farther on the other side was Thy-

rea, which Pausanias connects with the fortified city Thyrceori^

,

in the middle of Pelasgian Arcadia ; and more to the south

we have the Messenian Thuria, and Thyrides at the foot of

Taenaron. Then again, in the northern abodes of the Pelasgians,

we find Tyrrheum, a fortified place not far from the Pelasgian

Dodona, and also a Tirida in Thrace ^ At no great distance

from the Thessalian Larissa and Argissa lay the Macedonian

Tyrissa^ a name which reminds us of the Spanish Turissa in

agro Tarraconensi^; and the Tyrrhemca Tarraco, with its mas-

sive walls^, fiiity establishes the connexion of this latter place

with the Tyrrhenians ^

§ 12, The Etruscans—the author s theory resj^ecting their

origin.

The fact that the distinctive name 'Yvf)pr)v6^ admits of a

Greek interpretation is sufficient to show that the Tyrrhenians

^ According to Theophrastus (apud Plin. vii. 57), the inhabitants of

Tiryns were the inventors of the Tvpaeis. As early as Homer's time the

town was called reixioeaaa (ll. ii. 559), and its walls are described by

Euripides {Electr. 1158 ; Iph. in Aul 152, 1501 ; Troad. 1088) as kvk\(o-

rreia ovpdvia rdxq. The mythological personage Tiryns is called " the

son of Argos" (Pans. ii. 25), who, according to Steph. Byz., derived

his origin from Pelasgus, who civilized Arcadia (Pausan. vni. l), and

was the father of Larissa (Id. vii. 17), and grandfather of Thessalus

(Dionys. i. 17).

2 It was built by ThyrcBus the grandson of Pelasgus (Paus. vni. 35).

3 Plin. N. H. IV. 18 :
" Oppidum quondam Diomedis equorum sta-

bulis dirum."

4 Anton. Itin.

fi MuUer, Etrusker, i. p. 291 ; Auson. Ep. 24, 88.

6 Lepsius suggests also, that the Turres on the coast near Caere and

Alsium may have been a Roman translation of the name Tvppeis. With
regard to the city of Tyrrha in Lydia, and the district of Torrhehia, to

which the Tyrrhenians referred their origin, it is worthy of remark that

the civilised Toltecs, who introduced architecture, agriculture, and the

useful arts into Mexico, and whose capital was Tula, bore a name which

passed into a synonym for architect. See Prescott, Conquest of Mexico, i.

p. 12: Sahagun, Hist, de nueva Espana, lib. x. c. 29; Torquemado,

Monarch. Ind. lib. i. c. 14. The Toltecs were in general very like the

Tyrrhenians, and the Etruscans, by their gorgeous luxury and their
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were not exclusively Italian, and therefore were wrongly identi-

fied by the ancient writers with the singular and unaffiliated

nation of the Etruscans. To determine the origin of this people

and the nature of their language has been considered for many
years as the most difficult problem in Philology. And while

Bonarota, in his supplement to Dempster^, earnestly exhorts

the learned, and especially orientalists, to labour at the discovery

of this lost language, suggesting the hope of ultimate success,

if a carefully edited collection of inscriptions can be procured to

furnish materials for the work, Niebuhr remarks, in his lectures

on Ancient Geography^: " People feel an extraordinary curiosity

to discover the Etruscan language; and who would not enter-

tain this sentiment ? I would give a considerable part of my
worldly means as a prize, if it were discovered ; for an entirely

new light would then be spread over the ethnography of ancient

Italy. But however desirable it may be, it does not follow

that the thing is attainable." And he proceeds to point out the

inherent faultiness of some previous investigations. Whatever

may be the value of the discovery, I cannot allow myself to

doubt that the true theory is that which I have had the honour

of submitting to the British Association^. It has always ap-

peared to me a very great reproach to modern philology that

while we can read the hieroglyphic literature of Egypt, and

interpret the cuneiform inscriptions of Persia and Assyria, we
should profess ourselves unable to deal scientifically with the

remains of a language which flourished in the midst of Koman

skill in cookery, &c., remind one very much of the united race of Aztecs

and Toltecs which Cortes found in Mexico.
^ p. 106 :

" hortari postremo fas mihi sit, doctos prsecipue Unguis

Orientalibus viros, ut animi vires intendant, ad illustrandam veterem

Etruscam linguam, tot jam sseculis deperditam. Et quis vetat sperare,

quod temporum decursu emergat aliquis, qui diflEicilem et inaccessam

viam aperiat : et penetralia linguae hujus reseret; si prascipue cives et

incola3 urbium et locorum ubi inscriptiones Etruscse reperiuntur sedulo

et diligenter excipi et delineari curent monumenta, &c."
^ Vortrdge ilber alte Lander- und Volkerkunde. Berl. 1851, p. 531.

3 " On two unsolved problems in Indo-German Philology," in the

Report of the Brit. Assoc. /or the Advancement of Science for 1851, pp.
138—159.

2
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civilisation. So far from regarding the problem as involved in

hopeless difficulty, I have always felt that its solution was,

sooner or later, inevitable ; and as the present state of our

ethnographic knowledge enables us to classify and discriminate

all the different elements in the population of Europe, the

identification of the ancient Etruscans must reduce itself to the

alternative of exclusion, from which there is no escape. Sir

Thomas More came to the conviction that his unknown visitor

was aut Erasmus, aut Diaholus, and we may now say in the

same manner, that unless the Etruscans were old Low Germans

of the purest Gothic stock, there is no family of men to whom
they could have belonged. The demonstration of this, however,

belongs to a later part of the subject. At present we have only

to consider the Etruscans as they appear in the peninsula of

Italy.

§ 13. The names Etruscus and Easena ca7inot he hrouglit

to an agreement with Tyrsenus.

We have already seen that the Tyrseni or Tyrrheni in

Greece and Italy were a branch of the great Pelasgian race,

and that although the ancients considered them identical with

the Etruscans, the Greek explanation of which their name so

readily admits is a proof that they could not have been the

exclusively Italian tribe of the Etruscans. Modern scholars,

who have adopted the ancient hypothesis of the identity of the

Tyrrheni and JStrusci, have endeavoured by a Procrustean

method of etymology to overcome the difficulties caused by the

discrepancies of name. Thus the distinctive designation Etruscus

or Hetruscus is dipt and transposed until it becomes identical

with the Latin Tusciis for Tursi'cus, and synonymous with the

Greek Tvp(Tr)v6^\ On the other hand, the 'Taaiva of Dionysius

1 Miiller, Etrush. i. 71, 72. This view is adopted by Corssen {Zeit-

schr. f. vergl. Sprf. ill. pp. 272 sqq. ; Ausspr. Voh. u. Beton. d. lat. Spr.

I. p. 92), who derives Etrus~cus from the Umbrian eiric = alter, and con-

siders that the word denotes only exteri or "foreigners." He compares the

form of Etruscus with that of pri-s-cus, so that s, he says, is a relic of

the Latin comparative suffix ius ! (cf. i. p. 288). He forgets that ac-

cording to his own previous admission (p. 86) Etruria = Etrus-ia, in
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is pronounced a false reading and a mutilated representative of

Tapaaeva or Tapcreva, wliicli bears the same relation to Tvpa7]v6<^

that Porsena does to TLopa7]v6<; or Hopar]va<^^. There is an allur-

ing facility about this emendation, but it is a shock to the most

credulous etymologist, when we prefix a syllable to one word

and decapitate another in order to bring them both to an agree-

ment with a third designation. In philology, as in other

departments of human science, we perceive resemblances before

we can be persuaded that they are connected with irreconcilable

discrepancies. This we may see in the identification of the

word Tvppr}v6<; with another name peculiar to the Etruscans of

Italy, which appears under the form Tapx(oviov, Tarkyma,

Tarqumu. It is perfectly consistent with sound philology to

say that Tvpcr- may be a softer form of Tap;^-, Tark~, or

Tarq-. But, as I have elsewhere shown, if rap^-, or rpa^-

and Tvpa- belonged to the same root, the latter must be a

secondary or assibilated form of the other. 'No^Y to say nothing

of the fact that the cr- of rvp-cTTjvo^; and Tvp-aL<^ belongs to the

termination, and is not found in rvp-avvo^, Tlp-vv<^, Svp-ea, ©vp-

aiov, &c., it is clear that the form Tvp-a7]v6^ is the only one

which was ever known to the Pelasgians in Greece, while the

harder form belongs to the later or mixed race in Italy. They
must therefore be considered as different words. There is no

reason why the names Et-rUria = Et-rusia (cf. A^ulus, Abulia),

Et-rus-ci, and Ras-ena should not contain the same root: and

we shall see that there are good grounds for retaining these

words as the primitive and distinctive designation of a people

who invaded and conquered the mixed Tyrrhenians and Um-
brians of northern Italy.

which there is no reference to a comparative any more than in the

name of the Tuscan city Perusia.

^ This view has been successively adopted by Lanzi (Saggio, i. p.

189); Gell (Rome and its vicmity, i. pp. 364, 5); Cramer {Ancient Italy,

I. p. 161); and Lepsius (u. s. p. 23); and formerly approved itself to

my judgment.

2—2
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§ 14. The legend that the Etruscans were Lydians is entirely

destitute of historical foundation.

If we liave recourse to ancient authorities, we find only two

definite statements respecting the origin of the Etruscans. The

one is the old story,—which first appears in Herodotus^, which is

reproduced in endless variety by later writers^, and which the

young student learns from the addresses of Horace to his patron

Maecenas^,—that the Etruscans were a colony directly imported

from Lydia. This story was distinctly rejected by Dionysius,

who not only proves by the authority of Xanthus that the state-

ment of Herodotus rested on no Lydian authority, but also

appeals to the total difi:erence of the two nations in religion, lan-

guage, manners, and laws'^. But although this story is entirely

destitute of historical foundation, and is contradicted by the facts

of the case, there must be some way of explaining its origin and

general acceptance. It has been suggested^ that possibly an

isolated band of pirates from Asia Minor may have landed in

Etruria, and that from this the whole story had its origin. Or,

that, more probably, it is nothing but a mere pun derived from

the accidental similarity of name between the Tvp(T7]voL and the

Lydian Topprj^oL "By connecting," says the author of these

conjectures^, "the maritime commerce of the Etruscans with the

piratical expeditions of the Lydians, and by confounding, as

Thucydides was the first to do,' the Torrhebian pirates with the

fillibustering Pelasgians, who roamed over every sea, plunderin<

wherever they came, there has arisen one of the most deplorable

confusions of historical tradition." Without falling back on

either of these suppositions, it seems that we have a sufiicient

explanation of this tradition,—which stands on precisely the same

footing as the mythical account of a Trojan settlement in Latium,

—

1 I. 94. See above, p. 13, note. 2 e. g. Strabo, p. 219.

3 Serm. vi. init.:

Non quia, Maecenas, Lydorum quidquid Etruscos

Incoluit fines nemo generosior est te, &c.

Maecenas belonged to the Etruscan gens Cilnia, which appears on the

monuments.
^ Dionysius Halicarn. i, p. 21, Reiske.

5 By Mommsen, Hist. Rom. (Introd. tr. by Robertson, p. 57).

6 Mommsen, u. s.
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if we refer it to the widely diffused activity of tlie Tyrsenians,

and to the effect which would naturally be produced by the dis-

covery from time to time of the similarities of religious and other

usages, which distinguished the Pelasgian race wherever they

were found. So that this legend, though utterly devoid of any

historical basis, may have had a certain admixtui-e of ethnical

truth, if we limit it to the Pelasgians, whom the Rasenic tribes

invaded ; but it is quite worthless as a means of accounting for

the Etruscans as distinguished from the Tyrsenians.

§ 15. It is explicitly stated hy ancient loriters that the

Eti'uscans were connected with Rcetia.

In direct opposition to this Lydian fable, we have a simple

and natm^al account of the origin of the Etruscans properly so

called, which rests upon a strictly historical foundation, and

which, though it inverts the relations of the metropolis and its

colonists, is in accordance with all that we can learn from other

sources respecting the affinities of the Rasenic conquerors.

Livy, who, as a native of Padua, was likely to be Avell-in-

formed on the subject, has left us a statement respecting the

Etruscans, which, so far from being hypothetical, is one of the

most definite expressions of ethnological facts to be met with in

ancient history. Speaking of the Gallic invasion and the attack

upon Clusium, he says (v. 33): "nor were the people of Clusium

the first of the Etruscans with whom armies of the Gauls fought;

but long before this they frequently fought with the Etruscans

who dwelt between the Apennines and the Alps. Before the

Roman empire was established the power of the Etruscans

extended far by land and sea. This is shown by the names

of the upper and lower seas by which Italy is girt like an

island: for while the Italian nations have called the former the

Tuscan sea by the general appellation of the people, they have

designated the latter the Hadriatic, from Hadria a colony of the

Tuscans. The Greeks call these same seas the Tyrrhenian

and the Hadriatic. This people inhabited the country extending

to both seas in confederacies of twelve cities each, first, twelve

cities on this side of the Apennines towards the lower sea,

afterwards, having sent across the Apennines as many colonies
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as there were capital cities in the mother-country; and these

occupied the whole territory beyond the Po, as far as the Alps\

except the corner of the Veneti, who dwell round the extreme

point of the Hadriatic. There is no doubt that the Alpine

nations, especially the Easti, have the same origin, but these

have lost their civilisation from their climate and locality, so as

to retain nothing of their original type except their spoken

language, and not even that without corruption." This distinct

and positive statement is repeated by Pliny, who says {H. N. ill.

20, § 133) :
'' people think that the Ptseti were a branch of the

Tuscan stock, driven out by the Gauls under the leadership of

Esetus" (Kgetos Tuscorum prolem arbitrantur, a Gallis pulsos

duce Effito); and by Justin, who remarks (xx. 5): "the Tus-

cans also, under the leadership of E^etus, having lost their ances-

tral settlements, occupied the Alps, and founded the tribes of

the E^ti, called after their leader" (Tusci quoque, duce Eseto,

avitis sedibus amissis, Alpes occupavere et ex nomine ducis gen-

tes Egetorum condiderunt) ; and it is confirmed by relics of art,

names of places, and peculiarities of language in the Tyrol (see

the examples collected by Ludwig Steub in his essay iiher die

Urhewohner Rdtieiis und ihren Zusammenliang mit den Etrushern,

Miinchen, 1843), to which the Eatians of Lombardy were driven

by the Gauls, and from which they had descended in the first in-

stance. Strabo implies an adhesion to the same tradition, when

he says (iv. 6, p. 204) :
'' above Comon, built at the foot of the

Alps, lie on the one side the Eseti and the Yenones towards the

east, and on the other side the Lepontii, Tridentini, Stoni, and

several other little tribes; and these occupied Italy in former

times" {virepfceivrac 8e rod Kty/^ou irpo^ ry pl^rj twv ''AXirewv

IBpv/Juevov rfj fjuev 'VaiTol /cal Ovevove^ iirl ttjv eco KeKXifjuevou' rfj

8e A.r)7r6vTiOi kol TpcSevrlvoc koI ^tovoc /cal aXka ifXelco ficfcpa

eOvT] Kare^ovra rrjv 'IraXtav iv roL<; irpoaOev %pwot?). More-

over, Stephanus of Byzantium defines the Bceti as a Tyrrhenian,

that is, in his sense, as an Etruscan race fPat to/, Tvpprjm/cop

eOvo^;), and it is quite in accordance with the laws of language to

suppose that 'Vatrol and 'Vacriva are only modifications of the

^ Among other places Mantua is expressly mentioned as a Tuscan
.city; Virgil, JEn. x. 198—200.
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same worcP. It is true that Livy inverts the relation between

the powerful colonists and their uncivilized mother-country.

But in this he only follows the precedent, which is observable in

so many forms of early tradition. It has been well remarked by

Niebuhr {IT. R. i. p. 40) that the " inversion of a story into its

opposite is a characteristic of legendary history." This rule,

which Mebuhr supports by many examples, is particularly ap-

plicable to the mythical records of ethnography, which perpetu-

ally invert the direction of a migration, and substitute the outlet

for the source of the stream. Thus in the myth of lo, Argos,

which is given as the starting-point of her wanderings, is pro-

bably the point of arrival for the emigrants from the south and

east whom she represents (see Classical Museum^ No. xii. p.

160). There is the same inversion, if we suppose that the story

of lo represents the importation into Greece of the Egyptian

moon-goddess Isis (Kenrick, PlioeMicia, p. 85). The eastern

journey of Perseus, whether Andromeda is ^Ethiopian or Phoe-

nician, may indicate the western progress of Phoenician enter-

prise and civilisation, for the name of the hero's weapon {apirrj)

is undoubtedly .Semitic (see Christian Orthodoxy, p. 254). This

inversion occurs even among the Phoenicians themselves ; for

when the Tyrians had become more opulent and powerful than

the Sidonians they claimed the rank of mother-state, though it

was a recognized fact in ancient times that Tyre was a colony

from Sidon (Kenrick, Phoenicia, p. 58).

§ 16. This vieio of the case is after all the inost reasonahle.

Now if we are to adopt the old statement that the Etruscans,

properly so called, were the same stock with the Egetians—and

if we reject it there is nothing in ancient history or geography

which we can with confidence accept ^—there will be no difficulty

1 Compare, for example, the cognate German words reiten and reisen.

^ Abeken says (Mittel-Italien, p. 21): " diese Meinung, von Niebuhr

zuerst entschieden ausgesprochen, wird auch die herrscbende bleiben."

This view was first maintained by Freret (Acad. d. Inscr. t. xviii.), and
it is now generally adopted by ethnographers. The latest exceptidn

with which I am acquainted is M. Koch (die Alpen-Etrusker, Leipsig,

1853), who falls back on the old Lydian story, which he takes literally.
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in understanding the relation between the Etruscans and the

other Italian tribes. Long after the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians had

established their civilisation on both sides of the Tiber, and had

conquered the Umbrian mountaineers in the north, but yielded to

the Oscan or Sabine highlanders in the south, long after this time

a E^tian tribe sallied forth from the plains of Lombardy, where

it was settled in unbroken connexion with sister tribes in the

Tyrol and south-western Germany, and not only effected a per-

manent conquest of Umbria, but also settled itself as a military

aristocracy among the civilised Tyrrhenians on the right of

the Tiber. These conquerors included in their progress the

Tyrrheno-Latin city, Eome, which had just shaken off the in-

fluence of the Tarquinii, but they lost this and their other acqui-

sitions beyond the Tiber, in consequence of a defeat which the

dominant Clusians sustained at Aricia. In every feature of this

Etruscan invasion w^e may observe an analogy to the similar pro-

ceedings of the Gallic tribes, who at a still later period descended

into Lombardy from the west. They succeeded in breaking

through the continuity of the Rgetian settlement by establishing

themselves in the territory afterwards called Cisalpine Gaul.

They also invaded Umbria and Etruria, besieged the imperial

city of Clusium, and even sacked Rome. But they were borne

back again, not without a severe struggle, to the region from

which the Etruscans started, and the city of the Seven Hills

was to each of these northern invaders the limit of their progress

to the south.

§ 17. It is confirmed hy all available evidence, and especially

hy the contrast hetiveen the town and country languages of

ancient Etruria.

This view with respect to the Rastian invasion of a country

previously occupied by Tyrrheno-Umbrians is fully supported by
all the remains of their language, and by all that we know about

and, like Zeuss, confuses between the Rsetians, as they were in later

times, when the Gauls, who conquered Lombardy, had penetrated into

their mountain-fastnesses, and the earlier and more original inhabitants

of Rsetia, from whom alone the Rasenic conquest of Etruria can hare

proceeded.
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this idiom. The details of this subject belong to a future chap-

ter. It is sufficient to mention in this place that the Etruscan

language, as exhibited in the fragments which have come down
to us, consists of three separate or separable elements. We have

either words which admit of a direct comparison with Greek and

Latin, and these we will call the Tyrrheno-Pelasgian element of

the language; or words which present affinities to the Umbrian
and Oscan dialects ; or words which resemble neither of the

other, but may be explained by the Gothic affinities, which, for

other reasons, we should be led to seek in the language of the

Esetians. The first element appears most in the words quoted

with an explanation by Roman writers, that is, in words of the

southern Etruscans, who were to the last the purest representa-

tives of the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians. We find the same kind of

words in inscriptions from the same district. On the other hand,

in the great cities of northern Etruria, and especially in the high-

lands of Umbria, we either find a mixed idiom, or must seek our

explanations from the Gothic idioms to which I have referred.

If the Etruscans, properly so called, did not establish themselves

permanently or in very great numbers much to the south of

Volsinii, and if in all their conquests to the south-west of their

territory they rather occupied the cities than peopled the fields,

—

and both these facts appear on the face of their history,—it will

follow* that the irepioLicoi in south Etruria, as in Laconia after

the Dorian invasion, and in England after the Norman conquest,

would retain their original, that is, their Tyrrheno-Pelasgian

dialect. This result is illustrated by tAVO incidents to which Lep-

sius has referred with a somewhat different object ^ Livy tells us

(x. 4), that in the year 301 B.C. the legate Cn. Fulvius, serving

in Etruria, escaped an ambush and detected some pretended

shepherds who would have led him into it, by learning from the

men of Csere who acted as his interpreters, that the shepherds

spoke the town language, not that of the country, and that their

outward appearance did not correspond to that of rustics. The
same author informs us (ix. 36), that in the year 308 B.C. a

Roman nobleman and his slave, who had learned Etruscan at Cgere,

travelled through the Ciminian forest and as far as the Camertes

1 U. s. p. 32.
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who lived around Clusium, and that they escaped detection on

this journey which carried them through the whole extent of

southern Etruria. From these two incidents we infer that the

town dialects of the Etruscans differed more or less from those of

the country people, and that the country dialect about Caere,

which must have been Tyrrheno-Pelasgian, was intelligible to

the country people as far north as Clusium. This is quite in ac-

cordance with the parallel cases of the Saxons as subjected to the

Normans, and the Ach^eans as reduced to vassalage by the Do-

rians; and the agrestes Etruscorum cohortes mentioned by Livy

(ix. 36), and the bands of Treveo-rai or feudal retainers, whom
the Etruscan nobles {ol SvvarcoraToo) took with them to battle,

(Dionysius, ix. 5), indicate the same distinction which is always

observable in an aristocracy of conquest.

§ 18. Further inferences derivahle from [a) the traditionary

history of the LuCEEES.

To return to the Seven Hills of Rome, we shall find, as was

stated at the beginning of this investigation, that the relations in

which the inhabitants of the city stood to one another are the

same, on a smaller scale, with those which connected or distin-

guished the inhabitants of the whole peninsula of Italy. And
here scientific etymology throws a wonderful light on the appa-

rently discordant facts preserved by an undiscriminating tra-

dition.

It appears that the Oscan or Alban Hamnes on the Palatine^

had reduced the Pelasgians on the Cselian to a state of de-

pendence or vassalage: what took place in Latium generally

was also enacted on the Septimontium. These two commu-
nities—one of which we may call Roma, and the other Luce-

rum—constituted the original city of Rome, which contended on

a footing of equality with the Quirites : hence the legend calls

Roma the daughter of Italus and Leucaria^,—of the aboriginal

Oscans and the foreign or Pelasgian Luceres. When Roma

1 The *' Palatini aborigines ex agro Reatino," as Varro calls them
{L. L. V. § 53).

^ Plutarch, Romul. n,, where we must read Aevmpias.
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admitted Quirium to the privileges of citizenship, the Quirites

naturally took rank above the subject Luceres, and the celsi

Ramnes still remained at the head of the populus. According

to one story, they compelled the Luceres to leave their strong-

hold and descend to the plaint It appears, too, that, together

with the Caelian town, the Palatine Komans ruled over the

possessions of the Luceres in the Solonian plain, which were

called the Pectuscum Palati, or ''breast-work of the Palatine'^"

Now, it is distinctly said, that the Luceres were first raised

to the full privileges of the other burgesses by the elder Tarqui-

nius, who both introduced them into the senate, and also gave

them representatives among the ministers of religion^. And who

was this Lucius Tarquinius but a Lucumo or grandee from the

Tuscan city Tarquinii, who settled at Pome, and was raised

to the throne ? Indeed, there seems to be but little reason to

doubt that he was the C^les Vivenna'', whose friend and suc-

cessor Mastarna appears unde? the name of Servius Tullius^.

The difference in the policy of the first and second of these

Tuscan kings of Pome need not surprise us. Every scattered

hint referring to this Tullius, or Mastarna, represents him as

connected with that Pelasgian branch of the Poman population

which eventually furnished the greater part of the plebs^;

whereas Yivenna, or Tarquinius, was a patrician or Lucumo of

1 Yarro, L. L. v. § 46.

2 Festus, p. 213, Miiller: ''Pectuscum Palati dicta est ea regio Urbis,

quam Romulus obversam posuit, ea parte in qua plurimum erat agri

Romani ad mare versus et qua mollissime adibatur urbs, cum Etrus-

corum agrum a Romano Tiberis discluderet, ceteree vicinse civitates

coUes aliquos haberent oppositos."

3 See Niebuhr, i. p. 296 ; m. p. 350.

4 Niebuhr, i. p. 375, note 922; and Kle'ine Schriften, li. p. 26 sqq.

^ See the celebrated Lugdunensian Table, Lipsius, Excurs. ad Tac.

Ann. XI. 24. Miiller (Etrusker, i. 118—123) ingeniously conjectures

that the reigns of the Tarquins mythically represent the predominance

of the city Tarquinii, which was for a time interfered with by Mastarna,

the representative of the rival city Volsinii. . Tarquinii, however, for

a while resumed her influence ; but at last was obliged to succumb, like

the other Tuscan cities, to Clusium.

6 See, for instance, Livy, i. 30, where both Tullius and Servilius

(Niebuhr, i. note 920) are mentioned as Latin family names.
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the Tuscan city Tarquinii, and his prejudices were of course aris-

tocratic, or rather, as was more fully developed in the case of the

second Tarquinius, tyrannical ; for only the absolute sovereign

of a great nation could have accomplished the wonderful works

which were achieved by this Tarquinian Lucumo. There is

sufficient reason to believe that Rome stood high as a Tuscan

town during the last years of its monarchal history. The Sep-

timontium, if not the capital of southern Etruria\ was at least

the southern bulwark of the twelve cities, and extended its domi-

nion over a large part of the Sabine territory. The fall of the

regal power of Rome has been well ascribed to the decline of

Tarquinii and the rising predominance of Clusium. If Lars

Porsena, when he conquered Rome, had really been anxious for

the restoration of Superbus, he might easily have replaced him
on the throne ; but he was so far from doing this, that he did

not even grant him an exsilium in his own dominions. The
vanquished Lucumo of Rome took refuge, not at Clusium, but at

Cumge'"^, with Porsena' s great enemy Aristodemus^, whom he

made his heir, and who subsequently defeated and slew Aruns

Porsena, when, with a Clusian army, he made war on Aricia,

and endeavoured to found a Tuscan empire in Latium.

§ 19. {b) Fragmentary records of the early Constitution of

Rome.

The inferences derivable from these traditions are materially

confirmed by some fragmentary records of the constitutional

history of early Rome. The revolutionary movement, by which

the second Tarquinius was expelled, is always connected with the

influence and agency of Junius Brutus, who then held the office

1 Niebuhr, i. p. 373. 2 Cramer's Italy, n. p. 150.

3 There are many traces of the connexion of the Roman Tuscans with

the Greeks. The first Tarquin himself is represented as half a Greek

;

and the late Lord Macaulay has pointed out very clearly the Greek fea-

tures of the second Tarquinian legend {Lays of Ancient Rome, p. 80).

The equestrian games of the Tarquins, and their reverence for the

Delphic oracle, also imply frequent intercourse with Greece, of which we

read still more distinctly in the case of Pyrgi, the renowned port of

Agylla, or Caere, another Etruscan town, which, like Tarquinii, was

intimately connected with Rome.
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of Trihunus Celerum. The result of this revolution was to sub-

stitute two consules or colleagues for the old kingly goyerninent.

But whenever it was thought advisable, on great emergencies, to

revert to the authority of a single chief, we find that this Dic-

tator, as he was called, appeared as a Magister PopuU, or head

of the old patrician tribes, and that he was invariably associated

with a Magister Equitum, or head of the plebeian knights, whom
the elder Tarquin admitted to the full franchise, and so made his

senate to consist of Patres, or original deputies, and Conscriptty

or additional counsellors. The Duumviri Perduellionis and

other ancient dualisms pointed out by Niebuhr are additional

indications of a two-fold division 'of the Roman people long before

the growth of the later ^lebs, Now if the second order corre-

sponded to the Luceres, as opposed to the combined populus of

Ramnes and Tities, we can easily see that the Tarquinian

influence, as exercised by Casles Vivenna and Mastarna, was

favourable not only to the Celeres or richer class among the

Luceres, but also to the Proletarians, and generally to the whole

population ; whereas the second Tarquinius is indicated by his

whole history as having endeavoured to reduce and degrade

the inferior order of his subjects, until some final outrage roused

the whole city to vengeance, the Luceres however taking the

lead under the guidance of their legitimate leader the Trihunus

Celerum, The result of this revolution was to reduce the

jpopulus, or two elder tribes, to a footing of tolerable equality

with the Luceres; and the lays or legends represent the latter

as having purchased their position by a pre-eminence of suifer-

ings and of services, both in the expulsion of the Tarquinian

dynasty and in the subsequent resistance to the foreign domina-

tion of the Clusians.

§ 20. (c) Etymology of some mythical proper names.

A great deal of new light may be derived from a careful

examination of the proper names Horatius and Lucretius, the

former representing the inferior position of the populace, the

latter the local designation of the Luceres. The word Hor-atius

is derived from the old Latin word Mr, " a hand," and is ther'e-

fore a longer form of Hir-tius, just as Curiatius is of Cur-tius.

The fight between the Horatii and Curiatii probably refers to
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a contest between the Curidtii {fcovprjre^), ''men of the curiae

and wielders of the spear, or wearers of the helmet," and the

Hordtii {')(^epvr]T€^) , "handicraftsmen," i.e. the lower order, in

which contest, as usual, the latter succeeded in maintaining their

just rights. In the old tradition it is uncertain which of the

two fought for Alba (Liv. I. 24) , ^. e. whether the Latin or

Sabine interest was at that time predominant at Eome. The
story about Horatius Codes admits of a similar interpretation.

The Tuscans were repelled at the bridge-head by the three

Roman tribes

—

Lartius {Larth, Lars, " prince" or " king") re-

presenting the head-tribe, Herminius the second, and Horatius

the third. The surname Codes still farther explains the name

Horatius in its opposition to Guriatius, The ancients knew

that this word meant one-eyed (Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 55), and I

have elsewhere suggested that it may be derived from cmculus

{N. Crat. § 154). The last part is undoubtedly that derivative

from i-re, which is found in mil-it-es, ])ed-it-es, equ-it-es, &c.

With the Romans, as with other nations, the ideas of heing and

goi7ig are interchangeable {N, Crat. § 269), and therefore we
should not press the meaning of this termination farther than

by saying that codes is a form analogous to miles, &c. Now
the other term for one-eyed is luscus, which is to be compared

with \o^6<;, \o^La<;, This last word, as the name of the archer-

god, Apollo, refers unquestionably to the oblique or side-long

position of the bowman in the act of shooting; and there is

no reason why the same explanation should not apply to the

cod-it-es, who will thus represent the i/rtXot or light-armed troops

of the commonalty. As in the case of David and Goliath,

the triumph is greater when there is an inequality in the arms
;

and this no doubt was felt to enhance the Horatian victory and

the successful defence of the Fo7is Suhlicius. Considered as

an army, the Romans fell into the following subdivisions—the

jpopulus or patrician oTrXlrac, the celeres or plebeian knights,

and the 2)lehs, i.e. ifKrjOo^, or multitudo, who were the milites,

properly so called, " the common soldiers who marched in a

body," and who were by virtue of their armour merely codites,

or " shooters.*" And thus the magister 'populi and magister

equitum, or tynhunus celerum, will stand in a military opposition

to the trihuni plehis. The separation between the p)opulus and
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plebs, which is most strongly indicated by the refusal of the con-

nuMum, or right of intermarriage, to the latter, renders it possi-

ble that the patricians were called proceres, "wooers," or proci

patriciiy "patrician suitors" (Festus, p. 249, Miiller), with par-

ticular reference to this crowning mark of political equality.

And a comparison of ^proceres with celeres might lead us to infer,

that, while the original patres were termed proci, the celeres or

conscripti were designated as proceres, the termination indicating

the later acquisition of the connubium. The meaning of the

name Herminius is not obvious at first sight ; it does not soimd

like a Latin name. When however Ave call to mind that the

most ancient name for a noble warrior in Greek was rjpw^,

which may be proved to be equal to rjp-Yaor-^ = r]p-(^(OT-^, " the

lord-warrior " [N, Crat. § 329), and when we recollect that Jierus

is a good Latin word, and that min is found in lio-min-, ne-mm-,

&c., we may well suppose that Her-minms represents a form

analogous to ^pw?, and therefore that, as Lartiiis typifies the

nobles, and Horatius the common people, so Herminius personi-

fies the warriors of Eome. And this explanation of the name is

quite in accordance with the meaning of the word Hermann or

Hirmin (the Arminius of Tacitus) in those Low-German lan-

guages with which the Sabine and other Italian idioms were so

intimately connected. Grimm says {Deutsche MytJiol. p. 328,

2nd edit.): "die Sachsen scheinen in Hirmin einen hriegerisch

dargestellten Wodan verehrt zu haben." In fact Irmin, Armin,

Eorman, Hermann is the oldest deity of our race. He is the Ei^

or Eor of the Scythic tribes and the Ares of the Greeks. He
combines the functions of the two later divinities Tiv or Ziv or

Ziu, who corresponds to Mars, and Wodan^ who represents

Mercury. And the Irman-sul or pillar of Irman was so common
an object that it suggested a designation for any perpendicular

object, even a road running due north [Cambridge Essays^ 1856,

p. 68). That the root min in Her-min-ius may be identical with

the man of Ir-man might be inferred from Jio-min-, ne-min-

compared with maun. And we have another interesting ana-

logy, pointing at once to the deeply-seated Teutonism of the old

Italian languages, in the common adjective omnis. For as

distinct from cimcti, which denotes "all in a body" {co7ijuncti)

,

i. e. all conjoined or united for a particular purpose and at a
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particular time, universi, whicli signifies '' all acting bv common
consent," i. e. going in the same direction {una versus)^ and totus,

whicli means " the whole," i. e. all the parts so combined that

they are regarded as forming a new unit, omnes like iravTe^

[quanti) implies " all, as manj as there are." In other words,

omnes means "all," considered as made up of separable parts

—

" all" as a collection of individuals (see Classical Scliolarship and

Classical Learning, Cambridge, 1856, p. 216). Accordingly

omnes may be rendered " every one," or " that which belongs to

every one." And this in the oldest German is eoman, virtually

the same word as that which is implied in the adjective o-mn-is.

The modern German is je-mand, and in English the commoner

as distinguished from the noble was called a yeo-man, an

"every-man," an " any-body," 6 tvx^v\ the aristocracy being

a collection of ''some-bodies," just as the Spanish grandee calls

\i\Wi&^iMdalgo, i.e. liijo d' alguno, "a son of somebody." We
find a further confirmation of this comparison of the mythical

Sabine with the Teutonic divinity in the fact, that the name of

the second person in the triumvirate of the bridge was Titus

Herminius ; for not only does Titus signify ''warrior" (Fest

p. 366, Miiller: ^^Tituli milites appellantur quasi tutuU, quod

patriam tuerentur, unde et 2^^W prgenomen ortum est"), but the

Titienses or Tities, were actually " the Sabine quirites (spear-

men)," the second tribe at ilome. By a similar personification,

the senior consul, Valerius, who as jpoplicola represents the

jpopulus, has under his orders Titus Herminius, the "warriors,"

and Spurius Lartius, the " young nobles^ ;" while the other

consul, Lucretius, represents the Luceres, or third class of citizens

(Liv. II. 11). Even Lucretia may be nothing more than a

symbol of the third order of the populus ; so that her ill-treat-

ment by Sextus will be an allegory referring to the oppression

of the Luceres, who often approximated to the plehs, by the

tyrannical Etruscan dynasty. It is also singular that Lucretius

and Horatius, both representatives of the third class, succeed one

another in the first consulship. The pr^nomen of Spurius Lar-

tins does not appear to be the Latin spurius, "illegitimate," but

1 At a later period these two are combined in the one designation

Lars Herminius (Lir. in. 65).
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is a Tuscan derivative from super, the first vowel being omitted,

according to the Tuscan custom, and the second softened into w,

as in augur (also perhaps a Tuscan word) for aviger. That

Spurius was a Tuscan name appears from the derivative B^u-

rinna.

If, as seems probable, Cceles is only a modification of Cceres,

the name of Cceles Vivenna will indicate him as one of the

CcBrites, that is as belonging to the most purely Pelasgian part

of South Etruria. And then we have an additional confirmation

of our belief that the Tarquinian dynasty was in the first instance

at least Pelasgo-Tyrrhenian, rather than Raseiiic or Kagtian.

§ 21. General Conclusion as to the mutual Relations of the

old Italian Tribes.

These traditionary facts and philological deductions enable us

to come to a fixed conclusion on the subject of the old population

of Italy, and the relations of the dififerent tribes to one another.

How they stood related to the Transpadane members of the

gTeat European family is a subsequent inquiry ; but within the

limits of Italy proper, we may now say, there were originally

two branches of one great family,—the Umbrians, extending from

the Po to the Tiber; and the Oscans, occupying the southern

half of the peninsula^ These nations were combined, in different

1 Aufrecht, in his report of " the last results of the Italic researches"

(in Bunsen's Christianity and Mankind, Vol. ni.)) seems to hare rather a

confused apprehension of the relations between the Umbrian, Sabellian,

and Oscan tribes. He says (p. 89), that we must comprise the Latiniz-

ing language of Italy under three heads

:

Umbrian. Sabellian. Oscan.

Umbrian Latin. Volscian. Marsian.

proper.

But surely the Latin is not connected directly with the Umbrian, as dis-

tinguished from the Sabellian and Oscan; the Volsci, like the -^qui,

must have been Oscan ; and he tells us himself (p. 93), that " the

central point of the Osci is the land of the Sabines." Eckermann

(Eeligions-GescJiichte und Mythologies Vol. n. pp. 140 sqq.)> who says that

the Sabines spoke Oscan, and that the elements of the Latin are to be

found in that language (p. 142), seems to subordinate both the Umbrians

and Oscans to the Sabellian tribes. Mommsen, who recognises three

D.v. 3
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degrees, with Pelasgians from the north-east. The main body

of these Pelasgians assumed a distinct nationality in Etruria,

and established a permanent empire there, which the Umbrians

could never throw off. Another great horde of Pelasgians was

settled in Latium, where they were afterwards partially con-

quered by the Oscans; and a mixed population of Pelasgians

and Oscans extended to the very south of Italy. The Sabines,

however, who were members of the Umbrian family, returned

from the hills, to which the Pelasgians had driven them, and

pressed upon the other Umbrians, upon the Oscans, and upon

those Latins who were a mixture of conquered Pelasgians and

Oscan conquerors. The combination of a branch of these Sabines

with a branch of the Latins settled on the Tiber constituted

the first beginnings of that Eoman people which, standing in

tlie midst of these Pelasgian and Oscan races, eventually became

a point of centralisation for them all. Not to speak of any

Celtic substratum, which we have many reasons for assuming,

or of the scanty fragments of the Messapian or lapygian dialects,

which probably preserved the Lithuanian elements in their least

modified form, we may feel assured that up to the commence-

ment of history the population of ancient Italy consisted entirely

of this admixture or juxtaposition of Umbro-Oscan and Tyr-

rheno-Pelasgian tribes. But about the time when the ancient

annalists begin to speak definitely, the south of the peninsula

became studded with Greek colonies, and the north was con-

quered by a Reetian tribe, the Rasena or Etruscans properly so

called ; and while the Greeks never spread themselves in the

northern provinces, the surging tide of the Etruscan invasion

w;as beaten back from the walls of Rome ; and the Gauls, who
at a later period endeavoured to extend their settlements to the

south of the Tiber, were obliged to content themselves with the

still remoter districts beyond the Rubicon.

primitive stocks in Italy, the lapygian, the Etruscan, and the Italian,

divides the latter into two main branches, the Latin, and that to which
the dialects of the Umbri, Marsi, Volsci and Samnites belong (Earliest

Inhabitants of Italy, from Mommsen's History of Rome, translated by S.

Robertson, p. 3). In this, as it appears to me, he confuses what ought
to be distinguished, and discriminates what ought to be identified.



CHAPTER II.

THE FOREIGN AFFINITIES OF THE ANCIENT
ITALIANS.

§ I, Etymology of the word UleKacryb^. § 2. How the Pelasgians came into Eu-

rope. § 3. Inferences derivable from the contrast of Pelasgian and Hellenic

architecture. § 4. Supported by deductions from the contrasted mythology

of the two races. § 5. Thracians, Getse, and Scythians. § 6. Scythians and

Medes. § 7. Iranian origin of the SarmatianS;, Scythians, and Getse, may be

shown (i) generally, and (2) by an examination of the remains of the Scythian

language. § 8. Mode of discriminating the ethnical elements in this chain of

nations. § 9. Peculiarities of the Scythian language suggested by Aristo-

phanes. § 10. Names of the Scythian rivers derived and explained. §11. Names
of the Scythian divinities. § 12. Other Scythian words explained. § 13. Suc-

cessive peopling of Asia and Europe : fate of the Mongolian race. § 14. The

Pelasgians were of Sclavonian origin. § 15. Foreign affinities of the TJm-

brians, &c. § 16. Reasons for believing that they were the same race as the

Lithuanians. § 17. Further confirmation from etymology. § 18. Celtic

tribes intermixed with the Sclavonians and Lithuanians in Italy and elsewhere.

§ 19. The Sarmatae probably a branch of the Lithuanian family. § 10. Gothic

or Low-German affinities of the ancient Etruscans shown by their ethnographic

opposition to the Veneti. §21. Reasons for comparing the old Etruscan

with the old Norse. § 22. Teutonic peculiarities of the ancient Etruscans,

§ 23. Old Norse explanations of Etruscan proper names. § 24. Contacts and

contrasts of the Semitic and the Sclavonian. § 25. Predominant Sclavonism

of the old Italian languages.

§ 1. Etymology of the word Ueka(T<y6^,

SINCE the Umbrians, Oscans, &c. must be regarded in the

first instance as the aboriginal inhabitants, the inquirer, who
would pass the limits of Italy and investigate the foreign affinities

of the Italians, is first attracted by the Pelasgians. The seats

of this race in Greece and elsewhere are well known ; but there

is no satisfactory record as to the region from which they started

on their wide-spread migrations, or the countries which they

traversed on their route. According to some they were Cretans,

others make them Philistines, others again Phoenicians or Egyp-
tians^ ; in fact, there is hardly one ancient nation which has not

1 The confusion of the Pelasgians with the Phoenicians and Egyp-

tians arises from an interchange of the directions (above, p. 23) of that

8—2
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been indicated in its turn as their parent stock. Even their

name has received almost every possible etymology. The older

scholars derived the word HeXacryo^ from Peleg^ ; Sturz connects

it with TreXa^co^ ; Hermann finds the root in TreXayo^;, from 7re-

Xd^Q)^; Wachsmuth* and K. 0. Mliller^, considering ireXap'y6<^ to

be the original form of the word, give as its etymology ireXw, " to

till," and aypo<;, "the field," looking upon the nation as originally

devoted to husbandry. The most common derivation is that

which writes HeXapyoL, and interprets it ''the storks," either from

the wandering habits of this race^, or from their linen dress 7, or

from their barbarous speech^. Every one of these etymologies

admits of an easy confutation. The best answer to them all is to

point out a better analysis of the word. Buttmann^ suggested

long ago that the last two syllables were an ethnical designation,

connected with the name Asca-mus, common in Phrygia, Lydia,

and Bithynia, and with the name of Asia itself. He also cor-

rectly pointed to the relationship between Ashkenaz, the son

of Gomer, and Javan, the biblical progenitor of the lonians

('laFoz^e?) {Gen. x. 3). Now the first syllable of the word Pel-

general intercourse which prevailed in the eastern part of the Mediterra-

nean during the earliest ages, and of which I have elsewhere given some

remarkable examples {Christian Orthodoxy, pp. 251—255). The reci-

procal influence of the Pelasgians, Phoenicians, and Egyptians, was very

often limited to one or other of these instruments of primeval civilisation,

and the Semitic was confused with the Indo-Germanic. I am glad to find

that Mr. Gladstone, who has particularly noticed the relations between

the Pelasgians and Egyptians {Homer and the Homeric Age, i. pp. 148 sqq.),

comes to my conclusion that the Medes, i. e. the Sclavonians, " are to be

regarded in all likelihood as the immediate fountain-head of the wide-

spread Pelasgian race" (i. p. 572).

1 Salmasius de Hellenistica, p. 342. 2 j>g Dialect. Macedon. p. 9.

3 Opusc. II. p. 174: "neXayos enim, a verbo TreXd^eiv dictum, ut ab

Latinis Venilia, mare notat : a qua origine etiam TreXao-yol, advence."

4 Hellenische AUerihumsk. i. p. 29, Trans, p. 39. He also, half in jest,

refers to TrXd^eiv, " to lead astray," p. 36.

5 " Von TreXo) {ttoXis, TroXeco, der Sparte UeXap, und JleAwpm, das Fesi

der Bewohnung) und apyos" Orchom. p. 125.

6 Strabo, v. p. 221 ; viii. p. 397.

"^ Bekker, Anecd. p. 229 : hid ray a-ivhovas as i(f)6povv. So also Etymol.

Magn.
s puiol. Mus. I. p. 615. 9 Lexilogus, I. p. 68, note 1.
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asgus is clearly the same as tliat of Pel-o]^s, There are two

Niobes in Greek mythology, daughters, the one of Phoroneus,

the other of Tantalus—the latter is the sister of Pelo^s, the

former the mother of Pelasgus. The syllable ireK- stands in

the same relation to fieX- that ireha does to fieTa. The original

form of the root signifying '* blackness" was K/neX-^ ; but the

labial generally predominated over the guttural element. Of the

labial forms, that with the tenuis usually came to signify "livid"

rather than "black;" as we see in the words TreXto?, TreXtSw?,

&c. ApoUodorus expressly says^ that IleXta? was so called be-

cause his face was rendered livid (TreXto?) by a kick from a

horse; and it is obvious that UiX-oyjr, which signifies "dark-

faced" or "swarthy," is an ethnical designation which differs

from the well-known name KWioy^ only in the degree of black-

ness which is implied. The KWioire^ were the " burntfaced

people" {quos India torret, as TibuUus says of them, ii. 3, 59),

and are described as perfectly black {Jeremiah xiii. 23; Kvdveoi^

Hes. 0]}. et Dies, 525) ; whereas the IleXoTre? were only dark

in comparison with the Hellenes^. On the whole, it can hardly

be doubted that the TiekaG-^oi were, according to the name
given them by the old inhabitants of Greece, "the swarthy

Asiatics," who were called by the latter part of their name

along the coasts of Asia Minor; and thus the cognate terms

ITeX-oTTe? and TieK-aa-fyoi point to an emigration from Asia

Minor to Argolis indisputably connected with the progress of

Phoenician civilisation. The former part of the name was not

necessary in the mother-country, where all were dark complex-

ioned ; and the latter part of the word, which denoted the Asiatic

origin of the liek-acr^oi, was dropt in the synonym IleX-oi/r,

which signifies merely " swarthy of face*."

1 New Gratylus, § 121 ; Buttmann's Lexil. n. p. 265.

^1.9, §8.

3 Asius makes Pelasgus spring from the hlach earth (ap. Pausan.

vm. 1, 4)

:

avTideov be Uikacxyov iv vylrLKofxoicriv opecrcri

yaia fieXaLV dvedcoKcv, Iva Optjtcov yevos e'lrj.

But here the adjective is nothing but an epitheton constans.

^ For further arguments in support of this etymology, which is also

applicable to the word Trikapyos, as the stork, or '' black but whitened
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§ 2. How the Pelasgians came into Europe,

Tradition and etymology agree, therefore, in tracing the

Pelasgians, so called, to the western and northern coast of Asia

Minor. There is, however, little or no reason to doubt that the

bulk of the race, to which these " swarthy Asiatics" belonged,

entered Europe in the first instance through the wide district of

Thrace, which is always mentioned as the most ancient European

settlement of this tribe. For although the legends about Pelops

and Lydia make it probable that they subsequently crossed over

the ^gean, leaving settlements as they sailed along in the islands

of the Archipelago, and bringing with them perhaps some of that

Semitic civilisation which the Phoenicians and Egyptians had

diffused over the eastern coast of the Mediterranean, and though

the etymology of their name refers to some such migration from

the sunny coasts of Asia, it is nearly certain that the main body

entered both Grreece and Italy from the north-east. The course

of their wanderings seems to have been as follows. They passed

into this continent from the western side of the Euxine, and

spread themselves over Thrace, Macedonia, and Epirus ; then,

while some of them forced their way into Greece, others, again

moving on to the north-west, eventually entered Italy near the

mouth of the Po. At some time, however, during the period of

their settlement in Thrace, and before they had penetrated to

the south of Greece, or had wandered to Italy, they appear to

have crossed the Hellespont and peopled the western coast of

Asia Minor, where they founded the city of Troy, and established

the kingdom of Lydia—names to which the Pelasgians in Italy

bird," the reader is referred to the N. Cratyl. § 95. Mr. Paley has

suggested a similar explanation of the doves of Dodona, who bring the

Phoenicians, Pelasgians, and Egyptians, into a sort of confusion with one

another (Herod, n. 54 sqq.). He says (^sch. Suppl. Ed. 2, p. x'lv),

referring to my view of the matter ;
" obiter moneo nigras hasce colum-

bas (TreXetaSaff), quae humana voce locutae traduntur, non alias fuisse videri

quam rreXas quasdara, sc. furvas mulieres, ex Oriente profectas." It is

curious that Mrs. Hamilton Gray {Hist, of Ettmr. i. p. 89) should have

quoted the epithet " pale-face," applied to Europeans by the American

Indians, in the same page with her derivation of neXaa-yos from TreXayoy,

which is simply irreconcilable with the laws of the Greek language.
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and Argos looked back with mysterious reverence. It miglit be

curious to inquire liow tlie traditionary quarrels between the

families of Dardanus and Tantalus contributed to produce the im-

portant Ljdian migration into Greece ; but such an investigation

scarcely belongs to our subject. There seems to be good reason

for believing that the Pelasgians acquired their distinctive cha-

racter, that of agriculturists and architects, in the fertile plains of

Asia Minor, and under that climate which was afterwards so pro-

lific in works of art and genius. Those only of the Pelasgians

who were connected with the commercial activit}^ of the Medi-

terranean, namely the Tyrrhenians, were celebrated as artisans

and tower-builders.

§ 3. Inferences derivable from the contrast of Pelasgian and

Hellenic Architecture,

The immediate derivation of even the later Greek architecture

from Asia Minor may be proved by some combinations which

throw an important light not only on the history of ancient art,

but on the ethnical affinities of the old inhabitants of southern

and eastern Europe. It is well known that the Greeks or Hel-

lenes descended from the north of Thessaly and conquered or

incorporated themselves with the Pelasgo-Achseans, whom they

found in the south of Greece. Now these Pelasgians, especially

those who called themselves Tyrrhenians or '' tower-builders,"

have left behind them numerous remains of their architecture,

which are distinguished by immense blocks of solid stone built

into rude masses of walls, towers, and treasuries, and are com-

monly called Cyclopean. It was of course this architecture which

the Hellenes found in southern Greece, and as they were a

warrior-tribe and less cultivated in every respect than their

vassals, they must have adopted the same style of building.

What origin then must we seek for the characteristic architecture

of the Doro-Ionians—that which we commonly call Grecian

architecture ? The clue to the whole is furnished by that sin-

gular monument, the gate of the lions of Mycenae, probably the

oldest memorial of the primitive Achseans. We have here, at

the entrance of a Cyclopean treasure-house, two lions trampling

on an inverted column of Dorian architecture. With regard to

the lions I feel no hesitation in rejecting Greuzer's supposition
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that we have here a Mithraic symhoP. This supposition springs

from a total misconception of the object which stands between

the lions, and affords no explanation of their duality. It can be

shown, on the contrary, that it must be intended to indicate that

the two lords of Mycenge, some twin-power or duumvirate there,

had conquered some place distinguished by the architecture of

which the inverted column is a specimen. Whether the cir-

cumstance thus commemorated be a fact or a legend, we can

hardly doubt that the two lions represent the two Atreidce or

sons of Atreus, the Pelopid or Lydo-Eelasgian prince of Mycenge^,

and that the city captured and overthrown, the plunder of which

they had stored up in their treasure-house, was the far-famed

Troy. Both the duality of the conquerors of Troy, and the

symbol of the lions as applied to them, are distinctly recorded

in the Agamemnon of ^schylus^. If this explanation is correct,

the inverted column represents Asiatic architecture, as opposed

to the style of building then common in Greece and Italy, and

which we call Cyclopean. From this inverted fragment we can

restore the whole facade ^, and we see that it contains the ele-

ments of what was afterwards the Doro-Ionian architecture. We
also see that it has many points of contact with the Lycian

monuments. Now Pindar says that the Corinthians, among

other useful arts, introduced the double tympanum or gable of the

Dorian temple^. As therefore the Corinthians were the great

1 Symholik und Mythologie (3rd Edit.) i. p. 267.

2 The lion was a holy symbol of the Lydian kings ; see Herod, i. 50
;

and Creuzer, Symbol, ii. p. 633.

3 Cf. 42 sqq. :

MeyeXaoff ava^ tJS' 'Aya/xe/irco y

BiBpovov Aiodev Koi bia-KrjTrrpov

Tijxfjs, oxvpov ^evyos 'Arpeidcov.

with 796, 7

:

VTTepdopcov 8e irvpyov aiirjcrTrjs \i(ov

ahrjv eXei^ev alfiaros rvpavviKov.

4 This has been done by Metzger, in Thiersch's tract, uher das

ErecMkeum.

5 Olymp. xiii. 21 sqq.:

airav S' evpovTos epyov

Toi Alcovv(Tov TToOev €^e(f)av€V
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traders and colonizers, it is sufficiently obvious that tliey must

have derived this improvement in architecture from abroad, just

as the introduction of the bridle-rein points to their mythical

connexion, and commercial dealings with Lycia^: and since we
see from the gate of the lions that the Dorian facade existed in

Asia Minor long before the Dorian and Ionian colonies were

established there, it is a fair conclusion that the Dorian and

Ionian architecture, like the distinctions of dialect, was due to

the reaction of the Dorian and Ionian colonies on the mother-

land. And thus we see that all the architecture of Greece, the

more refined porch as well as the ruder masses of Cyclopean

masonry, was imported from the sunny land to which we trace

the name of the Pelasgians. We may go a step farther, and say

that the more recent architecture of Asia Minor, which was

afterwards naturalized in Greece, was due to the Semitic tribes

which extended inland from Lydia to Assyria and Egypt,

whereas the Cyclopean architecture was strictly Indo-Germanic.

The primary distinction between the Pelasgo-Achagan and the

Doro-Ionian architecture consisted in the materials which they

respectively adopted, the former being the adaptation of huge

-masses of uncemented stone, the latter the result of the best

arrangement of beams and joists. The materials of the Cyclo-

pean walls require no comment, but a few remarks may be neces-

sary to show that the Doro-Ionian architecture originated in

wood-carpentry. The simplest form of this architecture is the

TLS yap LTTTreiois €V evT€(rcnv fierpa

rj $€oov vaotaiv olavSp /SacrtXea bi8v[xov

That fhe dcros, or airwixa, meant the tympanum, or gable, and not any

figures within or upon it, has been fully shown by Brondsted, Voyages et

Eecherches en Grece, ii. p. 154; and by Welcker, AUe Denkmdler, i. p. 3

sqq. The pediment was originally open; the deep relief, or rather

complete fignres, which appear in it, indicate the original practice, when

it might be said in the language of Euripides (Fr. Hypsip.) :

Ibov Trpos aWep e^aniXXavrat Kopai

ypanrovs [iv aieJroTcrt TrpoorjSXeTreLV tvttovs.

And the gi'ound was subsequently painted blue to recal the darkness of

the space under the roof.

1 The commercial dealings were a fact; the mythology of Bellero-

phon was a poetical record of it.
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apteral temple in antis. This has no column or portico, the

porch being supported by irapaa-rahe^ or antce, i. e. projections

of the side walls\ We then come to the prostyle, with a vesti-

bule supported by columns beyond the antce ; then to the am-

phiprostyle, with such a termination at each end ; and finally to

the peripteral temple, surrounded by columns, like the Parthenon.

The complete form is the best exemplification of the tectonics or

carpentry in which the architecture originated. If we compare

the Doric building, as restored from the inverted column on the

gate of the lions, with the remains of Lyoian architecture^, we
shall see that the foundation consisted of trunks of trees, laid

level and crossed at right angles by the trunks of other trees.

On these last, as we see in the gate of the lions, the plinth of

the column rested, and on this the torus. The shaft of the

column was the trunk of a tree, and its capital originally nothing

more than a plinth. On the top of the column was placed the

architrave or main beam of the entablature, and on this rested

the frieze with holes immediately above the columns for the

reception of the upper joists of the building. When these joists

were inserted, their ends, ornamented by channels cut in the

wood, were termed triglyphs, and the spaces between the tri-

glyphs, which were flat wood, and upon which it was customary

to nail up spoils taken in the chase, garlands, and sculptures,

were called metopes, or intervals between the holes^. The frieze

On the sense of Trapaaras, or Traaras, I may refer to my note on

the Antigone, 1173, p. 225, w^here I have collected all the authorities.

2 See Thiersch, ilher das Erechtheum, pp. 149 sqq.

3 It has been the opinion of many learned architects that the metopes,

or spaces between the beam-ends, were originally hollow. This is

an opinion contrary to the evidences furnished by the Greek language

and by the Greek authors, and is plainly overthrown by the Mycenaean
monument, which shows us that the frieze was originally a solid piece

with holes for the beam-ends. The word oni] means "^ opening or

hole," i. e. the bed of a beam; hence the Roman architects called the

triglyphs cava columbaria, or "pigeon-holes." The word /neroV»; must
signify " a space between oirai,'* as t6 fxeTaixfxiov means " a space between
two armies;" consequently the metope could not have been itself a

cavity. Besides, spoils taken in the chase, garlands, and sculptures,

were nailed up to the frieze, which must therefore have been sohd. The
triglyphs were the ornamented ends of the beams, cut short on a line
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was surmounted by the cornice, which originated in transverse

beams supporting the dfjLi\X7]T7Jp€<; of the sloping roof, and the

fa9ade was finished off by the pediment, tympanum, or derco/jbaj

which was originally an open gable formed by the sloping

rafters. Now every detail in this form of edifice points to wood-

work or carpentry, which always constituted the material of pure

Semitic architecture. The complete details which have been

preserved of the temple of Solomon, which was a masterpiece of

Phoenician workmanship, show how the most costly and ela-

borate building could be erected without the assistance of the

stonemason^ and the ivory palaces of Solomon^ were also speci-

mens of the same application of art with that which appeared in

the chryselephantine statues of Phidias. The very fact that the

Doro-Ionian architecture, in its original and oldest type, not

only admitted but required polychrome decorations, indicates

that the materials employed must have been wood and metal,

not stone, in the first instance. And the result of the whole

discussion is to confirm our previous inference, that the Pelas-

gians were an Indo-Grermanic tribe, who passed by the north of

the Euxine into Europe, and recrossed into Asia Minor by the

Hellespont, where they came into direct contact with Semitic

art and civilisation. All tradition confirms this, and the ready

adoption by the Hellenes of the Asiatic, as opposed to the

with the frieze : but these beams could not have projected in the same

plane in the sides and at the ends of the building. Supposing then

that those which ran the whole length of the building terminated in

the frieze of the portico, the cross-beams must have rested upon them

and served as supports to the end of the roof. Consequently the frieze

on the sides of the building must either have had hollow spaces instead

of beams, which was of course the original form, or they were filled by

imaginary beam-ends, i. e. mere triglyphs. When the fa9ade of a tem-

ple was imitated on the Greek stage, it seems that the on-ai or beds of

the beams were left open, i. e, there were large holes through which

a man might crawl. This enables us to understand such passages as

the following : Euripid. Iph. T. 113: a>pa hi y eiVo) TpiyXvcfxov ottoc

Kevov bijxas jxedelvai. Aristoph. Vesp. 126 : 6 d' e^edidpacTKe did re rav

vdpoppoSv Koi TCOV OTTCiV.

i For the details of Solomon's Temple, see Thenius, ither die BilcJier

der Konige, Anhang. pp. 25 sqq.

^ Psalm xlv. 8; cf. 1 Kings xxii. 39; Amos in. 15.
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Cyclopean architecture, cannot be regarded as altogether uncon-

nected with the ethnographical fact that the Dorians or Hellenes

were a tribe which passed through Asia Minor in a strong but

narrow stream on their way from the mountains of Caramania to

the highlands of western Germany and northern Greece^

§ 4. Sujoported hy deductions from the contrasted mythology of

the two races.

These views of the Cyclopean architecture, as distinctively

characterizing the Pelasgians, are confirmed by all that we know

of their religious system. The worship of the Pelasgians was

not only elementary ; it not only consisted in an adoration of the

great objects of nature—for this was common to them with other

primitive tribes ;—but it was especially a sun-worship, like that

of the Medes, from whom, as we shall see, they trace their legi-

timate descent. Thus, while the so-called aborigines of Italy

worshipped Saturnus-Ops^ the divinity of the earth ^, the Pelasgo-

Tyrrhenians who dwelt beside them worshipped Tina or Janus,

the God of light. The two tribes, who constituted the original

Ijopulus, being especially warriors, worshipped the God of war

;

as Romulus was mythically the son of Mars, we may conclude

that Mars or Mamers was the God of the Ramnes ; and then

Quirinus^ would be the spear-god of the Tities. Just in the

same way, the Hellenes, who, as I have shown in another place,

were a warlike tribe of high German character^, brought into

Greece their war-god ApoUo% a sort of refined Woden; but

eventually allowed some of his attributes to be absorbed by the

God of light, who was worshipped by the Pelasgians^. The
Hyacinthia, which were retained by the Dorians in Laconia and

^ New Crat. § 92. ^ SeeZumpt's Essay on this subject.

3 As the Quirinal was the first seat of the Sabines coming from
the north, it may be inferred that Janiculum across the river indicated

the first approximation of the Tyrrheno-Pelasgian worshippers of Tina

or Janus, who formed a new element in the state under Vivenna of

Caere. See Chapter i, § 18.

4 New Crat. § 92.

6 "EXXT^i/fff, "the warriors;" ^iriWcov, "the fighter." Muller, Dor, n.

6 Theatre of the Greeks, (ed. 6), p. [20].
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applied" to tlie worship of their own Apollo, were a festival of

Acligean or Pelasgian origin, and symbolically expressed tlie

triumph of the sun's disk over the rainy months of winter^ All

the Pelasgian religion, wherever it can be discerned under the

incrustations of later Hellenism, points to the same worship of the

sun. Jupiter and Danae, of whose union the Argive Perseus

was the fruit, represent the golden showers of the fructifying

sky descending on the dry earth (Savdi] 'yrff. The Argive

goddess Juno is called (BoconTi^, as being a representative of the

moon-goddess, who bore her disk between two horns, and who
is thus identified with lo, ''the earth," the daughter of Inachus^.

In the same way Europa, the "broad-faced" moon, is borne

across the sea from east to west by Jupiter in the form of a bull,

that is, the sun in Taurus in conjunction with the moon rises

from the eastern waves. Here she assumes the functions of

"ApreyLtfc? ravpoTToXo^, and, as we shall see, Artemis^ which, in

the Pelasgian language, was Ari-timw, and means " the virgin

of the sea," becomes identical with ^Ape-Oovcra, "the virgin

swiftly moving"*," for the idea of time finds one of its natural

expressions in that of flowing water ^. Even the name KVfcXco-yjr,

which has furnished a designation for the peculiar architecture

of the Pelasgians, must refer to figures adorned with the sun's

disk, rather than to any monophthalmic symbols ; and we shall

see the same transition in the earliest seats of the Pelasgic

race^. The connexion of the Pelasgi with the Sclavonians,

which will clearly appear in the sequel, brings them into close

contact also with the early Celtic tribes. Now there can be

hardly any doubt that the circular and megalithic structures,

which are found in Britain and elsewhere, belong to the ele-

mentary worship of the early Celts. These buildings, whether

grown in trees, as a grove, or built up in massive stones, repre-

sented the world ; and this is the true interpretation of Arthur's

Eound Table. It was "made by Merlin for a type of the

Round World, and was given by Pendragon to Gogyrvan father

1 New Crat. § 464. 2 gge Miiller's Mythol. p. 252, Engl. Tr.

3 See Paley, PrcBf. ad Prom. p. xx; ad Suppl. p. vii.

4 Below, § 12; and Chapter V. § 6; see also Yapna, p. 349; Burnouf.

5 New Crat. § 270. 6 Below, f 12.
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of Gwenhwyvar, who brought it to Arthur as her dowry (ifor^e

Arthur, XIV. c. 2 ; IV. c. 1). From which we may collect

that the true round table was the circular sanctuary erected

by Merlin. The lake or pool under the Dinas Emmrys was

likewise declared by Merlin to be figura liujus mundi, a type

of this world (Nennius, c. 43^)." And Arthur himself^ ''was

the sun, honoured as a deity but figured as a warrior, i. e. as

Mithras. His father's name, Uthyr, the Portent, is supernatural,

and not really a name ; least of all the name of a Eoman, bro-

ther to Aurelius Ambrosius, and son to Constantinus. And the

said Uthyr signifies in his dirge, that he is the Azure Firma-

ment {{d sublime candens quern mvocant omnes Jovem), and that

the rainbow is his belt in battle. It follows of course, that the

son or eisillydd (offspring) of Uthyr Gorlassar, who fills the

place of Ormuzd, should be Mithras. And his twelve battles, in

all imaginable parts of the island, correspond to the twelve Her-

culean labours." It is not imreasonable to conclude that the

Celts, who carried to the uttermost parts of the west this purely

Median worship of the God of Liglit, must have derived it from

the Pelasgo-Sclavonians, who came most directly from the north

of Media, who first touched upon and became mingled with the

sporadic tribes of Celto-Turanians, and who in their original

settlements, as Hyperboreans, and also as southern Pelasgians,

were perseveringly devoted to this distinctive form of worship.

§ 5. Thracians, Getce, and Scythians.

Beyond these particulars we have no satisfactory data for the

migrations of the great Pelasgian people; and if we wish to

know their original settlements in Asia, we must turn to com-

parative philology and to ethnographical traditions of a dif-

ferent kind.

Our point of departure, in these further researches into the

original abode and ethnical affinities of the Pelasgians, is the

great country of Thrace, their first European settlement. The
Thracians, according to Herodotus, were, next to the Indians,

the greatest people in the world ^ ; and Scylax tells us that their

1 Cyclops Christianus, G. A. Herbert. Lond. 1849, p. 191.

2 Herbert, I. c. p. 213. a v. 2.
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territory extended from the Strymon to the Ister\ Now, among

these Thracians we find the two important tribes of Get» and

Mysians, or Moesians. Of these the geographer Strabo speaks

as follows^: "The Greeks considered the Getse to be Thracians.

There dwelt, however, on both sides of the Ister as well these

Getae as the Mysi, Avho are likewise Thracians, and are now
called Ma3si, from whom also the Mysi now dwelling among the

Lydians, Phrygians, and Trojans, derived their origin." Again,

Scylax informs us that the Scythians bordered on the Thracians^;

and Stephanus of Byzantium says expressly*, that the Scythians

were of Thracian extraction. The same is implied in what

Strabo says on the subject : and it has long been admitted that

%KvdaL and Verai are the same ethnical name^. We thus at

once obtain new data, reaching far beyond the limits of Hellenic

tradition. For if the Pelasgians can fairly be traced to Thrace

as their first traditionary settlement in Europe, and if we can

pass from the Thracians to the Getse, and from the Getge to the

Scythians, we are carried into a new field, in which our specu-

lations immediately receive the support of comparative philology^.

^ Geogr. Vet.,—Script. Min. i. p. 27. It is singular that the name
of the Thracians should seem to bear the same relation to Tiras, one

of the sons of Japheth, that the ethnical names of the Medes and

lonians do to the names of two of his other sons, Madai and Javan {Gen,

X. 2). If it were necessary to seek a connexion between the word

i:vp(Tr}v6s and the Goth. Tha-drsos^ Old Norse Thurs, O. H. G. Durs, ac-

cording to Grimm's suggestion [Deutsche Myth. pp. 23, 489, 2d ed.), we
might with still greater safety bring the Thracians and the Aga-thyrsi

into the same etymology. The Bithynians were Thracians ; and there

were Medo-Bithynians (Mcn^^oX Wvos QpaKrjs, Steph. Byz. p. 527) as well

as Parthians (ol 2Kv6ai rovs (pvyddas IldpOovs Kokovcri, Steph. Byz. p. 628)

in Thrace. It is curious that the Sintians and Mcedl, whom Thucydides

mentions (n. 98) as contiguous Thracian tribes, should represent a simi-

lar juxtaposition in Iran, where those to the west and north were

called 3Iedes and Sauro-Matoe, while those to the south and east were

termed Sindians or Indi.

^ p. 295. He says also (p. 302), that the Getse spoke the same

language as the Thracians.

3 Geogr. Vet.,—S. M.i. p. 29.

4 De UrhihuSy p. 674, Berkel : 2Kvdai i'dvos QpqKiou.
,

^ See Salmasius, Ling. Hell. p. 269; Ihre, Gloss. Suio-Goth. Frooem.

p. vi.

6 The connexion of the Thracians with the Getee and of the latter
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§ 6. Scythians and Medes.

The Scythians of Herodotus are represented as occnpying

the wide tract of country which lies to the north of the Euxine.

Though there are some alleged differences, we can collect that

the whole country between Media and the Danube was occupied

by a series of cognate tribes. The earliest traditions represent

these Scythians as in continual contact and collision with the

Medes ; and we receive many significant hints that the Scythians

and Medes were ultimately connected with one another as

kindred races. If we pursue this subject in its details, especially

as illustrated by the fragments of the Scythian language which

Herodotus and others have preserved, we shall see that the

Pelasgians may be traced step by step to a primary settlement

in Media or northern Iran.

§ 7. Iranian origin of the Sarmatians, Scythians, and Getce,

may he shown (1) generally, and (2) hy an examination

of the remains of the Scythian language.

The general proof that Iran, or the country lying between

the Caspian, the Euphrates, the Indian Ocean, and the Indus,

was the original abode of the Indo-Germanic race, has been

given elsewhere^. It has also been shown, that within these

limits were spoken two great branches of the one Indo-Ger-

manic language, which stood related to one another in much the

same way as the Low and High German ; the former being the

older, and spoken by the inhabitants of Media, the northern

half of this district. To these Medes, or, as they may be called,

the Northern and Loio Iranians, we refer, on the one hand,

the Hindus, who call themselves ^r/a^is [dryas, "well-born"),

for this was also the ancient name of the Medes ; and, on the

other hand, the following members of the Sclavonian and Low
German families:— (a) the Sarmatm or Sauromatce, an old

Sclavonian tribe, who are expressly called " descendants of the

with the Goths has been fully discussed by J. Grimm in his Geschichte

der deutschen Sprache, c. ix., and he has come to much the same conclu-

sion with that which was first given in this work.

1 N. Crat. § 80 sqq.
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Medes" both by Diodoms^ and by Pliny^ whose name, in the

cognate Lithuanian language, signifies " the northern Medes or

Matieni^," and who, under the slightly modified name of 8yr-^

matcB, dwelt near the Indus ^; (Z>) the SigynncB, or Sclavonian

Wends, to whom Herodotus ascribes a Median parentage^; (c)

the Saxons, Sacassam, or Saca-sunavas, i. e. " sons of the Sacse,"

who once inhabited Bactriana, as well as the most fertile part of

Armenia, and from thence forced their way into Em*ope^ ; and,

above all, (d) the Goths, who, under the different local names of

Tirai,, 'Z-KvOat,, i. e. Asa-goths, Svo-cra-yirac, or Tvpi-yerac,

i. e. Tyras-getcE, or Goths dwelling by the Dniester'^, and Mvo-ot,

Moicroi, or Ma(7cra,-76Tat, i.e. Moeso-gotJis^, occupied the -whole

of the districts which extend from the north-east of Iran to the

borders of Thrace^.

^ II. 43, p. 195. Dind. 2 H. N. vi. 7.

3 Gatterer ap. Bockh, C. /. n. p. 83. * Plin. H. N. vi. 18.

6 V. 9. Strabo, p. 520.

6 Plin. H. N. VI. 11. Strabo, pp. 73, 507, 509, 611, 513. Among
those who fought with Vi^vdmitra are mentioned {Rdmdyana, i. c. 54,

9I. 21), first, the Pahlavi, i. e. the Persians, for they were called Pahlavi

by the Indians; and then a mixed army of Sacoe and Yavani, who covered

the whole earth (tair dsit samvrtd hhiXmih Cakair Yavana-mi^riiaih) . The
Persians called the Scythians in general Sacce (Herod, vii. 64 : ol yap

Hepa-ai navras tovs ^Kvdas KoXsovai 2dKas). A. W. Von Schlegel [ad loc.

Rdmdy. 11. 2, p. 169) thinks that the name 'laFoz', the original form of

'idoji/, "iccvy was not brought from Greece, but was learned by the settlers

in Asia from the Lydians; and that the Yavani here mentioned by the

Indian poet were the Greeks in general, who were always so called by

the Indians, Persians, and Jews (Schol. ad Arist. Acharn. 106 : Trdvras

Toiis "EWrjvas *laovas oi ^dpSapoi eKoXovv).

7 If we wished to bring the Thyssa-getoe or Thyrsa-getce into con-

nexion with the Aga-thyrsi, and into closer contact with the Asa-getoe or

S-cythce, we might suppose that Asa-getce and Thyrsa-getce were other

forms of Asa-jotun and Thursa-jotun, in which As *' deus" and Thurs
" gigas " would stand in the usual opposition (See Edd, Scemund. 11.

Spec. Gloss, p. 861).

8 Zeuss (die Deutschen, p. 280) is induced by some misspelling in the

text of Ptolemy (iii. 5, lO) to write Tyrag-etoe, Massag-etce, thus repu-

diating all connexion with the Oetce.

9 The traditions of the Goths referred not merely to Asia in general,

but in particular to their Midum-heime, or " Median home," as the point

of their departure (Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 473).

D. V. 4
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Although these general results are already established, the

details of the subject have not yet been sufficiently examined,

^specially as regards the fragments of the language spoken by
these northern and western scions of the great Median stock. It

is in accordance with the main object of this treatise, that

these details should be followed as far as they will lead us ; and

it is hoped that, by an analysis of all the Scythian words and

names which Herodotus and others have preserved, the affinity

of the Scythians to the Medes will be confirmed by the most

decisive proofs, and that it will appear that the Pelasgians,

whom tradition traces to the same regions, were members of the

Sclavonian race.

§ 8. Mode of discriminating the ethnical elements in this

chain of nations.

One caution must be given at the very beginning of all

these inquiries concerning the chain of tribes which link together

the extreme points of Indo-Germanic migration. As I have

remarked before, it is always easier to perceive resemblances than

to recognize distinctions ; and the ancient writers speak of Thra-

cians, Getaa, and Scythians as identical, because they have points

of contact and common ingredients. The results of researches,

which have been indicated elsewhere, tend to show that although

the bulk and substratum of the ancient population of Thrace was

Pelasgian, and this again Sclavonian, the warlike tribes, which

gave a name to the nation, were identical in origin and title

with the DorianSf who were the distinctive Hellenes, and with

the Hermun-duri or Thuringians, who were the High-Germans

or Herminones properly so called^ Teres or Tereus is a local

name in Doris or Daulis as well as in Thrace^; and the latter

country must at least have retained some fragments or droppings

by the road-side of that united band of warriors who forced their

way in one unbroken stream from the highlands of Kurdistan

across the north of Asia Minor, and so through Thrace, sending

forth conquering offshoots into Greece to the left and into

1 New Crat. § 92. 2 Thucyd. n. 29.
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Eastern Germany on their more direct route \ The Getce, on

the other hand, wherever they were pure from any Sclavonic

admixture, stand as Low-Germans in direct opposition to the

Sclavonians. As Massa- Getce or Mceso- Goths they were mixed

up with Mysians, who were Pelasgo-Sclavonians ; and there was

the same mingling of the Sclavonian and Low-German elements

in the Lithuanians or Samo- Getce. As Dact or Danes the pure

Low-Germans stand opposed and related^, both in the north and

south, to the Getce, whether called by this name, or designated

as Goths, Guddas, Jutes, and Vites : and there is every reason

to believe that the latter in this opposition represent some ad-

mixture of the Sclavonic and pure Gothic elements analogous

to that which is presented by the Lithuanians or Samo- Getce.

In the Greek comedies Davus=I)acvus, and Geta, stand on a

parallel footing as the names of slaves ; but the countries from

which these slaves came were distinguished as Dacia and Moesia,

and the latter was, at least to a considerable extent, Sclavonic.

In the north, according to the legend^, the Dani or Dacini^ were

settled in the islands as opposed to Jutland, or, as it is called,

Vithes-lceth ; and in the peninsula itself the stratification of

Sclavonians in Schleswig, Angles or pure Low-Germans in

Jutland, and High-Germans in Holstein, is still very distinct.

In the immense area to which the ancients gave the name of

Scythia, we must distinguish between the Sarmatce, or Sauro-

matce, who were mainly or to a large extent Sclavonian, the

Scythce or Asa- Goths, who were mainly or to a large extent

Low-German, the Sacce or Saxons, who were purely Low-Ger-

man, and therefore identical ultimately with the Daci or Danes,

and the S-colotce or Asa- Galatce, also called Cimmerii, who were

mainly Celtic. And besides all these, we must allow a sub-

stratum or fringe of Mongols or Turano- Scythians. Nevertheless,

1 The derivation of Greek poetry from Thrace, and the Pierian

resting-places at the foot of Olympus in the North, and at the foot of

Parnassus and Helicon in the south of Thessaly, point to the route of

these Thraco-Hellenic emigrants.

^ They both spoke dialects of the Thracian language ; Strabo, pp.

303, 305.

3 Zeuss, die Deutschen, pp. 508 sqq.

4 Grimm, Gesch. der deutschen Sprache, p. 192,

4—2
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the Sclavonian is the prevalent or qualifying element throughout,

and from Thrace to Media we identify this with the Pelasgian.

For the old statements, which class together the Thracians,

Getae, Mysians, and Scythians, can only be understood as assert-

ing their ethnical affinity : that is, the Greeks saw that they had

something in common. Now if the Dorians are to be derived

from the Thracians so called, if Massa-geta, or Moeso-Goth, pre-

sumes a combination of different ingredients, the Mysian and

Gothic, and if, which everything conspires to show, the non-

Hellenic element in Greece is also to be sought in Thrace ; it

follows that this element, or the Pelasgi, must be referred to the

Mysians, who appear as the Pelasgian inhabitants of Asia Minor.

The same must also be the link of connexion between the

Thracians and the Scythians or Asa-goths. But the Goths,

when qualified by admixture in their primary settlements, are

always blended with Sclavonian elements. Therefore the My-
sians or Pelasgians were Sclavonian also. The E-hoxolani and

Sarmatse, who occupied the province of Dacia after the time of

Aurelian, belonged to the same Gothic and Sclavonian races

respectively as the original inhabitants ; and though historically

a cliange must be indicated, an ethnographical identity with the

original population is still maintained by the Walachians, who
had adopted a corruption of the Latin tongue before they re-

ceived this addition of homogeneous ingredients^

§ 9. Peculiarities of the Scythian Language suggested hy

Aristophanes.

The Scythian words, which have been preserved by the

ancients, are names of rivers, places, and persons ; designations

of deities ; and common terms. Before we consider these sepa-

rately, it will be as well to inquire if there are not some general

principles by which the characteristics of the language may be

ascertained.

Some of these general conclusions may be derived from

Aristophanes. It is well known that the police of Athens con-

sisted of Scythian bowmen. Accordingly, when the great come-

^ Zeuss, p. 263.
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dian introduces one of these public servants on the stage, we
might expect that, as he imitates the broad dialects of the Boeo-

tians and Megarians, and the pure Doric of the Spartans, he

would also give an accurate representation of the broken Greek

of these barbarian functionaries \ When we mimic the provin-

cialisms of the Highlanders or the Welsh, we are careful to

substitute tenues for medials ; and in the same way, we may
suppose, Aristophanes would represent the leading peculiarities

of the Scythian pronunciation of Greek. Now we find that his

Scythian bowman in the ThesmophoriazuscB consistently omits

the final -9 or -v of Greek words, substitutes the lenis for the

aspirate, and once puts f for sigma. We should expect, there-

fore, that the Scythian language would present us with Visar-

gah and Anuswdrah, would repudiate aspirated consonants, and

employ ^ = sh instead of the ordinary sibilant. While this is

the case with the fragments of the Scythian language which still

remain, it is even more remarkable in the old idioms of Italy.

In fact, these peculiarities constitute, as we shall see in the

sequel, some of the leading features by which the Italian lan-

guages are distinguished from the dialects of ancient Greek.

§ 10. Names of the Scythian rivers derived and explained.

The names of the Scythian rivers, which Herodotus enu-

merates, will first engage .our attention. These names are mate-

rially corrupted by the Greek transcription ; but with the help

of the general principles, which have just been stated, we shall

be able to analyze them without much difficulty.

Beginning from the European side, the first of these rivers

is the Is-ter, or, as it is now called, the Don-au or Dan-uhe. If

we follow the analogy of our own and other countries, we shall

observe that local names very often consist of synonymous

1 See Niebuhr, Kleine Schrifter)) 11. p. 200 (ilber das ^gyptisch-

Oriechische).

In this and the two following sections I have been pretty closely-

followed by Mr. G. Rawlinson in his translation of Herodotus (Vol. in.

pp. 196 sqq.). I mention this merely to intimate that I do not accept

the modifications which Mr. Rawlinson has mixed up with his repetitions

of my interpretations and criticisms.
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elements ; from which we may infer that the earlier parts of the

word have successively lost their significance. Thus, the words

wick, ham, and town, are synonymous, though belonging to

different ages of our language; and yet we have compounds

such as Wick-ham and IIam\jpi\-ton-wick, The words wan,

heck, and water, are synonymous ; and yet we find a stream in

the north of England called Wans-heck-water. The words nagara

SiTid^ura in Sanscrit both signify " city ;" but we find in India

a city called Nag-poor. In the same way, we believe that both

parts of the word Is-ter denote "water" or "river." The first

part of the word is contained in the name of our own river

Thames, or Tam-isis, the upper part of which is still called the

Is-is : the second part we shall discuss directly, in speaking of

the third Scythian river. The other and more recent name,

Dan-ub-ius, also contains two elements, each signifying "water"

or " river." The latter part is found in the Gaelic ap, and

in our Avon, &c. ; the former in most of the Scythian rivers,

as will presently appear.

The next river is the Por-ata or Pruth, which obviously

contains the same root as the Greek word ttojoo? and the Scy-

thian parts.

The third river is called by Herodotus the Tvp-r]<i, and is

now known as the Dmes-ter or Danas-ter, The latter part of

this name is the same as the latter part of Is-ter. The first

part of the compound is the commencement of the other name of

the Is-ter. In the transcription of Herodotus, either this word

is omitted, and the Danas-ter is mentioned merely as the Ter,

or the last syllable of Tvp-7j<; represents the first syllable of the

Is-ter; so that the Danube was called the Is-ter, and the Dnies-

ter the Ter-is. It is singular that the syllables Dan-, Don-, or

Dun-, and Te7'- or Tur-, are used in the Celtic and Pelasgian

languages respectively to signify "height," or "hill," or "hill-

tower ;" and it is to be supposed that this was the origin of their

application to the river, which flows rapidly down from its birth-

place in the mountains^.

The river Hypan-is is called, according to the Greek tran-

^ Coleridge has, with much poetical truth, designated a cataract as

tlic son of the rock" {Poems, Vol. ii. p. 13l).
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scription, by a name compounded of the Celtic Aj)an {Avon) and

the word is-, which we have just examined. The first part of

the word occurs also in the name of the river Hypa-caris^ which

means the water of Carts. The root of the second part of this

name appears in the names of the city Car-cine, and the river

Ger-rus, which flowed into the Car-cinitis sinus by the same

mouth as the Hypan-is and Hypa-caris. It would also seem that

the exceedingly corrupted name Pan-ticapes began originally

with the same word : the meaning of the last three syllables is

absolutely lost, and they will scarcely be sought in the modern

name Ingul-etz, of which we can only say that the last syllable

represents the root is- ; comp. Tana-is, Tana,-etz ^.

The Greeks who dwelt near the mouth of the great river

Borysthenes naturally pronounced the native name of the river

in the manner most convenient to their own articulation; and

the name, as it stands, is to all outward appearance a Greek

word. This circumstance has deceived the ablest of modern

geographers, who derives the first part of the word from Bop^?

or Bope<x9. There is little difficulty, however, in showing that the

name is identical with that by which the river is known at the

present time,—the Dnie-per or Dana-paris, with the last part

of which we may compare the name Porata or Pruth. It is well

known that the northern Greeks were in the habit of substituting

the medial, not only for the tenuis, but even for the aspirate;

thus we have /Svpyo^ for irvpyo^, BepevUrj for ^epevUrj, Savelv

for davelv, and Bocr-Tropo? for ^cocr-cf^opo^. Accordingly, their

pronunciation of the word Dana-paris {= Paris-danas) would be

Dana-haris, or, by an interchange of the two synonymous

elements, Baris-danas^, But the Greek ear was so familiar

with the sequence aO-, that the sd- would inevitably fall into this

collocation ; and, with a change of vowels, for the same purpose

of giving the barbarous name a Greek sound, the compound

^ The identification of the Ingul-etz with the Pan-ticapes depends

upon the position of the Hylcea, or " woodland " district, which must

have been on the right bank of the Borysthenes, for the other side of

the river is both woodless and waterless (see Lindler Skythien, Stuttgart,

1841, pp. 40 sqq.) The name Ingul is borne by another river, which may
be identified with the Hypa-caris.

2 A similar change has taken place in the name Berezina.
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would become the Hellenic form BopvcrOevijf;, a word which has

hitherto eluded etymological analysis.

The Tana-is was the most easterly of Scythian, and indeed

of European rivers. The explanation of the name is implied in

what has been already stated. No difficulty can arise from the

appearance of a tenuis instead of the medial, which generally

appears in the first part of this name ; for the Danube, which is

most consistently spelt with the medial, is called the Tun-owe in

the Niehelungen-lied (v. 6116). The Tanais seems to have been

the same river which the Cossacks still call the Donaetz or

Tanaetz.

We find the word Dana-s in composition not only with the

synonyms Is-, Ap-^, Farts, and Ter, but also with Eka-, which

occurs in the names of the Asiatic A~ra-xes, and in that of the

JRha-, or Wolga. Thus, we have the E-ri-danus in Italy, the

Rlia-danau in Prussia, the Rlio-danus in France, and the name
'Vov-hov, quoted by Ptolemy. In England the name Dana
occurs by itself as ''the Don''

§ 11. Names of the ScytMan divinities.

Let us now pass to the names of the Scythian gods, which

may be referred without any difficulty to the roots of the Indo-

Grermanic family of languages. Herodotus informs us (iv. 59),

that the names by which the Scythians designated the Greek

divinities, 'Ictt/t;, Zei;9, P^, ^KTroKkcov, Ovpavlrj ^A(j)poSLT7], and

HoaetSecov, were TafftTi, HctTrato?, 'ATr/a, OtToavpo^, ^Aprlp,-

iraaa, and ©ajJLtfJbaardSa^^ ] and it is clear, from his manner of

speaking of these and the Medo-Persian divinities (i. 131), that

he is describing one and the same elementary worship.

'Io-tItj, or Vesta, was the goddess of fire, as Ovid tells us

{Fast. Yi. 291) :
" nee tu aliud Vestam quam vivam intellige

flammam.'" There can be no doubt why the Medo-Scythians

called her Tahiti, when we know that in the Zend and Sanscrit

languages the root tah- or ta^- signifies " to burn." Compare

also the Latin tah-eo, tepidus, the Greek t2(J>-o(;, the German

thau-en, the new Persian teMden, Sclavonian teplye, whence

Tceplitz, "the hot baths," and the river Tepel at Karlsbad,

the Oscaji teforom {Tab. Agnon. vv. 17, 20), Etrusc. tejphral
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(Orelli, 1384), &c. The same root may also appear in the Per-

sian local names cited by Zeuss [die Deutschen, p. 286), namely

TajBtrjvrj between Caramania and Parthia, TajStdva an island

on the coast of Persia, Td7rr) a city in Hyrcania, Tairovpoi or

TairovpeoL, people in Media and on the Imaus.

Zeu9, or Zei)? Trarrjp [Ju-piter], was called IlaTrato? or

*'the Father," a name by which he was known to the Latins

also. The primary labial sounds are appropriated in all lan-

guages to express the primary relation of parent and child. The
children on whom Psammitichus tried his experiment (Herod.

II. 2) first uttered the articulate sound Be-zco?, apparently the

first labial followed by the first guttural; and in some articu-

lations, as well as in the order of our alphabet, this is the natural

sequence. To this spontaneous utterance of the first labials to

designate the parental relation and the primary necessities of

infancy, I have referred elsewhere [N, Crat. § 262) ; and it

seems to have struck Delitsch also [Isagoge, p. 131), when he

speaks of those nouns " qu« aboriginum instar sine verbi semine

sponte provenerunt, velut yt^, D^^, primi labiales balbutientis

pueri, Sanscr. pi-tri, md-tri, &c." The word Trairaio^ shows us

very clearly the connexion between the Persian and Sarmatian

languages ; for while in the Pehlevi, as E-ichardson tells us, (s. v.

hob) " the name Mhd or hdh is given by way of excellence to

express fire, which they worship as the father and principle of all

things," we find Babai in Jornandes (cc. 54, 55) as the name of

a Sarmatian king. According to Xenophon {Cyrop. viii. 8, §24)

the Persians distinguished between Jupiter and the Sun, and he

also speaks of separate sacrifices to Vesta and Jupiter [Cyrop, I.

6, § 1, VII. 5, § 57). But he may very well have confused be-

tween the different ingredients in this worship of fire.

The Scythian name for the goddess of the Earth is 'Attwi.

This word actually occurs in Greek, as the name of the country

where the Pelasgians ruled : and the root Ap- or Op- is of fre-

quent occurrence both in Greece and in Italy(Buttmann's Lexil.

s. v., and above, Ch. i. § 3).

As the Scythian religion appears to have exhibited an ele-

mentary character, we should expect that their Apollo would be

"the god of the sun." And this seems to be the meaning of

his name, as cited by Herodotus. OlrS-avpo^; should signify
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" the light or life of the sun.'" The second part of the word

at once refers us to the Sanscrit surya, which is also implied in

the avpLov ap/jua of ^schylus {Fers. 86 ; N. Crat. § 473). The

first two syllables may be explained as follows. After the loss

of the digamma, the sound of w at the beginning of a word was

often expressed by o : thus we have "Oa^o? = Fafo? ; "Oao-t?,

with its modern equivalent el Wah ; the Persian interjection oa

(^schyl. Pers. 116), which is doubtless the Greek representa-

tive of the oriental exclamation wah ; the N. Test. ovai = weh

;

and the word olaTpo<;, referring to the whizzing noise of the

gad-fly. Accordingly, Olro-crvpo^;, pronounced Wito-suros, sig-

nifies the Uifa, Otro?, Alaa, or life of the sun: comp. the

Russian Vite, signifying ''a portion;" or if we prefer the

cognate idea of light, we may compare the olro- with aWrj,

al66<^, uitfa, weiss, "white," Egypt, wit, Copt, oeit, ''to be white

or brilliant," &c. As the auptov apfia seems to show that the

Persian sun-god was sometimes known by a part of this

Scythian name, we might be led to ask whether the Persian

Mithras had not a representative in Scythia. l^ow we read not

only that the Persians called the " Sun" Mithras (Strabo, p. 752:

Tt/Jb(ao-c 8e Tov ''IlIXlov, ov KaXovai M.[6pav), but also that the

Persians gave the name of Mit7'a to the heavenly Venus (Herod.

I. 131 : i7n/jL€juLa9rjKa(Tc Be Kal rfj Ovpavly dveiv, irapd re

^KcrcrvpLCov fiaOovre^ Kal ^Apa^tcov. KaXiovcn Se ^Acravpcoc rrjv

^A(j)poSiT7]v MvXtTTa, 'Apa^LOL Be"A\LTTa, Hepo-at Be Mlrpav).

From this it appears that the Persians had a pair of deities

called Mithras and Mithra, and that the latter corresponded to

the heavenly Venus. . But the very dualism itself shows that she

must have been a form of Artemis, the sister-goddess of Apollo,

and therefore represented the moon. Thus Jul. Firmicus says {de

Err. Prof. Relig. I. c. 5 : "hi itaque [Magi et Pers£e] Jovem in

duas dividunt potestates, naturam ejus ad utriusque sexus trans-

ferentes, et viri et femin^e simulacra ignis substantiam deputan-

tes." This pair of deities seems to be implied in the dual forms

ahuraeihya mithraeihya in the Yagna, which Burnouf translates

(p. 351) :
" les deux seigneurs Mithras^." But the most important

1 Some remarks have been made on this passage by Mr C. Knight
Watson, Journal of Philology, i. pp. 241, 264.
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authority for the present purpose is the inscription quoted by
Zeuss (p. 289), from Gudii Inscr. Antiquce, p. 56. 2, which

should be read: ©EAI . XEAHNHI . OITOSKTPAI . KM .

AnOAAriNI . OlTOXKTPm . MI@PAI . M . OTAHIOS .

nAOKAMOX . NEHK0P02 . ANE®. This shows that the

epithet of the "sun" quoted as Scythian by Herodotus (with

the mere change of ctk for cr to represent the sound sh: see

MasMl le-Sopher, p. 8) is applicable to the moon as well as to

the sun, and that Apollo- Oitosurus was also Mithras. Now we
know that "ApT6fjLt<; was specially worshipped by the Persians

;

for Plutarch says (
Vit. Lucull. c. 24) : Hepala "Apre/xt? rjv

/jLaXcara Oewv ol irepav l^vcj^pdrov ^dp/Bapoc ti/uloogc, and her

Persian name Zaprjrt^ (Hesych.) was probably connected with

Surya; but if she was, as this investigation has shown, also

identical with the heavenly Yenus or Mithra, we find her Greek

name in 'ApTiyu-Trao-a, the Scythian Venus : for, as we shall

see, 'Ap-Tt//- is best explained out of the Scythian glosses,

as "the virgin of the sea," and Tracra signifies "the queen."

The noun was probably Persian also, for Artim-pasa occurs

on two inscriptions found near Tusculum and probably of

Persian origin (Zeuss, p. 290). It is by no means clear what

were the attributes of the celestial Venus of the Scythians ; but

her name thus explained corresponds exactly to the functions

of Europa, the broadfaced moon, and to those of the "Aprefii^

TavpoTToXrj.

The Scythian name for Neptune may be explained with

almost demonstrable certainty. The general observations on the

Scythian language have shown that they preferred the tenuis to

the aspirate. The word Sa/jLLjj.acrdBa<^ must therefore have been

pronounced Tami-masadas. Now, if we compare this word

with the Scythian proper name Octa-masadas (Herod. Iv. 80),

we shall see that masadas must be the termination. In the

Zend, or old Median language, Mazdas (connected with maz^

"great"), signifies "a god," or "object of worship." So Or-

muzd is called Aliura-mazdas^ and a worshipper is termed

Mazdayasna. Accordingly, Tami-masadas must mean "a god,

or object of worship, with regard to Tami.^'' When, therefore,

we learn from Pliny, that Temarunda is equivalent to mater

maris ^ we cannot doubt that Teme, or Tami, means " the sea,"
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and that Tami-masadas, or ''Neptune," is, bj interpretation,

"the god of the sea." It does not appear that the second part

of the name Temarunda is a distinct word in itself. It seems

more probable that it is a feminine termination, analogous to that

of soerende from sob=" sea," in the A. S. document quoted by

Grimm {Gesch. d. deutscJi. Spr, I. p. 234), who also compares

the name of the river Timavus as explained by Strabo, v.

p. 214. For Pliny says (vi. 7); '' Scythse ... vocant ... Maeo-

tim Temarundam, quo significant matrem maris,'''* And as

Mat^Tt9, which seems to be another form of the Zend mate

—matis, is stated by Herodotus (iv. 86) to mean fMrjrrjp rod

UovTov, it is more than probable that Temarunda is a qualifying

epithet of Mceotis, and that it denotes maritima. The word

Tama perhaps signifies "broad water;" for the river which

is called the Is-is while it is narrow, becomes the Tam-is-is, or

" Thames," when it begins to widen. That the name of a man
like Octa-masadas^ should be significant of veneration will not

surprise those who recollect the Scythian name Sparga-pises (the

son of Tomyris, Herod. I. 211) or Sparga-jnthes (a king of the

Agathyrsi, id. IV. 78), which seems to be equivalent to the

Sanscrit Svarga-pati^ " lord of heaven"

—

sparga bearing the

same relation to svarga that the Persian agpa does to the Sanscrit

agva ; and the Zend gpan, old Persian gpa^a, Sclavonian sahaka^

to the Sanscrit qvd {gvan), Grreek kvcov.

§ 12. Other Scythian Words explained.

Leaving the names of divinities, we may turn to the scarcely

less mythological Arimaspi. Herodotus says that they were a

one-eyed people {fjbovv6<pOa\iMoi) , and that their name indicates

as much—aptyLta ^ap ev KaXiovcrt Xfcvdat, cnrov Be rov o^-

OaXjjbov. Eustathius (ad Dionys. 31) gives a dififerent division

of the compound, which Hartung would transfer to the text of

Herodotus: apL /xev yap to ev XkvOkttI, /i-acrTro? ^e 6 6(f)-

Oa\/jb6<;. It appears to me that Herodotus is in error respecting

the meaning of the word, and that the true explanation is to be

sought in the epithet linro^afKov, which ^schylus {Prom, 830)

applies to this people :
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o^varo^ovs yap Zi]v6s oKpayels Kvvas

Tpvnas (pvXa^at, rou re povvcona crrpaTov^

^Apipacrirop iTnro^dpov, ot xP'^^^oppvrov

otKovaiv ap(f)\ vapa liXovTOtvos Tvopov.

The position of the article before fiovvwira shows that the words

'Api/juacTTrov iTrTro/SdfjLova are to be taken in close connexion, and

apart from the epithet ^ovvcoira ; and I see in this fragment of

symbolical mythology a trace of that Hyperborean smi-worship,

which the Pelasgians brought from Media into Greece and Italy.

For Arim-aspas is most naturally explained as AhuriTU-agpa, or

Orim-agpa, the "horse" or "horseman of light," thus explain-

ing the term iTTTro^dfjiov, and the epithet /jLovvco-ylr will refer to

the circular disc which surmounted the head of the Sun-god, and

so gave rise to a belief in Cyclopean or monophthalmic deities^.

With this view the meaning of the fable is clear. The one-eyed,

equestrian people dwelling in the Hyperborean regions, which

are regarded as the inaccessible and ever-guarded sanctuary of

the Sun, can only represent the Sun-god himself mounted on his

heavenly courser (the aurvat agpa, "cheval rapide," of the

Yagna: Burnouf, pp. cxxxiv. 371) ; and the Gryfon, which

Pursues the Arimaspian, who by stealth

Had from his wakeful custody purloined

The guarded gold-

is the Kep^-epo^ or 1J)"13, which vainly seeks to prevent the

golden light of day from being borne to the southern regions by

the horseman of light ^. In a communication read before the

Royal Asiatic Society in January 1851^, I have pointed out a

similar error of Herodotus respecting the horse of Darius and his

groom Oihares ; and I have shown that, while this last name

refers to the verb vyabara, or the noun ashara, which must

have occurred in the original inscription, Darius, as in his other

inscriptions, must have referred his power not to the ingenuity of

1 See Christian Orthodoxy, pp. 354 sqq.

^ Ariosto mixes up the horse of the Arimaspian with the Gryfon

which pursued him, and in his joking way speaks of the composite

animal as still extant in the northern regions : Orlando Fur. iv. 18

:

chiamasi Ippogrifo,

Che ne i monti Rifei vengon, ma rari.

3 See Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. xvi. pp. 1—7.
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a servant, but to the gracious help of Ahura-mazda, "the lord

of light," and his celestial steed—the Sun. In India also the

same figure was adopted, and there may be traces of it in the

Greek myth of Kephalos, the beloved of Eos. " Kephalos," says

Max MuUer [Oxf. Uss. 1856, p. 53), "was the rising Sun—the
head of light—an expression frequently used of the Sun in

different mythologies. In the Veda, where the Sun is addressed

as a horse, the head of the horse is an expression meaning the

rising Sun."

Another compound, which may with equal facility be referred

to the Indo-Germanic family of languages, is the name by which

the Scythians designated the Amazons. OlopTrara, according to

Herodotus, is equivalent to avhpoKTOvo^—olbp yap KaXiovcri,

TOP dvBpaj TO Be Trard, Krelveiv. Now olop is clearly the

Sanscrit vira, the Zend vairya, vira (Burnouf, Yagna, p. 236),

the Latin vir, Gothic vat7^-s, Welsh givyr, and the Lithuanian

vyras. The root ^a^ in Sanscrit does not signify primarily "to

kill," but " to fall;" though the causative ioxm. pdtayati constantly

means "he kills;" "i.e. "causes to fall." It seems more pro-

bable, however, that the Scythian articulation has substituted a

tenuis for the v-sound, as in the case of si^arga for svarga, men-

tioned above, and that the verb is to be sought in the common
Sanscrit root vadh-, "to strike," "to kill," "to destroy," Irish

faethaim, " I kill."

Pliny {Hist, Nat. VI. 17) tells us that the Scythian name

for Mount Caucasus was Grau-casis, i.e. nive candidus. The

first part of this word is clearly connected with gelu, glades,

Kpvo<;, Kpv-(TTaXko^, halt, cold, grau, and grey ; and casts,

" white," may be compared with cas-tus, cas-nar (senex Osco-

rum lingua, Fest.; comp. Varro, L. L, Vll. § 29), canus, &c.

In the tract about rivers, printed among Plutarch's Frag-

ments, we have the following Scythian words, with interpreta-

tions annexed. He does not translate aXivBa, which he describes

as a sort of cabbage growing near the Tanais (c. xiv. § 2) : we

may compare the word with Temarunda. He tells us, however,

that /Spi^d^a means Kpiov /juercoTrov (c. XIV. § 4), that (f)pu^a

is equivalent to fjna-oTrovripo^ (c. xiv. § 5), and that dpd^a sig-

nifies /jbLcro7rdpO€vo<; (c. XXIII. § 2). Of these, ^pt^, " a ram,"

seems connected with herhex, verhix, or vervex. "A^a is probably
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akin to cwput, hajpala, haupt, &c.,—the initial guttural having

been lost, as in amo, Sanscr. ham-. We may compare fa,

" to hate," with the German scheu, and the syllable <^pv {phrv)

in (jypv-^a probably contains the element of prav-us (comp. the

German frevel). If this analysis of (f)pv-^a is right, and if

dpd-^a really means /jLLao-7rdp6epo<;, it follows that dpa means
" a virgin." This leads us to some interesting deductions. In the

first place, the Pelasgian goddess "Ap-re/jLL^;, Etrusc. Aritimis,

Scyth. Ai'-tim-pasa, receives an appropriate explanation from the

Scythian language. For, as we have seen, temi or tami means

"the sea," and thus "Ap-re/xi?, as "the virgin of the sea," con-

nects herself with Europa, the broad-faced moon-goddess, who
crossed the sea on the back of a bull (see Kenrick on Herodotus,

II. 44, p. 71), and so "Ap-reyu-i? ravpoiroko^; becomes identical with

^Api-Oovaa^ "the virgin swiftly moving," who passes under

water from Elis to Syracuse. Again, the root of dpa, " a virgin,"

seems unmistakeably connected with that of dp-7]<;, dpe-rr/, dp-

arjv, denoting distinctive manliness. It may be doubtful whether

the Scythian word evapee^, "the unmanly," (Herod. I. 105)

is compounded of a and nri, or of an- and ar. But it is clear

that the root ar in the Indo-Germanic language was originally

var, and the Scythian oiop, as we have just seen, is the Sanscrit

vtra. It is not at all improbable that the anlaut may have been

dropt in the other word dpa, just as in "Kprj^, "Ap-re^i^. At any

rate there is no doubt as to the connexion between vir and virgo

or virago : compare the synonyms Varro and Nero, wehren and

nehrung; &c. The mythology of Minerva and the etymology

of castus may suffice to tell us how the ideas of protection, re-

sistance, and virginity, are combined: and it is clear that the

two former constitute the fundamental meaning of vir and dpr]<^

{N. Crat. § 285).

Herodotus (iv. 52) mentions a fountain the name of which

was ^kv6l(7t\ fJbev ^^^ajJUTralo^, Kara Se rrjv *^Xkr]vcov y\w(T(rav,

'Ipal oSol. Hitter {Vorhalle, p. 345) conjectures that the ori-

ginal form of 'E^afjL-iral-o'; must have been Hexen-Pfad, i.e.

Asen-Pfad, which he compares with Biri-jpad, and which de-

notes, he thinks, the sacred ominous road by which the Cim-

merian Buddhists travelled towards the west. Bockh {Corpus

Inscript. II. p. Ill) supposes the right interpretation to be ivvea
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oSoi'j SO that i^dv is "nine." The numeral "nine" is pre-

served in a very mutilated state in all languages, both Semitic

and Indo-Germanic, and it would not be difficult to point out a

possible explanation of the word e^dv, if the reading ivvea oSot

were really certain. But there is more reason to suppose that

the other interpretation is correct, and that i^dv corresponds to

the Zend asja, aschavan, ashaun, ashaon, "holy," so that the

termination will be the Persian j^ai, Zendj9a^e, "a path," and

the compound will correspond to the Persian Mah-pai, Batter-

pai, and will denote "Holy-road" or Hali-dom: cf. the Persian

names l^a'ya-iralo^ and Baya-7rdT7)<; (Zeuss, p. 295).

This examination includes all the Scythian words which have

come down to us with an interpretation ; and in all of them it

has been shown that they are connected, in the signification

assigned to them, with the roots or elements which we find in

the Indo-Germanic languages generally, and especially in the

Medo-Persian idioms. If we add this result of philology to the

traditionary facts which have been recorded of the international

relations of the Get£e, Scythse, Sauromatss, and Medes, we must

conclude that the inhabitants of the northern side of the Euxine,

who were known to the Greeks under the general name of Scy-

thians, were members of the Indo-Germanic family, and not

Mongolians, as Niebuhr has supposed ^

§ 13. Successive peopling of Asia and Europe : fate of the

Mongolian race.

The true theory with regard to the successive peopling of

Asia and Europe seems to be the following ^. Believing that

the human race originated in the table-land of Armenia ^, I give

1 Kleine Schriften, i. p. 361.

2 The author's views are given in the New Cratylus, (3rd Ed.) §§ 64
sqq. and in the Transactions of the British Associationfor 1851, pp. 138 sqq.

See also Winning's Manual, pp. 124 sqq. and Rask, uher das Alter und die

Echtheit der Zend-Sprache, pp. 69 sqq., Hagen's Tr. And, for the affinity

of the inhabitants of Northern Asia in particular, see Prichard o?i the

Ethnography of High Asia (Journal of R. G. S. ix. 2, pp. 192 sqq.).

3 The general reasons for this opinion are given in the New Cratylus,

§ 64.
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the name of Central to the two sister-races, the Semitic and

the Indo-Germanic, which formed themselves in Mesopotamia

and Iran, and became the twin-mothers of human civilisation,

and the joint som-ce and home of intellectual culture. To this

central group, I oppose the Sporadic, as including all those

nations and languages which were scattered over the globe by
the first and farthest wanderers from the birth-place of our

race. The process of successive peopling may be thus described.

While the Indo-Germanic or Japhetic race was developing itself

within the limits of Iran, and while the Semitic family was

spreading from Mesopotamia to Arabia and Egypt, a great popu-

lation of Tchudes, or Mongolians, Celts and Turanians, had ex-

tended its migrations from the Arctic to the Indian Ocean, and

from Greenland over the whole north of America, Asia, and

Europe, even as far as Britain, France, and Spain. In propor-

tion, however, as these Celto-Turanians were widely spread, so

in proportion were they thinly scattered; their habits were

nomadic, and they never formed themselves into large or power-

ful communities. Consequently, when the Iranians broke forth

from their narrow limits, in compacter bodies, and with superior

physical and intellectual organisation, they easily mastered or

drove before them these rude barbarians of the old world; and

in the great breadth of territory which they occupied, the Tu-

ranians have formed only four great and independent stales

—

the Mantchus in China, the Turks in Europe, and the Aztecs

and the Peruvians in America.

The student of ethnography must bear in mind some essential

differences between the spread of those Sporadic tribes, which

derived their origin from Iran, and to which the aboriginal po-

pulation of Europe, Asia, and America is due, and those which

emigrated from Mesopotamia and Arabia, and furnished a sub-

stratum of dispersed inhabitants for Africa. For while the

Sporadic Syro-Arabians in Africa exhibit, as we go farther from

the center of their dispersion, a successive degeneration in the

passage of the Aramaic languages from the Abyssinian to the

Galla and Berber, from this again to the Cafire, from the CafFre

to the Hottentot, and from the Hottentot to the clucking of the

savage Bushman, and while there is no later infusion of civilized

Semitic elements until the conquest of North Africa by the Arabs;

D. V. 5
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on the other hand, the Celto-Turanian tribes were overrun or

absorbed at a very early period by successive or parallel streams

of Sclavonians, Lithuanians, and Saxo-Goths, flowing freely and

freshly from the north of Iran; and the latest of these emigrants,

the High-Germans, found many traces of similarity in the Celtic

tribes with which they ultimately came in contact. Whatever

might have been the degradation of the Ugro-Turanian races in

those regions where they were most thinly scattered, it is obvious

that the Scythia of Herodotus, which was the highway* of the

earliest march of Indo-Germanic migration into Europe, could

not have been, as Niebuhr supposed, mainly peopled by a

Tchudic or Mongolian stock. And though the name of 8-colotce

or Asa- Galatce, by which some of the Scythse called themselves,

may be regarded as pointing to a Celtic or Turanian intermixture,

the great mass of the hordes which dwelt to the north of the

Euxine must have consisted of Indo-Germanic tribes who con-

quered or ejected the Turanians; and I have no hesitation in

referring these invaders, together with the Pelasgians of Greece

and Italy, to different branches of the Sclavonian, Lithuanian,

Saxo-Gothic, or generally Low Iranian stock.

§ 14. The Pelasgians luere of Sclavonian origin.

It has been proved that the Sarmatians belonged to the parent

stock of the Sclavonians ; and we find in the Sclavonian dialects

ample illustrations of those general principles by which the Scy-

thian languages seem to have been characterized. Making, then,

a fresh start from this point, we shall find an amazing number of

coincidences between the Sclavonian languages and the Pelas-

gian element of Greek and Latin: most of these have been

pointed out elsewhere*; at present it is only necessary to call

attention to the fact. So that, whichever way we look at it, we
shall find new reasons for considering the Pelasgians as a branch

of the great Sarmatian or Sclavonian race. The Thracians,

Getge, Scythse, and Sauromatse, were so many links in a long

chain connecting the Pelasgians with Media; the Sauromatse

were at least in part Sclavonians; and the Pelasgian language,

^ New Crat. § 88.
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as it appears in the oldest forms of Latin, and in certain Greek

archaisms, was unquestionably most nearly allied to the Sclavo-

nian: we cannot, therefore, doubt that this was the origin of the

Pelasgian people, especially as there is no evidence or argument

to the contrary.

§ 15. Foreign affinities of the TJmhrians^ &c.

But, to return to Italy, who were the old inhabitants of that

peninsula? Whom did the Pelasgians in the first instance con-

quer or di'ive to the mountains? What was the origin of that

hardy race, which, descending once more to the plain, subjugated

Latium, founded Rome, and fixed the destiny of the world?

The Umbrians, Oscans, Latins, or Sabines—for, in their

historical appearances, we must consider them as only different

members of the same family—are never mentioned as foreigners.

We know, however, that they must have had their Transpadane

affinities as well as their Pelasgian rivals. It is only because

their Celtic substratum was in Italy before the Pelasgians

arrived there, that they are called aborigines. The difference

between them and the Pelasgians is in effect this : in examining

the ethnical affinities of the latter we have tradition as well

as comparative grammar to aid us ; whereas the establishment

of the Umbrian pedigree depends upon philology alone.

§ 16. Reasons for believing tliat they were the same race as

the Lithuanians.

Among the oldest languages of .the Indo-Germanic family

not the least remarkable is the Lithuanian, which stands first

among the Sclavonian dialects \ and bears a nearer resemblance

to Sanscrit than any European idiom. It is spoken , in different

dialects, by people who live around the south-east corner of the

Baltic. One branch of this language is the old Prussian, which

used to be indigenous in the Sam-land or ''Fen-country" be-

tween the Memel and the Pregel, along the shore of the Gurische

1 See Pott, Et. Forsch. i. p. xxxiii, and his Commentatio de Borusso-

Lithuanicce tarn in Slavicis quam Letticis Unguis principatu. Halis Saxonum,

1837—1841.
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Haf, and the Lithuanians are often called Samo-Getce or ''Fen-

Goths." Other writers have pointed out the numerous and strik-

ing coincidences between the people who spoke this language and

the Italian aborigines^. Thus the connexion between the Sabine

Cures, Quirinus, Qmrifes, &c. and the old Prussian names Cures,

Cour-landy Curische Haf, &c. has been remarked ; it has been

shown that the wolf {hirpus), which was an object of mystic

reverence among the Sabines, and was connected with many of

their ceremonies and some of their legends, is also regarded

as ominous of good luck among the Lettons and Courlanders ; the

Sabine legend of the rape of the virgins, in the early history of

Rome, was invented to explain their marriage ceremonies, which

are still preserved among the Courlanders and Lithuanians, where

the bride is carried off from her father's house with an appear-

ance of force; even the immortal name of Eome is found in the

Prussian Romowo ; and the connexion of the words Roma,

Romulus, ruma lujpce, and ruminalis ficus, is explained by the

Lithuanian raumu, gen. raumens, signifying ''a dug" or '' udder ^,"

1 Perhaps the oldest observation of this aflSnity is that which is

quoted by Pott (Commentatio, i. p. 6), from a work published at Leyden

in 1642 by Michalo Lituanus (in rep. Pol. &c. p. 246) :
" nos Lithuani

ex Italico sanguine oriundi suraus, quod ita esse liquet ex nostro sermone

semi-latino et ex ritibus Romanorum vetustis, qui non ita pridem apud

nos desiere, &c. Etenim et ignis (Lith. ugnis f.) et unda (wandu m.),

aer (uras), sol (sdule)

.

. . unus (wiSnas) ... et pleraque alia, idem significant

Lithuano sermone quod et Latino."

^ See Festus, pp. 266—8, Miiller; and Pott, Etymol. Forsch. n. p. 283.

According to this etymology, the name Romanus ultimately identifies it-

self with the ethnical denomination Hirpinus. The derivation of the

word Roma is, after all, very uncertain; and there are many who might

prefer to connect it with Groma, the name given to the forum, or point

of intersection of the main streets in the original Roma quadrata, which

was also, by a very significant augury, called mundus (see Festus, p. 266;

Dionys. i. 88; Bunsen, Beschreib. d. Stadt Rom. iii. p. 81; and below,

Ch. VII. § 6). The word groma or gruma, however, is not without its

Lithuanian affinities. I cannot agree with Miiller {Etrusk. ii. p. 152),

Pott {Etym. Forsch. ii. 101), and Benfey (Wurzel-Lexicon, ii. p. 143),

who follow the old grammarians, and connect this word with the Greek

yvwfj-ay yvwfXT], yvcofxcov : it is much more reasonable to suppose, with

Klenze (Abhandl. p. 135, note), that it is a genuine Latin term; and I

would suggest that it may be connected with grumusj Lithuan. krdwa,
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Besides these, a great number of words and forms of words in the

Sabine language are explicable most readily from a comparison

with the Lithuanian; and the general impression which these

arguments leave upon our mind is, that the Latins and Sabines

were of the same race as the Lithuanians or old Prussians. A
special argument is furnished by the scanty remnants of the Mes-

sapian or lapygian language, which was spoken in the south

eastern corner of Italy. For this fragmentary language, lying

beyond the reach of any influences except that of the Greek

colonists, into whose idiom it was rapidly absorbed, may be

regarded as a pure remnant of the old Italian. Now it is re-

markable that the few Messapian words, which have come down
to us with an explanation of their meaning, admit of more direct

comparison with the Lithuanian, as a German-Sclavonic lan-

guage, than with any other. Thus we are told that /3pev8o<} or

fipevTiov was Messapian for ''a stag" or "a stag's head"

(Hesych. s. v. ; Etym, M. s. v, ^pevrrjaiov ; Steph. Byz. s. v.

;

Strabo, VI. 3, 6, &c.), and in Lithuanian hredis is "the elk," or,

in some districts, "the stag;" iravo^ is the Messapian for

*' bread" (Athen. ill. p. Ill c), Sindi j^enas is the Lithuanian for

*'food;" jBavpla means "a house" {Etym. M. p. 389, 24), and

this reappears in the low German hur^ hauer, English "bower,"

Lith. hur-walkan, "a yard;" fila/STj means a falx vinitoria or

*' vine-dresser's knife" (Hesych. s. v.), and ^ia^aia is rendered

KkahevTqpla, and this root has a very Lithuanian or Sclavonic

sound. The inflexions, as far as they can be ascertained, ob-

viously belong to the Indo-Germanic forms of declension; for

example, the genitive singular in -aihi or -^7^^ corresponds to the

Sanscrit -asya, Greek -olo = -octlo, and the Lithuanian -6 proba-

bly for -aha.

Lettish kraut : comp. Kpcofia^, Kkcofia^, globus, gleba, «&c. The name may
have been given to the point of intersection of the main via and limes,

because a heap of stones w&s there erected as a mark (cf. Charis. i.

p. 19). Even in our day it is common to mark the junction of several

roads by a cross, an obelisk, or some other erection ; to which the grumuSf

or " barrow,'* was the first rude approximation. If so, it may still be

connected with ruma; just as /nao-ros- signifies both " a hillock" and "'a

breast;" and the omission of the initial g before a liquid is very com-

mon in Latin, comp. narro with yumpi^co, nosco with ytyvdaKO), and norma

with yvatpijjLOs.
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§ 17. Further confirmation from etymology.

Let us add to this comparison one feature whicli has not yet

been observed. The Litliuanians were not only called by this

name^, which involves both the aspirated dental th and the vo-

calized labial u, but also by the names Lwonian and Lettonian,

which omit respectively one or other of these articulations. Now
it has been mentioned before, that the name of the Latins ex-

hibits the same phenomenon ; for as they were called both Latins

and Lavines, it follows that their original name must have been

Latuinians^ which is only another way of spelling and pro-

nouncing Lithuanians, If, therefore, the warrior-tribe, which

descended upon Latium from Reate and conquered the Pelasgians,

gave their name to the country, we see that these aborigines were

actually called Lithuanians ; and it has been shown that they and

the Sabines were virtually the same stock. Consequently, the

old Prussians brought even their name into Italy. And what

does this name signify? Simply, ''freemen^;" for the root

signifying "free," in all the European languages consisted of ?-

and a combination of dental and labial, with, of course, a vowel

interposed. In most languages tlie labial is vocalized into u, and

prefixed to the dental; as in Greek i-XevOe-po';, Lithuan. liau-

dis, Germ, leufe, &c.^ In the Latin liher the labial alone re-

mains.

1 The known forms of the name are Litwa, Lietuwa, Litauen, Lietu-

luininJcas, Air^oi, Lethowini, Lituini, Letwini, Lethuini, Lettowii, Litwani,

Letthones, and Letthi.

2 By a singular change, the name of the kindred Sclavonians, which

in the oldest remains of the language signifies either " celebrated," " illus-

trious" (from flava, "glory," root plu, Sanscr. prw, Gr. kXv-: see 'Safarik,

and Palacky's litest. Denkm. der B'ohm. Spr. pp. 63, 140), or " intelli-

gibly speaking," as opposed to barbarian (from slovo, " a word "), has

furnished the modern designation of " a slave," esclave, schiavo. The
Bulgarians, whom Gibbon classes with the Sclavonians (vii. p. 279, ed.

Milman), have been still more unfortunate in the secondary application

of their name (Gibbon, x. p. 177).

3 Dr. Latham says {Germania of Tacitus, Epilegom. p. cxi) : " the

root L-t = people is German {Leute), yet no one argues that the Lat-ins,

Lith-uanians, and a host of other populations, must, for that reason, be

German." If the people called themselves by this name, it may be
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§ 18. Celtic tribes intermixed with the Sclavonians and

Lithuanians ifi Italy and elsewhere.

The name of the Umhrians, the most northerly of the indi-

genous Italians, leads to some other considerations of great im-

portance. It can scarcely be doubted that in their northern as

well as their southern settlements the Lithuanians were a good

deal intermixed with Celto-Finnish tribes in the first instance,

and subjected to Sclavonian influences afterwards. That this was

the case with the Lithuanians, we learn from their authentic and

comparatively modern history. The proper names cited by Zeuss

(p. 229) show that there was a Celtic ingredient in the popula-

tion of R^etia and Noricum. It appears, too, that in Italy there

was a substratum of Celts before the Lithuanians arrived there;

this is expressly recorded of the Umbrians by M. Antonius and

Bocchus (apud Solin. c. 2) and by Servius {ad Verg, ^neid, XIT.

753), and the fact is clearly indicated by the name of the country,

Umhria, and its principal river Umhro, If the oldest inhabit-

ants of this country were Celtic, they must have been an offshoot

of the Celtic race which occupied the contiguous district of Ligu-

ria\ Now not only are the Amhrones said to have been a Celtic

race {Amhrones, says Festus, fmrunt gens qucedam Gallica),

but this was also the generic name of the Ligurians («rc^a? 'yap

avrov<i ovro)<i 6vofid^ov(TC Kara yevo<; A/^yue?, Plut. Vit. Marii,

c. XIX.). Whatever weight we may attach to the statement in

Festus, that they were driven from their original settlements by

an inundation of the sea, we cannot fail to see the resemblance

fairly inferred that it was to them a significant term, and may therefore

be taken as a mark of aflfinity : no Indo-Germanic philologer will deny

that the Lithuanians and Germans were cognate races.

1 Mr. Ellis, who maintains {Contributions to the Ethnography of Italy

and Greece, Lond. 1858) that the Aboriginal Italians were chiefly Celtic,

but partly Finnish, and allows that the Umbrians were Celtic, contends

that the Ligurians (pp. 18 sqq.) were a branch of the Finns, and sup-

ports his opinion by referring hodincus or bodencus to the Lapponic

wuod(o-w) anek =fundo carens. I have used the compounds Celto-Fin-

nish and Celto-Turanian to indicate the mixture of these ethnic elements

in the early population of Europe, and I do not deny that there may
have been Finnish ingredients in the Ligurian race ; but I think that

the reasons given in the text prove that they were mainly Celtic.
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between the name of the Ambrones and that of the river Urribro;

and no Englishman is ignorant that the North-umbrians are so

called with reference to an Ymbra-land through which the river

Humher flowed. Dr. Latham {Tac, German. Epilegom. p. ex) has

suggested a connexion between a number of different tribes which

bore names more or less resembling this, and he thinks that there

is some reference in this name to the settlement of the race

bearing it near the lower part of some river. Thus the Am^
hrones seem to have been on the Lower Rhine, the Umbri on the

Lower Po, the Cumbrians of Cumberland on the Solway, and

the Gamhrwn and 8i-gambri on the Lower Ehine. Dr. Latham

also conjectures that Humher may be the Gallic and east British

form of the Welsh Aher and the Gaelic 7??z;er = " mouth of a

river." It appears to me that the Sigamhri and Gamhrwii

belonged to a German, not to a Celtic stock, and I am disposed

to refer the name of Cumher-land to the form Gymmry. It is of

course quite possible that the words Cymmry^ Cambrian, Cum-

brian, Cimbri, Cimmerii, Gomer, &c. bear the same relation to

Humher, Umbro, Ainbrones, that cubi does to uhi, hdmaydmi to

amo, Chan7iibal to ^AvvCPa^, and the like ; and so Humher and

Cumber might be different pronunciations of the same name. But

I do not think it reasonable to suppose that Humher or Umbro is a

dialectical variety of Aher or Inver. It can hardly be doubted

that the name of Umbria points to a continuous population of

Ligurians or Ambrones extending from the Cottian Alps to the

Tiber; and there is every reason to believe that this was only

part of a Celtic population which occupied originally the three

peninsulas of Greece, Italy, and Spain, together with the great

islands of Britain, Ireland, Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica. In

Italy the Ligurians and Umbrians stand side by side, and it is

only in the country occupied by the latter that we have the

river, which gives a name to the people. But the Lech, in the

originally Celtic district of Bavaria, contains the same root as the

name of the Ligyes or Leleges. In France we have the Lig-er or

Loire, i. e. " the great river," by the side of the Gar-umna or

Garonne, which combines the Gaelic Gar, found in Garry-,

Garry-owen, &c. with the other word amhainn, amlina, Umbro.

And as the Lloegrians, or Britons of the south and east in this

island, are identified with the Gauls of northern France, it was
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elsewhere [Cambridge Essays, 1856, p. 35) suggested that the

Cumbrians or Humbrians, i.e. the older branch of the Celtic

stock, occupied in prehistorical times an area extending from the

isles of Britain to the east coast of Italy, and were intruded

upon by the kindred race of Leleges, Ligyes, Ligurians, Lige-

rians, or Lloegrians, who established their line of occupation from

this Hiimber-land of England across France to the Alps, the

Tyrol, and the seaboard of Genoa, and who also found their

way to the southern regions of Italy and Greece, probably by
the western coast of the former peninsula. The first inhabitants

of Spain and Sicily are called Iberians by every ancient writer,

and they are identified with the Sicanians ; and Philistus must

have referred to these when he said that the Sicilians were Li-

gurians who had been driven southwards by the Umbrians and

Pelasgians (Dionys. Hal. i. 22), meaning of course the Low-
German and Sclavonian tribes, who subsequently occupied north

Italy. With regard to Greece, there is no reason why the

Leleges, whom we have other grounds for considering as Celtic,

should not be regarded as exhibiting the name of the Ligyes

with that reduplication of the initial I- which is so universal in

Welsh 1.

1 Professor F. W. Newman, in his little work entitled Regal Eome,

maintains that the old languages of Italy, especially the Umbrian and

Sabine, contained a striking predominance of Celtic ingredients, and he

wishes to show that this is still evident even in the Latin of Cicero.

His proof rests on vocabularies (pp. 19—26), especially in regard to the

military, political, and religious words, which he supposes that the

Romans derived from the Sabines (p. 61). With regard to these lists

I have to observe, that while all that is valid in the comparison merely

gives the Indo-Germanic afl&nities of the Celtic languages—a fact beyond

dispute—Mr. Newman has taken no pains to discriminate between the

marks of an original identity of root, and those words which the Celts

of Britain derived from their Roman conquerors. In general, Mr. New-
man's philology is neither solid nor scientific. It is not at all creditable

to a professed student of languages to compare the participial word

cliens (clie-nt-s) with the Gaelic clann, cloinne, " children." If anything

is certain about the former, it is clear that it contains the verb-root cli-

or clu- with a merely formative termination in nt, which does not belpng

to the root. Again, when every one knows the Latin meaning of tri-

pudium, referring to the triple ictus, what is the use of deriving it

from the Gaelic tir, "earth,'* and put, "to push"? If quir-i[t]-s with a
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§ 19. The SarmatcB jorohably a branch of the Lithuanian

family.

If it is necessary to go one step farther, and identify this

Lithuanian race with some one of the tribes which form so many
links of the chain between Media and Thrace, it would be only

reasonable to select the Sauromatce, whose name receives its in-

terpretation from the Lithuanian language [Szaure-Mateni, i. e.

^'Northern Medes"). The Sauromatae and the Scythse were

undoubtedly kindred tribes; but still there were some marked

differences between them, insomuch that Herodotus reckons the

Sarmatas as a separate nation. Between the Pelasgians and the

Umbrians, &c. there existed the same affinities, with similar dif-

ferences ; and the fairest conclusion seems to be this, that as the

Latins or Lithua.nians were a combination of Gothic and Sclavo-

nian ingredients, so were the Sauromatse; that as the indigenous

tribes of Italy were pure Gothic, mixed with Celtic, so were the

Scythe or Asa-Goths. At the same time it must be remarked,

that the term Sarmatian has a wider as well as a narrower signi-

fication. In its more extended meaning it is synonymous with

Sclavonian, and therefore includes the Pelasgians. In its nar-

rower use, it is expressive of that admixture of Sclavonian and

Low-German elements which characterizes the Lithuanian or

Samo-Getic languages, and in which the Sclavonian is so predo-

minant that the Gothic element is almost overpowered. Eevert-

ing to the Asiatic settlements of these races, we may say, as

we pass from west to east across the northern frontiers of the

plateau of Iran, that the true Sclavonians extended from the

borders of Assyria to those of Hyrcania and Parthia ; that they

there abutted on the debateable land or oscillating boundary-line

between the Sclavonian and Gothic races, and so became Massa-

regularlndo-Germanic ending, is naturally derived from quiris, "a spear,"

what miserable etymology it is to compare the former with curaidh,

" a champion/' from cur, " power," and the latter with coir, " just,

honourable, noble." And all regard for simple reasoning is neglected

by a writer, who analyzes augur = aviger into the Gaulish auca, " a bird,"

and the Welsh cur, " care."
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Getse or Lithuanians ; and that the Sacse, Saxons, or genuine

Gothic and Low-German tribes, the Daci, Danes, and Northmen
of Europe, occupied Sogdiana to the banks of the laxartes. If

we suppose, what we have a right to suppose, that this line was

preserved as the march of emigration wheeled round the north of

the Caspian—the Sclavonians to the left, the Lithuanians in the

center, and the pure Goths to the right,—^we shall have a simple

explanation of all the facts in the ethnography of eastern Europe.

For these are still the relative positions of the different races.

The right wing becomes in the course of this geographical evolu-

tion the most northerly or the most westerly, while the left wing

or pivot of the movement becomes most southerly or most easterly,

and the center remains between the two. Thus the pure Low-
Germans and the Lithuanians never come into Greece, which

is peopled by the Sclavonians. The Lithuanians and Sclavonians

are mingled in Italy. But although, as we shall see, a branch of

the pure Gothic race invaded that peninsula, it felt, to the end of

its early history, that it had approached a distinct line of de-

marcation wherever it touched, without Lithuanian intervention,

on the borders of pure Sclavonism.

§ 20. Gothic or Low- German affinities of the ancient

Etruscans shown hy their ethnographic ojpposition to the

Veneti.

This brings us to the crowning problem in Italian ethnogra-

phy,—the establishment of the foreign affinities of the ancient

Etruscans. Wherever the advancing tide of Sclavonian emigra-

tion came to a check before the established settlements of a

purely Gothic or Low-German tribe, wherever, consequently,

the Sclavonians felt a need for a distinctive appellation, we find

that they called themselves Serbs, Sorbs, or Servians, a name
apparently denoting their agricultural habits, or else Slow-jane,

Slow-jene, or Sclavonian, a name implying, according to the

most recent interpretation, that they opposed their own language

as intelligible to the foreign jargon of their neighbours. By
these names they were known in the distant lands to which the

wars of the ninth and tenth centuries transported them as cap-

tives; and as a foreign and barbarous slave was a Scythian in the

older days of Athens, a Davus or Dacian and a Geta or Goth.
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in the later comedies, so all prisoners were called indiiFerently

Slave or Syrf, a circumstance which proves the identity and

prevalence of these national designations. But while these were

the names which the Sclavonians assumed on their own western

boundary-lines, and by which they were known in foreign coun-

tries, they received the name of Wends, Winiden, 0. H. Gr.

Wimdd, A.-S. Veonodas, from the Gothic tribes on whom they

immediately abutted. By this name, or that of Finns, which is

merely a different pronunciation, the Goths of the north desig-

nated their eastern neighbours, whether of Sclavonian or Turanian

race. By this name the Saxons distinguished the Sclavonians in

Lusatia. The traveller's song in the Codex Exomensis expressly

opposes the Goths to the Wineds wherever found; "I was,"

says the author (vv. 113 sqq.), ''with Huns and with Hreth-

Goths, with Swedes and with South-Danes, with Wends I was

and with Wgerns, and with Wikings, with Gefths I was and with

Winedsy Although the strong but narrow stream of High-Ger-

man conquest disturbed the continuous frontier of the Sclavonian

and Low-German tribes, we find, as late as Charlemagne's time,

that Sclavonians were recognized in central Germany under the

designations of Momu-winidi and Ratanz-winidi, from the names

of the rivers which formed their geographical limits. The same

denomination was applied in much earlier times to the Sclavo-

nians settled in Bavaria, who were called the Vinde-lici, or

Wineds settled on the Licus or LecTi^. Farther east on the

Danube the March-field furnished another boundary to the Scla-

vonians, whose city there was called Vind-o-honum. We must of

course admit the same term in the name of the Veneti at the

^ We have a sort of indirect testimony to the Sclavonic affinities

of the Vindelici in the immemorial practice of carrying the axe, wiiich

excited the attention of Horace (iv. Carm. iv. 18):

Vindelici, quibus

Mos undo deductus per omne
Tempus Amazonia securi

Dextras obarmet,. quserere distuli

Nee scire fas est omnia.

For there can be little doubt that the weapon referred to was the

a-dyapis used by the Scythians (Herod, i. 215, iv. 6, vii. 64) and other

tribes more or less easily traceable to a Sclavonian stock.
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head of the Adriatic. And thus we trace this distinctive appel-

lation from Scandinavia to the north of Italy, in a line nearly

corresponding to the parallel of longitude. The ethnographic

importance of the name JVined can scarcely be overrated: for it

not only tells us that the tribes to the east of the line upon

which it is found were generally pure Sclavonian, but it tells us

as plainly that the tribes to the west, who imposed the name, were

equally pure branches of the Gothic, Saxon, or Low-German
race. Indeed, the latter fact is more certain than the former.

For if, as I believe, the term Wined merely indicates, in the

mouth of a Low-German, the end or wend-^oint of his distinctive

territory, our inference must be that whatever the Wtneds were,

they indicated the boundary-line of some branch of the Gothic

race. Now we have such a boundary line in Bavaria; therefore

the Rmtians who faced the Vindelici or Lech-Wineds were

Low-Germans. We have a similar line in the north of Italy;

therefore there must have been Low-Germans in Opposition and

contiguity at the western frontier of the Veneti or Wineds on the

Po. But we have seen that the Etruscans, properly so called,

were JRcetians, who at one time occupied a continuous area

stretching from western Germany across the Tyrol into the plains

of Lombardy. It follows therefore, as an ethnographical fact,

that the Etruscans must have been a Low-German, Gothic, or

Saxon tribe.

§ 21. Reasons for comparing the old Etruscan with the

Old Norse.

These combinations would be sufficient, if we had nothing

else, to establish prima facie the Gothic affinities of the old

Etruscans. But they are only the first step in a cumulative

series of arguments, which, when complete, raises our conclu-

sion to the rank of a philological demonstration. Some of the

details must be reserved for the chapter on the Etruscan lan-

guage ; but the general effect of the reasoning shall be given here.

If the ancient Etruscans were Low-Germans, they must

present the most striking marks of resemblance when they are

compared with the oldest and least alloyed branches of that

family. In the center of Europe the Low-German element was

absorbed by the High-German, and the latter became a qualifying
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ingredient in all the Teutonic tribes of the mainland, who were

not similarly affected by Sclavonism. As I have elsewhere sug-

gested {New Crat. § 78), the Lithuanians were Low-Germans

thoroughly Sclavonized ; the Saxons or Ingoevones were Low-
Germans untainted by Sclavonism, and but slightly influenced by
High-Germanism ; the Franks or Isccevones were Low-Germans

over whom the High-Germans had exercised considerable control

;

and the Thuringians or Hermmones were pure High-Germans, in

the full vigour of their active opposition to the tribes among

which they had settled. For Low-German unaffected by any

qualifying element we must go to the Scandinavian or Norse

branch of the race, which contains the Danish, Swedish, Nor-

wegian, Faroic, and Icelandic tribes. The oldest or standard

form of the languages spoken by these tribes is the Old Norse or

Icelandic, which not only exists as a spoken tongue, but is also

found in a very flourishing and ancient literature. The present

inhabitants of Iceland trace their descent from emigrants who
settled there in the ninth century; and, from circumstances con-

nected with their isolated position, the language has remained the

unaltered representative of the oldest known form of Scandinavian

or pure Gothic. It is therefore with this Old Norse or Icelandic,

the language of the Sagas and Eunes, that we must compare

the old Etruscan, if we wish to approximate to the common
mother of both, on the hypothesis that they are both traceable to

the same stock. But the reader must from the first be guarded

against the ridiculous idea that I identify the Etruscan with

the Icelandic^. The proposition which I maintain is this: that

1 In spite of this distinct caution, which stands now as it did in

the last edition, some persons have been careless or disingenuous enough

to assert that I propose to regard the old Etruscan as a dialect of the

Old Norse, and therefore, by presumption at least, as admitting of easy

and complete interpretation. This is the only meaning which can be

attached to Bunsen's flippant and puerile objection {Christianity and

Mankind, Vol. iii. p. 85, note) :
" we do not know Etruscan, but we do

know Icelandic." And it is probably this misrepresentation that has

induced an anonymous and ill-informed critic to say {Bentley's Quarterly

Review, i. p. 52): "a philologist who believes, or believed, that the

Etruscans spoke a dialect of Norse, deserves to be placed in the same

category with the late Sir W. Betham, who believed that they spoke
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the Icelandic in the uncultivated north represents in the ninth

century of our aera the language of a race of men, who might

have claimed a common pedigree with those Kseto-Etruscans of the

south, who became partakers in the Pelasgian civilisation about

1600 years before that epoch. Moreover the Icelandic or Old

Norse remains pure to the last, whereas the Etruscan is from the

first alloyed by an interpenetration of Umbrian and Pelasgian

ingredients. Consequently, it will justify all our reasonable ex-

pectations, if we find clear traces of the Old Norse in the distinc-

tive designations of the Etruscans, that is, in those names which

they imported into Italy, and if we can make the Scandinavian

pure Irish." To a reader of this book such reckless misrepresentations

expose their own ignorance or dishonesty. When Bunsen adds a refer-

ence to Dr. Freund's strictures upon me in a paper read before the

Ethnological Society (in April, 1853), he is not ashamed to suppress

the fact that I answered those strictures in a subsequent paper read

before the same Society (in January, 1854), and proved that Freund's

objections were utterly insignificant and invalid. In a subsequent note

(p. 89) Bunsen is careful to advertize Dr. Freund's Latin-English Dic-

tionary, which has never appeared, and his expedition to Raetia, at the

expense of the Royal Academy of Berlin, from which the learned world

has not as yet derived any benefit. Scholars have learned to estimate

at their proper value Bunsen's indiscriminate encomiums on his own
countrymen. For to say nothing of his undisguished wish on all occa-

sions to praise Germans at the expense of Englishmen, Bunsen is really

quite incompetent to pronounce a judicial opinion on any question con-

nected with philology. Thus, besides the misinterpretation involved in

the passage quoted above, it presumes a strange confusion of mind. For

what would Bunsen himself say, if any one were to object to his theory

that the language of the Targum and the Peshito is a form of the same

language as that which has been recognized in the cuneiform inscriptions

of Babylonia, by saying that " we do not know old Babylonian, but we
do know Chaldee and Syriac"? Then, what is to be said of the critical

discernment of a man, who after talking of a theory as a bad joke and

an anachronism, immediately after publishes a report on the subject by

Aufrecht, in which that theory is to all intents and purposes maintained?

That Bunsen is a mere dabbler in philology and has yet to learn the

first principles of linguistic analysis, is clear from his comparisons of the

Egyptian ar with the English are, Anglo-Saxon aron, original form asent;

oi aui, "I am," with av- in avros; and of un with both (ov=e-6vT-s= e-sent-s

and unus! {JEgypten, i. p. 350). He repeats some of these absurdities

in his Christianity and Mankind, iir. p. 187, though they were pointed

out to him many years ago {Quarterly Review, No. CLV. p. 154).
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languages directly available for the explanation of such of their

words and phrases as are clearly alien from the other old idioms

of Italy. This, and more than this, I shall be able to do.

§ 22. Teutonic peculiarities of the ancient Etruscans.

In comparing the old Etruscans with a branch of the Teu-

tonic race, the first step will naturally be to ask whether the

distinctive habits and peculiarities of the Rasenic invaders of

northern Italy corresponded with those of the Scandinavians in

question. If we take even what we know of the physical cha-

racteristics of the Etruscans, we shall see that we have a race

more like the Gothic tribes of the north than the Italians, with

whom they stand in immediate contact. *' The Etruscans,"

says Mommsen^ " present the most striking contrasts to the

Latin and Sabellian Italians, as well as to the Greeks. Their

very bodily structure would be sufficient to distinguish them

from the other two nations. Instead of the symmetrical slender-

ness of the Greeks and Italians, the sculptures of the Etruscans

show us short, sturdy figures, with large heads and thick arms.

Their manners and customs, so far as we are acquainted with

them, as clearly prove them to be a people originally quite

distinct from the Grasco-Italian races." In the days of Ca-

tullus ^ and even of Virgil ^, the obesity of the Tuscans was

their distinctive peculiarity. And this, as is well known, to-

gether with the broad, short figure so remarkable in the Tuscan

monuments, is equally observable in the legendary Scandina-

vians and their modern representatives. A nation, which sings

the praises of little but doughty champions, who conquered

gigantic opponents, is generally found to combine strength and

pugnacity with a stature conspicuously shorter than that of the

conterminous tribes. The Uos^ Rasena, or "Runners," were,

we may depend upon it, a race of sturdy, active, nimble little

men, like their representative the giant-killer of the nursery

tales, with his seven-leagued boots and his sword of sharpness.

1 History of Rome (Introd. tr. by Robertson, p. 52).

2 xxxvu. (xxxix.) 11: " aut parous Umber aut obesus Etruscus."

3 Georgica, n. 193: "inflavit cum pinguis ebur Tyrrhenus ad aras."
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Tages, the dwarf, who rose from the ground at Tarquinii and

conveyed to the Etruscans their knowledge of divination, is one

of the wonderful little men, who appear in the Old Norse stories*.

The duodenary system of the Etruscans reappears in the old

Saxon or Gothic form of government ^ The most striking in-

stance, however, of the Teutonic peculiarities of the ancient

Etruscans is furnished by the correspondence between the Tus-

can combat of gladiators and the Hohn-gdnga, i. e. the duel or

monomachy of the Scandinavians. It is generally admitted

that the gladiatorial exhibitions at Rome originated in Etruria^,

and that they belonged at first to the funeral solemnities of the

country. Indeed there is no representation more common on the

better class of Etruscan liionuments than that of the gladiatorial

combat round the altar sacred to the tomb of the deceased ; and

we must refer to this class even the group supposed to represent

Echetlus at the battle of Marathon, which is of frequent occur-

rence, and which appears to me to be only a particular modi-

fication of a contest analogous to that of the retiarius. The

custom of sacrificing prisoners of war at the tomb of a departed

warrior is connected with the traditions of the Trojan war.

Such a sacrifice takes place at the funeral of Patroclus'', and

Achilles himself is appeased by the sacrifice of the Trojan

princess Polyxena^. The ancient Greeks, like the ancient Etrus-

cans, were mixed up with Pelasgians, and both nations were

thus placed in the channel of direct communication with the

Phoenicians, who influenced the religion and usages of all the

Pelasgian tribes. Now we know that the funeral sacrifices of

the old Italians had reference to the w^orship of Kronos or

Saturnics, the subterraneous God, who fed on his own children

;

and the gladiatorial games were especially exhibited at the

Saturnalia. On a tomb copied by Bonarota {Dempster, Vol. ill.

1 Niebuhr, H. R. i. p. 139.

^ Maiden, H. R. p. 90, and the passage from Turner's Anglo-Saxons

quoted by him (both passages are given by Mr Ellis, Journal of Philo-

logy, n. p. 179).

3 Nicol. Damasc. ap. Atlien. iv. 39, p. 153 f ; Tertull. Spect. c. 5.

4 Hom. II. xxnr. 175 sqq.

5 The story is given in the Hecuba of Euripides.

D.v. 6
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pi. 25) the devouring deity is represented as waiting for his

gladiatorial prey. But Saturnus is the Phoenician Moloch, in

whose worship the sacrifice of human victims took its rise\

Accordingly the practice of offering up human victims must

have been derived by the ancient Greeks and Italians, through

the Pelasgian ingredient in their composition, from the Phoeni-

cian and other Syrian tribes, who trafficked with the coasts of

the Mediterranean. While, however, these nations and their

pure descendants, the Carthaginians, retained this inhuman

practice in its original and unmitigated form, the Greeks soon

shook off this barbarous worship, and found various substitutes,

of which the interrupted sacrifice of Iphigenia is a mythical

representation^. The Easena on the other hand, with rude war-

like instincts, and with the practice of the Holm-gdnga already

established among them, were naturally led to pit the captives

destined for sacrifice to fight against one another; and, instead

of slaying them in cold blood, to make them become both sacri-

ficers and victims in the funeral solemnity. Under peculiar cir-

cumstances the old eastern ferocity was retained, as when the

Tarquinians, in the year A.u. C. 397, sacrificed in cold blood

307 Eoman prisoners of war to the Sun-God or God of the year,

as the number of the victims seems to show^ At private fune-

rals, however, the fight of gladiators invariably took the place of

the human sacrifice. Servius^ attributes the origin of this sub-

stitution to the funeral of Junius Brutus ; but he seems to con-

fuse between the origin of the practice, and the first beginning of

a public exhibition or muyms of gladiators, in which the amuse-

ment of the people was combined with the honours due to the

dead. This appearance of the Holm-gdnga, instead of the cold-

blooded slaughter in which the Pelasgo-Phoenician rites in-

dulged, seems to me a remarkable indication of the connexion

of the Rasena with a branch of the Teutonic family, which,

whether in sport or earnest, delighted in every form of martial

spectacles, and whose descendants in another part of Europe in-

1 See Ghillany, Menschenopfer, pp. 123 sqq.

2 Christian Orthudoxi/, p. 113.

3 Liv. vn. 15. The Etruscan year was either 304 or 307 days.

4 Ad JEneid. ii. 67.
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troduced the chivalrous and sometimes deadly encounters of the

tournament ^

§ 23. Old Norse explanations of Etruscan proper names.

It has been shown in the preceding chapter that the con-

querors of the Umbrians and Tyrrheno-Pelasgians in Northern

Italy called themselves Ras-ena. Niebuhr has suggested that

this word contains the root ras- with the termination -ena

found in Pors-ena, &c., and I have hinted that the same root

is found in the distinctive designation of this race, Et-rus-ci or

Het-rus-ci^ which presumes an original Het-rusi, whence Het-

rur-ia for Het-rusia. The Old Norse will tell us the meaning

both of the root and of the prefix, if I am justified in assuming

that the word was originally aspirated^: for in Icelandic Jietia

is "a warrior, hero, or soldier," and in the same language ras

implies rapidity of motion, as at rasa, "to run." So that Rasena

1 I first suggested this illustration in a paper '*' on the Etruscan tomb

at Hardwick," read before the Suffolk Institute of Arch£eology, I7tli

June, 1853, and now published in their Transactions.

2 There is no authority for the aspiration of Etrusciis and Etruria^

as Manutius has remarked OrthograpMa, s. v. Etruria : " omnem aspira-

tionem omittunt veteres libri, lapides, et numi." I therefore always cite

these words without the aspirate, as this is the authorized and fashion-

able orthography. But in a foreign name adopted by the Romans the

presumption is always in favour of a rough breathing when the word

begins with a vowel. In fact, the universal tendency is rather to omit

than to introduce gratuitously the mark of an initial breathing. The
following examples illustrate this tendency in Latin: Alcedo, Halcedo;

Alci/071, Halcyon; arena, harena; aruspex, haruspex; aper, mrrpos; arundo,

harundo: arviga, harviga; edera, hedera; ^dui, Hoedid; aveo, haveo or

habeo; apala ova, airaXa coct, cf. apalare, "an egg-spoon;" Annibal, \vvi-

(Bas, Hannibal, ^yi'i^n» &c. If the unaspirated form is genuine there

will be no difficulty in explaining the prefix either by reference to at,

the prepositional prefix, or at = att, " stirps, famiiia," both of which are

used to form words in Old Norse (see the examples in Egilsson's Lexicon

Poeticum antiqiice linguce Septentrionalis, p. 27 sqq.). The word at-renni,

" adlapsus, accursus " from at renna is found quite in accordance with

et-rus-cus from at rasa. In an inscription from Tarquinii (Ann. dell'

Inst. Arch, iv = 1832, p. 15l) we have the spelling AETRVRIA, which is

a presumption in favour of an original aspirate; for Helena is written

AELENA {Bull. Arch. Sardo. iii. 32; ap. Fabretti, s. v.).

6—2
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and Het-rusi imply a warrior-tribe, distinguished by their sudden

onset and rapid career\ Similarly, an Homeric hero is iroha^

ft)/cu9, predaceous animals are ^we?, and the Scandinavian pirates

have left the eagle or the war-galley on the armorial bearings

of those families which claim a descent from them, as an indi-

cation of the same characteristic. This would be admitted as a

reasonable conjecture even if it had nothing else to recommend

it. However, it does so happen that we have a distinct record

of a migratory conquest by the Scandinavians in the heart of

Europe rather before the colonisation of Iceland, in which they

called themselves by the same name as these • i^asena or Het-

rus-t. It has been shown by Zeuss {die DeutscJien, pp. 547, sqq.)

that the language of these conquerors, who descended the Dnieper,

the Volga, and the Don, was Old Norse, and that their leader

Chacan bears the Norse name Hahon; and Symeon Magister,

who wrote A. D. 1140, has given the same Scandinavian expla-

nation of their name Ros^ which I have suggested for Ras-ena;

for he says {Scrtptor. post Theo2:)Jian. ed. Paris, p. 490): ol Po)?

OL fcal Apoficrat Xeyo/jbevoi,, " the Ros who are called the racers or

runners;" and (p. 465): 'Pw? ^e ol Apo/jbtrai (fiepwvvfjiOL—hpo-

fiLTac Brj airo rod ofew? Tpe')(€Lv avTOL<i Trpoaejevero, *'the Ros are

called the runners, and they are so called from the rapidity of

their motion ^" Here the conjecture, which I proposed to the

British Association, is confirmed by an authority subsequently

observed : and no one will deny the obvious value of this cor-

roboration. That the name Rasena or Ros, thus explained,

would be a very suitable designation for a dominant tribe of

warriors is shown by the fact that the highest class at Eome
had no older name than that of celeres or " swift-horsemen."

There can be little doubt that the word ross, which appears also

1 It is worthy of remark that Horace applies the epithet veloces to

the Breuni, one of the leading Rsetian tribes (iv. Carm. xiv. ll).

2 Zeuss suggests that the original Old Norse form was Rcesar from

the sing. RcBsir = bpoixlTT)i — cursor. He asks: " gehort hieher auch Bcesir

in den Liedern haiifiges Synonymum fiir Konungr, etwa der SchneUe,

Edle?" and quotes Skaldskaparm. p. 191, for Roesir as a man*s name.

The name Ros or Rus, as applied to the Scandinavians, is presumed in

the designation P-rim =/)0-i2m-i " adjoining the jRos:" ci. Po-morani,

" the dwellers on the sea " (po-mo7^e).
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in the dialectical variety harsa, contains tliis root 7'as or 7'os;

and as the word ross, in a secondary sense, like the Greek

'7rr)yao-o<;, denotes a running stream, and as hills and the rivers

which descend from them are often denoted by the same name

in the Indo-Germanic languages, it is worth remarking that in

Rgetia a great number of names of rivers and hills contain this

word ross; thus we have Boss-hack and Ross-hach-herg ^ Boss-

kogel, Boss-kar, Boss-berg, Boss-hojof^ Boss-ruck, Boss-wand, &c.

It may therefore be laid down as a matter of fact that the dis-

tinctive ethnical designation of the old Etruscans is Scandina-

vian ; and we shall see that their mythological or heroic names

are explicable in the same way. Niebuhr remarked, without

attaching any importance to the observation, that there was a

singular resemblance between the Scandinavian mythology and

that of the Etruscans :
" according to their religion, as in that

of the Scandinavians, a limit and end was fixed to the life even

of the highest gods" {H, B. I. note 421). Now in the Scan-

dinavian mythology there is no name more prominent than that

of Thor or Tor, and this prefix is a certain indication of the

presence of the Northmen in any country in which it is found.

Hickes says :
" Prsep. Thor vel Tor in compositis denotat diffi-

cultatem, arduitatem, et quid efHciendi molestiam, pessumdans

significationem vocis cui prseponitur, ut in Tor-cere * annonse

difficultas et caritas,' Tor-fmra, ' iter difficile et impeditum,' Tor-

feiginn, ' acquisitu difficilis,' Tor-gcetu, ' rarus nactu,' &c. Ex
quibus constat, ut nomen deastri Tyr veterum septentrionalium

Mercurii in compositione gloriam^ laudem, et excellentiam de-

notet : sic nomen idoli TJior euphonice Tor eorum Jovis et

Herculisy qui cum malleo suo omnia domuit et superavit, in com-

positione significat et insinuat difficultatem quasi Herculeam vel

rem adeo arduam et difficilem, ut Thori opem posceret, qua

superari quiret." The lexicographer has here confused between

the name of the god Thor (Grimm, D. M. p. 146, et passim)

and a prefix equivalent to the Sanscrit dur- Greek hvo-- [N. Crat.

§ 180). But whatever may be the true explanation of this

initial syllable, there can be no doubt that it belongs to the

oldest and most genuine forms of the Low-German languages

;

and when we find the name Tar-chon or Tar-qidn among the

mythical and local terms of the ancient Etruscans, we cannot
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but be struck by the Old Norse character impressed upon them.

We at once recognize the Scandinavian origin of the town of

Thor-igny in the north-west of Normandy, where the termina-

tion is the same as that of many towns in the same district, as

Formigny, Juvigny, &c., and corresponds to the Danish ter-

mination -inge, as Bellinger Helsinge, &c. (Etienne Borring,

sur la limite meridionale de la MonarcMe Danoise. Paris, 1849,

p. 9). It is worthy of remark that the word ^*^^^-, which is

appropriated by the Ing-cevones, Ang-U, Engl-Ush, and other

Low-German tribes, seems to signify "a man" or " a warrior"

(Grimm, D.M. I. p. 320), and as quinna is the Icelandic for

mulier^ Tor-ing and Tar-qiiin might be antithetical terms ; and

the latter would find a Low-German representative in Tor-quiL

The other mythical name of the old Etruscans, which comes in

close connexion with Tar-quin^ is Tana-quil\ and Tar-quin

or Tor-quil and Tana-quil might represent a pair of deities

worshipped at Tarqmmi, the plural name of which indicates,

like Athence and Tkehce, the union of two communities and two

worships, the Pelasgian Tina or Tana, i. e. Janus, being placed

on an equal footing with the Scandinavian Thor^. This is in-

verted in the tradition which weds the Greek Demaratus to the

indigenous Tana-quil. At any rate, we cannot but be struck

with the Scandinavian sound of Tana-quil, which reminds us of

Tana-quisl, the Old Norse name of the Tanais, which, although

the name of a river, is feminine (Grimm, D. Gr. ill. p. 385).

These coincidences become the more striking, when we re-

member that we are comparing the Old Norse, of which we know
nothing before the eighth century of our ^ra, with the Old

Etruscan, which flourished nearly as many centuries before the

birth of Christ. And when we add to all these evidences of

direct history, ethnography, and mythology, the fact, which will

1 It is worthy of observation that Lycophron, who had peculiar

opportunities of becoming acquainted with the population of Italy {Hist.

Gr. Lit. II. p. 485), expressly distinguishes Tarchon and Tyrsenus as two

sons of the Mysian King; Alexandra, 1248 sqq. :

avv Se di7rTV)(ot tokoi

Tap^cov re Koi Tvparjvos, at6o>ves Xv/cot,

Twz^ 'HpaKXeidiV eKyeyoorey aiixdrcov.
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be exhibited in a subsequent Chapter, that the Scandinavian

languages supply an immediate and consistent interpretation of

those parts of the Etruscan inscriptions which are otherwise

inexplicable, no reasonable man will refuse to admit that the

linguistic and ethnological problem suggested by the old inha-

bitants of Etruria has at length received the only solution, which

is in accordance with all the data, and in harmony with the

nature and extent of the materials and with the other conditions

of the case.

§ 24. Contacts and contrasts of the Semitic and the

Sclavonian.

It appears that the original settlements of the Sclavonian

race were in that part of Northern Media which immediately

abuts on Assyria, and therefore on the cradle of the Semitic

family ^ From this we should expect that the Sclavonian dia-

1 It can scarcely be necessary to point out the difference between

the ethnological argument by which I have traced the Pelasgo-Sclavonians

to an original settlement in the immediate vicinity of upper Mesopotamia,

and Mrs Hamilton Gray's conjectural derivation of the Rasena from Re-

sen on the Tigris {History of Etruria, i. pp. 21 sqq.). To say nothing

of the fact that I do not regard the i^asena as Pelasgian, I must observe

that it is one thing to indicate a chain of ethnical affinities which ex-

tended itself link by link through many centuries, and another thing to

assume a direct emigration from Resen to Egypt, and from Egypt to

Etruria. The hypothesis of an Egyptian origin of the Etruscans is as

old as the time of Bonarota, but we know enough of the Semitic lan-

guages to be perfectly aware that the Rasena did not come immediately

from Assyria or Egypt. Besides, if this had been the case, they would

have retained the name of their native Resen until they reached Italy.

In tracking the High-Germans and Hellenes from Caramania to Greece

and central Europe, we find in the dry-bed of History continuous indi-

cations of their starting-point and route {New Cratylus, § 92). And the

Sauro-matce preserve in all their settlements a name referring to their

" Median home." But Mrs Gray's Rasena forgot their native Resen in

the alluvial plains of Egypt, and miraculously recover this ethnographi-

cal recollection in Umbria and among the Apennines. This is not in

accordance with observed facts. Wandering tribes call themselves by

the name of their tutelary hero, or by some significant epithet applicable

either to themselves or to their original country, and they keep this

throughout their progress. There is no parallel to Mrs Gray's assumed
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lects would furnish us with the point of transition from the Indo-

Germanic to the Semitic languages ; and an accurate examination

of the question tends to show that this expectation is well founded.

But etymological affinities may exist by the side of the greatest

contrast in regard to the state or condition of two languages;

and thus we find that, while the Semitic and Sclavonian come

very close in etymology, they are unlike in syntactical develop-

ment in those points which most distinguish the Sclavonian from

other Indo-Germanic idioms. As I have elsewhere discussed

this subject at sufficient length \ I shall here only recapitulate

the general results of the inquiry. (1) The salient points of

resemblance between the etymological structure of the Semitic

and Sclavonian languages are {a) a number of common words

which are more or less peculiar to both: as liio dhoh, jj

dehr, '^good," compared with the Eussian doh-ro ; T^"^ dereh,

— ,j derej, ''a road," compared with the' Russian doroga;

^il"il gd-dol, "great," compared with the Eussian dolgie, &c.;

ih) a tendency to the agglutination of concrete structures in

both. If roots were originally monosyllabic, the triliteral roots

of the Semitic languages cannot be otherwise accounted for than

by supposing that they are pollarded forms of words consisting

of monosyllabic roots combined with a prefix, affix, or both. As
then the Sclavonian languages exhibit words in this state of

accretion, and as the Semitic petrifactions would most naturally

emanate from this state, we must reckon this among the proofs

of their etymological affinity; (c) the correspondences furnished

by the comparative anatomy of the Semitic and Sclavonic verb.

fact, that a body of men set forth from a great city, lost their name on
the route, and resumed it in their ulterior settlements. On the whole,

I must designate the conjecture about Resen as a lady-like surmise; very

imaginative and poetical; but representing rather the conversational

ingenuity of the drawing-room than the well-considered criticism of the

library. On the contacts between the Semitic and Sclavonian tribes in

their original settlements, tbe reader may consult the authorities quoted

by Prichard, Natural History of Jfan, p. 142> and Mill, Myth. Interpr. of
Luke, p. 66, note.

^ Report of tJw British Association for 1851, pp. 146 sqq.
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We find in both a parsimony of tense-forms by the side of a

lavish abundance of derived or conjugational forms
;

(d) the

complete coincidence of the Semitic and Sclavonian languages in

regard to their unimpaired development of the original sibilants;

for it is only in these languages that we find the three sounds

of zain and zemlja, of tsade and tst, of gamech and slovo: and

while the formation of palatals has proceeded to its fall extent

in Sclavonian and Arabic, the permanence of the pure sibilant

in Hebrew is shown by the fact, that, with a full array of

breathings, there is no diminution in the use of the sibilants in

anlaut or as initials. (2) The most striking difi*erence between

the Semitic and Sclavonian languages—and it is one which marks

the earliest of the former no less than the most modern repre-

sentatives of the latter—consists in the fact, that while the Semitic

languages are all in a syntactical condition, having lost most of

their inflexions, and exhibiting all the machinery of definite

articles, prepositional determinatives of the oblique cases, and

other uses of particles to compensate defects of etymological

structure, the Sclavonic languages have never arrived at this

syntactical or logical distinctness, and have never abandoned their

formative appendages and the other symptoms of etymological

life and activity. These differences are due to the fact that

while the Sclavonic tribes have remained pure up to the present

time, and have been remarkable for their slow adoption of the

art of writing and their inferior literary cultivation, the Semitic

nations were from the earliest times exposed to the frequent

intermixture of cognate races, and were the first possessors of

an alphabet and of written records. We have therefore, in the

antithesis or contrast of the Sclavonic and Semitic, a proof of the

effects which external circumstances may produce on the state or

condition of a language; and the resemblances, to which I have

called attention, must be taken as an indication of the perma-

nence of that affinity which results from the geographical contact

and intermixture of two races at a very early period.

§ 25. Predominant Sclavomsm of the old Italian

languages.
''

As the result of the ethnological speculations of this Chapter

has been to show that the Pelasgian or Sclavonian was one of the
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earliest and certainly the most permanently influential element

in the old languages of Italy, we should expect to find in these

languages those characteristics of Sclavonism which evince the

primitive contact and actual contrast of the Semitic and Sclavo-

nian idioms. And this expectation is amply justified by the facts

of the case. For while, on the one hand, we observe in the old

Latin, Umbrian, and Oscan, verbal resemblances to the Semitic,

which cannot be accidental, because they belong to some of the

oldest forms in the respective languages ; and while both the

Semitic and the old Italian are remarkable, like the Sclavonian,

for their superabundance of sibilants, we observe that in spite of

the cultivation of Greek literature by the Komans, and in spite

of the adoption of the Greek ritual by the Sclavonians, these lan-

guages have never attained to the use of a definite article, which

is the key-stone of Greek syntax, and without which the Semitic

languages could not construct a single sentence. The prepon-

derance of the sibilants in the old Italian languages will be dis-

cussed in the next Chapter, and we shall see in the proper place

that in anlaut, or as an initial, the s always appears in Lafin

where it is omitted altogether, or represented only by an aspi-

rate in Greek. Of the coincidences between the pure Latin

and genuine Semitic words, it will be sufficient to give a few

examples out of many which might be adduced, (a) The verb

aveo or haveo is at least as closely connected with ^Hh? or m^^
^ - T TT

as with any Indo-Germanic synonym, (h) The words se-curis

and sd-gitta have occasioned great difficulty to philologers. The
former, according to Bopp {Vergl. Gr. p. 1097), is a participial

noun from seco, and sec-ur{s=se-cusis vau^i be compared with the

Sanscrit forms in -usM=Gcy. -via. This however is hardly more

than a conjecture, for we have no other Latin noun to support

the analogy. It is more probable that the initial syllable in

both words is one of those prepositional affixes which we find in

a-'Keirapvov compared with koittw^ s-'ponte compared with^ow<iM5,

&c., and then we shall be able to see the resemblance between se-

curis and the Hebrew |n|, Lett, graust "to hack or gnaw," and

between sa-gitta and the Hebrew yn from V^H, which again is

not unconnected with ^"Jpp, and the Latin credo, (c) It has

been proposed to derive marey Sclav, more, from the Sanscr. maru,
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"the waste" {Zeitschr. f. Vergl Sprf. i. p. 33); but it appears

much more reasonable to compare these words with the Hebrew
D^D, in which case the affix re will be connected with a word

denoting "flowing:" cf. teme with tema-runda (above § 11).

{d) The Hebrew "T")'^ gives us the root reg-, " to reach out,"

with the prepositional affix' ha, from abhi, as fully as the

Latin p-recor, p-roc-us, Sanscrit p-rich-clihdmi, &c. (e) It is

onlj in the Pelasgian SoXt;!^o?, the Sclavonic doJgye, and the

Latin in-dulgeo, that we find a complete reproduction of the

Semitic 7n"il
. (/) As the impersonal use of <:Ze5eo nearly accords

v/ith that of oportet, and as the latter is manifestly connected

with opus (Doderlein, Lat. Sg7i. u. Et. v. 324), it may be after

all more reasonable to connect deh-eo with the important root

doh, "a suitable time" (Polish), doh-ro, "good" (Polish and

Russian), which furnishes us with one of the most remarkable

instances of a connexion between the Sclavonian and Semitic lan-

guages (cf. the Hebrew lib dhoh, and the Arabic jj, dehr),

than to fall back upon either of the favourite derivations from

heveadai or dehibeo. The adjective dehilis diffisrs so entirely in

meaning and application from the verb deheo, to which it is re-

ferred, that I cannot concede the identity of origin. As there is

reason to believe that the termination -hilts is connected with the

substantive verb^o (written ho in the agglutinate forms), a refer-

ence to the usage of de-sum and de-fio would best explain the origin

and meaning of de-hi-Us. How the sense of "owing" or "obliga-

tion" borne by deh-eo is connected with that of " fitness," "good-

ness," and "propriety," may be seen at once by an examination

of such idioms, as hUaio^ el/jLL touto Trocelv, " I am bound to do

this," el /jir} dSi/coo, "I ought," &c. (g) A comparison of Aen and

^^€9 enables us to see that the Latin humus and the Greek

%ayLta.fc must meet in the root of ')(6a[JLa-\6<;. This combined

form is therefore the Pelasgo-Sclavonic original, and as such we
recognize it in the hetliuma of the Cervetri inscription. Now
this again is a near approximation to the Hebrew ^T01^? . (A) The

Roman use of regio, dirigo, &c., in reference to road-making, is

the best explanation of the obvious connexion between the Rus-

sian doroga and the Hebrew "^n^
, in which the initial dental must
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be explained in the same way as that in Bpw = ySXeTro), d-6pico,

&c., compared with 6-paw and the Hebrew ^^^'^ {MasTcil le-

Sopher, p. 38): for we have in Greek T-pex'^ ai^<l h-pdToy

{Spa7r-eT7)<;) by the side of o-piyo), and e-p^j^o-yu-at. These ex-

amples might be extended to any limit : bat they are sufficient to

show how permanently the stamp of a Sclavonian origin and

consequent Semitic affinity was impressed even on the composite

Latin language. And this will enhance the interest with which

the philosophical ethnographer must always regard the desperate

struggle for empire between the Eomans, as the ultimate repre-

sentatives of Pelasgian Italy, and that great Punic colony, which

maintained a Semitic language and Semitic civilisation on the

south coast of the Mediterranean.



CHAPTER III.

THE UMBRIAN LANGUAGE AS EXHIBITED IN
THE EUGUBINE TABLES.

§ I. The EuguLine Tables. § 2. Peculiarities by which the old Italian alpha-

bets were distinguished. § 3. The sibilants. § 4. Some remarks on the

other letters. § 5. Umbrian grammatical forms. § 6. Selections from the

Eugubine Tables, with explanations : Tab. I. a, i. § 7. Tab. I. a, 2-6.

§ 8. Tab. I, b. 13, sqq. § 9. Extracts from the Litany in Tab. VI. a. <

§ 10. The Atidian augural sacrifice in Tab. II. b, 1-14. § 11. Umbrian
words which approximate to their Latin synonyms. § 12. The Todi inscrip-

tion contains four words of the same class.

§ 1. The EuguUne Tables.

FEOM the preceding investigations it appears that the original

inhabitants of ancient Italj may be divided into three classes.

It is not necessary to speak here of the Celts, who formed the

substratum in all the insular and peninsular districts of Europe,

or of the Greeks, who colonized part of the country ; but con-

fining our attention to the more important ingredients of the

population, we find only three—Sclavonians, Lithuanians or Scla-

vonized Goths, and pure Goths or Low-Germans. To the first

belonged the various ramifications of the Pelasgian race ; to the

second, the Umbrians, Oscans, and the connecting link between

them, the Sabines; to the third, the Etruscans or Rasena, as

distinguished from the Tyrrhenians.

The next step will be to examine in detail some of the frag-

mentary remains of the languages spoken by these ancient tribes.

The Umbrian claims the precedence, not only on account of the

copiousness and importance of the relics of the language, but also

because the Umbrians must be considered as the most important

and original of all those ancient Italian tribes with whom the

Pelasgians became intermixed either as conquerors or as vas-

sals. As we have seen, the Sabellians, who influenced, more or

less, all the Oscan or soutliern branch of the old population of

Italy, were themselves an offshoot of the Umbrian race. But

independently of these and other circumstances, which place the
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Umbrians in the van of all tlie non-Pelasgian Italians, an in-

quiry into tlie philology of the Latin language, beginning with

an examination of its primitive ingredients, and ending with a

brief notice of the Romance dialects, which are its living repre-

sentatives, cannot find a better starting-point than the Um-
brian, which, being exposed at a very early period to disturbing

causes not unlike those which ultimately affected the Latin,

exhibits some of the characteristics, which distinguish the

modern idioms of Italy, France and Spain. In Umbrian, as in

these languages, we see the substitution of -o for the termination

>-um^ so thsit fato is both the old Umbrian and modern Italian

ioxfatum; in Umbrian, as in the modern Romance languages,

the final s and d are constantly dropt ; in this old form of native

Italian no less than in its most modern descendants, we observe

a tendency to substitute liquids for mutes; and it has been

remarked, that in the softening of o to u, and in the return to

the old 0, the Umbrian has preceded the Latin by several

centuries (Corssen, Aus2'>r. Vokalism u. Beton. d. Lat. Spr. I.

p. 251).

The Eugubine Tables, which contain a living specimen of the

Umbrian language, were discovered in the year 1444 in a sub-

terraneous chamber at La ScMeggia, in the neighbourhood of the

ancient city of Iguvium (now Gxihhio or Uguhio) , which lay at

the foot of the Apennines, near the via Flaminia (Plin. H. N.

XXIII. 49). On the mountain, which commanded the city, stood

the temple of Jupiter Apenmnus; and from its connexion with

the worship of this deity the city derived its name:

—

Iguvium,

Umbr. liovium, i. e. lovium, LZov, Ato? ttoKl^. The Tables,

which are seven in number, and are in perfect preservation, relate

chiefly to matters of religion. From the change of s in those of

the Tables which are written in the Etruscan or Umbrian cha-

racter, into T in those which are engraved in Roman letters,

Lepsius infers (de Tahh. Euguh. p. 86, sqq.) that the former were

written not later than A. u.c. 400; for it appears that even in

proper names the original s began to be changed into r about

A. U.C. 400 (see Cic. ad Famil. ix. 21. comp. Liv. ill. cap. 4, 8.

Pompon, in Bigg. i. 2, 2, § 36. Schneider, Lat. Gr. I. 1, p. 341,

note) ; and it is reasonable to suppose that the same change took

place at a still earlier period in common words. By a similar
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argument, derived chiefly from the insertion of h between two

vowels in the Tahulce Latine scriptce, Lepsius infers (p. 93) that

these were written about the middle of the sixth century A.U.C.,

{. e. at least two centuries after the Tahulce Umhrice scrijptce. But

here I think he is mistaken: for the etymology of the words

shows that the longer forms must have been more ancient than

their abbreviations. And, in general, it is not very consistent

with scientific philology to speak of an arbitrary distractio voca-

lium, when we are surprised by the appearance of an elongated

syllable.

§ 2. Peculiarities hy which the old Itcdian Alphabets were

distinguished.

Before, however, we turn our attention to these Tables and

the form of words which are found in them, it will be advisable

to make a few remarks on the alphabet which was used in

ancient Italy.

The general adaptation of the Semitic alphabet to express

the sounds of the Pelasgian language has been discussed else-

where. [N. Crat, § 100). It has there been shown that the

original sixteen characters of the Semitic syllabarium were the

following twelve :

—

'

Breathings. Labials. Palatals. Dentals.

Medials.

Aspirates.

Tenues.

^'h 1^ :^ id

nh vy r^^h ]^dh

^"h ^P pq r\t

with the addition of the three liquids, ^, D, 3, and the sibilant

D ; and it has been proved that these sixteen were the first

characters known to the Greeks. The old languages of Italy,

however, even in the earliest form in which they present them-

selves to us, were not confined to this syllabarium. The Um-
brian alphabet contains twenty letters ; the Oscan as many ; the

Etruscan nineteen ; and the oldest Latin alphabets twenty-one.
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The explanation of this abundance of written characters is to be

sought in the admitted fact that the old inhabitants of Italy derived

their alphabet from the Greek colonists, and not immediately from

the Phoenicians. This is proved by the circumstance, that the

Italian alphabets contain from the first the letters f, f, cj), ^, which

were invented or introduced with a new application by the

Greeks. With the exception of the Latin , all the Italian alpha-

bets originated in an old form of the Greek alphabet, which still

retained both crav and aty/jia, and, on the contrary, had lost the

KoiTira (see N. Crat. § 102). To this class belong the Sabellian

and Etrurian alphabets, and with slight deviations we have this

collection of characters in the Etrurian of Campania, in the

Umbrian, and in the Oscan (see Mommsen Unterital. Dial. pp.

4—7, 14, 24; Nordetrur. Alphahete, pp. 222—227). But be-

sides this Greek alphabet, which must have been borrowed from

the Hellenic settlers at a very early period, there was another

and more recent set of Greek characters, which the Roman de-

rived from the Doric alphabet of the Greeks of Cuma, probably

under the domination of the Tarquins, when there were special

relations between between Cuma and Rome (see Miiller, JEtrusk.

II. 312; Mommsen, Uiiterital. Dial, pp» 3, 9, 26. Nordetrur. Al-

phah. 8, 220. Rom. Gesch. I. 141). This alphabet was from the

first written from right to left ; it had both Kanrira and Koirira
;

it had dropt the Gav\ had substituted the digamma F for the

Etruscan 8 ; and introduced E for P* It originally consisted of

twenty-four letters ; but ^, ^, and % fell into disuse at a very

early period ; for t] was not used as a long vowel but as the

aspirate li, and the combinations th^ jpli^ cli took the places of the

single letters invented by the Greeks. For some time c repre-

sented both the medial and the tenuis guttural ; then the two

characters c and G were introduced, as we shall see in a future

chapter, by the freedman Sp. Carvilius ; and classical Latinity

was contented with these twenty-three letters : a, h, c, g, d, e, f^ h,

i, h, ?, m, 72, 0, p, q, r, s, t, u (v), x, ?/, z, which with the exception

of the guttural c, modified as has been mentioned, the super-

numerary use of V under the form ?/, and the omission of the

Greek 6,
(f), p^, correspond to the Doric alphabet of the Tarquins.

If we compare the Italian alphabets with the oldest form of

the Greek, we shall remark that, notwithstanding the omission
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of the (Tav, there is a great increase in the sibilants ; for whereas

the original sixteen characters furnish only the sibilants s and

TH, the old Italian alphabets exhibit not only these, but SH or

X, z, R, and E. Of these additional sibilants, x is the Hebrew
shm, z is tsade, R represents resJi, and R is an approximation to

the sound of 6. This preponderance of sibilants is, as we have

seen, a peculiarity of Sclavonian or Pelasgic articulation.

§ 3. The Sibilants.

As these sibilants constitute the distinguishing feature in the

old Italian languages, it will be useful to speak more particularly

of them, before we turn to the other letters.

(a) The primary sibilant s, as used by the Umbrians and

Oscans, does not appear to have differed, either in sound or

form, from its representative in the Greek alphabet.

(h) The secondary sibilant z, in the Umbrian and Etruscan

alphabets, appears to have corresponded to only one of the two

values of the Greek f. The latter, as I have proved elsewhere,

was not only the soft
ff

or J, or ultimately the sound sh, but also,

in its original use, equivalent to the combination ds, transposed

in some dialects to sd, and ultimately assimilated to ss. Now
the Romans expressed the first sound of the Greek f, either by

di or by y, and its ultimate articulation [sh) by x; whereas, on

the other hand, they represented ^= Ba either by a simple s,

or by its Greek assimilation ss. Thus the Etruscan Kanzna,

Venzi, Kazi, Veh'za, are written in Latin Ccesius, Vensius,

Cassius, Vilisa, and Za/cvv6o^ becomes Saguntus; while the

Greek fid^a, julv^co, o^pv^ov, Trvril^eiv, avayKa^ecv, Kcofid^ecv, may
be compared with massa, musso, ohrussa, pytissare, necesse, co-

missari. In the Eugubine Tables, words, which in the Umbrian

characters exhibit a z, give us a corresponding s in those which

are written with Latin letters. Thus, for the proper name

lapuzkum, aS it is written in Umbrian characters, we have in

the Latin letters lahushe, lahusker, &c.

(c) The aspirated Umbrian sibilant s, for which the Oscans

wrote X, expressed the sound sh (Germ, sck, Fr. c/^), which was

D. V. 7
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the ultimate articulation of the other sound of the Greek ^. We
may compare it with the Sanscrit '^ [g)\ and, like that Sanscrit

sibilant and the Greek f, it often appears as a softened guttural.

Thus we find ^rusesetu for prusehatu, Lat. 'pro-secato; and the

termination -Ma, -Me, -Mu (Lat. -culum), often appears as -sla,

-sle, -slu. As in our own and other languages the gutturals are

softened before the vowels e and t, so in Umbrian the guttural

k generally becomes s before the same vowels. The sibilant s

occurs only in contact with vowels, liquids, and h; and the

prefix an-, which drops the n before consonants, retains it before

vowels and s.

(d) The letter r is always to be regarded as a secondary or

derived character. In Umbrian it generally represents, at the

end of a word, the original sibilant S. "When the Eugubine

Tables are written in Etruscan characters, we have such forms

as, veres treplanes, tiitas Ihuvinas; but in those which give us

Latin letters, we read verir tr&planir, totar Ijovinar, This change

is particularly observable in the inflexion of the Latin genitive

plural; and the Latin language, in other forms, uses the letter r

in the same way as the Umbrian. In fact, the most striking

characteristic of the Umbrian language is its continual employ-

ment of the secondary letters R and H, both of which are ulti-

mately derived from sibilants, or stronger gutturals. The former

is used in Umbrian, not only in the verb-forms, as in Latin,

but also in the declensions, in the Latin forms of which it only

occurs in the gen. plural. The letter H is often interposed

between vowels both in Umbrian and in Latin. Thus we have

in Umbrian the forms staMto, pihatu, for stato, piato, and

Naharcum derived from Nar; and in Latin, ahenus, prehendo,

vehemens, cohors, mehe (Quinctil. I. 5, 2), by the side of aeneus,

prendo, vemens (compare ve-cors, cle-mens), cors, me; and even

Deheheris for Tiheris: this, as has been mentioned above, has

been referred to a later epoch both in Umbrian and Latin

(see Lepsius, de Tab. Eug. p. 92, and Schneid. Lat. Gr. i. 1, p.

118, not. 187. Corssen, Auspr. Vok. u. Beton. i. p. 46). There can

be no doubt, however, that the longer forms are the older. Thus

StaMto contains the A of steJien, and pre-liendo gives us the true

root of liand and Mnthian; vehe- exhibits the guttural ausJaut of
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weg^ and in the same way me-he revives a relationship with

mich.

(e) The sibilant E is peculiar to the Umbrians. In the Latin

transcription it is often represented by the combination os.

Sometimes, however, it seems to stand for si, as in fistira = ves-

tisia; and it also serves as the ultimate assibilation of a dental

or guttural, for tera = dersa and tesva = dersva are connected with

dato and dextra. Its real pronunciation Avas probably similar

to that of 0^ which last occurs only twice in the Eugubine

Tables. The frequent substitution of r for d in Latin indicates

a change to that letter through the softened dental 6, and we often

find E where we should expect a dental, as in furenr =furent,

Itajpire = capide, arveitu = adveMto, &c. Although R is some-

times represented by rs, we also occasionally find this letter fol-

lowed by s, as in the words esturstcwiu, mers, which in the

Latin character are written eturstaJimu, oners.

§ 4. Some remarlcs on the other letters.

Of the other letters it will not be necessary to say much.

The most remarkable is the Oscan vowel i, which In the inscrip-

tions appears as a mutilated F or the first half of H ; thus, h.

The same figure was adopted by the emperor Claudius to express

the middle sound between { and u with which the Romans pro-

nounced such words as virtus, vigere, and scribere. In Oscan

it appears to have been either a very light i (and so distin-

guished from the vowel i, which generally represents the long i

of the Romans), or else a very short u. In the Oscan inscriptions

i is of more frequent occurrence than i. Whenever these vowels

come together, i always precedes. I is almost invariably used to

form the diphthongs ui, ai, ei, answering to the Greek ot (o)),

aL (a), and 6l; and i very rarely appears before two consonants.

The Oscan letter u' stands to u in the same relation as this i

to the Oscan i. The former seems to be a sort of very light o,

which is substituted for it in those inscriptions which are written

in the Latin characters ; whereas the letter u seems to represent

the long o of the Latins, as in -urn (Gr. -cov) for -arum, liki-tud

for Uce-to, kvaisstur for qucestor, &c.

7—2
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The Umbrlans and Oscans distinguished between u and V.

The latter was a consonant, and was probably pronounced like

our w. It was written as a consonant after K ; but the vowel u

was preferred, as in Latin, after Q.

The letters l and B were of rare occurrence in the Umbrian

language. The former never stands at the beginning of a word,

the latter never at the end of one. In the Oscan language we
meet with l more frequently.

As the Etruscan alphabet had no medials, those of the Eugu-

bine Tables which are written in Etruscan characters substitute

K for G, e.g, Kraj^um for Grabove. But the Oscan and Um-
brian inscriptions when written in Latin characters distinguish

between the tenuis and medial gutturals, according to the marks

introduced by Sp. Carvilius, viz. c, G.

In the Oscan alphabet D is represented as a reversed E

;

and the affinity between these letters in the Latin language is

well known.

The labial P, which never terminates a word in Latin, stands

at the end of many mutilated forms both in Umbrian and Oscan,

as in the Umbrian vitlup for vituUhus {vitulis), and the Oscan

nep for neque. In general, it is to be remarked that the letters

p, F, K, s, D, and T, all occur as terminations of Umbrian or

Oscan words.

§ 5. Umhrian Grammatical Forms.

The grammatical forms of the Umbrian language are very

instructive. In Umbrian we see the secondary letter r, that im-

portant element in the formation of Latin words, not only regu-

larly used in the formation of the cases and numbers of nouns

which in Latin retain their original 5, but also appearing in

plural verb-forms by the side of the primitive s, which is retained

in the singular, though the Latin has substituted the r in both

numbers. The following are the three declensions of Umbrian

nouns, according to the scheme given by Aufrecht and KirchhofF

{Umhr, S^racJidenhm. pp. 115 sqq. ; see also Miiller, Gotting,

Gel Anz. 1838, p. 58):
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I. Decl. Tuta, a city. II. Decl. Puplus, a people

Sing. Nom. tuta, ^MtU. puplus.

Gen. tuta-s , tutar. jpwple-s, pujpUr,

Dat. tute. puple.

Accus. tutam , jpuplu-m.

Abl. tuta. "puplu.

1. Locat. tutamem. puplumem.

2. Locat. tutemem.

3. Locat. tute.

Plur. Nona, tutas, tutar. puplus.

Gen. tutarum. puplum.

Dat.) , ,

Abl.,
puples.

Accus. tutaf. pupluf.

1. Locat. tutafem. puplufem.

2. Locat. ^wfere ? puplere ?

III. Decl. Ucri-s, a mountain. Nume, a name.

Sing. Nom. near. numen.

Gen. ucres. 7iumnes.

Dat. ucre. numne.

Accus. ucrem. numeti.

Abl. ucri. numne.

Locat. ucreinem. numenem ?

Plur. Nom. ucres. numena ?

Gen. ucrium? numenum ?

Dat.)

Abl,;

a
ucres. numnes ?

Accus. ucref. numena ?

Locat. ucrefem ? numenem ?

The Umbrian pronouns are the demonstratives eso, or ero,

and esto, corresponding to the Latin is and iste, and the relative

or interrogative poe, corresponding to the labial element in qui

and quis. The demonstratives are generally construed as adjec-

tives; but, with the affix -hunt or -h, ero may become substantive.

Thus we have er-ont, or ere-k, as an indicative pronoun. The

affix 'k is that which plays so important a part in Latin. The

affix -hunt or -hont (Goth. Mndana, Etrusc. hinthiu or hintha)
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appears in the comparative and superlative adverbs hunt-ra or

hond-ra, (Goth. Mndar, 0. N. Mndra), and hond-omu, Goth.

Mndumist, signifying ''farther," "lower," or "farthest," "lowest;"

so that hond may correspond to our yon or yonder: and as k

expresses proximity ere-h and er-ont will gain the meaning of

"here" and "there," from their terminations respectively; so

that esu-h, es-tii, and er-ont, may have corresponded in distinctive

meaning to the Latin hie, iste, ille, the first part being the same

in each, and identical with the initial syllable of is-te.

The verbs generally occur in the imperative mood, as might

be expected, since the Tables contain chiefly prayers and injunc-

tions about praying. In these imperatives we mostly recognize

a singular in -tu, and a plural in -tutu; as fu-tu (vi. a, 30, &c.),

2Ci\.A fu-tutu (vi. b, 61), corresponding to es-to, es-tote. Verbs

of the -a conjugation seem occasionally to make their imperative

in -a, like the Latin. See I. b, 8.3.: piine purtinsus, karetu;

pufe ajpruf fakurent, jpuze erus tera; ape erus terust, pustru

hujpifiatu: where, though the meaning of particular words may
be doubtful, the construction is plain enough : postquam jpor^

rexeris, calato; ubi apros fecerint, ihi preces dato ; quando preces

dederit, postero [= retro) conspicito. We often have the perf.

subj. both singular and plural, as may be seen in the example

just quoted. The pres. subj. too occasionally appears, the

person-ending in the singular being generally omitted, as in

arse for arsies = ad-sies, and Jiahia for habeas. The Oscan in-

finitive in -um, as a-ferum = eircum-ferre, is also used in Um-
brian ; and we often find the auxiliary perfect both in the

singular and in the plural. See VI. b, 30 : perse touer peslder

vasetom est, pesetom est, peretum est, frosetom est, daetom est,

touer peskier virseto avirseto vas est: i. e. quod tut sacrificn vaca-

tum est, peccatum est, neglectum est, rejectum est, projectum est,

tui sacrificn visa invisa vacatio est^. And we have not only

skrehto est, but also skreihtor sent (vi. a, 15). The active par-

ticiple seems to end both in -ens, like the Latin, and also in -is.

1 It seems that vas must be the root of vas-etom, and probably both

refer to the evacuation or nullification of the sacrifice; cf. vas-tus, &c.

with the Greek €k-k€v6(o : virseto avirseto is compared with Cato's " ut tu

morbos visos iv,viso.sque prohibessis" {B. R. 141).
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like that of tlie Greek verbs in -//-i. The following are the forms

of sum, fui, and haheo, which are found in the Tables

:

Sum (root es). Fu-.

Pres. Indic. (A. I.)

3. sing, est,

3. plur. sent.

Pees, Subj. (A. III.)

2. sing, sir, si, set, sie.

3. sing, si.

3. plur. sms. fuia.

Perf. Subj, (C, III.)

3. sing, fuiest, fast.

3. plur. furent.

Imper. (B. I.)

2, 3. sing. futu.

2. plur. fututo.

Infin. (D.)

eru or erom, (V. 26, 29, VII. b, 2.)

Habeo.

Pres. Indic. (A. I.)

3, sing. hahe[i\ (L b, 18 ; VI. b, 54).

Pres. Subj. (C. I.)

2. sing. Jiabia\_s'] (V. a, 17).

Perf. Subj. (C. III.)

2. sing. JiaMest (VI. b, 50); hahus (Jiahueris) (VI. b, 40).

3. plur. liohurent (VII. a, 52).

Imperat. (B.)

2. sing, habitu (VI. a, 19) ; or Jiahetu (II. a, 23),

2. plur. hahituto (VI. b, 51) ; or hahetutu (I. b, 15).

Huschke gives the following paradigm of an ordinary verb

in Umbrian {Iguv, Taf, p. 656)

:

Present.
Indic. Subj. Indic. Subj.

Singula Singular.

pihu pihaiam ostendu ostendam

pihas pihaias ostendes ostendas

pihat pihaiat ostendet ostendat
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Plural. Plural.

pihames pihaiames ostendemes ostendames

pihates pihaiates ostendetes ostendates

pihant pihaians

PeHfect.

ostendent ostendans

Singul ar. Singular.

pihafi piliafim osteli ostelim

pihafesti pihafis ostelesti ostelis

(pihasti)

pihafet pihafit ostelet ostelit

Plural. Plural.

pihafemes pihafimes ostelemes ostelimes

pihafestis pihafitis ostelestis ostelitis

(pihastis)

pihafusont pihafins ostelusont ostelins

(pihafens ?)

FUTUBE 1.

(ostelens ?)

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.

pihaiesu ? pihaiesemes ostensu ostensemes

pihaieses pihaiestes ostenses ostensetes

pihaiest pihaiesent

Future 2.

ostenset ostensent

Singular. Plural. Singular, Plural.

piliafuso ? pihafusemes osteluso ostelusemes

pihafuses pihafustes osteluses ostelustes

pihafiist pihafurent

Imperative.

ostelust ostelurent

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.

pihatu pihatiito ostendu ostenduto

(pihato) (ostento)

Infinitive. Swpine.

pihom ostendom pihatum ostentom.

These forms are very interesting, not only as showing that

the agglutinate form of the perfect was adopted in this early

state of the Italian verb, but also as exhibiting the past tense in

Z, which is a characteristic of the Sclavonian conjugation. Thus

in Russian trogat^ ''to touch," makes trogaiayo in the present,

and trogal in the past tense. In the passive it is worthy of

remark that the person-ending terminates in r in Umbrian, as in
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Oscan and Sabine verbs, and this is an additional argument

against the assumption that in Latin this r represents the s of

the reflexive pronoun ; thus we have :

Umbr. emantur Lat. emantur

terkantur tergeantur

Osc. sakarater sacratur, sacrator

8ah. ferentor. ferentur, ferantur

feruntur

feruntor

(Corssen, Ausspr, Vok. u. Beton. I. p. 88.)

The imperative passive in Umbrian contains the old partici-

pial form in -mu or -mumo, as in the sing, etursta-mu, pi. pesni-

mumo, which may be compared with the obsolete famino {Fest,

p. 87), and the classical arhitramini.

§ 6. Selections from the EuguMne Tables, with explanations.

In interpreting the remains of the Umbrian language, it

seems advisable, in the present state of our knowledge, that we
should confine our attention to those passages which fall within

the reach of a scientific philological examination. Grotefend\

indeed, has frankly and boldly presented us with a Latin version

of all the Eugubine Tables ; but although he has here and there

fallen upon some happy conjectures, his performance is for the

most part mere guesswork of the vaguest kind, and therefore,

for all purposes of scholarship, uninstructive and unsatisfactory.

Lassen, by attempting less, has really effected more^ There is,

1 Rudimenta Linguce Umbricce, Particulte vni. Hannov. 1835—1839.

^ Beitrdge zur Deutung der Euguhinischen Tafelriy in the Rhein. Mus.

for 1833, 4. Of earlier interpretations it is scarcely necessary to speak.

It may, however, amuse the reader to know that the recent attempt of a

worthy herald, in the sister-island, to prove that Irish of a certain kind was

spoken by the ancient Umbrians and Tuscans, has its parallel in a book

published at Ypres in 1614, by Adriaen Schrieck, who finds the ancient

language of his own country in the seventh Eugubine Table! {Van *t

Beghin der eerster Volcken van Europen, t'Ypre, 1614). The Irish Book,

however, is the more elaborately ridiculous of the tsvo. It has been

exposed, with considerable ability and humour, in the Quarterly Review,

Vol. LXXVI. pp. 45 sqq.
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however, no one who has done more to prepare the way for a

scientific examination of these Umbrian documents than Lepsius,

who examined all the preliminary questions connected with the

subject in an inaugural dissertation published in 1833 ^ and who

has subsequently edited a most accurate collection of facsimiles,

which appeared in 1841^. The materials furnished by Lepsius

have been elaborately discussed in a special work by Aufrecht

and KirchhoiF, published in 1849^; and though their treatise

is defective in arrangement and inconvenient for purposes of

reference, it deserves the praise of never attempting too much,

and it is generally distinguished by a careful regard for the

principles of sound philology. The most recent work on the

Eugubine tables is that of E. Huschke, which has just appeared^.

This scholar has undertaken to give a complete explanation of

the Umbrian inscriptions, and has, in consequence, been obliged

to resort to a considerable number of arbitrary conjectures, in

which he sometimes relies too much on Greek assonances. It

must, however, be allowed that he has advanced our knowledge

of the subject in regard to many of the details.

The following extracts are selected from the admirable

transcripts of Lepsius^, and the arrangement of the Tables is

that which he has adopted. The first four Tables, and part of

the fifth, are written in the Etruscan or Umbrian character.

The others are in Latin letters.

Tab. I. a, 1. This Table and its reverse contain the rules

for twelve sacrifices to be performed by the Fraires Altersii in

honour of the twelve gods. The same rules are given in Tables

VI. and VII. and in nearly the same words, the differences being

merely dialectical; but the latter Tables add the liturgy to be

^ De Tahulis Eugiibinis. Berolini, 1833.

2 Inscriptiones Umhricce et Oscce. Lips. 1841.

3 Die Umbrischen Sprachdenkmdler : ein Versuch zur Deutung derselben.

Berlin, 1849.

^ Die Iguvischen Tafeln nehst den kleineren Umbrischen Inschriften mit

Hinzufilgung einer Grammatik und eines Glossars der Umbrischen Sprache

vollstanding Ubersetzt und erkldrt. Leipsig, 1859.

^ In citing the edition of Lepsius as now constituting the standard

text, we must not forget the excellence of Bonarota*s transcriptions, to

which Lepsius himself has borne testimony. De Tabb. Eug. p. 14.
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used on the occasion, and also dwell at greater lengtli on the

auguries to be employed, &c. The first Table begins as follows:

^ste persklum aves anzeriates enetu, 2. pernaies

pusnaes.

And in vi. a, 11, we have:

JEste pershlo aveis aseriater enetu.

There can be little doubt as to the meaning of these words.

JSste, which is of constant recurrence in the Tables, is the

Umbrian adverb corresponding to tta, which is only a weaker

form of it. If we may infer that persMum or pershlo =preg-
culum, we may render this word " a prayer." Grotefend de-

rives the noun from purgo, and translates it by " lustrum.''''

But pur-go is a compound ofpurus and ago (comp. castigo, &c.),

whereas the root pers-, signifying "pray," is of constant occur-

rence in Umbrian ; and every one, however slightly conversant

with etymology, understands the metathesis in a case of this

kind. It is the same root as prec- or proc- in Lat., pereg- in

Zend, j9racM'- in ^diTi^ox., frag-en in Germ., &c.

It is clear that aves anzeriates or aveis aseriater are ab-

latives absolute. As we have avif seritu or aseriatu (vi. b, 48,

49. I. b, 11, &c.) by the side of salvam seritu (vi. a, 51, &c.),

and as this last is manifestly salvam servato, it is pretty clear

that aves anzeriates must be equivalent to avibus ohservatis

( = in-servatis) .

Enetu is clearly the imperative of ineo^ for m-ito ; the pre-

position had the form en = in in old Latin ; thus we find in the

Golumna Rostrata: enque eodem macistratod: and the same was

the case in Oscan, which gives us em-hratur for im-perator.

The adjectives per-naies, pus-naes^ are derived from per-ne,

post-ne, which are locative forms of the prepositions prce and

post, and signify " at the southern and northern side of the

temple." The birds are so defined with reference to the practice

of the augurs in such cases. See Varro, L. L. vil. § 7, p. 119,

Miiller: '"' quocirca caelum, qua attuimur, dictum templum—
Ejus templi partes iv. dicuntur, sinistra ab oriente, dextra ab

occasu, antica ad meridiem, postica ad septentrionem."

The meaning of the whole passage will therefore be: Ita

litationem (pblationem Huschke) avibus observatis {circumservatis
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Huschke) inito, anticis, posticis ; i.e. "Thus enter upon the

supplication, the birds having been observed, those in the south,

as well as those in the north."

§ 7. Tab. L a, 2—6.

Tab. I. a, 2.

Fre-veres treplanes, 3. luve Krapuvi tre\^f~\ huf

fetUj arvia ustentu, 4. vatuva ferine feitu, heris

vinu, Am[s] puni^ 5. ukriper Fisiu, tutaper

Ihuvina, feitu sevum, 6. kutef pesnimu ; arepes

arves.'—Comp. vi. a, 22. Pre-vereir treblaneir

luue Grabovei huf treiffetu. vi. b, 1. Aruio fetu,

uatuo ferine fetu, poni fetu, 3. ohriper Fisiu,

totaper liovina.

The words pre-veres {vereir) treplanes (trehlaneir) are easily

explained in connexion with (7) pus-veres treplanes, (11) pre-

veres tesenahes, (14) jpus-veres tesenalces, (20) pre-veres veJiiies,

(24) pus'veres vehiies» It is obvious that these passages begin

with the prepositions pre, ''before," and pus = post, ''behind,"

and that they fix a locality. The prepositions per, signifying

*'for," and co or hi, signifying "with" or "at," are placed

after the word which they govern : thus we have tuta-per

Ikuvina — ^^pro urhe Iguvina^ vocu-com loviu = " cwm" or

" infoco JovioT But the prepositions pre and^ws precede, and

it seems that they both govern the ablative, contrary to the

Latin usage, which places an accus. after ante and post. The
word veres {vereir) is the abl. plur. of a noun verus (cf. I. b,

9), corresponding in root and signification to the Latin fores.

Compare also porta with the German Pforte. The v answers

to the /, as vocus, vas, &c. for focus, fas, &c. Lassen [Rhein.

Mus. 1833, pp. 380 sqq.) refers treplanes, tesenahes, vehiies, to

the numerals tres, decern, and viginti. Grotefend, more pro-

bably, understands the adjectives as describing the carriages

used at the particular feasts. Cato {B. R. c. 135) mentions the

trehla as a rustic carriage. Tensa is the well-known name of

the sumptuous processional chariot in which the images of the
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gods were carried to tlie pulvinar at the ludi Circenses (Festus,

p. 364, Miiller^ ; and veia was the Oscan synonym for plau-

strum (Festus, p. 368, Miiller). It is, therefore, not unreason-

able to suppose, that the fores treblance furnished an entrance to

the Ocris or citadel for trehlce ; that through the fo^-es tesenahes

the statues of the gods were conveyed to their pulvinar in

tensce ; and that the fores veMce allowed the larger chariots to

enter in triumphal or festive procession. In the Latin Table

the adj. derived from tesna or tensa ends in -ox^ -octs, like velox

;

in the Umbrian it ends in -ax, -acts, like capax, Aufrecht and

Kirchhoff, to whom the true explanation of verus is due, sup-

pose a quadrangular citadel with one side closed, and the other

three opening with gates called by the names of the cities to

which they led. But this mode of designation is not borne out

by the names of the three gates, if there were only three, in the

Boma Quadrafa on the Palatine. These gates were called the

Porta Bomanula, JanuaUs, and Mucioms, and lay to the W.,

N.W., and N. (Miiller, Etrush. ii. p. 147). Whatever the names

meant, it is clear that they are not designations of towns to which

the gates led. As there were no cities called Trehla and Tesena,

and as Veii was too far off to give a name to one of the gates

of Iguvium, it is much more reasonable to suppose that the

entrances refer to the names of carriages with which they are

so easily identified. To say nothing of the analogy of the French

porte cochere, which actually denotes une porte asses grande

pour donner entree aux coches ou voitures, it is well known that

the ancients measured road-ways by the kind of carriages which

traversed them, or by the number of such carriages which could

pass abreast. Thus we have 0S09 a/xaftro? for a wide road

(Find. N. Vl. 56) ; aixa^iTo^ alone is used in the same sense

(id. P. lY. 247) ; and Thucydides defines the breadth of a wall

by saying that : hvo afia^at evavrlai aXKrfK.ai'^ tov<} \lOov<;

iiTTj^yov (l. 93).

The epithet Krapuvius, or in the Latin Table Gra-hovius,

according to Lassen signifies ''nourisher or feeder of cattle." The

^ For the metathesis tesna or tesena for tensa we may compare mesene

Jiusare in an inscription found near Amiternum (Leps. Tab. xxvn. 46),

with mense Jiusare in the Latin inscription quoted by Muratori (p. 587).
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first syllable, lie supposes, contains the root gra-, implying growth

and nourishment, and found in the Sanscr. grd-ma (signifying

either "a herd of feeding cattle"

—

grex—or vicus inter pascua)^

in the Lat. grd-men, in the Goth, gras, and in the Old Norse

groa = virescere. Lassen, too, suggests that Gradwus contains

the same root. This comparison ought perhaps to have led him

to the true explanation of both words. For it is manifest that

Gra-dwus = gravis or grandis Divus ; and it is equally certain

that no genuine Latin compound begins with a verbal root. If,

therefore, Gra-hovius contains the root of hos, hovis, the first

syllable must be the element of the adjective gravis or grandis;

so that Grahovius will be a compound of the same kind as

KaWL7rdp6evo<; (see Lobeck, Paralip, p. 372). Pott, however,

(Et. ForscJi. II. p. 201) considers Grah-ovius as another form

of Gravi-Jovius.

Tre or treif huf is either hoves tres or hohus trihus. If we

have here the accus. plural, we must conclude that this case in

the Umbrian language ends in -af, -of, ~uf, -e/J -if -eif according

to the stem ; and the labial termination has been compared with

the Sanscrit and Zend change of s into u at the end of a word

(Wilkins, § 51; Bopp, § 76). This is the opinion of Lassen

{Rhein. Mus. 1833, p. 377). According to Lepsius and Grote-

fend, on the other hand, all these words are ablatives, because

the termination is more easily explained on this hypothesis, and

because verbs signifying "to sacrifice" are construed with the

ablative in good Latin (Virg. Eclog. ill. 77; Hor. Garm. I. 4,

11). The latter reason is confuted by the tables themselves;

for it is quite clear that ahrons is an accusative, like the Gothic

vulfans, and yet we have both abrons fakurent (vii. a, 43) and

ahroffetu (vil. a, 3). See also Pott, Et. Forscli. II. p. 202.

With regard to the form, it is not explained by the Sanscrit ana-

logies cited by Lassen, for these spring from the visargah after a,

as in Rdmah, Rdmau, Rdmo. There is a much simpler way of

bringing ahrof and ahrons into harmony. For the plural is

formed from the singular by adding s to the latter. If then the

accusative singular assumed the form n from m, this would be

retained before 5, as in ahron-s ; but if dbrom-s passed by visar-

gah into ahrom-h, this, according to the Celtic articulation, would

regularly become ahrof; for in Celtic mh and hh are regularly
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changed into v =f. And we have seen above (p. 71) very good

reasons for recognizing Celtic influences in Umbria.

Fettu (feiu) is simply facito, the guttural being softened

down, as in ditu for di'cito (vi. b, 10, &c.) \

Arvia seems to be the same as the Latin arvma, i.e. "the

hard "fat which lies between the skin and the flesh" (Servius ad

Verg. ^n. vil. 627); and ustentu is probably ohstineto, which

was the old Latin for ostendito (Festus, p. 197, MiilL).

Vatuva ferine feitu must mean " oiFer up unsalted meal"

[fatuam farinam ox fatud farina), according to Nonius Mar-

cellus, IV. 291 (quoting Varro, de Vit. Fop. Rom. Lib. I.):

quod Kalend. Jim. et jpvhlice et privatim fatuam pultem diis

mactat. Grotefend supposes that ferine must mean raw flesh,

and not farina, because "bread" (puni) is mentioned in the pas-

sage. But in minute directions like these, a difference would be

marked between the meal (aXevpa) and the bread {apTo^)
;
just

as the hard fat {arvina) is distinguished from the soft fat {adi-

pes), if the interpretation suggested below is to be admitted.

Heris vinu, heris puni, "either with bread or wine."

Heris, as a particle of choice, is derived from the Sanscr. root

hri, "to take;" Lat. Mr, "a hand," &c.; and may be compared

with vel, which is connected with the root of volo, as this is

with the root of alpico. Compare the use of vel= " for example,"

i.e. "take this;" in Plautus, Miles 01. l. 1, 59: vel illce, quce

Jieri pallio me reprehenderunt. In fact, heris appears to be

the participle of the verb, of which the imperative is heritu

(vi. a, 27, &c.). This verb occurs in the Oscan also [Tah.

Bantin. 12, &c.).

That ocriper [ucriper) Fisiu means '^ for the Fisian mount"
may be demonstrated from Festus, p. 181, Mliller: "Ocrem

antiqui, ut Ateius philologus in libro Glossematorum refert,

montem confragosum vocabant, ut aput Livium : Bed qui sunt

hi, qui ascendunt altum ocrim? et: celsosque ocris, arvaque

putria et mare magnum, et : namque Tcenari celsos ocris. et

:

haut ut quem Ghiro in Pelio docuit ocri. Unde fortasse etiam

ocre» sint dictse insequaliter tuberatas." From this word are

1 According to Pott and Lepsius this imperative stands for Jlto=Jiat.
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derived the names of some Umbrian towns, e. g. Ocriculum and

InterOCTea (cf. Interamna). The epithet Fisias indicates that

the mountain was dedicated to the god Fisius or Ftsovius

Sansius [Fidius Sancus), a name under which the old Italians

worshipped Jupiter in their mountain-temples. Lassen (p. 388)

refers to this temple the following lines of Claudian {de VI. Cons.

Honor. 503, 4)

:

Exsuperans delubra lovis, saxoque minantes

Apenninigenis cultas pastoribus aras.

He also quotes from the Peutinger inscription : "Jovis Penninus,

idem Agubio," where Iguvium is obviously referred to. Lepsius

thinks that ocris Fisius was the citadel of Iguvium.

Tota-per [tuta-per) Ikuvina, "for the city of Iguvium."

It was always understood by previous interpreters that tuta or

tota was nothing more than the fem. of the Lat. totus. But

Lepsius has clearly proved that it is both an Oscan and an

Umbrian substantive, signifying "city," from which the adj.

tuti-cus is derived, as in the name of the magistrate meddix

tuticus, i. e. cojisul urhanus: consequently tuta-per Ihuvina is

simply ^^pro urhe Iguvina.^^ This substantive, tota or tuta^ is,

no doubt, connected with the adject, totus ; for the idea of a city

is that of "fulness," "collection," "entirety." Similarly, the

Greek ttoXc^; must contain the root ttoX- (ttoX-ix;) or ttXc-

(TrXeo?), signifying the aggregation of the inhabitants in one

spot. The derivation of the adjective to-fus is by no means

easy. If we compare it with m-vt-tus (from vel-le), we may be

disposed to connect it with the root of the words tel-lus, tol-to,

(reX-o?,), &c. Oj)-ptdum, another name for "city," is only

"a plain" [ol>-ped-um= eTri-irehov) ', and oppido, " entirely " =
in toto, is synonymous with plane. But it is difficult to resist

the impression that tota is related to the Lith. tauta, Goth.

thiuda, O. N. tliiod, and, if so, that totus should be referred to the

root tu, " crescere," " implere" (Graff, SprscJi. v. p. 125; Bopp,

Gloss, p. 154; Aufrecht and Kirchhoff, p. 420). The student

will take care not to confuse between this to-tus and the re-

duplicated form to-tus (comp. to-t-, quo-tus, &c.), which is suffi-

ciently distinguished from it in the line of Lucretius (vi. 652)

:

Nee tSta pars homo terrai qu6ta totius unus.
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Sevum and kutef are two adverbs. The former signifies

"with reverence," and contains the root sev- {sev-erus) or aep-

{(TepcoY. The latter is derived from cav-eo, cautus, with the

affix -f=(pc^ and means " cautiously."

The words arepes arves or ariper arvi's, which conclude

almost every prescription in the first Table, are not very easy.

That Grotefend's translation p)ro ardore s. ustione arvigm is in-

admissible, every sound philologer must at once concede. The
following suggests itself as the most probable solution. It

appears that the Umbrian participle generally ended in -es, -ez,

or -e^5, like the old Greek participle of verbs in -//,t. Thus we
have tases, tasis, and tasez^ for tacens. Vesteis, too, is obviously

a participle (vi. a, 22). As, then, we constantly find the im-

perative arveitu for adveJiito, we may surmise that arves, arvts,

is the participle for advehens; and aretes, ariper, on the same

principle, will be adip)es; so that the phrase will signify adipes

advehens s. porrigens, i. e. " offering up the soft fat."

Accordingly, the translation of the whole passage should run

thus : Ante portam Trehlanam Jovi Grahovio tres hoves facito,

arvind ostendito, fatud ferind faeitOy vel vino vel pane, pro

monte Fisio, pro civitate Iguvind, facito severe, caute precator,

adipes advehens, i. e. " Before the gate, by which the trellm

enter, sacrifice three oxen to Jupiter Grabovius, offer up the hard

fat, sacrifice with unsalted meal, either with wine or bread, for

the Fisian mount, for the city of Iguvium, sacrifice reverently,

pray cautiously, holding forth the soft fat of the victims."

Buschke translates the passage as follows : Pro muris {veres,

from werjan = defendere) Trehulanis Jovi Grahovio tres hoves

facito, exta ostendito, pectora {vatuva, Gr. ^aOv^, Tarentine j^ara^)

veru facito, vel vino vel mulso {puni, Gr. irlvov), pro monte Fisio,

pro urhe Iguvina facito, carmen {sevum from seo = dico, carmen,

lex) caute precator, immote {arepes from appeTrrj^l) strepitihus

{arves from. apa^o<; I)

1 According to Aufrecht and Kirchhoff, (p. 418) sevum is the same

adjective as that which furnishes the initial syllable to sev-akni= soliennis

from akno= annus ; and is therefore to be compared with the Latin sollus

from solvus, Gr. oXFos-, Sanscrit sarva,

D. V. 8
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§ 8. Tah. L h, 13 sq^.

Tlie next passage which deserves notice and admits of a

reasonable interpretation is the following. Many of the inter-

vening sentences, however, are so like that which has just been

examined, that they can cause no real difficulty to the student.

In I. b, 13, we have

enumek steplatu parfam tesvam tefe, Tute Ikuvine.

The first word is a particle of connexion signifying mde, dein,

"then," ''in the next place." It is also written mumek, and

seems to be compounded of inum (the Lat. enim) and ek; com-

pare the Gothic inuhthis, &c.

Steplatu, stiplatu, and an-stiplatu, are the imperatives of

a verb stijplo or ansti/plo, which seems to be of proper applica-

tion in matters of augury. In old Latin stijpulus was synony-

mous with stahilis (Forcell. s. v. stipulatio)'. consequently this

verb must signify something like stahilio or jirmo, which last

word is used in speaking of omens (Virgil, Georg. iv. 386).

Parfa, which occurs frequently in the Tables, is the augurial

parra, a kind of owl, which the Italians in general call civetta,

and the Venetians parruzza ; and tesva means on the right ; as

will appear from the following considerations. At the beginning

of the sixth Table we have, among the auspices, parfa kurnase

dersua, peiqu peica merstu ; which should seem to mean, par-

ram, cornicein, dextras ; picum, picam simstros. The Roman
augurs used to turn their faces to the south ; consequently the

east was on their left, and the west on their right. The east was

in general the seat of good omens ; but in certain cases, and with

certain birds, the bad omen of the west, or right hand, might be

converted into good. They made a distinction between the birds

which gave the omen by their note, and those which gave the

omen by their flight; the former were called oscmes, the latter

allies. The parra and the picus were reckoned in both classes,

according to Festus (p. 197, Miiller). Indeed there must have

been some confusion among the augurs themselves, as Cicero

seems to admit {de Dwin. ii. 39) :
" Haud ignoro, quse bona

sint, sinistra nos dicere, etiamsi dextra sint ; sed certe nostri

sinistrum nominaverunt, externique dextrum, quia plerumque me-
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lius id videbatur." Lutatius says, that the masculine gender

indicates the propitious bird, and the feminine the unpropitious

;

yet the Umbrians seem to have held the iJicus and the ^«ca in

equal estimation. In constituting a good omen, the Umbrians

placed the j)'^(^us on the left, and the comix on the right ) while

Plautus places them both on the left, but the farra on the right,

as did the Umbrians {Asin. II. 1, 11)

:

Irapetritum, inauguratum 'st : quovis admittunt aves,

Picus, cornix est ab Iseva; corvus, parra ab dextera.

Prudentius, though not an Umbrian like Plautus, preserves the

Umbrian order {Symmach. ii. 570)

:

Cur Cremerse in campis, cornice vel oscine parra,

Nemo deum monuit perituros Marte sinistro

Ter centum Fabios, vix stirpe superstite in uno ?

Comp. also Horat. ill. Carm. XXYll. 1, &c.

Tesva in the Table means " the right," and may be compared

with the Gothic taihsvo. In the Latin Table it is written der-

sua, which is nearer to the Lat. dextra. That merstus must

mean "propitious" or "salutary," is clear from the passages in

which it occurs, as well as from the use of mers. A few lines

lower we have (l. b, 18) : sve-pis liahe jpurtatutu ]jue mers est,

feitu uru pere mers est. Comp. Yi. b, 54: so-jpir liahe esme

jpojple portatu ulo pue mers est, fetu U7'u pirse mers est. The
meaning seems to be : si quis hahet portatum aliquid ubi

salutare est, facito ustio7iem prout salutare est. The etymology

of mers is quite uncertain. Grotefend connects it with medicus,

Lassen with merx. The passage before us will mean; Inde

stijjulator parram dextram, tihi, civitati Iguvince, i. e. " There-

upon make good the propitious owl for thee and the city of

Iguvium."

§ 9. Extracts from tlie Litany in Tab. VI. a,

A complete examination of the whole of the Eugubine Tables

does not fall within the limits of this work, and I will only add

a few extracts from the Litany in the sixth Table.

VI. a, 22. Teio suhoJcau suhoko, 23. DeiGrahovi,

oJcri'per Fisiu, tota-per Tiovina, ever nomne-per,
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erar nomne-per ; fas sei, paJcer sei, okre Fisei,

24. Tote liovine, erer nomne, erar nomne:

i. e. te mvoco wvocationein, Jup{te7' Grahovie, pro monte Fisio,

pro urhe Iguvina, pro illius nomine, 'pro liujus nomine

;

bonus

{placidus Huschke) sis, propitius [pacatus Husclike) sis, monti

Fisio, urhi Iguvince, illius nomini, liujus nomini.

VI. a, 24. Arsie, tiosuhohau suhoho.DeiGrdbove:

i. e. adsis, te invoco invocationem, J. Or. Huschke reads arsietio,

whick he renders propitium, comparing the Greek apaio^.

In both these passages suh-ohau is the verb for suh-vocam,

and suh-oco is a noun, so that the construction is like Cato''s : te

bonas preces precor {B. R, 134, 139).

Arsierjfrite tio suhoJcau 25. suhoko D, Gr,

Here f-rite is written for rite, just as we have f-rango by the

side of pijyvv/jic
;
f-ragen, f-luo, as well as rogo, luo (Xovco)

;

f-ragum, pd^; f-renum, '•'y^vq.)'' f-rigere, rigere, &c. ; and in

these tables probably f-7H for rus, f-rosetom for rogatum, &c.

Huschke (p, 113) compares frite with fretus and renders arsier

frite by propitiifiducid,

VI. a, 26. Dei Grahovie, orer ose, persei ohre

Fisie pir orto est, toteme lovine arsmor dersehor

suhator sent, pusei nep heritu.

This passage is somewhat more difficult. It appears to me that

the particles per-sei, pu-sei, mark the opposition of the protasis

to the apodosis, '^ as"—" so," prout—ita. The chief difficulty

here is in the word arsmo-r, which, however, occurs very fre-

quently in the Tables; It is clearly the plural of arsmo. If we
examine one of the numerous passages in which the word is

found, we may be inclined to conjecture that it means a man or

functionary of some sort. Thus in vi. a, 82, we have : D. Gr,

salvo seritu ohrer Fisier, totar liovinar nome ; nerf, arsmo,

veiro,pequo, hastruo,fri, salva seritu ; which must surely mean:

J. Gr. salvum servato nomen ocris Fisii, urbis Iguvince, salvos

servato principes (i. e. nerio7ies), arsmos, viros, pecua, prcedia,

segetes. Now Lassen has shown {Rhein. Mus. 1834, p. 151)
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tliat dersecor must be a derivative from disseco, and that, like

mergus, vivus, from mergere, vivere, it must have an active

signification. We have the verb der-seco = dis-seco in the form

dersikust, dersihurent
.

[dis-secassit, dis-secaverint) . Conse-

quently, arsmor dersecor must mean arsmi dissecantes, or disst-

cenfes (for dissico, 4. conj., see Gronov. Led. Plautin, p. 87).

Suhator sent is either suhacti sunt or suhjecti sunt^ i, e. suh-

missi sunt. On the whole, it is most probable that arsmus

means a priest ; and the following seems to be the true analysis

of the word. If we compare al-mus "the nourisher," with

alu-mnus, "the nourished," and otlier forms in -mnus [New

Crat. § 410), we may conclude that ars-mus has an active signi-

fication in reference to its first syllable. Now we have the root

ars- in the Etruscan hdrus-pex^ and probably in dra — dsa — ars-a.

And whatever is the meaning of the root of these two words, it

is clear that it is not inconsistent with that which we should

expect in ars-mus. Accordingly, it is a reasonable conjecture

that ars-mus = harus-mus means a sacrificial priest, or altar-

man. If this supposition be correct, we shall have no great

difficulty in translating the passage before us. Pir occurs so

often in connexion with vuku =focus, asa = ara, uretu = tcrtto,

&c. that it must mean " fire," cf. Grr. irup, O. H. G. Jiur, N. H.

G. feuer, O. N. fgr, Engl. Jire. Orer is a deponent form of orOj

after the analogy of jprecor, ev^oixai. Ose is probably ore.

Nep stands for nee, as in Oscan, but does not imply any dis-

junction : nor did nee or neg in old Latin; compare nec-lego^

nec-quidquam, &c., and see Festus, p. 162, sub VV. neclegens

and nee. Miiller {Suppl. Annot. p. 387) supposes that the

disjunctive nee or neque and the negative nee or neg, were two

distinct particles. To me it appears that nee or neg is never

used for oion except either as qualifying a single word

—

neg^

ligo'^, nec-opinans, neg-otium,—in a conditional clause, as in the

1 Prof. Newman (Regcd Rome, p. 26) says that neg-ligo is to be com-
pared with nach-lassen, and exhibits the German nach *'' after"—a particle

unknown to Latin. I beheve he is not responsible for this puerile deri-

vation, which evinces a complete ignorance of the part which nee or neg

plays in Latin words, and of the connexion of this particle with nach.

We shall see when we come to the Etruscan language that oiak occurs in
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passages quoted by Festus, and Cato R. R. 141,—or in a pro-

hibition, as here ; in all which cases the Greeks used jjir] and not

ou, and the Romans generally ne and not non. Nego is a

peculiar case; the Grreeks said ov (J)7]/jll ovtco^ ^'%^^^ foi' (^rjiA

fjLTj ouTO)? e^eiv. and the same principle may be applied to

explain ov')(^ r^iacrTa, ov yap a/jueivov, &c. In a case like this the

Eomans seem to have used nee as qualifying and converting the

whole word, in preference to non. Miiller supposes that negritu,

quoted by Festus (p. 165) as signifying cegritudo in augurial

language, stands for nec-ritu. I think it must be a corruption

for ne-gr{tu\do] : see below, Ch. vii. § 5. Heritu is the imper.

of hri, "to take away," Sanscrit liri — eaj^ere^ tollere, demere,

auferre, rajpere^ ahripere^ Welsh him^a. The whole passage then

may be rendered : Jupiter Grabovie ])reeoT jprecatione^ quordam

in oeri Fisio ignis ortus est, in urhe Iguvina sacerdotes dissecantes

siibmissi sunt,—ita ne tu adimas. Huschke renders this difficult

passage as follows : Bi Grahovie, temjpestatis tempore {prer ose cf.

(opa), ubi in monte Fisio ignis ortus est, in urhe Iguvina aqua-

ria (arsmor = aphfioL Hom. Odyss. Y. 247) siccata suhacta sunt

{dersecor = siccati, sicci, cf. Oep-i^co, ripcr-o/bLai) subacta sunt, uti

ne inflato (" oTine Zweifel von ipiOco !")

§ 10. The Atidia7i Augural Sacrifice,

As a more detailed specimen of the style and language of

the Eugubine tables, and as an example of the latest attempt to

explain them, I subjoin a passage amounting to fourteen conse-

cutive lines (Tab. ii. b, 1—14), together with the translation

proposed by Huschke, who entitles this section the "Atidian

Augural Sacrifice"" (Atidische Auguralopfer; p. 344).

an inscription with the sense "in" or " down in;" and in this or a similar

sense na or nach is used in all the Sclavonian and German dialects—to

say nothing of po-ne, si~7ie, &c. in Latin. The guttural at the end of

ov- F, ou-xi» does not differ from that in ne-c, ne-qiie ; and as the Sanscrit

avd-k, which is obviously connected with the Greek ov-K=va- ?a-K (New

Crat. § 189) signifies deorsum, we can easily recognize the different signi-

fications of these particles.
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Puue karne sjDeturie Atierie

aviekate naraklum (2) vurtus, estu

esunu.

Fetu fratrusjier Atiiefie; eu

esum (3) esu naratu.

Pere karne spetnrie Atierie

aviekate (4) aiu urtu fefure, fetu,

puze neip eretu. Yesti9e Sa9e

(5) sakre, Juvejjatre bum perak-

ne, Speture perakne restatu.

(6) Juvie unu erietu Sakre pel-

sanu fetu, arviu ustentu, (7) puni

fetu, tacez pesnimu ai'epe arves.

Pune jDurtiius, (8) unu suru

pesutru fetu, tikamne Juvie, ka-

pire (9) pefu prove fetu. Ape
purtiius suru, erus tetu j enu

kuma(10)ltu, kumate pesnimu.

Alitu Juvip. uve peraknem (11)

peraem fetu, arviu ustentu, puni

fetu.

Alitu Mai-ti abrunu (12) perak-

ne fetu, arviu ustetu, fasiu pruse-

qete arveitu, (13) perae fetu, puni

fetu.

Tra ekvine fetu, (14) agetus

perakne fetu.

Cum ad victimas spectorias in

Atiedio auspicatu narrationem

verteris, esto illud.

Pacito pro fratribus Atiediis;

ea eorum esse narrato.

XJbi victimis spectoriis in Atie-

dio auspicatu ejulationes ortae

fuerint, facito uti ne interficias.

Yesticio Sancio sacrem, Jovi patri

bovem debilem, Spectori debilem

novato. Joviis unum arietem

sacrem immolandum facito, exta

ostendito, mulso (?) facito, tacitus

precator, immotus strepitibus (?).

Cum porrexeris, unum acervnm

pulmentum facito, dicatione Jo-

viis, capide fundolum sigillatim

facito. Ubi porrexeris acervum,

honorem dato, itaque, sequato

sequatis precator.

Actutum Jovi patri ovem de-

bilem, subventrile, facito, exta

ostendito, mulso (?) facito.

Actutum Marti apriculum de-

bilem facito, exta ostendito, farci-

men prosectis advehito, subven-

trile facito, mulso (?) facito.

Trans simulacra facito, furcillis

debiles facito.

The only words in this passage, which require special re-

mark, are the following; Aiu (4) is compared with Aius locu-

this and with the root of ala^(o, ejulo. With regard to sahre (5)

Huschke supposes (p. 176) a form sacris, sacre by the side of

sacer, sacra, sacrum, like equestris by the side of equester. Per-

aknis is compared with irrjpo^, and is supposed to mean a muti-

lated victim (p. 305). This is of course very doubtful. Be-

statu is compared with the Roman 7iovare, and the jprecatio

maxima as explained by Servius, ad ^neid. XTI. 176 (p. 358).

Pelsana (6), according to Huschke (p. 183) is the gerundive of

pelsa-um = immolare, which he compares with iraXvveiv, Suru
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(8), which is elsewhere written sorso, is compared with the

Greek acopo^ (p. 186). Peru (9), also written persom, is com-

pared with fassum^ and rendered fundolus, in the sense ex-

plained by Yarro {L.L.Y. 22, §111), i.e. TV(f)\6v evrepov.

Komaltu and humate (10) are referred to a verb homolom =
cequare, the root of which is sought in the Greek o/jbdkdco,

ofiaXi^co (p. 173). Perasm (11), from perais oi persais, is ren-

dered wius, quoad partem inferiorem [pedum) spectatus (sumen,

suhventrile) , and is referred to irel^a (p. 143). Fasiu (12), also

written farsio, is derived from the Latin farcio (p. 147). And
ekvine (13) is compared, rather arbitrarily, with elicodv (p. 356).

§ 11. Umhrian words ivhicli approximate to their Latin

synonyms.

This may suffice as far as the direct interpretation of the

Tables is concerned. In conclusion it may be well to give a

list of those words in the Umbrian language which approach

most closely to their Latin equivalents. And first, with respect

to the numerals, which are the least mutable elements in every

language, it is clear that tuves {duves), tuva (duva), and fris,

treia, correspond to duo and tres, tria. Similarly tupler (dupler)

and tripler represent dupliis and triplus, and tuplak (ill. 14) is

duplice. It is obvious, too, that petur is "four," as in Oscan;

see VI. b, 10 : du-pursus, petur-pursus, i. e. hipedihus, qiiadri-

pedihus (cf. ahtrepuraum = circum-tripudiare, capirus — capidi-

bus, &c.) As to the ordinals, prumum is primum, etre {etrama)

is alter, and tertie [tertiama) is tertius.

The other words may be given in alphabetical order

:

Angla or ankla (vi. a, 1) = aqiiila

(comp. anguis with 6;(t9, unda

with vScop, kc.'j see New Grat.^

Ahrof (cipruf) (vii. a, Z)=^apros.

Ager (Tab. xxvii. 21).

Ahatripursatu (vii. a, 23, 36) ==

circum-tripudiato.

Ahes-no (iii. 8, 19) = ahenus.

AJfu (i. b, 29) = alius (aXc^o?).

Amb-, prefix, shortened into aha,

a = circmn.

Ampeno7ii (ii. b, 20) = inipendere.

Ander {anter) (vi. b, 47. i. b, 8)

= iiiter (sim. in Oscan).

§ 223).

Anglome (vi. a, 9) = anc

An-tentu (passim) = in-tendito.

Anter (i. b, 8) = inter.

Ape (i. b, 34) = ithl

Ar-fertitr (vi. a, 3) = affertor.

Arpeltu (ii. a, 19) = adpellito.

Arputrati (v. a, 12) = arUtratu.
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Ar-veitu (i. b, 6) = advehito (cf.

arvis and arves).

Asa (vi. a, 9, et passim) = ara.

Asiane (i. a, 25) =m altari.

Atru (i. bj 29) = a^er.

Aveis (vi. a, 1) = avibus, &c.

Avieclos (i. b, li) = augm'atio.

Benes (i. b, 50) = venies.

Bue (vi. a, 26, et passim)

C'esTict (v. b, 9) = coena.

Der-sikurent (vi. b, Q'2)

camrint.

Der or e'er, later ders or c/tVs, from

deda, a reduplicated formof c?o^=

c?are. It is sometimes found

under the forms duve or tuve,

especially in composition with

pur, as in pur-tuvi-tu =pro-dito

or por-ricito (ii. a, 24).

Dekuria or tekuria (ii. b, 1) =

decuria, i.e. decu-viria.

Destru or testru (i. a, 29) = dexter.

Diqe or ^^fe (ii. a, 17) — decere.

Dicom (ii. a, 7, &c.) = dicere.

Ditu (vi. b, 10) =dicito.

Du (vi. b, 50) = o?zfco.

Dupla (vi. b, 18), so also numer

tupler (v. a, 19)—comp. numer

prever (v. a, 18) and numer

tripler (v. a, 21).

Eikvasatis (iii. 24,29) =m vicenos

distrihutis.

Erom (vii. b, 2) — esse.

Eter (vi. a, 35, &c.) — alter, secun-

dus.

Etu (vi. b, 48) = ito.

Fakust (iv. 31) =fecerit.

Farnerias Pumperias (viii. a, 2)

familice Pom2nli(E.

Far (v. b, 10)=/ar.

i^cfc^o (vi. b, ll)=/rt^^67?i.

Feraklu (Miiller, Etrusk. i. p. 57,

note) =ferculum.

Ferehtru {ill. 16) =/eretrum.

Ferine (i. a, 4) =farina.

Fertu (vi. b, 50) =ferto.

Fons, fas, (vi. a, 23) = bonus, or

favens, placidus.

Frater (v. b, 11).

Funtlere (i. b, ^\) — in fundulis.

Gomia, kumiaf (i. a, 7) = plenas,

gravidas 1

Habetu (ii. a, 23) = habeto.

Hapinaru (i. a, 33) = agnarum.

Here = velle, connected with hir,

" the band," ^re-HEND-o, aipew,

&c. (^ew Crat. § 162); hence

Aer^ = vel (i. a, 22) ; also in

the sense of taking away, &c.

like the Sanscr. hri, Welsh

hwra (above, p. 118).

Homonus (v. b, 10) = hominibus.

Ife(u.h, 12) ^ibi.

Jvenka (i. b, 40) =juvenca.

Kanetu (iv. 29) = canito,

Kapire (i. a, 29))^Gapide, "with

a sacrificial jug."

Kaprum (ii. a, 1) = caprum.

Karetu (i. b, 33) = calato.

Karne (ii. a, 1) = came.

Kastruo (vi. a, 30, et passim) =

castra, domus.

Ratio (ii. a, 38) = catulus.

Komohota (vi. a, 54) = commota.

Kovertom (i. b, 9, &c.) = conver-

tere, reverti, 7'edire.

Kumiaf, see Gomia.

Kuratu (v. a, 24) : si;e rehte ku-

ratu si = si recte curatum sit.

Kurnak (vi. a, 2) = comix.

Kvestur (v. a, 23) = qucestor.

Maletu ill. a, 18) = molitum.
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Manu (ii. a, 32) = manus.

Mehe (vi. a, 5) = m^^^.

Merstos (vi. a, 3, 4) = occidenta-

lis.

Mestru (v. a, 24) = magister v.

major.

Mugatu (vi. a, 6) = niugito.

Muneklu (v. a, 17) = munusculum.

Muta (v. b, 2) = multa.

NarahluTYh (ii. b, 1) = narratio-

nem.

Naratu (ii. a, 8) = narrato (Varro

wrote narare).

Ner (vi. a, 30, (fee.) — princeps,

miles.

Novfie (passim) — nomen.

No-sve (vi. b, 54) = nisi.

Numer (v. a, 17) — 7iumerus.

JVumo (v. a, \1) = numus.

Nurpier (vi. a, 12) —cerarii?

Omen (ii. b, 19) = omew^ww.

Orer (vi. a, 26) = oro, €i;;!(o/xat.

Or^o (vi. a, 26) = or^^t5.

Ose (vi. a, 26) = ore.

Ostendu (vi. a, 20) = ostendo.

Oui (vi. b, 43,) uve (il 6, 10) =

o-yzs.

Pase (vi. a, 30)=joace.

Pai^er (ii. a, 24).

Peiko (vi. a, 3) = picus.

Peku (vi. a, 30)=jt9ec2^5.

Pelsana (i. a, 26) = halsamon?

Pelsom (vi. b, 40) = conspergere 1

Persnimu (i. b, 7)—precator.

Pihakler (v. a, 8) =piaculum.

Pihatu (vi. a, 9)=piato.

Pir (i. h, 12) = 7rvp,Jire.

Pisi (v. a, 310) = quisquis.

Plenasio (v. a, 2) = plenarius.

Poplo (passim) = populus.

Porka (vii. a, Q)=porca.

[chap. III.

b, 5) = poster
J

Post; postro (vi.

i.e. re^ro.

Pri7ivatos (vi. b, 50, &,c.)=priva'

tus.

Prokanurent (vi. a, 16)= procin-

erint.

Proseseto (vi. a, 56) =prosecato,

Puemune (iii. 2Q)—pomona.

Puprike (iii. 27)=puhlice or sitp-

pliciter ?

Pur-tin-sus (i. b, 33) = pro-ten-

deris.

Pustertiu (i. b, 40)= j^os^-^eriio.

i^e/ife (v. a, 24) = rec^e.

Res, Ri (v. a, 6) = res.

Ruphra (i. b, 27) = rubra.

Sakra (i. b, 29).

^a??/, = salem (Huschke, p. 366).

Salvo, salva, &c. (passim).

Seritu (passim) = servato (Miiller,

Etrusk, I. p. b6).

Serses (vi. a, 5) = sedes.

Sersom (vi. b, 17) = sedere.

Sestom (ii. a, 24) = sistere.

Sevaknis (ii. a, 8) = Aos^m .?

Sif (i. a, 7) =sues.

Skrehto (vii. b. 3) = scriptus.

Snatos (ii. b. 19) = impletus?

Sorsos (v. b, 12) = <%cerf'iis .?

/S'opo (vi. b, 5) = supinus, suppus.

Stahitu (vi. b, b%) = stato.

Strusla (vi. a, 59) = strui-cida,

dimin. of strues.

Suhator (vi. a, 27, ko.) = subacti.

Suboko (vi. a, 22, (fee.) = siippli-

cem precem.

Subra (v. a, 20) = supra.

Sumtu (i. a, 9, 16) = sumito.

Sve (v. a, 24) = Osc. suce, Lat. si.

Seritu (ii. b. 24), vide seritu.

Sesna (v. b, 9) = cesna, coena.
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Tafie (ii. a, 12) = in tabula.

Tases (vi. a, 55) = tacens.

Tefrom (vii. a, 46) = sacrificium

crematum.

Tekuries (ii. a, 1) =: decurice.

Termnu-ho (vi. b, 53) = cum fer-

mino.

Tio (passim) = te.

TuJ (i. b, 4:l) = cursim?

Turse (p. 433, Huschke) = turrem.

Urnasis (v. a, 2) = urnarius.

Uvikum (hi. 28) = cttm ove.

Vapers (i. b, 14) = co^mj9W5.

Fas (vi. a, 28) = 'yas.

Fa^M-ytt (i. a, 4) =fatua.

Veiro (vi. a, 30) = viros.

Veru (passim) =fores or muri 1

Vestra (v. b, 61).

Vinu (passim) = vinum.

Virseto (vi. a, 28) = ws?^5.

U/estne = posterioribus (oVto-^tot?.
|

Fi^/zt (ii. a, 21) = 'yii5^^?w5.

Husclike, p. 436). ^ Voku-kom (vi. b, 43)= c?^m vel ^?^

f7A^^tr = aztc^or (Huscbke, p. 397.) /oco.

Uretu (in. 12) = w?'i^o. j Vutu (ii. b, 39) =vuUus.

§ 12. TAe Jbc?^ Inscri^otion contains four words of the

same class.

In tbe year 1835 a bronze figure of a man in armour was

discovered near Todi [Tuder), on the borders of Umbria. The

inscription, which was detected on the girdle of the breast-plate,

has been interpreted from the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew lan-

guages by a number of different scholars. It appears to me to

contain four words, which may be added to the above list, as

they are all explicable from the roots of the Latin language.

The inscription runs thus :

AHALTEVTITISPVNVMPEPE

.

The word titis occurs in the Eugubine Tables (i. b, 45), and

punum is obviously the accusative of punus, another form of

pune, punes, puni, which are known to be Umbrian words. It is

true that the Latin synonym pants and the Eugubine words

belong to the i-declension ; but that is no reason why we should

not have a by-form of the o- declension, and that this form

actually existed in Messapia is well known (Athen. ill. p. Ill c :

iravo<; apro^ Mecro-aTrtot) . These two words being removed

from the middle, the extremities remain, namely, ahaltru and

pepe. With regard to the first it is to be observed that the

lengthening of a syllable, by doubling the vowel and inserting

the letter A, is common in Umbrian (see Leps. de Tabb. Euguh,
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pp. 92, sqq.), and the same practice is often remarked in Latin.

Indeed, as we have seen above (p. 98), the elongated form is

the more ancient and original. Ahalt7'u, then, bears the same

relation to the Latin alfe^^ that ahala bears to ala, nihil to

nil, velieynens to vemens, &c. It is true that in the Eugubine

Tables etre seems to represent the meaning, if not the form of

alter; but this is no reason why there should not be the other

equally genuine and ancient form alter or ahalter, which is pro-

bably the more emphatic word in that language, and corre-

sponds, perhaps, in meaning to the adjective alienus. The sig-

nification of the word pepe suggests itself from the context, and

is also supported by analogy. It seems to be a reduplication of

the root pa {2^d-nis, pa-sco, iraadaOat, ira-Teofjuai, &c.), analo-

gous to the reduplication of the root hi (or pi, ttl-vco, &c.) in

hi-ho. If the Sabines were a warrior tribe of Umbrians, it is

reasonable to conclude that their name for ''a warrior" would

be Umbrian also; now we know that the Sabine name for "a
warrior" was titus (Fest. p. 366, and above, p. 32), and the

warrior tribe at Rome was called the Titienses (Liv. i. 13) ; ac-

cordingly, as the Umbrian Propertius calls these the Tities {EL

IV. 1, 31 : Hinc Titles Ramnesque viri Luceresque coloni^), it is

not an unfair assumption that titis, pi. tities, was the Umbrian
word for '' a warrior." We have the same word on an Etruscan

monument from Yolterra, which represents a warrior with sword

and spear, and bears the following legend: nfii afiles Tites

(Inghirami Mon. Etr. ser. VI. tav, A. ; Micali Ant. Mon. tav. 51

;

Mliller, Denkmdler, LXII. n, 312). The inscription, then, will

run thus: "the warrior eats another's bread;" the position of

ahaltru being justified by the emphasis which naturally falls

upon it. Compare Dante, Paradiso, xvii. 58-60

:

Tu proverai si come sa di sale

Lo pane altrui, et com' e duro calle

Lo scendere e '1 salir per V altrui scale.

This motto, then, either refers to the practice of serving as

mercenaries, so common among the Italians, or expresses the

prouder feeling of superiority to the mere agriculturist, which

1 Lucmo in v. 29 is an accurate transcription of the Etruscan Lauchme.
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was equally characteristic of the oldest Greek warriors. Compare
the scolion of Hjbrias the Cretan («^^. AtJien. XV. 695 f) :

€crri fxoi ttXovtos fieyas bopv Koi ^[(pos

Koi TO KoXov \ai(Trfiov npo^Xijua ^pcoTos'

TOVTCO fi€P dpCOy TOVTOi depi^COf

Tovrco Trareco tov ddvv oivov air a/iTreXo),

TOVTCO deo-TTOTas ixvco'tas KeKkrjpai.

Tol Se /Z17 ToXfiSvT exetv dopv Koi ^i(pos, k. t. X.

It is also to be remarked that the Lucumones, or '' illustrious

nobles," among the Tuscans, seem to have distinguished their

plebeians as Aruntes {dpovvre^), i. e. mere ploughmen and agri-

cultural labourers (Klenze, PJiil. Ahhandlung. p. 39, note). In

general the praenomen Aruns seems to be used in the old mythi-

cal history to designate an inferior person (Miiller, Etrush. i.

p. 405). Others compare the word with ^Aplcov, ^Apelcov, Sanscr.

vari2/as, Lith. wiresnis (Fabretti, s. v. p. 167).
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§ 1. The remains of the Oscan language must he considered

as Bahellian also,

THE Oscan language is more interesting even than tlie Um-
brian, and the remains which have come down to ns are

much more easily interpreted than the Eugubine Tables. Indeed,

as Niebuhr has remarked (i. ad not. 212), " some of the inscrip-

tions may be explained word for word, others in part at least,

and that too with perfect certainty, and without any violence."

This language had a literature of its own, and survived the

Eoman conquest of southern Italy. It was spoken in Samnium
in the year 459^; it was one of the languages of Bruttium in

the days of Ennius^; the greatest relic of Oscan is the Bantine

Table, which was probably engraved about the middle of the

seventh century; and the Oscan was the common idiom at Her-

culaneum and Pompeii, when the volcano at once destroyed and

preserved those cities.

Although, as it has been shown in a previous chapter, the

Sabines must be regarded as a branch of the Umbrian stock, who
conquered all the Ausonian nations, and though Varro^ speaks of

1 Liv. X. 20 :
" gnaros lingum Oscce exploratum mittit."

2 Festus, s. V. hillngucs, p. 35 :
" hllingues Bruttates Ennius dixit, quod

Brutti et Osce et Greece loqui soliti sint."

^ L. L. vn. § 3, p. 130, Muller. Varro was born at Reate (see

p. 301 of Mliller's edition), and therefore, perhaps, attached peculiar

importance to the provincialisms of the ager Sabinus.
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the Sabine language as different from the Oscan, yet, as all the

remains of the Sabine and Oscan languages belong to a period

when the Sabellian conquerors had mixed themselves up with the

conquered Ausonians and had learned their language, it seems

reasonable that we should not attempt, at this distance of time,

to discriminate between them, but that, recognizing generally the

original affinity of the Umbrian and Oscan nations, we should

consider the Sabine words which have been transmitted to us, as

belonging, not so much to the Umbrian idiom, as to the complex

Sabello-Oscan language, which prevailed throughout the whole of

southern Italy. And this view of the matter is farther justified

by the fact, that a great many of these words are quoted, not

only as Sabine, but also as Oscan. It is true that some parti-

cular words are quoted as Sabine, which are not found in Oscan

inscriptions, and not known to be Oscan also ; but we cannot

form any general conclusions from such isolated phenomena, espe-

cially as a great many of these words are Latin as well. All

that they prove is simply this, that there were provincialisms in

the Sahine territory properly so called. Still less can we think

with Miiller [Etrush. I. p. 42), that the Sabine language is the

un-Greek element in the Oscan ; for many of these words have

direct connexions with Greek synonyms, as Miiller himself has

admitted. There are no Sabine Inscriptions as such. The Mar-

sian inscription, quoted by Lanzi, and which Niebuhr thought

unintelligible (i. 105, ad not. 333), is Oscan, if it ought not

rather to be called old Latin.

In the following observations, then, for the materials of which

I am largely indebted to the writings of Professor Klenze {Phi-

lologische Ahhandlungen, Berlin, 1839), and of Theodor Momm-
sen [Unteritalischen Dialehte, Leipsig, 1850), the Sabine and

Oscan will be treated in conjunction with one another\ Before

proceeding to consider the Oscan inscriptions, it may be as well

to give an alphabetical list of those words which are cited by old

writers as Sabine, Oscan, or both.

1 In the present edition I have added some of Mr. Ellis*s comparisons

from his Ethnograpliy of Italy and Greece, pp. 2.3 sqq., where he has

introduced my list with some fm^ther illustrations.
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§ 2. Alphahetical list of Sahello-Oscan words^ with their

interpretation.

Alpus, Sab. Fest. p. 4, Miiller: ^^ Album, quod nos dicimiis, a

Grgeco, quod est aK<f)6v, est appellatum. Sabini tamen alpum

dixerunt." Breton alp, " white," Greek dXcj^o^,

Anxur. Plin. H. N. ill. 5 :
" flumen Ufens—lingua Volscorum

Anxur dictum."

Aurelms. Vide s. v. Sol.

Aurum, Sab. Fest. p. 9: ^^ Aurum—alii a Sabinis translatum

putant, quod illi ausum dicebant." Pruss. ausis, Welsh aur.

Brutus, Osc. "A runaway slave," ''a maroon." Strabo, VI.

p. 255; Diod. XVI. 15. Gaelic ruith, "to run;" Lapp. rues =
celer,

Cascus, Casinus, Casnar, Sab. Osc. Varro, L. L. VII. § 28:

*' Cascum significat vetus; ejus origo Sabina, quse usque radices

in Oscam linguam egit." § 29 :
" Item ostendit quod oppidum

vocatur Casinum ; hoc enim ab Sabinis orti Samnites tenue-

runt, et nunc nostri etiam nunc Casinum forum vetus appellant.

Item significant in Atellanis aliquot Pappum senem, quod

Osci Casnar appellant." Quintilian says (i. 5, § 8) :
'' Casnar,

assectator, e Gallia ductum est." With this meaning, Mr.

Ellis compares the Welsh casnawr. These words probably

contain the Sanscr. root kdg-, "to shine," which also appears

in Ka6ap6^, cas-tus, &c. Cdnus is also to be referred to this

class (comp. co-esna, coena, &c.), and stands related to candi-

dus, 2i^ plenus does to s-plendidus. According to Pott (Etym.

Forsch. II. 109), cas-nar is a compound word, containing the

roots cas-, " old," and nri, " a man." Lobeck thinks {Paralip.

p. 22 n.) that casnar is for canus, as Ccesar and Cceso for

Ccesus.

Catus Sab. Varro, L. L. Vil. §46: " Cata acuta; hoc enim

verbo dicunt Sabini." We have the Welsh catera, " to cut,"

the A. S. gad, "goad," and the O. ^. gaddr = clavus.

Crepusculum, Sab. Varro, L. L. vi. § 5: " Secundum hoc dicitur

crepusculum a crepero. Id vocabulum sumpserunt a Sabinis,

unde veniunt Crejpusci nominati Amiterno, qui eo tempore

erant nati, ut Lucii prima luce. In Reatino crepusculum sig-

nificat dubium ; ab eo res dicta3 dubiai creperm, quod crepus-
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culum dies etiam nunc sit an jam nox, multis dubium." vii.

§ 77 :
" Grepusculuin ab Sabinis, quod id dubium tempus

noctis an diei sit." Comp. Festus, s. v. DecrepituSf p. 71,

Miiller. The root of this word seems to be contained in the

Sanscr. hshapas, Greek Kve(f>a<^ (see New Crat. § 160).

Cumba, 8ab. Festus, p. 64: " Gumham Sabini vocant earn,

quam militares lecticam, unde videtur derivatum esse cuhicu-

lum.'" Comp. Yarro, L. L, v. § 166, and Gloss. MS. Camberon.

(Yoss. Vit. Serm. p. 419: " Cuinba dicitur lectica a cubandoT)

Cujoencus, Sab. Serv. ad u3^n. xii. 538 :
" Sane sciendum,

cupencum Sabinorum lingua sacerdotem vocari : sunt autem

cupenci Herculis sacerdotes." Of. Gaelic coihhi, " an arch-

druid."

Cutis, Qmris, Sab. Ovid. Fast. II. 475 :
" Sive quod hasta

curis priscis est dicta Sabinis." Yarro {ap. Dion, Hal. ii.

p. 109, Huds.) : Kt'joet? ^yap ol Xa^lvoL ra? al'X^/uia^; KaXovcri'

ravra fiev ovv Tepivno^ Ovappcov ypd(f)€i. Macrob. Sat. I.

9 :
" Quirinum quasi bellorum potentem, ab hasta, quam Sa-

bini curim vocant." Festus, p. 49 :
" Curis est Sabine hasta.

Unde Romulus Qmrinus, quia eam ferebat, est dictus." Ibid.:

" Curitim Junonem appellabant, quia eandem ferre hastam

putabant." p. 63: "Quia matronse Junonis Curitis in tutela

sint, qu^ ita appellabatur a ferenda hasta, quae lingua Sabi-

norum Curis dicebatur." (Comp. Miiller, Etymsh. Ii. p. 45,

and Festus, p. 254). Servius, jEn. i. 296: "Romulus au-

tem Quirinus ideo dictus est, vel quod hasta utebatur, qu83

Sabinorum lingua Curis dicitur : hasta enim, i. e. curis, telum

longum est, unde et securis, quasi semi-curis.'' Isidor. ix.

2, 84: "Hi et Quirites dicti, quia Quirinus dictus est Romu-

lus
;
quod semper hasta utebatur, qu^ Sabinorum lingua quiris

dicitur." Cf. Plutarch. Vit. Romul. 29. If curis meant "a
lance," as these authorities indicate, its meaning was derived

from the definition of a lance as " a headed or pointed staff."

The analogies suggested by Pott [Et. Forsch. I. 263, li. 533)

do not lead to any satisfactory result. Some confusion arises

in the mind from a comparison of Quirites, {curia), curiatii,

"the full citizens or hoplites," with Kovp7]T€^, /cvpioc, Koipa-

' VOL, KovpoL, Kovpiho<^—words denoting "headship" or "per-

sonal rank." See New Cratylus, § 330; Welcker, Theognts^

D.V. 9
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p. xxxiii. ; Lobeck, AglaopJiam. p. 1144, not. c, and ad Soph,

Aj. 374, 2d edit.; and above, p. 30; cf. Irish coirr^ Old Norse

geiTy "a spear."

Cyprus, Sab. Yarro, L. X. v. § 159 :
^' Yicus Cyprius (Liv. I.

48) a cypro, quod ibi Sabini cives additi consederunt, qui a

bono omine id appellarunt; nam cyprum Sabine honumr
The word probably contains the same element as the Persian

Tihuh (^^>.), "good" or "fair." As Kupra was the Etruscan

Juno, (Strabo, p. 241), this word must have belonged to the

Umbrian element common to both languages. Mr. Ellis

compares both the German hubscJi and the Welsh liyfryd,

Dalwus, Osc. Fest. p. 68 :
" Dalivum supinum ait esse Aure-

lius, JSlius stultum. Oscorum quoque lingua significat in-

sanum. Santra vero dici putat ipsum, quem Graeci BeiXacov,

i.e. propter cujus fatuitatem quis misereri debeat." Comp.

Hesych., AaXl^i, fi(op6<;; and see Blomf. ad^sck. Eumen. 318.

Labb. Gloss, daunum, d(j)pova, where Scaliger reads dalivum.

We have in a similar sense not only the Gaelic dailtean,

Welsh dol, but the Gothic dval, and the Germ. toll.

Diana, Sab. Vide sub v. Feronia.

Dims, Umbr. et Sab. Serv. ad ^n. ill. 235: ''Sabini et

Umbri, quce nos mala dira appellant." This word seems to

be the same in effect as the Gr. Setvo^. But it comes nearer

to the Gaelic dear "great," "prodigious," and the Welsh

diried, " mischievous," " unlucky."

Falacer (cf. alacer). Varro, L. L. v. § 84. (cf. vii. § 45) : "flamen

Falacer a divo patre Falacre.'' It is supposed by Mommsen
that this word was Sabine, because Vespasian's Sabine birth-

place was Falacrine or Falacrinum. If so the word must

have belonged to the Umbrian element common to the Sabine

and Etruscan : for Varro tells us here that Falacer was divus

pater, or Jupiter, and we learn expressly that falandum was

the Etruscan equivalent to ccelum (Fest. p. 88).

Famel, Osc. Fest. p. 87 :
" Famuli origo ab Oscis dependet,

apud quos ^q,yyu^ famel nominabatur, unde Qi familia vocata."

Comp. Mliller, Etrusker, i. p. 38. Benfey {Wurzel-Lex. ii.

20) would connect fa-mel for fag-mel with the Sanscrit root

hhaj, "to honour;" Sclav, hog, "god;" Euss. hog'-itj, "to

honour."
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Fasena, Sab. Varro {ap. Vet. Ortliogr. p. 2230 P.):
^' Siqui-

dem, ut testis est Varro, a Sabinis fasena dicitur." p. 2238:
*' Itaque harenam justiiis quis dixerit, qiioniam apud antiques

fasena erat, et liordeum, quia fordeum, et, sicut supra diximus,

Mrcos, quoniam Jirci erant, et hoedi^ quoniam fcediy The
ancients, however, often omitted the aspirate in those words

which originally had/. Quintil. Inst. Orat. I. 5. §20: " Par-

cissime ea (aspiratione) veteres usi sunt etiam in vocalibus,

cum cedos ircosqiie dicebant." The f is changed into h in

the proper name Halesus—the hero eponymus of the Fale-

rians, and founder of Falisci: see Turneb. Adv. xxi. 3.

Below, Fedus. For the similar change from / to h in the

Romance languages, see New Cratylus, § 111.

Fehruum, Sab. Varro, L. L. Yi. § 13 :
" Fehruum Sabini pur-

gamentum, et id in sacris nostris verbum." Ovid. Fast. ii.

19: ''Februa Romani dixere piamina Patres." Fest. p. ^6.

Also Tuscan ; see J. Lydus de liens, p. 170. The word may
be compared either with the A. S. fieger^ " fair," or with the

Gaelic feahTi, "good."

Fedus, Fcedus, Sab. Varro, L. L. v. § 97 :
" Ircus, quod Sa-

bini fircus ; quod illic fedus, in Latio rure edus; qui in urbe,

ut in multis A additio, aedus'' Apul. de Not. Adspir. p. 94

(Osann.): '' M. Terentius scribit hedum lingua Sabinorum

fedum vocatum, Eomanosque corrupte Jiedus pro eo quod est

fedus habuisse, sicut hircus pro fircus, et trahere pro trafere^

p. 125 :
" Sabini enim fircus, Romani hircus; illi vefere, Ro-

mani vehere protulerunt." Fest. p. 84 :
" Fcedum antiqui

dicebant pro hmdo, folus pro olere, fostem pro hoste, fostem

pro hostiar Above, Fasena. We have both Celtic and

Teutonic affinities for this word ; cf. the Welsh ged with the

Swedish get and the Gothic gaitsa.

Feronia, Sab. Varro, L. L. V. § 74 :
" Feronia, Minerva, No-

vensides a Sabinis. Paulo aliter ab eisdem dicimus Hercu-

lem, Vestam, Salutem, Fortunam, Fortern, Fidem. Et arse

Sabinam linguam olent quae Tati regis voto sunt Romse de-

dicatse; nam, ut Annales dicunt, vovit (1) Ojpi, (2) FlorcB,

(3) Vediovi SaturnoquQ, (4) SoU, (5) Lunce, (6) Volcano et

Summano, itemque (7) Larundm, (8) Termino, (9) Quirino,

(10) Vortumno, (11) Larihus, (12) Dianm Lucmceqo.e.''' [The
9—2
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figures refer to the XII. altars, according to Miiller's view,

Festus, p. xliv.: comp. Etrush. ii. p. 64.] '' E quis nonnulla

nomina in utraque lingua habent radices, ut arbores, quae in

coniinio natge in utroque agro serpunt : potest enim Saturnus

hie de alia causa esse dictus atque in Sabinis, et sic Diana, et

de quibus supra dictum est."

Fides, Sab. Above, s. v. Feronia.

Ftrcus, Sab. Above, s. v. Fedus.

Flora, Sab. Above, s. v. Feronia.

Fors, Fortuna. Ibid.

Gela, Osc. Steph. Bjzant. voc. Veka :—6 he Trorafio^; {TiXa)

on TToWrjv Trd'xyrjv yevva- ravrrjv yap rfj ^Ottlkcov (fxovfj Kal

%LKe\(i)v yeXav XeyeaOac. We have both the Teutonic kalt

and the Welsh geloer,

Hercules, Sab. Above, s. v. Feronia.

Herna, Sab. et Marsic. "A rock." Serv. ad Verg. u^n. VII.

684. Compare Kpav-ao^, Kapav-ov; Gael, cam; Irish, cair-

neacli; Sclav, kremeni.

Idus, Sab. Varro, L. L. vi. § 28 :
" Idus ab eo quod Tusci

itus, vel potius quod Sabini idus dicunt." This root is found

in di-vid-o, viduus, &c., Sanscrit vidhavd, and even in the

Semitic languages ; see N. Crat, § 39, note.

Irpus, Sab. et Samn. Serv. ad JEn. xii. 785: "Nam lupi

Sabinorum lingua Mrpi vocantur." Fest. p. 106: '^ Irjjini

appellati nomine lupi, quem irjpum. dicunt Samnites; eum
enim ducem secuti agros occupavere." Strabo, v. p. 250

:

6^?79 3' ela\v 'IpTTtvoi, Kavrol Xavvlrat' Tovvofxa B* eV^oz^ diro

Tov T^yTjaafiivov Xvkov Trj(; diroiKia^;* Lpirov yap KoXovacv ol

XawLTat TOV \vKov. Compare the Sanscrit vrihas ; and see

New Cratyl § 269.

Jupiter, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Lares, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Larunda, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Lehasius, Sab. Serv. ad Verg. Georg. I. 7 :
" Quamvis Sabini

Cererem Panem appellant, Liberum Lebasiumr It is pro-

bable that the root-syllable should be written Iceb- — luh- (see

Fest. p. 121, Mliller). For the termination we may compare

the Sabine name Vesp-asia.

Lepestoe, Sab. Varro, L. L. V. § 123 : " Dictge lepestce, qu»
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etiam nunc in diebus sacris Sabinis vasa vinaria in mensa

deorum sunt posita; apud antiques scriptores inveni appel-

lari poculi genus XeTraardv, quare vel inde radices in agrum

Sabinum et Romanum sunt profect^e."

Lixula, Sab. Varro, L. L, V. § 107 :
" Circuli, quod mixta

farina et caseo et aqua circuitum ^quabiliter fundebant. Hoc
quidem qui magis incondite faciebant, vocabant Uxulas et

semilixulas vocabulo Sabino, itaque frequentati a Sabinis."

Comp. liquor, &c.

Lucetius, Osc. Serv. ad jEn. ix. 570 :
'* Lingua Osca Luce-

tins est Jupiter dictus, a luce quam praestare dicitur bomi-

nibus." Comp. lux, XevKo^, light, &c.

Lucina, Luna, s. v. Feronia.

Mcesius, Osc. Fest. p. 136 :
*' Mcesius lingua Osca mensis

Maiusy

Mamers, Osc. et Sab. Fest. p. 131 :
" Mam.ers, Mamertis facit,

{. e. lingua Osca Mars, Martis, unde et Mamertini in Sicilia

dicti, qui Messanse habitant." Id. p. 158 :
" Et nomen ac-

ceperunt unum, ut dicerentur Mamertini, quod conjectis in

sortem duodecim deorum nominibus, Mamers forte exierat

;

qui lingua Oscorum Mars significatur." Id, p. 131 :
" Ma-

mercus praenomen Oscum est ab eo, quod hi Martem Ma-
mertem appellant." Varro, Z. Z. V. § 73 :

" Mars ab eo

quod maribus in bello pr^eest, aut quod ab Sabinis acceptus,

ibi (ubi?) est Mamers'' This word and its analogies are

explained in the next chapter, § 2. The whole subject has

been reviewed by Corssen, ilber die Formen u. Bedeutungen

des Namen Mars in den ital, Dialekten {Zeitschr. f. Vergl.

Sjprf. 1852, pp. 1—35), who proposes to consider Mavors

as a contraction of Mar-mar with a formative t, which is also

found in Mars {Mar-t-).

Meddix, Osc. Liv. XXvi. 6 :
" Medix tuticus summus apud

Campanos magistratus." Comp. xxiv. 19. (The old reading

was mediastaticus.) Fest. p. 123: ^^ Meddix apud Oscos no-

men magistratus est." Ennius: "Summus ibi capitur J/ec?-

dix, occiditur alter" {Annal. viii. 73). In this passage from

Ennius, Dacier reads unus for summus. This appears un-

necessary: Meddix occurs in the Oscan inscriptions with

the epithets degetasius, fortis, and tuticus; summus may be
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another epithet of the same kind. The word Meddix appears

to be connected in origin with the Greek fieBcov. The proper

name Mettkis (Fest. p. 158), or Mettus (Liv. I. 23), seems to

have been this word Meddix. At least Livy says that Met-

tus Fuffetius was made dictator of Alba ; and Festus speaks

of Sthennius Mettius as princeps of the Samnites. So, also,

we have meaaeis ot<j>ens [Meddix Ufens) in the inscription

given by Castelli di Torremuzza, 8icil. vet. Inscr. V. 45, p. 55

:

see Miiller, Etrusk. ii. p. 69, note. Knotel proposes [Zeitschr.

f. d. Alterthumsw. 1850, p. 420) to consider Med-dix = medium-

dicens as a compound analogous to ju-dex=jus-dicens, vin-

dex = vim-dicens, &c. The last word is more truly explained

with reference to ven-eo, ven-do, and ven-dico; and as medix

is properly spelt with one d (see Schomann's Greifswald Pro-

gram fur 1840), it would be better to consider med- as the

root and x = c-s as a mere formative ending : cf. medicus. In

somewhat later times the Sabello-Oscans called their dictator

by the name embratur, which is evidently a shortened form of

the Latin im-j^erator, or indu-perator, Liv. viii. 39 ; ix. 1

;

X. 29. Oros. V. 15 :
" Postquam sibi Samnites Papium Mu-

tilum imjperatorem prsefecerant." Similarly we have coins

with the Oscan inscription, G. Paapi G, Mutil Emhratur

;

which refer to the time of the Social War, when the forces

of tlie confederacy were divided into two armies, each un-

der its own imperator, the Marsi being under the orders of

Q, Popxjedius Silo, the Samnites having for their leader this

Gains Papiiis Mutilus, the son of Gains, Of tuticus, see

below.

Minerva, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Mnlta, Osc. et Sab. Fest. p. 142: '' Mnltam Osce dici putant

poenam quidam. M. Varro ait poenam esse, sed pecuniariam,

de qua subtiliter in Lib. I. qusestionum Epist. I. refert." Cf.

p. 144. s. V. Maximam multam. Varro, apud Gell. XI. 1

:

" Yocabulum autem ipsum multce idem M. Varro uno et vice-

simo rerum humanarum non Latinum sed Sabinum esse dicit,

idque ad suam memoriam mansisse ait in lingua Samnitium,

qui sunt a Sabinis orti."

Nar, Sab. Virg. ^7i. vii. 517 :
" Sulfurea Nar albus aqua."

Ubi Serv. :
" Sabini lingua sua nar dicunt sulfur."
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Ner, nerio, Sab. Suet. Vit. Tiber, i. : "Inter cognomina autem

et Neronis adsumpsit, quo significatur lingua Sabina fortis ac

strenuusy Gell. xill. 22: ^^ Nerio a veteribus sic declina-

tur, quasi Anio ; nam proinde ut Anienem, sic Nerienem dix-

erunt, tertia syllaba producta ; id autem, sive Nerio sive Ne-

rienes est, Sabinum verbum est, eoque significatur vwtus et

fortitudo. Itaque ex Claudiis, quos a Sabinis oriundos acce-

pimus, qui erat egregia atque prgestanti fortitudine Nero appel-

latus est. Sed id Sabini accepisse a Grsecis videntur, qui vin-

cula et firmamenta membrorum vevpa dicunt, unde nos quoque

nervos appellamus." Lydus de Mens. IV. 42. Id. de Ma-
gistr. 1. 23. Compare the Sanscr. nri; and see above, p. 128,

s. V. Cas-nar: cf. p. 116.

Novensides, Oj9s. Sab. s. v. Fe7'oma.

Panis = Ceres, Sab. s. v. Lehasius.

Panos, Messap. Atlien. ill. p. Ill C. : iravo^ apTo<^ MecrcraTrtot.

This is a confirmation of jpunus for pmiis in the Umbrian

inscription (p. 123).

Petora, 'petorritum, Osc. Fest, p. 206: ^^ Petorritum et Gallicum

vehiculum est, et nomen ejus dictum esse existimant a numero

nil. rotarum ; alii Osce, quod hi quoque petora quattuor vo-

cent: alii Greece, sed aioXifca)^; dictum." Comp. Quintil. Inst.

Orat. I. 5, § 57. The ^^olic Greek wrote ireaavpe';, Trea-

o-apa, or Trlavpa, or nrerope^, Treropa. In Gaelic we have

peder. The Doric Gr. was rerope?. In general we have r

in Gr. where we have qv in Latin, and in these cases we have

p) in Oscan : e.g. Osc. p)^^^ L^t- qvis, Gr. rt?; and the Oscans

wrote Tarpinius, Ampus, for the Lat. Tarquinius, Ancus.

But qv was so agreeable to the Roman articulation, that we

find qv in Latin words where we have not r but it in Greek.

Comp. irrj, irevre {ire/jLire) , tTTTTo?, eTTOfjuai,, XeiTro), Xlira (\t-

TTO-po?), otttlXo^, eveireL, irardcrcrco, TTeTrrco, yirap^ with qua,

quinque, equus, sequor, linquo, liqueo, oqimlus, in-quit {quoth

Angl., quetlian Anglo-Sax., ^j/i^eJ?/^? Welsh ^), quatio, quoquo,

jecuT. For 'petor-ritum {petor, " four," rad, Sanscrit ratlia,

"a chariot") see Heindorf on Hor. Sat. i. 6, 104.

1 See below, Chap. xi. § 7. We have the present tense of qnoth in

the English word be^queath ; cf. he-speak.
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Ptcus, Sab. Strabo, V. § 2: ttlkov yap rrjv opviv tovtov ovo-

fia^ovcrc /cat vofjbl^ovaiv "Apeco^ lepov. Cf. Bret, ^ik^ '* a mag-
pie."

Pipatio, Osc. Fest. p. 212: ^^ Pipatio clamor plorantis lingua

Oscorum." We may compare this either with the Gaelic ^to^,

''to pipe," "to squeak," or with the German pfeifen.

Pitpit, Osc. Fest. p. 212: '' Pitpit Osce quidquid." Above,

s. V. Petora.

Porcus, Sab. Varro, Z. Z. V. § 97 :
" Po7^cus quod Sabinis dic-

tum Aprrmo Porco-por, inde porcus ; nisi si a Grtecis, quod

Athenis in libris sacrorum scripta Kairpo) koI iropKca.'''' This

root occurs in all the Indo-Germanic languages.

Quirinus^ Salus, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Sancus, Sab. Varro, L. L.N. %Q)^\ " ^lius Dium Fidium di-

cebat Diovis filium, ut Graeci Ato? icopov Castorem, et putabat

hunc esse Sancum ab Sabina lingua, et Herculem a Grgsca."

Lyd. de Mens. 58 : to aa<yKo^ ovo[ia ovpavbv ar)/j,aLV€t, rfj

Xa^lvcop yXcoaarj.

Saturnus, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Scensa, Sab. Fest. p. 339 :
" Scensas [Sabini dicebant, quas]

nunc cenas, qua autem nunc prandia, cenas habebant, et pro

ceni[s vespernas antiqui]." Comp. Paul. Diac. in p. 338. Mr.

Ellis compares the Welsh gwinsa and vesperna with the Gaelic

feasgar, both signifying " evening."

Sol, Sab. s. V. Feronia; see also Varro, L. L. v. §§ 27, 68 ; but

Festus says (p. 20) :
" Aureliam familiam, ex Sabinis oriun-

dam, a Sole dictum putant, quod ei publice a populo Eomano
datus sit locus, in quo sacra faceret Soli, qui ex hoc Auseli di-

cebantur, ut Valesii, Papisii, pro eo quod est Valerii, Papirii."

—And on an Etruscan mirror Usil appears as the name of a

figure armed with a bow, which probably represents Apollo,

[Bullett 1840, p. 11) ; and this would seem to confirm Muller's

suggestion (see Bey^in. Jahrhilcher, August 1841,.p. 222, note)

that the whole word Ausil was the name of the Sun-god, both

in the Sabine and in the Etruscan language. The word Au~

reltus, however, brings us much nearer to Aurora, and while

we have the word Usil on Etruscan monuments in connexion

with the figure of Attrora (Gerhard, Arch. Zeitung, 1847,

Anil. n. 1. p. 9), we find from the obvious reading in a gloss
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of Hesycliius that the Etruscan word really meant ''the morn-

ing" rather than "the sun:" avKrjXoi^ I. ai}cr7}X[a)9], eo)? vtto

Tvpprjvwv, And as the Sabines said ausum from aurum, we

may probably refer both words to the Sanscrit root ush =
urere, and explain the name of the metal from the red glare of

light, which is common to it and to the sun-rise: whence Varro

says {L. L. v. § 83) :
" aurora dicitur ante solis ortum, ab eo

quod ab igni solis tum aureo aer aurescaty The slight con-

fusion between the sun and his early light is easily accounted

for, and excused : and on the whole it seems better to sup-

pose that sol, from the Sanscrit root swar = ccelum (Pott,

Etym. Forsch. I. p. 131), and ausely from ush = urere, were

independent, but partly commutable Sabine and Etruscan

words.

Sollo, Osc. Fest. p. 298 :
" 8ollo Osce dicitur id quod nos

totum vocamus. Lucilius : vasa quoqiie omnino redimit, non

sollo dupundi, i, e. non tota. Idem Livius. Sollicuria, in

omni re curiosa. Et solliferreum genus teli, totum ferreum.

Sollers etiam in omni re prudens [comp. Sanscr. sarvdrtha]
;

et soUemne, quod omnibus annis prsestari debet." Grimm.

{Deutsche Worterh. I. p. 206) compares with this word Goth.

alls, 0. H. G.,0. S. &c. a?, A. S. eal, Engl, all, 0. K allr, Swed.

and Dan. all, Jr. uil, Welsh oil. Armor, holl, Gr. 'oXo^ = 0A-F09,

Lat. salvus, Sanscr. sarva.

Strehula, Umbr. Fest. p. 313: ''' Strebula Umbrico nomine

Plautus appellat coxendices quas G[r^ci jXT^pla dicunt, qu8e]

in altaria in[poni solebant, ut Plau]tus ait in Fri[volaria]."

Yarro, L, L. vii. § 67 :
" Strihula, ut Opilius scribit, cir-

cum coxendices sunt bovis ; id Grgecum est ab ejus loci ver-

sura." Arnob. adv. Gent. vii. 24: "Non enim placet carnem

strebulam nominari quse" taurorum e coxendicibus demitur."

Mr. Ellis compares Basque isterra, Armen. azdr.

Strena, Sab. Elpidian. ap. Lyd. de Mens. IV. 4: 6 he 'EXtt^-

BLav6<; iv rS irepl iopTcov (rrpi^vav rrjv vyietav rfj Za/Sivcov

(j>covfj Xeyea-Oal (j^rjcnv. Comp. Symmach. Ep. X. 35 ; Festus,

p. 313; and the Germ. stre7ige, Engl, strong, Lat. strenuus,

Gr. arpTjvT]^, arprjvo^, &c. For another sense of strena, see

Fest. p. 313.

Summanus, Sab. s. v. Feronia.
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Sujpparus, Osc. Yarro, X. Z. V. § 131 :
'' Indutui altemm quod

subtus. a quo subucula ; alterum quod supra, a quo sujpparuSy

nisi id, quod item dicunt Osci." Of. (Ti7rapo<^, siparus.

Tebce, Sab. Varro, R. R. III. 1, 16: "Nam lingua prisca et

in Graicia ^oleis Boeotii sine afflatu vocant collis tebas; et in

Sabinis, quo e Grsecia venerunt Pelasgi, etiamnunc ita dicunt;

cujus vestigium in agro Sabino via Salaria non longe a Keate

milliarius clivus appellatur Thebmr The word therefore,

according to Varro, was Pelasgian as well as Sabine. Cf.

'' top," " tip," &c.

Terenum, Sab. Macrob. Sat. II. 14: "A ferewo, quod est

Sabinorum lingua molle, unde Terentios quoque dictos putat

Varro ad Libonem primo." Comp. the Grr. reprjv.

Terminus, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Tesqua, Sab. Schol. Hot. Epist. I. 14, 19 :
'' Lingua Sabino-

rum loca difficilia et repleta sentibus sic (tesqud) nominantur."

Testis, Sab. Labb. Gloss. Nom. p. 32 :
" Testis fJuapTv^ rfj rwv

Touticus, Osc. Liv. xxvi. 6 :
" Medix tuticus.'" The Bine-

rarnwi Hierosolym. explains the name of the city Equus-

Tuticus, which Horace could not fit to his verse (i. Sat. 5, 87),

by eqiius magnus. Though it is possible, however, that tuti-

cus might in a secondary application bear this signification,

it is more probable that it is the adj. from tuta= cwitas, and

that it means publicus or civicus. Abeken thinks {Mittel-

italien, p. 100) that the word equus in this compound is the

ethnical name JEquus ; but the version of the Itinerarmm is

confirmed by the inscription of Nuceria, published by Pelli-

cano in 1840: " M. Virtio . M. T. Men. Gerauno . iEdili . ii

Vir . Jure . dicundo . prsefecto . fabrum . V. Vir . cui . decu-

riones . ob . munificentiam . ejus' . quod . eqiium . magnum .

posuerat . et . denarios . populo . dedicatione . ejus . dederat .

duumviratum . gratuitum . dederunt . Nucerise." So that the

city may have derived its name from some such symbolical

steed erected in the market-place, which was at once '' great"

and " public." Cf. Ahella = Aperula = Boartown or Borton.

Trahea, Sab. Lydus de Mens. I. 19.

Trafere, Sab. Above, s. v. Fedus.

Trimodia, Sab. Schol. Hor. Serm. I. 1, 53: " Cumerae dicuntur
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vasa minora quee capiunt quinque sive sex modios, quae lingua

Sabinorum trimodice dicuntur.*"

Ungulus, Osc. Fest. p. 375 :
" Ungulus Oscorum lingua anu-

lusy Comp. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 1.

Vacuna, Sab. Horat. I. Epist. X. 49 :
" Post fanum putre

VacuncBy Porphyr. ad 1. :
" Vacuna apud Sabinos pluri-

mum colitur...Varro...yictoriam ait et ea maxime hi gaudent

qui sapientia vincunt." She seems to have been the goddess

of Victory, whether she approximated in this capacity to

Bellona, to Minerva^ to Diana, or to Ceres; and the old

temple, mentioned by Horace, was restored under this name

by the Sabine Emperor Vespasian: vide Orelli, Corj). In-

script. no. 1868.

Vedius, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

Vefere, Sab. s. v. Fedus.

Veia, Osc. Fest. p. 368 :
" Veta apud Oscos dicebatur plaustrum."

Vesperna, Sab. s. v. Scensa.

Vesta, Volcanus, Vertumnus, Sab. s. v. Feronia.

§ 3. The Bantine Table.

The most important fragment of the Oscan Language is carved

on a bronze tablet, which was found in the year 1793 at Oppido,

on the borders of Lucania, and which is called the Tahula Ban-

tina on account of the name Bansce occurring in the inscription,

which seems to refer to the neighbouring city of Bantia in

Apulia ^ On the other side is a Latin inscription, which will be

considered in its proper place.

The Oscan Bantine inscription contains thirty-eight lines or

fragments of lines. Of these lines fom- to twenty-six are com-

plete at the beginning; and lines eleven to thirty-three have

preserved the ends entire: consequently there are some six-

teen lines which may be read throughout. Of course, the

certainty and facility of the interpretation vary materially with

the completeness of the fragment; and while many passages

in the intermediate lines may be made out almost word for

word, we are left to mere conjecture for the broken words and

^ It was bought for the Museo Borbonico for 400 scudi.
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sentences at the beginning and end. The following is a copy

of the Table.

1. . . . 5 . nom [f]ust, izic ru

2. . . . suce l{e) l{e)p{tif)us . q . moltam angit ,

u . amnur . . .

3. . . . deivast . maimas . carneis . senateis .

tanginud . am . . .

4. XL. . osii . , . , ioc . egmo . comparascuster . suae .

pis , "pertemust . pruter . pan
5. deivatud . 5zptt5 . comonei . perum . dolom . maZ-

Zom . 5/om . -z'oc . comono , mats . egm .

6. ca5 . amnud . ^a^i . Jp^e^5 . umhrateis . awifi .

cadeis . amnud . ^7^^m . ^(i^c . 5iom . dat .

5e?2a^ . . .

7. tanginud . maimas . carneis . pertumum . ^zez .

ea:; . comono . pertemest . ^^{c . 6^2;e^c . 2;{ce?

.

8. comono . ni . hipid pis . pocapit . po5^ . ^05^ .

e;x;ac . comono . hajiert . meddis . dat . cas-

trid . loufi[rud^ . [a^l^^] . . .

9. en . eituas . factud . pous . touto . deivatuns . tan-

ginom . deicans . siom . dat . eizasc . icZic .

tangineis . . .

10. deicum . jpocZ . valaemom . touticom . tadait . e2;t^m .

T^ep .ye[/]acz(i , j3ocZ .jpzs . dat.eizac . egmad.

min ...
11. deivaid . dolud . malud . suae .pis . contrud . ea:je{c .

fefacust . auti . comono . liipust . molto .

12. io . estud . n . 00 . m . 5wae . pis . zo^zc .fortis .

meddis .moltaum . herest . ampert . minstreis .

13. eituas . moltas . moltaum . licitud . 5wae . ^25 .

prumeddixud . aZ^rei . castrous . az^^i . eituas

14. zicolom . dicust . {^^zc . comono . 7zi . /l^jo^(i . ne .
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'pon . op . toiitad . petirupert . urust . sipus .

perum . dolom .

15. mallom . in . irutum . zico . touto . peremust , petiro-

pert , Tieip . mais . pomtis . com . preivatud .

16. pruter . pam . medicat . mom . didist . m ._pt)7i

.

posmom . C071 . preivatud . t^rt^5^ . eisucen .

zicidud .

17. zicolom . XXX . nesimum . comonom . ni . /w*pic? .

swae . _pzs . contrud . exeic .fefacust . ^onc .

suae . _p25 .

18. herest . meddis . moltaum . licitud . ampert . mistreis .

aeteis . eituas . licitud . _po7i . censtur,

19. [^]a7Z5ae . tautam . censazet . pzs . cew5 . Bantins .

^1^5^ . ceiisamur . e5^^ . i/i . eituam • poizad .

20. az5c (f) censtur . censaum . a^i^e^ . ti^^ei . ai/^ . st^ae .

2915 . censtomeii . nei . cebnust . dolud .

mallud .

21. m . e22;ezc . vincter . e5^. comenei . lamatir ^prmed-

dixud . toutad . praesentid . perum . dolum .

22. mallom . m . amiricatud . aZZo .famelo . m . e^ . siuom .

^^aei . ezze^s .yt^s^ .jpae . ancensto ^fust .

23. toutico . es^^^cZ . jpr . 5wae . praefucus , pod , post .

6a:ac . Bansae . yks^. 52^ae . _p^s . op . ez2;oz5

.

com.

24. a[Z]^rwcZ . Z^^t^d . act^m . herest . auti . pruonedicatud .

manimasemm . eizazunc . egmazum .

25. _pa5 . ex . aiscen . Zz^is . seriftas . 56^ . nep • Am .prw-

/wj9^cZ . mazs . sicolois . x . nesimois . 5wae

.

pis . contrud .

26. eo^ezc . pruhipust . moZ^o . e^an^o . es^t^cZ . w . O * in ,

suae . _p25 . ionh . meddis . moltaum . herest .

licitud .
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27. [amperf] minstreis . aeteis . eituas . moltas . mol-

taiim . licitud pr . censtur . Bansae .

28. \ni . pis .fii]id . nei . suae . q .fust . nep . censtur .

fuld . nei . suae . pr . fust . in . si^ae . pis .

pr . in . 5wae .

29 uii . q . pis . tacus . m . nerum .fust . izic .

post . eizuc . tr . pi . ni . fuid . 5^^ae . pis .

30. ...[p]ocap{(i . Bansa[e'] . [/Jt^s^ . mc . amprufid .facus

. e^^iecZ . idle . medicim . eizuJc .

81— m . 2; . . m . nerum. . . medicim . . sinum

. VI . nesimum .

32,. . . om[y]t^c?6^ . nc/e/Z' .... -mt^m . _poc? .

33. . m . Z^^^^ . 51^6]? . . eizs . s medicim .

34. . . nistreis a[e]teis i

25. . .est licitud tr .

36. . . comipid irucis ...
37. . . tr[p'\l estud ...
38. . . timom ....

§ 4. Commentary on the Bantine Table.

In the first line we have only the words fust —fuerit and

izic — is^ which are of frequent occurrence.

In 1. 2 we read: Q. moltam angit . u. Q. is the common

abbreviation for qucestor, whose business it was to collect such

fines : compare Mus. Ver. p. 469 : qyaistores .... aire .

MVLTATICOD . DEDERONT. We have Seen above that multa

s. molta is recognized as a Sabello-Oscan word; and it is of

course equivalent to the Latin multa. As anter is the Oscan

form of inter, we might suppose that an-git.u was for in-igit

^0. But a comparison of the Oscan inscriptions xxiv .18 (p. 71

Leps.) : meddiss degetasius araget, and XXYII. 38 (p. 86 Leps.)

:

meddis degetasis aragetud multas (which are obviously, with the

common change of d to r, meddix degetasius adiget and meddix

degetasius adigito multas), would rather show that angit.u\(I]

is an abbreviation of adigito, the dental liquid representing the

dental mute. - -
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L. 3 : clewast maimas harneis^ senateis tanginud. The first

word is the conjunctive of divavit, which occurs in the inscrip-

tion quoted by Lanzi (Saggio, III. p. 533), and we have the

imperative dewatud in 1. 5, deivatuns in 1. 9, and deivaid in

I. 11. Deivo must be identical with divo in Lanzi's inscription,

which runs thus: v. ATII DIVAVIT TUNII IRTNII II. T. IRINII

PATEII DONO MIIIL I. LIB . . . T. Wc have also deivames

on the Crecchio Inscription, and Knotel would connect the verb

with devoveo, [Zeitschr. f. d. Alte7'thumsw. 1850, p. 419). Ety-

mologically this is obviously wrong : but if we adopt Mommsen''s

derivation from divus, so that divare means consecrare or divi-

num facere, the meaning will come to this. Huschke \die osk.

u. Sah. S])r. pp. 64, 70), connects the word with dubius, and

renders deivo by moram facto, morari. Maimas harneis must

mean maximi (in old Latin maximae) cardinis. So mats in

II. 15, 25, signifies magis ; comp. the French mais : and d is

often omitted in derivatives from the Latin, as in mi-nuit for

media node. The cardo maximus refers to the main line in the

templum in Koman land-surveying, and thus in 1. 7, we have

maimas harneis pertumum. As deivo and pertemo are mani-

festly transitive verbs (cf. comono pertemest, 1. 7), the gen. maimas

harneis must be explained as an expression of measurement or

value. Tanginud, which occurs elsewhere, was probably an

ablative case, corresponding to the accus. tanginom (1. 9). We
have the same phrase, senateis tanginud, in the Gippus Ahella-

71US, I. 8 ; and it is probably equivalent to the de senatuos sen-

tentiad of the senatus-consultum de Bacchanalihus. If so, the

root tag- (with nasal insertion ta-n-g-) occurred in Oscan as well

as in Greek.

L. 4: sues pis pertemust. The first two words, suce pis

i. e. si qids, are of constant occurrence in this Table. For the

form of sum = si, see New Cratylus, § 205. So suad = sic

(Miiller, Suppl. Ann. in Fest. p. 411). Pertemust is the perf.

subjunctive of a YQxh pertimere, which seems to mean ''to portion

oiF" or " divide :"" comp. pertica, templum, re/jLevo^, refjivco, co7i-

temno, &c.

1 In the second transcription I have submitted k for c, for the reasons

given by Lepsius (ad Inscr. p. 150).
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L. 5 : homonei seems to be the locative of a word com-unus,

synonymous with com-munis, and designating the ager puhlicus,

i. e. TO Koivov. Perum dolum mallom siom =per dolum malum
suum. The preposition per-um seems to be a compound like its

synonym am-pert (12, &c.). loh homo-\_no\ is perhaps hoc

com-unum: ionc stands in this inscription for Jiunc or eum-ce.

L. 6 : -Teas amnud. In Lepsius' transcript this is written as

one word ; but in the original there is a vacant space between

the two, and -has is clearly the end of some mutilated word, the

beginning of which was broken off from the end of the preceding

line. Amnud occurs again in this line, and also in the Cijp-

pus Ahellanus, 1. 17. It seems to be the abl. of some noun.

Mommsen translates it causa, and some such meaning is re-

quired. At any rate, it governs a genitive in both clauses of

this comparative sentence. For egmo is a feminine noun, as ap-

pears from its ablative egmad, 1. 10
;
gen. pi. egmazum, 1. 24.

Consequently -has must represent the gen. sing, of some adjec-

tive agreeing with eg-mas. Mommsen derives eg-mo from

egere, so that it means " need or business." Huschke, who finds

Greek everywhere, refers the word to alxM^ ^^^ renders it con-

troversial jurgtum {die ask. u. Sah. Spr. p. 80). As umbrateis is

clearly imperati (cf. emhratur with imperator), and as Icadeis

may be the genitive of some noun signifying " permission" (cf.

cadum, 'X^a-v-hdvco, )(^aT6co, careo, &c^, the whole passage will

mean : magts negotii proprii causa, quam alicujus imperati

aut permissi causa. Pieis and piei in this line and the next are

the gen. and dat. of pis = quis. It is supposed by several

scholars that dat in this line is another form of the preposition

de; similarly dat castrid loufirud (1. 8) is supposed to mean de

agro libero ; dat eizaisc (1. 9) is rendered by de illis; and dat

eizac egmad (1. 10) is de ilia re (Fabretti, p. 288). If so de is to

dat as se- to sed.

L. 8: ni hipid, i.e. ne haheat: conf. 11. 11, 14, 17; also

pru-hipid (25) — praehiheat, and pru-liipust (26) = prceJiihuerit.

Post post is probably an error of the engraver for pod post,

for pod= quod signifies quando in 1. 23; or we must omit the

former post as an unmeaning interpolation. Post-esak=post-

-Jiac or post-eah: esah is the accus. neut. pi. of the pronoun

esus, which we have also in the Eugubine Tables, the -h^ -he,
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being subjoined, as in the Latin Mc = M-ce. This is a most

instructive form, as bearing immediately on a difficulty which

has long been felt in Latin etymology. The quantity of the

last syllables of anted, intered, posted, proptered, seems at first

sight irreconcilable with the supposition that these words are the

prepositions ante, inter, &c., followed by the neut. accus. ea.

And a comparison with post-hac, adversus hac (Fest. p. 246,

1. 8, &c.) might lead to the supposition that they are ablatives

feminine, the regimen of the prepositions being changed, as is

certainly the case in Umbrian. This is, at any rate, the opinion

of Klenze {PMl AhJiandl p. 45) and Miiller {ad Fest. p. 247).

An English writer supposes that they may be deduced from the

accus. earn, on the analogy oipost-quam, ante-quam, &c. {Journal

of Education, I. 106). But this opinion involves a singular

misconception. It is much more reasonable to conclude that the

demonstrative pronoun, in Latin as in Oscan, being generally

followed by the termination -ce, made its neut. pi. in -a-ce or

-mc: we have an instance of this in the demonstrative lii-c, the

neut. pi. of which is hcec, not lia-ce or lia. Now as this form

has become lia-c in posthac, and as qua-ce has become quce,

we may understand that, as quce-propter becomes qud-propter,

so ante-ea-ce, or ante-ececy might become ant'ed; and so of the

others. At least, there is no other way of explaining the neuter

forms qucB and Jkec. Post-esa-h is therefore a synonym for

post-hcBc —post-hac. See below, Ch. x. § 4,

Pohapit (in the Cippus Ahell. 1. 52, pukkapid) may be

rendered quandocunque, and compared with the obsolete concapit,

if this is equivalent to quocunque in Festus (p. 364, Miiller)

:

tignum Junctum cedihus vineave, et concapit, ne solvito ; where

however a different interpretation may be given : see below, Ch. vi.

§ 12, Fr. 7. The ablatives hastrid loufirud must mean prcedio

libero. In 1. 13 we have hastrous also contrasted with eituas, which

Ya.\x.?>i= pecunia, and so we have an opposition of land to money

in each case. Of the difference of form between hastrid and

hastrous there is no explanation on the hypothesis that they are

cases of the same noun. The former may be the ablative of a

word analogous to campes-ter, seges-ter. The latter must be

the accusative plural of a derivative from this under the form

-f? or Ft? {New Crat. § 257). The forms fjbrjrpo)^, fjLr]Tpvi6<;,

D.V. 10
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iraTpco^, nrarpcpo^, sufficiently vindicate the addition of Ft? to the

affix t + r {New Grat. § 414), and the Umbrian hastruvvf,

the accus. pi. of an adjective Tcastruvus, proves the existence of

such an extension in the old Italian languages. With an ellipsis

of a^er the new adjective would become substantival, and this is

apparently the case with Jcastrov-s, the accus. pi. of the apoco-

pized kastrov. The root cas-, which occurs in the Latin cas-tus,

casa, cas-tncm, conveys the idea of inclosure, purity, and protec-

tion {JSfetv Crat. § 267). Consequently castris or castrous ager

is an inclosed field like the old English " town." There is an un-

observed connexion between castrum andprted/mm. The latter

is derived from jyvces (j^rceJ =pr(E-vad^ for we have prce-vides for

prcedes in the lex TJioria, which is not older than B.C. Ill), "a
surety in money-matters," and this noun includes vas, {vad-^

" wad") the more general name for '• a bail." The same term is

also included in custos (custod= cast-vad-) ; and while this word

combines the idea of surety with that of protection, prces com-

bines the idea of surety with that of substitution ; there is the

same opposition between castrum or custodium the place of

security, and prcedium the property which represents a man''s

person. The form loufir for liber is justified by the old form

Iceher — luber (Fest. p. 121); which is farther supported by the

Greek i\6vOepo<;; cf. epvOpoq with richer, &c.

L. 10 : pod voJcemom toutihom tadait ezum nep fepahid

pod pis dat, i. e. \si guis fecit] qiiod salutem puhlicam tardet

ex iis, neque fecit, quod quis dat [faciendum]. Tadait ap-

pears to contain the root of tcedet, which is connected in sense

and etymology with tardus; the r is only an assiniilation to the

d. Similarly we have: ^^pigere interdum pro tardari^^ Festus,

p. 213, Mllller. Fejjcdcid is only an error for fefaMd, like

docud for dohtd in the next line. We see from this and the

con]vi\\Q,iiYQ fefahust, which follows, that the Oscans formed the

preterite of facio by reduplication, and not by lengthening the

root-syllable {Neio Crat, § 377).

The passage from 1. 11 to the end of the paragraph may be

supplied and explained as follows : sucb pis hontrud eseik fefa-

hust, auti homono liip\iist], \molto] [etan]to estud n. 0., in

suce pis ioiih fortis meddis moltaum Jierest ampert Qni[7istreis

ae]teis eituas moltas moltaum liJcitud: i.e. si quis adversus
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Jicec fecerit, aut com-unum (i. e. agrum pvMicum) hahuerit

(i. e. j^ossederii)^ multa tanta esto numi CIO.CIO, inde si quis

eum validus magistratus iniultare voluerit usque ad minores

2^artGs pecunue multas multare liceto. It is easy to restore

molto etanto from 1. 26 infra. Multa tanta refers to what has

preceded, like the siremps lex esto of the Roman laws. The
smn is denoted by the numeral sign, which was subsequently

represented by cro, just as ii.s. became H. S. Fortis meddix —
validus magistratus (see Festus, p. 84, s. v. forctes), in other

words, ''a magistrate of sufficient authority." Molta-um is the

old infinitive of midto. Herest is the perf. subj. of a verb liero^

"to choose" or "take" (root hh\ "a hand," Sanscr. /m), which

occurs in the Umbrian Tables with a slight variety of meaning.

In the Latin Bantine Table (1. 7) we have guei volet magis-

tratus in a parallel clause. That ampert is a preposition is

clear, and it is also obvious that it denotes extension : but that

it is to be referred to ayu,^l irepi^ as Grotefend proposes, is

not so manifest. I should rather think that pert is a termi-

nation here, as in petiro-pert (1. 15); and if so, it qualifies the

prepos. am^ corresponding to the German um^ which is also

used with qualifying terminations, whether prepositional or

otherwise: compare the Latin ad-versus^ in-usque, &c. ; and as

petiropert signifies usque ad quatuor and pert viam {Cipp.

Ahellan. 1. 33) = usque ad viam^ we may render am-pert by in-

usque or usque ad, Minstreis ceteis is supplied from 11. 18, 27.

The word minis-ter is the correlative of magis-ter'^ ; and as

magistri or magistratus were the higher public functionaries, so

ministri were those who did the state service in a sidjordinate

capacity

—

lictores^ viatores, and such like. Here minister is a

general adjective corresponding to minor. The phrase ampert

minstreis aeteis eituas occurs again in 1. 18, and may be ex-

plained by the Latin inscription on this table, where we find 1. 10:

dum minoris partis familias taxat. If this is the true inter-

1 This obvious comparison occurred to me independently of Pott, who,

as I learn from Aufrecht, had made the same observation {Etym. Forsch.

II. p. 254). Another form of the same kind is sinis-ter from sinus (Pott,

ZdhlmetJiode, p. 139, where he seems to refer to the ftilse derivation of

minister from manus),

10—

2
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pretation, aetis signifies "a part," and is connected with the

root vid- in vidua, di-vido, with the Etruscan ttus, Sabine idus

(Yarro, L. L. VI. § 28), just as Achivus is related to 'Ap^ato?,

cequus to in-iquus, &c. For the relation between vid- and id-

see New Crat. § 116, where the principle was first indicated.

Klenze takes eituas for istas; and Grotefend translates it cerarii.

It is nearly certain that eitua = pecunia ; if so, the word may be

derived from ces ; in which case we shall have ce\s'\tuus by the

side oi ces-timus (preserved in ces-timo: see below, Ch. vii. § 5),

just as we have both (edi-tuus and cedi-timus (Festus, p. 13).

L. 13 : sum pis pru-meddisud altrei castrous auti eituas zi-

Iwlom dicust, izik homono ni hipid: i.e. si quis pro magis-

tratu alii prcediaria ant pecunias in sicilicum (i. e. portionem)

dicaverit, is comunum ne liabeat. Prumeddisud seems to be much

the same as prumedihatud, 1. 24. Fru stands for prm or p)ro :

so we have^T-wfer (1. 16), pruhipid (1. 25), for prceter, prcehiheat.

The ztculus, mentioned in this and other passages of the Table,

seems to be the sicilicus (from seco), which was, in land-measur-

ing, ^ of the Juger, or six hundred square feet (Columella, V. 1,

9); in general it expressed subdivision, and was ~ of the as,

or J of the semuncia in money-reckoning (Fest. p. 366: Sici-

licum dictum quod semunciam secet; Labb. Gloss. : Sicilicum,

riraprov ovyKia^; Bockh, Metrolog. Untersucliung . p. 160), and

also ~ of the quinaria (Frontin. de Aquced. c. 28), and o£ the

liora (Plin. XVIII. 32).

L. 14 : ne pon op toutad petivupert urust sipus p. d. m.

The first words here are very obscure. Klenze joins optou-

tad, which he translates propterea. Mommsen translates op

toutad " a populo." Petiru-pert seems to include the Umbrian

petur = quatuor [Eug. Tab. vi. b. 11), and may mean usque ad

quatuor : see on 1. 12. Urust is the perf. sid)j. oi urvo s. urho =
aratro dejinio, circumdo (Fest. p. 375 ; Pomponius, L. 239, § 6,

de Verb. Signif.), whence urhs, and perhaps orlis, Sipus p. d. m,,

" knowingly and with evil design." Sipus =^s%bus, for which see

Fest. p. 336.

L. 15 : petiro-pert neip mais pomtis — usque ad quatuor

neque plus quinque. It is known that the Samnite proper

name Pontius corresponds to the Latin Quintius (see New Crat.

§ 161). Ibid: hom preivatud aktud=^cum privato actu. Fest.
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p. 17 :
" Actus in geometria minorem partem jugeri, id est cen-

tumviginti pedmn." Niebiihr, Rtst. of Bom. u. Append, i. ad
not. 29 :

" The jugerum, as the very name implies, was a

double measure; and the real unit in the Eoman land-measure

was the actus, containing 14,400 square feet, that is, a square of

which each side was 120 feet."

L. 16: pruter pam=pr(Eter-quam.

LL. 18, sqq. : port kenstur Bansce tautam hensazet pis keus

Bantins fust kensamw esuf in eituam ]f)oizad ligud aisk kenstur

kensaum anget uzet aut suce pis kenstomen nei kehnust dolud

mallud in eizeik vinkter esuf comenei lamatir prmed-dixud toutad

prcBsentid perum dolum mallum in amirikatud alio famelo in ei

sivom paei eizeis fast pae ancensto fust toutiko estud. The first

words are tolerably clear: Quum censor (here censitor) Bantice

civitatem censassit, quis civis Bantinus fuerit. The letter z here

represents the combination ss, as has been shown above by a

comparison of o^pv^a, ohrussa, &c. ; it is sometimes equivalent

to t{u)s as in Jiorz = Jiortus (Mommsen, Unterit. Dial. p. 128, 139,

140) ; cf. the Umbr. piaz for piatus
(
Umbr. Sprd. I. 108) ; and

in the gen. egmazum it corresponds to the Latin r— s. The
second of these values seems to have been borne by the Etruscan

^, if achnaz = agnatus (Fabretti, s. v.). The form keus for civis

is etymologically interesting. It proves that -vis is the termina-

tion of the Latin word : consequently ke-us, ci-vis, is composed

of the root ke {K6c-/jLac, &c.), and the pronominal affix, -vi-s, -u-s

(see New Cratylus, §257), and the word means " a squatter,"

or generally "an inhabitant;" compare Orjre^}, insasse7i, &c.

(Buttmann, Lexil. ii. Ill, note). The word kensamur, if it is

one word, is hardly intelligible. Grotefend understands it as

the passive participle kensamus for keyisamnus or censendus ; but

although the participial termination mn is often reduced to w, I

know no instance in which it is represented by m only. As we
must expect here a passive imperative, it seems most reasonable

to conclude that kensamur is a corruption for kensatur = censetor.

A different explanation, but to the same effect, has been proposed

by Curtius [Zeitschr. f. d. Altertliw. 1849, p. 346). It is re-

markable that the verb is conjugated in -ao] and not like its

Latin equivalent in -eo. The conjugation seems to be censo, -as,

-ui, -dum, -itus, like veto. In the next words we have a form
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uzetj wliicli seems to be a parallel to anget; and this, as is

shown above, means adiget. But it would be difficult to explain

such a form as uzo. Aufrecht [Zeitschr. f. Vergl. Sprf. i. 189)

reads angetuzet as one word, which, however, he does not ex-

plain. Now -tuset occurs in the Cippus Ahellanus, 11. 16—39,

as an affix to verb-forms : pruf-tuset, tribarahat-tuset ; and even

in Etruscan : hareu-tiise
(
Cij)]). Perus. 24) ; and I should explain

these agglutinate words as parallel to the Latin venum-do^ cre-do^

considering tu- as identical with do. If so, angetuzet will mean
adactum dabit or adigesset, Esu-f seems to correspond exactly to

i-hii just as pu-f {Ted), Pomp. xxiv. 4, 3) answers to u-hi. For

poizad Aufrecht (u. s.) suggests ^:>am eizad. If jpoizad is to

stand, it must be a subjunctive corresponding to penset, a form

of pendo. The analogy is supported by the French poids for

pondus, &c. Ligud aisTce = lege hac, just as below, 1. 25, es

aisken ligis must mean ex hisce legihus. It is hardly possible to

understand henstom . en . except as an abbreviation of the two

words censtom enom, the latter being the same pronoun which

appears in Latin, in the locative case, as the conjunction eninfi,

Sanscrit ena {New Crat. § 170). Grotefend's supposition that it

is a noun in -men, like the Umbrian esunumen, is inadmis-

sible, because in that case the word must have been censamen.

Mommsen (p. 269) suggests an affixed particle —in, so that

Kenstom-en = in censum. This, to say the least, requires to be

supported by examples. The verb hehiust — hehnuerit is a very

difficult word. Mommsen (p. 269) proposes to connect it with

the Gothic quiman "to come," so that hehniist — cbenust. Auf-

recht, who justly objects to this etymology (u. s. p. 190), sug-

gests a connexion with the Sanscrit gap —jurare. It appears to

me that the first syllable is the root of cap-ut, fce^jy-aXT], haupt,

&c. ; so that keh-nuo would be equivalent to fcaravevw, '' to

assent to," or, if this is required, ''to affirm" on oath. This

interpretation of hehnust is of course conjectural only; and in a

matter of so much uncertainty it is better to leave it as it is.

Of the next words we cannot make much. Toutad prcesentid^

populo prcesente? Amirihatud— immercato (Kirchhoff, Zeitschr.

f. Vergl, Sprf. I. 37). We know from Festus tlw.tfamel was an

Oscan word, snndfamelo appears by the context to be a feminine

derivative from it, signifying familia (cf. egmo, abl. egmad).
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Alio can only "be a demonstrative adjective containing the same

root as al-ter^ al-ius, olhis, &c. And tlins tlie main predication

will be amiricatud alio famelo toutiko estud, i. e. immercato q. d.

sine emj>tione, ilia familia publica esto. The intervening words

are not easily dealt with, and mei'siuom can only be rendered

conjecturally: but the general meaning of 11. 21—23, clearly is:

aut St qm's ce7isum nan juraverit dolo malo et illud convincitur^ {hi

in ])uhlico queratur 'promagistratu ])oj)ulo froisenU jpropter dolum

malum; et sine emptione ilia familia {perinde atqiie ejus fuerit

qua no7i censita fuerit) jjiMica esto.

L. 23: Pr suce prmfukus jpod post esah Bansce fust:

i. e. prcetor sive prcefectus, quando post-liac Bantice fuerit.

Prcefuhus is formed from prceficio, in the same way as the

Umbrian der-secus from dis-seco. LL. 23 sqq, : sum pis oj)^

eizois hom altrud ligud ahum lierest, auti prumedikatud manim-

aserum eizazunk egmazum pas es aisken ligis skriftas set

ne jphim pruliipid mais zikolois X nesimois, &c. : i. e. si quis

oh Jicec cum altera lege agere voliterit, aut pro magistratu

manum conserere propter eas res, quas ex liisce legihus scriptas

sciet, ne in hoc prmliiheat plus sicilicis decern contiguis (below

Chap. Yll. § 6) , &c. The Table has oie. phim; I would rather

read nep him: nep occurs for neque in the Cippus Ahellanus,

11. 46, 47, and is used in an absolute prohibition in Umbrian

{Tah. Eug. VI. a, 27); and him appears to be the locative of

the pronoun hi (see New Crat. § 139). The rest of the para-

graph has been explained before.

There is nothing in the last paragraph which seems to re-

quire any observation, except that in 1. 29 tribunes of the jylehs

seem to be mentioned : tr. pi. ni fuid = nisi fuit t^nhunus

plebei.

§ 5. The Cippus Ahellanus.

Next to the Tahula Bantina the most important monument

of the Oscan language is a stone tablet called the Cippus Abel-

lanus, which v/as moved from Avella Vecchia'^ to the modern

^ The old Abella, or Avella, was probably Aherla= aperida= Eberstadt

;

cf. Atella= aderla = aterula= Schivarzhurg (Corssen, Zeitschr. f. Vergl.
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village of that name in 1685, and there employed as a door-step,

until in 1745 it was remarked by Remondini, then professor in

the Episcopal Seminary at Nola, and by him removed to the

Museum in that seminary about 1750. The subject of the in-

scription is an agreement between the neighbouring Campanian

cities, Abella and Nola. It will be sufficient to give the inscrip-

tion with an approximate and in part conjectural translation,

which is in great measure due to Theodore Mommsen.

maiioi . vestirikiio . mai sir

prupukid . svermnei . kvaist[u]

rei . abellanoi . inim . maiiop]

jovkiioi . mai . pukalatoi

5. raedikei . deketasioi . novla

[noi i]nim . ligatois . abellan

[ois]

mim ligatois novlanois

pos senate[i]s tanginod

suveis potorospid ligat[os]

10. fufans . ekss . kombened

sakaraklom . herekleis

slaagid . pod . ist . inim teer[om]

pod . op . eisod . sakaraklodpst]

pod . anter . teremniss . eh[trad.]

15. ist . pai . teremennio . mopni-

kad]

tanginod . prof, tuset . r[ehtod.]

amnod . puv . idik . sakara-

[klom]

inim . idik . terom . moini[kom]

moinikei . terei . fusid [aut.]

20. eiseis . sakarakleis . i[nim]

tereis . fruktatiuf . fr[ukta]

[tios] . moiniko . poturu[m-

pid].

[fusjid . aut . novlanu[

.,.] herekleis . fi[

Magio Yestricieio Magii fil.

. . . Serroni qusesto-

ri Abellano, et Magio

Jovicieio Magii fil. Pucalato

magistratui dictario Nola-

no et legatis Abellanis

et legatis Nolanis,

qui senatus jussu

sui utrique legati

fuerunt, hoc convenit.

Sacellum Herculis

in agro quod est et terra

quae apud id sacellum est,

quse inter terminos extra

est, quae terminatio communi

jussu probabitur justa

causa aliqua, id sacellum

et ea terra communis

in communi terra erit. At

ejus sacelli et

terrse in messe mes-

sio communis utrorumque

erit. At Nolanorum

. . . Herculis fanum

Sprf. 1852, p. 17). Pott (jEtym. Forsch. i. 124, n. 100), supposes an

original form Alh-ella; but the first syllable was short; Verg. Mn. vn.

740 :
" et quos maliferse despectant mcenia Abella?."
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25. ...Jiispid . novlan[

ipu...ist

ekkum . . . : .

triibaraka ....
liimito...term.

30. herekleis . .fiisnu . mefe .

ist . ehtrad . feilioss . pu[s]

herekleis . fiisnam . amfr

et . pert . viam . posstist

pai • ip . ist • postin. slagim,

35. senateis . suveis . tangi

nod . tribarakavnm . li

kitud . inim . lok . triba

rakkiuf . pam . novlanos .

tribarakattusefc . inim

40. oittiuf . novlanum . estud

ekkum . svai . pid . abellanos

tribarakattuset . iok . tri

barakkiuf . inim . oittiuf .

abellanum . estud . aut

45. post . feihois . pos . fisnam . am
fret . eisei . terei . nep . abel-

lanos . nep . novlanos . pidum

tribarakattins . aut . the

saurom . pod . esei . terei . ist

50. pon . patensins . moinikad .

ta[n]

ginod . patensins . inim pid

e[sei]

thesaurei . pukkapid . eh[trad]

[o]ittiom . alttram . alttr[

Jerrins . aut . anter slagpm]

55. [ajbellanam . inim . novlanam

[pjollad . vio . uruvo . ist . tedur

[e]isai . viai . mefiai . tereme[n]

[n]iu staiet .

que Nolans

ibi est

Item [si volent agrum

parti[ri qui ager]

limitatus [post] term[inos, ubi]

Herculis fanum medium
est, extra antefixa, quae

Herculis fanum amb-

iunt, ad viam usque positus est,

qui ibi est positus, agrum

senatus sui jus-

su partiri li-

ceto ; et is partiti-

one quam Nolanus (senatus)

partietur et

Usui Nolanorum esto.

Item si quid Abellanus (senatus)

partietur, is (ager) par-

titione et usu

Abellanorum esto. At
post antefixa quae fanum am-

biunt, in ea terra neque Abel-

lanus neque Nolanus quidquam
partiantur. At the-

saurum qui in ea terra est

quum aperiunt, communi jus-

su aperiant, et quidquid in eo

thesauro quandocunque extra

usum alterum-alterius

habeant. At inter agrum

Abellanum et Nolanum '

quacunque via curva est, ibi

in ea via media termina-

tio stet.
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On the forms wliicli occur in this inscription it is not necessary to

say much. Slagis, which occurs in the accus. and abl. sing.,

seems to contain the root of locus (stlocus), lac-una, loch, &c.

Prof-tusef, triharahat-tusetj tribaralcat-tms, are agglutinate forms

like venum-do, cre-do, &c. The adjunct tu- is probably equiva-

lent to do, signifying "to make, or put." Thus fvof-tuset =^

j[)To'hatiim dahit =jprohahituT (see above, on Tctb. Bant. 1. 20).

Fiisna comes -from fes- or fas-, as in fes-cenninus, fas-cmum,

Feihos contains the root of Jigo. And tedur is a pronominal

adverb corresponding in form and meaning to the old use of

igituT.

§ 6. The Bronze Tahlet of Agnone.

The most recent contribution to our knowledge of the Oscan

language is furnished by a small bronze tablet, which was dis-

covered at Fonte di Romito, between Capracotta and Agnone, in

the year 1848. As the place of discovery is near the river

Sagrus or Sangro, this inscription may be regarded as exhibiting

the most northerly as the Bantine table exhibits the most southerly

dialect of the Samnite language. It is obvious, on the slightest

inspection, that the table speaks of a series of dedications to dif-

ferent deities or heroes, who are enumerated in the dative case.

Accordingly, it is not likely to add much to the general vocabu-

lary of the Sabello-Oscan idioms. Its interpretation has been

attempted by Henzen [Annali delV Instituto Archeol. 1848,

pp. 382—414), Mommsen [ihid, pp. 414—429 ; unterital. Dia-

lehte, pp. 128 sqq.), A.uimQhi.[Zeitschrift f. Vergl. 8prf. I. pp. 86,

sqq.), and Knotel {Zeitschr. f. d. Alterthumsiv. 1850, no. 52, 53,

1852, no. 16, 17), who are by no means in agreement respecting

the proper names or ordinary words v/hich it includes. The in-

terpretation, which I have placed by the side of the text, is in-

debted in most points to some or other of my predecessors.

Face,

status . pus . set . hortiii . Consecratio quse sit horto

kerriiin : vezkei . statif . geniali. Vesco stative.

evkloi . statff . kern . statif

.

Libero st., Cero st.,

futrei . kerriiai . statif

.

Cereri geniali st.,

5. anter . statoi. statif

.

Iiiterstitae st..
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ammai . kerriiai . statif

.

diumpais . kerriiais . statif

.

liganakdikei . entrai . statif

.

anafriss . kerriiois . statif

.

10. maatois . kerriiois . statif.

diovei . vereliasioi . statif .

diovei . regaturei . statif

.

herekloi . kerriioi . statif .

patanai . piistiai . statif

.

15. deivai . genetai . statif.

aasai . purasiai .

saahtom . teforom . alltrei .

potereipid . akenei

.

sakakiter .

20. fluusasiais . az . kortom

sakarater

pernai . kerriiai . statif

.

ammai . kerriiai . statif

.

flussai . kerriiai . statif

.

25. evkloi . paterei . statif .

Back.

aasas . ekask . eestint

hortoi

vezkei

evkloi

5. fuutrei

auter . statai .

kerri

ammai

diumpais

10. liganakdikei . entrai .

kerriiai .

anafriss .

maatois ,

diovei . vereliasio

15. diovei . piihioi . regaturei .

kerekloi . kerriioi .

patanai piistiai

.

deivai . genetai .

aasai . purasiai

.

Matri geniali st.,

Lymphis genialibus st.,

Leganecdici immotse st.,

Ambarvalibus genialibus st.,

Matutis genialibus st.,

Jovi almo st.,

Jovi pluvio St.,

Herciili geniali st.,

Pandse pistrici st.,

Divae genetee st.,

Arse purse

;

sacrum tepidum alter-

utro anno

sacratur.

Floralibus ad liortum

sacrificatur
j

Pali geniali stative,

Matri geniali st..

Florae geniali st.,

Libero patri st.

Arse hse exstent

liorto

;

Yesco,

Libero,

Gereri,

Interstitse,

Genio,

Matri,

Lympliis,

Leganecdici immotse

geniali,

Ambarvalibus,

Matutis,

Jovi almo,

Jovi pio pluvio,

Herculi geniali,

Pandse pistrici,

Divse genetse.

Arse purse

;
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20. saalitom . teforom .

alttrei potereipid

akenei .

liorz . dekmanniois stait .

sacrum tepidum

alterutro

anno;

hortus in decumanis stet.

The substantive herus and its possessive kereias must be explained

with reference to the root cer-, ere- {creare), Sanscr. hri, "to

make," which we find in Ceres and Cerus = creator^ Festus,

p. 122. To the same class of deities belongs Futris (root (/)i;-,

fu)^ and it is a matter of indifference whether Venus or Ceres

comes nearest to the goddess intended. Knotel identifies EvMus
with Iphiclus, and of course this is possible; but the adjunct

patri in 1. 25, seems to denote a deity analogous to Liber

Pater (cf. Evius). Amnia corresponds, as Aufrecht suggests, to

the Germ, amine, Sanscr. amhd, "mother." On diumpais = lym-

phis, which is compared with the Sanscrit dtp —fulgere, splen-

dere, in the same way as limp-idus falls back on XafiTro), see

the authorities quoted by -Fabretti (p. 317). Verehasius, as an

epithet of Jupiter, is explained by the Sanscr. vridh, "to grow,"

whence the Latin virga; and regator must be rigator^ i. e. plu-

vius. Patana is Panda or Patella (Gell. xiii. 22, Arnob. iv.

7), who opens the husk of the grain. Teforom answers to the

Latin tepidus, and still more nearly to the Etruscan tephral (see

above, Chap. ii. § 11). Ahenus is = annus, as in Umbrian (see

Aufrecht u. Kirchhoff, Umhr. Sprd. p. 401). Perna is Pales

— Pares (v. Festus, p. 222, Miiller ; and cf. vetus, veter-nus, lux,

hcci-na, dies, dta-nus, jov-ts, ju-no, &c.). We may compare

pistia with pistor, pistum, pisum, &c.

v. The Atellance,

It seems scarcely worth while to enumerate the grammatical

forms which may be collected from these inscriptions, as they

are virtually the same with those which occur in the oldest spe-

cimens of Latin, the only important differences being that we
have -azum for -arum in the gen. pi. of the 1st decL, that the

3rd declension sometimes preserves the original -ss of the nom. pL,

and that this reduplication represents the absorbed m in the

ace. pi. of the 2nd and 3rd declensions. It may be desirablcj
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however, before concluding this part of the subject, to make a

few remarks on the FahulcB Atellance, the only branch of Oscan

literature of which we know anything.

The most important passage respecting the Fabulce Atel-

lance,—that in which Livy is speaking (vii. 2) of the introduc-

tion of the Tuscan ludiones at E-ome in the year A.U.C. 390,

—

has often been misunderstood ; and the same has been the fate

of a passage in Tacitus (iv. 14) , in which the historian mentions

the expulsion of the actors from Italy in the year A. u. C. 776.

With regard to the latter, Tacitus has caused some confusion

by his inaccurate use of the word Mstrio: but Suetonius has

the phrase Atellanarum Mstrio {Nero, c. 39) ; and the word had

either lost its earlier and more limited signification, or the Atel-

lanse were then performed by regular histriones.

Livy says that, among other means of appeasing the anger of

the gods in the pestilence of 390 A. u. c, scenic games were for

the first time introduced at Rome. Hitherto the Romans had

no public sports except those of the circus—namely, races and

wrestling; but now this trivial and foreign amusement was

introduced. Etruscan ludiones danced gracefully to the sound

of the flute without any accompaniment of words, and without

any professed mimic action. Afterwards, the Roman youth

began to imitate these dances, and accompanied them with unpre-

meditated jests, after the manner of the Fescennine verses; these

efi^usions gave way to the satura, written in verse and set to the

flute, which was acted by professed histriones with suitable songs

and gestures; and then, after a lapse of several years, Livius

Andronicus ventured to convert the satura into a regular poem,

and to make a distinction between the singing {canticum) and

the dialogue {diverhia)] the latter alone being reserved to the

histriones, and the former being a monologue, by way of inter-

lude, with a flute accompaniment^ Upon this, the Roman youth,

leaving the regular play to the professed actors, revived the old

1 Diomed. in. p. 489: "in canticis una tantum debet esse persona,

aut, si duee fuerint, ita debent esse, ut ex occulto una audiat, nee collo-

quatur, sed seeum, si opus fnerit, verba faciat." On the canticum see

Hermann, Opusc. i, pp. 290, sqq., who has clearly shown that it was not

merely a flute voluntary between the acts.
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farces, and acted them as interludes or afterpieces {exodia^) to

the regular drama. These farces, he expressly says, were of

Oscan origin, and akin to the Fabulm Atellance; and they had

the peculiar advantage of not affecting the civic rights of the

actors.

In order to understand the ancient respectability of the

Atellance^ we must bear in mind the opposition which is always

recognized between them and the Mime. Hermann has pro-

posed the following parallel classification of the Greek and

Roman plays {Oj)usc. v. p. 260, cf. Diomedes, iii. p, 480, Putsch):

GE^CUM ARGUMENTUM. ROMANUM AEGUMENTUM.

Creptdata (rpayayhia). Prcetextata.

Palliata (Kco/jbaySia), Togata^ vel traheata vel taber-

naria,

Batyrica (o-drvpoi). Atellana

Mimus (/jULfio^). Flam^es.

Adopting this classification, which has at least much to recom-

mend it, we shall see that as the Greek satyrical drama was

the original form of the entertainment, and, though jocose, was

not without its elevating and religious element, so the Afel-

lana, as a national drama, was immediately connected with

the festive worship of the people in which it took its rise, and

therefore retained a respectability which could not be conceded

to the performances of foreign Mstrtones. These artists- were

not allowed to polhite^ the domestic drama; and, being free

from all contact with the professional actor, the young Roman
could appear in the Atellan play without any forfeiture of his

social position. Whereas, even in the corrupt days of the later

1 As the practice of the Greek and Roman stage involved the per-

formance of several dramas on the same day, it matters little whether we
render exodiumhj "interlude" or "afterpiece." According to the defi-

nitions given by Suidas and Hesychius, an eccodium was that which

followed an exeunt omnes, whether, which was more common, at the end

of a play, or at the end of an act. See the examples given by Meineke

on Cratinus, Fr. Incert. clxx. p. 220, and compare Baumstark's article

in Pauly's Beal-Encycl. in. p. 360.

2 Liv. VII. 2 : "nee ab histrionibus pollui passa est."
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empire, Juvenal saw sometliing especially monstrous in the fact

that a -noble could appear as a mimus or planipes^. With
particular reference to the contrast between the mimus and the

Atellana, Cicero says to Papirius Psetus, who had introduced

some vulgar jokes after a quotation from the OEnomaus of Accius,

that he had followed the modern custom of giving a mime for

afterpiece instead of adopting the old practice of introducing the

Atellan farce after the tragedy^. In the same way he says^

that superfluous imitation, such as obscene gestures, belongs to

the domain of those mimi, who caricatured the manners of

men. And while Macrobius considers it as an exceptional merit to

have introduced mimi without lasciviousness*, Valerius Maximus

attributes the social respectability of those who performed in the

1 vni. 189, sqq. :

" populi frons durior hujus,

Qui sedet, et spectat triscurria patriciorum,

Planipedes audit Fabios, ridere potest qui

Mamercorum alapas."

2 Cic. ad Div. ix. 16, 2 : "nunc venio ad jocationes tuas, quum tu

secundum (Enomaum Accii, non, ut olim solebat, Atellanam^ sed, ut nunc

fit, mimum introduxisti."

^ de Oratore, ii. 59 :
" mimorum est enim ethologorum^ si nimia est imi-

tatio, sicut obscoenitas." Cf. c. 60, § 244.

4 Saturn, n. 7 :
" videbimur et adhibendo convivio mimos vitasse

lasciviam." This is the passage referred to by Manutius in his note on

Cicero ad Div. ix. 16, 2, where he says in a parenthesis ; "itaque Macro-

bius Lib. in. Saturn, mimis lasciviam tribuit." In Smith's Diet, of Anti-

quities, Art. AtellancB fabulce, Ed. i., this note of Manutius is paraded

at full length as a quotation from "Macrobius Satur. Lib. in.," and even

the ut arbitror of the commentator is made to express the opinions of the

author quoted. It is evident that the compiler of this Article made no

attempt to verify the reference to Macrobius, which he has used without

stating that he was indebted for it to Manutius, and which he has care-

fully placed at a distance from his reference to Cicero. His blunder is

the just Nemesis of his want of candour. As he quotes from Valerius

Maximus, " ii. 1," instead of " ii. 4," we may presume that in this case

also he is using the learning of some commentator. In the new edition

of Smith's Dictionary the article AtellancB Fabidas is suppressed, and a

short account of the subject is included in the article Comoedia, written

by another person. The same Nemesis still tracks the second-hand quo-

tation, for there "Macrobius, Satur. iii." is quoted for Manutius' state-

ment that the Atellana was divided into five acts.
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Atellan farces to tlie old Italian gravity which tempered this

entertainment\

But besides the moral decency by which the Atellana was

distinguished from the Mime, it is manifest from the passage in

Livy that it derived additional recommendation from the fact

that this was a national amusement and was connected with the

usages of the country population, who always contributed a

varying proportion to the inhabitants of ancient Eome. We infer

from the words of the historian that the Roman youth were not

satisfied with either the Tuscan or the Grreek importations, and

that it was their wish to revive something that was not foreign,

but national. Of course Livy cannot mean to say that the Oscan

farce was not introduced at Rome till after the time of Livius

Andronicus Muso, and that it was then imported from Atella,

For whereas Muso did not perform at Rome till the second

Punic war^, Atella shared in the fate of Capua ten years before

the battle of Zama, and the inhabitants were compelled to migrate

to Calatia^. Now it appears from the coins of this place that its

Oscan name was Aderla"^; and the Romans always pronounced

this as Atella, by a change of the medial into a tenuis, as in

Mettus for Meddix, imjperator for emhratur, fait for fuid^ &c.

This shows that the name was in early use at Rome; and we
may suppose that, as an essential element in the population of

Rome was Oscan, the Romans had their Oscan farces from a

very early period, and that these farces received a great im-

provement from the then celebrated city of Aderla in Campania.

It is also more than probable that these Oscan farces were

common in the country life of the old Romans, both before they

^ II. 4: " Atellani autem ab Oscis acciti sunt; quod genus delecta-

tionis Italica severitate temperatum, ideoque vacuum nota est ; nam neque

tribu movetur, neque a militaribus stipendiis repellitur."

2 Porcius Licinius, apud Aid. Gell. xvii. 21 :

Poenico hello secundo Muso pinnato gradu

Intulit se bellicosam in Romuli gentem feram.

See also Hor. ii. Epist. i. 162.

3 Livy, XXVI. 16, sxii. 61, xxvii. 3.

4 Lepsius ad Inscriptiones, p. 111. For the meaning of the word, see

above, § 5, note.
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were introduced into tlie citj\ and after the expulsion of the

Mstriones by Tiberius ^. For the mask was the peculiar charac-

teristic of tlie Atellanse^, and these country farces are always

spoken of with especial reference to the masks of the actors.

We may be sure that the Oscan language was not used in

these farces when that language ceased to be intelligible to the

Romans. The language of the fragments which have come down to

us is pure Latin "^, and Tacitus describes the Atellana as "Oscum
quondam ludicrum^." Probably, till a comparatively late period,

the Atellana abounded in provincial and rustic expressions^; but

at last it retained no trace of its primitive simplicity, for the

gross coarseness and obscerlity'^, which seem to have superseded

the old-fashioned elegance of the original farce ^, and brought

it into a close resemblance to the mimus, from which it was

originally distinguished, must be attributed to the general cor-

ruption of manners under the emperors, and perhaps also to the

fact that from the time of Sulla downwards the Oscan farce was

1 Virgil. Georg. n. 385, sqq.

:

Nee non Ausonii, Troja gens missa, coloni

Versibus incomptis ludunt risuque soluto,

Oraque corticibus sumuiit horrenda cavatis.

Comp. Horat. ii. Epist. i. 139, sqq.

2 Juvenal, Sat. iii. 172, sqq.

:

Ipsa dierum

Festorum herboso colitur si quando theatre

Majestas, tandemque redit ad pulpita notum
Exodium, quum personse pallentis hiatum

In gremio matris forraidat rusticus infans.

That the exodium here refers to the Atellana appears from Juv. vi. 71

:

"Urbicus exodio risum movet Atellance

Gestibiis Autonoes."

3 Festus, s. V. personata fabula, p. 217: " per Atellanos qui proprie

vocantur perso7iati." The modern representatives of the Atellan charac-

ters are still called maschere, and our harlequin always appears with a

black mask on the upper part of his face.

4 See Diomed, iii. pp. 487, 488, Putsch.

5 Ann. IV. 149. ^ Varro, L. L. vii. § 84, p. 152.

"7 Terent, Maur. p. 2436, Putsch; Quintil. Inst. Or. vi. 3; Tertull.

De Spectaculis, 18; Schober, ilber die Atellan, Schauspiele, pp. 28, sqq.

8 Donat. de Trag. et Com. " Atellanse salibus et jocis compositse, quse

in se non habent nisi vetustam elegantiam"

D. V. 11
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gradually passing from its original form into tliat of a regular

play on the Greek model, so that all the faults of Greek comedy

would eventually find a place in the entertainment. The prin-

cipal writers of the Latin Atellanog, after Sulla, who is said to

have used his own, that is, the Campanian dialect \ were Q.

Novius^, L. Pomponius Bononiensis^, L. Afranius*, and C. Mem-
mius^. The political allusions with which they occasionally

abounded, and which in the opinion of Tiberius called for the

interference of the senate^, were a feature borrowed from the

licence of the old Greek comedy; and to the same source we

1 Athenseus, IV. p. 261, C : cfxcjiavLCova-i. S' avrov to 7T€p\ ravra ikapov

al VTT avTOv ypacpelcrai ^aTvpiKai KoapwdiaL rfj Trarpico (jioov^. My learned

friend, Mr. Alexander Dyce, whose opinion on the proper interpretation

of Athenseus is of peculiar weight, suggests to me that if Oscan was not

always used in the Fabulse Atellanse, we ought to understand by rfj narpia

(jiwvfi,
" his native language," i, e. the Latin tongue. And he expresses

his conviction that in all the other places where Athenseus has ^a>vr}, it

means the language, and not some particular dialect of a country, e. g.

I. c. 48 : rfi 'EXXaSt <li<*>vfi ; XII. c. 49 '. rrjv Uepo-iKrjv «pcdvijv. On the other

hand, there is no doubt that the Greeks used the word (j)b)v^ to denote

a mere provincialism ; see the passages quoted in the New Cratylus, § 88;

and there would have been no particular force in the remark that Sulla

wrote comedies in Latin. It is clear from Strabo, v. p. 233, that Oscan

was the language of the Atellane farces long after it had ceased to be

common and vernacular, and he uses the phrase ayo^v narpios in describ-

ing these performances : tSv pev yap "0(tk(ov iKkeXoLnoTcov rj didXcKTos

pevet irapa roTs ^Fcopaiois, foVre Koi Tronjpara (TKrjvolBaTeladai Kara riva dycova

Trdrpiov koX pipokoyeiaOai. That the satyric comedies here referred to

must have been Atellance may be inferred from Diomedes, in. p. 487,

Putsch: "tertia species est fabularum Latinaram, quse . . . Atellance dictse

sunt, argumentis dictisque jocularibus similes satyricis fabulis Grsecis."

The reference to the Simus in the Atellance (Sueton. Galb. 15) points to

a contact with the satyrs. Macrobius, Saturn, ii. 1.

2 Aulus Gellius, N. A. xvii. 2,

3 Macrob. Saturn, vii. 9 ; Fronto ad M. Cses. iv. 3, p. 95, Mai; Vel-

leius, II. 9, 6.

4 Nonius, s. V. ientare. ^ Macrobius, Saturn, i. 10.

6 Tacitus, Annal. iv. 14 :
" Oscum quondam ludicrum, levissimse apud

vulgus delectationis, eo flagitiorum et virium venisse, ut auctoritate

patrum coercendum sit." Cf. Sueton. iVero, c. 39 ; Galba, c. IS; Calig.

c. 27 ; where we have special instances of the political allusions in the

later Atellance,
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must refer the names of the personages \ which are known to

have been adopted by Novius, Afranius, and Pomponius, and which

are either Greek in themselves or translations of Greek words.

The old gentleman or pantaloon was called Pajjpus or Gasnar:

the former was the Greek lidiriro^, the latter, as we have seen,

was an Oscan term = vetus. The clown or chatterbox was called

Bucco, from hucca, and was thus a representative of the Greek

TvaOcov. The glutton J/acco, Greek yiaKKw, has left a trace

of his name in the Neapolitan Maccaroiii; and Punch or Poli-

cMnello is derived from the endearing diminutive Pulchellus,

which, like the Greek KaWiW, was used to denote apes and

puppets^. The Bannio is the aavvm of Cratinus {Ft. Incert,

XXXTII. a. p. 187, Meineke); and this buffoon with his patch-

work dress is represented bj the modern Harlequin, one of

whose names is still zanni, Angl. "zany." The modern word

harlequin is merely the Italian allecchino, i. e. " gourmand."

Menage's dream about the comedian, who was so called in the

reign of Henry III. because he frequented the house of M. de

Harlai, is only an amusing example of that w^hich was called

etymology not many years ago.

On the whole we must conclude, that the Atellan farces

w^ere ultimately Grecized, like all the literature of ancient Italy,

and as the language of the Doric chorus grew more and more

identical with that of the Attic dialogue, to which it served as

an interlude, so this once Oscan exodlum was assimilated in

language and character to the histrionic plays, to which it served

as an afterpiece, and so gradually lost its national character and

social respectability. Thus we find in the destiny of this branch

of Oscan literature an example of the absorbing centralisation of

Rome, which, spreading its metropolitan Latinity over the pro-

vinces, eventually annihilated, or incorporated and blended with

its civic elements, all the distinctive peculiarities of the allied or

subject population.

' See Miiller, Hist. Lit. Gr. ch. xxix. § 4. Vol. ii. p. 55, note.

2 Theatre of the Greeks, Ed. 6, p. [160].

11—2



CHAPTER V.

THE ETRUSCAN LANGUAGE,

§ r. Transcriptions of proper names the first clue to an interpretation of the Etrus-

can language. § 2. Names of Etruscan divinities derived and explained.

§ 3. Alphabetical list of Etruscan words interpreted. § 4, Etruscan inscrip-

tions— difficulties attending their interpretation. § 5. Inscriptions in which

the Pelasgian element predominates. § 6. Transition to the inscriptions which

contain Scandinavian words—The laurel-crowned Apollo—Explanations of the

words clan &nd ^yhleres. § 7. Inscriptions containing the words siithl and tree.

§ 8. Inferences derivable from the words sver, ever, and ihur or thaur. § 9.

Striking coincidence between the Etruscan and Old Norse in the use of the

auxiliary verb lata. § 10. The great Perugian Inscription critically examined.

Its Eunic affinities. § 11. Harmon}' between linguistic research and ethno-

graphic tradition in regard to the ancient Etruscans. § 12. General remarks

on the absorption or evanescence of the old Etruscan language.

§ 1. TransciniJtions of ]^)T0j)er names the first clue to an

interpretation of the Etruscan language.

IT will not be possible to investigate the remains of the Etrus-

can language with any reasonable prospect of complete suc-

cess, until some scholar shall have furnished us with a body of

inscriptions resting on a critical examination of the originals^;

and even then it is doubtful if we should have a sufficiently co-

pious collection of materials. The theory, however, that the

Etruscan language, as we have it, is in part a Pelasgian idiom,

more or less corrupted and deformed by contact with the Um-
brian, and in part a relic of the oldest Low-German or Scandi-

navian dialects, is amply confirmed by an inspection of those

remains which admit of approximate interpretation. Nor has

this theory been shaken by the researches of those who have un-

dertaken to examine this difficult subject since I communicated

1 The first impulse to the study of Etruscan antiquities was given by

the posthumous publication of Dempster's work de Etruria Regali, which

was finished in 1619, and edited by Coke in 1723—4. Bonarota, who

furnished the accurate illustrations of this work, insists upon the import-

ance of a correct transcription of the existing linguistic materials.
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my views to tlie Britisli Association in 1851. With the excep-

tion of one or two attempts^ to explain the Etruscan inscriptions

on the hypothesis that the language was Semitic, all the latest

contributions towards the solution of this philological problem

recognize the lost idiom as Indo-Germanic, and nearly all admit

that the Etruscan was compounded of distinct and heterogeneous

elements, and that the Rasena were Rgetians. Dr. W. Freund,

who, as I have already mentioned, expressly undertook to com-

bat my theory, in order, I presume, to clear the ground for the

discovery which he intended to make, came back from his expe-

dition in 1854, without having arrived at any independent

results as a return for the liberality of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Berlin, which furnished him with his viaticum. But

it is stated by Bunsen^ that he discovered in the Tyrol and Yo-

ralsberg a number of words which were not Celtic or Bomanic,

and which he does not seem to be able to identify. Bunsen

himself has published a brief report by Dr. Aufrecht^, which

expressly asserts the Indo-Germanic character of the language,

admits its composite structure, and goes to the Icelandic^ in par-

ticular for the most striking illustration of the grammatical forms.

In 1848 James Grimm expressed his opinion that the Etrus-

cans came from the Bsetian alps, and that there was an occa-

1 There is an elaborate book on this hypothesis by Dr. J. G-. Stickel

:

das Etruskische durch Erkldrung von Einschriften und Namen ah Semi-

tische Sprache erwiesen, Leipsic, 1858. It was preceded, I believe, by

a similar attempt in a Roman Catholic Journal. Dr. Stickel's results

seem to me absolutely invalid.

2 Christianity and Mankind, in. p. 89.

3 Ibid, pp. 87—89.

4 Referring to the fact that "sa added to a man's name indicates

the name of his wife : thus Larthial-i-sa means the consort of the son of

Larthius," Aufrecht remarks that this formative adjunct " is also found

in the Icelandic sja, ' this'." And he adds in a note :
" in the Edda it

occurs in the nominative singular masc. and fem. (p. 8 a and 61b), and

even in later works, for instance, Kormak's SagaJ' He compares the

terminations -arius, more anciently asius, as in the Lex Agraria of Sp.

Thorius (1. 12), we find Viasieis for Viariis, and cites the Osc. Jlusasios

=fiorariuSy Umbr. plenasios = plenarius. He denies the connexion be-

tween this form and aris, aZis, and remarks that "what Freund says about

these terminations in the Preface to his Dictionary is erroneous."
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sional appearance of Teutonic ingredients in the traditions and

language of the Etruscans^; and he had previously remarked the

undoubted affinity of the Etruscan cesar or cesus with the Scandi-

navian Ase?i^, and had made a precarious comparison of the name

Tvpcrriv6<^ with the Old Norse thurs^. In 1854 Dr. L. Steub,

who had previously collected a number of resemblances between

the Tuscan proper names and those found in the Grisons and

Tyrol ^5
published a treatise on E^etian ethnology, in which he

attempted the explanation of a number of Etruscan inscriptions

with more or less reference to Teutonic or Lithuanian affinities^.

In 1855, Mr. E,. Ellis, who was favourably known by an elabo-

rate treatise on Hannibal's transit of the Alps, contributed to a

philological journal^ a learned and ingenious essay on the Thra-

cian affinities of the Etruscans and Efctians. In the course of

this paper, Mr. Ellis remarks'^ that the resemblances between

the Etruscans and the Gothic branch of the German stock are

striking and rest on good authority, and he institutes, for the

first time, a comparison between the Gothic and the Eseto-

Romansch dialects, which confirms indirectly the Scandinavian

affinities of the Etruscans^. And in connecting the Etruscans

with the Thracians he seeks the point of union in the Get^e,

whose identification with the Goths was first pointed out in

the original edition of this work, and afterwards asserted by

J. Grimm ^. In his more recently published " Contributions to

the Ethnography of Italy and Greece ^^" Mr. Ellis adopts an

hypothesis less in accordance with the conclusions of the present

1 GescJi. d.deutsch. Spr. p. 164, ed. 1848 (p. 115, ed. 1853): "die

Ratier hat man zu Abkommlingen der Tyrrhener oder Etrusker gemacht.

Eher trugen wohl Ratier oder Rasener ihren Stamm von der Alpen in

die Halbinsel ; einzelnes in etruskischer Sage und Sprache kUngt an

germanischcs."

2 Deutsche Mytliologw, p. 23, ed. 1844. 3 ibid. p. 489.

4 Die Urhewohnet' Rdtiens und Hirer Zusammenhang mit den JEtruskern,

Munchen, 1843.

5 Zur Ratischen Ethnologie. Stuttgardt, 1854.

6 Journal of Philology, Vol ii. pp. 1—20, 169—185. " On the pro-

bable connexion of the Ra3tians and Etruscans with the Thracian stock

of nations."

7 p. 179. s p. 180. 9 p. 183. 10 London, 1858.
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work. He now contends that the Etruscan language is com-

pounded of Armenian and Celtic ingredients, the former being

to the latter in the proportion of two to one, in the list of some

fifty words, which he borrows from the present chapter^ The
Celtic element is to be assigned, he thinks, to the Umbrians,

and he regards all the aboriginal languages of Italy as chiefly

Celtic, bu.t partly Finnish ^ The Pelasgian element, which, with

me, he seeks in the Medes^, that is, in the Sarmatianor Sclavonic

stock, would thus have an affinity with the Easenic or distinctive

element in the Etruscan. For the Armenians spoke Persian

even in the days of Xenophon*. As Mr. Ellis admits this affinity,

it seems to me that his new hypothesis, even if we concede the

results of his comparative philology, would leave out of con-

sideration all those ingredients in the Etruscan, which have

created the philological difficulties of the problem to be solved,

and would leave us no distinction between the Pelasgian Tyr-

seni, whose language, as we shall see, was not altogether unlike

that of their brethren in Greece, and the Rastian invaders,

who disintegrated the spoken idiom of the conquered country,

and whose fragmentary records will not find their interpretation

in the vocabulary of any unmixed and comparatively modern
form of human speech^.

1 p. 69. ^ p. 40. 3 p. 69. "* New Cratylus, § 85.

^ An exception to the general admission that the Etruscan was at

least of the same family with the other European languages has quite

recently been furnished by Mr. G. Rawlinson (Herod. Vol. ni. p. 541),

who declares that it " is decidedly not even Indo-Germanic," and ex-

presses his surprise that I " should attempt to prove the Etruscan a
* sister' dialect to the other Italic languages by means of a certain num-
ber of similar roots, when its entire structure is so different that it is

impossible even from the copious inscriptions that remain, to form a

conjecture as to its grammar, or do more than guess at the meaning of

some half-dozen words." I must, in my turn, express my surprise that

Mr. Rawlinson should so entirely misconceive the state of the case and

the nature of my attempt as to write such an account of the matter.

The reader of the present chapter does not need to be told that my
attempt is very different from that described by Mr. Rawlinson ; and

when we have the notorious fact that the Perugian inscription alone gives

us the gen. and accus, of the first Latin declension, it is really astonish-

ing that he should speak of the Etruscan grammar as beyond the reach
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The first clue to tlie understanding of this mysterious lan-

guage is furnislied by the Etruscan transcriptions of well-known

Greek proper names, and by the Etruscan forms of those names

which were afterwards adopted by the Romans. Tliis comparison

may at least supply some priina-facie evidence of the peculiari-

ties of Tuscan articulation, and of the manner in which the lan-

guage tended to corrupt itself.

It is well known that the Etruscan alphabet possessed no

medtce, as they are called. We are not, therefore, surprised to

find, that in their transcriptions of Grreek proper names the Etrus-

cans have substituted tenues^. Thus, the Greek names, "ASpa-

(TTO^, TuSei;?, 'OSfcro-ei;?, MeXiaypo^, and Ilo\vBevKr]<^, are

written Atresthe, Tute, JJtiize, Melahre, and Paltuke. But the

change in the transcription goes a step farther than this; for,

though they actually possessed the tenues, they often convert

them into asjnratoe. Thus, ^Ajap^e/xvcov, "ASpacrTo<^, @eTi<^,

Tiepcrev^^ Ilo\vv€LfC7]<;, Tr/Xecf^o^;, become Ackmiem, AtrestJie,

Thetliis, Pherse, Phulnike, Thelcqjhe. In some case" the Greek

tenues remain unaltered in the transcription, as in IlTyXei;?,

Pele ; UapOevoTralo^, Parthanapce / KdcrTcop, Kastur ; 'Hpa-

kXt]^, Herhle: and the Greek aspiratoi are also transferred, as

in ^Afji(pcapao<;, AmpMai^e. These transcriptions of Greek names

even of a conjecture. His own opinion seems to be that the language

was Turanian (p. 544, note 2) ; but there is no evidence whatever for that

supposition.

1 With regard to the Etruscan alphabet in general, it may be said

that it did not come directly from the East, but from the intermediate

settlements of the Pelasgian race. When Miiller says (Etrusk. ii. 290)

that it was deriyed from Greece, he cannot mean that it passed over into

Italy subsequently to the commencement of Hellenic civilisation. The
mere fact that the writing was from right to left, shows that the Etruscans

derived their letters from the other peninsula, while its inhabitants were

still Pelasgian; for there are very few even of the earliest Greek inscrip-

tions which retain the original direction of the writing (see New Crat.

§ 101 ; Miiller, Etrusk. ii. p. 309). At the same time, the existence of

hexameter verse in Etruria and other circumstances show that there was

a continued intercourse between the Pelasgo-Etruscans and the Greeks

(Miiller, ibid. p. 292). On the Pelasgian origin of the Etruscan alphabet,

the reader may consult the authorities quoted by Lepsius, de Tahh. Eug.

p. 29, and for the Italian alphabet in general, see above, p. 95.
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supply us also with a veiy important fact in regard to tlie Etrus-

can syllabariura : namely, that their liquids were really semi-

vowels ; in other words, that tliese letters did not require the

expression of an articulation-vowel. It has been shown else-

where^ that the semi-vocal nature of the liquid is indicated in

most languages by the etymological fact, that it may be articu-

lated by a vowel either preceding or following it. For example

:

mute + liquid + vowel = mute + vowel + liquid, is an equation

which holds good in every etymological problem. Applying this

principle to the Etruscan transcriptions, we see that the Etrus-

can Ap[ii]lu^ AcJi[i]Ie, At[a]Iaent, JErc[u]Ie, EI[e]chs[a]ntre,

Men[e\le, M\e\n[e\rva, Phul\u\nices, Ur\e'\3te, &c. are represen-

tatives of the Grreek ^AjrroXkwv, 'A^tWez;?, ^Krakavrri, 'HpaKXrji;,

^AXe^avBpo^, MeveXico^;, UoXweUt]';, 'OpecrrTy?, and of the Latin

Ifmerva, only because the Etruscans did not find it necessary

to express in writing the articulation-vowels of the liquids. It is

interesting to remark that the old poetic dialect of the Icelandic,

as distinguished from the modern tongue, exhibits the same pecu-

liarity; thus r is always written for ur, as in northr, veth\ ahr,

vetr, vitr. There are a few instances of the same brachygraphy

in the oldest Greek inscriptions : thus, on Mr. Burgon's vase we
have AeHNH0N for 'AdrivrjOep. Bockh {C. I. No. 33) has

wrongly read this inscription, which forms three cretics : roov

^K6r]\vrj6ev a\6\cov ifjbL With regard to the form M^Ie, for

which we have Hercole in Dempster, T. i. Tab. vi. ; Lanzi, ii.

p. 205, Tab. xi. n. 1, it is to be remarked that the short u = o

before I appears to be a natural stop-gap in old Italian articula-

1 New Crat. § 107. The word el-em- en-tum, according to the etymo-

mology which has received the sanction of Heindorf (ac?^or.i. Sat. 1.26),

would furnish an additional confirmation of these views. But this ety-

mology cannot be admitted ; and the word must be considered as con-

taining the root ol- (in olere, adolescens, indoles, soboles, proles, &c.), so that

ele-nie7itum=olementum. See Benary in the Berl. Jahrb. for August 1841,

p. 240. As the ludiis, or gladiatorial school, was the earliest specimen of

a distinct training establishment, and as it has consequently furnished a

name to all schools, so its two functions have similarly descended into

the vocabulary of education: for rudi-menta, properly the " foil exercises,"

and ele-menta, properly the " training food," have become synonymous

expressions for early education, just as e-rud-itus, "out of foils," has be-

come the term for a completely learned man.
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tion. Thus we have JEsculaplus for A-lcnckr^nno^. But con-

versely we have the shortened forms vincluin, 'periclum, poclum,

oraclum, sceclum, miraclum, vehidmn, guhernaclum, and the like,

and Herculaneiis is written Herclaneus (see Corssen Ausspr. Vok.

u. Bet. II. pp. 6, 7). When we remember that 'Hpa/c\^9 was

the tutelarj god of the Dorians or Iler-mun-diiri, who conquered

the Peloponnese, we can hardly avoid identifying him with

Her-minius.

If we pass to the consideration of those proper names which

are found in the Latin language, we shall observe peculiarities

of precisely the same kind. For instance, the medials in Idus,

Tlahoniiis^ Vibius^ &c. are represented in Etruscan by the tenues

in Itus^ Tlapuni, Fipi, &c. ; the tenues in Turius^ Velcia, &c.

stand for the aspirates in Thura, FelcJie, &c. ; and the articula-

tion-vowels in Licinms, Tanaquil^ &c. are omitted before or

after the liquids in Lecne, Thanclijll, &c.

The transcription Utuze, for 'OSi^crcreu?, suggests a remark

which has been in part anticipated in a former chapter. We
see that in this case the Etruscan z corresponds to the Greek

-co-, just as conversely, in the cases there cited, the Greek -f is

represented by -ss in Latin. It was formerly supposed that

this Etruscan z was equivalent to X = KS, and this supposition

was based on a comparison of Utuze with Ulyxes. To say no-

thing, however, of the mistake, which was made in assuming that

TJtuze represented Ulyxes and not ^Ohvaaev^, it has been shown

by Lepsius [De Tahh. Eug. pp. 59 sqq. ; Annali delV Instituto,

VIII. p. 168) both that the Etruscans added this z to the guttural

K, as in sranlizl, &c. and also that, when it was necessary to ex-

pi^ess the Greek f, they did not use the letter z, but formed a

representative for it by a combination of K or CH with s, as in

Secstinal = Bextinia natus, and Elclisntre = ^A\€^avBpo<;. Pa-

l^eographical considerations also indicate that the letter corre-

sponded in form, not to f or x, but to the Greek z. We ought,

however, to go a step farther than Lepsius has done, and say

that the Latin x was, after all, in one of its values, a represen-

tative of this Etruscan letter. It is true, indeed, that x does

represent also the combination of a guttural and sibilant; but

there are cases, on the other hand, in which x is found in Latin

words containing roots into which no guttural enters ; comp. rixa
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with epc(; (epcBof;), ipl^co, &c. In these cases it must be supposed

to stand as a representative of the Greek f in its sound sh, and

also of the Hebrew shm, from which p has derived its name

(see Neiv Crat. § 115). With regard to the name Ulysses,

Ulyxes, 'OBvacrev^, etymology would rather show that the

ultimate form of the x, ss, or z, was a softened dental. The

Tuscan name of this hero was Nanus, i. e. '' the pygmy" (Mliller,

Etrush. II. p. 269) ; and, according to Eustathius (p. 289, 38),

'OXuo-creu9 or 'OXtcrcr6U9 was the original form of the Greek

name. From these data it has been happily conjectured (by

Kenrick, Herod, p. 281) that the name means 6-\il^o^, o-Xcaao^i,

JEol. for o-Xtyo^ (Eustath. 1160, 16), of which the simplest form

is XtT09, little: so that Ulysses, in the primitive conception,

was a god represented in a diminutive form.

§ 2. Names of Etruscan divinities derived and explained.

The materials, which are at present available for an approxi-

mate philological interpretation of the Tuscan language, may be

divided into three classes: (1) the names of deities, &c., whose

titles and attributes are familiar to us from the mythology of

Greece and Rome
; (2) the Tuscan words which have descended

to us with an interpretation; and (3) the inscriptions, sepulchral

or otherwise, of which we possess accurate transcripts. Let us

consider these three in their order.

The Tuscans seem to have worshipped three gods especially

as rulers of the sky,

—

Janus, god of the sky in general; Jupiter,

whom they called Tina, god of the day; and Summanus, god

of the night. Of these, Janus and Tina are virtually the same

designation. The root dyd seems to be appropriated in a great

many languages to signify "day" or "daylight." See Grimm,

Deut. MytJiol. 2d ed. p. 177. Sometimes it stands absolutely,

as in dies = dia-is; sometimes it involves u, as in the Sanscr. dyu,

Gr. Zeu9, Lat. deus ; sometimes it appears in a secondary form,

as in the Hebr. yom, Gr. rjjjLepa ; and sometimes it has a dental

affix, as in the Gr. Zr]v, Lat. or Tusc. Janus. It is sufficiently

established that dj, j, y, are different forms of the same articula-

tion, which is also expressed by the Greek f. The fem. of

Janus was Diana: Jwpiter and Diespiter were the same word.
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The Greeks had lost their y-sound, except so far as it was
implied in f ; hut I have proved elsewhere that the t] also con-

tained its ultimate resolution ^ That Tina contains the same

root as Zr]v = Dyan may be proved by an important Greek

analogy. If we compare the Greek interrogative t/[z^]9 with its

Latin equivalent quis^ admitting, as we must, that thaj had a

common origin, we at once perceive that the Greek form has lost

every trace of the labial element of the Latin qu^ while the

guttural is preserved in the softened form ti =j. Supposing

that helnis was the proper form of the interrogative after the

omission of the labial, then, when h was softened into^ = di, as

qu-o-jus became cu-Jus, &c., in the same way /c-€[v]-<; would be-

come Tc[v]<;, the tenuis being preferred to the medial ^. Just so in

the Etruscan language, which had no medials, Z?;z^ = dian-us

would become T{na-\_s\ or Tinia-[s]. This Tina oy Jupiter of the

Tuscans was emphatically the god of light and lightning, and

with Juno and Minerva formed a group who were joined toge-

ther in the special worship of the old Italians. As the Etruscans

^ New Crat. § 112.

^ The crude form of n? is ti-v- (tl-vos, &c.); in other words it is a

compound of two pronominal elements, like els (=€v-s), k^-vos, ttj-vos^

d-vd, e-nim, e-na, &c. Lobeck asserts (Paralipom. p. 121, note) that the

V in Ti-v-6s is repugnant to all analogy, the literce cliticoe of the Greeks

being dentals only,—as if v were not a dental! The absurdity of

Lobeck's remarks here, and in many other passages of his later writings,

will serve to show how necessary it is that an etymologer should be

acquainted with the principles of comparative philology. There are some

observations on this subject in the New Crat. § 38, which more particularly

refer to Lobeck (Aglaopham. p. 478, note i), and to a very inferior man,

his pupil EUendt {Lex Sophocl. prsefat. p. iii ). From what Lobeck said

in his Paralipomena (p. 127, note), one felt disposed to hope that his old-

fashioned prejudices were beginning to yield to conviction. In a later

work, however {Pathologia,'pv3df. pp. vii. sqq.), he reappears in his original

character. The caution on which he plumes himself (" ego quoque ssepe

vel invitus et ingratis eo adactus sum ut vocabulorum origines abditas

conjectura qusererem, cautior fortasse Cratylis nostris, quorum curiositati

nihil clausum, nihil impervium est") is only another name for one-sided

obstinacy ; and whatever value we may set upon Lobeck's actual per-

formances in his own field, we cannot concede to him the right of con-

fining all other scholars to the narrow limits of his Hemsterhusian phi-

lology.
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liad no consonant /, the name of Janus must have been pro-

nounced by them as Zanus. This god, whose four-faced statue

was brought from Falerii to Eome, indicated the sky, or teinplum,

with its four regions. When he appeared as hiceps, he repre-

sented the main regions of the tem])lum—the decumanus and

the cardo. And as this augurial reference was intimately con-

nected with the arrangement of the gates in a city or in a camp^,

he became also the god of gates, and his name ultimately signi-

fied "a gate" or "archway." Su7nmamis, or Submanus, was

the god of nightly thunders. The usual etymology is summus

manium; but there is little reason for supposing that it is an

ordinary Latin word. As Arnobius considers him identical with

Pluto 2, it seems reasonable to conclude that he was simply the

Jupiter Infernus; and as the Dispater of the Tuscans was called

Mantus, and his wife Mania, we may conjecture that Suh-manus

was perhaps in Tuscan Zuv-manus or Jupiter-honus, which is

the common euphemism in speaking of the infernal deities. The
connexion between the nightly thunders, which the ancients so

greatly feared, and the yQoviai (Bpovral, is obvious. Another

gloomy form of the supreme god was Ve-djus or Ve-jovis, who
seems to have represented Apollo in his character of the causer

of sudden death. The prefix Fe- is a disqualifying negative

—

the name signifies "the bad Jupiter." He was represented as a

young man armed with arrows* his feast was on the nones of

March, when an atoning sacrifice was offered up to him ; and he

was considered, like Summamis, as another form of Pluto.

The second of the great Tuscan deities was Juno {Jovino or

Dyuno), who was called Kwpra and Thalna in the Etruscan

language, l^ow Kuj)ra signifies "good," as has been shown

above; and therefore Dea hupra is Dea hona, the common
euphemism for Proserpine. The name Thalna may be analyzed

with the aid of the principles developed above. The Etruscans

had a tendency to employ the aspirates for the tenues, where

' See below, Ch. vn. § 6.

2 The Glossar. Labbsei has Summanus, Upofxrjdevs ; and perhaps Pro-

metheus, as the stealer of fire from heaven, may have been identified

with the god of nightly thunders in some forms of mythology. At Co-

lonus, where the infernal deities were especially worshipped, the titov

UpoixrjBcvs, 6 TTvpcfiopof: 6f.6s, was reckoned among them ((Ed. Col. 55).
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in other forms, and in Greek especially, the tenues were used.

Accordingly, if we articulate between the liquids hi, and substi-

tute t for tJi, we shall have, as the name of Juno, the goddess

of marriage, the form Talljilna, which at once suggests the root

of Talassus, the Roman Hymen, and the Greek TaXt<;, (Soph.

Antig. 629; raXtr r) vv/jLcj^rj, Zonar. p. 1711: raXir r) fiek-

\6<yafjLo<i irapOevo^ /cal KaTcovo/jLaa/j^evrj nvL' ol he ^vvalica

'yaixeTrjv ol Be vvjji^rjv, Hesych. TrfKiha' ovtoo rrjv crvvrjp/jioo--

[Jbevrjv^ id. 8aXiBa<;' ra^ /jLe/JbV7](TTev/jbeva<^, id. raXt^' €p(i)<;, id.) :

comp. also 'yafjuoio Te\o<;, Hom. Od. XX. 74, and the epithet

"Rpa reXeia. The Aramaean ToXiOd (^?J^•'^^p, Mark v. 41) is

not to be referred to this class.

The deity Vulcanus, who in the Etruscan mythology was

one of the chief gods, being one of the nine thundering gods, and

who in other mythologies appears in the first rank of divinities,

always stands in a near relationship to Juno. In the Greek

theogony he appears as her son and defender; he is sometimes

the rival, and sometimes the duplicate, of his brother Mars ; and

it is possible that in the Egyptian calendar he may have been a

kind of Jupiter. Here we are only concerned with the form of

his Etruscan name, which was Sethlans. Apylying the same

principles as before, we collect that it is only Se-tal[a]nus, a

masculine form of Tal[a']7ia {—Juno) with the prefix Se-: comp.

the Greek 7]-\co<;, cre-Xt^vr], with the Latin Sol, Luna, where the

feminine, like Tal[ct\na, has lost the prefix.

To the two deities Tina and Tahia, whose names, with their

adjuncts, I have just examined, the Etruscans added a third,

Minerva, or, as they called her, Menerfa, Menrfa (see Quintilian,

/. 0. I. 4, § 17), who was so closely connected with them in the

reverence of this people, that they did not consider a city com-

plete if it had not three gates and three temples dedicated to

Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva. She was the goddess of the storms

prevalent about the time of the vernal equinox ; and her feast,

the guinquatrus, was held, as that word implied in the Tuscan

language, on the fifth day after the ides of March. The name

seems to have been synonymous with the Greek fjbrjTL^', and

bears the same relation to meyis that luerves (in the Arval hymn)

does to lues : this appears from the use of the verb pvmenervat

{pro monet) Fest. p. 205).
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With regard to the legend that Minerva sprang from the head

of Jupiter, it is to be remarked that the head was considered to

be the seat of the mens, as the heart was of the animus ;

whereas the anima (Lucret. III. 354) permixta eorpore toto, is

diffused all over the frame, and has no special seat assigned to it.

With regard then to the opposition of mens and animus, the

English antithesis of "head" and "heart" sufficiently expresses

it. See Ter. Ayidr. i. 1, 137.

It is easy to explain the names Sdturnus, Vertumnus, Mars,

and Fer'om'a, from the elements of the Latin language. Sdtur-

71US = Kpoj^o9 is connected with sce-culum, as ce-ternus with cevum

(the full form being a^vi-ternus, Varro, L. L. VI. §11), senijpi-

ternus with semjper, and taci-turnus with taceo. Vertumnus is

the old participle of vertor, " I turn or change myself." (See

Ch. XII. §5.) Mars is simply "the male" or "manly god."

Thus Mas-piter is "the male or generating father." The forms

Mar-mar, Ma-murius exhibit the root with an intensive redu-

plication ; the root is strengthened by t, denoting personality, in

Mai'lfls ; and the words Ma-vor\_t\s, Ma-mer\f\s give us both

the intensive reduplication and the strengthening affix (Corssen,

Zeitschr. f. Vergl. Sprf. 1852, p. 32). In this word the idea of viri-

lity is connected with that of protection, and the root is identical

with the Greek Fap-, Sanscr. vri, "to protect," vira, "a man,"

Latin vir, &c. {New Grat. § 285). It has been proposed by Pott

[Etym. Forsch. II. 206) to connect mas with the Sanscrit root mMn
"to think," from whence comes manas "the mind," manushya
" man ;" and we know that this root with these connected mean-

ings runs through a great number of languages : thus we have the

Egyptian men "to construct or establish," month "a man," the

Greek fie/juova, /jltjvvo), &c., the Latin mon-eo, ine-mim, mens,

ho-min, the German meinen, mund, &c. ; and this brings us

back to the goddess Minerva, and other mythological beings, as

Menu, Menes, Minos, Minyas, and ifa/zwz/s [Q. R. CLV. p. 149).

We may also remark that the Hebrew ^'2] mas, is immediately

connected with Hp? meminit. But here the idea is somewhat

different. For the verb *lD°t contains the root har which is found

in the Chald. "l?"*^ and 12 and signifies infigere, inscuJpere,

hence tropically inemori-w infigere, imprimere, (Furst, Concord.
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p. 352). And as "IDJ is opposed to nij^? from 1'p_^ perforavit—
(a memhri genitalis forma distinctioms causa sic dicta, Flirst,

Concord, p. 727), we may conclude that it signifies: 6 Tpvircov,

(cf. ^sch. Fragm. Dan. 38: epa /juev ayvo^ ovpavo^ rpwaai

')(66va). Be this as it may, it is clear that the root Fap- is not

identical with the root man; and it is quite possible that man

should appear distinctively as " the protector," as well as gene-

rally in the character of "thinker" and "indicator." There is

the same opposition with the same parallelism in onanus, the

hand, generally, and specially the right hand, as pointing out

and indicating (cf. fiTjv-vo), mon-strare, Be^-la, ^eU-vvfio, &c.),

and dpi(TT6p6<;, the left hand, as carrying the weapon of defence

(New Crat. § 162, note). The attributes of the goddess Feronia

are by no means accurately known: there seems, however, to

be little doubt that she was an elementary goddess, and as such

perhaps also a subterraneous deity, so that her name will be

connected wiihferalis, ^Oelpeiv, ^€pcre(f>6v7), &c.

AevKoOia, "the white goddess," had a Tuscan representative

in the Mater matuta, "mother of the morning," whose attribute

is referred to in the Greek name, wliich designates the pale

silvery light of the early dawn. Both goddesses were probably

also identical with ILlXelOvoa, Lucina, the divinity who brought

children from the darkness of the womb into the light of life.

Sothtna, a name which occurs in Etruscan monuments (Lanzi, ii.

p. 494), is probably the Etruscan transcription of the Greek

'ZocoSlva ("saving from child-bed pains"), which was an epithet

of Artemis (see Bockh, Corjj. Inscr. no. 1595).

Apollo was an adopted Greek name, the Tuscan form being

Apulu, Aplii, Epid, or Efure. If the " ciistos Soractis Apollo,"

to whom the learned Virgil [/En. xi. 786) makes a Tuscan

pray, was a native Etruscan god, then his name Soranus, and

the name of the mountain Soracte, must be Tuscan words, and

contain the Latin sol, with the change from I io r observable in

the form Epure for Epul: compare also the Sanscr. surya.

Although Neptunus was an important god in the Tuscan

pantheon, it is by no means certain that this was the Tuscan

form of his name : if it was, tlien we have another Tuscan word

easily explicable from the roots of the Indo-Germanic language

;

for Nep-tunus is clearly connected with veco, Nypeix;, vitttco, &c.
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The form Nepumnus (ap. Grut. p. 460) is simply the participle

vLTTToiJLevo^, If the word NetJiuns, which is found on a Tuscan

mirror over a figure manifestly intended for Neptune {Berlin.

Jahrb. for August 1841, p. 221), is to be considered as the

genuine form of the sea-god's name, there will of course be no

difficulty in referring it to the same root (see below, § 5).

The Tuscan Pluto, as is well known, was called Mantus, and

from him the city Mantua derived its name. The etymology of

this word is somewhat confused by its contact with the terms

manes and mania. That the latter are connected with the old

word ma7ius = bonus can hardly be doubted^; and the depre-

catory euphemism of such a designation is quite in accordance

with the ancient mode of addressing these mysterious func-

tionaries of the lower world. But then it is difficult to explain

Mantus as a derivative from this manus. Now, as he is repre-

sented in all the Tuscan monuments as a huge wide-mouthed

monster with a personoe pallentis hiatus, it seems better to

understand his name as signifying "the devourer;" in which

sense he may be compared with the yawning and roaring Cha-

ron'^. This, at any rate, was the idea conveyed by the manducus,

^ Varro seems to connect the word Manius with mane, "morning"

{L. L. IX. § 60).

^ See New Crat. § 283. Another personage of the same kind is Trjpixou,

" the caller." As Charon is attended by the three-headed Kep/Sepos-, so

the three-bodied Geryon has a two-headed dog, ^'Opdpos, who is brother

to Cerberus (Hesiod. Theog, 308, sqq.) ; that is " the morning" (opdpos)

is brother to the " darkness" (KepjSepos : vide SchoL Od. A, 14, and Person

ad I. ; Kep-p-epos' dx^vs, Hesych. ; and Lobeck, Paralipom. p. 32). By
a similar identity, Geryon lives in the distant west, in Erythia, the land

of darkness, just as Charon is placed in Hades ; and these two beings,

with their respective dogs, both figure in the mythology of Hercules, who
appears as the enemy of Pluto, and of his type, Eurystheus. It may be

remarked, too, that Pluto is described as an owner of flocks and herds,

which is the chief feature in the representations of Geryon. Mr. Keight-

ley remarks in the additions to his Mythology, p. 359 :
" Though we could

not perhaps satisfactorily prove it, we have a strong notion that Geryo-

neus (from yrjpvco) is only another form of Hades. They both, we may
observe, had herds of oxen, and the two-headed dog of the former

answers to the three-headed dog of the latter. Admetos, apparently

another form of Hades (p. 122), was also famous for his herds. We find

the herds of Hades (p. 360) pasturing under the care of Menoetius, near

D. V. 12
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another form of mantus; for this was an image " magnis malts

ac late dehiscens et ingentem dentihus sonitum faciens^^ (Fest.

p. 128). ,
The two words may be connected with ma-7i-dere,

/mao-acrOat, the n, which is necessary in manus, manes, being here

only euphonical: similarly, we have masucium, edacem a man-

dendo scilicet (Fest. p. 139), and me-n-tum by the side of /jbarvaL

[=yvaOoc, He&jch..). Compare also mala, maxilla, &c. It is

not improbable that the Greek, or perhaps Pelasgic, fiavTL<^ con-

tains this root. The mysterious art of divination was connected,

in one at least of its branches, with the rites of the infernal

gods. Teiresias, the blind prophet, was especially the prophet

of the dark regions. Now Mayitua, according to Virgil, was

founded by Ociius, ''the bird of omen," who was the son of

Manto, and through her the grandson of Teiresias, This at

least is legendary evidence of a connexion between mantus and

/jidvTi<;. The same root is contained in the mythical mundus

(Miiller, Utrusk. ii. p. 96).

The name Ceres is connected with creare, Sanscr. kri. The

Tuscan name Ancaria may be explained by a comparison of

ancilla, anclare, oncare, kv&^Kelv, cl^kcl'^, &c.

According to Servius, Ceres, Pales, and Fortuna, were the

three Penates of the Etruscans (see Micali, Storia, ii. p. 117).

The last of these three was one of the most important divinities

in Etruria, and especially at Yolsinii, where she bore the name

Nortia, Norsia, or Nursia, and was the goddess of the calendar

or year (Cincius, ajj. Liv, Vii. 3). The nails, by which the

calendar was marked there, pointed to the fixed and unalterable

character of the decrees of fate. The Fortuna of Antium had

the nail as her attribute, and the clavi trahales and other imple-

ments for fastening marked her partner Necessitas (Hor. I.

Carm. XXXV. 17 sqq.) ; under the Greek name of 'ArpoTro?

[Athrjoa) she is represented on a Tuscan patera as .fixing the

those of Geryoneus in the isle of Erythia, and (p. 363) we meet them in

the under-world under the care of the same herdsman. This looks very

like two different forms of the same legend ; the hero in the one seeking

the abode of Hades in the west, in the other in the under-world. The

name Geryoneus might correspond in signification with Kkvrbs and k\v-

[jLevos, epithets of Hades."
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destiny of M€\€aypo<; {Meliacr) by driving in a nail ; thoiigli it

is clear from tlie wings that the name only is Greek, while the

figure of the deity is genuine Etruscan (Mtiller, Etrush. ii.

p. 331). From these considerations it seems a safe inference

that Nortta, or Nursta, is simply ne-vortta, ne-vertia, the "A-rpo-

7ro9, or J' unturning, unchanging goddess," according to the

consistent analogy of rursus = re-versus, quorsus — quo-versus,

mtrorsus = mtra-versus, ^rorsum, prossum^ or pros2tm (in prosa

oralio) — pro-versum, sursum = suh-versum, &c. : and this supposi-

tion receives a.dditional confirmation from the statement men-

tioned below (§ 3), that vorsus was actually a Tuscan word.

The god Merquurius appears on the Tuscan monuments as

Turms = Turmus. This Etruscan name has been well explained

by the Jesuit G. P. Secchi [Annali delV Listituto, viii. pp. 94

sqq.). It appears that Lycophron, who elsewhere uses genuine

Italian names of deities and heroes (as Ma/^e/^ro? for "Ap7]<;, vv.

938, 1410; Nai/o? for 'OBvcrcrev^, v. 1244), calls the x^ovco^

'Epfjbrj<; by the name Teppaev^ (Alex. 705 sqq.)

:

Xlfxvrjv T "Kopvov aiK^iTopvrjTOV ^p6)(Q>

KOL ^cvfxa KooKVTolo Xa^pcodev crKorco

'2Tvy6s KeXaivrjs vacrpov, ev6a Teppievs

opKcopoTovs €T€v^€v ac^diTovs edpas

p-eXXcov yiyavras kotti TiTrjvas rrepav.

Now Turmus certainly does not difier more from this Teppaev^

than Euturpe and Achle from their Greek representatives (Bun-

sen, ibid. p. 175). It might seem, then, that Turmus is not the

Latin Terminus, but rather the Greek 'Ep/jLrj<;; for the Hellenic

aspirate being represented in the Pelasgian language, according

to rule, by the sibilant, this might pass into T, as in rjijuepa,

crrjijiepov, rr^pLepov; eTrrd, Teirra, Hesych.; e/jyctt?, Teppbi<^, id.; &c.

The name Xar, Zas, when it signifies "lord" or "noble,"

has the addition of a pronominal affix -t; when it signifies " god,"

it is the simple root: the former is Lars {Larth), gen. Lartis ;

the latter Lm% gen, Laris. Precisely the same difference is

observable in a comparison between "KvaKe<;, "AvaKoi, " the

Dioscuri," and aW/c-re?, "kings" or "nobles." Similarly the

original Mar-s seen in the forms Mar-mar, Ma-murius, &c. is

lengthened into Ma7^-t-, and from names of towns we have deri-

vatives with the same insertion of a formative t : e. g. Tuder-t-es,

12—2
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Tibur-t-es, Picen-t-es, Fiden-t-es, Fucen-t-es, Nar-t-es, (Corssen,

Zeitschr. f. Vergl. Sprf, 1852, pp. 6, 13). Some suppose that

the English Lor-d is related to the same root; see, however,

New Orat. § 338 : and as the Lares were connected with the

Cabiriac and Curetic worship of the more eastern Pelasgians,

I would rather seek the etymology in the root \a-, \aa-, Xata-,

so frequently occurring in the names of places and persons con-

nected with that worship^, and expressing the devouring nature

of fire. It appears from the word Lar-va that the Lar was

represented as a wide-mouthed figure. There are two feminine

forms of the name, Lar-unda and Lar-entia. The former may
be compared with the Scythian Temarunda and Anglo-Saxon

Scerende (above, p. 60).

This enumeration of the names of Tuscan divinities shows

that, as far as the terms of mythology are concerned (and there

are few terms less mutable) , the Tuscan language does not abso-

lutely escape from the grasp of etymology. If the suggestion

thrown out above (Ch. ii. § 22) respecting the parallelism be-

tween Tina and Tor is to be received, the easy analysis of these

mythical names is to be explained by the fact that they belonged

to the religion of southern Etruria, which was Pelasgian rather

than Scandinavian. Many of the common words which have

been handed down to us present similar traces of affinity to the

languages of the Indo-Germanic family. I will examine them

in alphabetical order; though, unfortunately, they are not so

numerous as to assume the form of a comprehensive vocabulary

of the language.

§ 3. Alphahettcal List of Etruscan Words interpreted.

JEsar, " God." Sueton, Octav. c, 97 :
" Eesponsum est centum

solos dies posthac victurum, quem numerum c littera notaret;

futurumque ut inter deos referretur, quod ^SAE, id est, reliqua

pars e C^saris nomine, Etrusca lingua deus vocaretur." Conf.

Dio. Cass. LVI. 29; Hesych. alaoi' Oeot^ vtto Tvpf)7]va}v. See

Ritter, VorJiaUe, pp. 300, 471, who compares the Cabiriac

1 The following are some of the most obvious appearances of this

root: Sanscrit, las, "to wish;" Latin, lar-gus ; Greek, Xa-fxia, Xd-fios,

Xdpvy^y Xalrfxa, &C. Aaio-Tpvycov, Xaicnrais, Xaccmobias, Arjixvos, ArjTco.
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names ^s-mun, ^s-clef, the proper name ^syetes, asa the

old form of ara, and a great many other words implying

"holiness" or "sanctity:" and Grimm, Deutsche Mythol.

2d edit. p. 22. Comp. also alaa. The most important fact

is that as or ass, pi. aestr, meaning deus, numen, is " nomeyi

nusquam non occurrens^^ [Edda Scemund. Vol. I. p. 472) in

the old Icelandic.

Agalletor, " son." Hesych. dyaWr/ropa' TraiBa, TvpprjvoL This

is pnre Pelasgian, if not Greek. Thus Sophocles, Ayitig. 1115,

calls Bacchus : KaS/xeta? vvfM(f)a<; ayaXfia. Mr. Ellis compares

the Gaelic ogatl, " youthful."

Aijil, "age." This word frequently occurs in sepulchral in-

scriptions with a numeral attached. In one of these we have,

Cf\e\cilfiilf . Papa aif . XXII., with the Latin translation,

Guegilii Papti cetatis XXII. It is obvious, then, that this

word contains the same root as cev-um, ce-tas, alFoov, al^el, &c.

The Pelasgo-Tyrrhenian language always inserts the digamma

in these cases : compare Ala?, written Atfas on the Tuscan

monuments.

Antar, *' eagle." Hesych. avrap' derb^; vtto Tvpprjvcov. See

below, under Fentlia.

Antes, " wind." Hesych. avraf avepuoi and avhar Bopea?, viro

Tvpp7)vwv. This is neither more nor less than the Latin

ventus, which is ultimately identical with the Greek Fdv6fio<i,

and the Teutonic " wind." Mr. Ellis remarks (p. 47) :
" as

antes signifies especially the north wind, ' Boreas,' antar and

antes afford a close parallel to aquila and aquilo, which appa-

rently involve the root ag, ' motion '."

Apluda, "bran." Fest. p. 10; Aul. Gell. xi. 7: ''Hie inquit,

eques Romanus apludam edit, et floces hihit. Aspexerunt omnes

qui aderant alius alium, primo tristiores turbato et requirente

vultu, quidnam illud utriusque verbi foret; post inde, quasi

nescio quid Tusce aut Gallice dixisset, universi riserunt.

Legerat autem ille apludam veteres rusticos frumenti furfurem

dixisse." The passage does not pi'ove that apluda was Tus-

can. The word was probably derived from abludo : cf. Virg.,

Georg. i. 368, 9

:

Saepe levem paleam et frondes volitare caducas,

Aut summa nantes in aqua conludere plumas.
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Mr. Ellis compares the Eseto-Eomansh hleuscha^ "husk,"
'' bark."

Aqidlex, " a collector of springs for aqueducts." Varro op. Nonn,

Marc. 2, 8: " at hoc pacto, utilior te Tuscus aqmlex^

Aracos, ''a hawk." Hesych. "ApaKo<;' lepa^ TvpprjvoL See

Haruspex. We may compare the 0. N. ari, '' an eagle."

Arwius, " ape." Strabo, Xlll. p. 626 D: kol tov<; ind-qKov^ cj^aal

irapa roc^ Tvpprjvoo^ dplpiov^ KoXelcrOai. Hesych.: dpL/jLo^i'

itlOtjko'^. There is no certainty about this word. There is

some confusion of ideas between the place called Arimi on

the coast of Cilicia, and the island Pithecusa on the coast of

Campania. The commentators would connect it with the

Hebrew UTT\ {chdrum) ^ Levit, xxi. 18, which signifies '' snub-

nosed," simus; if this can be admitted, the only way of

explaining the Semitic etymology will be by reading irapa

roL<; Tvploc^ in the passage of Strabo. Mr. Ellis compares

the Armen. ayr, " homo," on the analogy of orang-outang,

which signifies man.

Arse-verse. Fest. p. 18 :
" Arseverse averte ignem significat.

Tuscorum enim lingua arse averte, verse ignem constat appel-

lari. Unde Afranius ait: Inscribat aliquis in ostio arseverse."

An inscription found at Cortona contains the following words

:

Arses vurses Sethlanl te]yhral ape termmi pisest estu (Orelli,

no. 1394). Miiller considers this genuine {quern quominus

genuinum haheamus nihil vetat) ; Lepsius will not allow its

authenticity, but thinks it is made up of words borrowed

from other sources. Be this as it may, the words arse verse

must be admitted as genuine Etruscan ; and they are also

cited by Placidus [Gloss, ajpud Maium, p. 434). It seems

probable that arse is merely the Latin arce with the usual

softening of the guttural ; and verse contains the root of irvp,

pir, feuer, her, &c. Pott [Et. Forsch. I. p. 101) seems to

prefer taking verse as the verb, Lat. verte, and arse as the

noun, comp. ardere. Tejphral must be compared with tej)idus

and the other analogies pointed out above (Ch. ii. § 11) ; it

comes very near to the Oscan teforom [Tab. Agn. 11. 17, 20),

and to the form tliijpurenai in the Cervetri inscription (below,

§ 5). From all these reasons we may conclude that it belongs

to the Pelasgian element in the language. If the Cortona
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inscription is genuine, we must divide pis-est = qui est, and

then the meaning must be, ''Avert the fire, O consuming

Vulcan, from the boundary which is here."

Atcesum, "a vine that grows up trees." Hesych. araicrov' ava-

hevhpa^, TvpprjvoL Can this be the Latin word adhcesum?

Lucret. Iv. 1243 :
" tenve locis quia non potis est adfigere

adhcesumy

Atrium, ^

' ilie cavcedium,^^ or common hall in a Roman house.

Varro, X. X. V. § 161 :
" Cavum cedium dictum, qui locus

tectus intra parietes relinquebatur patulus, qui esset ad com-

munem omnium usu.m... Tuscanicwni dictum a Tuscis, postea-

quam illorum cavum sedium simulare coeperunt. Atrium

appellatum ab Atriatibus Tuscis ; illinc enim exemplum sump-

tum." Miiller [Etrusk. I. p. 256) adopts this etymology

(which is also suggested by Festus, p. 13), with the explana-

tion, that the name is not derived from Atrias because the

people of that place invented it, but from a reference to the

geographical position of Atrias, which, standing at the con-

fluence of many rivers, might be supposed to represent the

compluvium of the atrium. This geographical etymology

appears to me very far-fetched and improbable ; nor, indeed,

do I see the possibility of deriving atrium from atrias ; the

converse would be the natural process. There does not appear

to be any objection to the etymology suggested by Servius

[ad ^n. III. 353) :
" ab atro, propter fumum qui esse sole-

bat in atriis
:''' and we may compare the corresponding Greek

term fjuekaOpov. If atrium, then, was a Tuscan word, the

Latin ater also was of Pelasgian origin. The connexion of

atrium with aWptov, aWovaa, &c., suggested by Scaliger and

others, may be adopted, if we derive the word from the

Tuscan atrus, which signifies ''a day."

Balteus, " the military girdle," is stated by Yarro {Antiq. B.

Hum. 18. ap. Sosip. I. p. 51) to have been a Tuscan word.

It also occurs, with the same meaning, in all the languages of

the German family; and we have it still in our word " belt,"

which bears a close resemblance to the Icelandic noun helti—

zona and the corresponding verb helta = cingere.

Burrus, "a beetle," Hesych. 'Qvppo^' icdvOapo^;, Tvpprjvoi. Is this

the Latin word hurrus f Festus, p. 31 : " hurrum dicebant
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antiqui, quod nunc dicimus rufum. Unde rustic! burram ap-

pellant buculam, qu^ rostrum habet rufum. Pari modo rubens

cibo ac potione ex prandio hurrus appellatur." In Gaelic

hurruis is " a caterpillar."

Bygois, a nymph, who taught the Etruscans the art of inter-

,preting lightning. Serv. ad JEiieid. VI. Vide Dempster,

EtruT. Reg. III. 3.

Camillus, "Mercury'' Macrob. Saturn, III. 8: " Tuscos Ca-

milium appellare Mercuriura." This is the Cabiriac or Pelas-

gian Ka(7//,tXo9. Schol. ApolL Rhod. I. 915.

Cajora, " a she-goat." Hesych. Kairpa' al^, Tvpprjvol.

Capys, " a falcon." Servius {ad jEn, x. 145) :
" Constat cam

(capuam) a Tuscis conditam de viso falconis augurio, qui

Tusca lingua capys dicitur." Fest. p. 43: "Capuam in

Campania quidam a Gajpye appellatam ferunt, quem a pede

introrsus curvato nominatum antiqui nostri Falconem vocant."

For the meaning of the word falcones, see Fest. s. v. p. 88.

If capys —falco^ it would seem that cap-ys contains the root

of cap-ere; for this would be the natural derivation of the

name : cf. ac-cip-iter'^ . We may compare the German hahicJit,

the Welsh hebog^ and the Lapponic hapak. The word cape^

which appears in the great Perugian Inscription (1. 14), is

probably to be referred to a very different root.

Cassis, "a helmet" (more anciently cass-tla, Fest. p. 48).

Isidor. Origg. xviii. 14: " Cassidem autem a Tuscis nomi-

1 See New Cratylus, § 455, To the instances there cited the follow-

ing may be added : (a) l|^3 ,
" a dog," i. e. " the yelp-er." (b) T)^

,

"a raven" {corv-us, Sanscr. hdrava)^ i.e. "a cawing bird." (c) ^ovs

Sanscr. gaus, " the bellowing or lowing animal :" comp, (ioaa> with yoaco,

and the latter with the Hebrew HVil , mugire, " to low like an ox

"

(1 Sam. vi. 12, Job vi. 5), and the Latin ceva, which, according to Colu-

mella (vi. 24), was the name of the cow at Altinum on the Adriatic.

(d) xn^^
" <^h6 goose," i. e. " the gaping bird" {xh^ Kexqvcos, Athen. p. 519 a).

(e) 1^^55 "the tawny wolf," may be connected with IPT?^ "gold."

Perhaps the most remarkable instance of selecting for the name of

an object some single attribute, is furnished by the words scudo and

" crown," both denoting a large silver coin, and both deriving their origin

from a part of the design on the reverse—the former from the shield,

or coat of arms, the latter from the crown, by which it was surmounted.
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natam dicunt." The proper form was capsis^ as the same

writer tells iis ; but the assimilation hardlj disguises the

obvious connexion of the word with cap-ut^ haup-t, &c.

Comp. KOTTiKal' at TrepLKe^cCkalat, with ttJ? kottIBo<;' Aco-

/3tefc<? Be TYjv K€(f>a\rjv ovrco KoXovatv. J. Pollux, ll. 29.

Celer, '' si Tzetzi fides prasbeatur, vox Latina fuit ex Etrusco

nomine usque a Eomuli astate." Amaduzzi, Alphah. Vet.

Etrusc. p. Ixix.

Cyryiiatce, Tyrrhenian settlers in Corsica. Hesych. 'Kvpvi,dTa\L'

ol\ iirl Kvpvov wKTjaav Tvpprjvol, according to Is. Voss's

emendation for Kvpvcdra a.

Damnus, " a horse," Hesych. : hafivo^' tTTTro?, TvpprjvoL. This

seems to be an Etruscan, not a Pelasgian word, and suggests

at once the 0. N. tamr = domttus, assuetus, cicur; N. H. G.

zahn. We have also the Lapponic tamp = equus.

Dea, i.e. hona Dea^ "Cybele." Hesych. hka' 'Pea, vTroTvpprjvcov.

Druna^ '' sovranty." Hesych. Bpovva' y apXV^ ^"^^ TvpprjvSv.

It is clear that this word can have nothing to do with the

Low-Greek Bpovyyo^, " a body of men," Bpovyydpio^iy " a

captain," which are fully explained by Du Cange, Gloss,

Med. et Inf. Grcecit. I. pp. 333, 4. We must refer it to the

O. Norse, droit = doininus, at drottna = imperare^ the dental

mutes being absorbed before the n as in B^i-vo^ for BeiB-vo^^

&c. And thus we get another trace of Gothic affinity for the

Hasena.

Falandum, ''the sky." Fest. p. 88: ^^ Falce [(fydXac oprj,

(TKOTnal, Hesych.] dictse ab altitudine, 2i,falando, quod apud

Etruscos significat coelum." This is generally connected with

<j)d\av6ov, hlond, &c. Or we might go a step farther, and

refer it to (fxiXkay, (/>aXo9, &c., which are obviously derived

from <f>do<;: see Lobeck, Pathol, p. 87. It is also possible

that falandum may be connected with the Icelandic flenna —
hiatus, chasma, which I have cited below to explain the

^tYuscsLnJlenim=pateram. If so, we get the same meaning

as that of the Greek ovpa-v6<; (see N. Crat. § 259).

Favtssa, " an excavation." Fest. p. 88 :
'^ Favissce locum sic

appellabant, in quo erat aqua inclusa circa templa. Sunt

autem, qui putant, favissas esse in Capitolio cellis cisternisque

similes, ubi reponi erant solita ea, qua3 in templo vetustate
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erant facta inutilia." From the analogy of favissa, mantissa,

and from the circumstance that the Romans seem to have

learned to make favissm from the Etruscans, it is inferred

that favissa was a Tuscan word : see Mtiller, ad Festi locum,

and Etrusk. II. p. 239. The word is probably connected

-with, fovea, hauen, &c. We shall see below that lautn was

the Easenic synonym.

Fehruum, "a purification." Angrius, ap. J. Lyd. de Mens,

p. 70 :
'' Februum inferum esse Thuscorum lingua." Also

Sabine : see Varro, L. L. vi. § 13. If we compare fehris,

&c., we shall perhaps connect the root with foveo — torreo,

whence favilla, &c., and understand the " torrida cum mica

farra," which, according to Ovid {Fast. ii. 24), were called by
this name.

Fentlia, according to Lactantius {de Fals, Relig, I. c. 22, § 9),

was the old Italian name of Fatua, the feminine form of

Faunus, " quod mulieribus fata canere consuevisset, ut Faunus

viris." The form Finthia seems to occur on an old Tuscan

monument [Aim. delV Instit. yiii. p. 76), and is therefore

perhaps a Tuscan word. The analogy of Fentlia to Fatua

is the same as that which has been pointed out above in the

case of Mantus. The ^ is a kind, of anuswdraJi very common
in Latin: comp. e%t9, anguis; XelTrco, linquo; Xet%a), lingo;

Sanscr. tuddmi, tundo; vB'cop, undo.; &c.

Floces, " dregs of wine," Aul. Gell. xi. 7;
'^
floces audierat prisca

voce significare vini fsecem e vinaceis expressam, sicuti fraces

ex oleis." Above s. v. Apluda. In Welsh ^es means " dregs."

Fruntac; see Haruspex, and Fliruntac.

Gajms, " a chariot." Hesych. : <yd7ro<i' o^rifia Tvpf)7]voL We
have here FaTro?, a short Pelasgian form of dirrjvT]. Comp.

hahena with %a/8o? (Hesych.), aeXrjvT] with o-eXa<;, avena with

av6(;, &c. In Gaelic ca/p is " a cart."

Ginis, '' a crane." Hesych. : ^[L\vir ^epavo^;, TvppijvoL This

is probably some shortened form like the Latin grus. We
may compare the Old Norse verb gina, which is applied to

wide-mouthed or wide-beaked animals.

Haruspex is generally considered to have been an Etruscan

word. Strabo, xvi. p. 762, renders it by lepoo-KOTro^; : asa or

ara certainly implied "holiness" in the Tuscan language;
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and Hesychius has the gloss, apaKor lepa^, Tvpp7]vot, which

shows the same change from lep- to har- (see above, p. 182).

If these analogies are not overthrown by the Inscriptio hiltn-

guis of Pisaurum [Fahrett. Inscr. c. X. n. 171, p. 646; Oliv.

Marm. Pisaur. n. 27, p. 11; Lanzi, II. p. 652, n. 8, where

\_Gaf^atius L. f. Ste. Jiaruspex fulguriator is translated by

Caphates Ls. Ls. Netmfis Trutnft Phruntac), we may perhaps

conclude that haruspex was the genuine Pelasgian form, trutnft

being the Easenic or Etruscan synonym \ For the word

harus or ars- see the Umbrian ars-mo (above, p. 117). On the

supposition that trutnft corresponds to haruspex, it furnishes

an important confirmation of the general theory respecting

the Low German origin of the Easena. For the oldest forms

of Scandinavian divination exhibit to us the haruspex fur-

nished with a wand which he waves about, and the Northmen

no less than the Greeks regarded an oracular communication

as emphatically the truth : see note on Find. 01. viii. 2, where

the poet says, addressing Olympia, with reference to the cele-

brated oracle of the lamidse : Siawocv 'A\7]6eia<^, ha jMavTie^

av8p6<; i/jLTTvpoi^ Te/cfiaipo/jLevoc TrapaTrecpoovrac At09, "0! queen

of oracular truth, where men of divination forming their

judgment (taking their tohens) from the burnt-offerings search

into the will of Jove:" and compare Hymis-Quida I. Edd.

Scemund. I. p. 118:

'Athr sathir yrthi

Hristo teina

Ok a hlaut sa.

which is rendered :
" antequam verum deprehenderent, con-

cusserunt hacillos (divinatorios) et sanguinem sacrum inspexe-

runt." With this view of divination the lituus of the Etruscan

augur entirely corresponds : and as tru in Icelandic signifies

fides or religio, and fit-la — leviter digitos movere (where -la is

merely a frequentative affix, Eask, Old Norse Orammar,

p. 168), I recognize te{nn = hacillus in the middle of tru-tn-ft,

and refer the whole to the use of the lituus by the Etruscan

1 Aufrecht (apud Bunsen, Christ, and Mankind, in. p. 138) derives

haruspex from haru= exter ; cf. x^^-^^i Old Norse garner, O. H. G.

mitti-garne, Lith. zarna, Sanscr. Jiira, Old Latin hira.
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haruspex. Those who are not satisfied with this analysis may
compare trut7ift with the Eunic truiin, "God" (Dieterich,

p. 322), and/e^a, " invenire " (Egilsson, p. 167).

Ulster^ "an actor." Liv. vii. 2 :
" Sine carmine ullo, sine imi-

tandorum carminum actu, ludiones ex Etniria adciti, ad tibi-

cinis modos saltantes, hand indecoros motus more Tusco dabant.

Imitari deinde eos jiiventus, siniul inconditis inter se jocularia

fundentes versibus, coepere; nee absoni a voce motus erant.

Accepta itaque res s^piusque usurpando excitata. Vernaculis

artificibus, quia Mster Tusco verbo ludio vocabatur, nomen
histrionibus inditum : qui non, sicut ante, Fescennino versu

similem incompositum temere ac rudem alternis jaciebant; sed

impletas modis saturas, descripto jam ad tibicinem cantu,

motuque congruenti peragebant." (See above, p. 157.) It

appears from this, and from all we read of the hister^ that he

was a mimic actor; his dance is compared by Dionysius to

the Sicinnis; so that the word seems to be synonymous with

B6LK7)\iKT7j^, aud thc root is the pronoun t- or M- {N. Crat.

§ 139), which also enters into the cognate words i-mitor, l-ao<;,

elK-cov, &c., and appears in the termination of oleaster, &c.

(Lobeck, Fathol p. 79).

Bus, " the division of the month." Varro, L. L. vi. § 28 :
" Idus

ab eo quod Tusci itits.'" Cf. Macrob. Sat. I. 15. As itus was

the ^L^o[jLr]via of the Tuscan lunar month, its connexion with

the root id- or fid- is obvious : comp. di-vido, vid-uus, &c.

So Horat. IV. Carm. XI. 14

:

idus tibi sunt agendse

Qui dies mensem Veneris marinse

Findit Aprilem.

Lcena, "a double cloak." Fest. p. 117: " Quidam appellatam

existimant Tusce, quidam Grsece, quam 'yXavlBa dicunt." If

it be a Tuscan word, it is very like the Greek : compare lurt-

dus, lac, Xiapo^, &c., v\dth ^Xwpo?, ya-\a, ')(^Xtap6<;, &c. Varro

{L. L. V. § 133) derives it from lana.

Lanista, " a keeper of gladiators." Isidor. Origg. x. p. 247 :

" Lanista gladiator, i. e. carnifex Tusca lingua appellatus."

Comp. lanms, &c., from the root lac-, or the Irish la7in, "^a

sword." Gladiatorial games are expressly stated to have been

derived by the Eomans from the Etruscans : see Nicolaus
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Damasc. a^ud AtJien. IV. 153 F, above, p. 81, and below, s. v.

Ludus.

Lar, " a lord." Explained above, p. 179.

Leine. This word occurs in sepnlchral inscriptions generally

along with ^ril and a numeral. It is a quasi-substitute for

aifil, and as it seems to be a verb it must mean either vixit or

obiit. Mr. Ellis (p. 57) assumes the former, and compares the

Armenian linel, "to be." As, however, vixit annos is ren-

dered by avil ril, and not by leine ril, I am disposed to render

the word by ohiit, in such passages as : Thana Cainei ril leine

LV.; or: A Pecni ril Liii. leine; or: aural clan leine. And if

so, it is to be connected with the Old Norse linna, " cessare,

desinere," Gothic and O. H. G. lennan.

Lituus, "an augur's staif, curved at the end;" also, "a curved

trumpet:" see Cic. Diviri. ii. 18; Liv. I. 18. It constantly

occurs on Etruscan monuments (see Inghirami, VI. tav. P. 5, 1).

Muller justly considers this word an adjective signifying

'* crooked" {Etrush. II. p. 212). It contains the root li-,

found in li-quis, oh-liquus, li-ra, litus (TrXdyco^), \e')(^pLo^, Xtd-

^€Lv, &c. ; and is perhaps the Latin for teinn (above, p. 187).

Lucumo, whence the Eoman prsenomen Lucius (Yaler. Max. de

Nomin. 18), "a noble." The Tuscan form was Lauchme,

which the Umbrian Propertius has preserved in his transcrip-

tion Lucmo {El. IV. 1, 29) :' prima galeritus jposuit prmtoria

Lucmo. The word contains the root luc-, and may therefore

be compared with the Greek FeXeoz^re?, designating, like the

Tuscan term, a noble and priestly tribe {N. Crat. § 459). The
ipyaSeof; correspond to the Aruntes, who are regularly con-

trasted with the Lucumones (above, p. 125).

Ludus. The ancients derived this word from the Lydian origin

of the Etruscans, from whom the Romans first borrowed their

dancers and players. Dionys. Antiqu. II. 71 : Ka\ovfj.6vot vrpo?

avTOov iirl Trj<^ iraihia^; rrj^i viro Kvhwv e^evprjaOai hoKOvcrrj^;

\vBl(0V6<;, €iK6ve<;, w? i/jbol Sofcec, rwv ^aXlcov. Appian, VIII.

de Reb. Pun. c. QQ : Xopo<; KiOaptcnwv re Kal TLTVpcarcov et?

fjLLfjL'^/jLara TvpprjVLKrj'; 7rofi7rr]<;...AvBov<; aVTOV<; KaXovcnv, ore

(olfiaL) Tvpp7]vol AvScov aTroiKot. Isidor. p. 1274: " Inde Ro-

mani accersitos artifices mutuati sunt, et inde ludi a Lydiis

vocati sunt." Hesych. Ii. p. 506: AvSol ovrot ra? ^ea? evpecv
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Xeyovrat, oOev koL 'VcofiacoL \ovSov<; <^acn, Comp. also Valer.

Max. II. 4, 4; Tertull. de SpecL v. The derivation from the

ethnic name Lydius is of course a mere fancy. It does not,

however, seem improbable that, as the armed dances as well

as the clownish buffooneries of the Eomans were derived from

. Etruria, so the name, which designated these as jokers and

players {ludiones). was Etruscan also, like the other name

Mster, which denoted the imitative actor. If so, the word

Indus was also of Tuscan or Pelasgian origin. Now this word

ludus is admirably adapted to express all the functions of the

Tuscan ludio. It is connected with the roots of Icedo (comp.

cudo^ ccedo)^ \oiSopo<;, Xl^co, Xaadco, (=7ra/f(w, Hesych.). Con-

sequently, it expresses on the one hand the amusement afforded

by the gesticulations of the ludio (o-^T/z^-artfeTai TrocKiXax; eh

yekcora^ Appian, u. s.), and on the other hand indicates the

innocent brandishing of weapons by the armed ludio as com-

pared with the use of arms in actual warfare. This latter

sense was preserved by Indus to the last, as it signified the

school in which the gladiators flayed or fenced with wooden

foils [rudes) preparatory to the bloody encounters of the arena.

That the ludiones were Tuscans even in the classical age is

clear from Plautus, Curculto, I. 2, 60 sqq. : ^^pessuU, heus,

pessuli, vos salutd lubens—fite causa mea ludti hdrhari ; sub-

silite, obsecro, et mittite istanc'foras," punning on the resem-

blance of j)essuU to the prcesules of these Tuscan dancers (see

Non. Marc. c. Xll. de Doctorum Indagine, p. 7.83, Gottofr.).

Mr. Ellis compares the Irish luth, " nimble," " active,"

which harmonizes with the dances at least of the Tuscan

ludiones.

Luna^ the Tuscan port, probably got its name from the half-

moon shape of the harbour. See Pers. vi. 7, 8; Strabo, v.

p. 222; Martial, xiii. 30. The Tuscan spelling was perhaps

Losna (= Lus-na)
, which is found on a patera (see Miiller,

Etrush. I. p. 294). With this we may compare the Irish

luisne, " flame."

Manus or Manis, " good." Apparently a Tuscan word; at any

rate, the manes were Tuscan divinities. Fest. p. 146, s. v.

Manuos; Serv. ad ^n. i. 139, III. 63. So cerus manus, in

the Salian song, was creator homes. Fest. p. 122, s. v. Matrem
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matutam; comp. Varro, L. L. vii. § 26. We may perhaps

recognize the same root in a-mcenus, Lithiian. aimesnis.

Mantisa^ " weighing-meat." Fest. p. 132 :
" Mantisa addita-

mentum dicitur lingua Tusca, quod ponderi adicitur, sed dete-

rius et quod sine ullo usu est. Lucilius : mantisa obsonia

vincUy Scaliger and Voss derive it from manu-tensa, "eo

quod manu porrigitur." It is more probably connected, like

me-n-da, with the root of /jLolttjv; compare frustum with

frustra.

Nanus, " the pigmy." Lycophr. Alex. 1244: Naz^o? irXavacai

TTavT ipevvrjaa^ iJbV')(ov. Ubi Tzetzes : o 'OSfcrcre?)? irapa rot?

Tvpcryvoi^; vdvo<i KaXelrat, SrjXovvro^ rov ovofiaTo^i rov ifkavr}-

T7JV. This interpretation seems to be only a guess based on

the ifKavalo-i of Lycophron. The considerations mentioned

above (§ 1) leave it scarcely doubtful that the Tuscan word,

like -the Latin nanus, refers to the diminutive stature of the

hero, which is also implied in his common name Ulysses. The
Greek words vavo^, vdvvo<;, vdvLaKo<;, vavd^co, vdvLov, &c. have

the same meaning. The word, therefore, being common to

the Tuscans, Greeks, and Romans, is indubitably of Pelasgic

origin.

Nepos, "a profligate." Fest. p. 165: ''' Nepos luxuriosus a Tus-

cis dicitur." Probably, as Miiller suggests [Etrush. I. p. 277),

the word which bears this meaning is not from the same root

as the Siculian nepos, "a grandson" (Gr. veTrov^, d-veyfrw?,

Germ, neffe). Many etymologies have been proposed; but I

am not satisfied with any one of them. Might we connect

the word with ne-potis, Gr. d-KpaTr]^, dK6\aaT0<;?

Phynmtac — falguriator . See the Inscriptio hiUngms quoted

above s. v. Haruspex. We must consider this Tuscan word

as standing either for Furn-tacius or for fulntacms : in the

former case it is connected with the Latin furnus, fornax,

Greek Trvp, Germ, ^ewr, &c., Old Norse yi^r ox fyr ; in the

latter it may be compared \fith. ful-geo, ful-men, (fyXe-y-ecp,

(j)\6-^, &c. It is not impossible that both roots may be ulti-

mately identical : compare creber, celeher ; cresco, glisco

;

Kpavpo^jr , KaXavpo^jr ; crus, o--«;eXo9 ; culmen, celsus, koXo-

(j>c6v, /cpdvLov, Kopv(f)ri, &c. ; but the r brings the word nearer

to the Old Norse, which the theory would lead us to expect

;
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and as tak-na in Icelandic signifies ominari, we could not

have a nearer translation of haruspex fulguriator than tru-

ten-fit furn-tak = veri-bacillum-contrectans igne-ommans = dXr)-

6opa/3Sov6fio^ TTvpo/mavTi^, "the fire-tokener who waves the

wand of divination." When such coincidences explain all the

elements of two compound words, the meaning of which is

established by monumental evidence, the result ought to be

conviction rather than surprise.

Quinquatrus. Varro, L. L, VI. § 14: '' Quinquatrus ; hie dies

unus ab nominis errore observatur, proinde ut sint quinque.

Dictus, ut ab Tusculanis post diem sextum idus similiter voca-

tur Sexatrus, et post diem septimum Septimatrus, sic hie,

quod erat post diem quintum idus, Quinquatrus.^^ Festus, p.

254: '• Quinquatrus appellari quidam putant a numero dierum

qui feriis iis celebrantur: qui scilicet errant tam hercule, quam
qui triduo Saturnalia et totidem diebus Competalia : nam om-

nibus his singulis diebus fiunt sacra. Forma autem vocabuli

ejus, exemplo multorum populorum Italicorum enuntiata est,

quod post diem quintum iduum est is dies festus, ut aput Tus-

culanos Triatrus et Sexatrus et Septimatrus et Faliscos

Decimatrusy See also Gell. N. A. ii. 21. From this we
infer that in the Tuscan language the numeral quinque, or, as

they probably wrote it, cfincfe, signified " five," and that

atrus meant " a day." With regard to the numeral, Steub

states that c/ii means "five" on a newly discovered die, and

he translates the inscription {Bullet. Arch. 1836, p. 147)

Thancoilu avils cis cealcks by Tanaquil cetatis LV, inferring

that cealchs = cealicJias means the decad of five, because the

Lithuanian liha — Bi/ca (Grimm, Gesch. d. deutsch. Spr. p.

246), which, however, indicates the addition of ten, and not a

multiplication by that number ; for e. g. heturolilca is 14 and

not 44 (Pott, Zdhlmethode, p. 186). That, however, quinque =

cfincfe is likely enough to represent the Etruscan is shown by

the Etruscan form of the praenomen Qui7itus, which is written

Cuintus (see Dennis, ii. p. 412). With the latter part of the

word, perhaps connected with aWpiov, we may compare the

Tuscan atrium^ according to the second of the etymologies

proposed above.

RamnenseSy Tities, Luceres. Varro, X. Z. v. § 55 : " Omnia
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lisec vocabula Tusca, ut Yolnius, qui tragoedias Tuscas scripsit,

dicebat." See Miiller, Etrush. I. p. 380.

Bil, " a year." This word frequently occurs before numerals in

sepulchral inscriptions ; and, as the word aifil = cetatis gene-

rally precedes, ril is supposed with reason to mean annum or

annos. It is true that this word does not resemble any

synonym in the Indo-Germanic languages ; but then, as has

been justly observed by Lepsius, there is no connexion be-

tween annus, eTo^ and mr, and yet the connexion between

Greek, Latin, and German is universally admitted \ The word

ril appears to me to contain the root ra or re, implying " flux"

and "motion," which occurs in every language of the family,

and which in the Pelasgian dialects sometimes famished a name

for great rivers (above, p. 6Q). Thus Tihe-ris, the Tuscan

river, is probably "the mountain-stream;" see below, § 6.

The termination -I also marks the Tuscan patronymics, and, in

the lengthened form -Uus, serves the same office in Latin (e. g.

Servi-lms from Servius). The Greek patronymic in -S??? ex-

presses derivation or extraction, and is akin to the genitive-

ending. This termination appears in pel-rov, pel-O-pov, &c.,

which may therefore be compared with ri-l. If the I repre-

sents a more original n, ril comes into immediate contact with

the Icelandic renna "to run" or "flow," whence retnandi

vatn = aqua-fluens, and the river Rhine probably received

its name from this source, for renna, A. S. rin = ciirsus aquce.

How well suited this connexion is for the expression of time

need not be pointed out to the intelligent reader. The fol-

lowing examples from the Latin language will show that the

etymology is at least not inconsistent with the forms of speech

adopted by the ancient Italians. The Latin name for the

year

—

annus, more anciently anus—of which annulus or

anulus (Schneider, Lat. Gr. i. p. 422) is a diminutive—denotes

a circle or cycle—a period—a curve returning to itself; and

the same is the origin of the other meaning of aims, i. e. ah

orhiculari figurd. Now as the year was regarded as a num-

ber of months, and as the moon-goddess was generally the

1 See the other instances of the same kind quoted by Dr. Prichard,

Journal of B. G. S. ix. 2, p. 209.

D. V. 13
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feminine form of the sun-god\ we recognize Annus as the god

of the sun, and Anna as the goddess of the moon ; and as she

recurred throughout the period of the sun's course, she was

farther designated by the epithet peretina. To this Anna
_perenna, "the ever-circling moon," the ancients dedicated the

ides of March, the first full moon of the primitive year, and,

as Macrobius tells us {Saturn. I. 12), " eodem quoque mense

et publice et privatim ad Annam Perennam sacrificatum itur

ut annare jperennareque commode liceat." The idea, therefore,

attached to her name was that of a regular flowing, of a con-

stant recurrence; and d-nus denotes at once '' the ever-flowing"

(ae-z^ao?) and "the ever-recurring" (ael veoybevoi)'. see New
Crat. § 270. Now this is precisely the meaning of the com-

mon Latin adjective J9ere?^m5/ and sollennis {— quod omnibus

annis prcestari debet, Festus, p. 298) has acquired the similar

signification of "regular," "customary," and "indispensable."

It is, perhaps, worth mentioning that in a Tuscan monument
(Micali, Storia, pi. 36) Atlas supporting the world is called

A-ril. If Atlas was the god of the Tuscan year, this may
serve to confirm the common interpretation of ril; and d-nus =
jd-nus will thus correspond to d-ril both in origin and signifi-

cation ; for it is certain that via) and peco spring from a com-

mon source {New Crat. u. s.). Aufrecht (ap. Bunsen, Christi-

anity and ManMnd, III. p. 102) compares the Umbr. alc-nos

with am-nis, and from this derives an original ap-nus, which

would contain the Sanscrit root ajp, "water," and so come more

1 In the Penny Cyclopedia s. v. Demeter, I remarked, as I had pre-

viously done in the Theatre of the Greeks^ " that in the Roman mythology

as well as in the Greek, we continually find duplicate divinities male and

female, and sometimes deities of a doubtful sex (Niebuhr's Rome, Yol. ii.

pp. 100, 101, Eng. Tr.; and Philolog. Mus. i. pp. 116, 117). Thus the sun-

god and the moon-goddess are always paired together." From this the

writer of the article Roman Calendar in Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities,

borrowed his statement, that "the tendency among the Romans to have

the same word repeated first as a male and then as a female deity, has

been noticed by Niebuhr," &c.; and because I took the liberty of repeat-

ing myself, in a former edition of the present work, this compiler has

assumed, with amusing efi*rontery, that I was copying the trifling appro-

priation of which he had probably forgotten the source.
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immediately into harmony with my view of the question. It is

worthy of remark that annus appears in inscriptions under the

forms adnus or atnus (Fabretti s. v.), which may be compared

with the name of the Tuscan river Arnus,

Stroppus, ^'a fillet." Fest. p. 313: ^^ 8troppus est, ut Ateius

philologus existimat, quod Greece arpocpiov vocatur, et quod

sacerdotes pro insigni habent in capite. Quidam coronam esse

dicunt, aut quod pro corona insigne in caput imponatur, quale

sit strophium. Itaque apud Faliscos diem festum esse, qui

vocetur struppemna, quia coronati ambulent. Et a Tuscu-

lanis'^ [for another instance of the similarity of language be-

tween the people of Falerii and Tusculum, see under Quinqua-

tTus\^ "quod in pulvinari imponatur, Castoris struppuni vocari."

Idem, p. 347 :
" Struppi vocantur in pulvinaribus fasciculi de

verbenis facti, qui pro deorum capitibus ponuntur."

Suhulo, '' a flute-player." Varro, L. L. vil. § 35 :
" Subulo

dictus quod ita dicunt tibicines Tusci : quocirca radices ejus in

Etruria non Latio quserunda^." Fest. p. 309: '' Subulo Tusce

tibicen dicitur ; itaque Ennius : subulo quondam marinas

adstabat plagasT Compare sibilo, al^wv, si-Ienus, atcj^iXocD,

d-av(jyr}\o<;, &c. Fr. sijffleT, persifler, &c.

Toga. If toga was the name by which the Tuscans called their

outer garment, the verb tego must have existed in the Tuscan

language ; for this is obviously the derivation. That the

Tuscans wore togas, and that the Romans borrowed this dress

from them, is more than probable (Miiller, Etrusher, p. 262).

If not, they must, from the expression used by Photius [Lex.

s. v.), have called it TrjjSevva, which was its name in Argos

and Arcadia.

Trutnft = tru-ten-fit : see s. v. Haruspex.

Vorsus, " one hundred feet square," is quoted as both Tuscan and

Umbrian. Fragm. de Limit, ed Goes. p. 216 :
" Primum

agri modulum fecerunt quattuor limitibus clausum figurse,

quadrates similem, plerumque centum pedum in utpaque parte,

quod Grgeci irXeOpov appellant, Tusci et Umbri vorsum.'' For

the use of liKeOpov, see Eurip. Lon. 1137. In itself vorsus is

the integral part of the area; but the lines forming right

angles in the vorsus and in the whole area were termed prorsi,

i. e. pro-versi limites, when they followed the main direction,

13—2
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but trans-versi when tliey crossed it [Hygin. p. 167, 17, &c.).

The word unwersus derives its meaning from the same class of

expressions (above, p. 32). The fact that vorsus is a Tuscan

word confirms the etymologies of Vertumnus and Nortia.

§ 4. Etruscan Inscriptions—Difficulties attending their Inter-

])retation>

In passing to our third som'ce of information respecting the

Tuscan language—the inscriptions which have been preserved

—

we are at once thrown upon difficulties, which are still beyond

the reach of a complete solution. We may, indeed, derive from

them some fixed results with regard to the structure of the lan-

guage, and here and there we may find it possible to offer an

explanation of a few words of more frequent occurrence. In

general, however, we want a more complete collection of these

documents; one, too, in deciphering which the resources of

palaeography have been carefully and critically applied. When
we shall have obtained this, we shall at least know how far we
can hope to penetrate into the hitherto unexplored arcana of the

mysterious Etruscan language ^

1 The most complete collection of Etruscan inscriptions that we

have at present is that of G. B. VermigHoli {Antiche Iscrizioni Perugine,

ed. 2, Perugia, 1833), but this is generally limited to the inscriptions at

Perugia, and does not include the numerous fragments which have been

published by the Archseological Society at Rome and by other col-

lectors. How far the want will be supplied by the copies of Etruscan

inscriptions to be contained in Fabretti's Glossarium Italicum, of which

three parts have appeared (Aug. Taurinorum, 1858, 1859), will be seen

when the work is completed. The following extract from the Pro-

spectus will show what Fabretti promises :

—

" L' autore di questo Glossarium italicum non s'indirizza propria-

mente a colore che ban fama di maestri nelle filologiche discipline, e

che finora vegliarono nel sollevare il velo che cuopre gli scritti monu-

menti de' padri nostri ; che anzi e' si glova dell' opera loro per ottenere

che il beneficio venutone alia scienza si estenda ai meno versati in questo

genere di studi ed a quanti amano inoltrarsi, per men aspro cammino,

nel campo delle ricerche storiche e filologiche suU'antica Italia. A molti

tornera utile, se non c'inganniamo, I'aver sott*occhi in un comedo volume

tutte le inscrizloni antichissime appartenenti alle varie contrade della

patria nostra (e molte delle etrusche inedite o corrette sugli original!),
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Eeferring to tlie theory, that the Etruscan nation consisted

of two main ingredients—namely, Tyrrheno-Pelasgians, more

or less intermixed with Umbrians, and Rnstians or Low Ger-

mans^, the former prevailing in the South, the latter in the

e trovar facilmente i vocaboli di ogni dialetto territoriale ricordati dagli

scrittori o ricavati dai monumenti, colle dichiarazioni degl' interpret!

migliori, coi raffronti tra le diverse lingue e con la scorta delle etimo-

logie ; SI che facciasi palese che le prische favelle italiche si collegano

colla latina lingua e coi parlari moderni, e che questi e quelle si recon-

giungono alia grande famiglia indo-pelasgica."

1 The idea that one ingredient, at least, in the old Etruscan language

was allied to the most ancient type of the Low German, as preserved in

the Icelandic inscriptions, occurred to me when I was reading the Runic

fragments with a different object in 1846. A long series of independent

combinations was required before I could bring myself to attach any im-

portance to the primd facie resemblances which struck me on the most

superficial comparison of documents, apparently so far removed from the

possibility of any mutual relations. But I have quite lately discovered

that the same first impressions were produced and recorded just one hun-

dred years before I communicated my views to the British Association.

A folio tract has come into my hands with ihe following title: Alphabetum

veterum Etruscorum secundis curis inlustratum et auctum a Joh. Chrst.

Amadutio [Amaduzzi], Rom. 1775, and I find the following statement in

p. xli. : "nemo melius hujusmodi cerebrosa tentamina ridenda suscepit

quam anonymus quidam scriptor (qui Hieronymus Zanettius Venetus a

quibusdam habitus est) qui anno 1751 opusculum {Nuova trasjigurazione

delle lettere Etrusclie) ediJit lepidum et festivum satis, in quo .... literas

quibus [monumenta Etrusra] instructa sunt Geticas ac Runicas potius...

statuendas comminiscitur ... Id etiam nonnuUis Runicis sive Geticis ad-

ductis monumentis et cum iis, quee Etrusca censentur, facta comparatione

evincere nititur." With more etymological knowledge, but with the

same inability to appreciate the importance of the evidence which he

was adducing, the reviewer of Jakel's superficial book in the Quarterly

Review (Vol. xlyi. p. 347) remarks :
" It is strange but true that some

of the most striking coincidences are between the Latin and the Teutonic

dialects of Scandinavia and Friezeland—regions which Roman foot never

touched. Here are a few of the Scandinavian ones: ahstergo, afstryka;

ahstralio, affdraga; cams, kaer; candela, kindel; clivits, kleif (cliff); &c.

In all these cases the word has disappeared, or at least become unusual,

in the German. In Friezeland hospes is osb, 'inacula is magi, rete is rliwyd,

turtus is turtur, &c." I do not know to whom Bulwer Lytton refers [My
Novel; Blackwood's Magazine, Sept. 1850, p. 247), where he speaks of

some speculator on races who had identified the Danes with the ancient
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north-western part of Etruria,—it is obvious that we cannot

expect to find one uniform language in the inscriptions, which

belong to different epochs and are scattered over the territory

occupied in different proportions by branches of cognate tribes.

Accordingly, we must, if possible, discriminate between those

fragments which represent the language in its oldest or un-Ra-

senic form, and those which exhibit scarcely any traces of a

Pelasgic character.

§ 5. Inscriptions in ivMcJi the Pelasgian element jpredominates.

Of all the Etruscan cities the least Rasenic perhaps is Ccere^

or Agylla, which stands in so many important connexions with

Eome. Its foundation by the Pelasgians is attested by a great

number of authorities (Serv. ad^n. viii. 478; Strabo, V. p. 220;

Dionys. Hal. ill. 58; Plin. j^. ^. iii. 8): its port, Tivpyoi, had

a purely Pelasgian or even Greek name, and the Pelasgians

had founded there a temple in honour of WiXyOvca (Strabo, V.

226; Diod. xv. 14). In the year 534 B.C., the people of Agylla

consulted the oracle at Delphi respecting the removal of a curse;

and they observed, in the days of Herodotus, the gymnic and

equestrian games which the Pythoness prescribed (Herod. 1. 167)

:

moreover, they kept up a connexion with Delphi, in the same

manner as the cities of Greece, and had a deposit in the bank

of the temple (Strabo, v. p. 220).

As the AgyHasans, then, maintained so long a distinct Pe-

lasgian character, we might expect to find some characteristics

in the inscriptions of Caere, or Cervetri, by which they might

be distinguished from the monuments of northern and eastern

Etruria. There is at least one very striking justification of this

supposition. On an ancient vase, dug up by General Galassi at

Etruscans, because they both called their gods uEsar, and who had re-

cognized the root of this word in the name of Asia.

1 Lepsius (die Tyrrli. Pelasger, p. 28) considers Ccere an Umbrian and

not a Pelasgian word, -re being a common ending of the names of Um-
brian towns; thus we have Tiite-re on coins for Tuder. The original

name was perhaps Kaiere, which contains a root expressive of antiquity

and nobility (above, p. 7).
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Cervetri, the following inscription is traced in very clear and

legible characters

:

Mi ni JceOuma, mi maOu maram lisiai Oipurenai;

EOe erai sie epana, mi neOu nastav helecpu.

It is obvious that there is an heroic rhythm in these lines ; the

punctuation and division into words are of course conjectural.

This inscription differs from those which are found in the Um-
bro-Etruscan or Easenic districts, and especially from the Peru-

sian cippus, in the much larger proportion of vowels, which are

here expressed even before and after liquids, and in the absence

of the mutilated terminations in c, I, r, which are so common in

the other monuments. The meaning of this couplet seems to be

as follows : "I am not dust; I am ruddy wine on burnt-ashes

:

when" (or "if") "there is burning-heat under ground I am
water for thirsty lips." Mi is clearly the mutilated i-fjLi = ea-ixC-.

That the substantive verb may be reduced to e-fil, with the first

syllable short, is clear from the inscription on the Burgon vase,

which Bockh has so strangely misunderstood [G.I. n. 33), and

which obviously consists of three cretics : twv 'KOrj
|
-vrjOev a-

\

6\(Dv ifjbl. ||.
Ni is the original negative, which in Latin always

appears in a reduplicated or compounded form. The same form

appears in Icelandic. KeOuma is the primitive form of %^(wi/,

')(^da/jLa-\6<;, j(aiJbai, humus, &c.; and may not ')(^6a[Jba' be an off-

shoot of the Hebrew nDl^;-^, in which the aleph, as in many other

cases, represents a stronger guttural? (see above, p. 91). The

1 Dr. L. Steub {zur Rdtischen Ethnologie, p. 223) considers that mi

is me, and not djjiL Thus he translates mi suthi Larthial Muthikus " me
posuit L. M." According to him suthi is a verb connected with sidOf

l^(o, sidjo, saljdn, seizin. And he is not deterred by the appearance of

turce in the same sentence with suthi (Lanzi, ii. p. 497; Miiller, Etrush.

I. p. 452). For he considers turce to be another verb, analogous to

mulenike (Miiller, ii. p. 352), lupuce=vixit, taiseke, peruce, calesece, mianece,

miace (Bullet. Arch. 1850, p. 40), being all homogeneous forms. Simi-

larly, in an inscription on a vault (Bullet. 1833, p. 55), eithfanu sathec

lautn. Pumpus, he extracts the meaning : hocce (or idee) fanum posuit

L. P.y and mi cana is me posuit. In the inscription quoted above ,he

changes mini into mim; and so also in the Naples inscription, where he

reads : mim mulveneke Veltha in Pupliana, and renders the words, me

fecit Vidtho in Populonia.
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difference of quantity in the second mi will not prevent us from

identifying it with the first, which is lengthened by the ictus.

MaOu is the Greek [jueOv, Sanscr. madliu. Ma7'am is the epithet

agreeing with matlm: it contains the root mar-, found in yiapcov

(the grandson of Bacchus), and in "I<7-yLtapo9, the site of his

vineyards (see Od. ix. 196 sqq.), and probably signifying

''ruddy" {/xaipco, /juatpa, &c.). The fact that J/ar6> was an agri-

cultural cognomen at Mantua is an argument in favour of the

Etruscan use of the root. Lisiai is the locative of lisis, an

old word corresponding to lix, " ashes mingled with water."

%ijpurena% is an adjective in concord with lisiai, and probably

containing the same root as tepidiis, tejoliral, teforom, &c. (above,

pp. bQ, 156). EOe is some particle of condition or time^. Erai

is the locative of epa, " earth." The idea of this second line is

conveyed by the sneer of Lucretius (iii. 916 sq. Lachmann) :

" Tanquara in morte mali cum primis hoc sit eorum,

Quod sitis exurat miseros atque arida torres—

"

where Lachmann quotes Cyrill. airoKavixa ustilacio, torres; and

it is probable that epana is synonymous with torres, and that it

may be connected with hairTco, &c., as epulce is with hairdvrj,

daips, heliTvov, &c., or ignis with the root daJi, " to burn." 8ie

(pronounced sye) is siet = sit (so ar-sie = ad-sis and si= sit in the

Eug. Tables). There can be little doubt that 7ie6u means " water"

in the Tuscan language. There is an Etruscan mirror in which

the figure of Neptune has superscribed the word Nethuns = iVe-

thu-7i-[u]s. The root is ?2e-, and appears under a slightly different

development in the next word, nastav (comp. vaafj^o^, vaOfiG^^,

0. H. G. naz), which is probably a locative in -(j)i, agreeing with

helecpu, and this may be referred to %etXo9, Police ;!^eX\o9, Latin

Jieluo, &c.

There is another inscription in the Museum at Naples which

also begins with mi ni, and presents in a shorter compass the

1 Mr. Ellis remarks (p. 52, note) that ethe means "if" in Armenian,

and as this inscription is cleai-ly of a Pelasgian character, this coincidence

seems to strengthen the supposition that the Armenian afl5nities of the

Etruscans, so far as they can be made good, belong to the non-Easenic

part of the language (ab^ve, p. 167).
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same features with that which has just been quoted. It runs

thus in one Hexameter line

:

Mi ni mulve neke velOu ir pupliana,

and seems to mean : "I am not of Mulva nor Volsinii, but

Populonia." For neka = neque see N. Crat. § 147. Ir is the

conjunction d\\a= "but" (compare the O.N. an-nar with our

other, or)', and as Velsa or Velthu signifies the city Volsinii

(Miiller, Etr. I. p. 334), and as pupUana obviously refers to

Fuplana = Fopulonia (Miiller, I. p. 331), I would suppose a place

Mulva, whence the pons Mulv-ius, two miles from Rome, (Taci-

tus, Annal. XIII. 47. Hist. I. 87. ii. 89. iii. 82), and the proper

name Mulvius (Horace, I. Serm. vii. 36) \

Besides these, we have a great number of inscriptions be-

ginning with the syllable mi, mostly from Orvieto (i. e. uy^hs

vetus, Volsinii?); and an inspection of those among them which

are most easily interpreted leaves us little reason to doubt that

this syllable represents the verb elfjil, which has suffered decapi-

1 Dr. Karl Meyer (in the Gelehrter Anzeigm of the Royal Academy at

Munich, for 1843, pp. 698—735) has endeavoured to explain the two

Pelasgian inscriptions on the supposition that the Pelasgians, though

Caucasian, belonged to the J5gypto-(Chaldeo)- Celtic group of people,

who inhabited the Caucasian regions in the most primitive times, and

were therefore pre-Sanscritic in the formation of their languages (p. 728).

He thus borrows his suggestions from the fragmentary and half-under-

stood remains of ancient Egyptian on the one hand, and from modem
Irish and Welsh on the other—a mode of proceeding which to myself

appears not likely to lead to any safe results. His interpretation of the

Cervetri Inscription is as follows: *'ich {mini, as in 2 p. pi. pass.!!) sage

(Eg. ct-, Champ, p. 378; Gaelic, cet-aim; Goth, quithan, &c.), dass ich

riihme (Irish, muidhini) die Huld (mdri O.H.D =fama) des Lisias Purenas

(Thipurenas) und die seiner Frau Gemahlin (herae, and Irish, bean =
woman!) singe (Irish, nasaim), preise (same with t inserted, as in gusto,

from yeuo)!) und verkiindige ich (Cymr. hlavara)," The following is

Meyer's explanation of the Naples inscription :
" Ich salbe mich mit

populonischem Oele, d. 1. Oel der stadfc Populonia," i.e. mulvene is from

the Irish morfas, ** train oil," comp. jjLoXvvetv, (!); ceveWm, Irish, healadh,

" to anoint," from ekaiov with the digamma, cf. (3a\avos, &c., ir from the

Egypto-Celtic r, ir, " to make," as an afSx to the passive voice in Latin,

&c.(!) But even supposing these comparisons were as safe, as they seem

to me far-fetched and improbable, why is such an inscription, applicable

only to a man, found on a vessel ?
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tation in the same manner as the modern Greek vd for tva,

A collection of these inscriptions has been made by Lanzi [Saggio,

IT. p. 319, Epitafi scelti fra jpiu antichi, no. 188-200)^; and

Miiller thinks {Etrush. I. p. 451) that thej are all pure Pelas-

gian. Some of them, indeed, seem to be almost Greek—at least,

they are more nearly akin to Greek than to Latin. Take, for

instance, no. 191, which has been adduced both by Miiller and

by Lepsius, and which runs thus

:

Mi kalairu fuius.

Surely 'this is little else than archaic Greek : elfu YLaXaipov

Futo?. In regard to the last word at any rate, even modern

Latin approaches more nearly to the Etruscan type. It is well

known that the termination -al, -ul in Etruscan indicates a

patronymic. Thus a figure of Apollo, found in Picenum, is in-

scribed, Jupetrul Epure, i.e. "Jupiter's son, Apollo." The
syllable -al corresponds to the Latin form -alts, but in its sig-

nificance as a patronymic it is represented rather by -i-h'us, as

in Servius, Servilms ; Lucius, Lucilius; &c. According to this

analogy, fi-Uus, from fio^ is nearer to the Etruscan than cfyvLo^,

from the iEolic </)i;t« {Et M. p. 254, 16).

§ 6. Transition to the Inscriptions wMcJi contain Scandina-

vian words. The laurel-crowned Apollo. Explanations of

the words Clan and Phlekes.

There is another inscription of this class which deserves

particular notice, because, though it is singularly like Greek, it

contains two words which are of constant occurrence in the least

Pelasgian of the Etruscan monuments, and furnish us with the

strongest evidence of the Low-German or Scandinavian affinities

of a portion at least of the Etruscan language. A bronze figure,

representing Apollo crowned with laurel (Gori, Mus. Etrusc. I.

pi. 32) , has the following inscription

:

Mi phleres epul aphe aritimi

phasti ruphrua turce den ceca.

^ There is also an old inscription in the Vatican Library which belongs

to the same class : mi Venerus Jlnucenas, which Mommsen would render

(Unterital. Dialekte, p. 18): sum Veneris Erycince. He has mentioned some
others of the same kind.
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The first sentence must mean : swn donarium Apollini et Ar~
temidi. The form Art-timi-, as from Ar-twii-s, instead of the

Greek "Ap-TefjbL[8]<;, is instructive. We might suppose from this

that Ari-twii-s, the "virgin of the sea," and ^Ape-dovcra, "the

virgin swiftly flowing," were different types of one and the same

goddess (see above, pp. 45, 59). 'Apre/bLr/f} appears to me to be

a derivative from "Aprefic^. The next words probably contain

the name and description of the person who made the offering.

The name seems to have been Fastia Bvfrunia or Rufria,

Lanzi and Miiller recognize a verb in turce, which is of frequent

occurrence on the Etruscan monuments, and translate it by
iiroiet, dedit, dviOTjKe, or the like. Lanzi goes so far as to

suggest the etymology [Se-]Scop7jK€. And perhaps we might

make a verb of it, were it not for the context^. Its position,

however, between the proper name and the word cleti, which in

all other inscriptions is immediately appended to the name and

description of a person, would induce me to seek the verb in

ceca (probably a reduplication, like ^epe on the Todi statue

:

compare chu-che, cechaze in the Perugian inscription, and cechase

on the Bomarzo sarcophagus, Dennis, I. p. 313), and to suppose

that Turce is the genitive of the proper name Tuscus.

The word den, one of the two to which I have referred, some-

times stands in contrast to eter, etera,—a word at once suggest-

ing either the Latin veter (vefus), Lith. wets, or the Latin iterum,

Umbrian etre. Thus we have on the same monument

;

La . Fenete La . Lethial etera

Se . Fenete La . Lethial clan

:

and again:

eterav clenarci.

The order of the words seems to show that etera means "the

elder" and den "the younger;" but if etera = alter, we should

infer that dan must mean the first or head of the family

^

1 Steubj who, as I have mentioned, takes turce as a verb, renders the

inscription; me donarium F. R. posuit filii causa.

2 Steub opposes etera to den, as "old" to "young;" thus in the

inscription (Bullet. 1850, p. 92) eterav clenarci, he renders the words,

senes juvenesque. Mr. Ellis considers it scarcely doubtful that cla7i means

"son."
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Taking den or clan by itself, there are etymological arguments

for both conclusions. On the one hand it may be remarked,

that the root, which in the Greek and Latin languages signifies

Jiead^ summit^ top^ is eel-, cul-, clt-, koX-, Kop-, or Kpa-. These

are in effect the same root,—compare glisco, cresco, &c. ; and it is

well known, that words denoting height and elevation—or head-

slii]y, in fact—^^are employed to signify ranh. Now the transition

from this to primogeniture—the being first in a family—is easy

and natural: compare the ''patrio princeps donarat nomine

regem" of Lucretius (i. 88). Therefore, if den or dens (in Latin

danis or danius) is connected with the root of celsus, cul-men,

colUs, divus, Kd\o(f)(ov, Kopv<pr}, KvpLo<;, fco[pavo<;, /covpo^;, K6po<^,

Kvp^a^, Kpdviov, &c., it may well be used to signify the first in a

family. Cf. the Hebrew Wi^l, "de cujuscunqu.e rei initio,

principio, origine {ye\ut Jlummis) , summitate, velut de montium

verttcthus, &c." (Flirst, Cojic. s. v.). To this it may be added

that there were two rivers in Italy which bore the name of

Clanis or Clanins ; the one running into the Tiber between

Tuder and Volsinii, the other joining the sea near the Tuscan

colony of Vulturnnm. Now the names of rivers in the Pelasgian

language seem to have some connexion with roots signifying

" height," " hill," or " hill-tower." This has been indicated

above in what has been said of the names of the Scythian rivers

(Chap, II. § 10). The Tile-ris—i\iQ ''Tuscan river," as the

Latin poets call it—seems to have derived its name from the

Pelasgian teha, "a hill," and the root ri, "to flow" (see above,

Chap. IV. § 2). And the Clan-is and Cla?i-ius, which flow

down from the Apennmes, may well have gained a name of

similar import. On the other hand, we shall find that the most

obvious result from an examination of the northern languages

is in favour of the supposition, that den either signifies "little"

as opposed to "great," or "son" as opposed to "father." For

though the root M- in kit/, Jcliffe, Meyf, signifies altitude and

climbing, and though kladcr in Icelandic denotes "a rock," we
find that, with the affix w, Jden or Mien in Icelandic, and in

Grerm. Jdein, signify "little," but primarily in the sense of "a
child" as opposed to "a man;" and it may be a question w^hether

the idea of derivation, which I have just indicated in the river as

compared with the mountain, may not be at the basis of the
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ordinary meaning of Iden or Ideine, And thus wlietlier the

Etruscan den signifies ''young" generally, or simply "the

child" in particular, in contrast with the parents, the Icelandic

will help the explanation. This result is supported, not only, as

I have already mentioned, by the order in which etera and den

appear, "but also by the occurrence of den in conjunction with

the adjunct er or era, which, if there is any truth in the Scandi-

navian hypothesis, must be compared with the Old Norse ceri or

67'^', "junior" (Egilsson, Lexicon, p. 131). In the Perugian in-

scription (1. 6) we have aras pei^as, which may be the genitive

cases of a substantive and adjective denoting "younger child"

(compare pera with the root har, and the words haro, ham,

"bairn," &c.). And that dan means "son" in particular rests

to a certain extent on positive evidence. For the only bilin-

gual inscription, in which I have found dans, seems to imply

that, unless otherwise expressed, this word merely denotes son-

ship. It is (Dennis, ii, p. 426)

:

F. Caszi C. clans

C. Cassius C. F. Saturninus.

Where G. Clans = 0. F., the cognomen Saturninus being an

addition in the Latin version. This view is confirmed by the fact

that dan sometimes occurs in the same inscription with the

matronymic in -al, as in the inscription quoted above; and while

in the bilingual inscriptions this matronymic is rendered by
natus, dans, as we have seen, is translated filius, and sometimes

filius is added without any corresponding dan in the Etruscan

inscriptions. The following examples will show all the different

usages of this adjunct

:

A. Clan or den used with a genitive case and without any

patronymic.

a. Phasti Ruphrua Turce den ceca. (Gori, Mus,

EtrusG. I. pi. 82, i.e. in the inscription under

consideration.)

b. V. Caszi C. clans. (Dennis, ii. p. 426.)

C. Cassius C F. Saturninus.

B. Clan, with a patronymic, and without a genitive

:
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Laris Pumpus Arnthal dan cechase. (Dennis, i.

p. 313).

And so in the second inscription quoted above.

C. Patronymic without clan, but with natus in the Latin

translation.

(a). VI. Alphni nuvi. cainal

C. AlJlusA.F, Cainnia natus, (Dennis, ii. p. 354.)

(b). Vet, Venzileal Phnalisle

C. Vensius C. F. Ccesia natus. (Id. it. p. 371.)

(c). Cuint. Sent. Arntnal

Q. Sentius L. F. Arria natus. (Id. ii. p. 412.)

(d). Pup. Velimna Au. Capliatial

P. Volumnius A. F. Violens Cafatia natus. (Id.

II. p. 475.)

From this it appears that clan represents the son or daughter

as opposed to the father, the mother's name being given in the

matronymic.

The other of the two words in this inscription, to which I

have adverted, is jphleres, which clearly means donarmm, or

something of the kind. This word, as we shall see directly,

occurs on a number of small Etruscan objects, which are of the

nature of supplicatory gifts. And it would be only fair to con-

clude that the word denotes ''vow" or " prayer," as included in

the donation. Now we know from Festus (p. 230, cf. 77, 109)

that ^loro and im^loro or endojploro in old Latin signified in-

clamo without any notion of lamentation or weeping. If, then,

we compare the Icelandic ^e^V^', Suio-Gothic j^ere with the Latin

^lures =pie-ores, we shall easily see ]iow j^hleres may contain the

same root SiS j^loro =ple-oro (below, Ch. xii. § 2), especially since

the Latin language recognizes a similar change in Jleo compared

with pluo. The word is then in effect equivalent to the Greek

dvdOrjfia, as in Cicero {ad Attic, i. 1) :
" Hermathena tua valde

me delectat, et posita ita belle est ut totum gymnasium t^Xlov

dvdOrjfJia esse videatur." Thus it means a votive offering, like

the votiva tahella of the ancient temples, or the voto of the

modern churches in Italy; and it is easy to see how the ideas
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of " VOW," "prayer," '' invocation," ''offering," may be repre-

sented by sucli an object. Accordingly the inscription of the

laurel-crowned Apollo will signify: Sum votwum donarmm
Ajpollini atque Artemidi; Fastia Rufria^ Tusci Jilia, faciundum

curavit. For if we compare ceca with cechaze or cechase^ we
may render it with reference to the Icelandic hasa^ Danish

kohase, '' to heap np " or '' build." The same word cecha im-

mediately follows den in an inscription running down the right

leg of the statue of a boy in the Museum at Leyden, which

is as follows (Lanzi, ii. 533; Micali, AnticM Monumenti, pi.

43 ; Miiller, Denkmdler^ No. 291) : Velias Fhanacnal Thuphlthas

Al^an Aenache den cecha tuthines tlenacheis. Steub renders

this :
'' Velius Fanacnal [vovit] segri pueri causa sanata segri-

tudine." The latter part of this inscription must of course

be compared with that on the statue of Metellus, commonly

called the arringatore, in the gallery at Florence (Dempster,

Etruria Regalis, T. i. pi. 40 ; Miiller, Benkmalev, No. 289
;

Vermuglioli, pp. 35 sqq. ; Micali, Antidii Monumenti^ pi. 44, n. 2),

which is as follows : Aulesi Metelis Ve. Vestal densi cen phleres

tece sansl tenine tuthines cMsflics. Steub' s rendering is :
" Auli

Metelli Y. V. filii causa donum dedit Sansl Tenine sanato vul-

nere." In both cases his conjectures seem to have little probabi-

lity. If Steub is right in his analysis of cealdis (above, p. 129),

chisflics ought also to be a numeral, and if so, there would be

a similar presumption respecting tlenacheis in the other inscrip-

tion. But it is idle to indulge in such conjectures. AU that

can be said with any confidence is that in each of the inscriptions

the last two words are parallel expressions in an absolute case,

probably the genitive singular, explaining the cause or motive

of the offering, and that with the exception of the verb cecha in

the Leyden inscription, and the words cen ^hleres tece in that on

the statue of Metellus, the remaining words are proper names or

personal designations. That tece is a verb (we may compare the

Old Norse talca^ which has several applicable meanings), and

that cenjphleres tece Sansl Tenine probably means " hoc donarium

obtulit Sansilius Tenina," may be inferred from the fact that these

words nearly constitute the whole inscription on the right thigh

of a hullata statua, formerly in the Museo Graziani, which differs

from that at Leyden only in the fact that the boy is sitting instead
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of standing (Dempster, Etruria Regalis, plate XLV.; Vermiglioli,

p. 42) . Here the words are : phleres tec Sansl ever. The last

word is discussed in § 8. And whatever it means, the other

three words must surely mean: " donarium obtulit Sansilius."

On the Leyden hullata statua we have the word aVpan^ which

occurs in several inscriptions, and which Fahretti (s. v. p. 79)

renders by lubens. But it appears to me from the position to be

in every case the proper name Alumnus, i. e. Albanus (above,

p. 6), Alpinus, Alj^onus, or some other name derived from Alpes.

We have seen above in a bilingual inscription that Aljphni is

rendered Alfius,

§ 7. Iascri])tlons containhig the loords SuTHi and TnsGE.

It has been mentioned that the word ])lileres appears on a

number of smaller or moveable objects. In one of these it has

appended to it the word three. Thus we have

eca ersce nac achrum phler-thrce. (Dennis, i. p. xc.)

This inscription is found on an amphora from Yulci, and in con-

nexion with a picture representing the farewell embrace of

Admetus and Alcestis. It may be assumed, therefore, that the

amphora was a farewell offering from a husband to his deceased

wife, and that the monument to which it belonged was sepul-

chral or funereal. If ih-on jjhleres signifies a votive offering, the

additional word three must indicate "mourning" or *' sorrow.''

And here the northern languages at once come to our aid ; for

in Suio-Gothic trcega = dolere and trcBge= dolor ; and in Icelandic

at trega — angere or dolere, and treg{= dolor; and to the same

root we may refer the Icelandic threk= gravis labor or molestia;

for tregi also means imjpedimentum. See Specimen Glossarii ad
Edd. Soemund. Vol. II. p. 818: " {at) Trega (A) ' angere,' ' do-

lorem causare,' B. i. 29 : tregr mik that, ' id mihi segre est,'

G. III. 3 : tregratJi ydr, ' molestum non est vobis,' GH. 2.

(B) 'dolere,' 'lugere.' Hinc treginn 'deploratus' 1. 'deplorandus'

imde foem. pi. tregnar, Priore sensu A. S. tregian. Tregi * moeror,

dolor' (passim). Germ, trauer. Trcege, trege ' vexatio,' ' indigna-

tio.' Originitus forsan verbotenus :
' onus,' ' moles.' Germ.

tracht, Dan. draght, Angl. draught. Cf. tregr ' invitus,' ' segnis,'

Germ, trdg, Al. treger. Forsan a draga ' trahere,' ^portare.'
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Treg-rof
^ luctimm,^ 1. ' calamitatum series vel etiam disciissio.'

"

The connexion of this word with traho brings it into still greater

affinity with the old languages of Italy, and the evidence from

the context is conclusive for the meaning. Many Etruscan in-

scriptions like those quoted above (pp. 207, 208), introduce eca,

cen, or ceken, which are obviously pronouns or adverbs signifying

'this,' or 'here' in accordance with the root Jc- which appears in

all the Indo-Germanic languages. The Cervetri inscription has

taught us (above, p. 200) that era signifies ' earth ' (N. H. G.

erde, Goth, airtha, Altfr. irthe^ Gr. epa). Consequently, ersce

would naturally denote an earthenware vessel, for -ska is a very

common termination in Icelandic names, as hern-ska " childish-

ness," ill-ska^ " malice," &c. And as cen or celien is found in

similar connexions, eca must be the feminine of the pronominal

adjective ecus^ eca, ecum, agreeing with ersce. We have in

Etruscan inscriptions not only eca but ca, anken and acil as

pronouns corresponding to the Umbrian eso (see Fabretti, s. vv.)

.

As achrum is clearly the locative of acher which occurs in the

great Perugian inscription, and which at once suggests the Ice-

landic akr. Germ, acker, ager, we may fairly conclude that nac

is the preposition which, under the form na, nalie, nach, is found

in all the Teutonic and Sclavonian languages : and thus the

Vulci inscription will mean ;
" this earthen vessel in the ground

is a votive offering of sorrow."

By the side of cen filleres we have, on larger monuments,

eca or celien sutlii or sutliinesl. Thus we find

:

eca sutlii Lartliial Cilnia (Dennis, i. p. 600).

celien sutlii liinthiu thues (Vermiglioli, i. p. 118, ed. 2).

eca sutliinesl Titnie (Dennis, i. 242, 443)

.

eca sutlii Amcie Titial (Vermiglioli, i. p. 131, ed. 2).

Here again the Icelandic comes to our aid, for sut is dolor,

mcBstitia, luctus, and is so completely a synonym of tregi that we
have tregnar and sutir in the same stanza of Hamdis-Mal [Edd.

Scemund. II. p. 488) ; and nesla or linesla =funis, laqueus : so

that we may translate eca sutlii, "this is the mourning," and

eca sutliinesl, " this is the sorrowful inscription^." Comparisons

1 Steub renders nesl by noviier.

D.v. 14
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of individual words in languages not known to be the same are

of course eminently precarious. But it is impossible to resist

the evidence of affinity furnished bj the fact that the words three

and suthi, constantly occurring on Etruscan monuments of a

funereal character, are translated at once by the Icelandic syno-

nyms ^/-e^z and 5z^^, both signifying "grief" or ''sorrow." If

we had only this fact we should be induced by it to seek for

further resemblances between the old languages of Northern

Europe and the obscure fragments of the old Etruscan.

§ 8. Inferenees derivcible from the ivords SvER, CVERj and

ThuR or ThAUR.

It has been already mentioned that the inscription on the

right leg of the sitting figure of the boy of the Museo Graziani

ended with the word ever. There is another sitting figure of

the same kind, which was found at Tarquinii in the year 1770,

and which had an inscription on the left arm (Amaduzzi, Alpha-

hetum veter. Etruseorum. p. LXII.). Of this arm unfortunately

only the shoulder remains, but the mutilated fragment of the

inscription contains this same word ever. As the word occurs in

both cases on the statues of boys, the Italian scholars not unna-

turally compare it with the Greek Kopo^ (Vermiglioli, p. 45,

ed. 2). And as the female figure belonging to the Marchese

Obizo is supposed to represent Proserpine, it is proposed to read

cure, {. e. Koprj for sver, which is found in the following inscrip-

tion, engraved on the robe of the figure (Vermiglioli, p. 44, ed.

2); ^hleres tlenasies sver'^. But this same form sver is found

also on a monument beginning with (e)ca suthi (Vermiglioli,

p. 131, 1. 6, ed. 2), which is therefore of a funereal character,

and there is no reason to doubt that the huUatce statuce were

memorials of deceased children. Without therefore thinking it

necessary to alter the texts of the inscriptions, I should be

inclined to suppose that ever and sver are either synonymous

adjectives or participles expressive of sorrow, or that they are

slightly different forms of the same word. In either case the

old Teutonic comes to our assistance. On the supposition of two

Steub renders this, doniun languidi vel cegri.
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synonymous words we have the Teutonic root quar, quer (Lat.

queri), "to groan or grieve" (Graif, Sprscli. IV. 679), by the

side of sueran — dolere, suero = dolor (Graff, VI.), Old Engl, sor,

New Engl, sorroio, Old Norse sver. Or if, instead of this, which

appears to me the most natural supposition, we endeavour to

unite the two words in one form, we must have recourse to the

idea of prostration and lying in the grave ; and here the Icelandic

gives us the verb tliverra = minui, disj)arere, the adjective

tliverr — transversus, and its adverb thverz=transversi7n (vid. J^dd.

Scemund. Vol. II. Spec. Gloss, pp. 859, 860). And in the cognate

languages we find the same change in this word as might be

assumed in the ever and sver of the Etruscans : for while the

Icelandic tliverr, Engl, thwart, Dan. tver, Germ, zioerch, exhibit

the dental more or less assibilated as in sver, the German quer

and English queer give us a guttural instead of a sibilant as in

ever. The forms of tliverra, when passive, are eh tliverr, tlivarr,

thorinn; when active, eJc tliverra, tliverda : and tliurr, tliurt,

tliyrrmn, signify " aridus," "siccus," like the German durr.

Without stopping to ask whether these latter forms are derived

in any way from the verb tliverr, which is quite possible, it is

worthy of remark that in those sepulchral inscriptions, in which

the word ever or sver does not occur, we have, in corresponding-

places, the word thaure, tliurasi (Yermigl. p. 118, ed. 2), thuras,

tliaura, tliuruni [Inscr. Per. 11. 6, 20, 41). And in one old

epitaph (Lanzi, Saggio, II. p. 97, no. 12) we find : mi sutlii L.

Feltliuri, tliura, where the position of the last word almost leads

us to render it : "I am the lamentation for L. Felthurius

deceased."" The inference derivable from the appearance of these

forms is that either synonymous words expressive of grief and

sorrow or connected words significant of decay, prostration, and

death, and liable to the same modification, jprohably existed both

in Old ISTorse and in Etruscan. The amount of probability

depends upon the cumulative effect of the other evidenced But

1 I may mention in passing that suer actually occurs in Runic inscrip-

tions in the sense "father-in-law;'* thus: iftir Kuihr'ikr suer sin (Die-

terich, Runen-Sprscli. p. 265) ; and that I do not regard this as more than

an accidental coincidence with the expressions under consideration. For

suer is the corrupted form of the Goth, swaihro, Germ, schwieger, Lat.

sccer, Gr. eKvpos, Sanscr. pvapwra.

14—2
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in any case the effect must be a strong presumption in favour of

the Teutonic analogies of one element at least in the Old Etrus-

can language. Our object is, not to interpret the monuments,

for that is probably an unattainable result, but to determine the

character of the language, and this problem receives an approxi-

mate solution in every case of successful comparison with one

and the same class of idioms, even though the comparison

should present itself in the form of an alternative.

§ 9. Striking coincidence hetween the Etruscan and Old Norse

in the use of the auxiliary verh Lata.

Whatever may be thought of the verbal resemblances be-

tween the Old Norse and the language of the Etruscan frag-

ments, it must be admitted by all sound philologers that we have

an indisputable proof of the affinity of these idioms in the gram-

matical identity which I communicated to the British Associa-

tion^. Every reader of the Hunic inscriptions must have noticed

the constant occurrence of the auxiliary or causative verb lata =
facere in causa esse, of which the Eddas give us the forms eh

Imt, let, Idtit (see Egilsson, Lex. Poet. Ant. Ling. Sept. p. 495).

Thus we find : Lithsmother lit hahva stein aufti Jidihirn fath^

i.e. ''Lithsmother let engrave a stone after (in memory of) his

father Julibirn." Thorstin lit gera merlzi stir Suin fathur sin^

i. e. " Thorstin let carve marks in memory of his father Sweyn."

Ulfktil uk Ku uk JJni thir litu raisa stin iftir Ulffathur sin,

i. e. " Ulfktil and Ku and Uni, they let raise a stone in memory
of their father Ulf" (vide Dieterich, Rimen-Sprach-Schatz, p.

372). Now we have here, as part of a constantly-recurring

phraseology, an auxiliary verb, signifying "to let" or "cause"

followed by an infinitive in -a. On reading the first line of the

longest Etruscan inscription, that of Perugia, we seem to stum-

ble at once upon this identical phraseology, for we find : eu lat

tanna La Rezul amev achr lautn Velthinas. If we had no other

reason for supposing that there was some connexion between the

Scandinavians and Etruscans, we could not avoid being struck

by this apparent identity of construction. As, however, we have

1 Report, 1851, p. 158.
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every reason to expect reseniHances bet^^een the two languages,

it becomes a matter of importance to inquire whether the gram-

matical identity can be established; and this amounts to the

proof that lat and tanna are both verbs. Of course there is no

primd facie reason to conclude that tanna is a verb. On the

contrary, Niebuhr {Kleine Scliriften, II. p. 40) thinks that tliana

is a noun signifying " a lady," and that Tanaquil is only a

diminutive of it ; and Passeri, whom he quotes, suggests that

Thana is a title of honour, nearly equivalent in meaning, though

not of course in origin, to the modern Italian Donna (from

domma). Even on the supposition that we have here the same

language as that of the Eunic monuments, it might have occur-

red to any one to compare tanna with the accusative pronoun

tJiana, as in stin tliana (Dieterich, p. 79). Fortunately, how-

ever, about the time when this comparison between the Runic

and Etruscan phraseology first occurred to me, my friend, Mr. J.

H. Porteus Oakes, returned from a tour in Italy, and presented

to the Museum at Bury St. Edmund's a small patera or saucer,

which he had obtained at Chiusi, and which exhibits the follow-

ing legend : stem tenilaeth nfatia. This at once furnished me
with the means of proving that lat tanna in the Perugian In-

scription were two verbs, the latter being an infinitive and the

former an auxiliary on which it depends. For it is obvious that

tenilaeth is the third person of a transitive verb, the nominative

being Nfatia, probably the name of a woman (cf. Caphatial —

Cafatia natus in Dennis's bilingual inscription, il. p. 475), and

the accusative being stem for istam, Umbr. est- (cf. mi with

e-mi, &c.). The verb tenilaeth manifestly belongs to the same

class of forms as the agglutinate or weak-perfects in Gothic,

which are formed by the affix of the causative da, as soki-da,

^'I did seek" (Gabelentz u. Lobe, Goth. Gramm. § 127). We
have this Gothic formation in the Latin ven-do, ])en-do, &c. ; and

I have discussed in a subsequent chapter the remarkable causa-

tives in -so, -sivi, as arces-so, capes-so, qiicB-so, &c. It is clear

then that lat tanna represents as separate words what tenilaeth

exhibits in an agglutinate form. In the latter case the auxiliary

is in the present tense, which in Gothic is formed in th; and

lat is a strong perfect. There is no difficulty about the meaning

of tanna, tern, which are clearly identical with the Icelandic
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thenia = tendere, 0. H. G. danjan, denjan, A. S. dkenjan, N. H.

G. dehnen, Gr. Teivco, ravvco,' Sanscr. tan-, and therefore signify

"to offer," like the Jj^tin ^orr{go or ^orricto. "Giving," says

Grimm ("liber schenken u. geben," Berl. AhJiandl. 1848) "pre-

sumes a taking, and the outstretched hand is the sign of "both"

(see Pott, Zdhhneth. p. 272). If this is the true explanation of

the root when it occurs as a verb, we may reasonably apply the

same interpretation to its use as a noun. In this it appears

under all the different forms tliana, tliania, thasna, tania,

tannia, dana, and tha (Miiller, Etrush. ir. 303, 315). From
the collocation it is clear that the word is equivalent to plileres,

or rather it signifies " an offering" generally, without the impli-

cation of a vow or prayer. Thus, while we have in the only urn

with an inscription among the Etruscan specimens in the rooms

adjoining the Egyptian collection in the British Museum : thana

celia cumniza, we find on one of Lanzi's [Saggio, ii. 506, no. 15)

:

mi thana Arntlia, which is quite analogous to mi j)hleres or mi
suthi. It is worthy of remark that ten-do, which is an aggluti-

nate form like tenilata, is synonymous with porrigo; thus we-

have in Cicero (de Oratore, I. 40, § 184); " presidium clientibus

atque opem amicis et prope cunctis civibus lucem ingenii et con-

silii sui porrigentem atque tendentem ;'^ and we may compare

such phrases as duplices tendens ad sidera palmas with porrigit

exta manus, and the like. Even the Umbrian has pur-tin-sus =
por-rexeris {Eiig. Tah. I. b, 33). In ritual phraseology therefore

the Latin language comes sufficiently near the language of this

patera, and stem tenilaeth Nfatia bears as close a resemblance to

istam tendit (vel porrigit) Nefatia, as we have any right to

expect. The Perugian inscription, however, is even nearer to

the Punic than this patera legend is to the Latin : and the evi-

dence furnished by the two, taken together, seems to be quite

conclusive in proof of the affinity between the Etruscan and Old

J^orse languages. As lautn and lautnescle occur together on

another Etruscan sepulchre, there can be no objection to connect

them with the Icelandic laut = lacuna, locus dejyressus et defossus,

from luta = incUnare se^; and eu from is is strictly analogous to

the Latin ceu from ce, cis; accordingly, comparing amev with

1 Laut also signifies generally terra ; see Egilsson, p. 500.
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the Icelandic ama = ango, molestiam facto, tlie beginning of the

Perugian Inscription will be rendered as naturally and easily as

one of the Runes :
'' Here Lartius the son of Esesia let offer or

give a field of mourning as or for the grave of Yelthina." To
return to the patera, its companion, now in the possession of

Mr. Beckford Bevan, bears a legend which is also capable of

translation by the help of the Old Norse. The words are

:

flenim thekinthl thmtflaneth. It is obvious that we have here the

name of a man, a transitive verb, and the accusative of the

object, which is an open patera or saucer. As therefore in \cq~

landic Jienna = Jnatus, chasma, we may explain flenim by an im-

mediate reference to the proper meaning oi patera irom. pateo:

cf. jjcf'tulus (see above, § 3, s. v. Falandwii) ; and as in Icelandic

tham^egelida ohscuritas aeris; tef=morar{ ; and lana — mutuiim

dare, credere, commodare, Engl, ''lend," the compound verb

tham-tef-lan-etTi will mean "he lendeth for a dark dwelling,"

and the whole inscription will run thus : Thehinthl dat pateram

ad commorandum in tenehris. The name Thehinthl has at any

rate a very Scandinavian sound. The name Thurtel, anciently

Thorhetl, is a precisely analogous designation. Yerbs com-

pounded of nouns and verbs are not uncommon in Icelandic;

thus we have halshoggra, "to behead," hrennimerhjd, "to brand,"

&c. It only remains to remark, that as the Gothic auxiliary ^do

is found in Latin, so the Norse lata must be recognized in a

fainter form in some Latin verbs in -lo, as well as in the Scla-

vonic formations in -l, and in the Old Norse diminutives or fre-

quentatives in -la, such as rug-la, "to turn upside down," from

rugga, "to remove," tog-la, "to let chew," or "chew over

again," from tyggja, &c.

§ 10. The great Perugian Inscription critically examined—
its Runic affinities.

The facility with which the philologist dissects the Etruscan

words which have been transmitted to us, either with an inter-

pretation, or in such collocation as to render their meaning nearly

certain, and the striking and unmistakable coincidences between

the most difficult fragments and the remains of the Old Norse

language, might well occasion some surprise to those who are
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told that there exists a large collection of Etruscan inscriptions

which cannot be satisfactorily explained. One cause of the un-

profitableness of Tuscan inscriptions is to be attributed to the

fact, that these inscriptions, being mostly of a sepulchral or dedi-

catorial character, are generally made up of proper names and

conventional expressions. Consequently they contribute very

little to our knowledge of the Tuscan syntax, and furnish us

with very few forms of inflexion. So far as I have heard, we
have no historical or legal inscriptions. Those which I have

inspected for myself are only monumental epitaphs and the dedi-

cations of offerings.

These observations might be justified by an examination of

all the inscriptions which have been hitherto published. It will

be sufficient, however, in this place to show how much or how
little can be done by an analysis of the great inscription which

was discovered in the neighbourhood of Perugia in the year

1822. This inscription is engraved on two sides of a block of

stone, and consists of forty-five lines in the whole ; being by far

the most copious of all the extant monuments of the Tuscan lan-

guage. The writing is singularly legible, and the letters were

coloured with red paint.

The following is an accurate transcript of the facsimiles given

by Micali {Tav. cxx. no. 80) and Vermiglioli (A^iticke Iscri-

zioni Perugine, ed 2, p. 85).

25. velthinas. 1. eu , lat . tanna . la . rezul .

26. atena . zuh^ 2. amev . achr . lautn . velthinas . e-

27. i . enesJci . ip- 3. -it , la . afunas . slel . eth . haru--

28. a , spelane . 4. tezan .fusleri . tesns . teis .

29. this .fulumch- 5. rasnes . ipa . ama . hen . naper .

80. va . spel . thi- 6. xii . velthina . thuras . aras,pe-

31. rene . thi . est . 7. ras . Jcemulmleshul . zuJci . en-

32. ah . velthina 8. esJci . epl . tularu .

33. ak . ilune . 9. aulesi . velthinas . arznal . hi-

34. turunesh . 10. ensi . thii . thils , kuna . kenu . e-

35. unezea . zuk- 11. plk ,felik . larthals . afunes .

36. i . eneski . ath- 12. klen . thunchulthe .

37. iimics . afu' 13. falas . chiem , fusle . velthina ,
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88. nas . pentlm-

39. a . ama . velth-

40. ina . qfun .

41. thuruni . ein-

42. zeriunah . c/?.-

45. hechazi . chuch-

46. 6.

14. hintJia . ^ape . muniklet . ma5i^

.

1«5. naioer . sranhzl . thii .faUti . ^?-

16. elthina . ^t^i^ . naper . penezs .

17. maszt . aknina . He^ . afuna . 2;6Z-

18. thinam . lerzinia . intemam . e-

43. a . ^/i.z7. ihunch' 19. r . Z;nZ . velthina . 2;ms . a^ene .

44. t^/^/iZ . ^q/^ . ^a . 20. ^esne . e^a . velthina . thuras . ^^»

21. at^ra . /le^tt . ^esne . rasne . ^e^ .

22. ^65725 . ^ezi . rasnes . chimth . sp .

23. e? . thutas . ^t^Tza . afunam . e^a .

24. ^e?i . naper . H . W . hereutuse

Now, if we go through tliis inscription, and compare tlie

words of which it is composed, we shall find that out of more

than eighty different words there are very few which are not

obviously proper names, and some of these occur very frequently;

so that this monument, comparatively copious as it is, furnishes,

after all, only slender materials for a study of the Tuscan lan-

guage. According to the most probable division of the words,

the contents of the inscription may be considered as given in the

following vocabulary:

Achr (2) [ager, acker\

Afun (40) \Aponius\.

Afuna (17).

Afunam (23).

Afomas (3, 37).

Afunes (11).

Ak (32, 33) [c£ auk, ''and"].

Aknina (17).

Ama (5, 39) [" mourning"].

Amev (2) [id.].

Aras (6) [O. N. ceW or eW, "junior,"

aras peras , "of a younger

child"].

Arznal (9).

Atena (26) \Atinius\.

Atene (19).

Athumics (36) or athumics [Miil-

ler, Mr. i. 61, not. 135].

Aulesi (9) [gen. of Aulus].

Cha (42).

Chiem (13).

Chimth (22).

Chuche (45).

Einzeriunak (42).

Eka (20) ["this," Fabretti, s. v.

p. 354].

^na(23)["one"1].

Eneski, always with zuki (7, 27,

36) [We may compare either

the O.N. eski = aski, "ashes,"

or eski = pyxis, cistella].

Epl (11) [cf. O. N. epli, "pro-

genies"].

Eplk (8).

Er (18).
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Est (2, 31) [iste ? cf. stem on the

patera, p. 213].

Eth (3) [elsewhere eith; used both

as a demonstrative pronoun,

and as a demonstrative affix :

cf. the old ISTorse idioms ; and

see Fabretti, s. v. p. 340. Here

probably an affix to slel, as in

municl-et, &c.]

Eu (1).

Falas, falsti (13, 15).

Felik (11) [Velcius or Volcius,

Fabretti, p. 460].

Fidunichva (29).

Fusle, fusleri (13, 4).

Hareutuze (24) [a verb ; cf. karu-

tezan and the Oscan form in

tuset\

Ilelu (21).

Hen (5, 24) [probably a pronoun].

Hintha (14) [cf "hind," Umbr.

hont, hondra\

Hut (16) [we have hut in the

Runic inscriptions, as : thir

huaru hut til Grika, i. e. isti

profecti sunt inGroiciamjUickes,

p. 2].

Ich {U) [cl ikke, ^^not"].

Hune (33).

Intemam (18).

Ipa (5, 27) [probably a preposi-

tion].

A"» (44).

Rape (14).

Karutezan (4) [a verb].

Kechazi (45).

Xei(21)["and"].

Kemulmleskul (7) [^t^mJ, " a mo-

numental stone," or tomb].

Kenu (10).

Z"i (24).

Z-^e^ (17).

Klen, klensi (9, 12) [above, p. 203.]

Knl (19, 24).

Kuna (10, 23) [" a wife," Diete-

rich, Runen-Sprsch, p. 117.]

La (1, 3) [Zars].

Larthals (11) [gen. of Xtir^Am^].

Z6Ti5 (1) [O. N. lit].

Lautn (2) [" grave," 0. N. /at^^].

Lerzinia (18).

J/a5?^ (14, 17).

Muniklet (14) [munusculum, with

definite af&x].

iV%>er (5, 15, 16, 24) [This word

is probably the O. N. k7iapr,

" a son," as we have in Icel.

na2m for gnapa, &c.]

Penezs (16).

Fenthna (38) [We may compare

the Lith. pantas, "a pledge,"

O. IS", pantr, O. H. G. phant,

2jhunt].

Peras (6) [^*of a child"].

Rasne, Raines (5, 21, 22).

Rezul (1) [i?m(X wa^^^s].

^/e^ (3) [O.N. sz^^ 0. H. G. sul,

suli, "a column"] or [with a defi-

nite affix] slel-eth, or A/unasslel,

[see 'Fabretti, s.v. Alfanisle; cf

below, p. 223].

'Spel, ipelane (22, 2S, 30).

'Srankzl (15) [for the form cf

Icel. cexl = tuber].

Tanna (1).

Teis{i, 22) ["two"?].

Tesne, Tesns (5, 20, 21, 22)

["ten"?].

Thaura (20).

Thi, this, thii, thil, thils (29, 31,

10, 43).

Thuras, thire^ie, thuruni (6, 30, 41).
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D

Thunchulthe (12).

ThuncJmlthl (43).

Thutas (23).

Tularu (8).

Turunesk (34).

Velthma, Velthinas, Velthinam

(6, 13, 15, 19, 20, 32, 39, 2, 9,

25, 17).

Unezea (35).

^^W (19) [^m " an aunt" in Mo-

dern Tuscan].

Zuhi, always with eneski (7, 2^,

35) [O. K sok, " causa," dat. pi.

so^'i^m, "propter," Eng. "sake"].

The first remark to be made respecting this inscription is,

that if we abstract the forms which are obviously proper names,

the remaining words present very striking resemblances to sig-

nificant terms in the oldest Teutonic languages, and that the

meanings thus assigned are supported by the groups into which

the words naturally fall. Thus we cannot help noticing the

following groups or short clauses which sometimes partially

recur. I. (a) tesns teis rasnes. {h) atetie tes7ie. (c) tesne rasne

Icei tesns teis i^asnes. II. (a) fusleri tesns teis rasnes. (h) fusle

Velthina, III. [a) amev cichr. [h) ania. (c) jpentJina ama Vel-

tliina. [d) ijpa ama xil najper VeltJiina. (e) ipa spelane. IV.

{a) masic najper sranhzl. (h) hut naper jjenezs masu. (c) hen

naper hi hnl. (d) er knl Velthina, Y. (a) thi thils kuna henu.

(b) spel thutas kuna. Some of these collocations suggest imme-

diately a plausible interpretation. For example, as desen is

"ten" and desen-duf ^^ elQven^' in Umbrian (Fabretti, p. 305),

and as deiu is duo in Oscan (Huschke, die osk. u. Tat. Sjjr.

p. 70), and dvor is duobus in Umbrian (Fabretti, p. 323), it is

extremely probable that tesne is "ten" (Stickel, das Etruskische^

p. 30), and if so, tesns teis will be "twelve," and we shall have

both numbers together in 11. 23, 24. The probability of finding

numerals in the inscription is supported by the phrase XII
naper, which may mean "twelve sons." This being the case,

fusleri, which stands by the side of tesns teis rasiies (4, 5) will

be plural, and fusle by the side of Velthina (13) will be singular,

whether the word is or is not to be understood as meaning " de-

sired" or " lamented," after the analogy of the 0. I^.fuss,fysi7in,

"cupidus," "eagerly desirous," or as denoting pity for the dead

after the analogy of 0. N. vesal, usel, "miser," "infelix." But

although no certain results can be expected from a comparison

between syllables occurring in this inscription and others of

similar sound, which are found in the Old Norse and other
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Teutonic languages, something might be done if we had a large

number of smaller inscriptions, written in the same language,

derived from the same neighbourhood, and treating in different

ways on the same or kindred subjects. To show this I will

quote another Perugian inscription, and place side by side in

a parallel column the words or phrases of the great inscription

which seem to correspond. The text which I have adopted is

that of Vermiglioli, (p. 118, ed. 2). The inscription was first

copied by Bonarota in his supplement to Dempster (p. 98) \ It

was also quoted many years ago, with great inaccuracy, by

Amaduzzi {Alphahetum Veterum Etruscorum, Eom. 1775, p. Ixi.)

:

1. 1.

cehen . suthi . hinthiu . thues .

sains . JStve . thaure .

lautnescle . caresri . Aules .

Larthial . precu-thurasi.

1.2.

Larthialisvle . Cestnal

.

clenerasi . eth . phanu .

lautn . precus . ipa . murzua

cerurum , ein .

1. 3.

heczri . tunur . clutiva

telur ......... r .

hintha (14)

lautn (2)

ihuras (6)

eth (3)

lautn (2) ipa (5, 27)

ein [zeriunak] (41)

In another inscription quoted by Vermiglioli (p. 131) we

have caratsle by the side of carutezan (4), which must be com-

pared with liareutuse (24). The starting-point for a profitable

comparison between the Perugian Inscription and that just quoted

is furnished by an exa^mination of caratsle, carutezan, hareutuze,

and the word caresri in the document before us. We have seen

1 Bonarota describes the inscription as adhuc extans in antiqiio cedi-

ficio ad modum turris lapidibus grandiorihus exstructo et vacatur " S.

Manno." Amaduzzi says it comes ex hypogceo Perusino.
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above (p. 150) that in the Oscan language -tuset or -tuzet occurs

as an auxiliary affix to verbs, in the same way as -do and -so =
-sino are used in Latin, -do in Gothic, and lata in Old T^orse

and Etruscan. There is every reason, then, to suppose that the

forms cara-tsle, caru-tezan, liareu-tiize, involve the root of tuzet, or

that the Etruscan agrees with the Latin, Gothic, and Oscan, in

the use of the auxiliary -do. As the Etruscan also agrees with

the Old jSTorse in the use of the auxiliary lata, which probably

occurs also in Sclavonian and Latin forms, we may be led to

expect a similar coincidence in regard to the auxiliary so = sino.

Now it will be shown in the proper place that the isolated form

sero, sevi, is only a by-form of sino, sivi, the primary meaning

of both being ''to put" or "lay down," i.e. as seed in the gromid.

In Old Norse sero, in the sense "I sow," is represented by soa,

which has a peculiar aorist sera, 3 pers. seri. These Old Norse

aorists, such as groa, "to grow;" aorist sing. 1. grera, 2. grerir,

3. greri; pi. 1. grerum, 2. grerut, 3. greru, &c., have been

made the subject of special commentaries by Aufrecht and Knob-
lauch [Zeitschr. f. Vergl. 8j)rf. 1851, pp. 471, 573), who agree

in identifying the r with the s of erv^jra and scrijjsi, and this

again with the substantive verb. Whatever opinion may be

formed respecting the origin* of this r (and the verb pi-rut from

^i—fio, shows that it cannot be derived from the contrasted

esse), it is impossible to overlook the fact that seri is, in Old

Norse, a past tense of a verb really identical with that which

constitutes the causative auxiliary in so many Latin forms. So

that care-sri would be quite equivalent to care-tuzet. The root

is found under the form Tear, h^a, gra, mostly with a labial

auslaut (as in scrih-o, <ypd(p-co), but sometimes without (as in

n^'t, above, p. 175, and x^p-^^(^^)> ^^^^ sometimes either with

or without, as in the Icelandic ^^*ra, gera, Jciera, Mara, hara^

kerva (Dieterich, Runen-Sprsch. p. 134), N. H. G. herhen,

A. S. ceorfan, Engl. " carve," to signify any impression made
upon a surface by notching, scratching, indenting, painting, or

pointing. We may well conclude therefore that care-sri means,

"he caused to write or inscribe." And as thyr in Icelandic is

= serv-us, Greek 6r]^, A. S. theov, M. G. tJiius, and thues is

obviously the gen. of a word thu = theov, the beginning of the

inscription runs as if it were pure Low-German or some dialect
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of the Scandinavian. " Here Aulus tlie son of Lartia let en-

grave mourning in honour of" (lit. 'after,' Mnthiu = Jiinter , cf.

the Eunic aufti, A. S. aft, with Goth, aftaro, Engl, after, Umbr.

hont, liondra), '' his servant Etfus on the sepulchral excavation a

prayer for the dead," i.e. " hier sut hinter theovs seins Etfa

thaure lantnescle lat kara Aules Larthial fragu thverrasi." We
should come, however, to a similar conclusion if thu-es were

compared with the Pelasgo-Hellenic Oelo^, "an uncle,*" rather

than with ^?;?, "a servant." In fact, the two words fall into a

remarkable agreement with one another and with the Pelasgic

and German words denoting divinity; cf. (a) thyr, theov, dio, &c.

"a servant," (b) ^eto?, modern Tuscan zio, (Perug. Inscr. zia)

''an imcle," (c) Tyr, Tiv, Zio, "God," (Grimm. D. M. p. 175,

and above, p. 130, s. v. Famel). To say nothing of the possible

interchange in the ideas of relationship and servitude which

might bring back 6elo<; and 6r]^ to a common origin in the San-

scrit dliava = vir, maritus, pater-familias, the form of the word

Qelo^ in its other meaning sufficiently shows that a labial is ab-

sorbed, and this would account for the identity of Qel-o<^= Qk^o^,

and the Etruscan tlmi. For the gen. here, cf. Tues in our Tuesday

with its original form Tiv=Dw-iis. The name of a relation, how-

ever, is more to be expected here thali that of a servant. The pre-

position Mntliiu, with the gen. may be compared with the Gothic

use of hindana, e. g. Ul^h. Mc. III. 8. That this root occurred in

the Umbrian we have already seen (above, p. 10). It is not at all

necessary that the preposition should bear the comparative form.

On the Eunic inscriptions we have not only the comparatives

iftir, efr and the like, but also the positive forms aifti, at, &c.

With regard to the form of the pronoun sain, as compared with

sein or sin, it may be remarked that in the Eunic inscriptions we
have sain, san, sian, as well as sin, (Dieterich, p. 289), and that

we have stain, as well as sten, steiii, stin, (Dieterich, p. 308).

1 recognize a form like caresri'm Jieczri, the other verb in this

inscription, wdiich may obviously be connected with the Eunic

haka or liahva, "to hew or carve," (above, p. 212), and this

being so, it would be a surprising coincidence, if it were only a

coincidence, that these three lines should contain two of the

verbs which appear in the same way in the Eunic inscriptions;

as Lithsmotlier lit lialcva stein; and Thorstin lit gera merhi stir
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Sumfathursin; or botli together, as, Inhutli lat landtbro Mara
ante stain Jiahva. The last part of the inscription is mutilated^

at the end, and the divisions of the words are occasionally un-

certain; but it seems plain that LartMalisvle must be com-

pared witli the patronymic Phialisle (above, p. 206) ; that we
ought to divide den-era-si and understand '' of the younger son"

(above, p. 205); that ij)a is a preposition corresponding to our

up, Sanscrit upa, Icelandic upp)d, Gothic uf, &c. ; and as murzva

seems to refer to miirus, Icel. muy^ a term well applicable to the

tower ^^ grandiorihus lapidihus exstructa,'" on which this inscrip-

tion was found, we may render lieczri ijpa murzva, '' he let carve

upon the building." And it is difficult to resist the impression

that cerurum is connected with the Old Norse her = vas, which

is used in the Edda in the sense of vasarmm [Scemund. ii.

p. 528) :
" Gudrum hvarf til skemmo, kumbl konunga or herom

valdi," i.e. " Gudruna contulit se ad promptuarium, cristas re-

gias e vasariis delegit." If this comparison is valid, cerurum is

a genitive plural. In some Runic inscriptions ein, which imme-

diately follows, is used as a definite, article before an epithet, as

Sandulf ein suarti, '' Sandulf the swarthy" (Worsaae, Danes

and Norwegians in England, &c. p. 281). But ein here is pro-

bably part of the verb heczri, which follows, and may thus be

compared with einzeriunah in the Perugian inscription. The last

word telur, whether or not related to tularu on the Perugian

cippus (1. 8), seems to be a verb, not unconnected with the Ice-

landic at telid, Swed. taeljd, Dutch tellen, Eng. tell, the inflexion

being that of the Icelandic 3 pers. sing., as in hrennr, "he

burns," from hrenna. On an urn in the British Museum, in the

same room with the Nineveh sculptures, we find tulati on a

mutilated inscription; and ris-ti oy rais-ti, "he erected," on the

Eunic stones, might justify the assumption that it is a verb; but

it is impossible to form any plausible conjecture as to its sig-

nification. We may, however, render the second part of the

inscription approximately as follows: "Tunur Clutiva let carve

^ Steub renders the first part of the second line : Larthialisoe et

Cestnali juvenibus id (hoc) fanum posuit. And he cites from the Bullet.

Arch. 1853, p. 55, another inscription in which phanu occurs (above,

p. 199 note).
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this sacred funereal prayer of Larthialisulus, the younger son of

Cestna, upon the building where the cinerary urns are deposited."

If we now turn back from the inscription, which has thus

been examined, to the great Perugian cippus, we shall see that

some definite conclusions result from the comparison. First of

all, as they are obviously written in the same language, the

strong resemblances between the phraseology of the shorter

legend and that of the Icelandic Eunes must confirm our pre-

vious conviction respecting the Old Norse affinities of the longer

inscription. Again, as liintMu and ijpa are manifestly prepo-

sitions in the former, we may give a similar value to liintha and

ipa in the latter. And as ipa is used with the name of a build-

ing in the shorter epitaph, ama which follows it on the ci])])us,

and which seems in the first line to refer to mourning or sorrow,

must signify an erection for such a purpose, and therefore the

amev achr of the first line must mean a field for the erection of a

tomb. The word ama also occurs in a very imperfect inscription

quoted by Dennis (i. p. 342). Lastly, as we have both lautn

and lautnescle in the shorter inscription by the side of lautn in

the larger, we may infer that lautnescle is a diminutive form like

munusculum, and therefore we may compare hemul-mleshul in

the Perugian inscription with huml, the regular Runic name for

a monumental stone (Dieterich, Bunen-8j>rach-Schatz, p. 124;

Egilsson, Lexicon, p. 479).

With regard to the general interpretation of the Perugian

inscription, it se'ems idle to follow in the steps of the Italian

scholars, Vermiglioli, Orioli, and Campanari, the last of whom
has given us a Latin translation of the whole inscription. Nor

can I sympathize in the regret of Dr. C. Von Schmitz, when

he complains that he cannot find a publisher for the grammar

and dictionary of the Etruscan, which are to explain his forced

and unnatural version of this document [ZeitscJir. f. d. Alter-

iJiumsw, 1846, Septemh. Beilage^). It would, indeed, be easy to

found a number of conjectures on the Old Norse assonances

which may be detected in almost every line, and which I have

^ It is right to mention that Schraitz's interpretation rests on the

supposition that the language is Teutonic.
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noticed in the vocabulary of the inscription ; but until a com-

plete collection of all the genuine Etruscan inscriptions shall

have furnished us with a sufficiently wide field for our re-

searches,— until every extant Tuscan word has been brought

within the reach of a philological comparison,—above all, until we
get some sufficiently extensive bilingual monument—we must be

content to say of this great Perugian inscription, that it appears

to be a cippus conveying some land for funereal purposes, and

commeuiorating the family connexions of certain persons bearing

the names of Rcesius, Aponius, Atinius, and VelfJiina^. The
donor is Larthius, a member of the family of the Beza [Bcesit),

who were distinguished people in the neighbourhood of Perusia

(see Yerraiglioli, Iscriz. Perug. p. 273), and Basne, which occurs

thrice in the inscription, seems to be a patronymic of the same

family. The relative position of the word, no less than the

locality of the inscription, shows that VeltJiina is the person in

whose honour this cippus was erected, and that the word does

not refer to Felsina, the old name of Bononia (Plin. H. N. ill.

20, xxxiii. 37, xxxvii. 57, Serv. ad jEn. x. 198). The other

personal name, which occurs most frequently in the inscription is

Afuna, probably Aponia (Vermiglioli, p. 233, Migliarino, Zibal-

done, pp. 28, 30)^; and it is worthy of remark, that we have the

nom., gen., and accus. of these two proper names in accordance

with the regular forms of the first Latin declension,—namely,

—

Afuna, Afunas, Afmiam, and VeUMna, VeltJii'nas, Velthinam,

The name VeltJiina may be compared Avith the well-knovvai name

Cmcina. From the pr^enomen Aulesi in v. 9 it is probably a

man's name^. The word Atena, Afene (26, 19) probably repre-

1 See the commentators on Hor. i. Serm. vni. 13; and the bon mot

of Augustus on Yettius quwn monumentum patris exarasset (Macrob. il.

Sat. c. 4. p. 232).

2 We have a derivative of this name on the lid of a cinerary urn :

ath cupsna afunal, i. e. Attius Cuprennius Aponia natus (Fabretti, s. v.).

^ We have seen above that the termination -I indicates a matronvmic ;

and I conclude that the Etruscan patronymic ended in -na ; compare in

this inscription, Rezul with Easna, and Cceci-lia, which was the Koman
equivalent to the mythical Tanaquil, with the undoubtedly Tuscan form
Cceci-na. I do not agree with Miiller (Etr. i. p. 453) that the forms in

-si, as Aulesi, clensi, are datives. From its connexion with Velthinaa (9)

D. V. 15
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sents the female name Atinia (FabrettI, s. srv. Atnei, Atnial,

p. 204). On a bell-shaped cinerary nrn, brought to England

from Chiusi in Nov. 1846 by Mr. Beckford Bevan, we have the

inscription Ltli: Vete: Atenatial, which exhibits a matronymic

form of the same name.

If I do not undertake to interpret all that Lartius, the son of

Rassia, has thought fit to inscribe on this cippus for the gratifi-

cation of his own immediate relatives, it must not be supposed

that this in any way affects the results at which I have arrived

respecting the ethnography of the Etruscans. That an inability

to interpret ancient monuments may be perfectly consistent with

a knowledge of the class of languages to which they belong, is

shown, not merely by the known relationship between the lan-

guage of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and the Coptic dialects

more recently spoken in that country, but still more strikingly

by the fact, that, although we have no doubt as to any of the

idioms spoken in ancient Britain, no one has been able as yet

to give a certain interpretation of the Runic inscriptions on the

pillar at Bewcastle and on the font at Bridekirk, which are both

in Cumberland, and which both belong to the same dialect of

the Low-German languages, (see Palgrave, History of the Anglo-

Saxons, Lond. 1850, pp. 146 sq.). The really important point is

to determine the origin of the ancient Etruscans; and the Peru-

gian inscription, so far from throwing any difficulties in the way
of the conclusion at which I have arrived, has furnished some of

the strongest and most satisfactory confirmations of the Old

Norse affinity of the Rasena.

§ 11. Harmony between linguistic research and ethnographic

tradition in regard to the ancient Etruscans.

This survey of the Etruscan language, brief and circumscribed

as it necessarily is, has enabled us to perceive that there is a

perfect harmony and agreement between the results of our lin-

guistic researches, so far as the scanty materials have allowed

us to carry them, and the ethnographic and historic traditions

respecting the ancient Etruscans. We have seen that in the

and with Metelis in the statue of the Arringatore, I have no doubt that

Aulesi is the genitive.
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character of their writing, in most of their mythology, in by far

the greatest number of those words which have been transmitted

to us with an interpretation, and in the oldest inscriptions, espe-

cially in those from Csere, there are decisive evidences of an

affinity between the inhabitants of Etruria and those Pelasgians

who peopled Greece in the earliest tim.es, and who constituted an

important element in the inliabitants of Latium. For the residue

of the language, and especially in the case of those inscriptions

which are found near Clusium and Perugia, we are enabled to

recognize an ingredient unmistakably identical with that Scan-

dinavian dialect, which Norwegian emigrants conveyed in an

ancient form to the inaccessible regions of ultima Thule, where

it remained for centuries safe from all risk of corruption or im-

provement by an infusion of foreign words or constructions. Now
these phenomena, as we have seen, are necessary to reconcile, and

do in fact reconcile, all the traditions about the inhabitants of

Etruria. The Pelasgian affinities of the old Tyrrhenians are

attested by the concurring voice of all antiquity; and as in Argo-

lis, so in Italy, we shall best understand the statement that a

more complete civilisation was imported directly from Lydia, if

we bear in mind that the Lydians referred to in the tradition

were Pelasgians, who had appropriated the arts and social culture

of their Asiatic neighbours, and with whom the Tyrrhenians of

Italy came into contact as navigators of the Mediterranean. And
we shall be able to adopt this universal belief of an early con-

nexion or intercourse between the western coasts of Asia Minor

and Italy, without disturbing the well-grounded statement that

the Rasena and Eseti were one and the same race, if we infer

that these Rasena were a much later ingredient, and one which

only established an aristocracy of conquest in the cities of

Etruria, without permanently or extensively affecting the great

mass of the population. It will be observed that the main

obstacle to a general reception of the statement that the Easena

w^ere Esetians has consisted in the apparent inconsistency between

this and the Lydian tradition, a tradition which, as we have seen

(above, p. 20), has no historical basis, and only a certain admix-

ture of ethnical truth. The usual inversion, by which Livy

makes the Esetians the fugitive offshoot of a nation which really

descended from their own mountains, has not occasioned any

15—

2
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difficulty (above, p. 23). It would be admitted at once that, if the

Rastians and Easena were one and the same people, some foreign

interference must have disturbed the continuity of their area in

the valley of the Po, and if there was once an unbroken stream

of population from the Lech to the Tiber, no ethnographer will

doubt that its source must have been in the mainland rather than

in the peninsula. But it has not been sufficiently considered, that

the bulk of the Pelasgian nation, already settled in Umbria and

Etruria, would not lose their original type, merely because they

were invaded and conquered by a band of warriors from the

north, any more than Anglo-Saxon England was entirely de-

prived of its former characteristics by the Norman inroad. The

civilisation of the Tyrrhenians, their connexion with the commer-

cial activity of the Mediterranean^, and the advantages which

they derived from the arts and social culture of their brethren in

Asia Minor (above, p. 39), were circumstances long anterior to

the invasion from the north ; and as the Rasena would adopt the

refinements which they found among the Tyrrhenians, we may
make ingenious comparisons between the tombs of Porsena and

Alyattes^, without refusing our assent to the well-attested fact

that the warriors and city-nobles of historical Etruria derived

their origin from the Rgetian Alps. With regard to the argument

from the remains of the Etruscan language, the philologer will

at once admit that, as far as it goes, the evidences of affinity,

which have been adduced, are neither precarious nor doubtful.

Instead of conjectures founded on a casual agreement of syllables,

we have seen that the meaning, which we were led to expect,

was at once supplied by tlie language, which collateral circum-

stances had indicated as the proper source of information; and

not only were ethnical names and common words simply and

^ It is to this that I would attribute the continuance of Hellenic

influences, on which Miiller insists (Etrusk. ii. 292).

2 See Quatremere de Quincy, Moniiniens et Ouvrages d'Art an-

tiques restitues I. pp. 127 sqq. It is worthy of remark, that a distin-

guishing feature in the monument of Porsena, as described by Varro

(apud Plin. xxxiv. 13), namely, the bells on the cupolas, is expressly

compared with a similar contrivance at the Pelasgian Dodona: " tin-

tinnabula, qu8C yento agitata longe sonitus referant, ut Dodonoe olim

factum.'''
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consistently explained in this way, but we found that some pecu-

liarities of etymology and syntax were at once illustrated by a

reference to the same standard of comparison. So that, on the

whole, every available resource of grammar and philology tends

to confirm and reconcile the otherwise divergent and contra-

dictory statements of ancient history; and the Etruscans may
now without any inconsistency claim both the Tyrrheno-Pelas-

gian and R^etian affinities, which the classical writers have attri-

buted to them.

§ 12. General remarhs on the absorption or evanescence of

the old Et7'uscan Language.

It only remains that I should make a few remarks on the

absorption or evanescence of the old Etruscan language. When
we see so much that is easily explained ; when, in fact, there is

no great difficulty in dealing with any Etruscan word which has

come down to us with an interpretation or clue to its meaning

;

and when we are puzzled only by inscriptions, which are in

themselves mere fragments, made up in a great measure of

proper names, deformed by a rude, precarious, and often incon-

sistent orthography, and mutilated by, we know not how many,

conventional abbreviations, it is sufficiently evident that the

striking differences between the Etruscan and the other ancient

dialects of the peninsula were not such as to take the language

out of the Indo-Germanic family, and that while these differences

affected only an inconsiderable ingredient in the old Etruscan,

the main portion of the language must have approximated very

closely to the contiguous and surrounding idioms. Otherwise,

we should be obliged to ask, where is the bulk of that language

which was spoken by the ancestors of Maecenas? We talk of

dead languages; but this variety of human speech should seem

to be not only dead, but buried, and not only buried, but sunk

.

beneath the earth in some necropolis, into which no Galassi or

Campanari can dig his way. The standard Italian of the

present day is the offspring of that Latinity which was sjooken

by the Etrusco-Romans: but we find no trace of ancient bar-

barism in any Tuscan writer. Surely it is a fair inference, that

while the Rsetian element, introduced into the northern cities
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by an aristocracy of conquest, was not permanently influential,

but was absorbed, like the Norman French in this country, by

the Pelasgo-Umbrian language of the bulk of the population, the

latter, which may be termed '' the common Etruscan," like the

Sabello-Oscan and other dialects, merged in the old Latin, not

because the languages were imlike, but because they were sister

idioms, and embraced one another as soon as they had discovered

their relationship^ The only way to escape from all the diffi-

culties of this subject is to suppose that the city on the Tiber

served as a centre and rallying point for the languages of Italy

as well as for the different tribes who spoke them, and that

Rome admitted within her walls, with an inferior franchise, which

in time completed itself, both the citizens and the vocabularies

of the conquered Italian states. If this absorbing centralisation

could so thoroughly Latinize the Celtic inhabitants of Lombardy,

and even the transalpine branch of the Gallic race, much more

would it be likely to affect the Etruscans, who extended to the

Tiber, and whose language, in its predominant or Pelasgian

character, approximated so closely to the cognate idiom of the

old Latin tribes.

^ Among many instances of the possibility at least of such a transition,

not the least interesting is the derivation of Populonia from Phiipluns,

the Etruscan Bacchus; so that this city, the Etruscan name of which was

Popluna, is the Dionysopolis of Etruria (see Gerhard in the Rhe'in. Mm.
for 1833, p. 135). Now it is clear that as Nethims = Nethu-nus, is the

god of nethu, so Phuphins= Popliinus is the god of poplu. It seems that

the ancients planted the poplar chiefly on account of their vines, and the

poplar was sacred to Hercules, who has so many points of contact with

Bacchus. Have we not, then, in the word phupluns the root of popidus, a

word quite inexplicable from the Latin language alone ? A sort of

young, effeminate Hercules, who appears on the coins of Populonia (see

Miiller, Ettmsk. i. p. 33l), is probably this Poplunus. The difference

in the quantity of the first syllables of Populus and Populonia is not

surprising, as the latter is an exotic proper name, and the former a na-

turahzed common term.
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§ 1. Fragments of old Latin not very 7iumerous.

IN ttie preceding chapters I have given specimens of the lan-

guages spoken by those nations which contributed in dif-

ferent proportions to the formation of the Roman people, and the

next step will be to collect the most interesting remains of the

old Roman language,—considered as the offspring of the Um-
brian, Oscan, and Tuscan,—such as it was before the predomi-

nance of Greek cultivation had begun to work on this rude

composite structure. The total loss of the genuine Roman
literature^ will, of course, leave us but a scanty collection of such

documents. Indeed, for the earlier centuries we have only a few

brief fragments of religious and legal import. As we approach

the Panic wars, the inscriptions become more numerous and com-

plete; bat then we are draAving near to a period when the

Roman language began to lose its leading characteristics under

the pressure of foreign influences, and when it differed little or

nothing from that idiom which has become familiar to us from

the so-called classical writings of the Augustan age.

Polybius, speaking of the ancient treaty between Rome and

Carthage (iiL 22), remarks that the old Latin language differed

so much from that which was spoken in his own time, that the

best-informed Romans could not make out some expressions

1 See Macaulay, Lays of Ancient Rome, pp. 16, sqq.
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without difficulty, even when they paid the greatest attention:

rrjXucavTTj yap 77 Siacpopa yeyove Trj<; Scaki/CTOv, koL Trapa

^Vcoixaioi^, Trj<; vvv irpo'^ rrjv dp^alav, ware tot)? (TwercoTaTOv^

evia /jloXl^ i^ eTnaTctaea)^ hievKptvelv. The great mass of words

must, however, have been susceptible of interpretation ; for he

does not shrink from translating into Greek the substance at

least of that very ancient treaty.

§ 2. Arvalian Litany,

Accordingly, we find that the most primitive specimens of

Latinity may now-a-days be understood by the scholar, who,

after all, possesses greater advantages than Polybius and his con-

temporary Romans. This will appear if we examine the song

of the Fratres Arvales, which is one of the most important and

ancient specimens of the genuine Roman language. The inscrip-

tion, in which it is preserved, and v/hich was discovered in the

year 1777, is probably not older than A. D. 218; but there is

every reason to believe that the cantilena itself was the same

which was sung in the earliest ages of Rome,—for these litanies

very often survive their own significance. The monks read the

Latin of their missals without understanding it, and the Parsees

of Gujerat cannot interpret their sacred Zend. It appears from

the introductory remarks, that this song was confined to the

priests, the Puhlici being excluded :
'' Deinde subselliis mar-

moreis consederunt ; et panes laureates per Publicos partiti sunt;

ibi omnes lumemulia cum rapinis acceperunt, et Deas unguenta-

verunt, et ^des clusa est, omnes foris exierunt : ibi Sacerdotes

clusi succincti, libellis acceptis, carmen descindentes tripodaverunt

in verba hsec

:

1. Enos Lases juvate (ter),

2. JSfeve luaerve Marmar sins incarrere in pleoris (ter)

3. Saturfurere {YQlfufere) Mars limen salista herher (ter)

4. Semunis alternei (vel alternis ?) advocapit conctos (ter)

5. Enos Marmor (vel Mamor) juvato (ter)

6. Triumpe, triumjje, triumpe, triumpe, triumpe.

Post tripodationem, deinde signo dato Publici introiere, et libel-

los receperunt." (See Orelli, Inscript. Lat. I. p. 391, no. 2271.)

There can be little doubt as to the meaning of any single

word in this old hymn, which seems to be written in very rude
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Satiirnian verse, the first half of the verse being alone preserved

in some cases ; as in Enos Lases juvdte—Ends Mamor juvdto.

The last line is a series of trochees cum anacrusi, or a still

shorter form of the lirst half of the Saturnian verse.

1. Enos is a form of the first person plural, analogous to

the German uns. Lases is the old form of Lares (Quintil.

Institut. Orat. I. 4, § 13 ; see MuUer ad FesL p. 15).

2. Luaerve for lue7've-m, according to a custom of dropping

the final M, which lasted till Cato's time (see next §). This

form bears the same relation to lueiri that MiJierva does to

mens. Caterva from catus = acutus (above, p. 128), and its

synonym acervus from acus, are derivatives of the same kind^.

We may also compare hovem, suem, &c. with their older forms,

hoverem, suerem, &c. llarmar, Marmor, or Mamor, is the

Oscan and Tuscan Mamers, i. e. Mars (above, p. 175). That

Mars, or Mars pater, was addressed as the averter of diseases,

bad weather, &c. is clear from Cato, R. R. 141. Sins is sinas

;

so Tab. Bantin. 1. 19 : Bantins for Bantinus, &c. Pie-ores is

the genuine comparative of jjle-nus which bears the same re-

lation to ifkdo^ that unus does to olo'^. The fullest form would

be ple-iores = TrXe-love^.

3. "0 Mars, having raged to your satisfaction (comp.

Hor. I. Carm. II. 37 :
" longo satiate ludo"), grant that the

Sun's light may be warm." Limen for lumen may be com-

1 Mr. F. W. Newman {Regal Rome, p. 61) derives caterva from the

Welch cad-torva, " battle-troop." I do not know whether this etymology

was suggested by the well-known statements in Vegetius, ii. 2 :
" Galli

Celtiberique pluresque barbaricse nationes catervis utebantur in prseliis."

Isidor. Orig. ix. 33 :
" proprio Macedonum phalanx, Gallorum caterva^

nostra legio dicitur." Doderlein, who proposes {Lat. Syn. u. Et v. 361)

to connect caterva with quattuor^ properly remarks that these passages

do not show that caterva was considered a Gallic word, but only that,

as distinguished from the phalanx and legio, it denoted a less com-

pletely disciplined body of men. The natural idea of a " heap" of sepa-

rable objects is that of a mass piled up to a point, and this is indicated

by the roots of ac-er-vus and cat-er-va. The latter therefore as denoting

a body of men, suggests the same arrangement as the cuneus, which is

mentioned along with it by Tacitus, Hist. ii. 42 :
" comminus eminus

catervis et cuneis concurrebant." On the form of cat-er-va, see below,

Ch. xm. § 5.
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pared with plisima for plurima (Fest. p. 205), scripulum for

scrupulum, &c. (see below, § 5). Salts is the original form of

soh's: comp. cre\a<;, r)\io<;, Au-selius, &c. The Oscan and Etrus-

can usage of the auxiliary ta or tu, "to cause" (above, pp. 150,

154, 221), shows that Doderlein is right in reading ta = da in-

stead of sta [Lat. Syn. u. Et. vi. 330). He quotes Hor. I. Ep.

16, 60: ^^ da mihi fallere, da justo sanctumque videri," though

he perceives that ta is connected with Ti^7;/xt rather than with

BlBcDfjiL. Berher is another form Oi fei^vere.

4. Bemiineis is semones, i. e. semihemones. Advocapit is a

contraction for ad vos capite—the e being omitted, as in due, fac,

fer, &c.—and it is probable that the phrase is equivalent to

adhibete in auxilium, " call to your aid." Hermann {Elem.. Doct,

Metr. p. 612 sq.) supposes advocapit to hQ jam duo capit.

§ 3. Chants preserved hy Cato.

The other extant religious compositions, though few and

scanty, contribute to the same conclusion—that the oldest Latin

was not so unlike the language with which we are familiar as

to defy interpretation. Two relics of the same kind as the last

have been preserved by Cato {R. R. 160), who writes thus:

" Luxum si quod est, hac cantione sanum fiet. Harundinem

prende tibi viridem p. iv. aut v. longam. Mediam diffinde, et

duo homines teneant ad coxendices. Incipe cantare in alio:

B[anum] F[iet]. In mota et soluta (vulg. mota vceta) : daries

dardaries astataries, die sempiterno (vulg. dissunapiter or die

una pariter) usquedum coeant .... Ad luxum aut ad fracturam

alliga, sanum fiet, et tamen quotidie cantato in alio : S. F. vel

luxato : vel hoc modo : havat, liavat, Jiavat : ista pista sista

:

domaho damnaustra et luxato^'' i.e. liaveat, haveat, Jiaveat:

istam pestem sistam : domabo damna vestra et luxatum (see

Grotefend, Rud. L, Umhr. iv. 13). With regard to the second

excantatio, which is simple enough, it is only necessary to ob-

serve, that the final m is omitted both in the accusatives luxato,

pista, &c. and in the future sista; and we are especially told

that it was the custom with Cato the Censor to drop the m at

the termination of the futures of verbs in -o and -io : thus he

wrote dice, facie, for dicam, faciam (see Quintil. Inst. Or. I. 7,

§ 23, and cf. ix. 4, § 39 ; Fest. p. 72, MiilL), recipie for red-
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piam (Fest. p. 286), attinge for attingam (id. p. 26), ostende

for ostendam (id. p. 201), which are all quoted as common ex-

amples (for further instances, see Corssen, Ausspr. Vok. u. Bet.

d. Lat. Sjyr. I. pp. 109 sqq.). He also omitted the -s of the

nominative, as in j)raifcmiino for ^rcefarainus (used for prcefato :

see R. B. 141: " Janum Jovemque vino prcefamino, sic dicito
:"

cf. 134; and see Fest. p. 87). The words daries, dar-dar-ies,

as-ta-tar-ies, seem to be a jingling alliteration, the meaning of

which must not be pressed too far ; Pliny [H. N. xvii. 28) does

not think them Avorthj of serious attention; though Grotefend

would compare them with dertter dierir in the spurious Umbrian

inscription (see Leps. p. 52).

§ 4. Fragments of the Saltan Hymns,

The Salian songs, if any considerable fragments of them had

come down to our times, would have furnished us with very

interesting specimens of ancient Latinity. Unfortunately they

are all lost, with the exception of a few lines and detached

words ; and with them we have been deprived of the learned

commentaries of ^lius Stilo, who was not, however, able to

explain them throughout. Varro, vii. § 2 :
" ^lii, hominis in

prime in litteris Latinis exercitati, interpretationem carminum

Saliorum videbis et exili littera expeditam et pr^terita obscura

multa\" Of the explanations of ^lius the following have been

preserved. Festus, s. v. Manuos, p. 146: ^' Manuos in carmi-

nibus Saliaribus ^lius Stilo \et Aurelms, v. Paul. p. 147] sig-

nificare ait honos: unde Inferi Di manes pro horn dicantur a

suppliciter eos venerantibus propter metum mortis, ut immanes

quoque pro valde [non bonis] dicuntur." Id. s. v. Molucrum,

p. 141: ' Molucrum non solum quo molge vertuntur dicitur, id

quod Grceci fivXrjKopov appellant, sed etiam tumor ventris, qui

etiam virginibus incidere solet...Cloatius etiam [et JElius] in

libris sacrorum molucrum esse aiunt lignum quoddam quad-

ratum ubi immolatur. Idem jiElius in explanatione carminum

1 Horace, too, alludes to the diflaculty of the Saliaa songs (n. Epist.

I. 86)

:

Jam saliare Numse carmen qui laudat, et illud,

Quod mecum ignorat, solus vult scire videri, &c.
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Saliarium eodem nomine appellari ait, quod sub mola supponatur.

Aurelius Opilius appellat ubi molatur." Id. s. v. Pescia, p. 210:

" Peseta in Saliari carmi]j;ie ^lius Stilo dici ait capita ex pellibus

agninis facta, quod Grseci pelles vocent ireaKT) [TreaKecov, Sep-

fjLaTcov, Hesych.] neutro genere pluraliter." Id. s. v. Salias

virgines, p. 329: "Salias virgines Cincius ait esse conducticias,

quae ad Salios adliibeantur cum apicibus paludatas, quas ^lius

Stilo scripsit sacrificium facere in Regia cum pontifice paludatas

cum apicibus in modum Saliorum." There are other references

in Festus to the philological interpretations of ^lius ; but as the

Salian songs are not mentioned in them, we have no right to

assume that this particular commentary is quoted: see Festus,

s. V, Manias^ p. 129 ; s. v. Monstruin, p. 138 ; s. v. Nehulo,

p. 165; s. V. Naucum, p. 166; s. v. Nusciciosum, p. 173; s. v.

Novalem agrum, p. 174; s. v. Ordmarium hominem, p. 185;

s. V. Obstitum, p. 193 (cf. pp. 248, 249); s. v. Puticulos, p. 217;

s. V. Pot'tisculus, p. 234; s. v. Sotittciwi, p. 290; s. v. Subu-

culam, p. 309; s. v. Tongere, p. 356; s. v. Tamne {= eo usque),

p. 359 ; s. V. Victimam, p. 371.

The following are the remaining fragments of the Salian

hymns.

Varro, L. L. vii. § 26 : "In multis verbis, in quo antiqui

dicebant s, postea dictum R ; ut in carmine Saliorum sunt hsec

:

COZEULODOiZESO [vel coreulodorieso]; omina [enim] vero ad

PATULA coEMissE [vel oremisse] jamcusianes; duonusceruses

DUNZIANUS VEVET."

This may be written as follows, in the Saturnian metre

:

Chdrauloidor eso :
|
omina enim vero

^Ad 'pdtuld! ose' misse
\
Jdni curiones.

Diwnus Cerus esit,
j
dimque Janus vevet.

1. e. cTiorauloedos sum (= esum) / omina enimvero ad jpatulam

aurem miserunt Jani curiones. Bonus Cerus (i. e. Cerus ma-

nus = creator bonus, Fest. p. 122) erit donee Janus vivet (vide

Grotefend, Rud. L. Umbr. ii. p. 16).

With regard to the apparently Greek word choroauloedos,

it may be sufficient to quote an observation of Yarges [Bhein.

Mus. for 1835, p. 69), who, speaking of his derivation of am-

jpirvo (see below) from afXTreipa, says :
" Vix est quod moneam
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in Saliari carmine alia quoque vocabula inveniri, quas originem

Gr^ecam manifesto prse se ferant, nt j^escia^ de quo vocabulo

vide Fest. et Gutberl. {de Saliis], p. 146, et tripudium, quod

propius esse Grajcorum iroha quam Latinorum pedem patet, et

recte interpretatur Auson. Popma de Diffe7\ Verhor, s. Saltare.

Item cosaidi^ apud Yarronem de L. L. vii. c. 3, Gr^corum

XopavXoc esse videntur, quod verbum Pollux servavit." In this

word, as in curtones, I have ventured to insert the letter r

(above, p. 99).

Yarro, L. L. vil. § 27: " Cam'te, ipro quo in Saliari versu

scriptum est cante, hoc versu:

DIVIJM EMPTA CANTE, DIVUM ] DEO STJPPLICANTE."

i. e. Deonim impetu canite, deorum deum sujjpliciter canite. Cf.

Macrob. Sat. i. 9: " Saliorum carminibus deorum deus canitur

[Janus].''''

Festus, s. V. Mamuri Veturi, p. 131 :
" Probatum opus est

maxime Mamuri Yeturi, qui pr^mii loco petiit, ut suum nomen
inter carmina Salii canerent."

Id. s. V. Negumate, p. 168: ^^ Negumate in carmine Cn.

Marci vatis significat negate, cum ait : quamvis moventmm
\_molimentum Herm. El. D. M. p. 614] du-6num negumate.'''

Id. s. V. Ohstinet, p. 197 :
" Ohstinet dicebant antiqui, quod

nunc est ostendit ; ut in veteribus carminibus : sed jam se coelo

cedens [Aurora'] ohstinet suum fdtrem^ Here it will be ob-

served that se coelo cedens = coelo secedens. and that suum is a

monosyllable (see Fest. p. 301).

Id. s. V. Prceceptat, p. 205 :
^^ Prcecejjtat in Saliari carmine

est s^pe praecipit. Pa pro patre, et jpo pro potissimum, positum

est in Saliari carmine. Promenervat item pro monet. Prcedo-

pionty prceoptant, &c. Pilumnoe pojploe in carmine Saliari, Eo-

mani, velut pilis assueti : vel quia prsecipue pellant hostes."

Id. s. V. Redantruare, p. 270: '^ Redantruare dicitur in

Saliorum exsultationibus, quod cum pr^sul amptruavit, quod est

motus edidit, ei referuntur invicem idem motus. Lucilius

:

Prcesul ut amptruat inde ; ita volgu redamptruat ollim. Pa-

cuvius

:

Promerenda gratia

Simul cum videam Graios nihil mediocriter

Redamptruare, opibusque summis persequi."
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According to Varges [llliein, Mus. for 1835, pp. 62, sqq.) the

fragment of Lucilius ought to be read thus : Prcesul ut amjoir-

vat, sic vulgu redantruat inde. He derives ampirvo from the

Greek afiTreipa, which, according to Hesjchius (s. v. avaireipa)

,

was pvO/uLo^ Ti9 avXrjTiico^ ; for Dionysius tells us [Antiq. ii. 70)

that the Salii danced to the flute. The same name was given to

the second part of the Pythian nome (Timosthenes, ap. Strab.

IX. 3); and Argolus (Grgev. Thesaur. ix. p. 342) explains the

passage in Claudian (vi. Cons. Hon. 626—30) by a reference to

the Pythian nome. Turnebus {Advers. xvii. 8, Vol. ii. p. 145)

connects am-pirvo with the YYench jnrouetter ; comp. the Oscan

am-pert —per; above, Ch. v. § 4.

Id. p. 290 {ex Suppl. Ursin.) :
" Besopia in augurali et

Saliari carmine appellantur, quse alias esopia pro sedilibus dicere

habemus nunc adhuc in consuetudine."

Id. s. V. Sonivio, ibid: '^ Sonwio significat in carmine

[Saliari et a]ugurali sonanti."

Id. p. 360 :
" Tame in carmine positum est pro tam.^' So

also cume for czmi, Terent. Scaur, p. 2661 P., who quotes from

the Salian songs.

§ 5. Old Regal Laws.

The fragments of the oldest Roman laws, though undoubtedly

genuine in substance, must be considered as having undergone

considerable alteration in the orthography at all events. They

are precious memorials of primeval Latinity; but, like the

Homeric poems, they not unfrequently exhibit the deformity of

an ancient statue, which the false taste of a later age may have

daubed over with a coat of coloured plaster.

One of these fragments professes to be as old as the time of

Romulus and Tatius. Festus, s. v. Florare^ p. 230: ^^ Florare^

flere nunc significat, et cum prtepositione implorare, i. e. invo-

care; sed apud antiquos plane inclamare. In regis Romuli et

Tatii legibus: Si nurus . . . sacra divis parentum estod. In

Servi Tulli hgec est : Si parentumi pjuer verherit, ast olle plo-

rasset, puer divis parentum sacer esto ; i. e. inclariiarit, dix\erit

di&ni\r The restoration of the laws quoted in this passage may
be given thus : (1) Sei nuros [parentem verhesit^ ast ole plo-
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rast't], sacra dwets parentom esfod. (2) Set parentem puer ver-

hesit^ ast ole plorasit, puer diveis parentom sacer estod.

In these fragments two forms deserve to be noticed. If

verherit, as it is quoted in Festus, were a syncope for verherarit,

the old form would be verherasit. It seems, however, that there

was an older form of verbero, inflected according to the third

conjugation, like carint (Plautus, Mostell. IV. 1, 1) and tern-

perint [Trucul. I. 1, 41). The three participles, verhustus,

castus, temp)estus (Fest. p. 362), are further indications of such

original forms. Accordingly verherit is the modern orthography,

not of verheraritj but of verhesit or verhussit (Mliller, Siippl.

Annot. in Fest. p. 393). We should write ole = olle with one I.

That this was the primitive orthography is proved, not only by
the express testimony of Festus (s. v. SoUtaurilia^ p. 293 ; id.

s. y. Torum, p. 355 ; id. s. v. ah oloes, p. 19 :
" aZ> oloes dice-

bant pro ab tilts; antiqui enim litteram non geminabant"), but

still more strikingly by the locative olim, which retained its

Oi'thography long after its derivation had been forgotten.

There are several fragments of the laws of Numa Pompilius.

Festus, s. v. Occisum, p. 178: " Occisum a necato distingui qui-

dam, quod alterum a ca?-dendo atque ictu fieri dicunt, alterum

sine ictu. Itaque in Numse Pompili regis legibus scriptum esse:

Si hominem fuhnen Jovis occisit, ne supra genua tollitor. Et
alibi: Homo si fulniine occisus est, ei justa nulla fieri oportet^''

In the old orthography these fragments would run thus: Sei

Jiemonem fulmin Johis ocisit, nei supra cenua tolitor. Hemo
sei fulmined ocisus escit, eiei Jousta nula fieri oportet. For the

form hemo, see Miiller ad Fest. p. 100. Escit, an inchoative of

est, has a future significa^tion : see Miiller ad Fest. p. 77; and

Suppl. Annot. p. 386.

Festus (s. V. Parrici\di^ Qucestores, p. 221) quotes a short

fragment from another law of Numa, which defines the word

parricida: ^^ Si qui liominem liberum dolo sciens morti duit,

parricidas esto;^'' i.e. in the old orthography: Sei qui hemonem

losbesum (Fest. p. 121) dolo sciens mortei duit, pariceidas estod.

The Parricidi Qucestores seem to have been the same as the

Perduellionis Duumviri. The law respecting the punishment of

the criminal and his right of appeal, which both Livy and Cicero

call a carmen, has been thus preserved in Saturnian verse

:
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Duumviri perdu elli|6nem judicanto.

Si a duiimviris provocasit
|

provocatione certato.

Si Vincent, caput obnubito injfelici arbore reste

Suspendito, verberato
|
intra vel extra pomoerum.

I have here written judicanto for judicent, because the final

thesis cannot be suppressed (below, § 20). The v or Z> is slur-

red over in pro'casit, jpro catione^ and ohnuto, according to the

common Roman pronunciation. Each trochaic tripodia in 1. 2

begins with an anacrusis. According to Livy (i. 26), the law

belongs to the time of Tullus Hostilius ; Cicero, on the other

hand {pro Bahir. c. 4, § 13), refers it to the legislation of

Tarquinius.

Id. s. V. Pellices, p. 222 :
" Cui generi mulierum poena con-

stituta est a Numa Pompilio hac lege : Pellex aram Junonis ne

tangito ; si tanget, Junoni crinibus demissis agnum foeminain

ccedito,^^ i. e. Pelecs asam Junonis nei tancitud ; sei tancef,

Junonei crinehos demiseis acnom feminam ceditud.

Id. s. V. Opima spolia, p. 189 :
" Esse etiam Pompili regis

legem opimorum spoliorum talem: Gujus ausjpicio classe pro-

cincta opima spolia capiuntur, Jovi Feretrio hovem ccedito

;

qui cepit [ei] o^ris CCC darter oportet: [cujus auspicio capiun-

tur] secunda spolia, in Martis aram in Campo solitaurilia

utra voluerit (i.e. 'vel majora vel lactentia,' ScAL.) ccedito;

[qui cepit, ei ^eris CC dato] : [cujus auspicio capiuntur] tertia

spolia Janui Quirino agnum marem ccedito, C qui ceperit ex

cere dato; cujus auspicio capta, dis piaculum datoT Niebuhr

(H, R. II. note 972) explains these gradations of reward by a

reference to the scale of pay in the Roman army. The supple-

ments in this passage rest principally on Plutarch, Vit. Marc.

c. 8 : Kal Xa/ji^avecv yepa^i, acraapia rpiaKocna tov irpcorov, rov

Be Bevrepov BiaKoaia, tov Be rpiTov i/carov,

Plin. H, N. XXXII. 2, 10, § 20 :
" Fisceis quei squamosei

nee sunt, nei polucetod ; squamosos omneis prceter scarom polu-

cetody Cf. Fest. s. v. Follucere, p. 253: ^^ Follucere merces

[quas cuivis deo liceat], sunt far, polenta, vinum, panis fer-

mentalis, ficus passa, suilla, bubula, agnina, casei, ovilla, alica,

sesama, et oleum, pisces quibus est squama, prgeter scarum

:

Herculi autem omnia esculenta, poculenta."

Id. s. V. Termino, p. 368 :
" Denique Numa Pompilius sta-
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tuit, Eiwi qui terminum exarasset et tj)sum et hoves sacros esse.''

i. e. Qui terminom ecsarasef, ipsus et hovei's sacrei sunto (see

Dirkseii, Versuche, p. 334).

Id. s. V. Aluifa, p. 6: ^^ Aliuta antiqui dicebant pro aliter,

.... nine est illud in legibus Numce Pompili : Biqidsqiiam aliuta

facsit t])sos Jovei sacer estody

§ 6. Remains of the XII. Tables.

But of all the legal fragments which exhibit the prisca

vetustas verborum (Cic. 6?e Oratore, I. c. 43), the most copious, as

well as the most important, are the remains of the Twelve

Tables, of which Cicero speaks in such enthusiastic, if not

hyperbolical language. These fragments have been more than

once collected and explained. In the following extracts I have

followed the text of Dirksen
(
Uehersicht der hisherigen Versuche

zur Kritih und Herstellung des Textes der Zwolf- Tafel-Fragmente)

,

The object, however, of Dirksen's elaborate work is juristic ^

rather than philological; whereas I have only wished to present

these fragments as interesting specimens of old Latinity.

It was probably the intention of the decemvirs to comprise

their system in six double Tables; for each successive pair of

Tables seems to refer to matters which are naturally classed

together. Thus Tab. i. and li. relate to the legis actiones; Tab.

III. and IV. to the mancipium, potesfas, and manus, or the rights

which might be acquired over insolvent debtors, the right of a

father over his son, and of a husband over his wife; Tab. v. and

VI. to the laws of guardianship, inheritance and property; Tab.

VII. and VIII. to ohligationes, deltcta, and crimiJia; Tab. ix. and

X. to the y^s puhlicum ^ii^ jus sacrwn; Tab. XI. and XII. were

supplementary to the ten former Tables, both in subject and in

date.

§ 7. Tah. I

Fr. 1. (i. 1, 2, Gothofredi) : si . in . JUS . VOCAT . Ni . IT . AN-

TESTATOR . IGITUE . EM . CAPITO . (Porphyrio ad Hor. i. Serm.

9, 65 :
" Adversarius molesti illius Horatium consulit, an per-

1 The student will find a general sketch of the old Roman law in

Arnold's Rome, i. pp. 256 sqq.

D. V. 16
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mittat se antestari, injecta manu extracturus ad Pra3torem, quod

vadimonio non paruerit. De hac autem Lege xii. Tabularum his

verbis cautum est : si vis vocationi testamini, igitur en capito

antestari. Est ergo antestari, scilicet antequam manum injiciat."

Cf. Cic. Legg. it. c. 4; Anl. Gell. N,A. xx. 1; Auctor ad He-

renn. ii. c. 13; Non. Marcell. de Propr. Serm. c. 1, § 20, s. v.

calvitur. Lucilius, Lih. XYII. :
" Si non it, capito^ inquit, eum et,

si calvitur ei^go^ Ferto manum^^). It seems probable that the

original form of the law was si qids in jus vocatus nee it, ante-

stamino, igitur (i. e. inde, postea, turn, Fest. p. 105) em (= eum)

capito. Cf. Gronov. Led. Plautin. p. 95. That igitur means
" thereupon " is shown bj the context, and that it denotes turn

as to the antecedent to quando appears from Plautus, Mil. Gl. ill,

1. 177: quando haheho, igitur rationem mearum fahricarum dabo.

Fr. 2 (i. 3): Si . calvitue . pedemve . struit, . manum .

ENDO . JACITO . (Festus, p. 313). The word calvitur is explained

by Gains, L. 233, pr. D. de Verb. Sign.: " Si calvitur et moretur

et frustretur. Inde et calumniatores appellati sunt, qnia per

fraudem et frastrationem alios vexarent litibus." Pedem struere

is explained by Festus, 1.1.: "Alii putant significare retrorsum

ire : alii, in aliam partem : alii fugere : alii gradum augere : alii

minuere, cum quis vix pedem pedi prsefert, otiose it, remoratur:"

and p. 210: ''^ pedem struit in xil. significat fugit, ut ait Ser.

Sulpicius." This fragment seems to have followed close upon

the previous one : see the passage of Lucilius, quoted above.

Fr. 3 (i. 4): si . morbus . aevitasve . yitium . escit, . qui .

IN . JUS . YOCABIT . JUMENTUM . DATO ; . SI . NOLET . ARCERAM .

ne.sternito. (Aul. Gell. N. A. xx. 1). Vitium escit means

impedimento erit. Arcera is explained by Nonius Marcellus, de

Propr. Serm. I. § 270 :
" Arcera plaustrum est rusticum, tectum

undique quasi area. Hoc vocabulum et apud Varronem et apud

M. Tullium invenitur. Hoc autem vehiculi genere senes et cegroti

vectari solent. Varro 'yepovriScSacrKaXcp: vehehatur cum uxore

vehiculo semel aut his aiino cum arcera: si non vellet non ster-

neret.^^

Fr. 4 (i. 6) : assiduo . yindex . assiduus . esto, . proleta-

RIO . QUOI . QUIS . volet . VINDEX . ESTO . (Aul. Gell. iV. A. XYI.

c. 10; cf. Cicero, Top. c. 2, who explains assiduus as a synonym

of locuples, and derives it, with ^Elius, ah asse dando; Nonius,
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Propr, Serm. c. 1, § antepen., who explains proletariiis as equi-

valent to pleheius—'' qui tantum prolem sufficiat." See Niebuhr.

Hist. Rom. I. p. 445, note 1041).

Fr. 5 (ix. 2). Festus, p. 348 :
" Sanates dicti sunt, qui supra

infraque Romam habitaverunt. Quod nomen his fuit, quia cum
defecissent a E/Omanis, brevi post redierunt in amicitiam, quasi

sanata mente. Itaque in xii. cautum est, ut * idem juris esset

Sanatihus quod Forctibus^ id est honis (cf. pp. 84, 102), et qui

nunquam defecerant a P. E." Whence we may supply, p. 321

:

'' [Hinc] in xii.: ' NEXp solutique, ac] foecti SANATi[sque idem

jus estod'], id est, bonor[um et qui defecerant sociorum]."

Where also soMas is explained from Cincius, " [quod Priscus]

prgeter opinio[nem eos debellavisjset, sanavisse[tque ac cum iis

pajcisci potuisset." Dirksen (p. 164) is wrong in referring these

extracts to the epitome of Paulus.

Fr. 6 (i. 17) : eem . UBi . pagunt, . oeato . {^Auctor ad He-

renn. II. c. 13).

Fr. 7 (i. 8) : Ni . pagunt . in . comitio . aut . in . foeo .

ANTE . MEEIDIEM . CAUSAM . CONJICITO, . QUOM . PEEOEANT .

AMBO . PEAESENTES . (id. ibid, and Aul. Gell. xvii. 2). The

word, pagunt is explained by Priscian (x. 5, § 32) as a synonym

of paciscor; the common Latin form is pa-n-go, but the medial

and tenuis of the gutturals were constantly interchanged after

the distinction between them was introduced by Sp. Carvilius

(Terent. Scaur, p. 2253, Putsch).

Fr. 8 (i. 9) : post . meeidiem . peaesenti . stlitem . addi-

ciTO . (Aul. Gell. XVII. 2).

Fr. 9 (l. 10) : SOL . OCCASUS . supeema . tempestas . esto .

(id. ibid.). The word tempestas is here used for tempus; the

whole afternoon was called tempus occiduum, and the sunset was

suprema tempestas (Macrob. Saturn. I. c. 3). Gellius, to whom
we owe these fragments, considers the correct reading to be sol^

not soils occasus. '' Sole occaso^'' he says, " non insuavi venus-

tate (vetustate?) est, si quis aurem habeat non sordidam nee

proculcatam." But Festus (p. 305), Varro (X. L. v. c. 2), and

others, consider the phrase to have been solis occasus. There is

more probability in the reading of Gellius.

Fr. 10 (II. 1). Aul. Gell. N. A. xvi. c. 10: " Sed enim

quum proletarii^ et assidui, et sanates, et vades, et suhvades,—
16—2
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evanuerint, omnisque ilia xii. Tabularum antiquitas—consopita

sit, &c."

§ 8. Tab. IL

Fr. 1. Gains, Inst. iv. § 14: " Poena autem sacramenti aut

quingenaria erat, aiit qninquagenaria ; nam de rebus mille seris

plurisve quingentis assibus, de minoris vero qninqnaginta assibus

Sacramento contendebatnr; nam ita lege xi I. Tabularum cautum

erat. Sed si de libertate hominis controversia erat, etsi pre-

tiosissimus homo esset, tamen ut L. assibus sacramento conten-

deretur eadem lege cautum est favoris causa ne satisdatione

onerarentur adsertores."

Fr. 2 (ii. 2) : (a) morbus . sonticus— {h) status . dies .

CUM . HOSTE— (c) SI . QUID . HORUM . FUAT . UNUM, . JUDICI, .

ARBITROVE . REOVE, . DIES . DIFFENSUS . ESTO . (a) Aul. Gell.

XX. c. 1 :
" Morbum veliementiorem, vim graviter nocendi haben-

tem, Leg. istar. i. e. xii. Tab. scriptores alio in loco non per se

Qnorhum, sed morhum sonttcum appellant." Fest. p. 290: " Son-

ticum morhum in xii. significare ait ^Elius Stilo certum cum
justa causa, quem non nulli putant esse, qui noceat, quod sontes

significat nocentes. Ngevius ait: sonticam esse ojjortet causam^

quam oh rem jperdas mulieremr (h) Cic. de Off. I. c. 12: ^^Hostis

enim majores nostros is dicebatur, quem nunc jjeregrinum dicimus.

Indicant xii. Tabulse ut : status dies cum lioste; itemque : adver-

sus hostem oeterna auctoritas.''^ Fest. p. 314: " Status dies [cum

boste] vocatur qui judici causa est constitutus cum peregrino.

Ejus enim generis ab antiquis liostes appellabantur, quod erant

pari jure cum populo R., atque hostire ponebatm' pro cequare.

Plautus in Curculione [i. 1, 5] : si status condictus cum lioste

intercedit dies, tamen est eundum, quo imjyerant ingratis^ This

passage is neglected by Dirksen, but not by Gronovius, Lectiones

Plautince, p. 81. With regard to the original signification of

hostis, it is very worthy of remark that the Latin host is and the

Greek feVo?, starting from opposite points, have interchanged

their significations. Hos-tis originally signified " a person enter-

tained by another," " one who has food given to him " (comp.

hos-pi-lt'ls, " the master of the feast," Jiostia, gasts, &c. N. Crat.

§ 474); but at last it came to mean " a stranger," " a foreigner,"

and even " an enemy " (see Varro, L. L. p. 2, Miiller). Whereas
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few?, originally denoting "a, stranger" (extraneus), i.e. ''one

without" {[i]^€vo^), came in the end to signify " an entertainer"

and " a friend." I cannot accept Mliller's derivation of few?
{ad Fest. p. 102). (c) Festus, p. 273: ^' Reus nunc dicitur, qui

causam dicit; et item qui quid promisit spoponditve, ac debet.

At Gallus ^lius libro ii. Sign. Vert. qu. ad Jus j^ertinent^ ait:

B.eus est, qui cum altero litem contestatam Jiahet. sive is egt't, sive

cum eo actum est. Reus sti-pidando est idem qui stipulator dici-

tur, quive suo nomine ah altero quid stipulates est, non is qui

alteri adstipulatus est. Reus promittendo est qui suo nomine alteri

quid promisit, non quipro altero quidpromisit. At Capito Ateius

in eadem quidem opinione est : sed exemplo adjuvat interpreta-

tionem. Nam in secunda Tabula secunda lege in qua scriptum

est: si quid liorum fuat unumjudici arhitrove reove, eo die diffen-

sus esto, hie uterque, actor reusque, in judicio rei vocantur, item-

que accusator de via citur more vetere et consuetudine antiqua."

Ulpian, L. Lxxiv. ad Edict.: " Si quis judicio se sisti promise-

rit, et valetudine vel tempestate vel vi fluminis prohibitus se

sistere non possit, exceptione adjuvatur ; nee immerito : cum
enim in tali permissione prcesentia opus sit, quemadmodum potuit

se sistere qui adversa valetudine impeditus est? Et ideo etiam

Lex XII. Tab. : si judex vel cdteruter ex litigatoribus morho son-

tico impediatur, juhet diemjudicii esse diffensum.''' I have restored

diffensus both in Festus and Ulpian on the authority of Mliller,

who has shown [Suppl. Annot. ad Fest. p. 401) that fendo must

have been anciently a synonym oi ferio and trudo, and conse-

quently that diffensus esto = differatur.

Fr. 3 (ii. 3) : cui . testimonium . defuekit, . is . teetiis .

DIEBUS . OB . POETUM . OBVAGULATUM . ITO . (Fest. p. 233 :
" For-

turn in XII. pro domo positum omnes fere consentiunt: si," &c.

Id. p. 375 :
" Vagulatio in lege xii. [Tab.] significat qucestionem

cum convicio : 5^," &c.).

Fr. 4 (ii. 12). "Nam et de furto pacisci lex permittit"

(L. 7, § 14 D, de Factis, Ulp. IV. ad Edictum).

§ 9. Tah. III.

Fr. 1 (hi. 4) : aeris . confessi . rebusque . jure . judi-

CATIS . TRIGINTA . DIES . JUSTI . SUNTO . (Aul. Gell. XX. C. 1 :

" Eosque dies Decemviri justos appellaverunt, velut quoddam
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justitium, id est juris inter eos quasi interstitionem quandam et

cessationem, qiiibus diebus nihil enm his agi jure posset." xv.

c. 13; of. Gains, Inst. in. § 78, &c.).

Fr. 2 (in. 5) : post . deinde . manus . injectio . esto ; .

IN . JUS . DUCITO . (Aul. Gell. XX. c.l; cf. Gains, /ns^. iv. § 21).

Fr. 3 (in. 6) : Ni . judicatum . facit (1. faxsit), . aut .

QUIPS . EXDO . EM . JURE . VINDICIT, . SECUM . DUCITO; . VINCITO, .

AUT . NERVO . AUT . COMPEDIBUS, . QUINDECTM . PONDO . NE . MA-
JORE, . AUT . SI . VOLET . MINORE . VINCITO . (Aul. Gell. XX.

c. 1). We should perhaps read faxsit for facit on account of

vindicit, for which see Mliller, Su])pl. Ann. ad Fest. p. 393. For

the form qui20s see Gronovius ad Gell. I.; the proper reading is

ques; see below, § 23. For the meaning of nervus here, comp.

Fest. s. V. p. 765.

Fr. 4 (in. 7) : si . volet, . suo . vivito; . ni .-suo . vivit, .

QUI . EM . VINCTUM . HABEBIT, . LIBRAS . EARRIS . ENDO . DIES .

DATO; . SI . VOLET . PLUS . DATO . (Aul. Gell. XX. c. 1; and for

the meaning of vivere compare L. 234, ^ 2 J), de Verb. Sign.;

Gains, L. n. ad Leg. xii. Tah.; Donat. ad Terent. Phorm. n.

1, 20). The student will observe that endo dies = indies.

Fr. 5 (in. 8). Aul. Gell. A^. J. xx. 1; " Erat autem jus

interea paciscendi ; ac nisi pacti forent, habebantur in vinculis,

dies LX. ; inter eos dies trinis nundinis continuis ad Pr^torem in

comitium producebantur, quanta^que pecuniae judicati essent prge-

dicabatur." From which Ursinus conjectures : Endoderatim

[rather interatim. Festus, p. IW] pacio estod. Nei cum eo pacit,

LX, dies vinctom hahetod. In ieis diebus tertieis nondineis con-

tinueis indu comitium endo joure im procitato, qiianteique stlis

CEstumata siet prcedicato.

Fr. 6 (in. 9). Aul. Gell. xx. 1: '' Tertiis autem nundinis

capite poenas dabant, aut trans Tiberim peregre venum ibant

—

si phu'es forent, quibus reus esset judicatus, secare si vellent

atque partiri corpus addicti sibi hominis permiserunt—verba ipsa

Legis dicam:

—

tertiis, inquit, nundinis partis SECANTO, Si

PLUS MINUSVE SECUERUNT, SE FRAUDE ESTO," Cf. Quintil. Inst.

Or. III. c. 6; Tertullian, Apol. c. 4. The student will remark

that we have here se for sine, as in the compounds se-dulo (= sine

dolo), se-paro, se-cludo^ se-motus, se-gregatus, &c. (See Festus,

p. 336). Se — sed is an ablative form which in later Latin appears
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only in composition; sine accords in form with the Sanscrit

instrumental, and was used as a preposition to the latest period

of the language. Accordingly these two forms may be compared

with the Greek na and Kara ; the former being used only as the

particle of apodosis or in composition (as Kairerov Pind. 0, VIII.

38), while the latter retains to the end its regular prepositional

functions.

Fr. 7 (ill. 3) : adversus . hostem . aeterna . auctoritas .

(Cic. de Off. I. c. 12).

§ 10. Tah. IV.

Fr. 1 (iv. 1). Cic. de Legg. iii. c. 8 : "Deinde quum [Trib.

pot. ortus] esset cito legatus \leto datus, Orelli], tamquam ex xii.

TabuUs insignis ad deformitatem jpuerT From whence we infer

that the xii. Tables authorized the exposure of deformed

children.

Fr. 2 (iv. 2). From the statement of Dionysius (ii. 26, 27),

that the decemvirs in their fourth Table continued the jus ven-

dendorum liberorum established in the time of the kings, Ursinus

imagines some such passage as this : patrei . endo . FIDIO .

VITAE . NECISQUE . POTESTAS . ESTOD, . TERQUE . IN . VENOM .

DARIER . JOUS . ESTOD ; to whicli he appends the next fragment.

Fr. 3 (iv. 3) : si . pater . filium . ter . venum . duit, .

FiLius . A . PATRE . LIBER . ESTO . (Ulpiau, Fr. Tit. X. § 1 ; Gaius,

Inst. I. § 132; iv. § 79).

Fr. 4 (iv. 4). Aul. Gell. iii. 16 :... " Quoniam Decemviri in

decem mensibus gigni hominem, non in undecimo scripsissent ;

"

whence Gothofredus would restore: si qui ei in x. mensibus

proximis ^ostumus natus escit, Justus esto.

§ 11. Tah. F.

Fr. 1. Gaius, Inst. I. § 145: " Loquimur autem exceptis

Virginibus Vestalibus, quas etiam veteres in honorem sacerdotii

liberas esse voluerunt; itaque etiam lege xii. Tabularum cautum

est." Cf. Plutarch, Vit. Num. c. 10.

Fr. 2. Id. II. § 47 :
" (Item olim) mulieres qu^ in agnato-

rum tutela erant, res mancipi usucapi non poterant, pr^terquam

si ab ipso tutore {auctore) traditse essent : id ita lege xii. Tabu-

larum cautum erat."
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Fr. 3 (v. 1) : [pateefamilias] . uti . legassit . super .

PECUNIA . TUTELAVE . SUAE . REI, . ITA . JUS . ESTO . (Ulpian, Fr.

Tit. XI. § 14; Gains, Inst. II. § 224; Cic. de Invent. Rhet. il.

c. 50; Novell. Justin, xxii. c. 2, &c.).

Fr. 4 (v. 2) : si . intestato . moritur . cui . suus . heres .

NEC . SIT, . ADGNATUS . PKOXIMUS . FAMILIAM . HABETO . (Ulpian,

Fr. Tit. XXVI. § 1; cf. Gains, Inst. ill. § 9, &c.).

Fr. 5 (v. 3) : si . adgnatus . nec . escit, . gentilis . fami-

LIAM . NANXITOR. {Collatio Legg. Mosaic, et Rom. Tit. xvi. § 4;

cf. Gains, hist. ill. § 17). I have written nanxitor for nancitor

on tlie antliority of Miiller, ad Fest. p. 166 :
" nanxitor in xil.,

nactns erit, prgehenderit;" v/liere he remarks: '^nancitor quo-

modo fntnrnm exactnm esse possit, non intelligo, nisi correcta

nna littera. Ab antiqno verbo nancio fnt. ex. fit nanxo^ sicnt a

ca^io cajjso; idqne translatnm in pass. form, efficit nanxitur vel

nanxitor, nt a turhasso fit tm'hassitur.'''' We have another instance

of this form in the pontifical law abont the ver sacrum, quoted

by Livy (xxil. 10, § 6) : si antidea senatus popidusque jusserit

fieri ac faxitur, eo 'poj)idus solutus liher esto (see also Corssen,

Ausspr. Vole. u. Bet. d. lat, Spr. ii. pp. 38 sqq.).

Fr. 6 (v. 7). Gains, Inst. I. § 155: " Qnibus testamento

qnidem tutor datus non sit, iis ex lege XII. agnati sunt tutores;

qui vocantur legitimi." Cf. § 157, where he says that this

applied to women also,

Fr. 7 (v. 8) : Si . FURIOSUS . AUT . PRODIGUS . ESCIT, . AST .

EI . CUSTOS . NEC . ESCIT, . ADGNATORUM . GENTILIUMQUE . IN .

EO . PEQVUNIAQUE . EJUS . POTESTAS , ESTO. (Cicer. de Invent.

Rhet. II. c. 50, gives the bulk of this passage ; aut prodigus is

inserted on the authority of Ulpian, § 3, I. de Gurationihus ; and

ast ei ciistos nec escit is derived from Festus, p. 162 :
'^ Nec con-

junctionem grammatici fere dicunt esse disjunctivam, ut nec

legit nec scrihit, cum si diligentius inspiciatur, ut fecit Sinnius

Capito, intelligi possit earn positam esse ab antiquis pro non, ut

et in XII. est: ast ei custos nec escit^'). For nec see above, Ch,

III. § 9, and below, Ch. vil. § 5.

Fr. 8 (V. 4). Ulpian, Frag. Tit. xxix. § 1; L. 195, § 1 D,

de Verb. Sign.: " Civis Komani liberti hereditatem lex xii. Tab.

patrono defert, si intestato sine suo herede libertus decesserit

—

Lex : EX ea familia, inquit, in eam familiam." Gothofredus
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proposes the following restoration of the law : si libertus intes-

tato moritur cui suus heres nee escit, ast jpatronus patronwe liheri

escint, ex eafamilia in earn familiam proximo pecunia adduitor.

Fr. 9 (v. 5) and 10 (v. 6). From the numerous passages

which refer the law de ercti-ciscunda (as the word must have

been originally written) familia to the xii. Tables (see Hugo,

Oescli. d. Rom. B. I. p. 229), we may perhaps suppose the law

to have been : si lieredes partem quisque suam hahere malint,

familice ercti-ciscundcE tris arhitros sumunto. .

§ 12. Tal. VL

Fr. 1 (VI. 1) : CUM . NEXUM . FACIET . MANCIPIUMQUE, . UTI .

LINGUA . NUNCUPASSIT, . ITA . JUS . ESTO. (Festus, p. 173; Cic.

de Off. III. 16, de Orator, i. 57). Nuncupare = nominare : Festus,

1. 1.; Yarro, L. L. Yi. § 60, p. 95, Miiller.

Fr. 2 (yi. 2). Cic. de Offic. iii. 16: ''Nam cum ex xii.

Tabulis satis esset ea prcestari quce essent lingua nuncupata^ quae

qui infitiatus esset diipli poenam sid)iret; a jureconsultis etiam

reticentise poena est constituta."

Fr. 3 (yl 5). Cic. Topic, c. 4: "Quod in re pari valet,

valeat in hac, qu^ par est ; ut : Quoniam usus auctoritas fundi

hiennium est, sit etiam cedium : at in lege asdes non appellantur,

et sunt ceterarum reynnn omnium, quarum annuus est usus.^'

Cf. Cic. pro Ccecina, c. 19; Gains, Instit. ii. § 42: and Boe-

thius ad Top. 1. c. p. 509, Orelli.

Fr. 4 (yi. 6). Gains, Inst. i. § 111: '' Usu in manum con-

veniebat, qu^ anno continuo nupta perseverabat :—itaque lege

XII. Tab. cautum [erat], si qua nollet eo modo in manum mariti

conve\m.xQ, ut quotanjn?*!? trinoctio ahesset, atque [ita usum] cujus-

que anni interrumperet.''' Cf. Aul. GelL III. 2; Macrob. Saturn,

I. 3.

Fr. 5 (yi. 7): si . qui . in . jure . manum . conseeunt .

(Aul. Gell. XX. c. 10).

Fr. 6 (yi. 8). From Liv. iii. 44, Dionjs. Hal. xi. c. 30,

&c., we may infer a law: prcetor secundum lihertatem vindicias

dato.
'

Fr. 7 (yi. 9): tignum . junctum . aedibus . yineaeye, . e .

CONCAPITE . NE . SOLYITO . (Fest. p. 364). A great number of

emendations of this passage have been proposed. The reading
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wliich I liave adopted is the same as Miiller's, except that I

prefer concapite to his concape: compare proco/pis —progenies,

" quee ab nno capite procedit" (Fest. p. 225). In the same way
as we have capes, capitis m. = miles ; capjut, capitis n. = vertex

^

so we liave concapis, concapitis f. = continua capitum junctura

(comp. Madvig, Beilage zii zeiner Latein. Sprachl. p. 33).

Fr. 8 (vi. 10). L. 1. ^j»r. D. de tigno juncto, Ulpian, L.

XXXVII. ad Edictu7n: ''Quod providenter lex [xii. Tab.] effe-

cit, ne vel gedificia sub hoc prgetextu diruantur, vel vinearum

cultura turbetiir; sed in eum qui convictus est junxisse, in

duplum dat actionem." Where tignum is defined as signifying

in the xii. Tables : omnis materia ex qua cedijicium constet,

vineceque necessaria.

Fr. 9 (vi. 11) : quandoque . sarpta, . donec . dempta .

ERUNT . (Fest. p. 348). The word sarpta (which Miiller under-

stands of the ipsa sarpta, i.e. sarmenta putata) is explained by

Festus, 1. 1. :
'' sarpiimtur vineae, i. e. putantur," &c. p. 322 :

'' [sarpta vinea putata, i.] e. pura [facta—] inde etiam [sarmenta

scriptjorea dici pu[tant; sarpere enim ajntiqui pro pur[gare

dicebant]." The sentence in the fragment probably ended with

vindicarejus esto.

§ 13. Tab. VIL

Fr. 1 (viii. 1). Varro, L. L. v. § 22, p. 9 :
" Amhitus est

quod circumeundo teritur, nam amhitus circumitus, ab eoque

XII. Tabularum interpretes amhitum parietis circumitum esse

describunt." Yolusius Msecianus, apud Grronov. de Sestertio,

p. 398: " Sestertius duos asses et semissem. Lex etiam xii. Ta-

bularum argumento est, in qua duo pedes et semis sestertius pes

vocatur." Festus, p. 16 (cf. p. 5): ^^ Ambitus proprie dicitur

inter vicinorum gedificia locus duorum pedum et semipedis ad

circumeundi facultatem relictus." The law itself, therefore, pro-

bably ran thus : inter vicinorum cedijicict ambitus parietum ses-

tertius pes esto.

Fr. 2 (viii. 3). Gains (lib. iv. ad Leg. xii. Tab. L. fin. D.

finium regundorum) refers to a law of Solon, which he quotes

in Greek, and describes as in some measure the type of the

corresponding law of the xil. Tables, which regulates digging,

fencing, and building near the borders of a piece of ground.
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Fr. 3 (viii. 6): hortus—heredium—tugurtum . (Plin.

H. N. XIX. 4, § 1 :
" In xii. Tab. leg. nostrar. nusquam nomi-

natur villa; semper in significatione ea hortus, in liorti vero

lierediumr Festus, p. 355: '' [_Tugu-'\ria a tecio appellantur

[clomicilia rusticorum] sordida—quo nomine [Messalla in ex-

plana]tione xii. ait etiam .... significari"). Properly speaking,

the vicus (signifying " several houses joined together") included

the villa {=vtcula, Doderl. Syn. u. Et. ill. 5), which was the

residence of the proprietor, and the adjoining tuguria^ in which

the coloni 'partiarii lived. All persons living in the same vicus

were called vicini ; and the first fragment in this table refers to

the ambitus between the houses of those who lived on the same

estate. The pasture-land left common to the vicini was called

compascuus ager (Festus, p. 40). It is not improbable that the

words compescere and imjjescere occurred in the xii. Tables. See,

however, Dirksen, p. 534. Ager is defined as :
'' locus qui sine

villa est" (Ulpian, L. 27, Pr. D. de V, S.), But in a remark-

able passage in Festus (p. 371), the vicus is similarly described

in its opposition to the villa or prcedium. The passage is as

follows (see Miiller, Suppl. Ann. p. 413): "Vici appellari inci-

piunt ab agris, [et sunt eorum hominum,] qui ibi villas non

habent, ut Marsi aut Peligni, sed ex vicis partim habent rempub-

licam, [ubi] et jus dicitur, partim nihil eorum, et tamen ibi nun-

dinge aguntur negotii gerendi causa, et magistri vici, item magistri

pagi, [in iis] quotannis fiunt. Altero, cum id genus ofiiciorum

[significatur]
,
qu^ continentia sunt in oppidis, quEeve itineribus

regionibusve distributa inter se distant, nominibusque dissimilibus

discriminis causa sunt dispartita. Tertio, cum id genus sedifi-

ciorum definitur, qu^ in oppido prive, id est in suo quisque loco

proprio ita sedificat, ut in eo jedificio pervium sit, quo itinere

habitatores ad suam quisque habitationem habeat accessum : qui

non dicuntur vicani, sicut ii, qui aut in oppidi vicis, aut ii, qui in

agris sunt, vicani appellantur." Festus here describes (1) the

vicus rusticus, (2) a street in a town, as the vicics Cy^rius, and

(3) a particular kind of insulated house {insula) in the city.

Fr. 4 and 5 (viii. 4, 5). Cicero de Legg. i. c. 21: '• Usu-

capionem xii. Tabulae intra quinque pedes esse noluerunt." Non.

Marcell. de Proper, Serm. c. 5, § 34, quotes, as the words of the

law: SI JURGANT. ^^ Si jurgant, inquit. Benevolorum concer-
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tatio non Us, ut inimicorum, sed jurgium dicitur." Ursinus

supposes tlie law to have been : si vicini inter se jurgassint,

intra v. joedes usucapio ne esto. Jur-gium is from jure agere,

Fr. 6 (viii. 10). L. 8, d, de Servit. Freed. Rustic: "Vise

latitudo ex lege xir. Tab. in porrectum octo pedes habet; in

anfractum, id est, ubi flexum est, sedecim." Varro, L, L. Vii.

§ 15, p. 124: ^^ Anfractum est flexum, ab origine duplici dictum,

ab ambitu et frangendo; ab eo leges jubent, in directo pedum

VIII. esse, in anfracto xvi., id est in flexu."

Fr. 7 (vili. 11). Cicero pro Ccecina, c. 19: "Si via sit im-

munita, jubet (lex), qua velit agere jumentum." Cf. Festus, p.

21, s. V. Amsegetes. Miiller and Huschke express their surprise

that Dirksen and other learned jurists should have overlooked

the passage in Festus, which contains the best materials for the

restoration of this law. Festus (s. v. Vim, p. 371) sajs : "Vi^
sunt et publico, per [quas ire, agere, veherje omnibus licet:

privates quibus [vehiculum immittere non licet] prater eorum,

quorum sunt private. [In xii. est : Amsegetes] vias iniuniunto

DONICUM LAPIDES ESCUNT: [nI MUNIEEINT,] QUA VOLET JUMENTA

AGITO." See Miiller, Suppl. Annot, p. 414.

Fr. 8 (viii. 9). L. 5, d, ne quid in I. puhl. Paulus, Lib.

XVI. ad Sahinum : " Si per publicum locum rivus aquasductus

privato nocebit, erit actio privato ex lege xii. Tab. ut noxge

domino caveatur." L. 21, D, de Statidiher. Pompon. L. VII.

ex Plautio: Si . AQUA . PLUVIA . NOCET.

Fr 9 (viii. 7). L. 1, § 8, D, de Arhorihus ccedend. Ulp.

L. Lxxi. ad Edict. :
'' Lex xii. Tab. efficere voluit, ut xv.

pedes altius rami arboris circumcidantur." From which, and

Festus, p. 348, it is proposed to restore the law: si arbor in

vicini agrum impendet, altius a terra pedes XV. suhlucator.

Fr. 10 (viii. 8). Plin. H. N. xvi. c. 5: "Cautum est

prseterea lege xii. Tab., ut glandem in alienum fundum proci-

dentem liceret coUigere." The English law makes a similar

provision respecting rabbit-burrows.

Fr. 11 (vi. 4). § 1, 41, I. c?e Rer. Divis.: "Venditae vero

res et tradit^ non aliter emptori adquiruntur, quam si is venditor!

pretium solverit, vel alio modo satisfecerit, veluti expromissore,

aut pignore dato. Qiiod cavetur quidem et lege xii. Tab., tamen

recte dicitur et jure gentium, i. e. jure naturali, effici."
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Fr. 12 (VI. 3). Ulpian, Fr. tit. 2, § 4: ''Sub liac condi-

tione liber esse jussus, si decern millia heredi dederit, etsi ab

lierede abalienatus sit, emptori daiido pecuniam, ad libertatem

perveniet: idqiie lex xii. Tab. jubet." Cf. Fest. s. v. 8tatuliher,

p. 314.

§ 14. Tah. VIIL

Fr. 1 (viii. 8). Cic. de RepuU. iv. 10: "Nostras xii. Ta-

bula, quum perpaucas res capite sanxissent, in his banc quoque

sanciendam putaverunt : si quis occentavisset, sive carmen con-

didisset, quod infamiam faceret flagitiumve alteri.''^ Festus,

p. 181 :
" Occentassint antiqui dicebant quod nunc convitium

fecermt dicirnus, quod id clare, et cum quodam canore fit, ut

procul exaudiri possit. Quod turpe habetur, quia non sine causa

fieri putatur. Inde cantilenam dici querellam, non cantus jucun-

ditatem puto." Plautus, CurcuL I. 2, 57; Horat. II. Serrn. 1,

80 ; II. Fpist. 1, 152. Gothofredus would restore the law thus :

SI quis pipulo (=ploratu, Fest. p. 253 ; cf. p. 212, s. v. joipatio^

above, p. 136), occentassit, carmenve condidisset, &:c.fustefer{to.

Fr. 2 (vii. 9) : si membeum . eupit . ni . cum . eo . pacit, .

TALIO . ESTO . (Fest. p. 363 :
" Permittit lex parem vindictam."

Aul. Gell. XX. 1; Gains, Instill. § 223).

Fr. 3 (VII. 10). Gains, Inst. in. § 223: "Propter os vero

fractum aut conlisum ccc. assium poena erat (ex lege xii. Tab.

velut si libero os fractum erat; at si servo, CL." Cf. Aul.

Gell. XX. 1.

Fr. 4 (vii. 7) : si . injueiam . faxit . alteei, . viginti .

QUINQUE . AERIS . POENAE . SUNTO . (Aul. *Gell. XX. 1 ; cf.

Gains, Inst. III. § 223). Fest. p. 371 :
" Viginti quinque posnas

in XII. significat viginti quinque asses." Here ^^ce/ia^ =p)oinaes

is the old form of the genitive singular and nominative plural.

Fr. 5 (vii. 2) : eupitias . [qui . faxit] . saecito . (Fest.

s. vv. pp. 265, 322), i. e. qui damnum dederit prcestato.

Fr. 6 (vil. 5). L. 1, pr. D, si Quadrup. Paup. fee. die.

Ulp. XVIII. ad Edict. : "Si quadrupes pauperiem fecisse dice-

tur, actio ex lege xii. Tab. descendit
;
quse lex voluit aut dari id

quod nocuit, id est, id animal, qaod noxiam commisit, aut sesti-

mationem noxise. ofFerre.'.'

Fr.7 (vii. 5). L. 14, § 3, d, c^ Proescr. Verb.: "Si glans
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ex arbore tiia in meum fundum cadat' eamque ego iramisso pecore

depascam, Aristo scribit non sibi occurrere legitiniam actionem,

qua experiri possim, nam neque ex lege xir. Tab. de pastu

pecoris, quia non in tuo pascitur, neque de pauperie neque de

damni injuri^e agi posse" (cf. Tab. vii. Fr. 10).

Fr. 8 (vii. 3) : qui . fruges . excantassit . (Plin. H. N.

XXVIII. C. 2). NEVE . ALIENAM . SEGETEM . PELLEXERIS . (Serv.

ad Verg. Ed. viii. 99). Cf. Seneca, Nat. Qucest. iv. 7, &c.

Fr. 9 (vii. 4). Plin. H. N. xviii. c. 3: ''Frugem quidem

aratro qusesitam furtim noctu pavisse ac secuisse, puberi xii.

Tabulis capitale erat, suspensumque Cereri necari jubebant

;

gravius quam in homicidio convictum : impubem prsetoris arbi-

tratu verberari, noxiamque duplione decerni."

Fr. 10 (vii. 6). L. 9, D, de Incend. Ruina Naufr. Gains,

IV. ad XII. Tab. : '' Qui ced.es acervumve frumenti juxta domum
positum comhusserit, vinctus verheratus igni necari jubetur, si

modo sciens prudensque id commiserit : si vero casu^ id est,

negligentia, aut noxiam sarcire, jubetur, aut si minus idoneus

sit, levius castigatur: appellatione autem mdium omnes species

gedificii continentur."

Fr. 11 (II. 11). Plin. H. N. xvii. 1: ''Fuit et arborum

cura legibus priscis ; cautumque est xii. Tabulis, ut qui injuria

cecidisset alienas, lueret in singulas 93ris xxv."

Fr. 12 (ii. 4) : si . NOx . furtum . factum . sit, . si . im .

OCCISIT, . JURE . CAESUS . ESTO . (Macrob. Saturn. I. c. 4). Here

nox — noctu; Aul. Gell. VIII. c. 1.

Fr. 13 (ii. 8). L. 54, § 2, d, de fiirt. Gains, Lib. xiii. ad

Edict. Provine. : " Furem interdiu deprehensum non aliter occi-

dere lex xii. Tab. permisit, quam si telo se defendat."

Fr. 14 (ii. 5—7). Aul. Gell. xi. c. 18: ''Ex ceteris autem

manifestis furibus liberos verberari addiciqu.e jusserunt (decem-

viri) ei, cui factum furtum esset, si modo id luci fecissent, neque

se telo defendissent : servos item furti manifesti prensos verberi-

bus affici et e saxo pr^cipitari; sed pueros impuberes prastoris

arbitratu verberari voluerunt, noxamque ab bis factam sarciri."

Cf. Gains, III. § 189. For tlie last part, cf. Fr. 9.

Fr. 15 (II. 9). Gains, Inst. iii. § 191, 192: " Concepti et

oblati (furti) poena ex lege xii. Tab. tripli est,—prsecipit (lex)

ut qui quferere velit, nudus quserat linteo cinctus, lancem ha-
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bens
;
qui si quid invenerit, jubet id lex furtum manifestum

esse." Cf. Aul. Gell. xi. 18, xvi. 10.

Fr. 16 (II. 10): si . adoeat . furto . quod . nec . mani-

festum . ESCIT . (Fest. p. 162. Graius, Inst. iii. § 190: ''Nec

manifesti furti per leg. xii. Tab. dupli irrogatur"). For the use

of adoro, see Fest. p. 19: ^^ Adorare apud antiquos significabat

agere, unde et legati oratores dicuntur, quia mandata populi

agunt:'" add, Fest. s. v. oratores, p. 182 : Yarro, L. L. VI. § 76,

VII. § 41, &c.

Fr. 17 (II. 13). Gaius, List. il. § 45: ''Furtivam (rem) lex

XII. Tab. usucapi prohibet."

Fr. 18 (hi. 2). Cato, R. R. prooem.: "Majores nostri sic

habuerunt, itaque in legibus posuerunt, furem dupli damnari,

foeneratorem quadrupli." Tacit. Annal. vi. 16: "JSTam primo

XII. Tabulis sanctum, ne quis unciario foenere amplius exerce-

ret." See Niebulir, H. R. ill. 50 sqq., who has proved that the

foenus unciarium was ^^ of the principal, i. e. 8J per cent for the

old year of ten months, and therefore 10 per cent for the civil year.

Fr. 19 (III. 1). Paulus, Rec. Sent. ii. tit. 12, § 11: "Ex
causa depositi lege xii. Tab. in duplum actio datur."

Fr. 20 (vii. 16). L. l. § 2, d, de sus])ect. Tutoribus : "Sci-

endum est suspecti crimen e lege xii. Tab. descendere." L. b^,

§ 1, D, c?e Admin, et Peric. Tutor. : " Sed si ipsi tutores rem pupilli

furati sunt, videamus, an ea actione, qu^ proponitur ex lege

XII. Tab. adversus tutorem in duplum, singuli in solidum tene-

antur."

Fr. 21 (vii. 17) : patronus . si . clienti . fraudem . fece-

RIT . SACER . ESTO . (Scrvius, on YirgiPs words, ^neid. vi. 609

:

"pulsatusve parens, et fraus innexa clienti"). I can suppose

that the original \\2idi fraudem frausus siet: see Festus, p. 91,

and Gronov. Lect. Plaut. p. 33, ad Asm. ii. 2, 20.

Fr. 22 (vii. 11): qui . se . sierit . testarier, . libri-

PENSVE . FUERIT, . Nl . TESTIMONIUM . FARIATUR(?), . IMPROBUS .

INTESTABILISQUE . ESTO . (Aul. Gell. XV. 13).

Fr. 23 (vii. 12). Aul. Gell. xx. 1 : "An putas, si non ilia

ex XII. Tab. de testimoniis falsis poena abolevisset, et si nunc

quoque, ut antea, qui falsum testimonium dixisse convictus esset,

e saxo Tarpeio dejiceretur, mentituros fuisse pro testimonio tam

multos quam videmus?"
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Fr. 24 (vii. 13). Plinj, in the passage quoted in Fr. 9, im-

plies that involuntary homicide was but slightly punished. The

fine in such a case seems to have been a ram (Serv. ad Verg,

Ed. IV. 43) ; and the law has been restored thus (with the help

of Cic. de Oral, III. 39, Top. 17): si quis hominem l{heru7n dolo

sciens morti dedit, parricida esto : at si telum manu fugit, pro

capite occisi et natis ejus arietem suhjicito.

Fr. 25 (VII. 14). From Plin. H. N. xxviii. 2, and L. 236,

pr. D, de Verb. Sign., the following law has been restored: QUI .

MALUM . CAEMEN . INCANTASSIT . [CEEERI . SACEE . ESTO] .

[qui] . MALUM . VENENUM . [fAXIT . DUITVE . PAERICIDA . ESTO].

Fr. 26 (ix. 6), Porcius Latro, Declam. in Catilin. c. 19:
'' Primum xil. Tabulis cautum esse cognoscimus, ne quis in urhe

ccetus nocturnos agitaret.''' Which Ursinus restores thus: qui

calim endo urhe nox coit, coiverit, capital estod.

Fr. 27 (viii. 2). L. 4, d, de Colleg. et Corporihus: " Sodales

sunt, qui ejusdem collegii sunt; quam Graeci iracplav vocant.

His autem potestatem facit lex, pactionem quam velint sibi ferre,

dum ne quid ex publica lege corrumpant,"

§ 15. Tah. IX.

Fr. 1 (ix. 1). QiQQio pro Bomo, c. 17: " Vetant xii. Ta-

bulas leges privis hominibus irrogari."

Fr. 2 (ix. 4). Cicero de Legibus, III. 19 :
" Tum leges prse-

clarissimge de Xli. Tabulis translates dues : quarum . . . altera de

capite civis rogari, nisi maximo comitatu, vetat." Cf. Cicero

pro Sexfio, c. 30.

Fr. 3 (ix. 3). Aul. GelL xx. 1: ''Dure autem scriptum

esse in istis legibus (sc. xii. Tab.) quid existimari potest? nisi

duram esse legem putas, quas judicem arbitrumve jure datum,

qui ob rem dicendam pecuniam accepisse convictus est, capite

poenitur." Cf. Cicero, Verr. Act. ii. Lib. II. c. 32.

Fr. 4 (ix. 5). L. 2, § 23, d, de Orig. Jur. : " Qu^stores

constituebantur a populo, qui capitalibus rebus prseessent : hi

appellabantur Qucestores parricidii ; quorum etiam meminit lex

XII. Tabularum." Cicero de RepuU. ii. 31. " Provocationem

autem etiam a regibus fuisse declarant pontificii libri, significant

nostri etiam augurales ; itemque ab omni judicio poenaque pro-
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vocari licere, indicant xii. Tabula3 compluribus legibus." See

above, p. 239.

Fr. 5 (ix. 7) L. 3, pr. d. ad Leg. Jul. Majestat.: ''Lex

XII. Tab. jiibet eum qui hostem concitaverit, quive bosti civem

tradiderit, capite puniri."

§ 16. Tab. X.

Fr. 1 (x. 2) : hominem . mortuum . in . urbe . ne . sepe-

LITO . NEVE . URITO . (Cicero de Legibus, II. 23).

Fr. 2 (x. 4, 5) : hoc . plus . ne . facito . — rogum . ascia .

NE . POLITO . (id. ibid.).

Fr. 3 and 4 (x. 6, 7): "Exteniiato igitur sumtu, tribus

riciniis, et vinclis piirpurse, et decern tibicinibus tollit (lex xii.

Tab.) etiam lamentationem: mulieres . genas . ne . radunto; .

NEVE . LESSUM FUNERIS . ERGO . HABENTO." (id. ibid.). For

Ticmium (= vestimentum quadratum) see Fest. s. v. p. 274, and

for radere genas {=unguibiis lacerare inalas) id. p. 273. From

Serviiis ad ^n. xii. 606, it would appear that the full frag-

ment would be : mulieres genas ne radunto, faciem ne car-

punto, &c.

Fr. 5 (x. 8): "Cetera item funebria, quibus luctus augetur,

xii. sustulerunt: homini, . inquit, mortuo . ne OSSa . legito, .

QUO . POST . funus . FACIAT . Excipit bellicam peregrinamque

mortem" (Cic. de Leg. II. 24).

Fr. 6 (x. 9, 10): " Hsec prseterea sunt in legibus de unctura,

quibus servilis . unctura . toUitur, omnisque circumpotatio :

quj» et recte tolluntur, neque tollerentur nisi fuisseiLt. ne .

SUMTUOSA . RESPERSIO ; . NE . LONGAE . CORONAE, . NEC . ACER-

rae . praetereantur " (Cic de Legibus, ii. 24). For acerra, see

Fest. p. 18 :
" Acerra ara quae ante mortuum poni solebat, in

qua odores incendebant. Alii dicunt arculam esse thm'ariam,

scilicet ubi thus reponebant." Festus, s. v. Murrata jyotione

(p. 158), seems also to refer to this law, which, according to

Gothofredus ran thus : Servilis unctura omnisque circumpotatio

auferitor. Murrata potio mortuo ne inditor. Ne longce coronce,

neve acerrcB proiferuntor.

Fr. 7 (X. 11) : QUI . CORONAM . PARIT . IPSE, . PECUNIAVE .

EJUS, . VIRTUTIS . ERGO . DUITOR . EI. (Plin. H. N. XXI. 3; cf.

Cic. de Leg. ii. 24).

D. V. 17
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Fr. 8 (x. 12). Cic. de Leg. ii. 24: " Ut uni plura (funera)

fierent, lectique plures sternerentur, id quoque ne fieret lege

sancitum est."

Fr. 9 (x. 13) : neve . aurum . addito . quoi . auro . dentes .

VINCTI . ESCUNT, . AST . IM . CUM . ILLO . SEPELIRE . UREREVE .

SE . FRAUDE . ESTO . (Cic. de Leg. II. 24). For se = sine, see

above. Tab. iii. fr. 6. This fragment is interesting, because it

shows the antiquity of the dentist's art. Cicero {N. D. ill. 22,

§57) raises the first dentist to the rank of .an ^Esculapius:

" ^sculapiorum—tertius, Arsippi et Arsinoae, qui primus purga-

tionem alvi dentisque evulsionem^ ut ferunt, invenit."

Fr. 10 (x. 14). Id. ibid. :
" Eogum bustumve novum vetat

(lex XII. Tab.) propius LX. pedes adici sedeis alienas, invito

domino."

Fr. 11 (x. 15). Id. ibid.: ''Quod autem forum, id est

vestibulum sepulcri, bustumve . usucapi . vetat (lex xii. Tab.)

tuetur jus sepulchrorum." Comp. Festus, s. v. Forum, p. 84.

§ 17. Tah. XL

Fr. 1 (xi. 2). Liv. iv. c. 4: "Hoc ipsum, ne co?inuhmm

patribus cum plehe essef, non Decemviri tulerunt?" Cf. Dion.

Hal. X. c. 60, XI. c. 28.

§ 18. Tah. XLL

Fr. 1 (xii. 1). Gains, Lnst. iv. § 28: "Lege autem intro-

ducta est pignoris capio, velut lege xii. Tab. adversus eum, qui

hostiam emisset, nee pretium redderet ; item adversus eum, qui

mercedem non redderet pro eo jumento, quod quis ideo locasset,

ut inde pecuniam acceptam in dapem, id est in sacrificium,

inpenderet."

Fr. 2 (xii. 4) :
" In lege antiqua, si servus sciente domino

furtum fecit, vel aliam noxiam commisit, servi nomine actio est

noxalis, nee dominus suo nomine tenetur. si . Servus . furtum .

FAXIT, . noxiamve . NOCUIT." (L. II. § 1 D. Je Noxal. Actio-

nihus)

.

Fr. 3 (xii. 3) : si . vindiciam . falsam . tulit, . stlitis ,

[et . VINDICIARUM . PRAE]tOR . ARBITROS . TRES . DATO, . EO-

RUM . ARBITRIO . [POSSESSOR sive REUS] . FRUCTUS . DUPLIONE .

DAMNUM . DECIDITO . (Festus, s. V. Vmdictce, p. 376. I have
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introduced the corrections and additions of Miiller) . Cf. Theodos.

Cod. IV. 18, 1.

Fr. 4 (xii. 2). L. 3 d, de Litigios.: "Eem, de qua con-

troversia est, prohibemur in sacrum dedicare; alioquin dupli

poenam patimur."

Fr. 5 (xi. 1). Liv. vii. 17: ''In xii. Tabulis legem esse,

ut, quodcunque postremum populus jussisset, id jus ratumque

esset."

§ 19. The Tihurtme Inscription.

These remains of the xii. Tables, though referring to an

early period of Koman history, are merely quotations, and as

such less satisfactory to the philological antiquary than monu-

mental relics even of a later date. The oldest, however, of these

authentic documents is not earlier than the second Samnite war.

It is a senatus-consultum, " which gives to the Tiburtines the

assurance that the senate would receive as true and valid their

justification in reply to the charges against their fidelity, and

that it had given no credit, even before, to these charges

"

(Niebuhr, H.R. iii. p. 310, orig. p. 264, tr.)^ The inscription

was engraved on a bronze table, which was found at Tivoli in

the sixteenth century, near the site of the Temple of Hercules.

About a hundred years ago it was in the possession of the Bar-

berini family, but is now lost; at least, Niebuhr was unable to

discover it, though he sought for it in all the Italian collections,

into which the lost treasures of the house of Barberini were

likely to have found their way. Niebuhr's transcript (from

Gruter, p. 499), compared with Haubold's (Monumenta Legalia^

p. 81), is as follows.

1. L. Cornelius Cn. F. Praetor Senatum consuluit a. d. iii. Nonas

Maias sub aede Kastorus

:

2. scr. adf.^ A. Manlius A. F., Sex. Julius, L. Postumius S.^ F.

1 Visconti supposed that this inscription was not older than the Mar-

sian war, and Haubold {Mon. Legal, p. 8l) places the date at a.u. c.

664 or 665 ; but there can be little doubt that Niebuhr's view is correct;

see Beschreibung der Stadt Rom, in. pp. 125, 659.

2 Scribundo adfuerunt. ^ 3 Niebuhr prefers L.

17—2
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3. Quod Teihurtes verba feceru7it, quihusque de rebus vos purgavis-

tis, ea Senatus

4. animum advortit, ita utei aequom fuit : nosque ea ita audi-

veramus

5. ut vos deixsistis vobeis nontiata esse: ea nos animum nostrum

6. non indoucebamus itafacta esse, propter ea quod scibamus

7. ea vos merito nostro facere non potuisse ; neque vos dignos esse,

8. quel eafaceretis, neque id vobeis neque rei poplicae vostrae

9. oitile esse facere: et postquam vostra verba Senatus audivit,

10. tanto magis animum nostrum indoucvmus, ita ittei ante

1 1

.

arbitrabamur, de eieis rebus af vobeis peccaturn non esse.

1 2 . Quonque de eieis rebus Senatuei purgatei estis, credimus, vosque

13. animum vostrum indoucere oportet, item vos 2'>opulo

14. liomano purgatos fore.

With the exception of a few peculiarities of spelling, as af

for ab, quonque for cumque (comp. -cunque), deixsistis for dixistis,

&c., there is nothing in the phraseology of this inscription which

is unclassical or obscure. The expressions animum advertere,

"to observe," animum inducere, "to think," seem to belong to

the conventional terminology of those days. After fecerunt in

1. 3 we ought perhaps to add D. E. R. I. c. i, e. " de ea re [patres)

ita censuerunt" (cf. Cic. ad Fam. vili. 8).

§ 20. The Epitaphs of the Scijnos.

The L. Cornelius, the son of Cnasus, who is mentioned as

praetor in the inscription quoted above, is the same L. Cornelius

Scipio Barbatus, whose sarcophagus is one of the most interest-

ing monuments at Rome. The inscription upon that monument

expressly states that he had been prgetor. All the extant epitaphs

of the Scipios have been given by Bunsen [Beschreihung der

Stadt Bom, ill. pp. 616 sqq.), who does not, however, enter upon

any criticism of the text. They are as follows.

{a) Epitaph on L. Cornelius Scipio, who was consul in

A. IT. c. 456.

Cornelio Cn. F. Scipio

Cdraeliits Lilcius
\
Scipio Barbatus

Gnaivod pdtre p>rogndtus
|

fortis vtr sapiensqiie,

V Quoiitsforma virtu\tei jjarisuma fuit.
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Consid censor Aidilis
\

quifuit apud vos,

Taurdsia' Cisaund'
\
Sdmnio' cepit,

Suhigit omne Loucand
\

opsidesque abdoucit\

(h) Epitaph on tlie son of the above, who was aedile in

A. u. c. 466; consul, 494:

L. Cornelid' L. F. Scipio

Aidiles . Cosol . Cesor .

Hone oind pilovrurm co\senti6nt B[omd7ii]

Buonord optumo
\
fuise mrd

Luciom Scipione .
\

Filios Barbdti

Consol, Censor, Aidiles
\
hie fuel a[pild vos].

Hec cepit Corsica
|

'Alerid! que urhe\

Dedet tempestdtehus
|
aide; mereto^.

(c) Epitaph on the Flamen Dialis P. Scipio, son of the

elder Africanus, and adoptive father of the younger^.

1 See Arnold, History of Rome, ii. p. 326.

2 Bunsen, 1. \. :
" In return for the delivery of his fleet in a storm off

Corsica he built a temple of which Ovid speaks (Fast. iv. 193)

:

Te quoque, Tempestas, meritam delubra fatemur,

Quum pene est Corsis diruta classis aquis."

The same passage is quoted by Funccius, de Origine et Pueritia L. L,

p. 326.

3 As this epitaph seems to deserve a translation, and as no one, so

far as I know, has exhibited it in an English dress, the following attempt

may be accepted in the want of a better:

The priestly symbol deckt thy brow

:

But oh! how brief a share hadst thou

Of all this world can give,—

Honour and fame, and noble birth.

High intellect and moral worth :

—

Had it been thine to live

A lengthened span, endowed with these,

Not all the stately memories

Of thy time-honoured knightly line

Had left a glory like to thine.

Hail! Publius, Publius Scipio's son!

Thy brief but happy course is run.

Child of the great Cornelian race,

—

The grave is now thy dwelling-place :

And mother earth upon her breast

Has lulled thee lovinslv to rest.
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Quel dpice\ insigne didlis
\
fldminis gesiste%

Mors perfecit tua ut essent
\
6mnid brevia,

Honos/dma virtusque
|

gloria dtque ingenium.

Quibus sei in longd licuiset
|
tibe utier vita.

Facile fdcteis siiperdses
\

gloridm majorum.

Qua re lubens te in gremiu\
\
Scipio, recipit terra,

Fubli, progndtum
|
Fublio, Corneli^.

(d) Epitaph on L. Cornelius Scipio, son of Cn. Hispallus,

grandson of Calvus, tlie conqueror of Spain, and nephew of

Scipio Nasica:

L. Cornelius Cn. f. Cn. n. Scipio. Magna sapientia

Multasque virtutes mtate quom parva

Fosidet hoc saxsum, quoiei vita defecit non

Honos. Honore is hie situs quei nunquam

Victus est virtutei : annos gnatus XX : is

L\aursis^ datus, ne quairatis honore

Quei minus sit mand

(e) Epitaph on Cn. Cornelius Scipio, brother of the pre-

ceding :

Cn. Cornelius Cn. f. Scipio Hispanus

Fr. Aed. Cur. Q. Tr. mil. IL Xvir si. judih.

Xvir sacr. fac.

Virtutes generis mieis moribus accumulavi,

Frogeniern genui, facta patris petiei :

Majorum obtenui laudem ut sibei me esse creatum

Lcetentur ; stirpem nobilitavit honor.

(/) Epitaph on L. Cornelius Scipio, son of Asiaticus, who
was qusestor in 588 :

Z. Corneli L. f. F. n. Scipio quaist.

Tr. mil. annos gnatus XXIII
Mortuos. Fater regem Antioco' subegit.

1 Bunsen, 1. 1. :
" Cicero bears testimony to the truth of these noble

words in his Cato Maj. § 11 : Quam fuit imbecillus Africani filius, is qui

te adoptavit? Quam tenui aut nulla potius valetudine? Quod ni ita

fuisset, altera ille exstitisset lumen civitatis ; ad paternam enim mag-

nitudinem animi doctrina uberior accesserat."
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{g) Epitaph on a son of the preceding, who died young

:

Cornelius L. f. L. n. Scipio Asiagenus

Gomatus annorii gnatus XYI.

{h) Epitaph of uncertain date, "but written in very antique

characters

:

Aulla [sic] Cornelia. Cn. f. Hispalli,

It will be observed, that in these interesting monuments we
have both that anusvdrah^ or dropping of the final m, which led

to ecthlipsis (e. g. duonoro for honorum), and also the visarga, or

evanescence of the nominative s (as in Comelio for Cornelius).

The diphthong ai is not always changed into ae, and gnatus has

not lost its initial g. We may remark, too, that n seems not to

have been pronounced before s : thus we have cosol, cesor, for

consul, censor, according to the practice of writing cos. for consul

(Diomed. p. 428, Putsch). Epitaph (e) has Xvi'r si. Judik., i.e.

decemvir slitihus judikandis, where we not only observe the ini-

tial s of s\t\l{[t\s —streit, but also the Z; before a in judicandis.

The phraseology, however, does not differ in any important par-

ticulars from the Latin language with which we are familiar.

The metre, in which the three oldest of these inscriptions are

composed, is deserving of notice. That they are written in

Saturnian verse has long been perceived ; Niebuhr, indeed, thinks

that they " are nothing else than either complete nenias, or the

beginnings of them" (iJ. R. I. p. 253). It is not, however, so

generally agreed how we ought to read and divide the verses.

For instance, Niebuhr maintains that patre, in a. 2, is '' beyond

doubt an interpolation;" to me it appears necessary to the verse.

He thinks that there is no ecthlipsis in ap{ce\ c. 1; I cannot

scan the line without it. These are only samples of the many
differences of opinion, which might arise upon these short inscrip-

tions: it will therefore, perhaps, be desirable, that a few general

remarks should be made on the Saturnian metre itself, and

that these remarks should be applied to the epitaphs before us,

which may be placed among the oldest Latin specimens of the

Saturnian lay^

^ Livy's transcript of the inscription of T. Quinctius is confessedly

imperfect; the historian says: " his /erme incisa litteris fuit" (vi. 29).
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That the Saturnian metre was either a native of Italy, or

naturalized there at a very early period, has been sufficiently

shown by Lord Macaulay [Lays of Ancient Rome, p. 23). It is,

perhaps, not too much to S£iy, that this metre,—which may be

defined in its pure form as a brace of trochaic tripodisB, preceded

by an anacrusis,—is the most natural and obvious of all rhyth-

mical intonations. There is no language which is altogether

without it; though, of course, it varies in elegance and harmony

with the particular languages in which it is found, and with the

degree of literary advancement possessed by the poets who have

written in it. The Umbrians had this verse as well as the

Latins; at least there can be no doubt that the beginning of the

VI. Eugubine Table is pervaded by a Saturnian rhythm, though

the laws of quantity, which the Latins borrowed from the

Greeks, are altogether neglected in it. The following may serve

as a sample

:

^JEste pershlo aveis a
\
seridter enetu.

Parfd kurndse dersva
j

peiqu 'peica merstu,

Poei d7igla dser^to est
|
eso tremnu serse.

These verses are, in fact, more regular than many of the Latin

specimens. The only rule which can be laid down for the

genuine Latin Saturnian is, that the ictus must occur three times

in each member of the verse ^, and that any thesis, except the

last, may be omitted (see Miiller, Suppl. Annot. ad Fest. p. 396).

The anacrusis, at the beginning of the line, is often necessary in

languages which, like the Latin and our own, have but a few

words beginning Avith an ictus. When the Greek metres be-

came established among the Romans, it would seem that the con-

ventional pronunciation of many words was changed to suit the

exigencies of the new versification, and no line began with an

anacrusis, unless it had that commencement in the Greek model

:

but this appears not to have been the case in the genuine Eoman
verses, which begin with an unemphatic thesis whenever the

1 To this necessity for a triple recurrence of the ictus in the genuine

Italiiin metre I would refer the word tripudiam— triplex piilsatio. Pudio

meant "to strike with the foot," ''to spurn" (comp. re-pudio). The fact

is alluded to by Horace, 3. Carm. xvni. 15 :
" gaudet invisam pepulisse

fossor ter pede terrain."
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convenience of the writer demands such a prefix. We have seen

above (§ 2), that the first trochaic tripodia of the Saturnius cum

anacrusis and even an amphibrachys [=troc}iceus cum anaorusi^),

1 In the common books on metres this would be called a single foot,

i. e. an amphibrachys. It appears to me that many of the diflQ.culties,

which the student has felt in his first attempts to understand the rules

of metre, have been occasioned by the practice of inventing names for

the residuary forra& of common rhythms. Thus, the last state of the

logaoedic verse is called a choriambus ; and the student falls into inex-

tricable confusion when he endeavours to explain to himself the con-

currence of choriambi and dactyls in the commonest measures of Horace's

odes. Some commentators would persuade us that we are to scan thus:

Moece\nas atavis
|

edite reg\ibus ; and Sic te
\
diva potens

\
Cypri. But

how can we connect the rhythm of the choriambus with such a termi-

nation? If we examine any of the Glyconics of Sophocles, who was con-

sidered a master in this species of verse, we shall observe that his cho-

riambi appear in contact with dactyls and trochees, and not with iambi.

Take, for instance, (Ed. Col. 510, sqq.

:

deivov
1
fxev to na\\ai

\\ Keifxevov
|

r]\\8r] kuicov
|

co
||

^e7v sTrelyelpetu
\\

o\fi(ios §* epaj/xat 7rv\de(r6ai
||

ri
1
TOVTO

1
Tcis d€i\\ai\\as d7r6\pov <pa\ueiaas

\\

a\\yr]86vo5
\
a ^vv\e(TTas

\\

fj-rj
I

TTpos ^€VL\as avloL^rjs
\\

, Tas
I

(ray, Trenov,
|
epy au\aLdrj

\\

TO
I

TOL TToXi)
I

Koi
|[

prjbapo.
j
Xrjyov \\

XPulC^i ^ei*',
I

6p6bv a.K\ov<Tix aK|o{5crai.
||

Here we see that the rhythm is dactylic or trochaic—these two being

considered identical in some metrical systems—and that the long syl-

lable after the dactyl is occasionally equivalent to the ictus of the

trochee. We may apply the same principle to the choriambic metres in

Horace, which differ only in the number of imperfect trochees which

follow the dactyls in this logaoedic rhythm. Thus we have nothing but

dactyls in

Sic te
I

diva po|tens Cypri:
||

we have one imperfect trochee or dactyl in

Sic fra|tres Helejnae || lucida
|
sidera

; ||

and two imperfect feet of the same kind in

Tu ne
I

quaesiejris
||

scire ne|fas
||
quern mihi

|

quem tibi.
||

The cretic bears the same relation to the trochaic dipodia that the cho-

riambus does to the dactylic dipodia, or logaoedic verse ; and it was in

consequence of this reduction of the trochaic dipodia to the cretic that

the ancient writers on music were enabled to find a rhythmical identity

between the dactyl and the trochaic dipodia (see MuUer, Liter, of Greece,
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could form a verse. And conversely, if the anacrusis was want-

ing, the Saturnius could extend itself to a triplet of tripodise.

We have instances of both practices in the old Latin translation

of an epigram, which was written, probably by Leonidas of

Tarentum, at the dedication of the spoils taken in the battles of

Heraclea and Asculum (b. c. 280, 279), and which should be

scanned as follows

:

Qui dntedhdc invicti
[

fuvere viri
j

pdfe?' optime Olympi
\\

Hds ego in pugna vici
\ \

Vlctusque sum ah isdemW^.

I. p. 228 (302)). It appears to me that this view of the question is calcu-

lated to settle the dispute between those who reject and those who maintain

the termination of a line in the middle of a word. If every compound
foot is a sort of conclusion to the rhythm, many rhythms must end in

the middle of a word ; and therefore such a csesura cannot be in itself

objectionable. We can hardly take any strophe in Pindar without find-

ing some illustration of this. As a specimen, I will subjoin the first

strophe of the ix. Olympian ode, with its divisions according to the

rhythm

:

TO fxev
] 'Apx^^ojx^^ /xelXos

|]

<p(ji>\vaev 'OXu/LATTi'la |j
KaXkllvLKos 6

I

TpnrX6\og Ke\)(Kad(as
j|

apK€\cre Kp6vi\ov Trap* \\ oxOov
j
aye/xoli/eCo-ai

||

Kwpal^ovTi (})l\\ois *E\\(j)app.6a\T^ avv e[raipois
||

ak\a
\
vvv e/calra/3o] IXwi/ Moi|(rai/ aTvb

|
to^cov

\\

Aia re
|
(l)oivi\KO(TTep6\7rav (r€ii\v6p t €7rL\v€iixai

j|

dKpa)\Ty]piov
|

AXtSo9
||

TOi\oL(rbe ^e\\€crcrLV
\\

TO
I

di] irore
|

Avhos
|

^l|pcos' ne|Xo\^
||

e'l^a/jaro
|

/caXj jXtcrroy e8vov
\\

'iTTTroSaj/xetaff.
||

In general, it seems unreasonable to call a number of syllables in which

the ictus occurs more than once by the name of "foot" (pes) ; for the

foot, so called, is defined by the stamp of the foot which marks the ictus,

and therefore, as above suggested, the half-Saturnius would be called

tri-pudium, because it consisted of three feet. For instance, if 'Apx^^^'x^^

fieXos had no ictus except on the first and fourth syllables of ^Apxi-^oxov

we might scan it as two dactyls; but if, as the analogy of -vdev 'OXu/xTria

would seem to indicate, it had an ictus on the last syllable of fxeXos,

we must scan the words as a dactyl + trochee + ictus. This method of

considering the Greek metres is exemplified in the Prosody of the Com-

plete Greek Grammar, 2nd Ed. Cambridge, 1859.

1 The lost original may have been as follows

:

Tovs rrpiv ciplkijtovs, ndrep at-yXT^eiros OXu/ivrov,

fxapvafX€v6s r sKparovv, ol t iKparrjcrav ip-i.
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Niebuhr suggests (iii. note 841) that the first line is an attempt

at an hexameter, and the last two an imitation of the shorter

verse ; and this remark shows the discernment which is always

so remarkable in that great scholar. The author of this trans-

lation, which was probably made soon after the original, could

not write in hexameter verse, but he represented the hex-

ameter of the original by a lengthened form of the Saturnius,

and indicated the two penthemimers of the pentameter by writing

their meaning in two truncated Saturnians, taking care to indi-

cate by the anacrusis that there was really a break in the

rhythm of the original pentameter, although it might be called

a single line according to the Greek system of metres.

To return, however, to the epitaphs of the Scipios. The
scansion of the lines, which I have adopted, is sufficiently indi-

cated by the metrical marks placed over the words. It is only

necessary to add a few explanatory observations. With the ex-

ception of a. 2, 3, b. 3, and c. 7, every line begins with an ana-

crusis, or unaccentuated thesis; and it seems to be a matter of

indifference whether this is one long or two short syllables.

The vowel { is often pronounced like y before a vowel, as in

Lucyus (a. 1), Lucyom (b. 3), dydlis (c. 1), hrevya (c. 2), inge-

nyum (c. 3), utyer (c. 4), gremyu (c. 6), Sci^yo (ibid.). And ii

is pronounced like w in c. 2, The rules of synaloepha and

ecthlipsis are sometimes attended to (as in a. 6), and sometimes

neglected (as in b. 5, c. 4). The quantity oi fuisse and vird in

b. 2, may be justified on general principles; ioxfaisse is properly

fiivisse, and viro is written veiro in Umbrian. But there is no

consistency in the syllabic measurement of the words in these

rude lines. Facile, in c. 5, makes a thesis in consequence of

that short pronunciation which is indicated by the old form

facul (Fest. p. 87, Mliller). As all the other verbs in epitaph a.

are in the perfect tense, it seems that suhigit and ahdoucit in the

last line, must be perfect also. Indoucimus is perhaps a perfect

in the Tiburtine inscription (1. 10) :
" postquam senatus audivit,

tanto magis

—

indoucimus;'''' and suhigit was probably pro-

nounced suhigit. The beginning of b. seems to have been the

conventional phraseology in these monumental nenias. The

sepulchre of A. Attilius Calatinus, which stood near those of the
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Scipios at the Porta Caj^ena (Cic. Tiisc. Disp. I. 7, § 13), bore

an inscription beginning in much the same way

:

Hone oino ploirume co\sentit>nt gentes.

Populi 2^Ti7ndrium
]

fuisse virum.

(Gomp. Cic. de Finibus, ii. 35, § 116; Gate M. 17, 61).

§ 21. The Columna Rostrata.

The Columna Bostrata, as it is called, was found at the

foot of the Capitol in the year 1565. Its partial destruction by

lightning is mentioned by Livy (xLii. 20); and it was still

standing, probably in the existing copy, when Servius wrote

(ad Vergil. Georg. III. 29). It refers to the well-known ex-

ploits of C. Duilius, who was consul B.C. 260, A.u.C. 494. This

inscription, with the supplements of Ciacconi, and a commentary,

was published by Funck, in his treatise de Orig. et Puer. L. L.

pp. 302, sqq. It is here given with the restorations of Grotefend

(Orelli, no. 549).

\G. Duilios, M. F. M. N. Consol advorsum Poenos en

Siceliad Sicest\ano\s socios Pom. ohsidioned cravejd exemet

leciones r\efecet dumque Poenei -ni\aximosque^ macistratos

l\ecionumque duceis ex n\ovem castreis exfociunt Macel\a7rb

dpidom opp\ucnandod cepet enque eodem 7iiaG\istratod hene

r]em navehos marid consol primos c[eset socios] clasesque

navales p)riinos ornavet 2^ccir(ivetque'] cumque eis navehos cla-

seis Poenicas om[tieis et max]su7uas copias Cartaciniensis

praese7ite[d sumod] Dlctatored ollpi^^om in altod marid pucn-

\ad vicet] xxx que navi[s cepe^ cum socieis septem \milihos

quinresm^osque triresmosque naveis [xiv. merset. tone aur^om

captom numei O C PC .... [p)ondod arcen]tom captom

prceda numei ccclooo \_p)ondod crave] captom aes ccclooo

GCCIOOO GCCIOOD CCCloOD CCCloOO CCClooO CCCIOOO CCCloOO

ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo

ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo ccclooo . . . . \is qu\oque navaled

proxdad poplom \Piom. deitavet atque] Cartacini\_ens]is [incc]-

nuos d[uxet triumpod cum xxx rostr~\eis [clasis] Carta[cini-

ensis captai quorum erco S. P. Q. P. haiic colomnain eei P.\

^ As it is said that maxumus was the prevalent form before Csesar's

time, this more recent spelling may indicate that the inscription is not in

its original condin'on.
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§ 22. The Bilian and Pajpirian Laws, and the Edict of

the Curide uEdlles.

Festus has preserved two interesting fragments of laws,

which are nearly contemporary with the Columna Rostrata.

The first of these is the Lex Silia de pidjlicis 'ponderibus, which

was passed in the year B.C. 244, A.u.c. 510. Festus s. v. Puh-

lica pondera, p. 246: " Publica pondera [ad legitimam normam
exacta fuisse] ex ea causa Junius .... [collegijt quod duo Silii

P. et M. Trib. pleb. rogarint his verbis

:

Ex ponderihus publicis, quihus hac tempestate populus

oetier solet, uti coaequetur^^'' seduhmi^"\ uti quadrantal vini

octoginta pondo siet; coiigius vini decem \dequim ?~\ p. siet; sex

sextari congius siet vini; duo de quinquaginta sextari quad-

rantal siet vini; sextarius aequus aequo cum librario siet^^\-

sex dequinque^^^ lihrari in tnodio sient.

Si quis magistratus adversus hac d. m. po7idera modiosque

vasaque puhlica modica, majora, minorave faxit, jusseritve^'''^

fieri, dolumve adduit quo ea fiant, eun\ quis volet magistra-

tus^^^ multare, dum minore parti familias taxat^'^\ liceto ; sive

quis im^^^ sacru7n judicare voluerit, liceto.''

The Latinity of this fragment requires a few remarks.

(1) coaequetur. In the Pompeian Inscription (Orelli, no. 4348)

we have : mensuras excequandas. (2) Sedulum, Scaliger sug-

gests se dole m, i. e. sine dole malo. But sedulo or sedulum

itself signifies "sine fraude indiligenti83ve culpa" (Mliller ad /.),

and the law refers to the care and honesty of those who were to

test the weights and measures. For sedulus, see Doderl. 8yn. u.

Et. I. p. 118. (3)
" Mhil intelligo nisi Ubrarius qui hie sig-

m^(^d,\\\Y sextwius fymmenti QXht.'" Miiller. (4) 8ex deqidnque

= sex decimque, the qu being written instead of c. (5) The
editions have jussit ve re, for which Miiller writes jussitve

;

Haubold [Monumenta Legalia) -pro-poses Jusseritve, "propter se-

quens re/" and I hai^e adopted this reading on account of the

word fuxit, Avhich precedes. (6) Qiiis volet magistratus. Cf.

Tab. Bantin. Osc. 12. Lat. 7. (7) Dum minore parti fami-

lias taxat. Compare the Latin Bantine Inscription, 1. 10: [dum

rainoris] partus familias taxsat. Cato, apud Aul. Gell. Vii. 3

:

" Qua: lex est tam acerba qu83 dicat, si quis illud facere voluerit,
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mille nummi dimidium familim multa esto?" The abl. parti

(which occurs in Lucretius) and the genitive partus (comp. Cas-

torus in the Bantine Inscription, ejus, cujus, &c.) depend on

multare and multam, which are implied in the sentence. For

taxat, see Fest. p. 356. These passages show the origin of the

particle dumtaxat, which is used by the classical writers to sig-

nify "provided one estimates it," "estimating it accurately,"

" only," " at least," " so far as that goes," &c.^ (8) Im = eum.

Fest. p. 103.

The Lex Papiria de Sacramento, which is to be referred to

the year B.C. 243, A.u.c. 511, is thus cited by Festus s. v. Sa-

cramentum, p. 344 :
" Sacramentum «s significat, quod pcenge

nomine penditur, sive eo quis interrogatur, sive contenditur. Id

in aliis rebus quinquaginta assium est, in aliis rebus quingen-

torum inter eos, qui judicio inter se contenderent. Qua de re

lege L. Papiri Tr. pi. sanctum est his verbis:

Quicunque Praetor post hac /actus erit qui inter cives jus

dicet, tres viros Capitalis populum rogato, hique tres viri

[ca^^ntales^, quicunque \_posthaG fa'\cti erunt, sacramenta ex-

\igunto\ judicantoque, eodenique jure sunto, uti ex legibus

pleheique scitis exigere, judicareque esseque oportet'^

To these may be added the old Edictum cedilium curulium

de Mancijpiis Vendiindis, quoted by Gellius, N. A.\^.^\

Titulus servorum singulorum utei seriptus sit, ccerato ita,

utei intellegi recte possit, quid morhi vitiive quoique sit, quis

fugitivus errove sit, noxave solutus non sit.

§ 23. The Senatus- Consultum de Bacchanalihus.

The Senatus- Considtum de Bacchanalihus, which is referred

to by Livy (xxxix. 14), and which belongs to the year B.C.

186, A.U.C. 568, was found at Terra de Teriolo in Calabria, in

1640, and is now at Vienna. A facsimile of the inscription, with

the commentary of Matthseus ^gyptius, will be found in Dra-

kenborch's Livy, Vol. vii, pp. 197, sqq.

1 It is scarcely necessary to point out the absurdity of the derivation

proposed by A. Grotefend (Ausf. Gramm. d. Lat. Spr, § 124^ :
" dun-

taxat aus dum taceo (cetera) sat (est hoc) !"
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1. [Q.] Marcius L. F. S. Postumius L. F. Cos. Senatum consoluerunt

N. ' Octoh. apud aedem

2. Duelonai sc.^ arf^ M. Claudi M. F. L. Valeri P. F. Q. Minuci

C. F. Be Bacanalihus, quei /aideratei

3. esent, ita exdeicendum censuere. Neiquis eorum SacanaV habuise

velet; sei ques^

4. esent, quei sihei deicerent necesus^ ese Bacanal habere, eeis utei ad

pr. urhanum

5. Romam venirent, deque eeis rebus, ubei eorum vtr a' audita esenty

utei senatus

6. noster decerneret, duni ne minus senatoribus c. adesent [quom e]a

res cosoleretur.

7. Bacas^ vir ne quis adiese^ velet ceivis Pomanus, neve nominus

Latin\i\ neve socium

8. quisquam, nisei pr. urbanum adiesent, isque de senatuos sen-

tentiad, duni ne

9. minus senatoribus c. adesent, quom ea res cosoleretur, iousisent,

censuere.

10. Sacerdos ne quis vir eset, magister neque vir neque mulier quis-

quam eset,

11. neve pecuniam quisquam eorum comoinem abuise^^ velet, neve ma-

gistratuTn

1 2. neve promagistratud, neque virum neque mulierem quiquaini ^^ fecise

velet,

13. neve post hac inter sed^^ conjourase neve comvovise neve con-

spondise

14. neve conpromesise velet, neve quisquarti jidem inter sed dedise

velet,

15. sacra in oquoltod^^ ne quisquam fecise velet neve in poplicod

neve in

16. ;:)rei'ya^oc?, neve exstrad urbem sacra quisquam fecise velet, nisei

17. pr. urbanum adieset, isque de senatuos sententiad, dum ne minus

18. senatoribus c. adesent quom ea res cosoleretur, iousisent, censuere.

1 Nonis. ^ scribundo. ^ adfiierunt. ^ Bacchanal.

6 ques = qiiei. See Klenze, Legis Servilim Fr. p. 12, not. 2; Fest.

p. 261.

6 necessum. "' 1. verba. 8 j g, Bacchas. ^ adiisse.

10 habuisse. The omission of the h is common in old Latin. See

Fabretti, s. v. ^^ quisquam.

12 i. e. se as in 1. 14. 13 occulta.
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19. Homines pious v. oinvorsel^, virei atque mulieres, sacra ne quis-

quam

20. fecise velet, neve inter ibei^ virei pious duobus, mulierihus pious

tribus,

21. arfuise velent, nisei de pr. urbani senatuosque sententiad utei

suprad

22. scriptum est. Haice utei in coventio7iid^ exdeicatis 7ie minus tri-

tium

23. noundinum, senatuosque sententiam utei scientes esetis, eorum

24:. sententia itafuit. Sei ques'^ esent quei arvorsum eadfecisent quarn

suprad

25. scriptum est, eeis 7'em caputalem faciendam censuere atque utei

26. hoce in tabolam ahenam inceideretis. Ita senatus aiquom

censuit.

27. Uteique earn figier joubeatis ubei /acilumed^ gnoscier potisit'^,

'

at que

28. utei ea Bacanalia, sei qua sunt exstrad quam sei quid ibei sacri

est,

20. ita utei suprad scriptu7n est, in diebus x quibus vobeis tabelaV

datai

30. erunt, faciatis utei dismota sient. In agro Teurano^.

§ 24. The Old Roman Law on the Bantine Table,

The Roman law on the Bantme Table is probably not older

than the middle of the seventh century u. c. The chief reason

for introducing it here, is its connexion in locality, if not in im-

port, with the most important fragment of the Oscan language

(above, pp. 139, sqq.). It is, however, very interesting in itself

from the orthography, and also from the archaistic style of the

document. Mommsen divides it into six, Klenze into four sec-

tions. His transcription and supplements {Rhein. Mus. for 1828,

pp. 28, sqq. ; Phil. Ahhandl. pp. 7, sqq.) compared with those of

Mommsen {Unterital. Dialehte, pp. 140, sqq.), give the following

results

;

1 universi. 2 = interea. 3 contione. 4 ques= queL

^ facillime. ^ = potis-sit=possit. '^ =tabclloe.

8 in agro Teurano. Strabo, p. 254 C : virep Se rcav Qovpicov Kal t] Tav
pu'ivT] X^P^ \eyopevi] 'idpvTai.
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Cap. 1. On the degradation of offenders.

1. [njeque p7'ov[inciam]

2. in sena^tu seiv\e in 'po'plico joudicio ne sen\tentiam rogato tabel-

lamve nei dato]

3 deicit] o, neive quis mag. tesfMmonium poj)lice eid\em de-

ferri neive de7i\ontiari

4. ..o [^inito Qieive joudicem eumi neive arhitrum neive recipel-

ratorem dato, neive is in pojjlico luuci praetextam neive soleas

habeto neive quis

5. \mag. prove, mag. prove quo imperio potestateve erit qu[eiquomque

comitia conciliumve hahehit eum sufragivim ferre nei sinito

6. \neive eum censor in senatum legito 7ieive in senatii\ relinquito.

L. 3. See Quintil. v. 7, § 9 :
'' Duo sunt genera testium, aut

voluntariorum aut quibus in judiciis publicis lege denuntiatur.''

L. 4. luuci, "by day." Plant. Cas. iv. 2, 7: "Tandem ut

veniaraus luciy Cic. Phil. xii. 10, § 25: "Quis audeat luci—
illustrem aggredi ? '

'

Cap. 2. On the punishment of judges and senators who violate

the law.

7. \Seiquis joudex queiquomqiie ex hace lege] j^lebeive scito /actus erit

senatorve fecerit gesseritve quo ex hace lege

8. [minus Jianf quaefieri Ojoortet, quaeve fieri oportu] erit oportebitve

non fecerit sciens d. m., seive advorsus hance legem fecerit

9. [gesseritve sciens d. m. ; ei midta tanta esto US.... eamque pe-

quniam] quei volet magistratus exsigito. Sei postulabit quei

petet 2?r. recuperatores

10. [quos, quotque dari opor^teat dato, jubetoque eum, sei ita p)ariat,

condumnari p>opulo, facitoque joudicetitr. Sei condemnatus

11. [erit, quanti condemnatus, erit prcedes] ad q. urb. det aut bona

ejus poplice possideantur facito. Seiquis mag. 7)iultaim, inro-

gare volet,

1 2. [ei multam i7irogare liceto, dum 7ninoris'\ jmrtu-s familias taxsat

liceto ; eiq. omnium rerum sirem^^^^ l^^ esto, quasei sei is haace

lege

13. [multam US. ... exegisset.]

12 dum minoris partus familias taxsat. See above, § 22,

on the Lex Silia. Partus is the genitive case, like Castorus, cap.

3, 1. 17. Siremj^s is explained by Festus, p. 344: " Siremps

D. v. 18
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ponitur pro eadem, vel, proinde ac ea, quasi similis res ipsa.

Cato in dissuadendo legem . . . relicta est : Et pragterea rogas,

quemquam adversus ea si populus condempnaverit, nti siremps

lex siet, quasi adversus leges fecisset." The form siremjys

occurs in tlie Thorian Law (below, p. 281); we have sirej)s

in Cato ccp. Charts, pp. 73, 116; and strempse in Plautus, Am-
'pMtryo, Prol. 73 : siremjose legem jussit esse Jujpitev.

Cap. 3. On binding the judges and magistrates by an oath to

observe the law.

1 4. [Co5. pr. aid. tr. pi, q. iiivir. cap. iiivir. a. d. a. qif\ei nunc est, is

in diebus v 2:>roxsumeis, quihus queique eorum sciet h. I. popo-

lum plehenive

1 5. \_joussisse jouranto utei infra scriptum est. Item\dic. cos. pr. mag.

eq. cens. aid. tr. pi. q. wivir cap. iiwir a. d. a. joudex ex h. I.

plebive scito

16. [Jactus queiquomque eorum, p^osthac /actus erit, eis in diebus

Y proxsumeis quibus quisque eorum mag. inperiumve inierif,

jouranto

17. [utei infra scriptum est. Eider)i consistunto in ae\de Castorus

ptalam luci in forum vorsus, et eidem in diebus v apud q.

jouranto per Jovem deosque

1 8. \_penateis, sese quae ex h. I. facere oport]ebit facturum, neque sese

advorsum h. I. facturum scientem d. m. neque seese facturum

neque intercesurum

19. [quo qum ex h. I. oportet minusfiant. Qu'jei ex h. I. non jourave-

rif, is magistratum inperiumve nei petito neive gerito neive

habeto, neive in senatu

20. \si adfuerit sententiam dicere e'\um quis sinito neive eum censor

in senatum legifo. Quei ex h. I. joudicaverit, is facito apud

q. urb.

2 1 . [^lomen ejus quei jouraverit sc^ri2:)tum siet, quaestorque ea nomina

acciinto et eos quei ex h. I. apud sed jourarint facito in

taboleis

22. [popliceis scriptos habeat].

L. 15. i. e. Dictator, co7isul, prcetor, magister equitwn, cen-

sor, cedilis, trihumis plehei, quoestor, triumvir capitalis, triumvir

agris dandis adsignandis.

L. 17. jpalam luci in forum versus. See Cic. de Offic.

III. 24.
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Cap. 4. On the oath of the senators.

23. \Quei senator est hive senatu sententijam deixer\iri\t post hance

legem rogatam, eis in diehus x 2^^^oxsumeiSj quibus quisque

[eorum sciet h. l.]

24. [populum plebemve joussisse, jl^ouranto apud quaestorem ad

aerarium palam lud per Jovem de\osqu]e pe7iate[is sese quce

ex h. ^.]

26. [facere oportebit facturum, neque see\se advorsum hance legem

facturum esse, neque seese

26. — — se hoice leegei ji

27. anodni uraver.

L. 24. ad cBrarium. See Liv. xxix. 37. Per Jovem deos-

que penateis, Comp. Cic. Acad. IV. 20.

Cap. 5.

28. e quis magistratus, p.

29.

Cap. 6.

30. [u]ti in taboleis popl\iGeis']

31. [tr]inum nondin[um]

32. is eritun.

§ 25. The Agrarian Law of Sp. Thorius.

This selection from the remains of the old Roman language

may be properly concluded by the celebrated fragment of the

Thorian Law, which is engraved on the rough back of the

bronze tablet occupied on its smooth side by the Servilian Law
de pecuniis repetundis^. Although the relative position of the

documents on the tablet shows that the Servilian Law was en-

graved earlier than the document, which is crowded on the back

1 Mr. Long makes a serious blunder in Latin scholarship both in his

article Repetundce in Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities^ and in his essay

with this heading in the first volume of his edition of Cicero's orations,

when he speaks of " the word repetundce" There is no such word in the

Latin language, and we have only the gerundive phrases repetundarum,

i. e. pecuniarumf or de pecuniis repetundls.

18—2
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of the same bronze plate, it is known that the Thorian law w^as

the older enactment. For the Servilian law was probably passed

A.u.c. 654, B.C. 100, i. e. in the year of Julius Caesar's birth and

of the sixth consulship of Marius ; whereas it is concluded by

EudorfF that the Thorian law was passed A.u.c. 643, B.C. Ill,

i. e. when the Jugurthine war commenced. But besides being

older by more than a decad of years, the Thorian law contains

some curious and instructive orthographies and forms of words,

such as sihei for siM, ceivis for civis, cavihis for cautus, oetor for

utor, viasius for viarius, jugra for jugera, compasco for compesco^

the full phrase ante eidus Martias primas, deicio for dejicio,

proxsumeis for proximts, sed for sine, prcevides for prcedes, pe-

qunia for pecmna, gnatus for natus, quansei for quasi, moim-

cipium for mumcipium, tableis for tahuleis, &c. I think it use-

ful, therefore, that the student of Latin philology should have

before him this specimen of the language as it was actually writ-

ten in formal documents in the age immediately preceding that

of Cicero. I have taken the inscription with the supplements

of Sigonius from Haubold's Monumenta Legalia, pp. 13—21.

Legis Thoriae Fragmentum, cum supplementis C. Sigonii.

Sp. THORIUS F. TR. PL. PLEBEM. JURE. ROG. PLEBESQUE. JURE.

SCIVIT. TRIBUS PRINCIPIUM. FUIT. PRO. TRIBU. Q. FaBIUS. Q. F
PRIMUS. SCIVIT. Quel ager. poplicus. populi. Romanei. in. terram.

Italiam. p. Mucio. L. Calpurnio. coss. fuit. extra, eum. agrum.

locum, quel. ex. lege, plebeive. sc. ci. vetere. possessore, possessus. sit.

De. eo. agro. loco, quern, quis. sibi. agrum. locum, sumpsit. reli-

QUITVE. QUOD. NON. MODUS. MAJOR. SIET. QUAM. QUANTUM. UNUM.
HOMINEM. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE. sc. siBEL. SUMERE. reliuquereve. oporteat.

quod. QUOI. EIQUE. DE. EO. AGRO. LOCO. EX. L. PLEBEIVE. SC. IlL

VIR. SORTITO. CEIVI. KoMANO. DEDIT. ADSIGNAVIT. QUOD. NON. IN.

EO. AGRO. LOCO. EST. QUOD, ultra, fineis. ejus, agri locei. est.

redditus. est. quel ager. pvplicvs. popvli. Romanei. in. terra.

Italia. P. Mucio. L. Calpurnio. Cos. fuit. extra, eum. agrum.

QUEL AGER. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE. SC. f>. veterC. pvSSCSSOre. posSCS-

sus. sit.

ager. locus, aedificium. omnis. qui. suprascriptus. est. quodY^. agri.

locei. publicei, in. terra. Italia, quod. ejus, extra, urbem.

KOMAM. est. quod. EJVS. IN. URBE. OPPIDO. VJCO. EST. QUOD. EJVS.
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III. viR. DEDiT. ASSiGNAViT. QUOD. EJUS, agrel. locei neque. possessor.

ipse, abalienavit. abalienaveritve.

extra, eum. agrum. locum, quel. ager. locus, ex. lege, plebeive.

SCITO. QUOD. C. SeMPRONII. Ti. FlL. Tr. PL. ROG. EXCEPTUM. CA-

vitumve. est. nei. divideretur. quod. quoi. eique. de. eo. agro.

LOCO. AGRI. locei. aedificii. clatum. assignatum. est.

quod. ejus. agri. locei. extra, euvi. agrura. locum, quem. locum, agrum.

IN. TERRA. Italia, hi. vir. dedit. assignavit. reliquit. inve.

FORMAS. TABULASVE. RETULIT. REFERRIVE. JUSSIT. AGER. LOCUS. AE-

DIFICIUM. OMNIS. QUEL SVPRA. SCRIPTUS CSt.

O. ITA. UTEI. CETERORUM. LOCORUM. AGRORVM. AEDIFICIORVM. PRIVA-

TORVM. EST. ESTO. CeNSORQUE. QUEL QUOMQUE. ERIT. FACITO. UTEI.

IS. AGER. Locvs. AEDiFiciUM. QUEL supra. scriptus. cst. ejus. sit.

cujus. ex. lege, plebeive. scito. esse, oportet.

Quei. ager. locus, aedificium. datus. assignatus. est. neive. quis.

FACITO. QUO. QUOIUS. EVM. AGRUM. LOCUM. AEDIFICIUM. POSSESSIO-

NEM. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE. SCITO, ESSE. OPORTET. OPORTEBITVE. EUM.

AGRUM. locum, aedificium. alius, haheat. possideat. utatur. fruatur.

neive. queis. de. ea. re. ad. senatum. referto. senator, judexve.

NEIVE. SENTENTIA. DEICITO. NEIVE. FERTO. QUO. QUIS. EORVM. QUOIUM.

EUM. AGRVM. LOCVM. AEDIFICIUM. POSSESSIONEM. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE.

SCITO. ESSE. OPORTET. oportebitvc. eo. agro. loco, aedificio. possessione.

spolietur.

Quem. agrum. locum, in. viasieis. vicaneis. quel in. terra. Ita-

lia. SVNT. DEDERVNT. ADSIGNAVERVNT. RELIQUERUNT. NEI. QUIS. FA-

CITO. QUO. MINUS. OETANTVR. FRUANTVR. HABEANT. pOSsideaut.

eumque. non. aliter. vendere. dare, reddereve. jus. esto. atqve. evm.

AGRVM. QVEM. ex. H. L. VENIRE. DARI. REDDIVE. OPORTEBIT. QVEI.

AGER. LOCVS. AEDIFICIVM. EI. QVEM. IN. VIASIEIS. VICANEISVE. EX.

s. c. ESSE. OPORTET. OPORTEBIT. venditus. crit.

Quo. minus, quod. in. hoc. capite. scriptum. est. ita. vtei. est. siet.

EX. H. L. N. R. QVEI. AGER. LOCVS. PVBLICVS. POPVLI. RoMANEL IN.

TERRA. Italia. P. Mucio. L. Calpurnio. cos. fuit. extra, evm.

AGRVM. QVEI. AGER. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE. ScitO. ^. VCtei^C. pOSSCS-

sore. possessus. sit.

cujus. rei. causa, in. evm. agrvm. agri. jvgra. non. amplivs. xxx.

POSSIDEBIT. HABEBITVE. S. AGER. PRIVATVS. ESTO. QVEI. IN. AGRVM.

compascvom. pecvdes. majores. non. plvs. X. PASCET. QuAi. ex.

eis. minus, annum, gnatae. erunt. posteaquam. gnatae. erunt.

nihil, populo. neive. puhlicaiw. neive. dato. neive. solvito. ager.

PVBLICVS. POPVLI. ROMANEI. QVEI. IN. ItALIA. P. MUCIO. L. CaL-
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PURNIO. COSS. FUIT. QUOD. EJVS. AGRI. III. VIR. A. D. A. EX. LEGE.

PLEBEIVE. sciTO. SORTITO. Quoi. CEivi. KoMANO. dedit. assignavit.

ejus. sit. cujus. ex. hac. lege, plebeive. scito. esse, oportet.

Pr. Considve. quo. de. ea. re. ex. h. I. in. jus. aditum. ei^it. ious.

dicitO. DECERNITOQUE. UTEI. POSSESSIONEM. SECUNDO. EUM. HEREDEMVE.

EJUS. DET. QUOI. SORTI. IS. AGER. DATUS. ADSIGNATUSVE. FUERIT.

QUOD. EJUS. AGRI. NON. ABALIENATUM. ERIT. ITA. UTEI. S. S. EST. esto.

Quel. h. possessoribus. queive. ab. eorum. quel emit, quel eo-

RVM. DE. ea. re. ante. EIDUS. MaRTIAS. PRIMAS. IN. IOUS. ADIERIT.

AD. EUM. QUEM. EX. H. L. DE. EO. AGRO. JUS. DEICERE. OPORTE-

BIT. IS. DE. EA. RE. ITA. JUS. DEiciTO. dccemitoque. utei. jus.

suimi. consequatur. quiquomque. ex. eo. agro. quei. ager. s. s. ex.

PQSSESSIONE. VI. EJECTUS. EST. QUOD. EJUS. QUEI. EJECTUS. EST.

POSSEDERIT. QUOD. NEQUE. VI. NEQVE. CLAM. NEQVE. PRECARIO. POS-

SEDERIT. AB. EO. QUEI. EUM. EA. POSSESSIONE. VI. EJECERIT. jUS.

suum. persequi. liceto.

quod. agri. locei. aedificii. ex. plehiscito. exve. H. L. privatvm.

FACTVM. est. ERITVE. PRO. EO. AGRO. LOCO. AEDIFICIO. PROQUE.

SCRIPTURA. PECORIS. QUOD. IN. EO. AGRO. PASCITUR. POSTQUAM. VEC-

tigalia. constiterint. qvae. post. h. l. rog. primum. constiterint.

nei. quis. facito. quo.

quid. oh. earn. rem. popido, Romano, deheatur. qvove. qvid. ob.

EAM. REM. POPVLO. AVT. PVBLICANO. DETVR. EXIGATVRVE. NEIVE.

QVIS. QVID. POSTEA. QUAM. VECTIGALIA. CONSISTENT. QVAE. POST.

H. L. ROG. PRIMVM. CONSTITERINT. OB. EOS. AGROS. loCOS. aedijicia.

nomine, populi. aut. publicani. exigat.

E. A. D. XL K. OCTOBRIS. QVOM. AGRVM. QVEI. TRANS. CvRIONE.

EST. LOCAVERINT. QVEI. IN. EO. AGRO. LOCO. CEIVIS. KOMANVS. SO-

CIVMVE. NOMINISVE. LaTINI. QVIBVS. EX. FORMVLA. TOGATORVM. ihei.

esse, licet, sunt. nei. quis. eo. agro. loco, moveat.

Quod OPPIDVM. COLONIAMVE. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE. SCITO. CONSTITVIT.

DEDVXITQVE. CONLOCAVITVE. QVEM. AGRVM. LOCVMVE. PRO. EO. AGRO.

LOCOVE. DE. EO. AGRO. LOCO. QVEI. PVBLICVS. POPVLI. ROMANEI. fuit.

dedit. adsignavit.

QVOIVE. AB. EO. HEREDE. EJVS. IS. AGER. LOCVS. TESTAMENTO. HERE-

DITATI. DEDITIONIVE. OBVENIT. OBVENERITVE. EMIT. EMERITVE. QVEIVE.

AB. EMPTORE. EJVS. EMIT. EMERITVE. S. AGER. PRIVATVS. ESTO. QVAM.

sei. is. ager. P. Mucio. L. Calpurnio. cos. f%iit. pr. consulve. quo. ex.

h. I. in. jous.

aditum. erit. jus. dicito. facitoque. utei. possessionem, secundum, eum.

HEREDVMVE. EJVS. DET. QVOI. III. VIR. EVM. AGRVM. LOCVM. PRO. EO.
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AGRO. LOCO. QVO. COLONIAM. DEDVXIT. DEDIT. REDDIDIT. ADSIGNAVITVE.

FACITOQVE. IS. PR. CONSOL. VE. QVO. DE. EA. RE. IN. lOVS. ADITVM.

ERiT. utei. jus. suum. consequantur.

NEIVE. IS. AGER. COMPASCVOS. ESTO. NEIVE. QVIS. IN. EO. AGRO. AGRVM.

OCCVPATVM. HABETO. NEIVE. DEFENDITO. QVO. MINVS. QVEI. VELIT. COM-

PASCERE. LICEAT. SEI. QVIS. FAXIT. QVOTIENS. FAXIT. IN AGRI. JVGRA.

SINGVLA H. jyendat.

NVMERVS. PECVDVM. IN. H. L. SCRIPTVS, EST. LICETO. NEIVE. QVIS.

QVOI. OB. EAM. REM. VECTIGAL. NEIVE. SCRIPTVRAM. dave. DEBETO. QVOT.

QVISQVE. PECVDES. IN. CALLEIS. VIASVE. PVBLICAS. ITINERIS. CAVSA.

INDVXERIT. nei. quid. po2)ulo. neive. publicano. 2y&cuniam. scripturam.

vectigalve. det.

Qvem. agrum. ex. publico, in. pi^ivatum. commvtavit. qvo. pro. agro.

LOCO. EX. PRIVATO. IN PVBLICVM. TANTVM. MODVM. AGREI. LOCEI. COM-

MVTAVIT. is. ager. locus, omneis. privatvs. ita. vtei. qvei. optima.

LEGE. PRIVATVS. EST. ESTO. QVEI. AGER. EX. PRIVATO. in. pubUcum.

commutatus. erit.

quern, alii. ci. cens. redemptvm. habent. censores. qveicvmqve. post.

HAC. FACTEI. ERVNT. EI. FACIVNTO. VTEI. QVEI. VOLENT. TANTIDEM. PRO.

PATRITO. REDEMTVM. habeant. p. p. SVBSIGNENT. IL VIRVM. QV

quod. EX. H. L. ITA. VTEI. S. S. EST. IN. AGREIS. QVEI. IN. ItALIA.

SVNT. QVEI. P. MUUCIO. L. CaLPURNIO. COS. PVBLICEI. POPVLI. RoMANEI.

FVERVNT. CEIVI. RoMANO. FACERE. LICEBIT. ITEM. LaTINO. PERE-

GRiNOQVE. M. Livio. L. Calpurnio. COS. consultum. est. facere. liceto.

QVISQVIS. QVOD. EVM. EX. H. L. FACERE. OPORTVERIT. NON. FECERIT.

QVODVE. QVIS. EORVM. EX. H. L. OMISERIT. MaG. PROVE. MaG. QVO.

DE. EA. RE. IN. lOVS. ADITVM. ERIT. QVOD. EX. H. L. PETETVR. ITEM.

jVDiciVM. JVDICEM. Tecuj^eratoresve. dato. i. v. e. e. r. p. f. v. s. v. e.

jus. dicito. decernitoque.

SEIVE. QVEI. PRO. MOINICIPIEIS. COLONTIIS. SOCIISVE. NOMINISVE. LaTINI.

POPLICE. DEVE. SENATI. SENTENTIA. AGER. FRVENDVS. DATVS. EST.

quoive. ab. eo. heredeve. ejus. is. ager. locus, testamento. hereditate.

deditioneve. obvenit. obveneritve. qvibvs. ante. H. L. rog. redemp-

tvm. CONDA^CTVM. HABERE. FRVI. POSSIDERE. DEFENDERE. LICVIT. EXTRA.

EVM. AGRVM. LOCVM. acdificium. quern, agrum. locum

QVEI. AGER. LOCVS. PVBLICVS. POPVLI. RoMANEI. IN. TERRA. ItALIA.

P. Muucio. L. Calpurnio. Cos. fvit. qvod. ejvs. agri. loci. ex.

LEGE, plebeive. sc.

de. eo. agro. loco. nei. ious. dicito. neive. decernito. neive. jvdicivm.

NEIVE. JVDICEM. NEIVE. RECVPERATORES. DATO. NISEI. COS. PR. VE.

QVOD. VADIMONIVM. EJVS. RE
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SEI. QVID. DE. EO. AGRO. LOCO. AMBIGETVR. COS. PR. CENS. QVEI.

QVOMVE. ERIT. DE. EA. RE. IVRIS. DICTIO. JVDICI. JVDICIS. RECVPERA-

TORVM. DATio. ESTO. I. V. E. E. R. P. F. s. V. E. jus. dicUo. decernito-

que. ESSE. VIDEBITVR. QVO. MINVS. HVIC. L. INTERCEDAT. E. H. L. N. R.

QVOI. PVBLICANO. E. H. L. PEQVNIA. DEBEBITVR.

Solvi. DARIVE. OPORTERE. DEGRETVM. ERIT. COS. PR. PROVE. PR. QVO.

IN, lOVS. ADIERINT. IIST DIEBVS. X. PROXSVMEIS. QVEIBVS. haec. TeS.

delata. erit. decretum. judicatum. habeto.

QVAE. RES. SOLVTA. NON. ERIT, EA. DECRETA. NON. SIET. JVDICATAVE.

NON. SIET. QVOD. EJVS. PRAEVARICATIONIS

SEIs^TENTIA REI JVDICANDAE. MAXSVME. VERVM. ESSE. COMMPERRIT.

FACITOQVE Utei

HABERE. POSSIDERE. FRVI. VETET. QVASVE. IN. LEGES. PL. VE. SC. DE.

EA. RE. relatum. erit.

nei. maglstrum. qvem. minvs. petere. capere. gerere. habereqve.

LICETO. neive. quid.

quod, ei.facere. ex. lege. PL. sc. exqve. foedere. licvit. sed. fravde.

SVA. FACERE. E. LICETO. IN. QVE. EAS. LEGES. PL. SC DE. EA. RE.

QVOD. EX

VS. EST. DEDIT. ADSIGNAVITVE. QVEMVE. AGRVM. LOCVM. DE. EO. AGRO.

LOCO. quei. puhlicus. iwpidei. Romanei

ADSIGNATVM. ESSE. FVISSEVE. JOVDICAVERIT. VTEI. IN. H. L. SC. EST.

QVEI. L

AGRVM LOCVM. QVEM. EX. H. L. COLONEL FIVE. QVEL IN. COLONEL

NVMERO, sunt

PRAEVIDES. PRAEDIAQVE. SOLVTL SVNTO. EAQVE. NOMINA. MANCVPIS....

EMIT. IS. PRO. EO. AGRO. LOCO. PEQVNIA. NEIVE. PRAEVIDES. NEIVE.

PRAEDIA

MANCEPS. PRAESVE. FACTVS. EST. QVODQVE. PRAEDIVM. OB

AGER. LOCVS. PRIVATVS. VECTIGALISQVE. .

VECTIGALIA. IMPERARE. SOLENT. EIS. P

QVEM. AGRVM. LOCVM. IN.

quel. AGER. LOCVS. PVBLicvs. popuU Romanei erit,

Legis Tlioriae Fragmentum Alterum,

quod. C. ^emproni. Ti. f. tr. pi. rog. exceptvm. cavitvmve. est. nei.

divideretur.

JVDICIO. evm. qvoivm.

NEIVE. QVIS. DE. EA. RE. AD. SENATVM. TefertO......

haheat. possideatqve. qvove. possessio. invito, mor..,,..

AGRVM. NON. ABALIENAVERIT. EXTRA, EVM.
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IS. AGER. LOCVS. AEDIFICIVM. PRIVATVS. SIET. QVOVE. MA

EXTRAQVE. EVM. AGRVM, QVEM. VETVS. POSSESSOR. EX. LEGE. PLEBEIVE.

scito. hahuit. j^ossedit. usus. fructusque. est.

PASCET. QVAEQVE. EX. IIS. MINVS. ANNVM. GNATAE. ERVNT. POST. EA.

QVAM.

neque. ipse, abalienavit. abalienaveritve. neqve. heres. ejvs.

ABALIENAVIT. ABALIENAVERITVe.

ERET, P0SSESSI0NE3I. DEDIT. ADSIGNAVIT. REDDIDIT. QVODQVE. EJVS.

AGRI. III. vir. coloniae. deducendae. dedit. assignavit.

QVOI. IS. AGER. VETERE. PROVE. VETERE. POSSESSORE. DATVS. ASSIGNA-

TVSVE. QVEIVE.

ante, eidus. Martias. qvae. post. H. L. rog. primae. ervnt. facito.

VTEi. is. qvei. ita. VI. EJECTvs. ERiT. restitucitur.

7ieive. poipido. neive. pvblicano. peqvnia. scriptvram. vectigalve.

DET. DAREVE. DEBEAT. NEIVE. QVIS

qui. PASCETVR. POPVLO. AVT. PVBLICANO. DARE. DEBEAT. AGER. LOCVS.

PVBLicvs. POPVLi. Romaiiei.

agrum. locvm. f\^blicvm. popvli. Romanei. de. sva. possessions,

VETVS. possessor. PROVE. VETERE. POSSESSORE.

extra, eum. agrvm. locvm. qvei. ager. locvs. ex. lege, plebeive.

sc. QVOD. C. Semproni. Ti. F. tr. PL. rog. exceptvm. cavitumque.

est. nei. divideretur.

QVO. COLONIAM. DEDVXSIT. ita. VTEI. S. S. EST. AGRVM. LOCVM. AEDI-

FICIVM. DEDIT. REDDIDIT. ADSIGNAVIT.

QVEI. AGER. LOCVS. QVEI. SVPRA. SCRIPTVS. EST. QVOD. EJVS. AGREI.

LOCEI. POST. H. L. ROG. PVBLICVM. POPVLEI. ROMANEI. ERIT. EXTRA.

EVM. AG

nihil. DARE. DEBETO. EI. QVEIQVOMQVE. ID. PVBLICVM. FRVENDVM.

REDEMPTVM. CONDVCTVMVE. HABEBIT BOVES. EQVI. QVIBVS. VIEIS.

LOCIS. PVBLICEIS. PASTVM. IMPVLSVM. ITINERIS. CAVSA. ERIT. NEIQVID.

POPVLO. NEIVE. PVBLICANO. PEQVNIA. scripturam. vectigalve. det. dareve.

debeat.

quei. ager. ex. . pvblico. in. privatvm. commvtatvs. est. de. eo,

AGRO. SIREMPS. LEX. ESTO. QVANSEI, IS, AGER. P. MvVCIO. L,

CaLPVRNIO. COS.

PER. TERRAM. ItALIAM. P. MvVCIO. L. CaLPVRNIO. COS. FVERINT. EAS.

facivnto. pateant. vacvaeqve. sient.

ex. lege, plebeive, sc. exve. foedere, licvit. sed. fravde. sva. facere,

liceto. QVOD. ex. H. L. ita. vtei. s. s. est. in agreis. qvei.

ET. in. EVM. JVDICIVM. JVDICEM. RECVPERATORESVE, EX. H, L, DARE.

OPORTERET. SEI. QVIS. DE. EA. RE. JVDICIVM
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neive. pro. colonia: moinicipiove. prove, moinicipieis. frventvr.

QVEI. m. TRIENTABVLEIS DARE. OPORTEBIT. ID. VTEI. QVICQVID.

QVOI. EIQVE. ANTE. H. L. R. LICVIT. ITA. EI. HABERE. Uceat.

sei. QVID. DE. EO. AGRO. LOCO. AMBIGETVR. COS. PR. QVEI-

QvoMQVE. ERiT. DE. EA. RE. JVRiSDiCTio. judicL judicis. recupera-

torum. datio. esto.

I. CAVSA. DECERNANT. EJVS. H. L. N. K\ QVOD. JVDICIVM. JVDEX.

RECVPERATORVE. reddiderit. id. jus. ratumque. esto.

Pr. consulve. nei. de. eo. agro. loco. iovs. deicito. neive. decernito.

NEIVE. JVDICIVM. neive. judicem. neive. recuperatores. dato

em. facito. qvo. qvis. pro. agro. minvs. aliterve. scriptvram.

VECTIGALVE. det.

CIVIBVS. L. QVEI. CLASSIS. PRIMAE. SIENT. XI. DATO. INDE. ALTERNOS.

DVCITO

decretum. jvdicivmve. factvm. non. siet. sel major, pars, eorvm.

RECVPERATORVM. non. conseiiserit.

RIT. SEDVLO. MN. VTEI. IS. QVEI. JVDICATVS. ERIT. DARE. OPORTEAT.

aliter. habebit. possidebit. frvetvr. qvam. ex. H." L. licebit. evm.

AGRVM. QVEM.

SI. QVAE. LEX. PLEBEIVE. SC. EST. QVAE. MAS. QVEM. EX. H. L. DECER-

NERE. OPORTEBIT. SED. FRAVDE. SVA. NEI. JOVRATO. NEIVE.

ex. PL. SC. QVOD. M. BaeBIVS. TR. PL. III. VIR. COLONIAE. DEDVCENDAE.

/ecit.

EXTRA. EVM. AGRVM. LOCVM. QVEI. AGER. LOCVS. IN. EA. CENTVRIA

oporteL oportebitve. qvod. ejvs. agri. locel qvoieiqve. emp-

TVM. EST

quaestor, qvei. aerarivm. provinciam. obtinebit. in tableis.

publiceis. referat.

ob. earn. rem. qvod. praes. factvs. est. popvlo, obligatvs. est

QVEI. AGER. LOCVS. IN. AfRICA. EST. QVEI. ROMAE. PVBLICE. VCniit.

venieritve.

datus. ADSIGNATVS. ERIT. QUOD. EJVS. AGRI. LOCEI. EXTRA. TERRAM.

ItALIAM. EST

VE AGRVM. LOCVM. QVEIQVOMQVE. HABEBIT. POSSIDEBIT

quei. AGER. LOCVS. IN. Africa. est. quod. EJVS. AGRL locei diebus.

proxsumis. quibus. factvs. creatvsve. erit. /aci^o profitebitvr.

COGNITO. IQVE. ipse.

1 ejus hac lege nihil rogatur. Perperam vulgo formulam explicant : ex

h. L Vid. Ciceron, pro Caecina. c. S3.

—

Sp.



CHAPTER VII.

ANALYSIS OF TEE LATIN ALPHABET.

§ I. Organic classification of the original Latin alphabet. § 2. The labials.

§ 3. The gutturals. § 4. The dentals. § 5. The vowels. § 6. The Greek

letters used by the Romans. § 7. The numeral signs.

§ 1. Organic Classification of the Original Latin AljjJiahet.

THE genuine Latin alphabet,—or that set of characters which

expressed in writing the sounds of the Eoman language

before it had borrowed from the Greek a number of words,

and the means of exhibiting them to the eye,—may be regarded

as consisting of nineteen letters ; that is, of the representatives of

the original Cadmean syllabarium (which contained only sixteen

letters) , with an appendix comprising the secondary vowels, or

vocalized consonants, i and u, and the secondary sibilant x = 57i.

The original alphabet of the Romans, as derived from the

Greeks of Cuma (above, p. 96), had consisted of 21 letters,

namely, these 19 and the letters Z and K, which occupied the

seventh and tenth places respectively—thus

:

(1) A (8) H (15) P
(2) B (9) I (16) Q
(3) C = r (10) K (17) R
(4) D (11) L (18) S

(5) E (12) M (19) T
(6) F (13) N (20) V
(7) Z (14) (21) X

But Z fell out of general use, and in the first Punic war C was

divided into C and G, and the latter was placed where Z had

stood between F and H (Plut. Qu. Rom. c. 59 ; Corssen, I. 7).

In Cicero's time the number of letters was 21 {de Natur. Deorum,

II. 37, § 93) ; but before his death v and f were borrowed from

the Greek and placed at the end of the Latin alphabet under

the forms Y and Z, and thus the full number of 23 letters

was attained. A further augmentation was introduced by the
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Emperor Claudius, who was a professed grammarian. He intro-

duced three additional characters, namely, an inverted digamma j

to give the sound of v in servus and vuhjus (Quintil. I. 4, § 7), the

antisigma 3 or DC to represent the Greek i/r or the combination

hs, ps; and the Oscan T, which resembled in form the Greek s])i-

ritus asper V- (above, p. 99), to represent the sound between { and

u (Quintil. I. 4, § 8 : medius U et I Utterce sonus). But although

the influence of the Emperor procured a partial adoption of these

letters in his lifetime, they soon became obsolete (Tacit. Ann. XI.

14), and are found on only a few monuments (Corssen, i. pp. 13,

14). In its latest form, as recognized by Priscian, the Latin

alphabet consisted of the 23 letters, which it comprised when the

Y and Z were added.

If we omit the supernumeraries C, K, Y, Z, and distribute

the nineteen genuine and necessary letters according to their

natural or organic classification, we shall have the following

arrangement :-

—

CONSONANTS.

Labials. Gutturals. Dentals.

Medials .... B G D

Aspirates . . . F H R

Tenues P Qv T

Liquids .... M L,N

Sibilants . . . S, X

VOWELS.

Yowels of Ar-)
ticalation j

Heaviest.

A
Lightest.

E

Medium.

Yocalized \

Consonants j

Vocalized Labial.

u

Vocalized Guttural, or
Dental.

I
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It will be most convenient, as well as most methodical, to

consider these letters according to this classification, which will

be justified hj the investigation itself,

§ 2. The Labials.

The labials consist of three mutes and the liquid M. The

regular changes of the labial mutes, in the principal languages

of the Indo-Germanic family, have been thus indicated by James

Grimm, to whom we owe the discovery of a most important law

(Deutsche Gramm. I. p. 584^), which may be stated thus in its

application to all three orders of mutes :

In Greek, In Gothic In Old High
Latin, Sanscrit. ^^ uoimc. German.

Medial con-esponds to Tenuis and to Aspirate,

Aspirate
,, ,, Medial ,, Tenuis.

Tenuis ,, ,, Aspirate „ Medial.

This law, applied to the labials only, may be expressed in the

following table:

Latin (Greek, Sanscrit) . B F P
Gothic P B F
Old High Gei-man . . F P B (V)

To take the instances given by Grimm himself,—the first

column is confirmed, as far as the Latin language is concerned,

by the following examples: cannabis [Kavva^i^)^ Old Norse

hanijr^ Old High German hanaf; turba {OopvjSrj), Goth, thaurp,

0. H. G. dorof; stabulwn, 0. N. stopull, 0. H. G. staphol. To
which may be added, labi, Anglo-Saxon slirpan^ O. H. G. sli-

vffan. These instances are confined to the occurrence of the

labials in the middle of words ; for there are no German words

beginning with P, and no H. G. words beginning with F.

The second column is supported as follows : Initials—;^yw5

{(I>rjy6^), O. N. beyki, 0. H. G. p)uocha; fero {(pipo)), Goth.

haira, 0. H. G. piru; fui {(j^vco), Ang.-Sax. beon, O. H. G. pirn;

flare, Goth, blasan, O. H. Gc. jolasan ; fra-n-gere {p-tj^vv/jLt) , Goth.

1 Dr. Guest maintains that this celebrated law is invalidated by very

serious exceptions {Proceedings of the PhiloL Soc. in. pp. 179, sqq.).
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hr{ka% 0. H. G. prechan ; folium {cf>vWov), O. N. Mad, O. H. G.

plat; /rater [(f^prjrrjp), Goth, hrothar, 0. H. G. pruoder. The
Latin language furnishes no instances of this rule in its appli-

cation to the middle sounds. In ve<^ekri, KecpaXr/, ypacf^etv and

such like, the Latin equivalents present b or p; compare nebula,

caput, s-cribere. The reason for this is to be sought in the

aversion of the Eoman ear from F as a middle sound.

The third column rests on the following induction: Initials

—

pes [pedis), G^oih.. fotus, O. H. G. vuoz ; piscis, Goth. JisJcs,

0. H. G. vise ; pater, Goth, fadrs, O. H. G. vatar ; plenus, Goth.

fulls, O. H. G. vol ; pecus, Goth, faihu, 0. H. G. vihu ; palma,

Angl.-Sax. folma, 0. H. G. volma ; pellis, Goth, fill, O. H. G.

vel ; pidlus, Goth, ftda, 0. H. G. volo ; primus, Goth, frumists,

O. H G. vromist. Middle sounds

—

sopor, 0. N. svefn, 0. Sax.

suelhan ; septem, Angl.-Sax. sefon, Goth, sibun ; aper, Angl.-

Sax. eofor, 0. H. G. ebar; supper, Goth, ufar, 0. N. yfir, 0. H. G.

ubar; rapina, Angl.-Sax. redf; 0. H. G. roub.

These may be taken as proofs of the general application of

Grimm's rule to the Latin labials. If, however, we examine the

use of the separate letters more minutely, we shall find great

vacillation even within the limits of the Latin language itself.

The medial B seems to have approximated in many cases to

the sound of v ; at other times it came more nearly to p. We
find in old Latin the forms Duillius, duonus^, duellum, &c. by
the side of Billius, bonus, bellum, &c. Now, there is no doubt

that the pro23er abbreviation of these forms would be e. g. donus

or vonus, and so on. The labial representative bonus, therefore,

shows a sort of indifference between the occasional pronunciation

of B and V. This view is confirmed by a comparison of duis,

which must have been the original form {Fest. p. QQ), with 8/9

on the one hand, and bis, bes, vi-ginti on the other. The same

appears particularly in the change from Latin to Italian or

French, as in habere = avere = avoir, habebam = aveva — avois,

Aballo = Avalon, Cabellio — Cavaillon, Eburovices — Evreux, &c.,

or conversely, as in Vesontio = Besango7i. The commutation of

b and v in the Spanish language gave occasion to Scaliger's

epigram

:

1 On the etymology of this word, see N. Crat. § 262.
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Haud temere antiquas mutat Vasconia voces

Cui nihil est aliud vivere quam bibere^.

Similarly, we have averimco for ah-e-runco, i. e. i/c^oravL^o),

as the old gloss renders it (see Weber, Zeitsch. f. vergl. Spr. ii.

80). Bi'bo for vivo is common in old monuments (Fabretti s. v.

p. 251). The interchange of B and P may be remarked in hurrus,

TTvppo^', Balanthcm, Palatium; hitumen, pitumen {com^. jpitmta),

&c. In many Latin words the B stands for a ^ (=p'h) in the

Greek synonym : compare halcena, albus, amho, nebula, umbi^

licus, &c., with (paXacva, dX(f)6<;, dfjLcpco, v€(f}i\7], o/.t<^aXo?, &c.

The ancient Komans did not use B, as the Greeks did, to

form a fulcrum between two liquids (comp. fiecnrjixepLay /jbeaTj/j,-

jSpia
;

/jiiXL, {jjlJjSXltto) ; e-pbokov, /JL6p.^\coKa
;
p^opo^, apbppoTO<;

;

&c.) ; but in the derivative idioms there are many instances of

this insertion; compare numerus, nombre; cainera, chambre,

&c. ; and even when r is substituted for some other liquid, as in

hommem, Sp. hombre; or when a third liquid is retained, as in

cumulare, Fr. combler.

In classical Latin B is often omitted when flanked by two

vowels ; this is particularly the case in the dative or ablative

plural, as in queis by the side of quibus, filiis by the side of

filiabus^ &c. ; indeed this omission is regular in the second

declension.

It is hardly necessary to remark, that the genuine Etruscan

element in the Latin language must have been altogether with-

out the medial B. As a final, B is found only in the proclitic

words ab^ ob, sub.

When B or V is followed by the vocalized or palatal J, we
sometimes remark that, in the derived languages, this palatal

supersedes the labial, and is pronounced alone, or with an as-

similation; so we have cavea (== cavja), cage; cambiare^ chan-

ger; debeOy diggio ; Dibio, Dijon; objectum^ oggetto; rabies,

rage; rubere {= rubjere) , i^ougir; subjectum, sifjet, &c. We see

1 Penny Cyd. in. p. 220. See also Scaliger de Cans. L. L. i. c. 14.

p. 36. In older Latin we have Fovii by the side of Fabii (Fest. p. 87),

Sevini by the side of Sabini (Plin. H.N. ni. 12), Stovenses by the side of

Stobenses, and. in the flexion-forms of the verb, -bo, -bam, -bilis, -bundus,

by the side of -vi, from f.o and fui (see Corssen Zeitschr,/. vergl. Sprf.

1852, p. 17).
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the full development of this change in such words as nagei'

from navigare, while the absolute omission of the labial is justi-

fied by ecrire from scribere, in Amiens from Amhiani, and in

aimois, which comes from amaham through aimoy = amoue =
amava (Lewis, On tlie Romance Languages^ p. 199).

The labial F and the guttural Q^ are the most characteristic

letters in the Latin alphabet. Of the latter I will speak in its

place, merely remarking here that its resemblance to F consists

in the fact that they are both compound letters, although used

from the earliest period as exponents of simple sounds.

In considering the Latin F, we must be careful not to confuse

it with the Greek <^ on the one hand, or with the modern v on

the other. It is true that F corresponds to ^ in a number of

words, such as fagus, fama, fero^ fallo, fari^ fascis, frater, fri-

gus, fuciis, fugio^ fui, falgeo, far (Mtiller, Etrusk, I. p. 20) ;

but we must consider these words as an approach to a foreign

articulation ; for in a great number of words, in which the F has

subsequently been commuted for H, we can find no trace of con-

nexion with the Greek </> : such are fariolus, fasena, fedus,

fircus^ folus, fordeum, fostis, fostia, forctis, vefo, trafo (Miiller,

Etrusk. I. p. 44).

It is generally laid down that F and V are both labio-dental

aspirates, and that they difi*er only as the tenuis differs from the

medial ; and one philologer has distinctly asserted their identity,

meaning perhaps that in Latin F = the English v, and U = the

English w. If, however, we analyse some of the phenomena of

comparative philology in which the Latin F appears, and then

refer to Quintilian's description of the sound of this letter, we
may be disposed to believe that in many cases the English v

formed only a part of the sound. Quintilian says (xii. 10,

§ 27, 29) that the Roman language suffered in comparison with

the Greek from having only v and F, instead of the Greek v and

^,
^^ qidhus nullcB apud eos {Grcecos) dulcius spirant. Nam

et ilia, quce est sexta nosti'arwn, poene non Jiwnana voce vel

omnino non voce potius inter discrimina deyitium effianda est:

quce etiani, cum vocalem proxima accipit, quassa quodammodo:

utique^ quoties aliquam consonantem frangit, ut in hoc ipso

FEANGIT, rmilto fit horridiorT Not to repeat here what has

been stated at length elsewhere [N. Crat. §111), it will be
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sufficient to make the following observations : {a) the Latin F,

though not = V, contained that letter, and was a cognate sound

with it^: this is proved by a comparison of co7i-ferre, con-

viva, &c. with com-bibere, im-pi-imis, &c. [b) It appears from

Quintilian that in his time the Latin F contained, in addition to

the labial v, some dental sibilant ; and the sibilant is known to

have been the condition in which the guttural passed into the

mere aspirate, {c) A comparison of the Greek 6r)p with its

Latin synonym fei^a would produce great difficulty, if we could

not suppose a coexistence of the sibilant with the labial in the

latter; such a concurrence we have in the Russian synonym

svera, Lettish svehrs, Old Prussian svirs. (d) The Sabine words

mentioned above (such as Jircus), the more modern representa-

tives of which substitute an aspirate for the F, prove that the

F must have contained a guttural aspirate ; for no labial can

pass into a guttural, though a compound of labial and guttural

may be represented by the guttural only, (e) Those words in

the Romance languages which present an aspirate for the F

which their Latin synonyms retained to the last,—such as

falco, "hawk;" foris, Fr. "hors;" facere, formosus, fumiis,

&c., Sp. " hacer," '' hermoso," " humo," &c.,—prove that, to

the last, the Latin F contained some guttural element, in addition

to the labial of which it was in part composed. It seems to me
that F must have been SV, or, ultimately, HV, and that V must

have corresponded to our English w. With regard to the Greek

(j), there can be no doubt that it was a distinct ^'h, like the

middle sound in hap-hazard, shep-herd; reduplications like

7re<f>vKa {jpe-pJiukd) , and contacts like ^aircfioo [Sa])pho), suffi-

ciently prove this. The forms of Latin words which seem to

substitute F for this must be referred to the Pelasgian element

in the Latin language : the Tuscans, as we have seen, were by

no means averse from this sound ; and the Romans were obliged

to express it by the written representative of a very different

articulation.

1 In the same way as f seems to represent </> in the instances cited

above, v also appears as a substitute both for ^ and tt. Compare vulgus,

valius, veru, virgo, and vitricuSy with (J)o\k6s, palus, neipco, TrapOevos, and

pater (Buttmann, Lexil. s. v. (J)o\k6s).

D. V. 19
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The derivation of Falerii and Falisci (of. Etruria and

Etrusci) from a founder Halesus, shows that even among the

Tuscans there was an intimate affinity between F and H (see

MuUer, Etr. ii. p. 273).

Of the tenuis P it is not necessary to say much. If we

compare the Latin forms with their Greek equivalents, we

observe that p or pp, is used as a substitute for the <jt (p'h) of

which I have just spoken. Thus puniceiis, caput, &c. corre-

spond to (f)OLVLK€0(;, K6^a\r/, &c., and cruppellaru, cippus, -lappa,

stroppus, suppariim, s-cloppiis, tojyper, &c., answer to /c€fcpv(j)a\o'^j

KecjioXrjTT)^, aKa\rj(f)7], aTp6(j)iov, v^acria, KoXacpos, cr-Ty^po?,

a-TvcfieXo^ {tap)fer), &c.

In the languages derived from tlie Latin, P very often passes

into V. This is most regular in the French : comp. aperire,

aprtlis, captUus, capistrmn, capra, episcopus, juniperus, lepuSy

nepoSy opera, pauper, recipere, sepelire, sapere, &c., with ouvrir,

avril, cheveu, chevMre, chhvre, eveque, genievre, lievre, neveu,

ceuvre, pauvre, regevotr, en-sevelrr, savotr, &c^
p is often inserted as a fulcrum to the labial M when a liquid

follows: thus we have sumo, sum-p-si, sumptus ; promo, prom-

p-si, promptus ; and the true spelling of Mem-s (cf. ^et/x-a) is

Mem-p-s (Wagner, Orihog. Vergil, p. 442).

Contact with the guttural j will convert P into CH = J or a

soft G. Compare riqjes, roclie ; sapiam, sache; sapiens, sage,

&e. Here in effect the labial is assimilated or absorbed, as in

IlocJiester from Hrof-ceastre.

The labial liquid M occasionally takes the place of one or

other of the labial mutes, even within the limits of the Latin

language itself. It stands by the side of B in glomus, hiemps,

tumeo, &c., compared with globus, hihernus, tuber, &c. We find

a substitution of B for M in Bandela, the modern name of

1 To avoid unnecessary trouble (for independent dictionary-hunting

would have led, in most cases, to a repetition of the same results) I have

taken several of the commonest comparisons of French and Latin

synonyms from the articles on the separate consonants in the Penny
CyclopcBdia. It is scarcely worth while to make this reference, for no
one acquainted with French and Latin need go to the Penny Cyclopcediuy

or any other compilation, in order to learn that ouvrir, avril, &c. are

derived from apprlre, aprilis. &c.
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Mandela (Orelli, ad Hor. III. Carm, 18, 12), and in Luhedon

for Laoraedon (Scaliger, de Caussis, L. L. I. c. 22, p. 54). I

am not aware that we have any example of the commutation

of M with the labio-dental F. With V it is not uncommon

:

comp. Mulciher, Vulcayius ; pro-mulgare, pro-vidgore (compare

di-vuJgare) ; &c. This is still more remarkable if we extend

the comparison to cognate languages: thus ilia r6', mas (man's),

may be compared with Faprj^;, Fdpprjv, vii% virtus, " war,"

weJiren, "warrior," 'Oaplwy; and i/«'?z?ie, " Minion," &c., with

Veims, IVinnes-jdfte, &c. [Ahhandl. Berl. Ak. 1826, p. 58).

So also fid-v-TL^ may be compared with vates; at least, Plautus

writes mantiscinari for vaticinari. The changes of P into M
are generally observable in assimilations such as summus for

supimus, sujpremus: in Greek, and in the passage between Greek

and Latin, this change is common enough ; thus we have /xera

by the side of 7reS<x, and /m6\v/3So^ by the side of plumbum. In

fact, 51 and n are more nearly akin to the medials B and D than

to the tenues, and a thick articulation will always give the

medials for the liquids.

At the end of Latin words M is very often omitted in writing,

and seems to have been still more frequently neglected in pro-

nunciation. With regard to the written omissions, it was the

rule to omit in the present tense of active verbs the important M
which characterizes the first person in many of the other tenses.

In fact, the only verbs which retain it in the present tense are

su-m and inqua-m : and it is mentioned as a custom of Cato the

Censor, that he used also to elide the M at the termination of the

futures of verbs in -o and -io (see Ch. vi. § 3). The metrical

ecthlipsis, which disregards the final -M when a vowel follows,

may be explained by supposing a sort of anusvdrah in the Latin

language. In the transition to the Romance languages, which

make a new nominative of the Latin accusative, the final m is

dropt in all but two instances—the Italian s_peme = spem, which

extends it by a final vowel, and the French rien = 7'em, which

substitutes the nasal auslaut,

§ 3. The Gutturals.

The Roman gutturals are three,—the medial G, the aspirate

H, and the labio-guttural tenuis Qv. The regular changes of this

19—2
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order of mutes, as far as the Latin language is concerned, are

proved by tlie following examples; the law itself, as applied to

the gutturals, being expressed thus :

Latin, (Greek, Sanscrit) . G
Gothic K
Old High German . . . CH

1st column. Initials : granum, 0. N. horn, O. H. G. cJiorn;

genus, hum, chimni; gena, O. N. hinn, O. H. G. chmni ; genu,]

hne, clinio; gelu, gelidus, Gothic halds, 0. H. G. chalt; gustare,

hiusan, chiosan. Middle sounds; ego, ih, ih [ich) ; ager, ahrs,

achar; magnus, mihils, micMl; jugum, juh, joch ; mulgere, 0. N.

miolha, O. H. G. melchan.

2d column. Liitials : hanser, gans, hans; Tieri, hesternus,

gistra, hestar ; Jiortus, gards, harto; hostis, gasts, hast; homo,

guma, homo. H is of rare occurrence as a middle sound in Latin;

we may, however, compare via, veha, with weg ; velio with Goth.

aigan; traJio with Anglo-Sax. dragan, &c.

3d column (in which I have substituted c for Q^, because the

latter belongs to a different class of comparisons). Initials

:

claudus, halt, halz ; caput, hauhith, houhit; cor, hairto, herza;

canis, hunths, hund. Middle sounds : lux, UuJiad, licht; tacere^

thahan, dagen; decern, Goth, taihun, Lith. deszimts.

Originally the Eomans made no distinction between the gut-

turals c and G; the former was the only sign used; and although

Ausonius says {Idyll, xii. de Utteris, v. 21): gammcB vice functa

]prius C (see also Festus, s. vv. 'prodigiay orcum), thereby imply-

ing that c expressed both the medial G and the tenuis k\ there

is reason to believe that in the older times the Romans pronounced

C as a medial, and used Q as their only tenuis guttural. This

appears from the forms macestratus, leciones, &c., on the Duilian

monument, and still more strikingly from the fact that the prae-

nomens Gaius, Gnceus (Falo?, Vevvalo^), were to the last indicated

by the initials C. and On.; for in the case of a proper name the

old character would survive the change of application. When,
however, the Romans began to distinguish between the pure

tenuis K and the labial tenuis Q, they introduced a distinction

1 On this confusion in other languages see New Crat § 100.
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between c and G, whicli was marked by the addition of a tail to

the old character c, the letter thus modified being used to repre-

sent the medial, and the old form being transferred from the

medials to the tenues. The author of this change was Sp. Car-

vilius, a freedman and namesake of the celebrated Sp. Carvilius

Kuga, who, in A. u. C. 523, B. c. 231, furnished the first example

of a divorce. See Plutarch, Qucest. Rom. p. 277 D : to K 7r/309

TO V crvyyeveiav e;^et irap avrol^ [the Romans], o^/re ^yap ixpv~

cravTO TO) yd/jL/jua Kap/SiXLov ^iroplov wpocre^evpovro^. Id. p. 278 E:

oyjre rjp^avro /icadov hthaaKeLv, koI 7rp6)To<; dveoy^e ypa/xfiaroSiBa-

(TKaXelov %7r6pL0<; K.ap/3l\co<^ direXevOepo^ J^ap/Sikcov rod Trpcorov

yaiJLeTrjv i/c/SaXovro^. From the position in the alphabet assigned

to this new character,—namely, the seventh place, corresponding

to that of the Greek z,—there is reason to believe that the

Roman c still retained the hard ^-sound, while the new charac-

ter represented the soft palatal pronunciation of the English j

and the Greek z, which is also expressed by the modern Italian

gi. It is clear that the Greek K was introduced long before the

time of Carvilius, and therefore there could have been no need

of an additional character except for the expression of an addi-

tional sound. And as K was used only in the syllable ka, the

additional sound must have been that borne by c and a in

modern Italian before the vowels E and I. Before and u, as

we shall see directly, Q was in its original place.

The Latin H was a strong guttural aspirate, corresponding

in position and in power to the Greek ;j^. It is true that this

character sometimes indicates a mere spiritus as_per; and in this

use it is either dropt or prefixed, according to the articulation.

In general, however, it was the strongest and purest of the

Roman aspirated gutturals. Graff has remarked {Ahhandl.

Be7^l, Ak. 1839, p. 12) that there are three classes of aspirates

—

the guttural (h), i.e. the spiritus; the labial (w), i.e. \h.Q flatus;

and the dental (s), i. e. the sihilatus : and he says that the Latin

language entirely wants the first, whereas it possesses the labial

aspirate in its Q, and the dental perhaps in its X. This appears

to me to be neither a clear nor a correct statement. With regard

to H in particular, there can be no doubt that it is a strong gut-

tural, quite as much so as the Greek p^. This is established by

the following comparison. The Latin H answers to % in the
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words Memjjs {')(^Ei/jLcov), hihernus (^etfiepivo^), Mo (%a;W), liumi

(')(^(ziiai), hortiis {^opro^), &c. It represents the guttural C in

trali-o, trac-si^ veli-o, vec-si, &c. In a word, it corresponds to tlie

hard Sanscrit h, for which, in the cognate Gothic and Greek

words, either g, /j, or 7, /c, ^, are substituted (comp. N. Crat.

§ 112). An initial H, or some other guttural, was often omitted

in Latin as in other languages before another consonant ; thus

we have res for lives = hra-is for Mr, " the hand;" rus for Jirus

or cms {harsh = aro), Icena by the side of ')(\a2va; nidor by the

side of KVicrG-a] Boma by the side of gruma (above, p. 68), &c.

And even before voAvels we have frequent instances of extenua-

tion and omission of an original H. Indeed it is sometimes

a matter of doubt whether the H ought to be retained or dismissed

in spelling; thus some would write Hannibal, others Annihal

;

some Etruria, otliers, more correctly, as I think, but less in ac-

cordance with authority, Hetruria; although aut and hand are

the same word, and though old MSS. make no distinction

between them (Lachmann ad Liicret. in. 330, 632), the former

generally omits, w^hile the latter as generally retains the H; and

while hoireo is almost the universally received orthography, we
have msit in Lucret. vi. 1016 {nM v. Lachn.), in accordance with

the Tyrrhenian at-cesum, (above, Ch. v. § 3, p. 183).

With regard to Q or Q , a character almost peculiar to the

Latin alphabet, a longer investigation will be necessary. It has

been a common opinion with philologers that there were different

classes of the tenuis guttural, varying vrith the vowel which

articulated them; thus, KairTra, lzaj)h, was foliov/ed only by a;

H {JietK) only by e ; p^t only by i; Koirira, Icojoh, only by oy and

Q only by ii, Lepsius [Zwei Ahhandl. pp. 18—31) has given a

more rational and systematic form to this opinion, by supposing

that there were three fundamental vowels, a, i, u; that ^ was
subsequently split up into ^, e, and u into o, u; that one of the

three fundamental vowels was prefixed to each row of mutes in

the old organic syllabarium, so that ajl the medials were articu-

lated with «, all the aspirates with t, and all the tenues with u.

This form of the opinion, however, is by no means sufficient to

explain the peculiarities of the Roman Qv; and if it were, still

it could not be adopted, as it runs counter to the results of a

more scientific investigation into the origin of t and u.
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The difficulty which has been felt in dealing with the Latin

Q has proceeded chiefly from the supposition that the accompany-

ing u or V must be either a distinct vowel or a distinct consonant;

for if it is a vowel, then either it ought to form a diphthong

with the accompanying vowel, or a distinct syllable with the Q

;

and neither of these cases ever happens : if, on the other hand,

it is a consonant, the vowel preceding the Q ought to be long by
position; and this is never the case even in the most ancient

writers (see Graff. Ahh. Berl. Ah. 1839 :
" uber den Buchstaben

q(qO").
It appears to me unnecessary to assume that the accompany-

ing u is either a distinct vowel or a distinct consonant. And
herein consists the peculiarity of the Eoman Q : it cannot be

articulated without the u, and yet the u has no distinct existence.

The true explanation, I conceive, is the following. No attentive

student of the Latin authors can have failed to observe how
great a tendency there is in this language to introduce sounds

consisting of an union of the guttural and labial. Such a sound

is the digamma, which may be considered to have been the lead-

ing characteristic of the Pelasgian language both in Italy and in

Greece. Now there are four states of this sound, besides its

original condition, in which both guttural and labial have their

full power : the first is when the labial predominates, and this is

expressed by the letter F = sv [hv) ; the second is when the gut-

tural predominates, and this is expressed by Qv; the third is

when the guttural alone is sounded, and in this state it becomes

the strong guttural H or K: the fourth is when the labial alone

is articulated, and from this we have the letter v.

The great difference between F and Q consists in this, that

in the latter it is necessary to express both the ingredients of the

double sound, whereas they are both represented by one charac-

ter in the former. Hence it has happened, that, while the gut-

tural element of F has been overlooked by many philologers,

they have over-estimated the independent value of the labial

which accompanies Q.

A sound bearing the same relation to the medials that Qv does

to the tenues is occasionally formed by the addition of v to a.

This occurs only after n and r : thus we find tinguo, unguo, ur-

gxieo^ by the side of tingo^ ungo, iirgeo. The former were probably
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the original words, the latter being subsequent modifications:

compare guerra, " war," guardire^ " ward," &c. with the French

pronunciation of guerre, guardir, &c. (New Crat. § 110).

When the labial ingredient of Qv is actually vocalized into u,

the Q is expressed in classical Latin by the new tenuis C = K;

thus quojus, quot, the original gen. and dat. of qui, become ciijus,

cui; GUI rei becomes cur; quom is turned into cum; sequiindus,

oquulus, torqular (comp. torqueo), quirts (cf. Qmrinus), &c. are

converted into secundus, ocuhis, torcidar, cun's, &c.^ This is also

the case when u is represented by the similar Eoman sound of

the 0. Thus coIo must have been originally quolo; for Q is the

initial of quolonia on coins, and in-qidlinus is obviously derived

from in-colo, which has lost its u, just as quotidie is written coti-

die (Schneider, Lat. Gr, I. p. 335), It is known, too, that coquus

must have been pronounced quoquus even in Cicero's time; for

he made no difference in pronunciation between the particle

quoqiie and the vocative of coquus: see Quintil. VI. 3, §47:
"Quae Ciceroni aliquando...exciderunt, ut dixit, quum is candi-

datus, qui coqui filius habebatur, coram eo suffragium ab alio

peteret: ego quoque tibi favebo^." The change of qva into cu

is particularly remarkable when a syllable is shortened, on ac-

count of the heavier form in which it occurs; as when quatio

in composition becomes con-cutio, pei'-cutio, &c. Perhaps we
ought to write acila in those cases in which aqua appears as a

trisyllable (Lachmann ad Lucret. VI. 662).

The two constituent parts of Qv often exist separately in

different forms of the same root : thus we have conniveo, connixi

;

Jio ((j^vo)), facto, /actus; Jluo, jluxi; foveo, focus ; lavo, lacus;

1 It is laid down by modern scholars that u can never follow

qu; thus we must not write quum, loquuntitr, wquum, equus, &c., but

CUM} locunfur, cecum, ecus, &c. (Miiller, ad Varron. p. 38 ; Lachmann,

ad Lucret pp. 172, 220, 398 ; Wagner, ad Verg. u^n. ix. 299 ; Ritschl,

Proleg. Plant, p. 94 ; Sillig, Prmf. Plin. p. 72). But I hope that this

rule will not be adopted generally by editors, and that in writing modern
Latin at all events we shall still be allowed to distinguish between quum
the conjunction and cum the preposition, without resorting to the old-

fashioned quom for the former.

2 There are some remarks on this subject in Erasmus, Colloquia,

p. 164, ed. Amstelod. 1651.
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nix, nivis; struo, struxi; vivo, vixi. The last is a double in-

stance; for there can be no doubt of the connexion between

"quick" and vivus (for qviqvus) {New Craf. § 112, note).

Bopp's opinion, therefore {VergleicJi. Gramm. pp. 18, 98), that

there is some natural connexion between v and k in themselves,

is altogether unfounded.

In the comparison between Latin and Sanscrit we seldom

find that Qv is represented by a Sanscrit K, but that it usually

stands in cognate words where the Sanscrit has a palatal or

sibilant {New Crat. § 105, 216) : compare quatuor, Sanscr.

cJiatur ; s-quama, Sanscr. chhad, " tegere;" quumulus, Sanscr.

cM, "accumulare;" oc-cuUus {ob-quultus) , Sanscr. ^a?, "tegere;"

sequor, Sanscr. sajj ; pequus, Sanscr. pagu; equus, Sanscr. agva,

&c. When Qv stands by the side of a Sanscrit h, it is

either when that letter is followed by e or i—in which case

the guttural approximates to the palatal,—or when the h stands

before u or v. There are some instances in which the Qv is re-

presented by the labial P in Greek and Sanscrit; and this is

particularly remarkable in cases wliere the Q,, occurs twice in the

Latin Avord: compare the Latin quinque, quoquo {coquo), aqua,

loquor, &c., with the Sanscrit and Greek panclian, ireixire, pach,

TreTTft), dpah (ph), lap, &c.; also equus, oquulus, sequor, Iinquo,

&c., with iTTTTo?, 6fi/ia, eTTOjJLai, Xelirco, &c.

Quintilian says that the Latin Q is derived from the Greek

Komra (i. 4, § 9) ; and there can be no doubt that they have a

common origin. Now this Greek Koirira, which is of rare oc-

currence, is found, where it occurs in Greek inscriptions, only

before o. Thus we have (popivOodev (Bockh, C. I. no. 29), opcpov

(n. 37), XvcpohopKa^ (n. 166); and on coins we have cpopivOo^,

Xvpacpoaicov, &c. The explanation of this is simple : the letter

o before a vowel expressed the sound of w, so far as the mouth

of a Greek could convey this sound : compare olaTpo<;, pol^So^;,

which imitate the ivliizzing noises of the wings of the gad-fly

and the bird; oa which represents the Persian lamentation ivaf

&c. (above, p. 58). Consequently, the syllable 90 must be

regarded as the residuum of a syllable pronounced hioa, which

was probably the pronunciation of the Latin Qv. At any rate,

it is sufficiently evident from the single word \v(poSopKa<; that

9 and K could not have been identical at the time when the
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inscription was carved; otherwise we slioull liave had either

\vKoSopKa<; or Xv(poSop(pa<;. In fact, the word \vko<; must have

been originally Xvcpno^; {litqvus), otherwise the labial in the Latin

lupus would be inexplicable. Perhaps, too, as Graff suggests

(u. s. p. 10, note 7), there are other Greek words containing

the syllable /co or kv, which must have been written with 9 in

the older state of the language. He selects the following, of

which the Sanscrit equivalents have the palatals g, ch : Kcap.o^,

K6y'^o<^, Koporr), KO)va<^, Kvav6<;, Sanscrit gudh, " purificari
;

"

gankha, "concha;" gh-as, "caput;" go, " acuere," Lat. qvurvus

;

chydma, "violaceus." The passag from Q^ into 90, kv, &c.

may be illustrated also by the converse change from kv to qu in

"liquorice," from 'yXvKvppll^a, &c., while the English articulation

of " can" has entirely obliterated all traces of the Q in the Latin

queo, originally queno (cf. ne-quinont for ne-queunt), though the

German Jconnen still preserves this sound by implication^.

If we examine the changes which have taken place in the

gutturals in their passage from the Roman to the Romance lan-

guages, we are first struck by the general tendency to soften

down or assibilate the tenuis c. The former process is effected

by a change of C into ch: compare the Latin cahallus, cadere,

calidus, camera, cams, ca^ut, carmen, cams, casa, castanea,

castus, caidis, &c. with the French cheval, cheoir, chaud, cham-

hre, chef, charme, cMen, cJier, cliez, chdtaigne, chaste, choux,

&c. Of the assibilation of C we have many instances : such

are, facimus, Fr. faisons; licere, loisir ; placere, plaisir ; &c.

Scaliger says {prima Scaligerana, p. 114) :
" mutam semper

Galli tollunt inter duas vocales." This -is very often justified

by the transition from Latin to French in the case of gutturals

and dentals. Between two vowels c is sometimes dropt ; thus

the Icauna becomes the Yonne, Tricasses becomes Troyes ; and

similarly the Sequana is turned into the Seine.

Another change in the Romance languages is the omission of

C when it is followed by a T : comp. dictus, It. ditto, Fr. dit

;

pectus. It. petto, Fr. poitrine, &c. c also disappears in French

when in the Latin form it was followed by R ; compare lacrima,

1 We may compare qui-sqiiil-ice with the Greek /co-o-kuXXqj, ko-o-kvX-

fidriQ, where the original qii = 9 is represented by ko or kv.
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sacramentum, &c. with larme, serme7it, &c. It is neglected in

the same language when it stands between two vowels, especially

when one or both are u (o) ex i: compare apicula^ corhicula,

focus, jocus, locus, nocere, paucus, vices, &c. with aheille, cor^

hpJlle, feu, jeu, lieu, nuire, jpeu, fois, &c. An omission of the

hard c is sometimes strangely compensated by the introduction

of before i\ thus we have 'poix from jpix, Poitiers from Fie-

tones, &c. We must distinguish this from foyer by the side of

focus which has an already.

In some cases the French converts the tenuis c into the

medial Gr. Compare aigre, aveugle, maigre, &c. with acer,

aboculus, macer, &c.

G is often omitted in the middle of French words : compare

Augustus, Augustodunum, Brigantio, Lugdmium, legere^ Lige-

ris, magis, magister, niger, paganus, regina, &c. with Aout,

Autun, Briangon, Lyon, and Laon, lire, Loire, mais, maitre, noir,

paien, reine, &c. Similarly, we have dais or dots idasiwn) from

dagus = dach, i.e. the canopy over the high table in the hall.

Compare also our pronunciation of Augustin as Austin, and of

Magdalen as Maudlin, The same omission took place in old

Latin ; thus we find ma-vis = magis-vis.

The French and Italians generally neglect the guttural H.

The old hard sound of this aspirate is quite unknown to them.

Although the sibilant is in some cases akin to the dental

class, the Latin sibilants x and s must be considered as belong-

ing altogether to the gutturals. The Romans had a dental sibi-

lant in their R, of which I shall speak directly; but these two

seem to have in themselves no connexion with the dentals, be-

yond the circumstance that R is frequently derived from s by the

substitution of a dental articulation, in the same way as 6 stands

for (7 in daXaaaa for (raXacraa, &c., and as the lisping English-

man says yetJi for yes.

If we consider x in its common acceptation, it is a direct

combination of the guttural c or G with the sibilant s. This

must, of course, be its power in rexi, flexi, &c. But it was

not always equivalent to this combination either in sound or in

origin. Sometimes it stands for the dental ^=dj, as in rixa

compared with €ptB-<;, ipL^co, &c. And even when it was derived

immediately from a guttural and s, the sibilant seems to have
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overpowered the guttural, whicli was either lost altogether or

pronounced only as an aspiration. We have traces of this in the

modern Italian pronunciation of Alessandro, vissi, &c. The

Greek ^l derived its name from the Hebrew shin, and perhaps

occasionally represented it in sound. A sibilant or aspirate often

changes its place : thus the Gothic hv is in English toh, the

Greek ^r is the Latin rh, and the Greek ^=Kcr- might occasion-

ally be (TK-: compare the transposition in the oriental words

Iscander, Scanderoon, CandaJiar, all derived from the Greek

^A\e-^avSpo<;, The last of these words is a mutilation which

reminds us of the modern Scotch division of the name Alexander

into the two abbreviations AUck and Saunders or Sandy. When
the transposition was once effected, the softening of the guttural

was obvious and easy: compare o-^j^eVXto?, ''scathe," schade;

X'^PMy
" s-kirmish," schirm, &c.

The Latin s is principally remarkable as standing at the

beginning of words, the Greek equivalents of which have only

an aspirate : compare sal, sex, sepfem, sol, silva, simul, sedere,

sequi, somnus, &c., with aX?, ef, eirTa, rj\Lo<^, v\?r], a/jua,

e^eorOai, eirofjuac, virvo^, &c. Though in some cases even this

aspirate has vanished: as in et, iWo^, &c., compared with

si, sileo, &c. It frequently happens that in the more modern

forms of the Roman language an original s has been super-

seded by the dental sibilant E. Thus Quintilian tells us (l. 4,

§13) that Valesius, Fusius, ai^hos, lahos, vapos, clamos, and

lases (cf. Fest. s. v.), were the original forms of Valerius, Fu-

rius, arhor, labor, va^or, clamor, and lares ; and it is clear that

ho7ior, honestus, are only different forms of onus, onusius. It

is rather surprising that the Jurist Pomponius {Bigg. i. 2, 2,

§ 36) should have attributed to Appius Claudius Ctecus (consul L
A.u.c. 447, B.C. 307; consul II. A.u.c. 458, B.C. 296) the inven-

tion of a letter which is the initial of the names Roma and

Romulus. He can only mean that Appius was the first to in-

troduce the practice of substituting R for s in proper names, a

change which he might have made in his censorship. It appears,

from what Cicero says, that L. Papirius Crassus, who was consul

in A.U.C. 418, B.C. 336, was the first of his name who did not

call himself Papisius {ad FamiL ix. 21) :
" How came you to

suppose," says Cicero, writing to L. Papirius Psetus, *'that there
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never was a Paplrius of patrician rank, when it is certain that

they were patricii mmo7'um gentium f To begin with the first

of these, I will instance L. Papirius Mugillanus, who, in the year

of the city 312, was censor with L. Sempronius Atratinus, who
had previously (a.u.C. 310) been his colleague in the consulship.

But your family-name at that time was Papisius. After him

there were thirteen of your ancestors who were curule magis-

trates before L. Papirius Crassus, the first of your family that

disused the name Papisius. This Papirius was chosen dictator

in A. U. C. 415, with L. Papirius Cursor for his magister equitum,

and four years afterwards he was elected consul with K. Duilius."

We must conclude, therefore, that Appius Claudius used his cen-

sorial authority to sanction a practice, which had already come

into vogue, and which was intimately connected with the pecu-

liarities of the Roman articulation. In fact, the Eomans were to

the last remarkable for the same tendency to rhotacism, which is

characteristic of the Umbrian, Dorian, and Old Norse dialects.

§ 4. The Dentals.

The Romans had five dentals or Unguals : the mutes D and

T, the liquids L and N, and the secondary letter E, which in

most alphabets is considered a liquid, but in the Latin stands for

an aspiration or assibilation of the medial D. Grimm's law, as

applied to the dentals, stands thus

:

Latin, (Greek, Sanscrit) . D T
Gothic T D Z, TH
Old High German , . . Z T D

The following examples will serve to establish the rule.

1st column. Initials : dingua, lingua, tuggo, zunga ; deus,

O. N. tyr, 0. H. G. ziu; dens, dentis, Goth, tunthus, O. H. G.

Zand; domare, tamjan, zemen; dolus, 0. N. tdl, zdla; ducere,

Goth, tiulian, 0. H. G. ziohan; duo, tva, zuei; dextra, taihsvo,

zesawa. Middle sounds : sedes, sedere, sitan, sizan ; e-dere,

{tan, ezan ; videre, vitan, wizan ; odium, hatis, haz ; u-n-da,

vato, wazar; sudor , sveiti, sweiz ; pedes, fotjus, vuozi.

2d Column. The Latin has no 6', and when the R stands

for the D, there are generally other coexistent forms in which

the medial is found. For the purpose of comparison Grimm has
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selected some Latin words in wliich a Latin f stands by the side

of the Greek 0. Initials
:
/o?*e5 {Ovpa), daur, tor ; fera {6r]p),

0. N. dyj', 0. H. G. tior. Middle sounds : aiidere^ ausus (dappetv),

gadauran, turran ; matJiu, Tusc. (Gr. /liOv), Anglo-Sax. medo,

O. H. G. metu,

3d column. Initials : tu, Gothic tJiu ; 0. H. G. dii ; tener,

O. N. thunnr, 0. H. G. dunni; tendere, Goth, tlianjan, 0. H. G.

denen ; tacere, thakan, dagen ; tolerare, thulan, dolen ; tectum^

tkak, dacli. Middle sounds : frater, hrothar, pruoder ; rota,

O.N. hradhr ("celer"), 0. H. G. hrad (''rota"); a-l-ier (Umbr.

etre), anthar, andar; iterum, inthra, ividar.

Of the commutations of the dentals one with another in the

Latin language alone, the most constant is the interchange of D

with L or R. Thus D becomes L in delicare (Fest. pp. 70, 73),

imjpelimenta, levir, Melica (Fest. p. 124), olfacit for dedicare,

impediinenta, Saijp, Medtca, odefacit; and is assimilated to L in

such words as mala, ralla, scala, sella from ma-n-do, rado,

sca-n-do, sedeo: the converse change is observable in 'OSfcro-eu?,

TloXvhevKrj^, Sdfcpvov {dacrima, Fest. p. 68), SayjnXi]^, dingua

(Mar. Vict. p. 2547) (0. H. G. zunga), Cajpitodium, meditari,

kadamitas, adauda, &c., the more genuine forms of which are

preserved in the TJlysses {oXlyo^;), Pol-lux (comp. ^eu/ce?, Hesjch.

with lux), lacryma iliqueo), lapsills {XaTrrco), lingua (Xel^ecv),

Capitohum, jjuekerav, calamitas, alauda, &c. : Sico, on the con-

trary, is a more ancient form than ligare (see N. Crat. § 155).

This change takes place within the limits of the Greek language

also : comp. heihco with BeiXo^, Sa^ (SaSo?) with Ba\6^, &c.,

though in many of these cases there is the residue of an original

assimilation, as in KaXo^, root KaS-, cf. Ka^o), &c. The change

is also observable in the passage from Latin to the Romance lan-

guages; thus Digentta has become Ltcenza, the people of Madrid

call themselves Madrilenos, and Egidius becomes Giles. The

other dentals, T and N, are also sometimes converted into L : as

in Thetis, Thelis ; Nympha, Lympha, &c. (See Varro, L. L.

VII. § 87). In some cases there is a passage from 8 to X in

Greek, as in ahrjv, aki^ (compare satis); and the Greek 6 in

Ocoprj^ is represented by an I in lorica. There is an inter-

change of N and R in cereus, ceneus: in murus, munio; in Bcopov,

donum; TrXijprjf;, plenus ; Londres, London; Havre, Hafen, &c.
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The ablative or adverbial D has become n in longinquus, pro-

pinquus from longe\d\ ])rope\_d~\) compare antiquus, jjosttcus,

from anfea, ^ostea, amicus from amo {amao), &c. In the cor-

ruption Catamitus from Ganymedes, both N and D are changed

into T, and in caduceus from KrjpvKecov we have the converse

change from E to D. D is dropt when flanked by two vowels,

as es for edis, est for edit, esse for edere, item for itidem, &c.

So also the dental liquids L and N are liable to excision; compare

vis = voUs, and the numberless omissions of the final -nt as in

fuere =fue7'unt, regna = regnont.

The change from D to ii has been often pointed out, in such

common instances as au-ris compared with aud-io, apor for apud,

ineridie for media die, ar-vocat for ad-vocat, &c. The verb ar-

cesso, which is also written accerso, furnishes a double example

of the change : the original form was ad-ced-so = accedere sino :

in arcesso the first d is changed into r, and the second assimi-

lated to s: in accerso the first d is assimilated to c, and the

second changed to r. In the Romance language D is changed

into R in the Spanish lampare from lampada, and conversely in

the Italian rado from raro, fedire from ferire ; compare the

English ^«(ftZocZ? iox parruc, A.-S. iov pa7'k.

As a final letter, D became more and more liable to proscrip^

tion. With the exception of the proclitics ad and apud, some-

times written et or ut and ajmt, ar and apor; the conjunction

sed, also written set; and the adverb haud also written haut and

aut (cf. autem), we have no D in auslaut in classical Latinity.

In the ablative, d was absorbed before the rise of Roman litera-

ture, and -ad for -nd or -nt in the neuter plural was finally re-

presented by -a only.

N is principally remarkable in Latin from its use as a sort

of anusvdrah (see N. Crat, § 223). In this use it is inserted,

generally before the second consonant of the root, as in tu-7i-do,

root tud- ; fi-n-do, root fid-, &c. ; but sometimes after it, as in

ster-n-o, root ster-, stra- ; sper-n-o, root sper-, spre- ; si-n-o,

root si-, &c. This nasal insertion is found in modern transitions

as when the cTiamcedrys (^afjLaLSpv<i) , i. e. the quercula or " speed-

well" is called ^ama?2(7er ox germander.

Conversely, N becomes evanescent in certain cases, particu-

larly before s and v. Thus con.ml is written cosol (abbreviated
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into cos), where tlie N is represented by a long pronunciation of

the preceding vowel, as appears from the Greek transcription

KcovaovK (Corssen, I. p. 101); and we find cesor, infas, vicies,

vicesimus for censor, infans, viciens, vicensumus (see Corssen, I.

p. 30 b). Similarly R is elided, especially before S. Thus we

have in old Latin advosis for advorsus, prosus for prorsus (as in

prosa oratio), rosus for rursus (Miiller ad Fest. p. 25). We have

even susum-Jusum for sursum deorsum in later Latin (see Jouryial

of FJiilology , March 1858. p. 200). This omission, of N is regu-

lar in the Greek particles in -e/.?, and in other words, e. g. o8ou9

;

it seems also to have been the rule in Umbrian. As the Greeks

wrote -?;9 for the Latin ns, so conversely the Romans wrote then-

saurus for the Greek Orjaavpo^'^ (Munro, Journal of Philology,

Feb. I860; p. 283). This seems to show that n before s was

merely a nasal sound, which lengthened the preceding vowel.

In the Romance language the Latin termination -ensis generally

loses its N (see Schneider, i. 2, p. 458). Thus we have Vaudois

by the side of Waldenses, hourgeois for hurgensis, courtois for cor-

tensis, &c. In Italian we have Veronese for Veronensis, maixJiese

for marchensis, paese for pagensis ; and the last two pass into the

French marquis and pays. The most important instance of the

omission of N before V is furnished by the common word contio,

derived from conveiitio through the form coventio^, which is

found in old inscriptions (see Senat. Cons, de Bacc. 22). Simi-

larly, conve7it becomes covent (" Covent-gsu'den, &c."), Confi

entes is turned into Cohlenz, and /it/i/ into "five." In English

the prefix con is shortened into co- before all consonants, in spite

t)f the remonstrances of Bentley. On the contractions of con in

Latin, see Lachmarm on Lucret. ii. 1061.

1 This word has nothing to do with aurum, but contains the root of

ri6r]}ii under the same extension and modification as the name e^o-ej;-?,

which denotes **the arranger;" so that Orjo-av-pos = Orjo-af-pos is merely
" a store-room or receptacle of things arranged and set in order." As

a matter of usage Brjaavpos is by no means confined to the signification,

in which we use the word " treasure," i. e. as a hoard of money or

articles of specific value.

2 Contio stands related to conventio as nundince to novendince, nuntius

to novi-ven-tius, &c. For the latter, comp. nov'i-tius. Domitius, the pro-

per name, seems to signify "the home-goer;" so propitius, as the ante-

cedent of praesens, when said of a deity. Ilithyia (old fern, of elKeiBws)

might be rendered Propitia.
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With regard to the changes experienced by the dentals in

the passage from Latin to the Eomance dialects, the following-

instances may suffice. D and T are frequently dropt in the

French forms' of Latin words : {a) d: Andegavi, Fr.Anjoii; Ca-

durci, Fr. Gahors ; Mediomatrices , Fr. Metz ; Meduana, Fr. May-
enne ; . Melodunum, Fr. Melun (cf. Mediolanum, It. Milano)

;

Cauda (It. coda, Sp. cola), Fr. qiteue ; fides, Fr. foi; media-

node, Fr. ini-nuit; nudus, Fr. nu; RJiodanus, Fr. Rhone; va-

dum, Fr. gue; videre, Fr. voir'^. So also in the passage from

verbs compounded with ad, we have aorer and aorner from ado-

rare and adornare, and the English "aim" from adcBstimare

through the old French aesmer (Duchat, apud Menage Diet.

Etymol. I. p. 549, ed. 1750). ih) T: acetum, Lomb. aseo

;

ad-satis, Fr. as-sez (originally assetz) ; Autura, Fr. Eure

;

amatus, Fr. aime; Bituriges, Fr. Bourges; Matisco, Fr. Macon;

Rhedones^ Fr. Rennes; Rodumna, Fr. Rouanne; Catalauni, Fr.

Chalons; pater, Fr. pere; Rutheni, Fr. Rodez; vita, Fr. vie.

There is a double abbreviation in Ai^ras from Atrehates. So

also we have Mayence from Moguntiacum, page from paeda-

gogium [N. Orat. § 225), and Rich-horough from Rutupium,

where we have also the change from pi to cli (above, p. 290).

In Grenohle from Gratianopolis the first three syllables are con-

tracted, just as in ^r^ from gratia, in malgre, &c. On the con-

trary, D intrudes or is revived in certain prepositions when com-

pounded with verbs beginning with a vowel ; thus we have prod-

est hvit pro-sunt, red-eo, but re-verfo, and as we have re-cido, re-

fero, re-pello, re-perio, it may be doubtful whether reccidi, rep-

puli, repperi, rettuli are for red-cidi, red-puli, red-peri, red-tuli,

or for re-cecidi, re-pepuU, re-peperi, re-tetuli. Corssen supposes

the latter change {Ausspr. Vole. u. Bet. ii. p. 46). RelUgio, rel-

UquicB, &c. favour the former supposition. In the Romance lan-

guages this letter is sometimes inserted as a fulcrum between the

liquids n and r, as in cendre, Dordogne, gendre, tendre, from

ciner-is, Duranius, gener, tener; viendr-ai, tiendr-ai for venir-ai

{venire haheo), tener-ai [tenere haheo), &c. ; vendredi ioY Veneris

1 The French sometimes drop the d before a guttural in words of

German extraction, as in Huguenot for Eidgenossen, or Eid-genoicn, i. e.

" conspirators,"

D.v. 20
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die, &c. This will remind the classical student of the similar

insertion in the Greek dv-h-p6(;, &c. ; and both the Greeks and

the Eomans apply the same principle to the labials also. The

combination Ti is almost always represented by a soft G in

French words derived from the Latin : as age, etage, mariage

from (jetatium, statio, maritatio. In these cases it is matter of

indifference whether we suppose a softening of the whole combi-

nation {N. Crat. § 112) or an omission of the dental and sub-

stitution of the /=y, as in the labial forms mentioned above

(p. 290).

The indistinctness with which the French pronounce N at

the end of a word has given rise to some etymological, or rather

orthographical, inconsistencies in that language. Not the least

remarkable of these is the appearance of s instead of M or N in

the first person of many verb-forms. If we compare suis with

the Italian sono on the one hand, and the Spanish soy on the

other, and remember that the first and third persons of the

present tense in the Eomance verbs do not exhibit a final s in

the oldest examples of the language, we may conclude that the s

in this and other French forms is an arbitrary orthographic

appendage. The termination -ois = ensis shows that soy is not

an inadequate representative of sono.

There are some few instances of a metathesis of L in the ap-

parent transition from Greek to Latin ; thus we have y\vKv<i (from

B\vfcv<;, Ahrens, d, dial. j^ol. p. 73), irvevficov (from TrXev/jLcov)

,

yXaipco, yXvcjyco by the side of dulcis, ^ulmo, scalpo, sculpo (Cors-

sen, I. p. 79). L, N, R, are frequently interchanged as the Latin

passes into the Komance idiom. L passes into Ri in apotre,

epitope, Orne, rosstgnol, tttre, &c., from apostolus, epistola, Olina,

lusmiiola, titulus, &c. ;—N into L in ahna, Barcelona, Bolog7ia,

Lehrixa from anima, Barcino, Bononia, Nehrissa;—N into R in

1 Ad-Mare might be regarded as an instance of the converse change

from R to L : namely, as compounded of ad and ula= ovpd, and as refer-

ring, like the Greek a-aiveiv {=(TeUiv, "to shake or wag"), to the dog

blandishing, fawning, and wagging his tail. But a more probable analysis

would be to suppose a contracted reduplication from ad-ulido in the

usual sense of ad and Trapa with verbs expressing a sound; compare

ad-oro.
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diacre from diaconus, in sero^ sevi by the side of smo, sivi, and

in Langres from Lingones, Nevers from Noviodunum. In old

Latin r passes into I, as in Cceles Vivenna from Cceres (above,

p. 33) ; but I passes into r in cceruleus from cceluleus. We seem

to have a change of I into r, or vice versa^ in lis, litis from stlit,

compared with the German streit.

L is a representation of D in Giles from ^gidius, in ellera

for edera, and in Versiglia for Vesidia.

The Italians vocalize L into I when it follows certain conso-

nants : compare clamare, clarus, clavis, Jlos, Florentia, fiuctus,

Jlumen, obliquus, Placentia, planus, plenus, &c., with diiamare,

chiaro, chiave, fiore, Fiorenze {Firenze), fiotto, fiiime, hieco (Fr.

hiais, Engl, "bias^"), Fiacenza, jpiano, jpie^tio, &c.

The French vocalize the Latin D into L, which seems to

have been in the first instance only an affection of the previous

vowel, into which the L was subsequently absorbed. Thus alter

was first written aultre, and then autre. This affection of a

preceding vowel by the liquid which follows is not uncommon in

other languages. The Greeks in some of their dialects pro-

nounced the vowel broad before or after p : comp. cj^pacri with

(j)p6(TL, &c. : and the common people in Dorsetshire pronounce o

like a when it is followed by r and another consonant ; thus

George is pronounced Gearge, storm, starm, &c. The French

absorption of the L is almost universal : it is regular in the

dative of the article au=a le, aux=a les ; in the plurals of

nouns in Z, as animales, animaux ; canales, canaux, &c. But

it is also found in a number of other words, in which the vowel

preceding I is not a ; even when it is u : compare aliquis unus,

altare, ekerjfiocrvvr), Bulgare, felix (like 6 fjuafcapiry^i, used in

speaking of the dead), ulna, &c., with the French aucun, autel,

aumone, hougre, feu (anciently written yewo? 2XL^feulx), aune, &c.

§ 5. The Vowels.

The philological student must always bear in mind that there

are two distinct classes of vowels ; the one containing the vowels

1 It is probable that the word "bias" came from France with the

game of bowls; and as denoting that one-sided weight which makes the

sphere run obliquely, it is connected in meaning as well as origin with

hiais= hieco= ohieco= obliquus.

20—2
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of articulation, a, e, o ; the other comprising the vocalized conso-

nants I and IT. In other words, there are only three distinct

vowels. A, I, u ; for e and differ from A in weight onlj.

The original alphabet is a syllabarium consisting of breathings

and consonants, which are articulated by the sound A. Now the

character A, in its original application, denotes the lightest of the

breathings, the character E the heaviest of them, and the cha-

racter a breathing which is intermediate in weight. Conse-

quently, on the principle that the lightest vowel always co-exists

with the heaviest form (see N. Crat. §§ 101, 222, &c.), when

these breathings were no longer indicated by distinct characters,

A would represent the heaviest articulation-vowel, E the lightest,

and that which stands between them in point of weight. That

this is actually the order of the articulation-vowels, considered in

respect to the weight of the combinations in which they are

found, is clearly established by an examination of the existing

forms in the most perfect of the Indo-Germanic languages.

The vowels i and u result from the vocalisation, not of

breathings,—as is the case with A, E, 0,—but of mutes. The
former is the ultimate state of the softened or assibilated gut-

turals and dentals, the latter is the residuum of the labials

{N. Crat, § 108). Even in cases, in which they are regularly

used as vowels, I and u occasionally revert by synizesis to their

consonantal use. Thus we have connubia (Lucret. III. 741) and

connuhio (Verg. j^n. I. 73) ; ehulliat (Pers. II. 10), ahiete (Verg.

^n, II. 16), jprincipium (Horat. 3 Carm. VI. 6), as words of

three syllables; and tenuis (Lucr. I. 875), duarum (Ter. Heaut.

II. 3, 85) as two syllables, duellica (Lucr. ii. 661) as three sylla-

bles, tuce (TQx.Andr. I. 5, 61) as one syllable; in which I and u

are pronounced like Y or j and v or w (see Corssen, ii. 167 sqq).

But, though they are of different origin from A and its subordi-

nates, they must be considered, especially in the Latin language,

as occasionally approximating in sound to the vowels derived

from breathings, and as representing them in certain cases, where

forms of an intermediate weight require an intermediate weight

of vowels. This will be best shown by examples, from which it

will appear that the vowels i and u have shades of value, or

rather that they admit of subdivision into other vowels, differing

from them in weight, as E and o differ from A, but not expressed
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in different characters, at least in tlie existing written remains of

the Latin language.

It has been remarked that the a of the root-syllable is

changed into i or e in secondary formations according to a fixed

rule: namely, that a becomes i when the root-syllable in the

longer form remains otherwise unchanged ; but the a is turned

into e when the root-syllable is followed immediately by an adsci-

titious consonant, or when the consonant following the root-vowel

is thrown back upon the vowel by some semi-consonant, like i,

or e=?/ (see Bopp, VergleicJi. Gramm, p. 5 ; Rosen, Journal of

Education, viil. p. 344; N. Grat. § 222'). The following ex-

amples may suffice to establish this

:

A I

amicus

arma

in-i7nicus

ars .

harha

caput

cado

cano .

ioc-ciput .

iprin-cipium

[sm-ciput

(ce-cidi

[stilU-cidmm.

ce-cini . .

tuhi-cims

con-ficio .

pro-ficiscor
facio . . .

factum

fallo

fastus

gradior

jacio . . . ah-jicio .

taceo . . . con-ticesco.

tango . . . con-tingo.

The cause of the change from i to

change back again from E to i when

E
'' enmity."

in-ei'inis.

in-ers.

im-berhis,

i^hi-ceps.

proe-ceps.

prm-ceps.

(con-centus.

\tuM-cen.

'con-fectus.

pro'fectus.

profecto,

fefelli,

profestus.

re-gredior,

ah-jectus.

E is farther shown by the

the root is not followed by

1 Similar to this is the case of qametz %atuph in Hebrew, for here the

long d becomes o in consequence of the consonant in auslaut being

thrown back on the vowel of articulation.
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two consonants: thus, hi-ceps, &c., become hi-cipitis, &c. in the

genitive; and similarly tubi-cenls] makes tuM-cinis. Another

change from i to E is to be remarked in the transformation of

the diphthongs Ai, 01 into AE and OE. It was also a peculiarity of

the Latin writers from the earliest times to use E as a repre-

sentative of EI, for which also they occasionally substituted i.

Thus, while "HTretpo? becomes Epirus; Dei^ Bi; Deis, Dis; &c.
;

we have naves by the side of 7iaveis=navts, and both trts and

tres by the side of treis. Schwartze {alte jEgypten, I. p. 605)

distinguishes three main periods of Latin orthography in regard

to the pronunciation of I and E. The peculiarity of the first

and oldest period consisted in the employment of E with a dull

I sound, which Schwartze terms the E pingids. The second

period, which immediately preceded the classical, wrote I instead

of this E pinguis. The third or classical period in a considerable

number of forms introduced an E, which formally coiTCsponded

to the old E pinguis, but was materially different from it, and

this, as it possessed the true sound of E, he calls the phonetic E.

It is worthy of remark that as Ennius introduced the custom

of doubling the mutes, semivowels, and liquids for the purpose

of expressing the sharp sound which they sometimes threw back

on the preceding vowel (Festus, p. 293), and as a substitute for

the siciUcus or inverted c, which was also used for the same pur-

pose, as in sel^a, ser^a, as^eres (Mar. Victor, p. 2456), so also the

tragedian Attius introduced double vowels for the purpose of in-

dicating that the syllable was long by nature (Yel. Long. p. 2220),

a practice which is observed in inscriptions from the time of

the Gracchi up to Cicero's consulship (Kitschl, de Vocalihus

Geminatis ah Attio Grammatico, cited by Corssen, i. p. 8). Thus

they wrote Feelix^ luuce, pequlatuu, juus, &c. In order, how-

ever, to mark a double I, they sometimes wrote Ei as in uiitei,

and sometimes used a large single letter, as in felicl, flent, hlc,

&c. The Komans seem to have had a special objection to the

double II, and used various substitutes for it. Sometimes we
have IE where the form of the word ought to have given it, as in

ali-enus for ali-t7ius, vari-egare for vari-igare or var-tgare (cf.

levigare, clamitare). Sometimes a simple long I is found instead

of EI or II ; thus ii, lis, dii, diis, do not appear in the best ages

of the language ; but we have either e/, eis, dei, deis^ or ^, Is, dl,
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dls. And the genitive in -^V, except in adjectives, is generally-

written 'I in the best authors of the Augustan age. This rule is

applied also to the concurrences of j and i, and we find in the

best MSS. not adjicio, injicio^ rejicio, projicio, &c., but adicio,

inicio, reicio, proicio, &c. (Corssen, I. p. 312). Thej is retained

as a distinct consonant both before and after other vowels ; thus

we have adjungo, ejuro, ejectus, projectus, and it allows the pre-

ceding vowel to remain short in hijugus, trijugus, quadrijugus,

altijugus. It is remarkable that the only i verbs which regularly

have ibam for iebam in the imperfect are those which change

ii into ie or e in the present, namely, eo for i-io^ queo for qui-io^

ci-o or ci-eo for ci-io.

The vowel has had a curious destiny in the growth, and

decline of the Latin language. Up to the time of the Syrian

war it retained its place, like the Greek 0, as a formative letter.

Thus we have Luciom, quom, ignavom, avom, &c. in the earlier

period ; but Lucium, qiium or cum, ignavum, ammi, &c. during

the literary epoch. Then again in the Italian these us are

turned into o's, as in Lucto, incognito, and the like (see Corssen,

I. p. 298). Even the weaker vowels i and e have in many cases

excluded an original 0. Thus we have ille, illim and illis for

ollus, olim, and oZoes; and voto, volim, vorro, vorto, voster, are

regularly written veto, velim, ve7'ro, verto, vester. In secondary

formations retains its place to the end in contrast to A, E and

I; thus we have (Corssen, i. pp. 234, 235)

:

A E I

pars . portio

martulus mamers

fero

cello

pendo

tego

mors

fors

colUs

pondus

toga

mens memim moneo

di-dici {dls-co) doceo

= dic- SCO

nex noceo

terra torreo

ex-torris

The appearance of for A in the nominative of feminine nouns
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wlilcli have A in the inflexions (e. g. egmo^ egmad, egmazum^

above, pp. 144, 150), is peculiar to the Oscan; for the influence

of the last m is sufficient to explain the usual first person in o by

the side of inquam and sum.

The next comparison, in point of weight which suggests it-

self, is that between the secondary vowels I and u ; and in order

to make this comparison satisfactorily, it will be well to consider,

first their subdivisions. It appears, then, that there are three

distinct uses of each of these vowels : i is (1) a very long vowel,

the representative of the diphthong Ai= ae; (2) a vowel ofmedium

length, frequently as we have seen above, the representative of

a, the first part of that diphthong
; (3) a very short vOwel ap-

proximating to the sound of the shortest u, and used chiefly

before R. Similarly, u is (1) a very long vowel, the represen-

tative of the diphthong Oi= OE; (2) a vowel of medium length,

generally answering to 0, the first part of that diphthong
; (3) a

very short vowel, approximating to the sound of the shortest I,

and used chiefly before L. The old Italians had separate cha-

racters for ig and Ug, which diflered from the other characters by

the addition of certain marks: ig was written h, like the Greek

spiritus asper, and Ug was written T. It is remarkable that the

emperor Claudius, when he introduced his new letters into the

Homan alphabet to express the consonant V, the Greek ^/r, and

the modification ig, while he inverted the digamma (thus d) to

express the first, and joined two sigmas (thus )C ) to express the

second, which was consequently called antisigma (Priscian, p.

545, Putsch ; i. p. 40, Krehl), was contented to borrow the third

from the old alphabet of the Oscans.

The following examples will justify the subdivision which I

have made of the vowels i and u.

Ij.—In composition we find this long vowel in the root-

syllable of words which contain the dipthong ai — ae. Thus,

from ces-timo we have ex-istimo ; from cequus we have in-iquus

;

from ccedo, con-cido, oc-cido; from Imdo, col-lido; from queero^

in-quiro; &c. We may recognize the same substitution in vi-ts

for via-{s, &c. This long i, as we have seen, also represents the

diphthong El, and it is used as a contraction for ii, especially in

the genitives of nouns in -lus. It has been already mentioned that,

when employed for either of these purposes, it is expressed in the
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inscriptions by an exaggeration of form ; thus we have dIs, alI,

ObIt, for Deis, alii, obiit: and that, conversely, a doubled

vowel is written to represent one long vowel; thus we have

(Orelli, no. 1287) : LEEGEALBAANA for lege Alhana, There

are some cases in which a long I represents the diphthong oi=oe,

as nils, priviculis or privis, lihertas, pilumnl populit fascim, &c.

for oloes (Fest. p. 19), prividoes (id. p. 205), loehertas (id. p. 121),

pilumnoe puploe (id. p. 205) ,
fescemnoe (id. p. 86) &c.

Ig.—This is the commonest power of the Roman i. It is,

liowever, a representative of A in other cases besides those given

above : thus, inter stands for the old antar, ille represents the

Sanscrit anya, old Latin ollus, &c. From the examples quoted

by Schwartze, das alte ^gypten, I. pp. 543, sqq., there need

be no doubt that the older Romans used E as a representative

of I,.

Ig.—The sound of this letter is indicated by a passage in

Velius Longus (p. 2235, Putsch) :
" Unde fit, ut sgepe aliud

scribamus, aliud enuntiemus, sicut supra (p. 2219) locutus sum

de viro et virtute, ubi I scribitur et pasne v enuntiatur ; unde

Ti. Claudius novam quandam litteram excogitavit, similem ei

notae, quam pro aspiratione Gr^ci ponunt, per quam scriberentur

eae voces, quae neque secundum exilitatem litter<3e I, neque secun-

dum pinguitudinem litters V sonant, ut in viro et virtute, neque

rursus secundum latum litterae sonum enuntiarentur, ut in eo

quod est legere, scriherey From this passage we learn that I

before R was pronounced somewhat like u, as in the case with

us; and we also draw the important inference that legere and

scrihere must have been pronounced lire and scrire. In augur

and the proper name Spurius this pronunciation seems to be ex-

pressed by the vowel u. The latter is a derivation from super,

and is equivalent in meaning to Superhus (above, p. 32) ; the

former is a derivative from avi-gero, as may be proved by a

cm-ious analogy between the derivatives of avi-s, " a bird," and

(B'S, " a weight or burden." For as cedi-ti-mus means a person

who is conversant with a temple (Fest. p. 13 = cedts inUmus),

so avitimus would mean '' conversant with birds," ces-timus,

"conversant with weights';" hence, as augury and weighing

1 uEs-timia or cBS-timium occurred in old Latin ; see Fest. p. 26.
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were tlie two most usual means of forming a judgment, both

au-tumo and ces-tumo signified " to judge." Comp. tlie use of

con-temjplor ^ con-sidero. Again, as ce-ger signifies " bearing a

burden," or " burdened," and ne-gevy "not able to bear," or

"weak" (Fest. p. 165, s. v. ne-gritu\d6\) , so augur would mean

"bearing a bird," or "dealing with birds" (helli-ger, &:c.)

:

comp. au-sjpex^ &c. On the proper orthography of Virgilius or

Vergilius the student will find the principal authorities in Wag-
ner's Virgil, Vol. Y. p. 479.

The existence of such a short Yowel as ig is necessary for the

explanation of those forms in which I appears to be lighter than

E. Thus, from lego, rego, teneOj we have col-Ugo, di-rigo,

re-tineo; and the I thus introduced is so short, that it is omitted

altogether in some compounds of rcgo, as jr)er\r]'go, sur\r\-go.

In the I'ustic pronunciation of the Italians I was frequently drop-

ped (as in ame, from animus), and the E, on the other hand,

was lengthened improperly; see Cic. de Orat. iii. 12, § 46:
" Quare Cotta noster, cujus tu ilia lata, Sulpici, nonnumquam

imitaris, ut iota litteram tollas, et e plenissimum dicas, non mihi

oratores antiquos, sed messores videtur imitari."

Uj.—The interchange of the diphthong oi=oe with this

value of u is of constant occurrence. Thus we have oinos, cetius,

uniis; moirus, mcerus, murus; similarly we have usus for oisus,

oesus, cura for coira^ and coera, jplurimus for ploirumus and

plcerumus, ludus, for loidos and Icedos, &c.; and in Boeotian Greek

efjLv for ifiol (Apollon. de Pronom. p. 364). The observation

of some of these changes leads to interesting etymologies ; as,

for instance, in the case of the word prcelium, formerly written

proilium (see Muretus, Var. Led. Yl. 4); cf. the proper name

Clodius for CluiUus. The Greeks, like the Highlanders of

Scotland, placed their best-armed soldiers in the first line, and by
these the battle was begun and generally decided. Hence these

Tjpcoe^ or oTrXlrai were called TrpvXee';,—which is interpreted

TrpojuLaxot (see Hermann. Opusc. iv. p. 289 ; Miiller, Dor. in.

1 This form of cura, which connects itself directly with the Goth.

kara^ O. H. G. chara, Anglo-Sax. caru, Engl, "care," carries us back to

the word ever, which I have noticed in the Etruscan inscriptions above

Chap. V. § 8.
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12, § 10), and is undoubtedly another form of TrpotXee?; and

hence the skirmish or battle between the van of the two armies

was termed irpo-iXiov or proelium. This etymology is confirmed

by the obvious derivation of milites. The Greek language ex-

pressed large numbers in terms derived from common objects

:

thus, ')(^t\ioc, "a thousand," is connected with %tXo9, "a heap of

fodder," from ;^€&>, "to scatter abroad ;" and /jLvpcoc, "ten thou-

sand," with /jLvpco, " to pour forth water." Similarly, the Latin

m-tle, "a thousand," means only " a large number," "a crowd"

{ofjb-Ckla) ; and m-il-ites are " those who march in a large body"

(compare ^6«r/-e^e5, *' those which go round," scil. the house), i,e»

" the common soldiers" (cf. above, p. 30). So that we have three

classes of warriors: (1) the TrpvXie^, i.e. 7rpo-ck€€<; or r}p(o€<;,

" the choice troops, who fought in the van ;" (2) the [hajm-ilttes,

or, " common soldiers, who marched in a body f (3) the equ-

ites, or " cavalry, who went on horseback." The rorarn seem

to have derived their name from the idea of spreading out or

pom'ing forth, which is conveyed by %/Xfcot and /jivptot, and not

from the fanciful resemblance of slight drops before a heavy

shower.

In the same way as the diphthong Ai becomes i^ , the diph-

thong AU becomes u^ : comp. causa, ac-cuso ; claudo, m-cludo

;

&c. The same is the case with the Greek diphthong ou, ©ou-

kvBIBt]^, ThucT/dtdes, &c. ; and even with its Latin equivalent

ou,—thus we have mdouco for induco on the bronze table of

Tivoli (above, Chap. vi. § 19). The diphthong AU is sometimes

represented by o = au, as in Sanscrit : comp. plaudo, ex-jplodo

;

Claudius, Clodius ; &c. So also we have suf-foc-are from faux,

oratus for auratus (Fest. p. 182), ospicatur for auspicatur (Claud.

Hist. lib. VIII ; Diom. p. 378) ; Olus for Aulus (Gellius, N. A. xvii.

21, § 17) ; rodus for raudus (Fest. p. 265) ; horio for haurio (Cato,

R. R. Q)Q), &c. In oh-oedto, from audio (Cic. de legihus, iv. 3, § 6
;

Plaut.Att. Trag. rel. p. 164; Afran. Com. rel. p. 162, Eibbeck),

AU is represented by the lighter diphthong oi^; and it is a

further proof of the tendency to interchange U^ and l^ , that the

^ Corssen's derivation of oh-oed-io from oh-aus-id-ire = ob-os-id-ire

= ob-o~id-ire (i. p. 197) seems to me quite unnecessary, not to say

absurd.
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diphthong oi=OE, which is so often represented by L\ also appears

as I : thus, oiconomus is written tconomus, 6SoiB6Ko<i appears as

hodidociis, Olv6fjLao<; as Inomaus, Koifxr]Tr)piov as cimeterium, &c.

Sometimes, on the contrary, OE is represented by the first vowel

only, as in diocesis, jpoema, &c., from l/ioUrjai^, Trolrj/uia, &c. (see

Gifanius, in Miireti 0pp. I. p. 550, Rulmken.) With regard to

TToceco, the omission of the t was common enough in Greek (see

Porson, Tracts, p. 63 ; Dindorf, ad Arist. Nuh. 1448, Acharn,

410). The pronunciation of 7/i = vt, as in lUthyia = WCkel6vLa,

is best explained on the hypothesis that the y = v became eva-

nescent, just as the a in ai and au is omitted in the derived

forms, for yi = vi is certainly pronounced with a single utterance.

That id may be shortened to ^ is clear from the forms posit for

posuit (Orelli, C. L nos. 71, 1475, 1732, 3087, 4139), tts for

tm's (Id. no. 4847), sis for suts (Lucy. hi. 1038; v. 1076.

Fest. s. v. sos). In the same way uu is shortened into u (Orelli,

nos. 1108, 3488) and n into i (Gruter, p. dlxxiii., and cf. all

the genitives of nouns in ms)

.

Ug.—This is the common short U of the Romans. It corre-

sponds generally to the short of the Greeks ; and nouns of the

o-declension always exhibit this u in Latin ; comp. \vfco<i, lupus

;

L'7r7ro<;, equus ; &c. It is probably a remnant of the Etruscan u.

In the older Latin inscriptions we have seen o used for this

value of u. Thus we have consol for consul, Luciom for

Lucmm, &c. In Greek transcriptions of Latin words this u,

although short, is represented by ov; thus we have Nouyu-a?,

Kop^ovXcov, Tovofi, KcpKovLTov/ji, &c. for Numa, Corhulo, tuum,

circuitum, &c. (Corssen. I. p. 150).

Ug.—This letter, like I3, must be considered as a point of

contact between 1 and u. Indeed, it may be doubtful in some

cases whether Ug has not been written for I3. The passage of

this Ug into an approximated is of the following nature:—First,

a short is changed into Ug. The genitive of the Greek im-

parisyllabic declension ends in -09 : for this the oldest Latin

substitutes -us, as in Castorus, nominus, 2ya'i'tus, Venerus, honorus,

&c. compared with Senatuos, magistratuos, domuos, &c. Some
of these old genitives remained to the end of the language, as

alius, ejus, liujus, illius, &c. Again, the 1st pers. plur. of the

Greek verb ended in -o/jL€v=-ofAe^: for this the old Romans wrote
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-umus, a form still preserved in siimus and volumus. Again, in

old Latin the vowel of the crude form is preserved in the inflex-

ions, as in arcu-bus, optu-mus, pontu-fex, &c. But in all three

cases the later Latin exhibits an i: thus we have Castoris,

nominis, &c. ; dicimus, scrihvmus, &c. ; arcibus, optimus, jponti-

fex, &c. Li these cases we observe that u = passes into a

simple I. But there are other instances in which the transition

seems to go still farther. As the reduplication-syllable is gene-

rally shorter than the root-syllable in the preterite of verbs, we
should expect that the u or o in the first syllable of cu-curri,

mo-mordi, pu-jpugi, tu-tudi, would be an approximation to Ug.^

Then, again, in cultus, cuhnen, &c. from coIo, colu7nen, &c., and

in tugurimn, by the side of toga, the u is clearly less significant

than 0, though the u here may have been partly occasioned

by that affinity between u and I of which the French furnishes

so many examples, and which we also see in the transition from

the Greek ^Ao-kXtjitio^, 'H/ja/cXr;?, JlaTpoK\7]<; to the Latin

u^sculapius, Hercules, Patricoles. This light u or 0, however,

is inserted before the consonants in the transcription from Greek

to Latin ; thus we have drachuma, Alcumena, Alcumceo, Tecu-

messa for hpa')(jJLr], ^AXk/jlijvt], 'AXK/nalcov, TeKfxrjo-aa (Corssen, I.

p. 253). There are some cases in which we conclude that the u,

which is written, has less weight even than I. This might be

inferred from con-culco, the secondary form of calco, which, ac-

cording to the above table, should be either co7i-ciIco or con-ceico;

and also from difficultas, sepultas, derived from diffidlis and

sepelio. The fact seems to be, that what would be i before R,

becomes U3 before L ; so that Ug , I3 , are both ultimate forms of

their respective vowels, and as such are in a state of converg-

ence.

Accordingly, if we should seek to arrange the Latin vowels

in regard to their comparative weight, we should, as the result

of this inquiry, have the following order

:

A (as in musd, &c.); Uj, I^; A; O, Ug, \', E; U3, I3.

^ The older writers wrote memordi, peposci, pepugi, spepondi, according

to Gellius, N. A. vn. 9, who, however, says of the common spelling, " ita

nunc omnes ferme doctiores hujusmodi verbis utuntur."
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Corssen, who has examined the vowel-changes at some

length, considers (i. p. 298) that contiguous consonants produce

a regular series of changes in the neighbouring vowels, which he

represents in the following table (p. 299)

:

a becomes o, w, e, i,

becomes u, e, /,

u becomes e, ^,

e becomes ?*, w,

{ becomes e.

And he gives the following as the general result of his investi-

gations (i. p. 323)

:

A sinks into- u before the labials h, ^, v, m, before simple ?,

and before I and another consonant.

A sinks inte e in a closed syllable before two or more conso-

nants and before r.

A is weakened into i before all simple consonants, except

those already specified.

E often sinks into ^.

generally remains unchanged.

u is always immutable.

I, as the thinnest and lightest vowel, is not capable of any

further extenuation.

§ 6. The Greek Letters used hy the Romans.

The Greek letters more rarely employed by the Romans
were z, K, and Y. Two of these, z and K, were, as we have seen

(above, § 1), included in the oldest alphabet, derived by the

Romans from the Greeks of Cuma. But when G was foi-med

from c, z resigned its place to the former letter, and c super-

seded almost every use of K. On the other hand, z was re-intro-

duced before the death of Cicero, and an attempt was made by a

grammarian to re-habilitate K in general use. The letter Y did

not appear in the oldest Roman alphabet, and was borrowed

during the literary epoch expressly for the purpose of writing an

equivalent to T in words transcribed from the Greek. We must

therefore remember with regard to these three letters that K,

although rarely used, was always to be found in the Roman
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alphabet ; that z was an original letter, which made way for a,

but was afterwards replaced at the end of the alphabet ; and that

Y never appeared until it accompanied z on the restoration of

that consonant to the Roman franchise.

Although z appears in the Umbrian and Oscan monuments,

and though it occurred in the Salian songs (Velius Longus,

p. 2217: "Mihi videtur nee aliena sermoni fuisse z littera, cum
inveniatur in carmine Saliari"), we find that, even in words

borrowed from the Greek, this letter is represented by dt, as in

Sahadius for Xe/3a^o<i (Apuleius, Met. vill. 170), judaidiare for

judaizare (Commodian, Instruct, adv. Gent. c. xxxvii. 634),

trapedia for trapeza [Auctor. Bet. Agrar. p. 248), scMdia for

scMza, oridia for oriza, &c. (vide Schneid. Elementarl. I. p. 386;

and Lobeck, Aglaopli. p. 296, note ?). The fact seems to be,

that the Romans had two different characters to express the two

different values of the Greek z, which was a dental, either assi-

bilated (as So- transposed in some dialects to ah), or softened (as

hy). Now, in its latter use it becomes equivalent to the softened

guttural ; for the dental and guttural, when combined with y,

which is the ultimate vocalisation of the gutturals, converge in

the sound of our^ or sh {New Crat. §§ 112, 216). When, there-

fore, the Greek z more nearly approximates to the sound oS,

either this is preserved in the Latin transcriptions, as in Mes^

dentiuSy Sdepherus for Mezentius, Zepliyrus (Max. Victor, p. 1945)

;

or the h is assimilated to the cr, as in Messentius, massay atticisso^

comtssor, hadtsso, malacisso, &c., by the side of Mezentius, fjud^a,

drTCKL^co, fcoyjjid^oi), /SaSl^co, fiaXaKL^co, &c. ; or else one or other

of the two component parts is omitted, as in Saguntus for Za-

Tcynthus, or Medentius for Mezentius. In this case, too, we may
consider that the letter x occasionally steps in, as in rixa by
the side of e/>t[8]9. When, however, the Greek z is a softened

3, and therefore equivalent to a softened guttural, we find that

it is represented either by the full combination di, as in the

cases quoted above, or else by the vocalized guttural {j) only.

Of this latter substitution there are numberless instances : such

as Ju-piter, Zei)? 7raT7]p; jugum, ^euyo^ ; &c. Of these the

most important are the cases connected with the first-quoted

example, Jic-piter = Dies-pater ; and I must take this oppor-

tunity of returning to one etymology belonging to this class,
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wliicli lias always appeared to me to open the way to a chain

of the most interesting associations.

It has been shown elsewhere (iV. Crat. § 116) how the

Greek H, originally the mark of aspiration, came to be used as

a sign for the long e. Out of that investigation it appeared

—

(1) that a short vowel aspirated may be equivalent to an nn-

aspirated long vowel
; (2) that the vocalized consonants i and u

may change their place
; (3) that these vocalized consonants may

be absorbed into or represented by the long vowel only. To
the instances given there, I will now add the iota subscriptum

of the Greek dative, and the Ionic Greek absorption of v after o),

as in Owvjjia, icovrov, &c.^ These principles explain the con-

nexion between rjirap, jecur (Sanscr. yakrit)-, rjfjbicrv^ Sia/jieao^,

diynidius; and between r)fjL€pa = BLafiepo<;, and dt'es^ (comp. diu-

turnys, juturna; Diana, Janus, &c.). Now, besides rjfjuepa, we

have an adjective rjfjLepo^, "civilized," "cultivated," &c. the

regular antithesis of cvypLo<i\ and it has been suggested (ibid.

§ 150), that this word was originally applied to a country

through which there was a road or passage, a country divided

by a road {Sid/jiepo^)
;
just as dypcof; was properly applied to a

rude, open country, with nothing but aypot^. This is sufficiently

proved by ^sch. Etimen. 13, 14: KekevOoiroiOL TratSe? 'Hc^ato--

Tov, ')(06va dvrjfjbepov rcOivre^ i^fjbepay/jiivrjv, Pind. Istlim. III. 76

(iv. 97): vavTCKiatcTL re TropOjJLov dfjLepcoaaro. Herod. I. 126:

^ In many editions of Herodotus we have these words written Scdvfxa,

ecoi/ToG, &c. ; but the accentuation of Ocovfxa sufficiently proves that it is a

dissyllable ; and even if we had not this evidence, it would be contrary

to all analogy to infer a resolution of a diphthong in a crasis, the sole

object of which is to shorten the word. Why should tcovto be written,

if it were a word of as many syllables as to avro ?

2 In the name of the city 'ifxepa (another form of y^fj-epa, see Bockh's

note on Pindar, O. xn. 13-21, p. 210), the preposition Bid is represented

by the aspirated i. In the words anti-quus, posti-ciis, from antea, postea,

we have i=ed=ea{.

3 Hence x^P°^ ^^^^ its old synonym x^pos (New Crat. § 280), might

be considered as an adjective agreeing with the suppressed word aypos,

just as x^P^ might refer to the suppressed word yrf. and thus ;^c5po?

signifies " land not built on"—either the open space in a town, or fields

in the country (Herod, ii. 154 : hihaio-t x'^P^'^^ ivoiKTJa-ai),—and x^P^
rather signifies " a region," " a territory," in the wider sense.
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evOavTa 6 K.vpo<; {rjv yap 6 %c3/309

—

d/cavdcoBrj^;—)rovT6v acja

Tov xci^pov TTpoeLTTe 6^7]/jL€pa)(TaL iv i^fxepa. IV. 118: tov<; alel

ip^TTohoov <yivo/j.€vov<^ rjiiepovTai irdvra^. In all of these passages

the verb rjiiepoco implies making a clear passage or road ; and in

Plat. {Legg. p. 761 a) the adjective r)fx6po<i is used as a predi-

cate of 0S09: 6800V T6 i7rL/jL€\ovfjLevov<;, oTTft)? W9 '^/juepcorarat

eKaarai yiyvdnvTai^, That the Greeks connected road-making

with civilisation in general, and with the peaceful commerce of

man with man, appears from many passages (Aristotle, irepX

davfjuaalayv aKovo-fidrcov, c. 85, p. 837, Bekk. ; Thucjdides, I. 2,

compared with I. 13, &c.); and this is generally implied in all

the legends relating to Hercules and Theseus. But it has not

been sufficiently remarked that tliis road-making was also in-

timately connected with the cultivation of land. It may, how-

ever, be shown, that as the Greek aypo^ becomes r/jbiepo^ when

divided by a road, by a similar process the Latin ager becomes

jugerum = di-ager-um.

Whenever a piece of unemployed ground—of ager, so called

—was to be taken into use, whether for cultivation, or for the

site of a city or a camp, the rules of the ancient Umitatio were

immediately applied. ]^ow this very word Umitatio signifies,

the dividing of a certain piece of groand into main-roads {vice)

and cross-roads i}imites)\ and the same primary notion is con-

veyed by tem-plum, so obviously derived from tem-no, Gr. ra/u,-

v(D, comp. Ti/jLevo<;, &c. For in all limitation the first thing done

was to observe the tem^Ium, i. e. as we should say, to take the

bearing by the compass ^. If we suppose the augur stood with

his back to the north ^, then the line from north to south would

1 The word rjncipos = y] hiairipav x^P^> furnishes another instance of

the substitution of ij for did : comp. the epithet fimTrpvo-ios, Pind. N. iv.

61, where see the note.

2 Most ancient nations seem to have connected the regiones coeli with

the regiones viarum. Thus in old English "the milky way" was called

" Watling-street," which was the nam,e of one of the four great roads in

this country; see GYimm^ Deutsche Myth. p. 330, 2d ed., and Drayton's

Polyolhion, Song xiii. p. 389, with the illustrations to Song xvi. p. 403.

3 The point of view taken by the augur seems to have depended

on his own discretion; for it is stated that he looked eastward at the

inauguration of a king, southward in certain cases, and westward in the

D. v. 21
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be called the cardo, as corresponding to the axis of the globe

;

and the limes from east to west, which cut the cardo at right

angles, would be called the decumanus, or "tenth line" (Festus,

p. 71). For both these lines repeated themselves according to

the number of separate allotments into which the land was

divided, or the number of separate streets in the city or camp^.

Now the Eoman actus oy fundus [= 120 feet] was the unit of sub-

division ; two of these fundi made a jugerum = di-ager-um, and

two jugera constituted the heredium of a Roman patrician : con-

sequently, 200 jugera made up the ager limitatus of a century

of the old Roman populus (Fest. s. v. Centuriatus, p. 53). If

this ager limitatus^ then, were arranged as a square, we have,

of course, for each side 20 x 120 feet. Supposing, then, a road

between each two of the fundi,—which there must have been,

as every two fundi made a di-ager-um,—the limes which passed

between the tenth and eleventh fundus would be properly called

the decumanus, and it would consequently be the main road.

The point at which the decumanus crossed the cardo was called

groma or gruma; and here, in a city or camp, the two cross-

division of land (Niebubr, ii. p. 626). In laying out the camp he turned

his back to the enemy, as though to bless what was before him: for the

porta proetoria led to the opposing force, and the porta principalis dextra

was to the left of the line of march. There can be no doubt, however,

that the cardo corresponded to the axis of the earth, i. e. from north to

south, and that the liraes, which cuts it, is parallel to the equator (Pliny

H. N. xviii. 33, § 326). Hence the cardo is called sextaneus from the

sixth hour of the Roman meridian (Feldmesser ed. Blume, Lachmann ct

RudorfF, Vol. i. p. 324, 1. 12), The meaning of the important adjective

decumanus is fully discussed in Chapter xiii. § 8.

1 It would seem that the word sicilicus (from seco) was properly and

originally applied to this apportionment of Jand. In the Bantine Table

(l. 25) we have nep him pruhipid mais zicolois x nesimois ; which I have

translated above (p. 151): ne in Jioc proehibeat (i.e. prcebeat) plus sicilicis

X contiguis. According to Klenze {Ahhandl. p. 50) x nesimois= decimis ;

but I cannot understand why we should have an ordinal here. The root

of ne-sim,us appears in nahe^ near, next, &c. ; and I would understand it

of so many adjoining allotments. The sicilicus was 600 square feet, i. e.

-^ of the jugerum, or ^j of the actus. Consequently, the 30 contiguous

sicilici mentioned in 1. 17 would be | of the jugerum, or f of the actus ;

and the ten contiguous sicilici would, therefore, be /^ of the former and

x^2 of the latter.
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roads seem to have spread themselves out into a kind of forum.

There is as much probability in the supposition that the immor-

tal name of Rome was derived from this ancient word, as there

is in any of the numerous etymologies suggested by Festus (p.

266). From this it appears, that among the Romans it was the

same thing to speak of a territory as divided by roads, and to

call it cultivated, occupied, or built upon; and the jugerum, or

divided ager, implied both. To the same principle we may refer

the importance attached by the ancients to straight ploughing^

;

for the furrow was the first element of the road ; and the urhs

itself was only that space round which the plough had been for-

mally and solemnly drawn.

The Romans were very sparing in their use of the Greek

letter K. It was occasionally employed to form the syllable Jca^

as in kalumma, kandidatus, kaput, Karthago, Kastor, evoha-

tus, judikandus, Parkarum / but in these instances it was con-

sidered quite superfluous ; and Quintilian thinks (i. 4, 9, and 7,

10) that its use ought to be restricted to those cases in which

it serves as the conventional mark of an abbrevation, as in K. =
Kceso, and K. or Kal. = Kalendce. Isidor [Origg. 1, 4) and

Petrus Diaconus (p. 1582, Putsch) tell us that the letter ^was
added to the Roman alphabet by the ludi-magister Sallustius,

in order to mark a distinction between K and Q, But it has been

already mentioned that K was always one of the Roman letters,

and this must have been merely an attempt to bring it into

more general use.

The letter Y was never used by the Romans except as the

transcription of v in words derived either from or through the

Greek; and it seems to have been a representative of those

sounds which have been designated above by the characters u^

and U3, both of which involve an approximation to the sound of I.

Hence, in the French -alphabet it is not improperly called " the

Greek 2*"
{[ grec). In many words, rather connected with the

Greek than derived from it, the v is represented by I, as in

1 See Hesiod. Op. et D. 443

:

OS K epyov fj.e'kerav IBelav avKaK iXavvoi,

fxrjKeTL TraTTTaivoov fie^' SfirjXiKas.

Luke IX. 02 ; and comp. the tropical use of delirare.

21-
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cliens, in-cUtus {kXvo)), clijjeus {/caXvTTTO)) , Sila, silva (yWrj), &c.

;

while in others the v has become E, as in socer (eKvpo^), remulco

{pv/uLovXKeco)
,
polenta [iraXvvTt]), ike. The Roman Ug sometimes

represents the common v of the Greeks, as in luints {\vko<;) , nunc

{vvv,), fid {4>vco), &c. ; sometimes the Greek o, as in all nouns

of the o-declension.

§ 7. The Numeral Signs.

This examination of the Latin alphabet will not be complete

without some remarks on the signs which were used by the

Romans to denote the numeral adjectives. Priscian, in his

usual school-boy way, has endeavoured to establish the connexion

between the numeral signs as we have them, and the ordinary

Eoman capitals. Thus,.^Mm^we, he tells us, is represented by

Y, because this is the fifth vowel
;
quinciuaginta is L, because,

etymologically, L and N may be interchanged, and N is Trevr-q-

Kovra in Greek
;
qumgenti is D, because this is the next letter

to C!—and so forth (Priscian, ii. p. 388, ed. Krehl).

Now there can be no doubt that the Roman numeral signs

are derived from the Tuscans : though in certain cases a Roman
capital has been substituted for an Etruscan character which

does not correspond to it in value, and though in these instances

the figures are either inclined or reversed. The Etruscan cha-

racters are as follows :

—

I, II, III, nil, A, AI, All, AIII, IX, X, &c.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

XX, XXX, XXXX, or XT' T^, ^X, &c.

' 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,

100, 1000, 5000, 10000.

It is sufficiently obvious that the first ten of these characters

are identical with the Roman figures, the A, &c. being reversed

;

and as T is often written T, and as \h X, frequently occur on

Roman family coins, we may recognize in this character the

original of the Roman L, and therefore identify the Etruscan

and Roman ciphers fi'om 1 to 99. The Roman C and the

Etruscan do not appear to be connected ; but the Etruscan 8,

or, as it is also written (D, is clearly the same as the Roman i-h
,
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(D, and cjo, for which M was subsequently written; and the

same remark applies to the still higher numbers.

If, then, the Roman ciphers were derived from the Tuscans,

it is obvious that we must seek in the Tuscan language for an

interpretation. Now it cannot be doubted [ that the Tuscan

numeral signs are either letters of the alphabet slightly changed,

or combinations of such characters made according to fixed rules.

Tlius, A is the inverted V = w ; T or T is an inverted \lr = ch^

;

and 8 =/• Since, therefore, the position of these letters in the

organic alphabet does not correspond to their value as numeral

signs, we must conclude that they represent the initials of the

numerals in the Etruscan, just as M afterwards denoted miUe in

the Latin language. We do not positively know any Etruscan

numeral, and therefore cannot pretend to any certainty on this .

subject; but this is the most probable inference. The manner in

which the elementary signs are combined to form the intermediate

numerals is more easily and safely investigated. The character

denoting unity is perhaps selected from its simplicity ; it is the

natural and obvious score in every country. This character is

combined with itself to form the next three digits, though four is

sometimes expressed as 5-1, according to the principle of sub-

traction so common among the Eomans (comp. duodeviginti, &c.).

The same plan is adopted to form the numerals between 5 and

10. The number 10 is represented by a combination of two Y's

—thus, X; and this figure enclosed in a circle indicates the

multiplication of 10 by itself, or 100. The letter 8, or (D, being

assumed as the representative of 1000, its half, or D, would

indicate 500 ; and as multiplication by ten was indicated by a

circle in the case of 100, on the same principle (r|l) would be

10,000, and its half or ]j) would represent 5000.

These rules for the formation of one numeral from another

are more obvious than the origin of the elementary numeral

signs. But where certainty is not within our reach, we must be

contented with a solution of those difficulties which may be sub-

mitted with safety to a philological analysis.

1 It is possible that this character may be the half of that which

denotes 100, according to the principle stated below.
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§ 1. Fulness and deficiencies of the Latin case-system.

THE system of cases, with which the Latin noun is furnished,

presents a greater abundance and variety of forms than that

of the Greek declension. The Greek noun has no distinct ablative

case ; its accusative has frequently lost its characteristic termina-

tion; the genitive includes the ablative meaning; and the loca-

tive is almost obsolete. The greater number and variety of the

Latin cases is due to the more ancient state or condition of the

language, and perhaps also to its composite structure. As the

language degenerates into the so-called Romance idioms, we find

that its cases are gradually lost, and their place taken by a

number of prefixes, which add indeed to the syntactical distinct-

ness of the language, but purchase this advantage by sacrificing

the etymological development. The student of Latin, however,

very soon discovers that the variety of case-forms is the very

reverse of an advantage. For idiomatic usage has introduced so

much confusion into the use of the genitive, dative, and ablative,

that the two latter derive all their distinctions from the preposi-

tions attached to the ablative, while the genitive, in many cases,

differs from the ablative only as an arbitrary form, and without

any reference to a distinction of meaning. If we revert to the

Greek language, which still retains the more accurate distinctions

of case, we shall see that the genitive, or case of ablation, denotes

the origin of motion or action ; the dative, or case of accession,

denotes ju.xta-position, immediate proximity, rest and presence

;

the accusative, or case of transition, denotes the end of motion
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or action,—the object to wliicli something is proceeding. Now
the Latin, in most instances, is unable to express this simple

relation of unde, ubi and quo by the mere case-endings. If we

except certain adverbs derived from nouns, certain agglutinate

forms, such as meridie, postridie, &c., some few nouns, as rus,

domus, humus, helium, militia, and the proper names of cities,

we have no locative in Latin, and no case for the simple expres-

sion of departure or approach, and are obliged to use prepositions,

such as in, ah, ad, to convey these meanings. And even with

regard to the forms which are still used as locatives, differences

of declension produce endless confusions, which all the old and

some modern grammarians have enhanced by making arbitrary

rules for differences of case in the syntax of different declensions.

Thus because nouns in -a, -us, of tlie first and second declen-

sion, had a locative in -a-i— cb, and in -o-i= i, we are told that

militioe, Romce, domi, Cyjpri are genitive cases ; whereas ruri,

Carthagine, Athenis are ablatives, because the locative approxi-

mates or corresponds to the mutilated ablative in the consonantal

declension. These labourers in the work of making the Latin

language unlearnable, except by the parrot use of the memory,

could not perceive that as dies is masculine when it means " a

day," Jio-die Siud. j)ostri-die must belong to the same forms, and

that if the former is from Jio-i-die, the latter must be from

poste7^o-i-die. The same remark applies to meridie for medii die,

and independently of these quasi-compounds we have the phrases

die septimi (Plautus, Men. 1156), die noni in the Prsstor's words

cited by Aul. Gellius (x. 24). Also die proximi (Cato), die

crastini (Plautus, MosteJl. 884), &c. The connexion of ho-die

for lii-die or lioi-dle (cf. lilc) with these locatives in -i supports

the true etymology of mo-do = mi-dato, to which v/e are led by

the synonymous ce-do (see Philol. Society s Trans. 1854, pp. 97

sqq.). It seems, however, that even this form in i or ai does not

give the complete affix of the locative. Originally it must have

ended in -in or -im, and this was corrupted in every form with

the exception of such words as partim, enim, &c. ; hence, to

restore the original ending, we must write, with different degrees

of alteration or addition, militia-im {-in), Roma-im [-in), domo-im

{-in), Cypro-im {-in), rur-im {-in), Garthagin-im {-in), Athenis-

im {-in). With this locative in -m the preposition cum is used
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in inscriptions just as ^uv governs the dative-locative in Greek
;

thus we have cum quern or cum qiien (Corssen, I. p. 268).

§ 2. General scheme of the case-endings.

In treating of the Latin cases, our attention is directed to

three different aspects under which they may be considered.

We may regard them either according to a general scheme de-

rived from all the declensions, or as modified Jby those varieties

in the termination of the crude form which constitute differences

of declension; or we may take both of these together, and add

to them those additional phenomena which are furnished by the

adverb. A supplementary source of information respecting the

cases may be derived from those nouns, whether substantive or

adjective, which are obviously formed fi'om the oblique cases of

other nouns. Thus, we know that the original Greek genitive

ended in -crio (Sanscr. sya) from the form of the possessive ad-

jective hrjfiodio^ (Bopp, Vergl. Gramm. p. 294, note). Similarly,

a case in -ine^ analogous to the Sanscrit instrumental, may be

inferred both from the particle sine and from the derivative forms

urhdnus (= urhdmus), &c., and offictyia {=qfficuna), &c.

If we confine ourselves to the forms of the noun, we get the

following general scheme of the case-endings.

Sing. Plur.

Gen. is, jus, sis {orignally -siom) [rjum (ori^naUy siom-s)

Dat. i or bi ('"^
"iL'l^Zify

'" [b]us = is

Accus. m [m]. «SLt/rblbedr"
Abl. a[(I] (the d is found only in old Latin) [J]w5 = IS

Loc. i[m^ or i[n] ^5-[^m] or «s-[m].

§ 3. Differences of crude form.

By taking the different crude forms according to the usual

classification, we shall at once see how this scheme is modified

and applied. The declensions will be fully discussed in a sepa-

rate chapter, and it will be sufficient in this place to show how
the different cases attach themselves to the different charac-

teristics.
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CONSONANT-NOUNS.

Sing. Plur.

Nom. lap{\(j[\s lapid-\s]-es {=es)

Gen. lapid'is lapid-e-rum^

Dat. lapid-i-[hi\ (=Q lapid-i-bus

Accus lapid-e-m lap{d-e\m\s {=es)

Abl. lapid-e[d'] lapid-i-bus

Loc. lapid-im? lapid-is-imf

VOWEL-NOUNS.

A
Sing. Plur.

Nom. familid-\_s\ fam4lia-[ses'\ (= ai, ce)

Gen. familia-is {=aes^, as, di, cb) familia-rum

Dat. famtlm-[b]i (= ce) familia-bus {=is)^

Accus familia-m familia-\7n\s (= as)

Abl. fam{lia-[d] {=d) familia-i-bus

Loc. familia-i {=ce)

Sing.

E = A-I

familia-is-im?

Plur.

Norn. dies = dia-is die-Ise\s

Gen. d{e'{[s\
^ die-rum

Dat. d{e-\h'\i die-bus

Accus die-m die-\pi\s

Abl. die-[d] die-bus

Loc. die — d{a-{[m] die-sim f

Sing.

I

Plur.

Norn. avt'S avi-\se^s {=€s)

Gen. avi-is (= avyis, avis) avi-[r]wn

Dat. a^?^-P]^ (= avi) avi-bus

1 Oharisius, i. 40.

^ Many examples of the gen. in -aes have been collected from in-

scriptions; (see Corssen, i. p. 183). The nom. pi. in -as = -aes is pre-

served in poenaSf Fest. p. 371, above, p. 253.

3 For the form in -bus comp. Orelli, Inscr. nos. 1628, 1629, 4601, &c.

;

and K. L. Schneider, Formenlehre, i. pp. 25, sqq.

4 This genitive appears sometimes under the form -es, sometimes also

under the form -i, as : pernicies, gen. pernicies, progenies, gen. progenii.

See the passages quoted by Schwartze, das alte uEgyptcUi p. 565.
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Accus., avi-m (= em) avi-[m]s {=es)

Abl. avi-\d] avi-hus

Loc. avi-[m\ ? avi-sim ?

Sing. Plur.

Norn. avo-s avo'ses {=oi=CB = ei =
as in gen. sing.)

Gen. avo-is (= sus or syo, =•• 10, avo-erum

= ei, =-^y

Dat. avo-lbli (= 6) avo-ihus (= eis = is)

Accus,. avo-m avo'lm'js {=os)^

Abl. avo-[d'] avo-ihus (= is)

Loc. avo-i-lin] =av-i

u

avo-is-liml 9

Sing. Plur.

Norn. fructu-s fructu-ses {— Us)

Gen. fructu-is {—us) fructu-e\f]um

Dat. fructu-mi (=t2) ^ fructu-ihus

Accus.. fructu-m fructu-\m\s [=us)

Abl. fructu-\d] fructu-ihus

Loc. fructu-imf fructu-is-im?

§ 4. Hypotheticalforms of the nominative and accusative

plural.

If now we compare these particular instances with the

general scheme, we shall see that, taking all the varieties of

the crude form, of which the above are specimens, there are

only two assumptions in the general table,—namely, the original

forms of the nominative and accusative plural. All the others

are actually found, either in nouns or pronouns, at some epoch

of the language.

1 As Btjfxocno, bi]noto, d^iiov, comp. the nom. plural.

2 The dative or ablative in -bus is sometimes found in those nouns

which have e or i before the characteristic: thus we have diibus from deus

(Gruter, ii. 9; sxiv. 6; XLVi. 9); and Jllibus from Jilius (id. duii. 8;

DLiv, 4).
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With regard to the nominative and accusative plural, the

assumed original forms are derived from a sound induction ac-

cording to the principles of comparative philology.

And first with regard to the nominative plural. The sign of

this case must have been originally -s throughout the declen-

sions. Now it appears from general considerations, as well as

from an induction of facts, that -s was also the sign of the

nominative singular {New Cratylus, § 243). Therefore the -s of

the nominative plural, if it vras to distinguish the form from the

same case in the singular, cannot have been appended to the

mere crude form of the noun; for then the nominatives singular

and plural would have been one and the same inflexion. It

must have been formed by adding the ~s (with, of course, an

intervening short vowel, for the Latin language does not tolerate

a double -s at the end of a word) to the full form of the nomi-

native, and thus constituting, as the total addition to the crude

form, or the real termination, the syllable -ses. If we compare

lajoid-es, jpatr-es^ with i\7rlS-€<;, Trarep-e^, we shall see that the

long e in the Latin words cannot be accounted for otherwise

than by the absorption of an s, which has probably become

vocalized in {. In the Greek forms this 5, like the v of the

accusative, has been dropt altogether. This view is supported,

not only by the fact that the plurals vo-his, \6yo-L-<;, &c. actually

stand in this relation to the singulars ti-hi, 'Ko<y(p = \6<yo-i, &c.,

but even more so by the analogy of the genitive singular. For

in many cases the genitive singular is identical, in its secondary

form, with the nominative plural ; thus familice, avi, are the

common forms of both cases. But familice is actually written

familids =familiaes in compounds with pater, mater, filiuSi &c.

Hence we may presume the same original form of the nomina-

tive plural familice (cf. dies, &c.) . Now the original form of the

nom. singular must have been familid-s; consequently, if, when

the nom. sing, was familia, the nom. plur. was familia-es =fa-
milice (as in poenasy Fest. p. 371), it follows that when the nom.

sing, was familia-s, the nom. plur. must have been familia-ses.

The same follows from the form avi. The omission of s between

two vowels is fully supported by Greek analogies : for if iXeyov

is manifestly a corruption of iXeyeao, t^^^ue? may well be a simi-

lar corruption of tyOvae^, I have preferred to treat the original
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form of the nominative plural as an assumption, and to support

it hj the arguments which I have just adduced; but if we
remember that the original S of many Roman words was not

changed into R till about the 4:tli century A. u. C. (above, Ch. vii.

§ 3), we might take the existence of such forms as spe-res (which

occurs in fragments of Ennius), and gnaru-res (which is found

in V\^Viins>, Mostellaria, I. 2, 17; PceiiuIus, prol. 47), as a distinct

confirmation of the theory (compare also dies — dieres^ or dieses,

with such forms as dies-inter, diur-nus, Jio-dier-nus, &c.). xlnd

here again the analogy of the genitive becomes applicable, as

will be seen below (§ 5). The pronouns also supply a partial

confirmation of the above induction; for though in common
Latin we find a genitive singular in -s by the side of a nomina-

tive plural in -i, we learn from old inscriptions that there was

also a nominative plural in -s : see Senatus Cons, de Bacch. 11. 3,

7; Lex Rom. Bant. Tab. 1. 21; Klenze ad Leg. Servil. p. 12.

Again, in regard to the accusative plural, which m all the

above instances ends in -s preceded by a long vowel, we must

infer that -s is the termination of the plural as such, from con-

siderations of the same nature v^ith those which have just been

brought forward. We should also have no difficulty in sup-

posing that the long vowel indicates the absorption of some con-

sonant. This consonant can only be the -m of the accusative

singular ; for not only is this most probable a 'priori, but it is

the only supposition which explains all the phenomena. Let us

take the Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, and Gothic forms in a particular

word; and we shall see that, while the Gothic alone preserves

the outward marks of such a derivation of the accusative plural

from the accusative singular, the only possible explanation of the

other forms is the supposition that they were originally identical

with the Gothic. Thus, \vkq-v, lupu-m, vrika-m, vulfa-n, are the

accusative singular of synonymous words in these four languages.

The plural of the Gothic vidfa-n is simply vulfa-n-s, whereas all

the other forms strengthen the final vowel of the crude form,

and drop one of the concluding consonants : \vkov becomes

XvKov^, lupum is converted into Iwpos, and vriham into vrilxdn.

The comparison of 6hov<^, &c. with dens, &c., shows us that Xvkov^

may stand for Xu/coz^9 ; and the analogy of tvtttcov = TV7rTov[T]<;

is sufficient to explain the change of vrikans into vrikdii. The
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Umbrian also lias shown us both the original formation and the

corruption of the accusative plural : for while we have abron-s

exactly corresponding to the Gothic vulfan-s, we have also ahrof,

which, as I have shown (above, p, 110), must have proceeded from

ahrom-h = ahrom-s. If we add to this, that when the accusa-

tive singular has lost its final consonant, the plural accusative

merely adds -s to the existing form of the singular (as in

avBpa[v], TV7rTovTa[v], sing., avSpa-<;, rvirrovrd-'i, plural), we
have, it should seem, the most satisfactory evidence which the

subject admits, in support of the assumed original form of the

accusative plural.

Having thus justified the only hypothetical forms in the

above scheme of cases, it will be desirable to make some remarks

on the most striking peculiarities in the existing inflexions.

§ 5. Existing forms—the Oeiiitive.

In the general scheme, the genitive singular is characterized

by the terminations -is, -si's, or -Jus; the gen. plural by the

ending -rum, where the r is generally dropt, except in the a, e,

and declensions, which constantly retain it. The difficulty

here felt is, to connect the plural form with the singular.

Struve's assertion {ilher die Lat. Decl. 3, 15) that the r is

merely euphonic, would tend, if we assented to it, to complicate

and increase this difficulty in no small degree. The comparative

philologer cannot doubt that the original form of the genitive

plural in the Indo-Germanic languages was that which is pre-

served in the Sanscrit -sdm = 2i2M (see Miiller ad Varron. L. L,

Yiii. § 74, p. 192). This form, after the fourth century A. u. C,

would appear in Latin as ROM, which was afterwards softened into

EUM. The Indians v/rote -nam for -sdm in many of their words

where the n represents tlie s, as in vrikdn for vrihds = vrilmm-s;

but in the pronouns, which generally preserve the authentic forms

longer than the nouns, we have td-sdm = istd-rum. The Greeks

very often omitted an cr- between two vowels in a case like this

;

and as they wrote iXeyov for iXiyeao, X')(9v-e^ for I'^j^^ucr-e?, so

they gave us Srj/jiOLo, or ultimately Syj/xov, for tlie original hrjiioaio,

and fjLovcra-cov, or ultimately jubovcrajv, for iJLovoraa(ov= fiovaa-aiov-^.

That -sum or -slum was the proper and genuine form of the Latin

genitive appears from the genitives in -azum, which are found in
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the Oscan monuments (e. g. egma-zum) ; and that r was the

immediate representative of this s or z is proved not merely by

the fact that the Romans actually wrote -um for -ovum when

it suited their convenience^ thereby showing the reason for

the omission of the r in the other declensions, but also by the

fact that the r is found in the pronouns, the oldest and most

immutable parts of speech, and that in the more ancient state

of the language even nouns of the other declensions retained the

r: thus we hear of such words as hoverum^ Joverum (Varro,

L. L. VIII. § 74), lapiderum^ nucerum^ regerum (Cn. Gellius

apud Charisium, I. 40), This evidence receives very striking

confirmation from the analogy of the genitive singular. The most

common characteristic of the genitive singular is the termination

-is. There are reasons, however, which may induce us to doubt

if this is the full and original form of the genitive-ending. The

Sanscrit vrikasya compared with \vkoio^ and the possessive hj]\xo-

(TLo^ by the side of Sijfjbo-Lo, might lead us to suspect that the ter-

mination commenced with an s, which was subsequently absorbed

;

and this suspicion is confirmed by the fact, that there are, in old

Latin, genitives ending in -ris = -sis where the r = s is not part of

the crude form. Thus we have sue-ris for suts in the fragment

of Plautus quoted by Festus, s. v. Spetzle, p. 330 :
" Esto per-

nam, sumen sueris, spetile, callum, glandia." Compare Varro,

L. L, V. § 110, p. 44. And from the extant forms of the nomi-

native plural in -res we may fairly infer that the genitive in

-ri's = sis was not uncommon. The Latin possessive adjectives end

in -Ills or -eus, e. g. prcetor-ius from p>rcetor^ virgin-eus from

virgo^ [virgin-) ; and as the analogy of Srj/juo-a-io^, vriJcd-sga,

leads us to an assumption of an original -sius, we must insert s

also in the pronominal genitives in -Jus, -ius, which, as we shall

see in a subsequent chapter, are derived from the possessives of

the pronouns. We cannot doubt that adjectives in -to9 = -o-to?

are formed from the genitive in -to — -aio, and as these adjectives

are only weaker forms of the quasi-comparatives in -lwv = -cnov-^;,

the original form of the genitive must have been -cnov in Greek,

which would amount to -siom in Latin ; and the plural, originally

1 On this abbreviation, see Cicero's remarks in Orator, c. 46, § 155.
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-a-t(ov = -(Tiov-<;, in the former language, would become siom-s=
Slum in Latin, from which it is softened to -sum, just as the -co?

of TToXeo)? falls into -us in cu-jus, &c. Compare also the Sanscrit

dual -hhydm with the plural -hhyas or hMs.

§ 6. The Dative and Locative.

In Greek, the dative, as the case denoting rest and proximity,

indicates whatever is close at hand, and thus implies the in-

strument or occasion, as well as that which is receptive of gain,

or that which is the locality of the action. In otlier words, it

includes the three Sanscrit cases, which are denoted as the in-

strumental, the dative, and the locative. These three cases end

in -ina, -aya, and -i. There is reason to believe that the first of

these affixes is the original type. It is identical with the forms

a-va, 'l-va, originally Ta-va, and it thus appears that it is only

partially represented by -(/)t, -hi, -i, which are the usual termi-

nations of the Greek and Latin dative and locative. The Greek

pronouns, ifjulv, Tetv, tlv, tv, a(f>LV, (f)iv, '^lv, contain the whole

affix, and it always appears in the Greek dual, as in av-ro-iv =
avT6-(^tv, where the characteristic of plurality is omitted, as in

the Latin plural -sum = -rum. We may also conclude that the

Latin -his, in no-his, vo-his, has lost the n necessary to the full

form, which is preserved in the particle s-ine, which is presumed

in words like qfficma, and which appears slightly altered from

the Sanscrit instrumental in words like partim, enim, olim, istim.

The termination -hi = -(f>L is dative and instrumental in ti-hi,

vo-his, but simply local in u-hi, i-hi, &c. Commonly the Latin

locative ends in -i, agreeing in this with the Sanscrit. But when
the characteristic of the noun is a consonant, it is generally

shortened into e, especially if the word is of more than two syl-

lables. The locative of rus is ruri. In the plural the dative

and locative are always confused with the ablative ; and instances

occur even in classicar Latin where the dative of an ordinary

noun, with the sense of limitation, appears in the form of the

ablative in e. In some phrases this is rather the rule than the

exception ; such are pignore dare, for jjignori; YHviri auro

argento cere flando feriundo, for ceri; jure dicundo for juri;

qui dant quique accipiunt foenore, iox foenori; &c. (see Schneider,

Lat. Gr. II. pp. 200, sqq. ; Muller, ad Varro. L. L. v. p. 16).
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If there is any reason for using the term dativus in reference

to the case of a noun, it must surely be applicable to morte in the

epitaph of Plautus, quoted by Gellius {N,A. i. 84) :
'' Postquam

est morte datus Plautus, Comoedia luget,"—for here the form in

-e actually follows a verb o^ giving. Thus we see that ore is not

the ablative but the dative in (Virgil, Georg. I. 430)

:

si virgineum suffuderit ore ruborem;

and that it is a locative in {Georg. iii. 439)

:

Unguis micat ore trisulcis.

This usage occurs in the following passages of Propertius

(see Paley, ad v. 8, p. 311), namely, i. 17, 22

:

molliter et tenera poneret ossa rosa.

ITT. 26, 84:

anseris indocto carmine cessit olor.

IV. 6, 24

:

si placet insultet, Lygdame, morte mea.

V. 8, 10

:

Cum temere anguino creditur ore manus.

§ 7. The Accusative Singular.

The m, which marks the accusative singular in Latin and

Sanscrit, is only a weaker form of the dental v, which appears

in Greek. This dental is the residuum of the third pronominal

element, and denotes distance and objectivity. We are not to

suppose that partem and ])artim are the same word, or generally

that the accusative and locative are the same form. The i

which appears in the latter, with or without the accusative

affix, constitutes the essential difference between the two cases.

Belonging to the second pronominal element, this i is in itself an

expression of proximity ; and thus, while parte-m denotes that

" the part" is an object to be approached or acted on, part-i-m

"indicates that not only is the part an object, but also that it is

close at hand for use or superposition. It is true that the temi-

poral particles quum^ turn, nun-c, jam^ &c., are not less locative

in meaning than olim, and that the causal nam, though accusative

in form, coincides in signification with the locative enim. But

we must remember that quod, quod si, quippe = qui-pte, ore,

GT€, are, &c. are used as general expressions of objectivity ; and
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we must not allow syntactical equivalences to interfere with our

etymological discrimination.

§ 8. The Ablative.

In ordinary Latin the ablative is used as the case of instru-

mentality in both numbers; and in the plural there is no dis-

tinction between it and the dative. The specimens of old Latin

in Chapter vi. (cf. also the examples given by Corssen, Ausjpr.

Vohal. u. Beton. I. pp. 72, 334) have sufficiently shown that the

termination of the ablative was -d, or, perhaps, at one period of

the language, -t. The instrumental ending in Sanscrit is, as we
have seen, -ina; and the Sanscrit ablative ended, like the Latin,

in -d. The tendency of the instrumental and ablative—the case

of proximity and the case of derivation,—to interchange their

significations, is a phenomenon, in which the philosophical gram-

marian findj3 no difficulty. The fact that sine and &ed are so

nearly synonymous is an obvious exemplification of this ten-

dency. It is a more serious imperfection of the Latin case-

system that the ablative, though distinguished in form from the

genitive, should sometimes agree with it in meaning, and some-

times coincide in sense with its direct opposite the dative. With
regard to the singular number, wliich has an ablative properly

so called, there can be no doubt that in Latin and Sanscrit, as

well as in Greek, the genitive and ablative are traceable to a

common origin. The full, original, and proper form of the geni-

tive singular was -sion, and this in Greek often appeared as

-Oev : cf. ^609 = cTio^. In Sanscrit the ablative vrikat bears the

same relation to the genitive vrlkdsya that the genitive TroXeco^

does to a more ancient TroXtoatov, or the adverb /caXco^ to an ori-

ginal Koko-Oev, or the common TvirTei^ to the inevitably assumed

TviTTe-ai. It is well known that the Latin adverbs in -tus cor-

respond to the Greek in -6ev ; thus cceli-tus = ovpav6-9ev ; and

the Greek termination S- in -S779, &c. involves this ending -Oev

{New Crat. § 263). There is therefore every reason to believe

that the Latin ablative in -d or -t is an apocopated form of a

case in -dus or -tus, which is resolvable to an ultimate identity

with the genitive.

D V. 22
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§ 9. The Neater Forms.

The neuter accusative, which serves also as a nominative

(see New Grat, § 236), ends, like the usual accusative, in -m in

all nouns of the vowel-declensions. There is no doubt, however,

that this m may be traced back through the dental liquid n,

which represents it in Greek, to the dental mute -d or -t. Thus

we have i-d, illu-d, quo-d, &c. to tlie latest period of the lan-

guage; we have also met^ tet, set, or med, ted, sed; ego-met,

me-met, ted-ipsum, inter sed {Senat. Constdt. de BaccJi. 11. 13,

14); and we shall see in the next chapter that the final s or

r, in nouns like corpus, roho-r, genu-s, &c., is a softening of an

original t or d. We must take care not to confuse this t or d

with the same letter appearing as the affix of the ablative. The

long vowel, which precedes the dental in that case, shows that

there is apocope or absorption of something more than a mere

consonant, and abundant reason has been given for the inference

that this d has passed through th from an original sibilant repre-

senting the second pronominal element. On the contrary, the

accusative m, n, d or t is merely the residuum of the third pro-

nominal element, denoting simple objectivity. The forms of the

neuter plural show, afortiori, that the dental affix in the singular

was a mere letter, and not a syllable, as in the case of the

ablative. For all neuter nouns, to whatever declension they

belong, form their plural nominative-accusative in a in the Zend

and in the old European languages of this family. Now the

Grreek language shows us that n, when it stands by itself at the

end of a word, or precedes a dental mute, may be changed into

a, and this vowel may even represent the combination -vt. Thus

we have Trdrepd for Trarepv, Tervc^aTat for reTvcjiVTaL, crco^olaro

for aco^oivTO, iraOo'^ for 7rev6o<^, and even BeKa for BeKevr, and

(Tw/jLa for crco/ji€VT. There is therefore no objection, a priori,

to the hypothesis, but rather a presumption, that the plural -a

represents an original -vt; and it seems quite reasonable to

assume that ^v\a = ^liXev-r ; for if the objective v or r of the

singular had to be extended into a plural, we should not in this

case append the personal or subjective s, as in the case of mas-

culine and feminine nouns, but should rather repea-t the objective

affi.x. Now it is known that the neuter plural in Latin originally
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ended in -d^ thus we find in the Senatus Consult, de BaccJi.

1. 24: quel advorsum ea-d fecisent. Again, we find in Sanscrit

that neuter plurals end in -ni; thus madhu= ^eOv makes madhH--

ni = /jbe6v-a; and the final ^ must be a vocalisation of a second 7i,

just as conversely nn is substituted for ni in ^evvo^ = ^evco<; =
^€cvo<;. Lastly, while the Erse plural of the third personal pro-

noun is sidd for swiad, the Welsh form of the plural is hwynt

for swynt. Putting all these facts together, we must come to the

conclusion that the neuter accusative singular ended in -m = -n

= -t or -d, and that the plural a represents an original -nd— -nt

= -nn or -mm.

The pronominal neuters in ae, as quce, kcec, &c., are ex-

plained in a subsequent chapter.

§ 10. The locative.

The vocative, i. e. the case of allocution, exhortation, or ex-

clamation, is not distinguished from the nominative except in

nouns of the second declension, and in certain Greek words

adopted by the classical writers. When a noun in -us has to be

used in the vocative, the crude form is employed with the lightest

substitution for the characteristic vowel. Thus domtnus makes

domine. If ^ precedes the characteristic, the vocative e is ab-

sorbed, andi films msikQs fill =fiUe. The stime is the case with

mens which has for its vocative mi= mee. As the regular nomi-

native plural of deus is di, the Romans, to avoid confusion, did

not use a vocative dee = di. This rule does not apply to adjec-

tives, as Cynthie from Gynthms^ Sperclile from SpercJilus. The

vocative Gal exposes the common error of pronouncing the dac-

tyl Gams as a trochee ; for if this had been true the vocative

must have been Gai-e. In point of fact. Gains is scanned regu-

larly in three syllables; thus we have (Martial, ix. E^. 93):

V. 4. Pervigil in pluma Gdms, ecce, jacet.

V. 7. Quod debes, Gai, redde, inquit Phoebus.

V. 10. Gaius et mallet verbera mille pati.

V. 12. Non mavis quam ter Gaius esse tuus. '

Similarly {id. xi. 36)

:

V. 1. Gaius banc lucem gemma mihi Julius alba.

V. 8. Gaiiis ut fiat Julius et Proculus.

22—2
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The analogy of Gnceus shows liow it would have Leen written

had it become a trochee ; the same is shown by the Greek accentu-

ation, for we have Fato? not Talo^. The original form of the word

was Gavius, probably signifying Icetificans; cf. gdvisus (Aufrecht,

Zeitschr.f, vergl. Spr. I. 232). The C has been retained as the

initial from the time when there was no distinction between C and

G; but the word was always pronounced Gains; and it seems

that it should be so written, except when the initial only is used.

Although the vocative, as a distinct case, is thus limited

to a few forms in the language, the Latin writers give it occa-

sionally a very remarkable extension of use. Thus it is made

to agree with the nominative tu: as

Stemmate quod Tusco ramum millesime ducis,

Censorem fatuum vel quod trabeate salutas.

(Pers. III. 27, 28).

This is regularly the case in the idiomatic use of made = magis

aucte (i.e. frugihus et mola)\ thus we have made virtute esto,

"be increased in virtue" (Hor. I. Serm. ii. 31); made nova

virtute piier^ "be increased in your young valour" (Yirg. j3^n.

IX. 641). And even in an oblique sentence, as juherem pe]

made virtute esse (Liv. il. 12).

§ 11. Adverbs considered as Cases of Nouns.

If now we add to the observations derived from the actual

cases of nouns, the additional phenomena furnished by the ad-

verbs, the subject of this chapter will have received all the

examination of which it is capable.

Adverbs are, properly speaking, certain cases of pronouns

and nouns, and under particular circumstances they are deduced

from the participles or supines of verbs. Their syntactical use is

as secondary predicates, inasmuch as they convey predication

only through the verb of the sentence. The Greeks employ their

adjectives and participles "for this purpose without any additional

inflexion ; but the Roman adverbs are always cases, and some-

times, if one may use the expression, double or superimposed

cases of nominal or pronominal forms.

Pronominal adverbs are secondary predicates either of place

or of time. The former indicate

—

{a) "locality," in which case

they generally exhibit the locative endings -hi and -ini or the
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accusative -7n: thus, from tlie demonstrative is and the relative

qui, we have i-hi and u-hi, originally cuhi, comp. ali-cuhi, &c.;

from iste we have istim, &c. ; and the ending -7/z appears in

us-quam or usjnam, &c. ;— (5) '^motion towards," in which case

they end in -o: as ul-tro, " to a place beyond" (see Doderlein,

Syn, u. Etym. ill. pp. 105 sqq.); quo, ''whither;" eo, "thither,"

&c. ; sometimes -c is appended: thus we have illuc, istuc, by
the side of illo, isto;— (c) "motion from," in which case the

ending is -nde, or -nee, -nque: thus we have i-nde from is,

\_c\u'nde from qui, aliu-nde from alius, hi-nc from hi-c, illi-nc

from ille, utri-nque from uter;— {d) "the way," in which case

we have a feminine ablative in -d agreeing with via understood,

as qua, ed, &c. The forms of class (c) deserve some special

i^mark. The comparison of turn with tunc shows that the n
would have been written m, if the c had not been appended.

And the same remark applies to exin-de, hin-c, illin-c, istin-c:

for exim occurs in Lucretius [see Lachmann on ill. 161), and

Ritschl has claimed illim and istim for the text of Plautus

{Rhein. Mus. 1850, pp. 472 sqq.). But this does not interfere

with the inference that the accusative and locative m is the re-

presentative of an original dental. There can be no doubt that

the termination -de is identical with that of the ablative, and, as

we have seen, with the termination -tus,^ Bopp, who was aware

of this {Vergl. Gramm. p. 610), proposes to consider the same

letter as included in Jiinc, illinc, istinc, which he regards as cor-

ruptions of liinde, illinde, istinde. I should not desire any other

proof of the importance of the distinction which I first introduced

into the analysis of the pronominal elements [New Crat. § 130).

According to the principle which regulates all combinations of

these elements, n + c denotes motion "from the there to the

here,'' and therefore expresses ablation or removal quite as natu-

rally as the affix -de — -tus, which is in fact ultimately referable

to the same source [N, Crat. § 262).

Pronominal adverbs of time generally end in -m, as turn,

quum^' in -nc, -nque, as tu-nc, cu-nque; or in -ndo, -iiquain, as

qua-ndo, nu-nqiiam.

Adverbs derived from nouns adjective and substantive either

end in e, o, or ter; or else they are merely adjectives in the

neuter objective case.
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(a) Adverbs in e or o, anciently ending in -ed, or -od, are,

in fact, ablative cases of adjectives : thus valde, originally vali-

dod; bene, originally honod; cito, originally citod ; certe or certo,

originally certod, &c., are the ablative cases of validus, bonus,

citus, certus, &c. respectively. The Greeks had a large class of

adverbs of the same kind ; but in these the final -d of the abla-

tive has been softened down, according to the laws of Hellenism,

into an -9: thus, ovtco^, fcaXco^, &c. represent the old forms of

the ablative, ovroS, KaX6B, &c. (see N. Crat. § 249). There are

two cases where this 3- seems still to exist, Ih-Lo^ and ^AcjypoS-irr)

(Sanscr. Abhrdd-itd); and there is one instance in wdiich the

metre of Homer will not allow its modern representative to

stand, namely, in those passages where eo)? is a trochee. The

Sanscrit td-vat coDipared with reFo)? might justify the supposi-

tion that the original form vfas «FoS; while the analogy of XaPo?,

XeFo)?, vao^^ vecog, should authorize us to insert, even in our Hel-

lenic text of Homer, the emendation aFo? for eo)? (comp. also

"Hce)9, A?;ft)?, ''Ect)?), whenever this particle is a trochee ^

(b) The termination -ter is appended to adjectives of the

third declension in the same way as _ >[d] is affixed to adjectives

of th3 first and second declension. Thus, from lem's we have

Iem-te7^; from gravis, gravi-ter ; from felix\ felici-ter; from

aicdax, audac-ter ; from difficilis, difficul-ter ; and so on. To these

must be added the isolated form igi-tur, which, according to

Festus (p. 105, Milller) is equivalent to hide, postea, turn (above,

p. 242); and which is used by Plautus {Miles Glor.^ ill. 1, 177)

as the antecedent to qucmdo; for he says :
" quando habebo,

igitur rationem mxCarum fabricarum dabo." The first two sylla-

bles i-gi must be taken to represent the composite form e-go,

e-Jio, e-ja, &c., of which the Oscan e-sa is a softer form: and as

1 There can be little doubt that €cos and reois correspond to ydvat
and tdvat respectively. Kow as, by the side of Aea;.$-, we have AaFos- and
Xar, so .by the side of eo)? we have as (Find. O. xi. 51 ; Aristopb. Lysisir.

173), which was also written F5s {Tab. Heracl 2, 52, p. 207); and we
may therefore infer the intermediate form aYos = afob==yd-vat. A
similar argument may be deduced from the genitive in -eo)?— epos or -r]os

{New Gratylus, § 248).
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the Umbrian es-te represents the Latin i-ta, so i-gi- may corre-

spond to es-go — er-go, which is strictly a synonym of i-gi-tur.

The termination -ter, -tur, is, in fact, the same as -tus^ which is

appended to substantives and adjectives of the second declension :

thus we have cceli-tus, fandt-tus, 7'adict-tus, anfiqui-tus, dwini-

tus, humani-tus, &c. This last, which is obviously the older form,

answers to the Sanscrit -tas, on the one hand, and to the Greek

-dev on the other (compare the Greek first person plm'al in -jjuev

with the Latin in -mus). There is yet a third form in which it

appears, namely, -tim, which is the termination of a most interest-

ing class of participial adverbs; for I cannot consent to consider

any of them as strictly formed from nouns; and though the

verbs in all cases are not forthcoming, the adverbs themselves

prove that they must have existed in part at least. Instances of

this class of adverbs are caterva-tim^ carp-tiin, grada-tim, priva-

tim, jpiinc-tim^ separa-tim, vica-tim (other examples are cited by
Corssen, i. p. 266). Compare with these the German participial

forms in -ingen^ and the Greek participial adverbs in -vha, -vSrjv,

-Srjp (N, Ci^at. § 263). The most striking result from a proper

appreciation of the origin of adverbs in -twi, is the explanation

which it supplies for those adverbs in -ter which are derived

from active participles. The termination of the supine is already

-tu; the adverb, therefore, is a locative case of the supine ; for

caterva-tim stands to caterva-tus in precisely the same relation as

jpaT'tim to ]pars {^j)ar\t\s). Similarly, aman-ter, sapien-ter^ &c.

are cases of the participles amans, sapiens, &c.; for the crude

forms of these participles already contain the t. Now, if I am
right in concluding that these terminations, -Oev, -fas, -ter, -tuSj

-tim, &c. are lengthened forms of that dental affix which marks

the ablative of the noun, most interesting conclusions may be

drawn from this respecting the origin of the participle and of

the passive person-endings of the Latin verb. That there is no

essential distinction between the terminations -tim and -ter, and

that the former is not restricted to participles of the passive for-

mation, is clear from such forms as jyede-tentvm, &c. Li fact,

while the -d. or -t alone is sufficient to express the participial

relation, w^e find also a strengthened form which contains the

liquid, as well as the mute dental; thus we have as syno-

nyms not only cujn-dus but cu])ien(t)s, not only <f)v^d[h)^ but
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(pevyovT-<;= (p6vycov, not only TeTv<^6{j)^=TeTV(f>o)^ but tvtttovt-^^

TviTTcov; and in the fixed or adverbial forms not only the adverbs

in -Sa, -Bov, -Br)v, but also those in -vSa, -vSov, -vBrjv. Now the

obvious derivation of these latter adverbs entitles us to infer

that the participle-ending in -nt is a secondary formation from

a verbal noun, bearing the same relation to the simpler forms in

-d, -B, that i-ncle opposed to i-hi does to avro-Oev opposed to

avTo-OcK Consequently, the adverbs in question are really fixed

cases of participles, analogous to the forms which we call

supines, gerunds, or infinitives. And the participle itself differs

only from these adverbs, and from the persons of the verb, in the

circumstance, that it is not an immovable form, but one which

is capable of regular flexion through the whole system of cases

{N. Crat. §§ 300, 415). With regard to the passive person-

ending in -r the fact that it is a locative afiix is proved to

demonstration (1) by the analogy between these adverbs in -hrjv,

-Sov, -Sa, and the Greek passive person-endings in -at, -rjv (cf.

Sal, Btjv), -ov, -a, -o; (2) by the identity of meaning of these

adverbs with the Latin in -tim and -ter; and (3) by the locative

value of igi-tur, which strictly corresponds in form to ama-tur

(see New Cratylus, § 365; below. Chapter xi. § 2).

Adverbs, used as conjunctions, are such as jam, nam, enim

(Sanscr. eaa), ideo, tamen, &c. These are, in fact, cases of

different pronouns. Most of them are of obvious origin. Thus

jam is merely the locative of the second pronominal element,

in its weakest form. It appears as a dissyllable, especially in

1 In the text I have merely put together some of the analogies

suggested in my former work. The late Mr. Garnett, who was one of

the soundest, and, at the same time, most original philologers in this

country, had arrived at some results which were calculated to confirm

and extend these views. In a letter to me (dated 3d May, 1842) he said:

" I flatter myself that I can make it appear from a pretty copious induc-

tion that the Indo Germanic present participle is formed upon the abla-

tive ease of the verbal noun
| Sanscrit tiipat], in much the same way as

the pronoun possessive in Latin, German, &c., is formed upon the geni-

tive of the personal. If I am not mistaken, this is calculated to throw

an important light upon the organisation of the Indo-Germanic and many
other languages." Although there is an important truth at the basis of

this theory, it seems to me to involve in the application a fallacy which

I have pointed out elsewhere {New Cratylus, p. 511, ed. 3).
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et-iam^ and bears tlie same relation to piam tliat laXKw does to

cfytaXXo) {Keio Cratylus^ § 110). Nam, of which enim is merely a

lengthened form, contains the same pronominal root as a-vd, vat,

nee, nunc, &c. Id-eo (corap. ad-eo) is equivalent to the Greek

iTTLTrjSs^ (= eVt raSecTLv, Buttmann), and from it is derived

idoneus = ideoneus = Gr. i7riTr}heio<=;. The form of tamen has

created some difficulty. Max. Schmidt [de pronom. Gr. et Lat.

p. 91) considers that tarn-en is for tam-in; and Pott [Etym.

Forscli. ir. p. 136) regards the last syllable of tam-eii as a

weakened form of an. As we have both tam-quam and quam-

qiiam, and as tam-en is the correlative of the latter, it is most

reasonable to suppose that the second syllable en is a locative

of the pronoun is, like im in mter-im. For tarn, which appears

both in tam-en and tan-dem, we find tame (Fest. p. 360), as we
have cume for cum (Terent. Scaur, p. 226) ; and tarn is substi-

tuted for tamen in tam-etsi.

Some adverbs are merely cases of common nouns, which

usage has made indeclinable. These appear sometimes as con-

junctions, and sometimes as prepositions. Instar, gratia, and

ergo, may be compared with SUyv, xapLv, and evexa (see New
Crat. §§ 271 sqq.). Pr(?j9e[<i] (cf. jyrojnn-quus) is the ablative

of an old adjective, and jjrop-ter is its case in -ter = tus = 6ev.

Penes and tenus are forms of the same kind as instar, and con-

tain the roots of pen-dere, ten-dere. Clam and palam are loca-

tives of tlie same nature as partim, &c. The former, which was

also written calim (Fest. p. 47), contains the root oi celo, /cXeirro),

/caXvTTTco, &c. Palam is the same case of an adjective connected

Avith palatum, irvXr], &c. That it is a noun appears farther from

the fact, that it is used also with the preposition in {^in palam =

aperte, Gloss. Isid.), like in-cassum; comp. pro-palam. The

same is the case with coram = cooram [jcar ofi/jLo) ; comp.

co'minus, e'minus {ifc ^et/po?) ; illico is in loco; and we have

extemplo or extempulo from another form of tempus. Some-

times the adverb is merely the crude form of the noun. We
have examples of this in simul, procid (from similis, procilis)

;

mox is supposed to be a corruption of movox; and the ancients

wrote facul (Fest. p. 87) and p^erfacul (id. p. 214) for faculter

or facile, and perfacile. Again, the full form of the noun is

occasionally used as an adverb: in the xii. Tables we have
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nox for noctu (above, p. 254); and Virgil {^n. I. 215; vii. 624)

and other writers used imrs for partim. There is an approxima-

tion to this usage in the indeclinable Greek ^e/^t? (Buttmann,

Ausf. Sprachl I. p. 227).

§ 12. Adverhial expression for the day of the month.

To these instances of the adverbial use of nouns may,

perhaps, be added the phrase by which the Romans designated

the day of the month. Here a locative of the day is inserted

between the preposition and the word which denotes the standard

of reckoning. Thus, "on the fourth day before the Nones of

April," is expressed by ante [die quarto) Nonas Apriles = quarto

die ante Nonas Apriles. And this whole expression is regarded

as one word, which may be dependent on a preposition : thus we

may say, ex ante d. iii. Non. Jan. usque ad pridie Kal. Beptem-

hres, or differre aliquid in ante d. xv. Kal. Novembres. This idiom

was carried so far that even when the Ides themselves were

intended we have the phrase arite Idus instead of Idibus. Thus

Liv. III. 40 : ante Idus Maias decemviros ahtsse magistratu.

If the inserted date was ever written or pronounced in the

accusative case, according to the ordinary practice among

modern Latinists, it is obvious that this must have OTiginated

in an attraction, or in a mistaken usage. The well-known

employment of the locative pridie to indicate the day imme-

diately before the Calends, Nones, or Ides, shows that the other

days must have been expressed in the same case.



CHAPTEE IX.

DECLENSIONS OF THE LATIN NOUN.

§ I. The usual arrangement is erroneous. § 2. General rules for the classification

of Latin nouns. § 3. First or -a declension. § 4. Second or -0 declension.

§ 5. Third declension or consonantal nouns. § 6. A. First class or purely

consonantal nouns. § 7. B. Second class or semi-consonantal nouns,

§ 1. The usual arrangement is erroneous,

THE arrangement of Latin nouns in different declensions {k\l-

aet^) or forms of inflexion has been managed by grammarians

without any regard either to the internal organisation of the

word or to the real convenience of the learner. Among the

ancient grammarians, Yarro proposed a simple convention

—

namely, to distinguish the declensions of nouns according to the

Yowel of the ablative singular {L. L. x. 62, p. 257, Miiller) :

"nam ejus cassuis literarum discriminibus facilius reliquorum

varietatem discernere poterit, quod ei habent exitus, aut in A, ut

liac terra: aut in E, ut hac lance: aut in 1, ut liac levi: aut in

O, ut hoc ccelo: aut in U, ut hoc versu. Igitur ad demonstrandas

declinationes vice prima h^c." Diomedes distinguished seven

declensions, dividing the nouns in -ius, -ium from those in -us,

-um^ and the neuters in -u from the feminines in -us (see Zeitschr.

f. d, Wiss. d. Spr. ill. 315). The favourite and oldest method

in this country has been to consider the noun according to five

distinct declensions. The -a and -o declensions stand in their

proper place at the head of the list. Then follow the conso-

nantal and -i declensions considered as one. And the nouns in

-ti and -e are treated as two distinct schemes of case-formations.

One of the objects, which I proposed to myself in writing a new
Latin Grammar\ was to correct this vicious and faulty exhibi-

tion of the different forms of the noun ; but as I could not

attempt in a merely elementary treatise to explain and justify

1 A complete Latin Grammar for tJie use of learners. Second Edition,

much improved. London, 1860.
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every feature in the system wliicli I have adopted, I have re-

served for the present work a more complete discussion of the

theory of the Latin declensions; and I shall now proceed to

show that the arrangement, which appears in the Latin Gram-

mar, is the only classification which is consistent with the results

of scientific philology ; while I know by experience that it is at

least as easy to the learner.

§ 2. General rules for tlie classification of Latin Nouns.

The true classification of the crude or uninflected forms of

the Latin noun is obviously that of the letters which constitute

the distinctive characteristics. And the crude-form may always

be deduced from the genitive plural by omitting the final syl-

lable whether it be -um or -rum^. Thus we know from the gen.

pi. urhi-um^ that the original form of urh-s must have been

urhi-s, just as conversely we find orh-s, nuh-s, by the side of the

common orhi-s, nube-s. At first sight all these forms fall into

two great divisions, according as they terminate in vowels or

consonants. But while, on the one hand, the vowels themselves

are distinguished by their structure and origin as vowels of

articulation and vocalized consonants, so that the latter belong-

to the consonant class when considered according to the genesis

of the crude-form,—on the other hand the consonants are not

less distinguished among themselves, according to the organ by

which they are uttered, and according to the difference between

mutes and liquids, tlian they are discriminated from the pure

vowels. The scientific or metliodical order of the declensions

must be one which enables us most easily to fall back on the

root of the noun, and on the original form of those pronominal

affixes by which it is extended or developed, before it becomes

the vehicle of the case-endings. And if the vocalized consonants

^ I believe I was the first to call attention to this simple method of

ascertaining the declension-character of Latin nouns from their genitive

plural. The grammarian is not supposed to be making his first ac-

quaintance with the forms of Latin words, and therefore it is no true

objection to say that he cannot know the declension-character till he has

learned the inflexions of the particular noun. It is sufiQ.cient that he is

able to make the classification intelligible at first sight to the learner.
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i and u may be traced to an ultimate Identity with guttural or

labial mutes, it is clear that the nouns of which they are the

characteristics ought to be ranged among the consonant declen-

sions. In this way we shall have two main classes of nouns

—

tliose whose characteristic is one of the pure vowels a or o,

and these may be considered as subdivided into two declensions

;

—and those whose characteristic is a consonant, whether mute,

or liquid, or one of the semi-consonants i and u, considered as a

representative of some mute, and these may be regarded as

constituting one declension. While this scheme of the declensions

is the only arrangement which can be justified on the grounds

of scientific etymology, it is at least as convenient as any other

to the mere learner : for we cannot give any practical rule to a

beginner more simple than that which results from this arrange-

ment—namely, that the vowel-nouns invariably form their geni-

tive plural in -a-rum or -o-riim, which is rarely contracted into

-um: that they form their dative and ablative plural in -is,

which rarely appears under the uncontracted form -hus : that

the accusative singular is always -am or -zim, the accusative

plural -OS or -as, and the ablative singular always -a or -o ; and,

on the other hand, that the consonant-nouns generally form their

genitive plural in -um, which is rarely preceded by the character-

istic r ; that, conversely, they form their dative and ablative plural

in -hus, which rarely, if ever, loses its characteristic h; that the

ablative singular is always e or i; and the accusative plural

always -es, except when the characteristic is ii. These general

distinctions do not apply to the nominative-accusative plural of

neuter nouns, which are uniformly terminated by -a in all declen-

sions. If then the classification, w^hich I am about to explain, is

not only true, but most convenient to the student, there can be

no reason why it should not supersede the old-fashioned method

even in elementary grammars.

§ 3. First or -a Declensmi.

Gen. PI. -A-rum. ,

The Latin -a declension, as compared with the Greek, pre-

sents one remarkable contrast. In pure Latin nouns, the termi-

nation is invariably -a, whereas in corresponding forms the Greek
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declension exhibits -a, -d, -J?, -?;, -7/9. Tims we have not only

cella by the side of a/MWd, but amicitia^ scribd, area, notd, ho-

micidd, by the side of <f)t\id, ra/jLid^, avKed, rpl^r], dvBp6C(f)6pTr}<;.

And even when Greek nouns are transplanted, the same shorten-

ing of the last syllable may take place ; thus Trerpd, ^covrj and

TTVKTT}^ become petrd, zona and pyctd. The explanation of this

phenomenon is to be sought in the general tendency to abbrevia-

tion, which characterizes the Latin language, and which is perhaps

connected with their habit of throwing the accent forward. In

many cases the short d is not merely an extenuation of the syllable,

but an abridgment involving the omission of one or more forma-

tive letters. Thus, as (piXld must be considered as a contraction

of cj)L\i-a-(7d, the same omission must have taken place in ainici-

tia, and we shall see a further proof of this when we come to the

nounsin€5=-ct-2's. A comparison of KpiTTj^, avKea, -rj, and rafila^,

shows us that these words involve the second pronominal element

under the form ia = ya. And we must presume an addition of the

same element in scrib-a = scrih-yas, not-d = not-yasa, homicld-a

— homicid-yas^&ic. The length of the a mfamilids=fam{liais,

familid — familiad, filidhus = fiUa-ihus , films —Jiliam-s, is of

course due to the absorption, in each case, of some original letter,

so recently belonging to the inflexion that it could not be forgotten

;

and with regard to the genitive in particular, we are able to sup-

port this inference by an appeal to a considerable number of

lorms in -aes, which are still found in inscriptions (Corssen, i.

p. 103). That the nom. pi. corresponded in form to the gen.

sing, is proved by the phrase viginti quinque poenas in the xii.

Tables (above, p.. 253).

§ 4. Second or -0 Declension.

Gen. PL -0-rum,

As the nominative of this declension ends in -us or -er = -rus,

and the accusative in -um, it is necessary to state to the beginner

why the characteristic is said to be and not u : but to any one

who has made even a commencement in philology, it is obvious

that while the forms in -0, -drum, -6s could not have sprung from

an original u, the forms, in which a short u appears, would natu-

rally result from a short 6 (above, Ch. vii. § 5). Besides, many
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of these nouns appear hj the side of Greek nouns in -09, and in old

Latin the is still apparent, as in quom for quum, oloes for ollis

or illis, &c. A comparison of ager Avith d<yp6<;, Alexander with

'AX6^avBpo<;, and the like (see Corssen, ii. p. 53), shows that the

Latin forms have suffered an apocope not altogether unlike that

of scriha from scrihyas, &c., and certainly due to the same ten-

dency to abbreviate and throw back the accent. We have nouns

in -ems which are never shortened into -er, as humerus, 7iumerus,

vesjjerus, uterus; and some compounds with the verb-roots fer-

and ger- present both the full form and the apocope; thus we

have armiger by the side of morigerus. In these instances, of

course, the er is retained throughout the declension. But in the

oblique cases of ager and Alexander, as in the corresponding

Greek words, the e is dropt, as might have been expected from its

obvious functions as a merely compensatory insertion. The same

is the case with a great many words of this form, especially

those which exhibit the termination signifying agency, which

corresponds to the Greek -r?;?, ~r7]p, -rcop, fern, -rpia, -rpiS-,

such as magis-ter, mim's-ter, arhi-ter, &c. There is also in

Latin a longer form in -tor, -torts. Those which retain the e

have generally some Greek affinity, which explains the importance

of the letter. Thus jmer must be compared v/ith the Greek

TTotp : llher, llberi = e\evOepo<^ or ^lovvao'^ ekev6epLo<;, is thus

distinguished from It-her, li-hri; gener, generi belongs to <yevo^,

7€i^e[(j]o9, genus, generis, and socer to 6Kvpo<^. It is to be

observed that although ager always loses its e in the oblique

cases, this unessential letter is constantly retained in the com-

pound Jw^erwm = t/ia(7er2^m (above, p. 321). The pronovms tile,

ipse, i&c. for alius, ipsus, &c., are singular instances of a form of

the nominative corresponding to the mere crude-form as it ap-

pears in the vocative of tliis declension.

It is an interesting fact that the Eomans substituted the

second for the third declension in some of the inflexions of

Greek nouns in -ei;?, -6&)9 or -7)^, -ou9. Thus they wrote

Achillei and Ulixei as the genitives of Achilles (^A.'yriXkev^) and

UUsses (OBvcra-ev^), and Pericli for the genitive of Pericles (Jlept-

Kkkr}^). The latter change is partly supported by the Greek

abbreviation of derivatives from kKgo^, such as TiarpoKko^, 'Ere-

okXo^. That Hercules passed into Hercidus or Herclus may be
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inferred from the iiiterjectlonal vocative Hercule or Hercle, used

like the Greek vocative 'llpd/cXei^ ! \

§ 5. Third Declension of consonantal Nouns.

It has been already remarked, that nouns of the third declen-

sion are arranged according to the nature of the characteristic

consonant, which precedes the case-ending; and that they fall

into two great classes according as they retain the consonant or

vocalize it into ^ or a. The characteristic is very often lost in

the nominative singular, but it may always be recovered by a

careful examination of the oblique cases.

§ 6. A. First class or purely consonantal Nouns.

Gen. PL -B-um, -P-um.

(a) Labial nouns are limited to some few in &, generally

shortened from forms in -^, as plehs (also plehes)^ scohs (also

scohts), scrohs (also scrohis), trahs, urhs (anciently urhis), and

some few in j), as daps, stijps (also stipes or stipis), stirps (an-

ciently sttrpis), to which must be added compounds in cip- from

capio, as man-ceps, mum-ceps, partt-ceps, prin-ceps. To the

same class of compounds we must refer for-ceps, " a pair of pin-

cers," the first syllable referring to the "opening" or "door,"

which this instrument makes in order to grasp the object. Simi-

larly we IdSiYe for-fex, " a pair of scissors," from facio, and for-

pex, " a pair of curling-tongs," from^ec-^o.

Gen. PL -G-um, ~C-um.

{h) Guttural nouns are a more numerous group, and the

tenuis c is a more common characteristic than the medial ^. Of
the latter class we have only the primitive frux (frug-)

,
grex

{greg-) ,
and strix {strig-) : and the verbals lex (root leg-)

, rex

(root reg-), with the compounds il-lex, inter-rex, con-jux (root

jug-), remex (root ag-). Supellex is an abridgment of the form

1 Sir E Bulwer Lytton gives an exemplification of his imperfect

scholarship when in his Pompeii he makes a Roman swear per Hercle.

In the passage of Gellius, iii. 5 : per hercle rem mirandam dicit Aris-

toteles, we have the usual tmesis of the intensive per, as in Cicero de

Oratore, i. 49 : per mihi mirimi visum est.
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in -U- indicated by the genitive sujjellectilis, and tlie x does not

represent a g but cts. The same is the case with senex, which

conversely exhibits a shortened form in its genitive senis: cf.,

however, senectus, seneca, senecio, &c. The root of sen-ex is to

be sought in the Sanscrit san-d, and the old Saxon and H. G.

sin, '' always," found also in the Gothic sin-teins; and we have

the same root in sem-per, opposed to nu-per, as sen-ex to novus

(below, Cli. X. § 6). The idea of sen-ex is that of advanced

longevity rather than that of relative age, which is expressed by
major, maximus, with or without natu; and similarly minor, mini-

mus, is used instead ofjunior. In Persius we find Aristophanes

designated 2,'^ prcEgrandis senex (i. 124), and as Cratinus is men-

tioned in the same passage, the epithet cannot refer to the great

age of the other poet, but must mean that he was the most illus-

trious representative of the old comedy (comozdia prisca, Hor. I.

Serm. IV. 2; comoedia vetus, id. Ars Poet. 281). The substantive

senium is often used to denote antiquity in general, as in Statins

Silv. I. 3, 38 : venerahile lucorum senium. I have intimated the

possibility (above, p. 203) that in old Etruscan etere, which seems

to denote " an elder son," may be connected with vetus. But there

is no authority for this use of the word in Latin. With a geni-

tive vetus may signify experienced [gnarus), as in Silius, iv.

332 : gnaros helli veteresque lahorum, and this is common enough

in Tacitus, as in Annal. \i. 4-4:: vetus regnandi. It might be

supposed that this is the meaning of veterrimum liherorum in

YI. 31, which cannot signify '' the eldest of his sons." But the

absence of the genitive, and the whole context, induce me
to suppose that the text is corrupt, and that we ought to read

teterrimum instead of veterrimum. The word veteres occurs im-

mediately after; and the scevitia of the father would lead us to

expect an ejjithet which would signify '• most tyrannical; " cf.

Cic. Tusc. Bisjp. I. 40; Vatin. ni. fin.; Res])uhl. II. 12. In nix

the X represents gv or qv : cf. ninguo. The genitive nivis may
be compared with vlvo=-qvigvo, struo =sfruquo, &c. The gen.

plur. of nix, nivis, nivlum, and merx, mercis, ynerclum, shows

that these nouns really belong to the I declension. The tenuis

c is the characteristic of a number of primitive nouns, such as

fo.x [fac-), lux [luc-), codex icodic-), comix {comic-), &c. : it also

appears in nouns containing the root of c verbs, as dux {due-),

D. V. 23
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ju-dcx (die-), and other nouns from dico; j^ol-Iex (lie-), and other

nouns from licio; ard-fex {fic-), and other nouns from facio

;

and we find a great number of feminines in -trix corresponding

to real or possible masculines in tor, such as nutrix [nutric-),

ohstetrix [obstetric-), &c. The last word deserves some speci?d

notice, as showing the true meaning of oh in composition. For

ohstetrix must mean ''a woman who st?.nds by to assist"—

a

Beisteherin—and TTapacrrrjvac or av/JLTrapacrTpjvaL is especially

used to denote this hi/standing or assistance in childbirth : so

Pind. 01. YI. 42: irpavfiyTiv r '"EXevdco av/JLirapio-Tacrev re

Molpa^: cf. 01. XI. 54. If then ohsto may signify " to assist,"

like TrapLCTTT]fit, as well as "to oppose," it can only bear this

meaning in consequence of the sense of extension, continuance,

and perseverance borne by oh; and thus of-ficium may denote

" beneficial aid," though of-ficio signifies harm and hinderance.

Compare the two applications of our word 'pre-vent, which means

to go before, either for the purpose of clearing the way, or for

the purpose of obstructing the passage. From this explanation

of ohstetr-ix, it is plain that Stator does not imply, actively,

" one who causes to stand," but " one who stands by, ready to

help "

—

qui stat ojjem latiirus—of a j9rcesens Divus, according to

the proper meaning of that term, as in Cic. Tusc. Disj?. I. 12,

§ 28 :
" Hercules tantus et tarn jprcesens habetur deus."

Gen. PL -D-um, -T-um, -B-um.

(c) The most numerous and important class of the purely

consonantal nouns are those v/hich have a dental mute for their

characteristic ; for while the labial and guttural nouns are limited

to the masculine and feminine, these exhibit also some neuter

nouns of very common occurrence.

(a) Masculine and feminine nouns in -d are such as ^je5

['ped-), frons [frond-), vas {vdd-)^, and its derivatives ^^r<as5

(=prce-vad-), custos (custo-vad-) , s^nd merces [merce-vad-) (above,

1 This word is interesting from its connexion with the Low-German
weed, or wad^ " a pledge," found in tvad-set, wed-ding, S^c. Another form

was bad, as in the old compact gif bad genumen sy on monnes orfe, " if a

pledge be taken for a man's chattels;" and from this comes our bet.

From the Low Latin vad-iare comes the Romance guadiare, guaggiare,

and our ivager. (See Palgraye, History of the Anglo-Saxons, Fref. p. xxi.).
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p. 146); jj>(2?w5 {pcilud-), &c. Masculine and feniinines nouns in

~t, are sucli as dens [dent-), froiis {front-), jyars [part-), comes

[comit-), qu'ies [quiet-), nejjos [ne]?dt-) ; a very long list of abstract

words in -tas [-tat-) , as hom-tas, with a smaller number of supple-

mentarj forms in -tus [-tut-), as virtus : and active participles in

-7is [-nt-), which are occasionally used as nouns, as serpens [ser-

pent-), &c. The genitive plural in -imn proves that there must

have been originally older forms in -tis of those nouns in -t or

-d, in which the characteristic is preceded by another consonant;

cf. dens, gen. pi. dentium, with sementis. This remark applies

also to many of the nouns in -a[ti)s, -e[ti)s, t[ti)s (see the exam-

ples collected by Corssen, ii. pp. 57, 58).

(/S) J^euter nouns of this class originally and properly termi-

nated in -t. Although caput, gen. capitis (for which the oldest

MSS. of Lucretius give capud), is the only word in which the

characteristic is retained unaltered, Greek analogies and many
collateral indications enable us to see at once what nouns belonged

to this dental declension. Some Greeks nouns in -//-a = y^aT- =
fjuevT- [New Crat. § 114) have been naturalized in Latin, such as

poema, gen. poematis ; and lac, gen. lactis, retains more of the

termination in the nominative than the corresponding <yaX.a, gen.

f^aXaKTo^. The r, which is lost in iceap, cor^ is represented

by the medial in KapBla, cordis. Though carmen (cf. carmen-

tis), agmen (cf. armentum), have omitted the characteristic t, not

only in the nominative, but also in the oblique cases carmi-

nis, agminis, &c., they at all events retain the ])receding liquid,

which is lost altogether in the Greek neuters in -yua, -{xaTo^.

And while corpus, opus, &c. agree with relx'^^ ii^ softening the r

into 9, they retain some trace of it in the r of the oblique cases,

where the Greek, according to the rule [Neiv Crat. § 114), has

dropt the 9 betvfeen the two vowels. There is an assimilation

of the t in the oblique cases of os, oss-is (cf. oar-eov)^, mel, melUs

(cf. fjbekL-r)
, fel, fellis, and far, farris. The exceptional foi-ms

jecur [silso jechio?^), iter (also itiner), and jubar, probably ended

originally in -ra/, like the Greek ^Trap for rjirpar, gen. rjiraTo^;.

The following table will show the gradual degeneration of the

forms
:

^ The gen. pi. ossium shows that this word stood for osii and belonged

to the -i declension.

28—2
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a /3, /3, 13, /3, 7
caput lac\t\ cor os[t\ carmen\_t\ corpus

capit-is lact-is cord-is oss-is carmi-nis corpor-is.

Here it will be observed that in a the t is preserved intact;

that in ^^ it is lost after another consonant in the nominative,

and preserved in the oblique cases; that in ^^ it is retained in the

medial form which comes nearer to the preceding liquid r (above,

p. 303); that in /^g it is assimilated to s; that in /3^ it is altoge-

ther dropt after n; and that in 7 it is softened into s and r. In

comparing corpus, corpor-is, with Tel^o<^, Tet%e-o9, we observe

that, although the latter has lost the cr, according to the rule,

because it is flanked by two vowels, it could retain the neuter

characteristic before a consonant : thus we have opea-^to^ from

0/309, cra/c€cr-7ra\o<; from o-dKo<;, &c. Similarly, that the r or s

which takes the place of t in the Latin nouns, is retained in de-

rivatives, like gener-osus, from genus, generis, rohus-tus from

rohur, and tempes-tas from tempus.

Gen. PI. -L-um, -N-um, -R-um.

id) Liquid nouns are generally of dental origin, and many
of them recal to our recollection the neuter nouns, which have

just been mentioned. The only noun in m is the word hiem-p-s^

gen. hiemis, which is probably the corruption of a longer form

in mn : cf. ydix(£)v and %et/za = ^eliievr. There are a few nouns

in I, as sol, sol-is, sal, salis (which is neuter, as well as mascu-

line, and which, in that use, has lost a final t), nihil (for niliilurri),

which is neuter and undeclined, and some compounds derived

from salio, as consul, prce-sid, ex-sul. The great majority of

liquid nouns have crude forms in n or r = s. Of the former we
have some in -0, -mis; many in -do, -edo, -ido, -tudo, of which

the genitive is formed in -dim's, &c.; others in -go, -ago, -igo,

-ligo, which have their genitives in -ginis, &c. ; others, again, in

-0, -io, -mo, -sio, -tio, which form the genitive in -d7iis, &c. It

is superfluous to give examples of all these different classes. In

comparing caro^, gen. carnis, with virgo, gen. virgmis, we see

that two liquids in the former have coalesced to the exclusion of

the short ^; and virgo = virgin-is differs from sermo =serm6n-s,

The orioinal form of the nom. was carnis; see Liv. xxxvii, 3.
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just as SaifMcov = halixov-^ differs from yeiyboav — %e/yLtft)i/-9, or as

iroiyu7)v = TTOiyLtez/-? differs from cr7r\rjv= aifKrjv-^. In some of the

nouns in s = rthis characteristic represents the neuter^; such

are ces, gen. ceris, rus, gen. ruris, os, gen. oris, ver, gen. veris^

&c. Other nouns in r really belong to the t declension, as

laquear, gen. laquedris. But we have a large number of mas-

culine and feminine nouns of which r is the genuine character-

istic. These are formed in -er, or -es, or -us, -eris, as mulier,

Ceres, Venus; in -or or os, -oris, as labor, jios ; in -ur, -uris, as

augur; in -ur = -us, -uris, as tellus ; in -or, -oris, as arbor: we
have an important class of nouns denoting agency, and ending

in -ter, -tris, as j[)a-ter, ma-ter, &c., to which must be added

u-ter, u-tris, ven-ter, ven-tris, and the compound ac-cipi-ter (-fris)

from accipio : cf. carpys, the Etruscan word for a falcon (above,

p. 184). The instrumental ending in -ter is extended, in a very

numerous class of nouns, to -tor, -torts, assibilated to -sor, soris

;

thus we have due-tor from duc-o, ara-tor from aro, mom-tor

from moneo, sponsor from spondeo, &c. We have seen that the

r often appears as s in the nominative ; in two nouns an e is

changed into i in this case;—thus we have cinis, cineris and

pulvis, pulveris. In consonantal derivatives from nouns in r^ as

in the corresponding neuter-forms, this characteristic is retained

as a simple sibilant; thus, from Venus, Veneris, we have venus-

tas; from honor, honoris, hones-tas; from arbor, arboris, arbus-

tum; &c.

§ 7. B. Second class or semi-consonantal Nouns.

Gen. PL I-um, E-rum — a-I-rum.

[a) Nouns in i exhibit some phenomena of considerable

linguistic importance, which have eluded the observation of all

previous grammarians. It has been shown elsewhere that the

termination i, as a guttural residuum, is derived from the second

pronominal element. But it appears as an extension not only

of other pronominal affixes, but even of the second pronoun in

many of its forms, and especially under the form c = k. Thus

we have not only a large class of Greek adjectives in -/co?, and

nouns in -/c-?, but we have also the extensions -k-l<;, -K-eo^, &c.,

in which that element is repeated under a softened or vocalized

form. Similarly in Latin, although the substantives in x — c-s or
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g-s form tlieir genitive plural in -um and are therefore independent

of anj additional elements, adjectives of the same form show by

their ablative in -i and their genitive plural in -mm, that the

full ending of their crude form is not c-, but c-i. It has been

already remarked that some nouns in J-, c-, p-, or t- [d) either

have by-forms in -hi-, -ci-, -2?z-, or -ti-, or must have been origi-

nally formed in /. The shortened form is confined to the singular

number, for the gen. pi. is invariably in -lum. And it is to be

observed that the syncope generally takes place in nouns in

which a mute is preceded either by the liquid n or r, or by a

long vov/el. Thus we have mens for mentis, fronds for frondis,

urhs for U7^his, jxirs for parti's, 7nerx for mercis, a number of

nouns in -as, -es, -is, for -atis, -etis, -itis, as cujas for ciijatis,

Cceres for Coiretis or Cceritis, Samnis for Samnitis, the longer

forms of the latter being still found in the older poets ^, and a

class of nouns in -al and -ar for -ale and -are, as animal for am-
male, pulvindr for pulvindre. There are, however, not a i^w

nouns which are liable to the same syncope, though the penul-

tima in the original form was short; thus we have scohs for scohis,

fax ioYfacis, caro{n) for carnis, par ioY 2:)aris, celer for celeris, adejjs

for adi^is, sal (when masc.) for salis, &c. The appearance of

-nil- instead of -nt-, as the characteristic formation of the parti-

ciple, connects itself with a very interesting fact—namely, that

forms in -nts in Greek and Latin stand beside forms in -ntus and

-ndus. From the regular change of -vt^ in Greek into -ntus in

Latin— as when we have 7rd<; = iravr-'^ by the side of quantus, or

Tapa^ = TdpavT-^ by the side of Tarentum—no inference can be

drawn. But as -d- is generally, if not always, a shortened form

of the articulation which appears as the second personal pronoun

and the second numeral, and as we have verbal forms in -dus

(as cup){dus, &c.) by the side of verbals in -reo?, -rt'?, -Ti9, it is

not unreasonable to conclude that if orien-t-s = oriu-n-dus, the

former is an abridgment of orien-tis analogous to sementis, &c.,

and this explains the genitive plural in -iam. Although there

1 The original form is also indicated by the accent ; for, although

Latin words are generally barytone, nouns in -d{t)s have the accent on

the last syllable just like those which have an apocopated enclitic, as

iridc\ tant6n\ and the like.
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are some nouns in -i- which retain their characteristic throughout

the cases—as sitis, Tiheris, fehris, puppis, &c.,—it not unfre-

quentlj happens that the shorter vowel e is substituted in the

nom., ace, and abL sing.,- and this is always the rule in the nom.

and ace. pi. So that, generally, the criterion of a noun in i is

furnished only by the form of the gen. pi. Thus, although we
have 7iubes, niibem^ nuhe, nubes^ we have always nub-i-um. The
peculiar nouns in -es= -a-is, in wliich this characteristic ^ is ap-

pended to a crude form in -a, sometimes appearing as a distinct

noun of the first declension (cf. mater-m, " the mother-stuff," or

"materials," vXt], with matertes = mate7na-is), always retain this

e = ai, and consequently exhibit the full or proper form of the

gen. pi. in -7nim. For, according to the rule, s = r is not usually

elided except between two short vowels, and the contraction

e — ai produces the same result as the contractions d = a-e and

= o-e in the first and second declension, so that we have arum

— a-erum, orum = o-erum and erum = a-irum. As cants, juvenis

and vates form the gen. pi. in -um, we infer from this simple fact

tliat they are as improperly included in the -i- declension as

other nouns are excluded from it. If we compare cams with

Kvoiv = Kvov-<^, we shall see that the i is merely an unorganic in-

sertion after the liquid, and the same is the case with juvenis;

whereas vates must be explained on the same principle as the

Greek compounds in -779 from neuter nouns in -0?, which exhibit

the lengthened form only in the nom. and accus. {New Crat.

§ 228). The neuter nouns in -e, which are shown by their abl.

sing, in -^, their nom. accus. pi. in -la, and their gen. pi. in -ium,

to belong to the class of -i nouns, are really the neuter forms of

adjectives in -is. Compare, for example, moenia with com-munis,

mare and mille with acris, agilis, rete with restis and irretire,

animal for animate with cequalis, &c. One of the strongest

proofs that the additional -i is an indication of the adjectival in-

flexion is furnished by the fact that while the immoveable vetus,

veteris, forms its gen. pi. in -imi, and while celer, denoting "a

horseman," has no gen. pi. but celerum, the regularly inflected

adjective celer, celeris, celere, has a gen. pi. celer-ium. The same

inference maybe drawn from the relation between /raws a d vas,

&c. (below Ch. XIII. § 12). With regard to the nouns in I and

r in particular, we mast consider that the extensions in -Us and
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-ris are the basis of further extensions in -leus and -rius, such

as nuc-leus, 'pTceto-rms ^ &c., which in Greek would sometimes

appear as -Xl-ko^, and for this there is an occasional parallel in

Latin, as in fame-li-cus. The following classification will show

how far the whole group of i nouns has retained or lost the

original characteristic.

{a) The characteristic i is retained in the singular, as in

sitis, Tiheris, ftbris^ piippis.

{h) The characteristic * is omitted or changed into e in the

nom. sing., but retained in the abb, as in mare, animal, pid-

vviar, OS (gen. ossis).

(c) The characteristic i is omitted or changed into e in the

nom. sing., and e always appears in the abb sing., as in urhs,

nuhes, merx, pars, Arjyiiias, Quirts.

{d) The characteristic is absorbed by the contraction of a-i

into e, which becomes a new cliaracteristic, and is retained

throughout, as in dies for dia-is.

As this last class of nouns never exhibits the original form

even in the gen. pb, and as it coincides in inflexions with the a

declension, of Avhich it is an extension, it might be convenient

on some accounts to place it next to the nouns in a. We should

then have representatives of the three primary vo^wels a, e, o,

and as the original r of the genitive plural is not omitted except

between two short vowels, these vowel-nouns would have this

consistent distinction from all the others, while tlie dat. and abb

diebus would be paralleled by the occasional forms deahus, and

the gen. diei, dies woukl stand by the side of occasional forms

like aquai, familias. These resemblances between the first and

fifth declensions of the ordinary grammars have induced Bopp
(Vergl. Gramm. p. 141 sqq.) to identify these forms of the Latin

noun, on the assumption that the a of the first declension was ori-

ginally a, and that the difference, for example, between materies

and materia is simply that between the Ionic rj and the Doric a.

To the obvious objection that the nom,. sing, of the e nouns in-

variably exhibits a final s, which is always wa.nting in the a

nouns, not only in liatin, but in Sanscrit, Zend, Greek, Gothic,

and Lithuanian, Bopp replies by asserting that si^ecies and cani-

ties are linguistic patriarchs, exhibiting a more original form of
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the other declension ! This is, to say the least, a strange asser-

tion from a comparative philologer ; for it substitutes an arbitrary

conjecture, for an unexceptionable induction. If Bo])p had been

thoroughly acquainted with the structure of the Greek and Latin

languages, he would have seen that the ultimate form of the

feminine always terminates in a short a, and that the forms in a,

77, always involve some absorption of a or t. That the nouns in

-es are really nouns in -{- formed on the basis of nouns in -a,

may be shown by a few simple considerations. It is admitted

by all philologers that in Latin e = ai. Thus amemiis = amaimics,

and so forth (Bopp, Ver(/. Gram. p. (}Q). Therefore dies = dia-{s

(cf. didnus, &c.), mater{gs= mater ia-ts (cf. materia), &c.. With the

exception of the gen. pL, which is fomid only in two nouns, dies

and res, the e nouns are inflected throughout in accordance with

the forms of the i- declension, supposing the contraction ai — e.

For there is good authority for the gen. sing, in -es. Why the

gen. pi. in -eriim is of such rare occurrence and whether the form

in -ium was ever found, are questions which it is difficult to

answer. It is clear that Cicero objected to specierum [Toj^ic. 7),

Quintilian to sperum (i. 6, § 26) ; and though we have, in late or

obsolete authors, such forms ^^ facierum (Cato, aj). Frisc. p.. 782)

and glacierum (Sidon. Apollon. E'pist. 4, 6 extr.), this proves

no more than the occurrence of lapiderum and the like (above,

p. 334). On the whole, there cannot be any doubt that the

nouns in es = ais ought to be placed after the nouns in i of which

they are a contracted declension.

Gen. PI. -U-imu

(/3) It may be inferred that nouns in u either included or

were ultimately identical with the nouns in -?*, which have just

been discussed. Thus in Greek -v-<; was originally - F^9 or -vt^,

and the Oscan Ke-us stands by the side of the Latin ci-vis

(above, p. 149). In most existing instances, however, this ^* has

been lost, and we have either a noun in v, declined like the

purely consonant-nouns, or a form in which the u is retained

throughout, just as the { alone keeps its place in the most regular

of the i nouns. Of the former class, we have only two remain-

ing: hos for hov-s (Greek /SoO?), gen. hov-is, and Jiis for Jov-s

(Greek Zeu?), gen. Jov-is. The nominative of this latter noun
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is alway-s connected with imter under tlie form of Jupiter, corre-

sponding more nearly to the Greek vocative. Thus Catullus

(lxiv. [lxvi.], 48) translates the line of Callimachus word for

word as follows:

ZeO Trdrep, cos Xa.\v(3(ov irau aTroXoiro yivos.

Ju~piter ut Chalybon ornne genus pereat.

The analogy between the nouns in t and u will be seen from

the following comparison

:

N. impp-is trib-iis K A. ret\i=^e corn-u

a. piqjp-is trih-us G. rei-is corn-US

D. 'pujpp-i trihu-i or triou D. ret-i corn-u

A. pupp-im trih-um N. pi. ret-ia corn-ua

Abl. pupp-i trib-ib G. pL 7'et-iitm corii-uum

a. pi. pupp-ium trib-uum

There are two nouns of the i declension, which deserve es-

pecial consideration, not only on their own account, but also on

account of some remarkable assonances in the cognate languages,

which might lead to misconception or confusion :—these are res,

''a thing or object," and mare, "the sea." I have shovrn, in

another Avork, that res = h-ra-ts is a derivative from Mr = ')^e[p

(Varro, L. L. IV. 26), and that it must therefore be compared

with the Greek %/oeo9, xpda, y^priiia, to which it bears the same

relation as Icena, luridus, &c. do to ^(Xalva, ')(Xcdp6'^, &c. Con-

sequently, res is "that which is handled," and means an object

of thought in accordance with that practical tendency of the

Roman mind which made them regard all realities as necessarily

palpable^, whereas the Greeks were contented with the evidence

of the eyes. Thus, while a Greek declared his certainty by the

predicates ipapjrj<;^, epi^avr]^, cratpy^, &c., referring to light,

^ Ariosto (Orlando Furioso, vii. 1) speaks of the vulgar belief as de-

pendent on the sight and touch combined :

Che '1 sciocco vulgo non gli vuol da fede,

Se non le vede e tocca chiare e piane.

2 For this use of ivapyrjs we may compare ^schyl. Pei^s. 179 : aXX*

ovbenco tolovS* ivapyh 6tSo'/x7;z/ with Soph. Track. 11: cfiotTMv ivapyrjs rav-

pos; which is opposed to dv8p?Lco Kvr€i I3ov7rp(opos or the partial assumption

of the bovine form. Just in the same way we find in Shakspere

(K. John, I. 2) :

Mine eye hath well examined his parts,

And finds them perfect Richard.
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the Eoman brouglit eveiy thing to the test of the touch, and

pronounced a thing "manifest" [mani-festa res) when he could

reach out his hand and feel it. AVith the Greeks the idea of

handling was connected with that of facility, rather than with

that of evidence: thus ev^ep-q<^, "easy," is opposed to hv(Tj(epr]^^

"difficult:" and as ^aprj in old Greek was a synonym of ^elp

(and probably akin to maims), eu/xaprj^; is a common equivalent

to ev'x^eprj^ [Scliol. Veil, ad Iliad. XV. 37). N'ow this word fiapr]

brings us to the first of those apparent resemblances between the

Greek and Latin, against which I would caution the student.

For the Etymolog. Magn. directly connects /ndp-rv^ " a witness"

with /jidpr) " a hand," and thus brings us back to the Roman
manifesta res; the compiler says (p. 78, 11): fidprv^; 6 p.dp-^lra^

teal el8co<; to dXijOh. But, as 1 have shown elsev\^here {Neio

Crat. § 450), fidprv^ is not immediately connected with /JidpT],

but belongs to the same application of the root as me-mor, fiip-

ijuLva, &c., so that it is expressive rather of the memory and

spoken record than of the certainty of the thing declared. And
here we have a remarkable diiference between the Greek and

Roman conceptions of "truth." For while the Greek iidprv^

refers to memory, and the Greek d\7]6r]^ to the absence of for-

getfulness, the Latin testis refers us to testa a piece of earthen-

ware used as a proof, ticket, or symholum (cf. tessera, which is for

testera, and not from the Greek Teaaape^), and verus, like the

Teutonic ivdr and the Lithuanian geras, which mean both verus

and lonus (Graff, S2Jrsch. 1. 913), indicates the certainty, good-

ness, validity, and protection, on which we may rely with confi-

dence. It is well known to Latin scholars that vei^us even in

the classical writers not unfrequently recurs to its original mean-

ing, and denotes rather that which is good, right, and proper,

than that which is true as a matter of fact. Thus, in Livy, ii.

48 : verum esse hahere eos qiiorum sanguine et sudore partum sit,

And Milton says {Farad. Reg. i. 82) :

I saw ,

A perfect dove descend

;

i.e. ivapyrjs TvepKTrepd. Aristotle (Eth. Nicom. I. 1, 3) uses evapyijs and

(f}av€p6s as synonymous expressions for that which falls within the reach

of our ordinary experience.
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'* it was right and proper that those should have it by whose blood

and labour it Jiad been obtained." Cf. III. 40, xxxii. 33, XL.

16; Ccesar, B. G. iv. 8; Virgil. JEn, xii. 696; Horace, 2 Serm.

III. 312; 1 Epist. VII. 98. This meaning is sometimes made

more clear bj the addition of (Equiis, as in Horace, 1 Epist. xii.

23: nil Grosplius nisi veriim orahit et ceqiLwn. And decens is

similarly added, as in Horace, 1 Epist. I. 11: quod verum atque

decens euro et rogo et omnis in lioc sum (see Gronovius and Dra-

kenborch on Liv. Ii. 48). Again, ixapT] bears an outward resem-

blance to the Latin mare^ the other word under discussion, and

the syllabic correspondence is strengthened by our knowledge of

the fact, that Oevap. which denotes "the hollow of the hand," is

also used to signify "the surface of the sea" (see Pind. Istlim,

III. 74). But these are merely accidental coincidences: for, as

we have seen above (p. 90), ma-re and the Sclavonian mo-re

must be referred to the Semitic D^'O , the second syllable being

that which appears in the Greek yaew, the Etruscan r^7, &c.

Besides, mare does not signify " the surface of the sea," but the

mass of water, as opposed to dry-land. The surface of the

w^ater is denoted by pelagus, directly borrowed from the Greek

TreXayo^, which is connected with irXd^, and means " an extended

sheet of water;" hence TriXayo^ signifies ''the high-sea," and

TreXdyto^ means "out at sea" {New Crat. § 280), If a river

had burst its banks and covered a large expanse of country, it

would be called a mare^ or "flood," and might in that case ex-

hibit 2^ pelagus or "wide surface of water." Thus Virgil says

of the mouth of the Po {.^n. i. 246)

:

It mare proruptum, et pelago premit arva sonanti.

" It rushes forth in a food, and covers the lands with a roaring

sheet of wafer.'' This view of the origin and signification of

ma-re is important with reference to its form as a noun in ?'. We
see this i in other words involving the root re, as ri-vus, ri-l,

&c. ; and considering the general meaning of adjectives in -is,

we must come to the conclusion that ma-r-e is the neuter of an

adjective ma-re-is = ma-r-is = v8popp6o<;. To return to res = lira-

is, the termination seems to indicate it as a doing, rather than as

a thing done—as a ^^ hand-ling'" (Jiandlung) rather than as a

work,—as a XPV^^'^ rather than as a y^prjiia. Practically, how-
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ever, res means a mere object of thought, a thing which is or

may be handled; and this appears still more clearly from the

use of re-or, " I think," i. e. " I propose a res to my mind," and
its derivative ra-tio (from ra-tns), which implies the action of

the verb, and denotes the mode or act of thinking. Still, it may
be seen, by a little care in the examination, that the fixed or

passive meaning of res is quite consistent with its original use as

a noun of action. As we shall see, vv^hen we come to the gerun-

dia and gerundiva, the difference between active and passive

becomes evanescent when we descend to the infinitive or abstract

use of a word. When we are speaking of the " winding-up of a

business," "the closing of a shop," &c., it is obvious that we
direct attention to the thing done, rather than to the act of doing

it. Just so with res as opposed to ratio. Between these two the

substantive reus and the verb reor may be presumed to inter-

vene. Jl res means a "handling," or " action," reus will denote

the person implicated in the action ; and as res, in a legal sense,

denotes the cause and object of the controversy, in the same

technical application reus will denote a person accused or im-

peached

—

cujus res agitur. And as ratio has no existence save

through the verb reor, it must mean something more than the

mere bodily handling implied by res. It must denote a mental

operation consequent upon this contact. And, in point of fact,

ratio always implies some intellectual process, or the plan and

system which emanate from it While res or res familiaris is

the property, ratio is the account kept; res jpiiblica is the state or

object of government, ratio is the mode of governing ; res is the

outer world, as in natura rerum, &c., ratio is the inner reason,

which deals with it theoretically. And tliis opposition is even

carried so far that, while verhorum ratio is the arrangement of

words, or the style (Cic. de Oraiore, ii. 15, § 64), we have

rerum ratio (§ 63) for "history," or the arrangement of facts

and actions.

The neuters in e of this declension are interesting as examples

of the form which appears by the side of all masculine and

feminine adjectives in -is, as tristis^ neut. triste. Of course this

theory assures us that the original ending of their neuter must

have been -id, just as ante was originally antid. And this

inference is confirmed by an obsolete neuter in -is, which bears
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the same relation to -id that corpus^ oinis^ &c., do to the original

corpud, opiid^ &c. This neuter is found in j)otis^ satis ^ by the

side Q>i.])ote and sat (for sate) ; thus, Lucret. I. 452

:

Conjunctum est id, quod nunquam sine perniciali

Discidio fotls est sejungi seque gregari.

V. 716:

Corpus enim licet esse aliud, quod fertur et una

Labitur omnimodis occursans efficiensque,

Nee fotis est cerni, quia cassum lumine fertur.

Terent. Adelpli. IV. 1, 5: " ita fiat et istoc, si quid fotis est

rectius." Catull. Lxxv. 24: "quod noxv potis est." Lxxi. 7

:

"qui jiotis est." Corn. I^ep. Epam. 4: " abstinentise erit hoc

5<2^2s testimonium :" of. Hannih. 6. These passages are quoted

bj Schwartze, das alte ^gypten, I. p. 637. The same expla-

nation applies to necessus for necessum or necesse, in the Senatus

Consultum de BaccIianaJihus. The neuter in -is is sometimes a

representative of -us for -itis, as in magis (by the side oimage)^

nimis, tdtis [Zeitschr. f. Vergl. Sprf. ill. p. 277 seq.) ; comp.

aligiiantis-per, pauUis-per^ tantis-per, &c.
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§ 1. General Definitions.

THE term pronoun, in accordance with its original meaning

{pronomen, dvrcovvfMLa), ought to denote only those words

which are used as substitutes for nouns. But according to that

which appears to me to be the only scientific classification, all

w^ords fall into two great divisions,

—

pronouns, or words which

indicate space or position; and loords containing roots, which

express the positional relations of general attributes. The former

do not allow any admixture with the other element of language

:

the latter require the addition of at least one pronominal sufiix

to make them words. I have therefore proposed^ to call the

pronouns, or positional words, the organizing, constituent, or

formative element of inflected language, and the roots I would

designate as the material element of human speech. With this

extension of meaning the term pronoun will include not only the

personal, demonstrative, and relative words, which it generally

denotes, but also the prepositions, the conjunctions, and those

adverbs which are not merely cases of nouns.

§ 2. Personal Pronouns.

Although the verb has three persons, tlie Latin language

does not use more than two personal pronouns or general indi-

cations of the nominative case. For, although ego and tu may be

used with the first and second persons of the verb, which, as w^e

shall see, are not consistently expressed by the inflexions, with

the third person, which always ends in -t or -tur, the nominative

is either omitted or expressed by a noun substantive. Wheji,

however, in tlie objective construction it is necessary to introduce

1 New Crat. § 128.
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a pronoun referring to the nominative of the verb, we employ

the reciprocal or reflexive se. Thus, although diceha-t is a suf-

ficient expression of " he said, or used to saj," we must introduce

se before an infinitive expressing the assertion ; as : diceha-t SE

esse bonum virum., " he said that he (the person, in question,

who said) was a good man;" and as we should write ego

diceba-m me esse^ or tu diceha-s TE esse, w^e may infer an ori-

ginal pronoun of the third person beginning with s- and corre-

sponding to the Greek 6 or T^ just as e corresponds to se. But

this form occurs only in the oblique cases, sui, sihi, se, and in the

particles si-c, si-ne, si, and se-d.

The original inflexions of the two personal pronouns were as

follows

:

Sing.

N. e-go or ego-met tu or tu-te

G. mis ti-s

D. mi-hi (for ini-Ji or mi-hi) ti-hi

A. me-Jie te-he

Abl. me-d te-d.

For the plural, or rather the collective form, of the personal

pronouns, we have two difierent roots corresponding to vodl and

(T(j)cdL, which are used as the dual in Greek ; and from these

roots we have the nom., ac, voc. 72o-s, vo-s; dat., abl. no-hi-s,

vo-hl-s. According to the analogy of v&lv, a^wlv, we ought also

to have genitives no-uiii or no-sum, and vo-um or vo-sum. But

these are not found. Indeed, although the singular genitives

mis, tis, which may have been originally forms in -jus, like

hu-jus, e-jus, &c., retained their use as late as Plautus, these also

became obsolete in classical Latinity, and the genitive forms for

the singular and plural were derived from the possessive adjec-

tives metis, tuus, nos-ter, ves-ter. The connexion between the

genitive and the epithet is well known [Neio Crat. § 298),

and in all languages the possessive may take the place of the

genitive of a pronoun. But in Latin and Greek we have not

only a possessive in direct adjectival agreement with its noun,

but, by a singular attraction, we have the genitive of the pos-

sessive used as if it were the genitive of the pronoun itself. I

call this an attraction, for I think it must be explained by a

transition from those idiomatic collocations, in which a dependent
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genitive stands by tlie side of the possessive. Thus we may say

not only mea scrijpta, "my writings," for "the Avritings of me,"

but even mea scripta recitare timentis (Hor. I. Serm. 4, 2^),

"the writings of me fearing to recite;" and not only 77/^eTe/oa

epi?, "our contention," for "the contention of us," but even

dyadoov €pt<; ij/juerepa (^schyl. Eum. 975), "the contention of

us good persons." We see then how easy the transition may be

from such phrases as mea unius ojpera resjpvhlica est salva, or

vestris paucorum respondet laudihus, to earn unius tui studio

me assequi posse confido, or vestriim omnium voluntati paruit.

Hence we find that ultimately mei and tui were the only geni-

tives of ego and tu^ and nostri or nostrum, and vestri or vestrum,

the only genitives of 7ios and vos. The same remark applies to

the very defective pronoun of the third person, the reciprocal se,

which has lost its nominative, and has only the genitive sui, the

dative sihi, and the accusative or ablative se, for all genders and

numbers. We must also consider the Greek ifiov, or imov,

anciently /^eou {N. Crat. § 134), and crov, as properly belonging

to the possessive. The hypothesis of an attraction, which I have

proposed, is the only way of explaining the difference in the

usage of nostri, nostrum, and of vestri, vestmm. That nostrum,

vestrum are genitives plural, is clear from the fact that they were

anciently used in the full forms nostrorum, nestrorum; thus in

Plautus {Mostell. I. 3, 123) we have : verum illud est, maximaque

pars vostrorum intelligit. As genitives they can only be explained

by an attraction into the case of some plural genitive expressed

or understood. In general, we do not find the genitive except

when the personality is emphatically expressed ; as in Ovid,

Heroid. XIII. 166 : Si tibi cura mei sit tihi cura tui. Cic.

CatiL IV. 9 : hahetis ducem memore/in vestri, ohlitum sui.

And here it may stand by the side of an inflected possessive, as

in Cic. ad Fam. XII. 17: grata mihi vehementer est memoria

nostri tua; or even be opposed to one, as in Ovid, Heroid.

VII. 134: parsque tui lateat corpore clausa meo. But whereas

nostri, vestri, are used only when we speak of the persons as a

whole; as: memoria nostri tua, "your recollection of us," as a

single object of thought ; nostrum, vestrum are employed when

we speak of the persons as a collection of separate or separable

elements. Accordingly, the latter is the form adopted after such

D. V. 24
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a word as jjars (in the passage quoted above from Plautus), and

by the side of omnium, as in Cic. Cat. i. 7 : patria est com-

munis omnium nostrum jparens, " our native land is the common
parent of all of us," many and separable as we are. But that it

is really in this case an attraction from the inflected possessive,

is clear from such passages as Cic. Cat. iv. 2 : Id ad vestram

omnium ccedem Romce restiterunt. We have a genitive by the

side of the possessive in the construction of the impersonal verbs,

or rather phrases, re-fert=rei fert, ''it contributes to the in-

terest," and interest, "it is concerned about the business,"

where rei is understood in the sense in which the Latin verb

has become an English substantive^. In these phrases we have

either a gen. of the person or persons interested, or the pos-

sessive pronouns, meet, tud, sua, nostra, vestrd, agreeing with

the dative rei, expressed in re-fei't, and understood in interest.

Thus we have : faciundum aliquid, quod illorum magis, quam

sua re-tulisse videretur, "he must do something which might

seem to have been more for the interest of those others than

for his own;" Cmsar dicere solehat non tam sud quam reijpuh-

licce interesse, ut saJvus esset, " (]£esar used to say that it was

not so much for his interest as for that of the state that he

should be safe." That re for rei is the dative, and consequently

that med, sua, &c., here stand for mece, suce, &c., is proved

by the competent testimony of Verrius (Festus, p. 282, ed.

Mliller): re-fert quum dicimus, errare nos ait Verrius. Esse

enim rectum eei FERT, dativo scilicet, non ahlativo casu. In

Cato, R. B. c. 3. we have : et rei et virtuti et glorice erit.

That fero may be used absolutely without any accusative is

clear from such phrases as : dum teminis ad earn rem tulit

(Ter. Andr. I. 2, 17), dum cetas tulit (id. ibid. II. 6, 12), nunc

ita tempus fert, ut cuiyiam [lleaut. IV. 1, 54), scilicet ita tem/pus

fert [Adelpli. v. 3, 5). And it is unnecessary to show that j/^ro,

like XvcnreKew, may govern the dativus commodi. The change

of ce into a is found also in ]jost-liac, inter-ea, &c., which will

be explained immediately.

1 For re-rd in this sense cf. Plant. Trinumm. iii. 2, 9 == 635 : tuce

re €07isulere cupio.
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§ 3. Indicative Pronouns.

The three pronouns, hie, tste, ille are called indicative, be-

cause they indicate, as objects, the three personal distinctions,

which, in the cases already considered, are expressed as subjects

of the verb. Hie, ''this," ''the person or thing here,'' indicates

the speaker and all close to him; iste, "that of yours," indicates

the person addressed and those in his proximity ; ille, " that

other," indicates all distant persons and objects. This distinction

was well known to the oldest grammarians, and is fully borne

out by the consistent usage of the best writers. Priscian's defi-

nition is rather vague : he says (xvii. 9. § 58, Vol. ii. p. 39,

Krehl) :
" Demonstrativa [suntj^te, iste, ^i ille. Sed interest

quod ille spatio longiore intelligitur, iste vero propinquiore ; hie

autem non solum de prsesente, verum etiam de absente possumus

dicere, ad intellectum referentes demonstrationem, ut, hoc regnum

dea gentibus esse Vergilius ad absentem Carthaginem rettulit

demonstrationem." But Laurentius Valla has given the personal

reference of the three pronouns with the greatest accuracy

(Elegant, ii. c. iv. p. 39. ed. Aldina, 1536) :
" de me loquens

dicere debeo hoc caput, hcee mamus, hwc civitas, De te vero

istud caput, ista manus, ista civitas. De tertia autem jjer-

sona illud ca^ut, ilia manus, ilia civitas. Cicero in Antonium

{Phil. II. 25): tu istis faucibus, &c., h.e. istis tuis faucibus, &c.

Unde nascuntur adverbia istic, istinc, istac, istiic, istorsum, isto.

Ut idem ad Valerium juris consultum : qui istinc veniunt aiunt

te sujperbiorem esse factum, i.e. qui ab ista provincia in qua

agis, hue in Italiam Romamque veniunt." Practically we find

that hie and iste are opposed as I and you, and hie and ille as

near and distant. Thus we find (Cic. Acad. IV. 33) :
" iisdem

hie sapiens, de quo loquor, oculis, quibus iste vesier terram, mare,

intuebitur;" and {pro Rabirio, ll.) '. "si illos, quos jam videre

non possumus, negligis, ne his quidem, quos vides, consuli putas

oportere." And thus in reference to circumstances previously

mentioned, ille denotes the former or more distant, hie the latter

or nearer particular; as in Propert. ill. 14, 17: '

Qualis et Eurotse Pollux et Castor arenis,

Hie victor pugnis, ilU futurus equis.

The same distinctions are observable in certain peculiar usages.

24 o
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Thus Terence has {And7\ ii. 1,10) :
" tu si hic sis, aliter sentias,"

*' if you were in my place^ you would think otherwise." In

lawsuits iste, "the man before 3/ow," i.e. iYiQ judices, is the

opponent : hence, we find this pronoun used with a certain ex-

pression of contempt to indicate a person who has been brought

unfavourably before the notice of those whom we are addressing;

wjiereas {lie, "that other," as indicating a person so striking as

to attract our attention in spite of his remoteness, is often used

to denote a well-known or eminent individual, as: " magnus ille

Alexander," or " Medea {lla^ In all these usages the triad hie,

iste, ille, correspond to the Greek oBe, ovto^, eKelvo^. This is

especially seen in the employment of ohe and ovto^ to designate

the first and second persons respectively. Thus CEdipus is made

to say of himself: ovn /jltj Xa')(^co(TL rovSe crv/jb/jLdxov [CEd. C.

450) : but he is addressed by the subterraneous voice {ibid.

1627): CO ovTo^, ovro^ OIBlttov^, tI /jbiWo/jiev; The speaker

in a law-court generally designates himself, his client, and his

affairs, by oBe; but the opponent is ovTo<i = iste, " the man before

you" (the judges). In continuous narrative rdBe are the things

which I am about to say, which are before me, but not yet

before my readers; whereas ravra are the things just said, and

which have been submitted to them. This shows that the true

reading in ^schylus, SupjpL 313, must be :

XO. BtJXoi/ hliraiha narepa rovb* e/xov narpos.

BA. TO nav (Ta<pas vvv ovofxa tovtov [ioi (f)pd(TOU.

For the Chorus having spoken of their father as present by

them (rovBe), the King, in his reply, would designate him as by

their side {tovtov).

With regard to the etymology of the indicative pronouns,

there can be no doubt that the first part of hi-c corresponds to

the Greek t, which appears as the nominative of the reflexive

€0 = ov, ol, €. It is therefore a subsidiary form of = ao, ^and

while the h is represented by a more original sibilant in si-c, se,

&c., it has vanished altogether in is, i-te^mm, i-tem, &c. The
most original form represented the Anlaut as a strong combina-

tion of the guttural and labial, which we call the digamma ; and

thus qui, si-c, hi-c, is, will be four forms of the same pronominal

root signifying proximity, in which the guttural element has

successively degenerated. Tlie sibilant form, which is regularly
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found in the Sanscrit sa, sak, so, and in the Umbrian eso, &c.,

where there is an initial vowel as in e/xe, compared with yue,

was still extant in the days of Ennius, who writes sa-m, sa-psa,

su-m, SOS. The guttural appears without any labial affection in

the affix -c- or -ce, and in the forms cts, citra, cetert, &c. The

forms istici-ne, ilUci-ne, Mci-ne, tunci-ne, show that ci is an

older form of the affix than ce, and the inscription of Aquila has

even the form keicei (Corssen, i. p. 271). As there is reason to

believe that the first syllable of the Umbrian e-so is a residuum

of the second pronominal element F<x, analogous to the i in i-s,

&C.J the form e-su-k (above, p. 102) is really a combination of

three, as Jii-c is of two similar elements. The Latin forms e-Jio,

e-ja, e-go {New Crat. § 134) might lead us to infer that h-ic may
originally have been e-M-c — e-su-c. As the first element, in

this repetition of cognate syllables, was generally omitted in

Latin, so we find that the final -c was dropt in the usual form of

the genitive hujus, though hujus-ce occasionally appears, and

was usually omitted in the plural, with the exception of the nom.,

accus., voc. neuter hce-c = ha-ce, though good writers have occa-

sionally Jii-c for hi (Yarro, L. L. vi. 73), and hce-c for lice (Plant.

Aulul. III. 5, 59; Ter. Eun, iii. 5, 34; Phorm. v. 8, 23, &c.),

in the nom. masc. and fern. The neuter hce-c furnishes us with

the clue to some important analogies.

If there is good reason to connect M-c = e-hi-c with the

Umbriam e-su-k, there is still more reason for seeking an affinity

between the second indicative pronoun ts-te and the Umbrian

es-tu. The latter combination will not allow us to doubt that

the final syllable is identical with the second personal pronoun.

Its adjectival inflexion in three gendera is a subsequent result of

its usage. But there is no reason to conclude that the forms

-tius, ti (for -tibi) , -turn, -to, are not as original as tis, tihi and te.

The identity of the first part of esu-k or e-hi-c and es-tu, as in-

dicatives of the first and second pronouns, is supported by the

Hebrew 'hdnoki, "I," and 'han-td — 'hat-td, "thou," which are

similarly distinguished by the affix only. And such forms as

e-go-met, i-yco-vrj, Sanscrit a-ha-m, show that the syllables e-go,

a-ha, e-ho, &c., do not in themselves indicate the first person,

though they strongly exhibit the idea of nearness as opposed to

that of all other positions. But although -c is the distinction
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between the first and second pronouns of indication, sucli is the

general usefulness of this adjunct that it is occasionally, though

rarely, appended even to certain forms of is-te, as is-tcec, &c.

And, what is still more singular, we find even illcec, &c. These

are irregularities, and the general distinction of M-c and is-te

remains as I have described it ; and thus their relative meanings

of "here" and "near to the here" are fully supported by their

etymology. *

An analysis of the third indicative pronoun tile leads to

results quite as interesting as that of the other two. There

cannot be any doubt that lUe, " that other," and alius, "another,"

agreeing as they do in declension and primitive meaning, are

only different forms of one and the same word : and thus the

double I of tile will belong to the same form of assimilation as

the Greek synonym aXXo? {New Cratyl. § 215). The other

forms, under Avhich the root of ille or alius occurs, are ollus,

which is a common archaism of ille, and is found even in Virgil

;

ol-im for oll-im ("antiqui enim litteram non geminabant," Fest.)

= illo tempore; solus = se-olis = sine aliis; uls (opposed to cis,

as ille is to hie) —illo loco; al-ter and ul-tra, ul-terior, ul-timus,

expressing relative degrees of distance and separation ; and ul-fro

signifying movement to a degree beyond expectation. To these

must be added compounds beginning with ali-, as ali-quis, &c.

The I is retained in the Goth, alis, O. N. ella, A. S. ele, 0. H. G.

ali; but a comparison with the Sanscrit an-?/a = alius, an-tara =
alter, and the Goth, an-tliar, 0. N. an-nar, A. S. other, O. H. G.

an-dar, &c., leads us to the conclusion that the original form must

have involved an 7i, and thus we fall back on the Greek expres-

sion for distant locality,-^a-^'a, and ultimately arrive at icelvo^ =
K-kv-io^ (cf. evio^, the synonym of ille in its regular use, and

Ka-ra, the correlative of dvd, both as a preposition and as a par-

ticle {New Crat. §§ 135, 138). As it may be shown that dvd,

in its most distinct significations, is represented by in {New Crat.

§ 170), it will follow that ille =^ in-yus bears the same relation

to in that dWo^ does to dvd. And while the a in all these forms

is more original than the i (above, p. 309), it is equally clear that

the Latin ol- and ul- are successive extenuations of the original

vowel, caused in part by the change of n into I (p. 317). The

termination of oll-us, ali-us is softened into -e in ille, just as we
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have ijjse and iste for {2)sus and istus^ and just as we have necesse

by the side of necessus. Of all the words, in which this root

enters, ultro alone obscures the original meaning of " distance

and separation." It seems to be used as a synonym of sponte,

which signifies ''of one's own accord" or "free inclination."

But an accurate examination of all the passages, in which it

occurs, enables us to trace it back to its original meaning, ''to a

place beyond," which is still found in such phrases as ultro

istum a me, "take him far from me" (Plant. Capt. III. 4, 19),

ultro citroque, " thither and hither," Ms lacrymis vitam damus,

et miserescimus ultro, " to these tears we grant his life, and

pity him besides" (see Doderlein, Syn, u. Etym. iii. 103, sqq.).

Hence, while s-ponte, which is the abl. of s-pons or ex-jpons, a

derivative of anotlier form oijpondus, means " by its own weight

or inclination," " of its own accord," "unbidden" (Hor. I. Epist,

XII. 17: sjjonte sua, jusscene), idtro means "going still farther,"

" going beyond expectation," " showing an activity which ex-

cites surprise," or the like. Thus we find such phrases as

(Plautus, Mil. Gl. li. 1, 13) : ait sese ultro omnis inulieres secta-

rier, " he says that all the women even go so far as to run after

him;" (Tac. Ann. XIII. 23): commotis qui aderant, ultroque

sipiritus ejus mitigantihus, "when those who stood by were affected,

and, what is more, actively bestirred themselves to pacify her

wrath;" and (Hor. Carm. iv. 4, 51) : sectamur idtro quos opimus

fallere et effugere est triumplius, " contrary to all expectation, we

pursue those, whom we ought to be only too happy to escape."

It is clear from this that no single English word is more nearly the

equivalent of idtro in this secondary application than our com-

mon particle " even." The true force of idtro is also seen in the

quasi-compound ultro tributum, which is the correlative oivectigal,

and implies that as the farmers of the taxes iyectigalia) had to pay

money into the treasury, the state had even to advance money to

those who contracted for the public works [ultro tributa). Thus we
read that the censors incurred odium when they diminished the

payment on account of the latter, and increased the sums to be

paid in on account of the taxes (Liv. xxxix. 44) : vectigalia sum-

mis pretiis, ultro tributa infiniis locaverunt, which Plutarch [v. Cat.

p. 347), explains by: avcrreXkcov rot? jjucrOol^ ra^ ip^oXajBia^, ra

Be riXi] Tai<; irpacTecTiv iirl Ta<^ ecr^dra^ ekavvcov Tifxa<;. This
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explains the metaphor in Seneca, de Benefic. IV. 1 : cum virtus

nee lucrum invitet^ nee absterreat damno, adeoque neminem spe ac

polUcitatione corrumpat, ut contra in se impenderejuheat et scepius

in idtro trihutis sit,—that is, virtue belongs to the class of those

contracts which implj an initiatory expenditure on the part of

those who let them out. To complete the analysis of the third

indicative pronoun, it is worth while to notice that the affix

hunt or hont, which marks this pronoun in Umbrian, is clearly

connected with the English yon in yonder, he-yond, &c. ; and this

brings us at once, through the Goth, jains, jaind, N. H. Gr.jener,

&c., to the Greek fcelvo^, and the root of ille. And thus we see

that the common Latin, like the Greek, has lost the three full

forms of the distinctive pronouns, which are preserved in the

Umbrian esu-k [= ehic = Mc), " the particular thing here," es-tu

(==iste), "the particular thing where you are," and er-ont = es-

ont {=: -Keivo^ = iile), " the particular thing yonder." The form

eKetvo^ maj be a residuum of icrKelvo<^ = es-ont, and the same ex-

planation may apply to i'/jue, &c. Practically we find that ille

= alius differs from al-ter as plurality differs from duality, that

is as aXXo9 = aX,to? differs from erepc;; for al-ius, aXXo<i denote

"that other person of many," and al-ter, e-repo^ "that other

person of two." On the general differences in meaning and use

between the comparative affixes in -ius or -ior and -^er-, the

reader may consult the Neto Cratylus, § 165.

§. 4. Distinctive Pronouns.

The elements is-, e-ho, e-so, hi-, which, we have seen, con-

stitute the initial syllable or syllables of the indicative pronouns,

appear without any affix in the merely distinctive pronoun is.

In the older Latin Grammars it used to be the custom to* exhibit

the indicative hie as a sort of prepositive article : but this func-

tion, so far as the Latin language is capable of performing it at

all, belongs rather to the weaker form is, which distinguishes

the particular person referred to, especially when the distinction

is supported by a defining relative sentence. Thus, is Piso in

Sallust, Catil. c. 19, is as nearly as possible 6 Tllawv. The
functions of is, as a distinctive pronoun, are carried still farther

by its association with two derivatives i-dem and i-pse (some-
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times ipsus). If we except that meaning of is, which has been

already mentioned, and according to which it appears as the cor-

relative and antecedent to qui,—so that is qui means " the parti-

cular person who," and the relative sentence becomes equivalent

to the Greek participle with the article,—we shall find that is

and its two derivatives enable us to reproduce in Latin the dif-

ferent usages of avT6<^. Thus, is is a mere pronoun of reference

like the oblique cases of avT6<i: uxor ejus is the exact counter-

part of rj yuvT] avTov, "his wife" or "the wife of a person

already mentioned and referred to;" sandjungit eos renders ^evy-

vv(TLv avTov^, "he yokes them," i.e. the cattle already mentioned.

Idem means more emphatically "the very he," "the same man,"

like 6 ai)r6<;. And ipse signifies " the man himself," or " the

man distinguished from others," like avro^, when it is used as a

secondary predicate in apposition without the article {Complete

Greeh Qramm. art. 444, d^ ad). The declension of is^ nami>ely, is^

ea, id, gen. ejus, &c., is preserved in i-dem for is-dem, ea-dem,

%-dem for id-dem, gen. ejus-dem, &c., so that dem becomes a

mere appendage like the Greek irep, Brj, to both of which it

partly corresponds in meaning, and to the latter of which it is

directly related. In the classical use of ipse, on the contrary,

the first part, or the is, remains uninflected, while the second

syllable is regularly declined; thus: i-pse[-us), i-psa, i-psum,

gen. i-psius, &c. There are two ways of explaining this pheno-

menon. We may suppose that the^s- represents an inversion of

the reciprocal o-^- analogous to the Doric ^^e, i/rtV: and thus the

inflexion of the second part only will con-espond to the Greek

forms ifiavTov, eavrov, &c., where the first part is immoveable.

This is Bopp'^s theory. But it may with justice be objected

that ipse corresponds to avT6<;, and that we have the combina-

tions me ipsum, se ipsmn, &c. Besides, we find in the older

writers that the included is is regularly declined, while the affix

-pse remains as an immutable appendage, just like the -dem of

i-dem ; thus we have eam-pse (Plant. Cistell. I. 3, 22 ; AuL
v. 7), ea-pse ilia {CurcuL iv. 3, 2), eo-pse illo (ibid. 5): and

especially in the combination re ea-pse, or reapse (Festus, p. 278,

Miiller). Since therefore we find another affix -pte also appended

not only to the declined forms of is, as in eo-pte (Festus, p. 110,

cf. ipsippe = ipsip>te, p. 105), but also to vos, mihi. meo, sua, &c.,
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as vo-j^te, mihi-^te, meo-jpte, suo-pte^ &c., as this cannot be re-

ferred to an inversion of sv, but may bear the same relation to

-pse that the original supines in -turn do to the secondary forms

in -sum, I fall back on the other explanation, and consider -jote

an indeclinable affix, analogous to Trore, which has been softened

into -pse, perhaps from an original assimilation in is-pte (cf.

Sl(t/co<; for 8cK-cr/co<i, Xecr^r] from Xiy-afCTj, &c.).

The declension of is, ejus, reminds us at once of ht-c, hu-

jus, and it is clear that the former is only a weaker modifica-

tion of tlie latter, just as the Greek t is of the older 'i [New

Crat. § 139). The most striking diiferences in the inflexions of

is and hi-c are entirely due to the -c or -ce appended to the lat-

ter, and there is reason to believe that this affix, which appears

attached to all the indicative pronouns, was originally appended

also to the distinctive is and the relative qui. Indeed, as qui,

si-c, M-c and is are successive degenerations of one and the

same form, there is no reason to exclude from the first and last

the strengthening appendage which so constantly appears with

the two intermediate words. To say nothing of the alleged

occurrence of such forms as eis-ce (Plant. Mercat. prol. 91),

ejus-ce (Aul. Gell. lemm. c. xiv. 1. Ill), cujus-ce (Cic. de In-

veyiL II. 45, § 134), &c., the original appendage of -ce to the

neuter plurals at least of is and qui may be proved by the fol-

lowing induction. Where the accus. neut. pi. of is becomes fixed

in combination with certain prepositions, as in inter-ed, jpost-ea,

j)rceter-ed, &c., the d is long. It is therefore fair to conclude

that, when these compounds were formed, there was some reason

for the length of the plural a, which, as a general rule, is short

in all Greek and Latin words. Now we find in J^?iim. post-liac =
post-hcec, qua-pro2yte7' = quae-propter , and med refert = mece rei

fert. Therefore a may represent ae. And as post-hdc, qud-

jpropter are entirely analogous to postea, proptered, it follows

that the neuter plural of is was anciently eoe, just as the neuter

plurals of lac and qui were hce-c and quw. But de = ai, therefore

ecB, and quce stand for ed-i, qud-i; and as the neuter plural hcec can

only be explained as a residuum of ha-ce or hd-cis, the final i in

the two other cases must represent a lost guttural fulcrum. This

view is confirmed by the fact that the Oscan represents post-ed

under the form post-esa-Tc (above, p. 145) ; and the same ex-
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planation applies to post-iUd = post-illa-c. The strongest confirm-

ation of this view is furnished by the fact that no other proba-

ble explanation has been offered. For the only suggestion, which

merits a moment's attention—namely, that the long a may be

occasioned by the absorption of the d which is still seen in ar-

vorsum ead, &c., falls to the ground when we consider that the

neuter plural must always have terminated in a double dental, or

the combination -nt, which is uniformly represented by a short

a, so that the d is elided and not absorbed [New Crat, § 239).

The supposition (above, p. 145), that posted is for jposteam^ on

the analogy oi^ostquam, &c., is undeserving of any notice except

as a specimen of philological imbecility. As I have elsewhere

remarked {Neio Crat. § 240, note): "every Latin scholar is

aware that qitam is not here a case after post, &c., but the par-

ticle of comparison, so that the full form, is, in fact, j^ost-ed-quam,

&c.^" And the case oi quasi for quam-si (for we have quan-sei

in the hx Thoria, above, p. 281, 1. 34) shows that quam would

not be represented by qu~'.

§ 5. Relative, Interrogative, and Indefinite Pronouns,

In its syntactical use, the relative connects with the indica-

tive or distinctive pronouns, and especially with is, its regular

antecedent or correlative, some fuller description of the person or

thing indicated. And thus, whether the antecedent is definite or

vague, the relative sentence exists only by virtue of its correla-

tive; consequently, it is a syntactical contrivance which plays

the same part as the adjective or genitive case. Etymology

fully confirms this view of the matter, which is derived from the

logic of the sentence, and without any reference to the forms of

words : for we see that the correlative pronouns, is and qui, are

manifestly identical with one another, and with the affix of the

genitive case, which forms the basis of the possessive adjective

^ When the author of this absurd etymology says that '"' the other

word qucB owed its length possibly to the circumstance of its being a

monosyllable, just as vis * force' has a long i, navis, &c. a short i" I can

only suppose that he does not know the difference between a crude form

in -r like vis = vir-s, pi. vir-es, vir-ium^ and one in -i like navis, pi. naves,

navium.
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(cf. New Crat. §§ 148, 243, 300). The common origin of all

these forms and of the Greek definite article is, as might be

expected, the second pronominal element, which indicates rela-

tive proximity. The Anlaut or initial articulation of this pro-

noun is the sound which we call digamma, and which represents

some combination of the guttural with the labial. In the Greek

forms 09, Kov, Kev, &c., in the Latin M-c, si-c, is, &c., and in the

Sanscrit yas, kas, &c., we have onlj a guttural residuum, and

the,J = TO is still farther degenerated in rt?, re, &c. In ttov, and

the old Italian ^2V, jye, &c., the labial alone remains. But in the

Latin relative and indefinite qui and quts, and in the correspond-

ing particles, we have the genuine and original combination of

both elements, the labial however being vocalized into u, or

rather represented by a silent v (above, p.. 295).

It is usual to distinguish qm's from qui merely by the use of

the former as interrogative and of the latter as relative, and no

one has been found to recognize the inherent distinction of the

two words. The fact is that qut's, quce (or rather qua), quid, is

the original form, corresponding to is, ea, id; and as ille has a

secondary form oUus or alius, which is used as its adjective, so

qui, quce, quod represent an adjective, and this must have con-

tained the additional vowel o = u, which appears in so many of its

cases. It has long been observed that in all interrogative and

indefinite pronouns the form quod is used as an adjective and the

form quid as a substantive; thus, we say: aliquod monstrum,

"some monster;" but aliquid mo7isfri, "something of a monster."

The same remark really applies to the differences between the

simple qui and quis; and the two words may be arranged, as

far as the forms exist, in different declensions, the adjective

belonging to the vowel declensions, and the substantive to the

consonantal formations of nouns. It is true that with regard to

the oblique cases, subsequent usage and habitual corruption have

introduced many interchanges and confusions of form, but the

farther we go back, and the more carefully we examine the

derived and collateral words, the more reason do we find for the

conclusion that quis is substantival and consonantal, and qui

adjectival and belonging to the vowel declensions.
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CONSONANTAL-FORM. VOWEL-FOEM.
Singular.

M. F. N. M. F. N.

N. quis quid [Osc. pi5, pit] qui qua quod

(later qum)

Gr. culil'jus [Osc. ^/eis] quo-jus

D. '^quli^-hi <31' cui [Osc. piei'] quo-i

Ac. quemlguim

,

f] quid [Osc. ^im, ^iV] ^quum quam quod

Abl. qui

Plural.

quo qua quo

M. F. N. M. F. N.

N. Ac. ques ^quia N. qui qucB qua = qua

D. Abl. quihus

(later quoi)

G. quorum quarum quorum

quels

A. quos quas qua [quce=^qua)

The forms marked * occur only as particles in ordinary

Latin. Practically the feminine qua or quce is used either inter-

rogatively or relatively, either substantively or adjectively ; but

in the derived form quis-quam there is no feminine inflexion,

though this form is sometimes used with feminine nouns, as in

Plautus, Cistellaria, I. 1, 68 : quod neque Jiaheo nee quisquam

alia muUer, and in Plautus, Mil. Gl. iv. 2, 68 = 1060, the best

MSS. have : non hie suo seminio quenquam foreellam imperti-

turust. With regard to those passages in which quis and quid

are said to be used as adjectives, we must be careful to avoid

the confusion which has led to this mode of interpreting them.

Schmidt says {de Pronomine Gr. et Lat. p. 53) :
" inter quis

et qui, quid et quod hoc plerumque intercedere discrimen tra-

dunt quod alteram pronomen sit substantivum, alteram adjecti-

vum. Sed quis quoque ssepissime vim habet adjectivi." And he^

proceeds to quote, among other passages. Plant. Men. ill. 2, 33

= 498 : responde adolescens, quid nomen tihist ? Cic. pro Deiot.

13, 37 : quce enim fortuna aut quis casus aut quce, tanta pos-

sit injuria . . . decreta deleref Yet the distinction which he

immediately afterwards quotes from Kritz {ad Sallust. Catil.

c. 44) ought to have taught him that the adjectival use of quis

in these passages is merely apparent, especially as there is the

same distinction between the German loer and was, which are
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substantival, and welcher^ which is declined like a regular sub-

stantive. As Kritz says, quis and quid merely ask for the

name, but qui and quod inquire respecting the kind, condition, or

quality of the person or thing. Thus, in the passages adduced

by Grysar [Theorie des lat. Styls, p. 88) and in those quoted

above, quis stands by itself, or in apposition to a noun, but qui,

like an adjective, is a definite epithet, e. g. T. Quis fuit igitur ?

P. Iste ChcBrea. T. Qui Choirea (Ter. Eun. v. 1, 7), i.e. ^^ who

was it then? That Chssrea of yours. TFA/cA Cha^rea?"—y/here

the first question refers to the unknown name, and the second

seeks a distinction between him and others who bore the same

designation. Similarly, in the passages quoted above, when

there is an opposition, quid tihi nomen est means ^^ wJiat is your

name?" but quod nomen would mean ^^ which name?" quis

casus means ^^ what chance?" or ^^ tohat for a chance?" as the

Scotch say: but qui casus would mean ^^ which chance?" or

"what kind of a chance?" Just the same is the distinction of

wer or was and ivelcher given in the German dictionaries. For

if the question is: wer hat dir es gegehenf "who has given it

to you?" and the answer is, mein Bruder, "my brother," we
should add the further question, welcherV "which brother?" if

there were more than one.

The adjectival character of qui as distinguished from quis is

common to the genitive of all the demonstrative and relative pro-

nouns which end in -jus, as hu-jus, ist-ius, ill-ius, e-j'us, ips-ius,

cu-jus, quo-Jus, We have seen that the personal pronouns use,

instead of their proper genitive, the genitive of tlieir possessives,

oneus, tuus, suus, and analogy would lead us to infer that some-

thing similar is found in the other pronouns. Now cujus, -a, -um

is a regular adjective, and its derivative cujas, cujatis must be

compared with the Greek forms like Tro'kiyjTr}^, 'IraXtcor?;?, {N,

Crat. § 259). It is clear that these last forms must be derived

from the ablative-genitive of nouns in -i. Such a case we have

in the form iroX-eco^ from TroXt?, lorit-yds from prttis * and I

suggested long ago that the Latinjm5 represents under a weaker

form this genitive ending -yds or -€Q)<;=yco^ for -loOev {N. Crat.

§ 248). The other explanations, which were proposed before or

after mine, may be seen in a paper by Aufrecht {Zeitschrift f.

Vergl, SpracJif. 1851, p. 232). The suggestion that the genitive
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cujus is merely the adjective cujus, with a fixed inflexion like the

-mini of the passive verb, is objectionable, as well on other ac-

counts, as because it is contrary to the analogy of met, tui, sm,

which exhibit the genitives of the possessive pronoun. The long

t in -lus is of course due to the absorption of a previous vowel,

and the same must be the case with the Sanscrit possessives in

-ti/a. The short u of the termination is illustrated by a very

complete analogy. There can be no doubt that eo)? re, e? re and

us-qiie spring from a common origin ; and thus we see at once

that the terminations of cu-jus and TroX-ew? are identical.

The guttural Anlaut of the Latin relative and interrogative

is lost in ubi, unde (cf. ali-cubi, ali-cunde), un-qiiam (cf. -cunqiie)^

uter (cf. k6t€po<^), &c.

Extensions of the relative or interrogatiA'-e form indefinite or

indefinite-relative pronouns, which are accurately distinguished

by the best writers. Thus ali-qiiis = alius-qm's or zUe-quis, and

qui-dam, denote "some one in particular," though the object is

not named; quis-que means "every one;" qms-quis and qui-

cunque "whosoever;" qui-vis and qui-Uhet, " any you please;"

quis-quam and its adjective ullus — unulus " any ?it all." Hence

the words in the first group are obscurely definite
;

quisque,

quisqids, and quicunque include all persons or things referred to
;

quivis and quilibet allow an unlimited range of choice ; and quis-

quam and idlus exclude all the objects specified. As a general

rule, while quisque has never the relative-indefinite signification,

but always, like the Greek e/cacrro^, ira^ rc^, &c. refers to the

antecedent in the sense of "every" "each," quisquis is synony-

mous with quicunque, oari^, "whoever," and is virtually used as

a relative pronoun. There are however exceptions to this, and

quisquis is used in the sense of quisque. Thus in Cicero {ad

Famil. VI. 1, § 1) : quocunque in loco quisquis est, idem est ei

sensus et eadem acerhitas ex interitu rerum ^ublicarum et suarum,

we have quisquis used in exactly the same sense as quisque in

Epist. 4, § 3 of the same book : ut uhi quisque sit, ibi ininime

esse velit. And we have the two forms together in the same

sense in the Lex Thoria (above, p. 282) : ita utei quicquid

quoieique ante Jianc legem rogatam licuit. In the neuter modern

scholars propose to distinguish the less common meaning of

quicquid — quidque from the ordinary meaning of quidquid— quod-
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cunqxie by writing tlie former witli c and the latter with c?, and

they would also distinguish quidque = et quid from quicque =
" every thing," and would also write quicquam (Lachmann,

ad Lucret. v. 264, p. 286). Thus they would write quicquid

in Ter. Adelph. IV. 2, 51 : atque unum quicquid^ quod quidem

erit hellissimum car^mm; in Lucret. V. 304: etprimum quicquid

fiammarum perdere semper (cf. v. 291 : et primum jactum ful-

goris quemque perire) ; in Cicero Tuscul. V. 34, § 99 : ut quicquid

objectwn est : but quidquid in such passages as Virgil, u^neid. ii.

49 : quidquid id est, timeo Danaos et dona ferentes , where the pro-

noun is manifestly relative. The first syllables of ali-quis have

been discussed above, and there is no difficulty in understanding

the compound as significant of separative uncertainty—" that

other some one." That quis-piam and quisquam very nearly

correspond in meaning is clear from such passages as the fol-

lowing : Terence, Andr. Ii. 6, 7 : num illi molestce quidpiam

sunt hce nuptice. Justin, xxxvili. 7 : neque Alexander 7iec

quispiam successorum ejus. Cic. 2, Verr. I. 10 : nego esse

quicquam a testihus dictuon, quod aut vestrum cuipiam esset

ohscurtim, aut cujusquam oratoris eloquentiam qucBrerei. And
there can be little doubt that etymologically they are ulti-

mately identical. The last two syllables of quispiam puzzled

the Eoman grammarians ; for Festus says (p. 254) : quispiam

quin significet aliquis et qucepiam aliqua, similiterque alia ejus-

dem generis, ut duhium non est, ita wide sequens p)ars ejus coeperit

inveniri non potest. Modern philologers, however, have no diffi-

culty in seeing that -piam is only the older or more Oscan

form of -quam, to which it bears the same relation that -pe does

to -que in nem-pe = nam-que. It will be observed that Festus

considers quis-piam as identical in meaning with aliquis. But
this is not the case ; for we may always use the English '' any"
in translating quis-piam, and must always introduce the English
*' some" in rendering ali-quis, ali-quot, ali-quando, &c. The idio-

matic difference between quispiam and quisquam consists in this,

that while the former means ''any body," leaving the range

of choice open, but without the selection implied in quivis and
quilibet, quisquam must be rendered "any at all," and must

be confined, like its adjective ullus, to those usages in which

we imply that all are excluded. The opposition between ali-
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quis, quis-piani, quis-qiie, qui-vis, and quis-quam, may be seen

in the following passages ; Afranius ap. Cic. Tusc. Disp. iv. 25,

§ 65 : dummodo doleat aliquid, doleat quidllbet, " provided he

only suffers some pain, let him suffer ayiy pain you pleased

Publius Sjrus ap. Senec. de TranquiU. xi. § 8 : cutvis potest

accidere quod cuiquam p)otest, " what may happen to any one

at all may happen to any one you pleased Cses. B. G. V. 34:

quoties quoique coJiors procurreret ah ea parte magrius hostium

numerus cadehat, " as often as every cohort advanced, a great

number of the enemy fell." Id. ihid, i. 35 : quum qucepiam

coJiors ex orhe excesserat liostes fiigiebant^ *' when any cohort left

the circle, the enemy fled." The difference between aliquis and

quispiam consists in the definiteness conveyed to the former by

its prefix ali-^ so that while aliquis means '' some one in par-

ticular," quispiam means generally " any one." Thus in Cicero

[de Orat. 11. c. 9, § 38) we have : "si de rebus rusticis agri-

cola quispiam^ aut etiam, id quod multi, medicus de morbis,

aut de pingendo pictor aliquis diserte dixerit aut scripserit, non

idcirco artis illius putanda sit eloquentia." The addition of the

id quod multi shows that quispiam is more general than «7/-

quis : "if any person versed in agriculture shall have written

or spoken with eloquence on rural affairs, or even any phy-

sician on diseases, as many have done, or some painter on paint-

ing, &c." That there is much the same distinction between

aliquis and quispiam as between aliquis and quis, is proved by the

existence and usage of the compound aliquispiam or aliquipiam

(see Cic. Tusc. Disp. ill. 9 ; I. F. Gronovius, adLiv. xli. 6). In

the case of aliquis itself a stronger signification of separation or

definiteness may be conveyed by writing at length alius quis or

quis alius (see the passages quoted by Drakenborch, ad Liv. V.

13, §4, p. 59). With regard to the definite force of quidam, it is

to be remarked that there is a close affinity between hq and the

affix -dam or -dem. Thus qui-dam is exactly o? hr), and qui-

dem is <ye hr). To the same class belongs demum, which Ebel

[Zeitschr. f. Vergl. Sprachf. 1851, p. 308) would explain as a

superlative from the preposition de, on the analogy of primum
from prce. The forms tan-dem and pri-dem show that this

explanation is untenable; and the latter at all events proves

that dem and pri are not contradictory designations of time.

D. v. 25
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The true explanation is suggested by deni-que and its by-forms

dun-que (in the Salian hymn, above, p. 236), done-c, and doni-

cum'^. Greek particles expressing time end either in Ka = K€v,

as avTi-fca, irr)Vi-Ka^ rrjvl-Ka, rjvi-Ka, or in re, as o-re^ tg-t6, Tro-re,

ev-re, eKaaro-re, &c. It is clear that these endings are ulti-

mately identical ; but it may be concluded, that, Avhile the latter

gives rather a degree of precision to the term, tlie former,

which moFe immediately corresponds to the well-known particle

of the apodosis, comes nearer in meaning to the Latin cun-que —
-TTo-re, and our -soever. The Latin -que corresponds in some

cases to -/ca or ap, in others to -re. Thus, while -cun-que is

TTo-re, there can be no doubt as to the equivalence of uht-que and

OTTOV av, of T7)vl-Ka and dem-que {New Grat. § 196). The sub-

stitution of tlie tenuis for the medial in the Greek forms is

not universal, for we have ore hrj by the side of quando, and

when this apparent difference is removed, we have no difficulty

in seeing the exact correspondence between TfjfjLo<;, as opposed

to ^/A09, and demum, for which, according to Festus (p. 70,

Midler), Livius Andronicus wrote demus. As the element dem

is placed indifferently before or after the particle which it qua-

lifies (cf. dem-que v^Ai\\ tan-dem, pri-dem),^YQ shall understand

the correspondence between qui-dam, ocrri? ^r], and the synony-

1 German philologers show a very imperfect apprehension of the pro-

nominal machinery of inflected language. I have elsewhere noticed the

philological varepov irporepov involved in Hartung's connexion of brj with

the Sanscrit dya, in Bopp's derivation of the ending -vi-Ka with nisham =
nox, and in Pott's comparison of ya-di with dies (New Cratylus, § 200).

A still greater absurdity is committed by the latest writer on Latin ety-

mology, W. Corssen, who considers the pienominal affix -dem in pri-dem,

tan-dem, qui-dem, and even i-dem, as simply the accusative diem! (" nichts

anderes als der Accusativ diem" Ausspr. Sjc. d. Lat. Spr. ii. p. 148) ; and

even goes so far as to analyze doniciim, donee, into do-ni-cum, do being

for dio, the abl. of dius (cf. nu-diiis), which, he thinks, is found also in

quan-do and ali-quando (!), and the whole being a phrase signifying " on

the day-not-when" (" an dem Tage nicht wann" =• " zur Zeit nicht wann,"

II. p. 55). Such an etymology in the case of a particle, which once

existed in the form dun-que, and which bears the same relation to deni-

que and rrjviKa, that the affix -bov does to -b-qv, is really a proof of philo-

logical imbecility. It is worse even than Grotefend's dum-taxat =^ dum-^

tac-sat (above, p. 270).
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mous Bj] TC^ = nescw qwis (Heindorf ac? Plat. Phoedon. p. 107 d).

The parallelism between quijjpe = qui-pte (comp. ipsi-ppe =
ipsipte^ Festus, p. 105), and are entitles us to conclude that

ut-pote^ which is all but a synonym of quippe^ is merely a

compound of ut and a form equivalent to the termination -pte

discussed above. And as it cannot be proved that ut pote =
ut potest in Yarro (apud Non. c. 2, n. 876 : viget^ veget, ut pote

plurimum), there is really no evidence to show that ^o^e is a

neuter adjective, and that ut pote means ''as is possible."

The suggestion of Doderlein that it stands for ut piita does

not deserve a moment's consideration.

That quilibet involves the impersonal lihet is obvious on the

slightest examination ; and notAvithstanding the difficulty occa-

sioned by the particle -ve^ we must conclude that the 2nd pers.

sing, of volo is the affix of quivis. This is not only deducible

from the analogy of quilibet, but is shown by a passage in Cato

{P.P. c. 52), where a noun is interposed between qui and vis:

" hoc modo quod genus vis propagabis."

What has been already said of cun-que = cum-que = Tro-re

applies to other uses of the affix -que, as quis-qiie, uter-que,

undi-que, utrin-que, uM-que, us-que, quo-que. There is much
general truth in Schmidt's definition oi quisque {de pronom. Gr,

et Lat. p. 100) : ''pronomen indefinitum rem mente conceptam

et e rerum ejusdem generis cumulo ac serie exemptam significat.

Que autem particula si ad pronomen additur, pronominis vis ex-

tenditur, idque ad omnem rem, in quam cadere possit sententia,

transferri significatur. Itaque quis, particula que adjuncta, non

hominum incertum quendam, sed omnem, ad quem pertinere pos-

sit sententia, notat. Ab omnis igitur ita differt, ut hoc quidem

cunctos simul significet, quisque autem distributionem quandam

exprimat." Eeferring to the comparison made above between

the Roman affix, and the Greek, -tea, Kev, or dv appended to re-

latives in general expressions, it is clear that the only principle,

which will explain all the facts, is that which lies at the basis

of the true theory respecting these Greek particles. iS'ow it

appears that dv and k€v are connected with the second pronominal

element, and therefore claim the same pedigree as the relative

pronouns. But they are not only immediately attached to the

relative word in the hypothesis or protasis, as in orav, edv, 09

25—2
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av, &c., but also appear as antecedents or correlatives in tlie

apodosis of a condition. In the latter case they can only be

considered as hints suggestive of the hypothetical or general

nature of the whole sentence ; for if I say Xeyotfjb au, even with-

out any condition expressed, the hearer feels that a condition is

implied, which would not be the case if I had said Xe^co. Such

being the fact in regard to the apodosis, it is still more evident

that the addition of a relative particle in the protasis, which is

already a relative sentence, must add to the generality or com-

prehensiveness of the reference. And so we constantly find that

the multiplication of relative or indefinite elements makes the

range of supposition wider; and if qms means ''any one," quis-

que, quis-quts, qui-cun-que will mean " any any" or " every

possible" individual. This view is confirmed by the Semitic

usages: for we not only find pronomhial repetitions, such as

nD^Xp= nD^ nD = qind et quid, but even repetitions of general

terms, as W'^i^) W^i^=vir et vir — quis-que. In comparing ^w?^-

que with qui-cun-que we observe, besides the constant distinction

between quis and qui^ that the latter is strengthened by the in-

sertion of the temporal particle cum ; and it is worthy of notice

that not only is cunque used by itself as an expression of time

;

as in Hor. 1 Carm. xxxii. 15 :
" mihi cunque salve rite vo-

canti," where cunque — quoque tempore; but we even find it

after cum, as in Lucretius, ii. 113 :
" contemplator enim, cum

solis luraina cunque inserti fundunt radii per opaca domorum."

Us-que for cus-que (cf. us-piam, us-quam) is only a difi'erent

inflexion of the same elements as cun-que, for us-que and

un-quam both refer to time, (see Schmidt, 1. 1. p. 96) ; and

quo-que, " too," " still," " continuing that state of things,"

must also be regarded as a particle of time, like its synonym

etiam = etjam"^

.

As the latter part of the words quis-que, quis-quis, qui-cun-

que is manifestly of relative import no less than the affix of

quis-quam, it is clear that the absolute difierence in meaning

between these words, and between us-que and un-quam, us-quam,

^ For the parallelism and diflfcrence of quoque and et'iam see Plaut.

Trln. lY 3j 42: '' illis quoque abrogant ^^tam fidem.*'
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cannot depend upon the etymology of tlie suffix. If we compare

tam, quam with tum^ quum^ we shall see that while the former

pair refer to manner^ the latter implj time. As dies signifying

a particular day is always masculine, and as we have a number

of adverbs counting time by days, ix?> pricUe, liodie, nudius tertius,

dill, interdm, &c., it is fair to conclude that turn, quum mean
" on the particular day," " on which day;" and the same expla-

nation will apply to olim, "on that day." Similarly, as the

Greek adverbs in -77 are properly explained by an ellipse of 6hu>

signifying "way," "process," "manner," and as we have the

adverbs ohviam,perviam, signifying directions or modes of motion,

it may be inferred that there is an ellipse of viam in tarn, quam,

which would at once explain their meaning. If we apply the

same explanation to quis-quam, we shall see that it means " any

one in any way," i.e. "any one at all" {oH. jper-quam, "in a

very high way, manner, degree, or kind," ne-quam, " in no

manner or degree," neuti-quam= nullo-modo, and see Pott, Et.

Forscli. p. 149. zw. Aufl.). This is always the distinctive

meaning of the pronoun ; for quisquam can only be used in a

negative or conditional sentence, where all are excluded, or

where the range of choice is circumscribed between the nar-

rowest possible limits. Hence in Terence [Eunuch, prol. 1)

we have : "52 quisquam est—in his poeta his nomen profitetur

suum"—"if there is any person at all, if there is any one person

in all the world"—where the number is especially limited.

Hence uniis is often appended to quisquam (cf. Liv. XXVIII. 37,

where quisquam unus is opposed to alii omnes, and II. 9, where

quisquam unus is opposed to universus senatus). Hence also

ullus = U7iulus, " a little one,*" " a mere one," serves as the

adjective of quisquam, which, as we have seen, has no femi-

nine or plural forms, though it occurs occasionally with femi-

nine nouns. The exclusive force of unus and tdlus is well shown

by the modern French aucun — aliquis unus, which performs all

the functions of quispiam, although the first word belongs to the

most definite of these general pronouns. Thus non vidi quenquam

might be rendered je nai vu personne, or aucune personne.

And in English we sometimes use the word "single" for the

purpose of excluding all of the kind—as, " I have not a single

shilling." Opposed as quisquam is to quis-quis, it is very strange
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that no editor should have observed its intrusion into the place

of the latter in a passage of Ovid {Fast, v. 21) :

Ssepe aliquis solio, quod tu, Saturne, tenebas,

Ausus de media plebe sedere deus

;

Et latus Oceano quisquam deus advena junxit

:

Tethys et extreme ssepe recepta loco est.

It is obvious that quisquam is inadmissible, and that we must

read quisqm's, with the punctuation : et latus Oceano^ quisqms

deus advena^ juiixit^ i. e. " whatever god happened to come

up." Cf. Plant. Amph. I. 1, 156 : quisquis homo hue venerit,

pugnos edet.

§ 6. Numerals and Degrees of Comparison.

In regard to the general discussion of this part of the subject,

I have nothing to add to the full investigation which it has re-

ceived in the New Crat. Book ii. ch. 2. For the sake of method,

hoAvever, it will be desirable to mention a few facts referring

more particularly to the Latin language. While unus, more

anciently oemis or oinos^ corresponds in origin to the Greek et?,

kv-, Goth, aina^ Celtic aenn, the Sanscrit elca is represented only

by the adjective cequus. We have ev-, with 9 instead of the

aspirate, in sin-cerus (imam ceram habens^ i. e. aifKov^^ cf. sim~

plex), sin-cinia (cantio solitaria^ Festus, p. 337), sin-eiput (not

for semi-caput, rjjjLiKeff^dkaiov Gl. Labb, but for singulum caput,

the head being regarded as double), and sin-gulus. It is gene-

rally supposed that semel and semper also contain this form, but

there is nothing to account for the change from n to m in the

former, as there is in sim-plex ; and it seems most natural to

compare the word with a/jua, for Hesychius gives us the gloss

d/jLdKc<;' aira^' Kprjre^. And with regard to sem-per, although

the m would be explained by the following p, the correlative

nuper = novi-per would lead us to seek for the root in the San-

scrit sand, "always," which is connected with sen-ior, sen-ex,

Lith. senis, senas. Thus we have in the Teutonic languages,

0. H. G. sin, " always," also simhal, sirnhales, shnplum (Graff, Yi.

p. 26), Goth, sinteins = sempitermis, &c. The true form oi quin-

que and its connexion with decim are shown by the spelling de-

quim, which is found in the Silian law (above, p. 269). It is

there written deqidn-que, the m being changed into n before the
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que^ as in -cun-que and dun-que (above, p. 236). But in dequim^

as in the preposition cum^ and the affix of the accusative and

locative case, the final m is merely the representative of a more

original n, and that quinque really stands for quinte is farther

shown by the ordinal, which is quintus and not qiiim])ius. The
ordinal primus is derived from the preposition ^:>rce, just as the

Greek irpwro^ comes from irpo. All the ordinals end in -mus

(which is perhaps contained in octavus for octau-mus, nonus for

novenimus)^ with the exception of secundits, "following," which

is merely the participle of sequor, and of tertiiis, qiiartus, quintus,

sextus, which represent the Greek -to9. In tertius this ending is

lengthened by the qualitative or possessive -ius, so that ter-t-ius

is a derivative of ter-tus, and the same is the case in the Sanscrit

dvi-tiyas, tri-ttyas, and in the Sclavonic trettii, fem. tretiza. The

Sclavonic relative hotoroia exhibits a similar extension of a form

corresponding to /corepo^;. By the side of duo we have amho,

which is nearly synonymous with uterque. The distinction of

these words is well known. While duo merely denotes an ag-

gregate of two individuals—the number "two"

—

amho signifies

"both together,'' and uterque, "both the one and the other."

Cf. the Greek afju^orepo^ and eKarepo^, Plat. Thecetet. p. 185 B.

This is clear from such passages as the following; Ter. Adeljph,

I. 2, 50;

Curemus sequam uterque partem ; tu alterum,

Ego alterurn : nam ambos curare propemodum
Reposcere ilium est, quem dedisti.

"Let hoth the one and the other of us look to his own: for to

concern yourself with both together is almost to demand back

again the boy whom you gave me." Auson. Ep. 91: " vis amhas

ut amem? si diligit utraque vellem." " Do you wish me to love

hoth together? If hoth the one and the other loves me, I should

be glad to do so." Hence it is clear that, as Doderlein says

{Lat. Et. u. 8yn. iv. 349), amho regards the tiuo as two halves,

but uterque as two integral unities : and the former corresponds

to a/jicf)(o, the latter to eKarepo^, and both in different cases

to a/jL(p6T€po<i. Tlie separability of the two constituent units

in uterque is farther shown by the fact that this word may have

either a singular or plural verb, whereas amho always takes tlie

plural. It is worthy of remark, as the two words are often
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confused by students, tliat hi-dens, "a mattock," merely involves

his, but that hi-dens, "a sheep," is for anibi-dens (Festus, p. 4:
'' amhidens sive hidens ovis appellabatur, quae superioribus et

inferioribus est dentibus").

The fjrmatiou of the degrees of comparison in adjectives and

adverbs is intimately connected with that of the numerals. For

all ordinals are of the nature of superlatives, and the most ge-

nuine form of the comparative in the Indo-Germanic languages

is the combination of pronominal elements, Vv^hich forms the

third numeral, considered as indicating something heyond two.

Although the Latin language is almost the only idiom which

exhibits the full development of the separate usage of the form

ter = ta-ra {New Crat. § 157), for it has not only the numeral

under the forms tres, ter^ ter-nio, ter-tius, but also a noun ter-

minus, and a regular preposition trans, it does not use -ter as a

comparative suffix except in the case of pronominal forms. For

all common words we have instead of -ter, -repo^, -taras, which

are so usual in cognate languages, either the merely relative

adjective in -ius, corresponding to the Sanscrit -lyas, Greek -i09,

or a derivative from this in -tor, corresponding to the Sanscrit

-tydn, Greek -iwv = -inv-<; ; where we may compare the adverbs

in -tens with their more recent forms in -tes. Thus we have

both al-ter and al-ius, and from the same root ul-tra, ul-tro.

Many prepositions have a fixed or adverbial form in -tra, which

is extended by the addition of -ior into an inflected comparative.

Thus we have ci-tra, ci-ter-ior, ex-tra, ex-ter-ior, in-tra, in-ter-

{or, ul-tra, ul-ter-ior, &e. The forms an-ter-ior, de-ter-ior, jjos-

ter-ior, show that there must have been originally derivatives

like an-tra, de-tra, 2^os-tra, as Avell as the existing an-fe, de,

jpost\e\] and we have seen thatpos-^ro is still extant in Umbrian.

In some words the original a^ffi.x was -ra only, as in inf-ra,

sup-ra, whence inferior, superior. Some prepositions have no

intermediate adverb in -tra or -ra, but merely add the termina-

tion -ior, as prior from prce, propior from prope; and to this

class we must add pejor for pes-ior, from per. This form, and

its superlative J9e55«*?}??65, are assigned to mains. But, paradoxical

as it may appear at first sight, there seems to be good reason for

the belief that in point of regular derivation the true comparative

of malus is md-ior, which is a^^signed to the correlative bonus.
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Attempts have he^n made to derive melior from honus, because

we maj have m by the side of h (above, p. 290), and because n

appears by tlie side of I in fieX-rtcrTOf; and /3€v-Ti(Tro<;. The

double change, however, from h to m and from n to I in the same

syllable, can hardly be assumed in a case where there is no evi-

dence that the root ever exhibited either in its first or last letter

the modification which is supposed. On the other hand, there

are Greek analogies, which quite support the reference of melior

to malus. For there can be no doubt that there is a real con-

nexion between the ideas of excess and depravity, of magnitude

and difficulty, as exhibited in the adverbs jxaka, ^oki^, which

give us the root of mal-us, and in fioyi^, which gives us the

root of fjiiya^ and /jl6xOo<; (N. Crat. §§ 167, 185). There is

no reason therefore why mains should not convey the secondary

idea of difficulty and depravity, which is borne by /jl6\-i(;, while

the primary notion of superior magnitude and higher degree,

which is borne by fiaXa, jmaWov, and /jLaXLcrra, is retained by

the comparative mel-ior. We have a remarkable trace of the

original form of malus in the occasional use of male, as a syno-

nym for the Greek fjuaXa, or the Latin valde; thus we find in

Horace (1 Carm. XVII. 21) male dispari for nimium, valde, ad-

modum dispari; (1 Epist. III. 31) male laxus calceus for nimium

laxus; in Catullus (x. 33) insulsa male et molesta vivis for ad-

modum insulsa; in Tibullus (4 Carm. x. 2) ne male inepta cadam

for mmis inepta (see Hand, Tursell. III. p. 584) ; in all of which

passages we see the transition from the idea of excess to that of

disapprobation. All regular adjectives form their comparative in

this way—namely, by substituting -ior for the flexion-form of the

positive, as dur-us, dur-ior, facil-is, facil-ior, or, if the adjective

involves a verbal root, by adding -ior to the crude form of the

participle; thus, the comparative of maledicus is not maledicior,

but maledi-cent-ior . There is no doubt that al-ius and med-ius are

comparative words. The regular comparative in -ior, gen. -ioris,

is formed from the genitive of these forms, as appears from the

Sanscrit -iydn, Gr. -kj^v—iov-'^ {New Crat. § 165). As the or-

dinal admits of two forms in -tus and in -mus, and as tlie super-

lative is of the nature of an ordinal, we should expect that it

would be indicated by one or both of these terminations. And
this is the case. We have -mus alone in pri-mus, extrc-mus,
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postre-mus, infi-mus or Imus^ and siim-mus for su/pi-mus. We
have -ti-77ius in ul-timus, in op-timus^ ""uppermost," from oh^ in

in-timus, "most inward," from in, \\\ pes-simus (for pes-timus)

,

"most down," from^er (cf. pessum-do with per-do, and per-eo).

The termination -timus is universally assimilated in the superla-

tives of ordinary adjectives. For these superlatives are formed,

like the comparatives in -tra, -repo^, from an adverbial form,

and not from the crude form of the adjective, like the compara-

tives in -tor (see JSfeiv Crat. § 165; Gr, Gr. Art. 269 sqq.).

The adverb derived from the adjectives in -us or -er, which

ended in e or o in ordinary Latin, originally terminated in -ed;

and as the supines in -turn of dental verbs generally changed

their t into 5, or, in combination with the characteristic, into -S5,

we are not at a loss to account for the similar phenomenon in the

superlatives : for ces-sum = ced-tum from cedo, and sessum = sed-

tum from sedeo'^, fully correspond to dur-i-ssimus from dured-

timus, and moll-i-ssimus from mollid-timus. The change of e

into i in the former case is in accordance with the usual practice

;

cf. teneo, con-tineo, sedeo, assideo, &c. When the crude form of

the adjective ends in / or r, the t of -timus is assimilated to this

letter : thus from celer we have celer-rimus for celer-timus, from

facilis we hsiYe facil-limus ioY facil-timus. The junction between

the crude form of the adjective and an affix properly appended

to a derived adverb is due to the fact that adjectives of this kind

may use their neuter and even their crude form as adverbs ; thus

we have not only faciliter, but facile, and even facul (Festus, p.

87, Mailer).

§ 7. Prepositions.

The most important of the pronominal adverbs, which are

used as the basis of degrees of comparison, are the prepositions.

One of these, trans, is merely an extension of the affix of the

comparative, and they are all employed more or less in qualifying

those expressions of case, on which the mutual relations of words

so much depend. We have seen that, according to the proper

and original distinctions of the oblique cases, the genitive or

^ Ad-gretus = ad-gred-tusSiCi\XB\\^ occurs in Ennius {Ann. 574, Vahlen)

for adgressics. Festus, p. 6.
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ablative (for they were originally identical) denotes motion /ro??!

a place, or, generally, separation; the dative or locative implies

rest in a place, or, generally, conjunction; and the accusative

signifies motion to a place, or, generally, approach with a view

to conjunction ; but that these primitive uses of the oblique in-

flexions have become obsolete in Latin, with the exception of a

few general nouns and the proper names of cities. In other

instances, moiiowfrom and to, and rest in a place, together with

the other mutual relations of words, are expressed by some pre-

position; and in this use of the prepositions, the genitive, as dis-

tinct from the ablative, and the dative, whether identified with

the locative or distinguished from it, are utterly excluded. The
ablative alone is used with those prepositions which signify

separation, and takes the place of the dative or locative with

those which imply rest or conjunction, while the accusative pro-

perly accompanies those which denote approach or motion.

It will be convenient to class the Latin prepositions under

three heads, corresponding to the three primitive distinctions of

the oblique cases—namely, sejparation or motion from, rest in,

and approach or motion to. To each of these may be appended

the derived or compounded prepositions, which introduce some

new modification of meaning.

The three simplest auxiliaries of the primitive relations of

case are ah (shortened in a, and extended into ahs, absque) for

the expression of separation or motion from, with the ablative

;

in for the expression of rest in or on, with the ablative, as the

usurper of the place of the dative or locative; and ad for the

expression of approach or motion to with the accusative.

There is no doubt as to the origin and linguistic affinities of

these prepositions. Ah or ahs corresponds in etymology and

meaning to the Greek airo or a-v/r, which was originally av-iro^,

or va-iro^ {Neio Crat. § 169), and, as such, denoted motion from

a distant object to the subject, according to the principle which

I have stated and elucidated elsewhere {New Graf. §§130, 169;

Gr. Gr. Art. 77 sqq.). Practically ah and «tto denote motion from

the sui-face of an object, and are so distinguished from ex (e), i^

(e/c) , which imply that we pass through intermediate proximity

;

in corresponds in use to the Greek eV and et? = eV?, and in origin

not only to these prepositions, but also to dvd. In with the
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ablative and eV with tlie dative express the simplest and most

elementary notion of locality—the being in a place. With
the accusative, in signifies into or unto a place, deriving the

expression of motion from the case with which it is connected.

When Iv is connected with the accusative in this sense, it is

always expanded to eU = eV?, except in some of the lyric poets,

such as Pindar, who, like the Eomans, use eV to express both

location with the dative and motion with the accusative. There

is no doubt that eV, etV, etV/, ava. tm, are ultimately identical,

the original form having been ?a-va, which expresses motion

through the nearer to the more distant object. Practically, in

represents all the uses of eV, ek, avd, and even of the negative

prefix which corresponds to the last. Thus we have dva /le-

/00? = in-vicem, iv rfj iroXei = in urhe, et'? rrjv irokiv — in urhem,

dv-7]pi6fjio^ = innumerus. While in thus corresponds to some

of the applications of dvd, the other meanings of the Greek

particle are represented by the inseparable prefix re- or red-,

which, like the Greek pa, is ultimately traceable to an

identity with va- {New Crat. §§ 266—270). This prefix,

which properly signifies " up " as the correlative of '' down,"

is very often used, like dvd, to give to a compound the converse

meaning to that which is borne by the simple verb. The
origin of this is to be sought in the opposition of dvd to Kara.

Thus if KaTaKoXvTTTw means 'Ho cover down," or "pnt down
a covering," dvaKaXvirrco would mean "to up-cover," "un-

cover," or "take up a covering." Hence we have the verb re-

velo, " to unveil," re-dudo, " to unclose," re-sero, " to unlock,"

re-tego, " to uncover." At a later period, however, this prefix

became merely emphatic, and as recondo meant " to lay up,

or hoard up diligently," so recludo, instead of denoting " to

open," meant "to close up with special care:" whence our

sense of the word "recluse." This change in the application

came into vogue in the silver age, and we find in Suetonius

{Octav, 78) retectis pedihus in the sense "with his feet care-

fully covered " (see the notes of Casaubon and Ernesti on this

passage). Similarly, we find recerno for secerno, 7^ejinnare = oc-

cludere (Fr. refermer, renfermer) . It is an interesting circum-

stance that whereas retego, detego, and revelo, develo, were used

tropically as synonyms in classical Latin (compare Hor. 3
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Carm.- XXI. 16, with Liv. x. 4, and Ovid, Fast. VI. 619, with

Metam. vi. 604), in English we have "detect" from the first

pair, and "reveal" alone from the second pair of verbs. The
French, however, retain develo in their devoUer, as they also

have decouvrir. The preposition ad is obviously another form

of the conjunctions «^ =-" still," and e^ = " too," "and." The
late Professor Hunter showed^ that there was the same relation

between the Greek Se, which signifies "too," "in the second

place," and the affix -Se, as in oiKov-Be, "to-home," implying

motion to a place. We learn from the other form el-ra {New

Orat. § 193) that e-n is compounded of the second element

Fa, and the third; consequently it corresponds in etymology,

as it does pretty nearly in meaning, to the Greek eh = eV?,

and to in used with the accusative.

In its use with the ablative of the agent, ah corresponds

rather to the Greek utto than to airo. Thus, mundus a deo

creatus est would be rendered o Koafio^; vrro (not diro) rod Oeov

iKTiaOrj. But we are not to conclude from this that vtto,

cbTTo, are different forms of the same word. The u is found in

all the cognate words viro, suh, virep, super, subter, uf, ufar,

iipa, upari; and it is clear that while a-iro = va-irb is com-

pounded of the third and first, v-iro = Fa-7ro is made up of

the second and first pronominal elements, and so denotes a

passage to tlie subject from that which is proximate or under

the feet. As the act of separation implies nearness at the

moment of separation, we find that idiomatically ah is used to

express relative positions, as a froute, "in front," a tergo, "be-

hind," Ubertus a manu, "a freedman at hand," i.e. an amanu-

ensis. But this meaning is more fully expressed by ajj-ud,

compounded of ah and ad, and combining the meaning of these

two prepositions; for apud signifies "being by the side of but

not part of an object," and this implies both juxtaposition and

separation. It is used with the accusative, because this is the

case of the latter preposition of the two, and because the passage

from ah to ad implies motion. The Greek irapa, which answers

^ A Grammatical Essay on the nature, import, and effect, of certain

Conjunctions; particularly the Greek hi', read June 21, 1784. Trans, of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Yo]. i pp. 113— 34.
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exactly to ajyud, takes different cases according to the meaning

implied by the special reference [Gr. Or. Art. 485). In low

Latin we have the compound ah-ante from which comes the

French a-vant, and even de-ah-ante, from whence comes devant

(see Pott, Zeitschr. f. d. Vergl. Sprf. I. p. 311).

The preposition in has also the comparative forms in-ter and

in-tra, or m-fra, which imply motion, and are consequently

joined to the accusative. The same is the case with an~te^

Avhich retains the a found in an~ter^ Sanscr. an-tar^ Gr. a-rep

for dv'Tep (Neio Crat. § 204). In meaning an-te corresponds

to the Greek dv-rl only so far as the latter signifies '' in front

of," which is the primitive signification of the Latin particle.

The Greek rrpo, from whence comes Trpo?, or Trporl, claims a

common origin with. j9ro; and there can be no doubt as to the

connexion between rrapd, whence irapal, and pros/ but there are

many shades of meaning in which the Latin and Greek terms by

no means coincide. Frce-te7', which is a comparative oi prce, and

prop-ter, which is similarly formed from pro-pe. an extension of

pro (above, § 5) , express exactly certain meanings of irapd : thus

irapd h6^av=p>r(Bter opinionem, and nrapd Ta\)Ta=propter ista.

Fer exactly answers to nrapd, in its negative or depreciating

sense, in compounds such as pe-jero for per-juro = TrapopKeco : cf.

pejor for p>er{or. Although per and irepi are identical words,

there are only some few cases in which their significations

strictly correspond (see New Crat. §§ 177, 8). It is perhaps

still more difficult to show the exact relation in meaning be-

tween the Greek and Latin affix -irep^ -per : cf. direp, . ocrairep,

&c. with paidlisper, nuper, &c. In many of its employments

the Latin ^:>er coincides exactly with the Greek hid, which, with

the genitive, and, in the older poets, with the accusative also,

signifies " through," and which, with the accusative in ordinary

Greek, corresponds to the use of irapd, propter, to which I have

just adverted. Etymologically there can be no doubt that hud

finds a representative in the Latin de, which implies descent

and derivation, and is of course used with the ablative. In

form de corresponds to the old Latin se for sine, and as the

full form of this se was sed, or set, we find in Oscan (above,

p. 144) that de originally appeared as dat. It has been remarked

already, that ah differs from ex, the other preposition most di*
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rectly connected with the meaning of the ablative, by referring

to the surface of the object from which the separation takes

place, Avhereas ex denotes a removal from or out of the interior

of the object or objects. Now de also presumes that the thing

removed was a part of the object from which it is removed.

Thus while we liave no ab-imo from emo, we have both ex-imo,

"to take out," and demo^ "to take aw^ay a part" (as partem

solido demere de die), to say nothing of sumo, "to take up,"

p)romo, " to take forth," which imply approximation to the same

idea of partition. This signification of partition brings us back

very closely to the primitive meaning of Sta, St?, hvo ; and we
have absolute division in such phrases as dedi de meo. From
the same idea of partition we may get the sense of derivation

and descent implied in these and other compounds of de. And
here de comes into close contact with the affixes -Oev, -tus, which

undoubtedly belong to the same original element (see Neiv Crat.

§ 263); thus de cosh is exactly equivalent to coeli-tus. While

hid corresponds to^:>er in its sense of " through," and to de in its

meaning of division into parts, we find that de conversely coin-

cides with irepl in the sense of " about," " concerning," as de-

noting the subject from which the action or writing is derived,

i. e. the source of agency or the subject-matter iyXTJ) . Thus

scripsit de republica means " he took the subject of his writing

from the general theme of the commonwealth
;

" for which a

Greek would have said eypa^lre irepl tyj^ 7ro\LTeLa<;, i. e, " his

writing was about or derived from the republic." The con-

nexion of de and hid is seen still more plainly in the form di

or dis w^hich the former bears in composition.

As de, though connected with hid, thus corresponds to one

of the uses of irepl, while hid in its general meaning coincides

with per, so we find that oh, which is etymologically identical

with diJb<pi, a synonym of irepl, agrees in one of its uses with

propter, and so with hid when used with the accusative. The
fact, that oh may be traced to a common origin with eirt and

dfi<f)i, has been elsewhere established {New Crat. §§ 172, 3), by
the following proofs. There can be no doubt as to the identity

of cTTt with the Sanscrit api and ahhi. Now ahhi is related to

d/jb(j)L, as ahhra is to 6fjL^po<;, uhkau to dfMcpo), amho, &c. And
the analogy of «tto" for dv-irb, shows that eirl must originally
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have been iv-ir l or dv-7ri= d/KJyL Moreover eV/ and dfi(j)L con-

cur not only in their ordinary meanings, but especially in that

sense of interchange or reciprocity which I have claimed for eV/

[JSfew Crat. § 174). Now oh, which resembles the Sanscrit ahlii

in its Auslaut, shows by its vowel the last trace of a lost nasal

;

comp. ohba, uiiibo, dfM/Si^^. And its usage, in other senses than

that of propter, indicates a close connexion in meaning with iirt

and dfji^L. Thus ojy-tiraus from oh manifestly denotes "up-most"

or "upper-most." So that oh must have denoted " superposition"

or "relative altitude" like eV/. And Festus (p. 178, Miiller) has

pointed out usages in which it concurs with the two Greek pre-

positions : "o5 praspositio alias ponitur pro circum (i.e. dfjucjyc),

ut cum dicimus whem oh-sideri, oh-vallari, oh-signari

.

. . alias

pro ad (i. e. iirl) ponitur, ut Ennius : oh Romam noctu legiones

ducere coejnt, et alibi oh Trqjam duxit.'" The relative altitude

implied by eV/ and oh is shown in such phrases as oh oculos,

"before the eyes," i.e. on a level with them; and in Ennius'

Telamo we have more generally oh os (Cic. Tusc. Disp. ill.

18): Mcine est ille Telamo ... cujus oh os Graii ora ohvertehant

sua, where the compound reminds us of ^schyl. Choeph. 350

:

iiri-G-TpeTTTo^ al(hv. The frequentative sense of eVt is conveyed

by oheo, i'iTL(f>oLrd(o, "to go backwards and forwards," and the

relative height of a table, or city built on the level surface of a

hill, is signified by op>pidam — iirliTe^ov (Yirg. Georg. II. 156

:

tot congesta manu prmrwptis oppida saxis). The phrases quoted

by Festus for the sense of circum remind us at once of eV/ and

irepl or CyCt^/. Thus ohsidere is either icfye^ecrOai or 7repiKa6fj(T6aL.

If ohscurus reminds us of e7rLcr/ao<;, we have dfju^LKaXvirTO) in

o'c-culo; if oh-edio suggests liraKovw, oh-esus (bassus) refers us to

dfi(f)c\acj)j](!, oh-erro to TrepiTrXavcofjiac, and oh-liquus to d/j(,(f>L-

Xo^o9. The sense of perseverance or continuance conveyed by
oc-cupo, oh'tineo, and ohs-tinatus (see Ruhnken, Dictata in Teren-

tium, p. 78), is also due to the meaning of surrounding or going

^ It is a remarkable circumstance that we have in Fest. p. 26 the

Gloss. " aUsse pro ac??ss^ dicebant." This clearly involves a confusion

between amh or oh and ah, for the word intended is manifestly ohisse.

Pott, Eiym. Forsch. ii. p. 6B5, supposes a change from d to b, which is

impossible.
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backwards and forwards contained in eiri and aix(f>i {irepl) . For

example, oc-cupo is either i7rcXa/jL/3dv(o or TrepcXa/jL^dvco. The
preposition circum {circa, circtfer), which is limited to the local

or temporal meaning of wepl, is a case of the substantive circus,

which may be connected with cis (citra), a form of the prono-

minal element -ce ; and ci-tra, citro are opposed to ul-tra, ul-tro,

as c€ = "here" is opposed to ul- {al-, an-, il-, iV^-) =" there,"

and there is no doubt that the preposition in is ultimately iden-

tical with the pronoun ul-, al- (cf. Sanscr, anya, G^eek Kecvo<;,

&c.). The pronominal root ce obtains another prepositional ex-

tension in cum = ^vv, and this again has its comparative in con-

tra, "against," implying extension from and in front of that

which is here. The first element po- combined with the second

-s and the third -n gives in po[s]ne a sense of extension "back-

wards" and " behind," i. e. through all three positions ; and this

is also the meaning of j^os-t, which bears the same relation to

po-ne that se-d or se-t does to si-7ie. The latter, which is really

po-s-ne without the first syllable, expresses the idea of simple

separation. The compound post, or even the syllable po alone,

is used as a preposition almost equivalent to trans, as in j;o-

mmrium or post-m<jerium, "the space beyond the wall," p)ost-

liminium, " the space beyond the threshold, within which a

resumption of civic rights is possible." Trans, involving the

elements of the comparative suffix, with a new affix, difi'ers little

from ul-tra, for it includes nearly the same elements in a dif-

ferent order. As cir-cus is probably connected with cis, so ter-

minus undoubtedly contains the root of tr-ans. A finis or ter-

minus strictly excludes the citra as well as the ultra, and the

circus, as a line, is neither the space, which it encloses, nor that,

which it shuts out. Erga, which bears the same relation to

ergo that ultra does to ultro, must be explained by the corre-

spondence of ergo and igitur. The latter, as we have seen, is

an extension in -tur—-tus of {-gi=es-gi; and erg-a = esg-a is

only a different form of the same word ; for the ending of igi-tur

is -tur = -tini, and while circa stands hj circi-ter we shall see

directly that Juxta presumes a juxta-tim.

It has been shown (in Chapter Viii.) that clam, coram, penes

and tenus are adverbs derived from nominal or verbal roots

;

and juxta =jug-sta is a compound of the root jug- in jungo

D.v. 26
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jugum, jugis, and the crude form of sto. Like con-tinuo it ex-

presses contiguity. Some consonantal affix, equivalent to a

case-ending, is involved in the last syllable. The old gram-

marians remark that ''' staiim pro firmiter primam producit; pro

illico corripit;" and such forms as statio, &C.5 prove that the

contraction is not always exhibited. But the analogy of ava-

fjLiy-Erjv, dva-/jbl<y-Sa, avd-fjucya, dvd-fit^ {Greek Grammar, Art.

265), shows that some affix was to be expected, and that it

might be extenuated into a mere vocal Auslaut. From the

almost synonymous temts and ef?}?, compared with the ablatives

in a for ad, and with ergdip) by the side of igi-tur, we can easily

infer the nature of the appendage which has been rubbed off

from the prepositional adverb jugsta =jug-sta-tim.

It may be worth while to add that prepositions compounded

with verbs are liable to certain changes from assimilation or

absorption, which perhaps typify a similar change in the separate

use of these proclitic words.

A, ah, ahs may appear as au, and we have seen it assume the

form af ill old Latin (above, p. 260, 1. 11).

Ad may change d into the first letter of the v/ord with which it

is compounded; thus it may become ac, af, ag, al, an, ap, ar,

as, at ; and we have seen that the last of these represents one

of its separate usages; compare also et, and the Greek ert.

This preposition is represented by a short a in a-perio = ad-

pario; a-moenus = ad-manus {ci.im-manis) \ a-dejys = ad-dejps ;

a-trox = ad-trux, &c.

Ante sometimes appears as antid, which may have been its

original form (see above, p. 365).

Circum may lose its final 711 or change it into n.

Cum appears as com, co, col, con, or cor.

Be either remains unaltered, or assumes the form des before t;

it is found also with a different, but cognate signification, as

dis-, di-, dif- and dir-.

E, ex, enters into compounds either in its separate form, or assi-

milated to f-, as in ef-fero.

In is im before labials, i before g, il and ir before the liquids

I and r, but otherwise unchanged; in old writers or their

imitators we have endo or indu.
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Inter is not changed, except before I, when it becomes intel-.

Oh becomes obs before dentals, it is assimilated to labials and

gutturals, and is shortened into o before m; sometimes it

resumes its original m: thus we have amh, shortened into

am, or an before c, as in an-ceps.

Per is sometimes, but not always, assimilated to a following L

Post^ ox pone, becomes ^o, vn pomoermm, jpomeridianus.

Pro is written prod before a vowel, as in prod-est ; it suffers

metathesis in pol-Uceo, por-rigo, where it approaches to the

cognate p>er, if it is not identical with it.

The inseparable re, really a form of m^dvd, is written red before

a vowel, or the dentals J, t ; compare red-eo, red-do, ret-tuli.

Sine appears only as se or sed-, the former with an occasional

tmesis, as in Lucret. i. 453 : sejungi seque gregari.

Suh may change b to the following letter, and sometimes as-

sumes s before t, as in suhs-traJio,

Trans may be shortened into tra,

Ve, or vehe, is not a preposition, but a particle containing the

same root as via = veha, veho, weg, &c.

§ 8. Negative Particles.

Negative particles fall into two main classes essentially dif-

ferent in signification ; for they denote either denial, which is

categorical negation, ox prohibition, which is hypothetical nega-

tion ; in the former case, we negative an affirmation, i. e. affirm

that the case is not so ; in the latter, we negative a supposition,

i. e. prohibit or forbid an assumed or possible event. As these

differences are absolute in logic or syntax, it is necessary that

they should be expressed by the forms of the words ; and the

three classical languages have sufficient, but by no means iden-

tical, methods of conveying these distinctions. The Greek lan-

guage expresses categorical negation by the particle ov or ov-k,

amounting to d-va-^a-K, which denotes distance and separation,

but takes for the expression of a prohibition or negative hypo-

thesis the particle firj, which is connected with the first personal

pronoun, and is therefore opposed to ovk as subject is to object

{New Crat. § 189). The Hebrew language has the same root

^, which is ultimately identical with the Indo-Germanic na or

a-7ia, to express both negation and prohibition ; but while the

26—2
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categorical negative N? conveys this idea by a lengthened stress

on the vowel which follows the liquid, the hypothetical bi^

denotes the prohibition of an act present or intended by an

initial breathing which throws the emphasis on the Anlaut

(MasMl le-8opher, p. 15). The Latin language, like the

Hebrew, contents itself with one pronominal element, namely, n\

signifying ''distance" and "separation," for both negation and

prohibition, but distinguishes these in form by adopting a com-

pound or lengthened word for the categorical negative, while the

hypothetical word appears without any such strengthening

addition. Thus, while the common expression for the cate-

gorical negative is non for nenu, or noenu, which is obviously

ne oenum or ne unum with the ecthlipsis of the final m, we find

merely ne in the prohibitive sense, in ordinary Latin. There are

traces in single words and in the older authors of a strengthening

affix c in this latter use (above, p. 118), corresponding to the

affix which appears in ov-k or ov-yi. We must distinguish this

affix from the conjunction -que^ which appears in the disjunction

ne-que (Miiller, Siippl, Ann. ad Fest. p. 387). If, then, we
compare ov-k, = d-va-^a-K with we-c, we shall see that they differ

only in the inserted element Fa, and there is no reason to suppose

that the categorical no7i differs from the hypothetical ne, other-

wise than by the strengthening word imum, which is also in-

volved in nullus — nunu-lus. On the other hand, we see from

the categorical use of nunquam, nusquam, ne-quidem and ne-

que, that the negative ne may always be used in a denial of facts,

if it is only sufficiently strengthened. The identity of d-vaAJd\-K

and ne-c is farther shown by the use of the negative as a prefix

in Latin. Of this we have three forms ; the simple ne or m as

in ne-fas, ne-scio, ni-liil, nisi, &c. ; the same with i'=Fa pre-

fixed, as in in-iquus, in-numerus, im-mensus, i-gnavus, &c.
;

with c affixed, as in nec-opinus, neg-otium, neg-Ugo or nec-Ugo.

As it is quite clear that in these instances the element n is that

which gives the negative force, and as this element is common to

non and ne, it follows that the Komans did not distinguish

between the form of the prohibition and categorical negation

otherwise than by strengthening the latter. And this extenuation

of the negative emphasis in subordinate expressions is also shown
by the fact, that, in conditional and final sentences, the mere dimi-
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nution of assertion expressed by minus took the place of the

shorter negative ; thus we have si minus for 5^V^, and quominus

for quin. It is a question whether the shorter form ne can

appear without some strengthening affix, as -dum, -que, or

-quidem, in the categorical negation. Of the passages quoted

some are manifestly corrupt, and it seems that ne is not used

categorically, except when it stands for ne-quidem^ " not even"

(see Drakenborch, ad Liv. viir. 4; xxxiii. 49). It may be

doubted in these cases whether there is not a concealed prohi-

bition, as in the Greek firj on. On the other hand, when non

appears, as it occasionally does, in a final sentence, there is always

some reason for the employment of this more emphatical par-

ticle. Thus ne plura dicam, or ut ne plura dicam, means

merely " not to say more," but ut plura non dicam neque alio-

rum exemplis confirmem (Cic. pro lege Manil. 15, § 44) implies

a more deliberate abstinence from irrelevant details. The dif-

ference between ne-quidem and non-quidem or nec-quidem con-

sists in the greater degree of emphasis conveyed by the former,

which is much the more usual combination; iox ne-quidem means

''not even;" but non (or nee) -quidem denotes merely a qualifi-

cation of opposed terms, so that quidem is simply the Greek

[lev : this appears from Quintilian's rendering (ix. 3, § 65) of

Demosthenes (de Corond, p. 288) : ov/c elTrov [xev ravra, ovk

eypayfra Bi' ovS* eypayfra fiev, ovk iirpka^evcra Be' ovB' iirpecr-

^eucra /juev, ovk eireLaa Be ©rj^alov^,—" non enim dixi quidem,

sed non scripsi ; nee scripsi quidem, sed non obii legationem

;

nee obii quidem, sed non persuasi Thebanis" (see Wagner on

Verg. Georg. i. 126).

This distinction in emphasis regulates the employment of the

negative particles in interrogations, and we observe the same

relation between the Greek and Latin particles in this use also

—

that is, we employ nonne in Latin, where we write ap ov in

Greek ; num, which bears the same relation to ne that ipsus does

to ipse or necessum to necesse, corresponds to the Greek use of

p.r) or /jLTj ovv = jjLwv ; and the enclitic -ne is used when no nega-

tion appears in Greek; thus we have ap ovk earcv dcrOevr)^;

= nonne cegrotat ? when we expect an affirmative answer ; apa

pbT) ecTTiv acrdevr}^] or fMoov daOevr]^ iaTL;—num cegrotat f when we

expect a negative answer ; and dpa da6evr)<; icm ;,
= cegrotat^ne f
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when we merely ask for information. The employment of the

negative in the final sentence really emanates from this use in

interrogations, coupled with the prohibitive value of the shorter

particle. The subordinate sentence, whether affirmative or nega-

tive, is generally coupled with that on which it depends by some

relative or interrogative particle. In Greek this particle cannot

be dispensed with, except in those cases, when the thing feared,

denied, or doubted, is expressed by a prohibitive sentence, and

here the usual form of the final or illative sentence is relin-

quished ; but the use of wo-re firj (
Gr, Gr. Art. 602) shows that

this is merely an idiomatic omission, and BeSoiKa fjurj ddvco might

have been written BeSoLKa «9 fjLrj 0av(o, or ware fjuTj Oavetv, " I

fear with a view to the result that I may not die." The examples

collected by Mr. Allen {Analysis of Latin Verbs, pp. 337 sqq.)

sufficiently show that in Latin the relative particle ut may be

either inserted or omitted at pleasure, whether the subordinate

sentence is affirmative or negative.
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THE THEORY OF THE LATIN VERB,

§ I. The Latin verb generally defective. § 2. The personal inflexions—their con-

sistent anomalies. § 3. Doctrine of the Latin tenses. § 4. The substan-

tive verbs. § 5. Paucity of organic formations in the regular Latin verb.

§ 6. General scheme of tenses in the Latin verb. § 7. Verbs which may be

regarded as parathetic compounds. § 8. Tenses of the vowel-verbs which are

combinations of the same kind. § 9. Organic derivation of the tenses in the

conson£tnt-verb, § 10. Auxiliary tenses of the passive voice. §11. The
modal distinctions— their syntax. § 12. Forms of the infinitive and partici-

ple—how connected in derivation and meaning. § 13. The gerundium and

gerundivum shown to be active and present. § 14. The participle in

•turus. § 15. The perfect subjunctive. § 16. The past tense of the infinitive

active. §17. The future of the infinitive passive.

§ 1. The Latin Verb gejierally defective,

THE forms of the Latin verb are meagre and scanty in the

same proportion as the cases of the nouns are multifarious

and comprehensive. The deficiencies of the one are due to the

same cause as the copiousness of the other. They both spring

from the antiquated condition of the language. An idiom which

has been long employed in literature will generally substitute

prepositions for the inflexions of cases, and, by the employment

of various syntactical devices, increase the expressiveness and

significance of the verb. It is just in these particulars that the

dialects formed from the Latin differ from their mother-speech,

and in the same particulars they approximate to the syntactical

distinctness of the Greek.

§ 2. The Personal Inflexions—their consistent Anomalies.

The Latin person-endings are, however, on the whole, less

mutilated than the corresponding inflexions in the Greek verb.

This is because the person-endings are, in fact, case-endings of

pronouns, by virtue of which every form of the finite verb be-

comes complete in itself (see New Grat. § 347), and the case-

endings, as has been already observed, are more perfect in Latin

than in Greek.

The person-endings of the active verb, as they appear in

classical Latin, are -m, ~s, -t; -mus, -tis, -nt. But these forms
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are not maintained throughout all the tenses. The present

indicative has dropt the characteristic -m, except in the two cases

of sum and inquam. The sign of the first person singular is

also wanting in the perfect indicative, and in the futures in -ho

and -ro. The second person singular is represented by -s in

every case but one—that of the perfect indicative, which substi-

tutes -sti. The third singular is always -t ; the first plural al-

ways -mus; the second plural always -its, except in the perfect

indicative, when it is -stts, corresponding to the singular of the

same person ; and the third plural is always -nt, though this is

occasionally dropt in the third person plural of the perfect indi-

cative. The loss of the final t in the third person singular is

found both in the Umbrian forms hahe, fiiia, si, &c. for hahet,

fuat, sit, &c., and in the old Latin dede, dedro, dederi. We
have also in Umbrian covortuso and hemtso for converterunt and

venerunt. If we may judge from the -to, -tote of the imperative,

these person-endings must have been originally ablative or causa-

tive inflexions of the pronouns. The original form of the im-

perative suffix in the singular number was -tod or -tud, which is

unequivocally an ablative inflexion (above, Chap. viii. § 8).

In common Latin the imperative not only lost its personal affix

in the second singular, but even suflered an apocope of the crude

form in certain verbs, as due and fac. For da or dato we have

do in ce-do, ''give-here," plural cette; and I have elsewhere

endeavoured to prove that the nearly synonymous mo-do must

be a similar form involving also the first personal pronoun (" On
the Etymology of the Latin particle modo,'' Trans, of the Philol.

Soe, 1854, pp. 97 sqq.).

The person-endings of the passive verb present some difficul-

ties to the inquiring philologist. In fact, only the third person,

singular and plural, seems to have been preserved free fi-om

mutilation or suppression. The terminations of the passive

should, according to the rules of sound philology, present them-

selves as inflexions or cases of the active person-endings (see

New Cratylus, § 348). If, then, we compare the active amat,

amant, amare, with the corresponding passive forms, amatur,

amantur, amarier, we must conclude that r, connected with the

active form by a short vowel, e or u, is the sign of the passive

voice, and that this amounts to an inflexion of the active form
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analogous to the adverbs in -ter {lem-fer, gnavi-ter^ &c.), or -tim

[grada-tim, &c.) [New Cratylus, § 365, above, p. 343). In fact,

the isolated particle tgi-tur supplies a perfect analogy for the

passive person-endings -tur and -ntur. This particle, as we
have seen (above, pp. 342, 401), is an extension in -tur from the

composite form i-gi (cf. e-go, er-ga[-o), e-ho, e-ja), and it has the

locative meaning " thereupon" in a Fragment of the xii. Tables

(above, p. 242). We have also seen that the adverbs in -ter,

-tim are used in a locative sense. And whether we conclude

that -tur is a locative like t66l, or identical with -tus = -Bev, and

therefore bearing a locative meaning only as the act of separation

implies proximity at the moment of separation (above, p. 397),

there can be no doubt that it does bear that locative sense, which

is required by the person-endings of the passive voice. The
identity of -tur with -ter [-tim) is farther shown by the form

amari-er, which stands by the side of ama-tur, and the change

from the short e to u^ is found in other cases, e.g. in tuhur-cino

from tuher and in tacitur-nus and diutur-nus by the side of

hester-nus. According to this, the first persons amor and ama-

mur are contractions of amomer, amamuser, according to the

Sanscrit analogy (comp. hhare with (jyepofjuai,, &c. New Crat.

§§ 352, 362). The second persons, amaris {amare) and ama-

raini, are altogether different forms ; they seem to be two verbals,

or participial nouns, of the same kind respectively as the Latin

and Greek active infinitive, amare = amase (compare dic-sts-se,

esse, GcY. 7eXat?, u-v/rot?, &c.), and the passive participle tvttto-

/jl€vo<;. The verbal, which stands for the second person singular

of the passive verb, was probably, in the first instance, a verbal

noun in -sis; compare vrpa^t?, /nl/jbrj-cn^;, &c. That which re-

presents the second person plural is the plural of a form which

is of very frequent occurrence in the Latin language {New Crat.

§ 362). The earlier form ended in -minor, and is preserved in

the imperative, which in old Latin had a corresponding second

person singular in -mino: thus we have antestamino {Legg. xii.

Tah. I. Fr. 1, above, Ch. vi. § 7), /amino (Fest. p. 87), prce-

famino (Cat. R. R. 135, 14:0) ,
frmmmo {Inscr. Grut.), for ante-

stare, fare, prcefare, fruere; as well as arbitraminor (Plant.

Epid. V. 2, 30) and progrediminor (id. Pseud, iii. 2, 70) for

arhitramini and progredimim. The use of these verbals, with a
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fixed gender, and without any copula, to express passive predi-

cations referring to the second person, is one of the most singular

features in the Latin language, and the former can only be

compared to the Greek use of the infinitive to express the

second person imperative.

§ 3. Doctrine of the Latin Tenses.

There is, perhaps, no one department of classical philology,

in which so little has been done as in the analysis and simplifica-

tion of the Latin tenses.- They are still arranged and designated

as they were in the beginning ; and no one seems to have dis-

cerned the glaring errors inseparable from such a system. Even

among the more enlightened, it is not yet agreed whether certain

tenses are to be referred to the indicative or to the subjunctive

mood, and forms of entirely difierent origin are placed together

in the same category.

Without anticipating the discussion of the difficulties which

beset the doctrine of the Latin tenses, I will premise that, prac-

tically, the regular verb has four moods and five tenses, which

are known by the following names, and represented, in my
Grammar, by the notation attached to the terminology ; the in-

dicative (A), imperative (B), subjunctive (C), and infinitive (D)

moods, and the present (I), im])erfect (II), perfect (III), pluper-

fect (IV), and future (V) tenses. Thus, to avoid repeating the

names, A. III. will represent the perfect indicative, C. II. the

imperfect subjunctive, and so on.

An accurate examination of all the forms in the Latin lan-

guage will convince us that there are only two ways in which

a tense can be formed organically from the root of a Latin verb.

One is, by the addition of s- ; the other, by the addition of i-.

We find the same process in the Greek verb; but there it is

regular and systematic, supplying us throughout with a complete

series of primary and secondary, or definite and indefinite tensest

In Greek, we say that the addition of a- to the root forms the

aorist and future, that the same adjunct in a more guttural form

1 For the convenience of the reader, I will repeat here the distinc-

tions which I have elsewhere quoted from J. L. Burnouf's MUhode pour

etudier la Langue Grecque, pp. 215 sqq.

:
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makes the perfect, and that the insertion of l- indicates the

conjunctive or optative mood. Moreover, we have in the Greek

verb an augment, or syllable prefixed for the purpose of marking

past time as such, and traces at least of the systematic employ-

ment of reduplication to designate the continuance of an action.

As the ancient epic poetry of the Greeks neglects the augment,

we may understand how it fell into desuetude among' the Romans.

The reduplication too, though common to all the old Italian lan-

guages, is of only partial application in the existing forms of

the Latin verb. With regard to the value of the tenses in cr-

and c- the same holds to a certain extent in Latin also ; but

while the principle is here susceptible of a double application, it

is, on the other hand, interrupted by the operation of a system

of composite tenses which is peculiar to the Latin language, and

still more so by the regular use of the affix -s to express derived

or indefinite tenses.

§ 4. The Substantive Verbs,

Before I proceed to examine the tense-system of the Romans,

as it appears in all the complications of an ordinary verb, it will

be as well to analyze, in the first instance, the substantive verb

which enters so largely into all temporal relations.

The Latin language has two verbs signifying "to be:" one

contains the root es-, Sanscr. as-, Greek ecr-, Lith. es-; the other,

the lootfu', Sanscr. bhu-j Gr. ^v-, Lith. bu-.

The inflexions of es- are as follows

:

PRIMARY TENSES.

The Present expresses simultaneity') . , .
. ( k Us

,p, -p, . . • -^ (.
with reference to ) . ^. .

The Future . . . posteriority r , .
)
je lirai

The Perfect . . . anteriority j ^ \ fai lu.

ECONDARY TENSES.

cresses simultaneity^ C je lisaii

. . posteriority [
'^'^^'^^^^'^''''^^''

Ijelus^

. . anteriority )
some other time (. ^.^^

SECONDARY TENSES.

The Imperfect exipresses simultaneity^
.^^ ^ ^

(jelisais^

The Aorist

The Pluperfect . . anteriority )
-""^« "•'"«^ ^^"'« Ifavaislu^

1 pendant que vous dcriviez. 2 aprbs que vous elites fini d'ecrire.

^ avant que vous eussiez ^crit.
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INDICATIVE PRESENT, A
Actual form. Ancient form Sanscrit.

^sum . . esum^ . asmi .

es' . . . essi asi ,

es''t . . . esfi . asti .

^sumus . . esumus smas

estis *
. . esitis . st'a

''sunt . esunt santi

IMPERFECT, A. II.

Actual form. Ancient form.

eram esam .

eras esas .

erat esat .

eramus esamus .

eratis esatis .

erant . Ssant .

Lithuanian.

esmi

essi

esti, est

esma

este

[esant f]

Sanscrit.

dsam

dsts

dsit

dsma

asan

FUTURE or SUBJUNCTIVE, A. V. Or C. I.,

Formed by the insertion of the guttural element -i.

Actual forms Ancient form. Sanscrit.

ero, ^sim, 'siSm . esydm . . sydm

eris, ^sis, 'sies . esyds . . syds

erit, 'sit, 'siet . . . esydt . . sydt

erimus, 'simus. 'siemus . . esydmus . sydma

eritis, 'sitis, 'sietis . esydtis . sydta

erunt, 'sint, 'sient , esydnt , . syus

INDEFINITE or PAST TENSE, C. II.,

Formed from the last by the addition of -sa.

Ancient form.

es-sa-yam

es-sa-yas

&c.

INFINITIVE, D,

Or locative of a verbal in -sis, expressing the action of the verb^.

esse.

Actual form,

es-sem

es-ses

&c.

1 VaiTO, L. L, IX. 100, p. 231 2 New Crat. § 410.
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PARTICIPLE, E.

Nom. ^sen\t]s {in ah-sens, prce-sens, Sec.) origmhlly esen[t]s

Gen. ^sentis esentis

&c. &c.

IMPERATIVE, B.

65, esto originally es, estod

esto .... estod

este, estate .... estte, esitote

sunto .... esunto.

Throughout the Latin verb we may observe, as in the case

of ero here, that the element i has vanished from the first person

of the future; for ero does not really differ from esum, the

present indicative. The explanation of this may be derived from

the fact, that in English the first and the other persons of the

future belong to different forms: where an Englishman says, " I

shall" of himself, he addresses another with "you will;" and

conversely, where he asserts of another that " he shall," he tells

him, " I will." The third person plural erunt is only another

way of writing eriiit; u^ being substituted, as it so frequently is,

for ^*3, to which the qualifying i had been ultimately reduced.

But besides the form of the future in ^, we have in old Latin

another expression of it in the inchoative form esco for es-sco

[Legg. xii. Tah. apud Gell. XX. i. Tab. i. fr. 3; Lucret. i. 613

;

Festus, s. V. escit, p. 77; suj^erescit, p 302; nee, p. 162; ohescet,

p. 188; and Muller, Suppl. Annot. p. 386).

The verb fu-, which appears as a supplementary form or

auxiliary tense of the substantive verb, is really a distinct verb,

very complete in its inflexions, and connected by many interest-

ing affinities with the other Indo-Germanic languages. It has

been shown elsewliere that in these languages, the same root is

used to express "light," or "brightness," and "speaking" [New

Crat, § 460). To the idea of "light" belongs that of "mani-

festation," or "bringing to light," and this is simply the idea of

" making," or " causing to be." Now the full form of the root

<j>a-,fa-, bhd-, which, in Greek, Latin, and Sanscrit, conveys the

cognate expressions of "light" and "speech," involves what is

called a digamma in Auslaut as well as in Anlaut; for we learn

from the words favonius, vapor, &c. that the full forms must

have been fafrj/juc, </)aFo9, &c. {New Crat, § 458). Now this
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full form is much more obvious in (l)v-, fac-, signifying *' to

make," than in the roots which convey the other modifications

of meaning; although /ace, "a torch," Sind fades, "the counte-

nance," contain the guttural at the end of the root, which ap-

pears in facio, and which is a residuum of the first constituent of

the digamma, just as the v in (l>u- represents the ultimate form of

the constituent labial. In the ordinary forms of the Greek verb,

the transitive ^vco, (j^vaco, ecfyva-a, do not seem to differ externally

from the intransitive e(j)vv and TrecfyvKa. But we know from

philological induction that the latter must have involved the ele-

ment L=ya {New Grat. §380); and in old Greek we actually

find the form ^y/w corresponding to the Pelasgian fuius and the

Greek vl6<; (above, p. 202). The following table will show

what remains of the Greek and Latin forms of <j)v = (/)aF {cf)VLa),

o-TTVLco, TToC'ico; see Gr. Gr. 322), 2ind. fu=fac ior faf, "to

bring to light," or "cause to be."

TRANSITIVE.

Pres. (f)V-CO == (j^dPa-/^ A. I. fac-io

Fut. (^v-am1 A. V. fac-sim

Aor. e-(f>v-(7a A. V. \e\-fac-sim

Perf. A. Ill • fi~foc^ contr. feci.

INTRANSITIVE WITH ADJUNCT ^.

Pres. (pvico A. I. fo=fuio {-ho)

Fut. .... A. V. forem =fii-sim.

Aor. €(j)VV == €(j)VLa/ji A. V. \e\-forem {-eham)

Perf. '7re<^vKa = vre^iulaKa A. III.. fui^ oxfuvi=fufui,

sometimes /ac^?/5 su7n.

PARTICIPLES, E.

0:V^ = (^V-•lavT-<; fu-'turns

7r€(f)vKm foetus —fut-tus

foecundus =fui'Scundus

vl6<; — (j)viifoT^ foeminus =fid-minus (cf.

foemina)

f^ins =Ji-lius.

The (omission of f.=-ya in €(^vv is shown by the quantity of

V in the plural

;

comp. e<j)viJbe]V with e' heiKvvjjLev, It will be seen

1 That the u m fid is properly long is shown by many passages in

Plautus (see RitschI, Proleg. p. 17l).
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at once that the Latin verb is much more complete than the

Greek : and besides these forms, which admit of direct compa-

rison, the Latin neuter verb has a present subjunctive fuam —
fu-iam^ a pluperfect indicative fa-eram —fuesam^ a perfect sub-

junctive fuerim (or fuero) —fuve-sim^ and a corresponding ^y\r

^QY^Qct fuissem^fuve-se-sim. The s = r, which appears in the

last three of these forms, is best explained by a comparative

analysis of wicpvKa and fm—fufm. As i is the regular ex-

ponent of guttural vocalisation, as the guttural, before it subsides

into ^*, is generally softened into s and h, and as we find k, s, h

in the perfect and aorist of Greek verbs, we see tliat TrecpuKa

compared with fufui presumes an intermediate fiifusa, and thus,

by a transposition and substitution quite analogous to the Frencli

change of I through ul into u, we get the following explanation

of the existing forms of the Latin perfect, in accordance with the

assumption of an original inflexion in -sa.

7r€(f)v-Ka-[ix] fufu-sa-m =fufms =fufui
7re(}>v-Ka-s (or -Sal cf. olcr-Oa) fufu-sa-tha=fufui-s-ti

TTi^v-Ke-v (for -Ti) fufu-sa-t —fufui-s-t =fufuit

7r€(})v- Ka-fxe-v (for -fie-s) fufu-sa-mu3=fufui-s-mus=fufuimus

7re(Pv-Ka-re (for -res) fufu-sa-tis =fufui-s-t{s

7re({)v-Ka-(ri (for -vtl) fufu-s-ant =fufue-snt =fufuerunt.

The /, which appears before the r = s in the mutilated inflexions

of the Latin perfect, assumes the weaker form of e in the pluper-

fect, which must originally have corresponded in termination to

the perfect, though the loss of the distinguishing augment has

obliged the Latin language to have recourse to a variation of the

affixes in the secondary tenses. Thus, while we must have had

originally e-fufusa by the side oi fufusa, the former has become

fuerairii while the latter has shrunk into fui. We must take

care not to confuse between the ^, which represents a lost s in

/w^, and that which appears as the characteristic of the subjunc-

tive mood in fu-am =fu-{am and in fuerim = fue-sim ; for

although there is every reason to believe that the s = r of the

fut. and perf. is really identical ultimately with the i of the

subjunctive, the actual functions are different in the cases which

require to be discriminated. Originally, no doubt, fac-sim and

fcrem =fu'sim were futures indicative which had corresponding

aorists; but like the Greek conjunctive, which was originally
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future, they liave been remanded to a subordinate position.

The loss of the original reduplication might lead us to confuse

between j/ore??i =/k-5/w 2.tA fuerim —fufu-sim ; but the latter

is really a subjunctive formation from the perfect indicative,

entirely analogous to reTvcfyoL/jLt from rervipa. From fuerim we

have fmssem —fufu-sa-slm by the same extension which con-

verts sim = esim or esyam into essem = es-sa-im or es-sa-yam.

This use of the affix s in successive accretions to form the

secondary past tenses, although regular in its application to

the Latin verb, is quite inconsistent with the use of the same

affix in the Greek verb, where it seems to indicate proximate

futurity.

The association of the roots es- and fu-^ as supplementary

tenses of one substantive verb, and the use of the latter to form

more or less of the subordinate inflexions of all other verbs, is

best explained by the meaning of these two roots themselves.

For while es- denotes "continuance of being," i.e. "existence,"

fu- expresses "beginning of being," or "coming into being."

The parallelism therefore between es- and fu- is the same as

that between the Greek etyLt/= ia-fil, and jlyvojuat, which fur-

nishes the materials for the opposition between the systems of

Plato and Heracleitus. There is the same association of resem-

blance and contrast between the Hebrew root ^^, which agrees

with the Sanscrit as and our esse, and niH or HNI? which
^ T T T T

coincides in meaning, and ultimately in origin, with the Sanscr.

bhu-, the Greek ^u- and our fu-. And whatever may be the

true view with regard to the explanation of the names fo
and buddhd, there cannot be the least doubt that the much
more important name ri^Tl'^ or niH^ has reference to the fact,

that the God of Revelation is the God who manifests himself

historically, so that while D%1^J< is the Beginning and the

End, nin^ is the Middle, that is, God manifested in the world,

and therefore always in process of being or becoming by his

acts of redemption and creative power\ It is obvious that,

with this difference of meaning, es- is adapted to express the

continuous tenses of a verb of being, while fu- describes the

This idea is well developed by Delitzsch, Genesis, pp. 23, 38y, 390.
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completion of single acts, coming into being and successively

determined. Thus es- will give us the present and imperfect,

together with the vague future or potential sim = ero. The
perfect and its derivatives will naturally be furnished by fui,

"I have become," or "I have come into being." The form

foreniy which is used as a synonym for essem, is probably an

aorist, which, like the Greek optative, has lost its augment

{New 'Crat. § 391). It is therefore, as it stands, externally

identical with the original future, of which fuam =fa-yam is

a mere mutilation. The future signification is retained hj fo-re,

" to become," which is really a present tense analogous to esse;

ioY fieri is a latter and irregular form.

§ 5. Paucity of Organic Formations in the regular

Latin Verb.

The conjugations of these two verbs furnish us with speci-

mens of organic inflexions for all the tenses, in other words, the

tenses are formed without the aid of any foreign adjunct except

those pronominal elements which contribute to the living ma-
chinery of all inflected languages. But this is not the case with

the great mass of verbs which constitute the staple of the Latin

language. Although the flexion-forms in s- and i- appear in all

these verbs, there is no one of them wdiich is not indebted more

or less to fi- for its active tenses ; and all verbs form some

tenses of their passive voice by calling in the aid of es-.

According to the ordinary classification of Latin verbs, there

are three conjugations of vowel-verbs, in a, e, and i, and one

conjugation of consonant-verbs, to which we must assign the

verbs in no and some of those in io. Now, as a general rule,

we find that all vowel-verbs are secondary to nouns—in other

words they are derived from the crude forms of nouns. But

many nouns are demonstrably secondary to consonant-verbs

Therefore Ave might infer, as a general rule, that the consonant-

verb belonged to a class of forms older or more original than

the vowel-verbs. This view is supported by a comparison of

the tenses of the two sets of verbs : for while we find that s-

often effects a primary variation in the consonant-verb, we ob-

serve that this insertion never takes place in the vowel-verb

except in composite forms, or in those verbs which neglect the

D. v. 27
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vowel cliaracteristic in the formation of their perfects. The only

tense in the consonant-verb, which can be considered as a com-

posite form, is the imperfect ; but the future does not correspond

to this, as is the case in the vowel-verbs. Verbs in -to partially

approximate to the consonant-verbs in this respect.

§ 6. General Scheme of Tenses in the Latin Verb,

The following table will show the organic formations and

agglutinate additions, by which the tenses of the Latin verb are

constructed from the crude form. With regard to the perfect

indicative, it is necessary to premise that, in addition to the

parathetic or agglutinate combination with -fid, which will be

mentioned presently, there are two forms in common use : one

which may be considered as a regular perfect, exactly corre-

sponding to fui = fufut, with a reduplication either expressed or

implied, and with the -s or guttural of the affix represented, as

in futy by ^ or ts; and another, which may be regarded as an

aorist in -st, although the inflexions of the persons exhibit the

same retention of i or is as the regular perfect, and therefore

presume the addition of a repeated s or sa = ra, which appears

in the pluperfect.

VOWEL-VERBS. CONSONANT-VERBS.

Organic forms. Agglutinate forms.
r. . n Agglutinate
Organic forms. ^%^^^^

A.I. -0 -0

A. 11. -ham for e-fam -ham for

A. III. -ui for fill -i or -si e-fiam

A. IV. -ueram ioY fiieram -eram or -seram

A. V. -ho forfio -im

C. I. -im -im

C. II. -rem=sem -rem = -sem

C. III. -uerim iorfuerim -erim or -serim

C. IV. -uissem for fuissem -issem or -sissem.

§ 7. Verhs lohich may he regarded as Parathetic Compounds.

The fourteenth chapter will show that the most remarkable

feature in the j^athology of the Latin language is the prevalent

tendency to abbreviation by which it is characterized. Among
many instances of this, we may especially advert to the practice
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of prefixing the crude form of one verb to some complete in-

flexion of another. Every one knows the meaning of such com-

pounds as vide-licet [=videre licet), sci-Ucet (= scire licet), pate-

facio {j=])atere facio), ven-eo [=venum eo, comp. venum-do, on

the analogy of per-eo, per-do) ^, &c. There is a distinct class of

verbs in -so, which are undoubtedly compounds of the same

kind, as will appear from an examination of a few instances.

The verb si-n-o has for its perfect sivi; and it is obvious that the

71 in the present is only a fulcrum of the same nature as that in

tem-no, root tern-; itl-vo), root in-, &c. Now the verbs in -so,

to which I refer, such as ai^cesso, capesso, incipesso, lacesso,

jpetesso, queer0, &c., all form their perfect in -sivi. We might

therefore suppose a priori, that the termination was nothing but

the verb sino. But this is rendered almost certain by the

meaning of arcesso or accerso, which is simply accedere sino'^,

" I cause to approach," i. e. " I send for." Similarly, capesso

= cajpere sino, " I let myself take," i. e. " I undertake," facesso

=facere sino, ''I let myself make," i.e. "I set about," lacesso

= lacere sino, " I let myself touch," i. e. '' I provoke or irritate,"

&c. The infinitive of in-quam (above, p. 135) does not exist

;

but there can be little doubt that it is involved in quce-ro or

quce-so, which means "I cause to speak," i.e. "I inquire."

That quae-so was an actual form of quae-ro may be seen from

the passages of Ennius quoted by Festus (p. 258, Mliller)

:

Ostia munita est ; idem loca navibu' pulchris

Munda facit, nautisque mari qiiceseniibu' vitam (Annal. ii.),

Ducit me uxorem liberorum sibi qiK^sendiim gratia (Cresphont.).

Liberum qucesendum causa familisB matrem tuse (Andromed.).

These parathetic compounds with sino, so, sivi, are analogous to

1 The true orthography, ven-dico for vindico, furnishes a third illus-

tration of ven-do, i. e.

ven-eo, "I go for sale"= I am sold.

ven-do, or venum-do, "I give for sale"= I sell.

ven-dico, '"I declare for sale"— I claim.

2 I am not aware that any other scholar has suggested this explana-

tion. Miiller (ad Fest. p. 320) thinks that arcesso is the inchoative of

arceo = accieo: but, in the first place, the reading in Festus is by no means

certain (Huschke's arce dantur being, I think, an almost necessary cor-

rection) ; and secondly, this would leave accerso unexplained.

27—2
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the Hebrew conjugations in Pi^'hel and HipJC^Jdl. Sometimes
the causative sense refers to the object, as in arcesso, "I cause

him to come," quae-ro, " I cause fnm to speak." Sometimes it

is reflexive, as in the conjugation HithpaJ'hel; thus, we have

facesso, "I let myself do it—I set about it," &c. met and

Hiplfhil only differ as ervTrr^v differs from erv^Or^v, according

to the explanation which I have given of these tenses {New

Crat. § 382). We shall see below (§ 15), that the same ex-

planation applies to the infinitives in -assere.

§ 8. Tenses of the Vowel-ve7'hs which are comhinations

of the same hiiid.

Most of the tenses of the Latin vowel-verb seem to be com-

posite forms of the same kind with those to v/hich I have just

referred ; and the complete verbal inflexion, to which the crude

form of the particular verb is prefixed, is no other than a tense

of the verb of existence fu-, Lithuan. hu-, Sanscrit hhH- (see

Bopp, Vey-gl. Gram, vierte Ahtheil. pp. iv. and 804). This verb,

as we have seen, expresses ''beginning of being," or "coming

into being," like the Greek <^i^vo[iai. It is therefore well cal-

culated to perform the functions of an auxiliary in the relation of

time. For ama-ham = ama-e-fiam = " I became to love," " I was

loving ;" ama-ho = ama-fio = " I am coming into love," = " I am
about to love;" ama-vi=ama-fui='-^l have come into love,"

= '' I have loved," &c.

The vowel-verb has a present tense which preserves through-

out the vowel of the crude form. From this is derived, with

the addition of the element i, the present subjunctive, as it is

called ; and from that, by the insertion of s-, the imperfect of the

same mood. Thus we have amem — ama-im, amarem = amasem
= ama-sa-im\ monedm = mone-yam, monerem = monesem = mone-

syam, &c. That i was the characteristic of the secondary or

dependent mood is clear from the old forms du-im {dem), temper-

im, ed-im, verher-im^ car-im, &c., which, however, are abbrevia-

tions from du-yam, ed-yam^ &c. Comp. sim with the older

form siem^ and BlBoLfMc, &c, with BlSoljjv, &c. The i is absorbed

or included in moneam — mone-yam, legam = leg-yam ^ ^(i.\ just

as we have nav-dlis for navi-alis, fin-dlis for fini-alis, &c.

(Benary, Romische Lautlehre, p. 95.) These are the only
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tenses which are formed by pronominal or organic additions to

the root of the verb. Every other tense of the vowel-verb is a

compound of the crude form of the verb and some tense of /w-

or hhu-.

The futures of the vowel-verbs end in -Jo, -his, -hit^ &c.,

with which we may compare fio, fis.^ fit, &c. The imperfect,

which must be considered as an indefinite tense corresponding to

the future, ends in -ebam, -ebas, -ebat, &c., where the initial

must be regarded as an augment ; for as reg'-ebat is the imper-

fect of the consonant-verb reg'o, not regebat, and as audi-ebat is

the imperfect of aud-io'^, though audi-bit was the old future, it

is clear that the suffix of the imperfect had something which did

not belong to the crude form, but to the termination itself;

it must therefore have been an augment, or the prefix which

marks past time (see Benary, /. c. p. 29).

The perfect of the vowel-verbs is terminated by -vi or -ui.

If we had any doubt as to the origin of this suffix, it would be

removed by the analogy oi pot-ui iov pot-fui=potis-fui. Ac-

cordingly, ama-vi {=ama-ui), mon-ict, audi-vi { = audi-ui), are

simply ama-fui = amare-fui, mon-fui — monere-fui, and audi-

fui = dudire-fui.

Similarly, with regard to the tenses derived from the per-

fect, we find that the terminations repeat all the derivatives of

fui: thus, ama-uero = ama-fuero ; ama-uisses = ama-faisses, &c.

It will be observed that the f of fio and fid never appears in

these agglutinate combinations. The explanation of this involves

some facts of considerable importance.

We have seen above (p. 288) that the Latin / involves a

guttural as well as a labial, and that the v, which formed a part

of the sound, had a tendency to pass into b (p. 286). If, then,^

which seems to be the case, the long vowel, which always forms

the link of communication in this parathesis, absorbed and in-

cluded the guttural part of tlie / [New Crat § 116), the re-

maining labial would necessarily appear as 5, except in the

perfect, where it would subside into the u, just as fuvit itself

became fuit. In general we observe that, with the exception of

^ Virgil has lenibat (Mn. vi. 468) and polibant (vni. 436) ; but these

must be considered as poetical abbreviations.
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the tliree or four words ending in the verbal stem fer {furci-fer,

luci-fer, &c.), the letter /does not appear among Latin termi-

nations ; and as the terminations -her, -hra, -brum, -hulum are

manifestly equivalent in meaning to -cer, -crura, -culum, it is

reasonable to conclude that these formations begin with letters

which represent the divergent articulations of the compound/or
F (seeiVe^(; Crat. §267).

§ 9. Organic Derivation of the Tenses in the Go7isonant-verh.

The consonant-verb, on the other hand, forms all its tenses,

except the imperfect ^, by a regular deduction from its own root.

Thus we have reg'o [old fut. reg-so], 1 aor. [e]-reff-si ; subjunct.

pres. or precative, regain = regjjam, regas = regyas, or, in a softer

form, reges = rege-is, &c. ; subj. imperf. or optat. regerem = rege-

syam ; subj. perf reg-se-ro=reg-se-srm ; subj. plup. regsissem =
reg-si-se-syam. If we might draw an inference from the forms

facsit, &c., which we find in old Latin, and from fefakust, &c.,

which appear in Oscan, we should conclude that the Italian

consonant-verb originally possessed a complete establishment of

definite and indefinite tenses, formxd from the root by pronominal

or organic addition, or by prefixing augments and reduplications

after the manner of the genuine Greek and Sanscrit verbs. For

example's sake, we may suppose the following scheme of tenses :

root jpag, pres. pa-n-go-m, impf. \e\-pangam, fut. pan-g-sim,

1 aor. e-]^angsim, perf. pe-pigi-m, pluperf. pe-pige-sam, subj . pres.

pangyam, subj. imp. pangesyam, subjunct. perf. pepige-sim or

pangse-sim, subj. pluperf. (derived from this) pepigise-syam or

'pang-si-se-!^

§ 10. Auxiliary Tenses of the Passive Voice.

In the passive voice, those tenses, which in the active depend

upon fui and its derivatives, are expressed by the passive parti-

ciple and the tenses of e-sum. The other tenses construct the

passive by the addition of the letter r = s to the person-endings of

the active forms, with the exceptions mentioned before. The

1 The loss of the imperfect, and the substitution of a compound tense,

is accounted for by the practice of omitting the augment. Without

this prefix the regular imperfect does not differ from the present.
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second person plm-al of the passive is of such rare occurrence,

that we cannot draw any decided conclusions respecting it ; but

if such a form as audi-ehamini occurred, it would certainly

occasion some difficulty ; for one could scarcely understand how
the 6, which seems to be the augment of the auxiliary suffix,

could appear in this apparently participial form. Without

stopping to inquire whether we have any instances of the kind,

or whether ama-bamini might not be a participle as well as

ama-hundus (compare ama-bilis^ &c.), it is sufficient to remark

that when the origin of a form is forgotten, a false analogy is

often adopted and maintained. This secondary process is fully

exemplified by the Greek iriOe-aap, rvTrrerco-crap, &c. {New

Crat. § 363).

JSTor need we find any stumblingblock in the appendage of

passive endings to this neuter auxiliary verb. For the construc-

tion of neuter verbs with a passive affix is common enough in

l^atin (e. g. j^eccatur, ventum est, &c.) ; and the passive infinitive

fieri, and the usual periphrasis of wi with the supine, for the

future infinitive of a passive verb, furnish us with indubitable

instances of a similar inflexion. We might suppose that the

Latin future was occasionally formed periphrastically with eo

as an auxiliary like the Greek ya Xerycov, Fr. f allots dtre,

"I was going to say." If so, amatum eo, amatum ire, would

be the active futures of the indicative and infinitive, to which

the passive forms amatum eor, amatum iri, would correspond.

The latter of these actually occurs, and, indeed, is the only

known form of the passive infinitive future.

§ 11. Tlie Modal Distinctions—their Syntax.

Properly speaking, there are only three main distinctions

of mood in the forms of the Latin and Greek verb, namely, the

indicative, the imperative, and the infinitive. The Greek gram-

mars practically assign five distinct moods to the regular verb,

namely, the indicative, imperative, conjunctive, optative, and

"infinitive. But it has been already proved [New Crat. §388),

that, considered in their relation to one another and to the other

moods, the Greek conjunctive and optative must be regarded as

differing in tense only. The Latin grammarians are contented

with four moods, namely, the indicative, subjunctive, imperative,
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and infinitive; and according to this arrangement, the present

subjunctive Latin answers to the Greek conjunctive, while the

imperfect subjunctive Latin finds its equivalent in the optative of

the Greek verb : for instance, scribo, ut cliscas corresponds to

ypacfxj), Lva fJuavOavrj^, and scripsi, ut disceres to eypa-^a, Iva

/jbav6dvoL(;. If, however, we extend the syntactical comparison a

little farther, we sliall perhaps be induced to conclude that there

is not always tlie same modal distinction between the Latin in-

dicative and subjunctive which we find in the opposition of the

Greek indicative to the conjunctive + optative. Thus, to take

one or two instances, among many w^hich might be adduced, one

of the first lessons which the Greek student has to learn is,

to distinguish accurately between the four cases of protasis and

apodosis, and, among these, more especially between the third,

in which two optatives are used, and the fourth, in which two

jjast tenses of the indicative are employed ^ Now the Latin

syntax makes no such distinction between the third and fourtji

cases, only taking care in the fourth case to use past tenses, and

in the third case, where the hypothesis is possible, to employ

present tenses of the subjunctive mood. Thus, e. g., in the third

case : si hoc nunc vociferari vellm^ me dies, vox^ latera de-

jiciant ; where we should have in Greek : el tovto iv tS

irapavTiKa yejcovetv i6e\ot/xCy rjfxepa^ av [jlol koli (jxoprjf; fcal

1 This is, indeed, a very simple and obvious matter : but it may be

convenient to some readers, if I subjoin a tabular comparison of tlie

Greeli and Latin usages in this respect. The classification is borrowed

from Buttmann's Miitlere Grammatlh, § 109 (p. 394, Lachmann's edi-

tion, 1833).

1. Possibility without the expression of uncertainty:

ei Ti ex^h Bldcixn (bos) = si quid hahct, dat {da).

2. Uncertainty with the prospect of decision :

idv Ti €;(&)jMei/, dcoaofiev = si quid haheamus, dabimiis.

3. Uncertainty wiuhout any such subordinate idea

:

ct TL exoLs, SiSoi'77? av = si quid habeas, des.

4. Impossibility, or when Ave wish to indicate that the thing is not so:

(a) 61 TL er^ef, ebidov av = si quid haberet, daret.

(b) et TL eax^v, edcoKev av = si quid habuisset, dedisset.

The distinction between cases (3) and (4) is also observed in the expres-

sion of a wish : thus, utinam salvus sis I pronounces no opinion respect-

ing the health of the party addressed ; but utinam salvus esses ! implies

that he is no longer in good health.
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aOevov^ ev8erj(T6L6V. In the fourth case : (a) si scireni, dicerem

= el 7]7naTdfir]v, eXeyov civ. (h) si voluissem plura, 7io?i ne-

gasses = el irXeovcov eiTeOv[jbrjaa, ovk av rjpvqcrw. And this

confusion becomes greater still, when, by a rhetorical figure, the

impossible is supposed possible; as in Ter. Andr. U. 1, 10: tu

si liic sis, aliter sentias. For in this instance the only differ-

ence between the two cases, which is one of tense, is overlooked.

In the apodosis of case 4, b, the Romans sometimes used the

plusquam-perfectum of the indicative, as in Seneca, de Ira, T. 11:

p)erierat imperimn, si Fabius tantum ausus esset, quantum ira

suadebat ; and Horace, II. Carm. 17, 27: me truncus illapsus

cerebro sustulerat, nisi Fauniis ictum dextra levasset. Sometimes

the perfect was used in this apodosis, as in Juvenal, x. 123

:

Antoni gladios 'potuit contemnere, si sic omnia dixisset ; or

even the imperfect, as in Tacitus, Antial. xii. 39 : nee idea

fugam sistebat, ni legiones pugnam excepissent. Again, particles

of time, like donee, require the subjunctive when future time is

spoken of; as in Hor. i. Epist. 20, 10: caims eris Bomce, donee

te deserat cetas. But this becomes a past tense of the indicative

when past time is referred to ; as in Hor. I. Ep)ist. 10, 36

:

cervus equum—pellebat—donee \eqiius\ iinploravit opes hominis

frcenumque reeepit. The confusion between the Latin indicative

and subjunctive is also shown by the use of the subjunctive pre-

sent as a future indicative (a phenomenon equally remarkable in

Greek, New Crat. § 393), and conversely by the employment

of the periphrastic future (which is, after all, the same kind

of form as the ordinary composite form of the future indicative)

as an equivalent for a tense of the subjunctive mood. Thus

Cicero uses dicam and dicere institiio in the same construction;

Phil. I. 1 :
" antequam de republica dicam ea, qua3 diceiida hoc

tempore arbitror, exponam breviter consilium profectionis meas."

Pro Murena, 1: ^^ antequam pro L. Murena dicere instituo,

pro me ipso pauca dicam." And we have always the indica-

tive in apodosis to the subjunctive when the future in -rus

is used: e.g. Liv. xxxviii. 47: "si tribuni prohiberent, testes

citaturus fui'' (for ^^ citarem'') ; and Cic. Terr. ill. 52: " illi

ipsi aratores, qui remanserant, relicturi omnes agros erant'''

(for '''' reliquissent^'), "nisi ad eos Metellus Koma literas mi-

sisset." The Romans also used the perfect subjunctive exactly
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as the Greeks used their perfect mdicative with koI Btj in sup-

positions.

On the whole, it must be confessed that the Latin sub-

junctive, meaning by that term the set of tenses which are

formed by the insertion of -t-, differs modally from the indicative

only in this, that it is uniformly employed in dependent clauses

where the idiom of the language repudiates the indicative ; and

it is not a little remarkable, that in almost all these cases—in

all, exce])t when final particles are used, or when an indirect

question follows a past tense—the indicative is expressly required

in Greek syntax. The title subjunctive, therefore, does but

partially characterize the Latin tenses in -^-/ and their right to a

separate modal classification is scarcely less doubtful than that of

the Gr^ek optative as distinguished from tlie conjunctive.

The differences between the indicative, imperative, and infi-

nitive equally exist between the two latter and the subjunctive.

The indicative and subjunctive alone possess a complete appa-

ratus of person-endings ; the imperative being sometimes merely

the crude form of the verb, and the infinitive being strictly

impersonal.

§ 12. Forms of the Infinitive and Particijole—lioio connected

in derwation and meaning.

He wdio would investigate accurately the forms of the Latin

language must always regard the infinitive as standing in inti-

mate connexion with the participles. There are, in fact, three

distinct forms of the Latin infinitive : («) the residuum of an

ahstractum verhale in -sis, which remains uninflected
; (5) a

similar verbal in -tus, of vv^hich two cases are employed
;

(c) the

participial word in -ndus, which is used both as three cases of

the infinitive governing the object of the verb, and also as an

adjective in concord with the object. There are also three forms

of the participle : (a) one in -ns = -nts, sometimes lengthened into

-Jidus; {p) another in -tus ; and a third (7) in -turns. The parti-

ciple in -ns is always active; its by-form in -ndus is properly

active, though it often seems to be passive. The participle in

-tus is always passive, except when derived from a deponent

verb, in which case it corresponds in meaning to the Greek

aorist middle. The participle in -turns is always active and
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future. It is, in fact, an extension of the noun of agency in

-tor ; compare prcetor, prcetura; scriptor, scriptura, &c. with the

corresponding future in -turns of prceeo, scriho, &c. (see Nei,v

Orat, § 267). The Greek future participle is sometimes used

as a mere expression of agency ; thus we have in Soph. Antig.

261: ouS' 6 Koikuo-cdv irapy^v. Aristot. J^th. Nic. II. 1, § 7:

ovhev av eSet rod SoSd^ovTO^;—where we shoukl use the mere

nouns of agency—" the make-peace "— *' the teacher."

Now it is impossible to take an instructive view of these

forms without considering them together. The participle in

-turns (7) is a derivative from the verbal in -tus {h) ; and it

would be difficult to avoid identifying the participle in -ndus and

the corresponding gerundial infinitive. In the following remarks,

therefore, I shall presume, what has been proved elsewhere [Neiv

Crat. § 416), the original identity of the infinitive and the par-

ticiple.

That the verbal {a), which acts as the ordinary infinitive in

re = se, is derived from the crude form of the verb by the addi-

tion of a pronominal ending si- or sy-, is clear, no less from the

analogy of the ^olic Greek forms in -t?, where the i is trans-

posed (comp. N. Crat. § 410, (3)), than from the original form

of the passive, which \?> -7ner = syer, and not merely -rer. This

infinitive, therefore, is the indeclinable state of a derivative

precisely similar to the Greek nouns in -crt? {irpa^L^, pfj-cn^i,

&c.), which express the action of the verb. This Greek ending

in -<Tt9 appears to have been the same in efi'ect as another ending

in -Tz;?, which, however, is of less frequent occurrence (e7r7;-TU9,

eS7]-Tv<;, 6p')(7]cr-Tv<;, &c.), but which may be compared with the

Latin infinitive (h) in -timz, -tu, (the supine, as it is called), and

with the Sanscrit gerund in -tvd. The verbal in -tus, which is

assumed as the origin of these supines, must be carefully distin-

guished from the passive participle (/3) in -tus. For it appears,

from forms like venum, &c., and the Oscan infinitives moltaum,

deicum, ahum, &c., that the t of the supine is not organic, but

that the infinitive {b) is formed like the infinitive {a) by a suffix

belonging to the second pronominal element, so that the labial

(u = v) is an essential part of the ending. On the other hand,

the participle {(B) has merely a dental suffix derived from the

third pronominal element, and corresponding to the Greek
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endings in -ro^;, -vo<;, and the Latin -tus = 7ius. In fact, the

suffix of infinitive ih) is tv — Fa or va, while that of participle {/3)

is t~ only.

§ 13. The Gerundium and Gerundivum shown to he

active and j)resent.

The infinitive (c) and the participle (a) are, in fact, different,

or apparently different, applications of one and the same form.

In its infinitive use this verbal in -ndus is called by two names

—

the gerundium when it governs the object of the verb, and the

gerundivum when it agrees v/ith the object. Thus, in " con-

silium capiendi urbem," we have a gerundium; in "consilium

urbis ca'piendcB^'' a gerundivum. As participles, the ordinary

grammatical nomenclature most incorrectly distinguishes the

form in -ndus as "a future passive," from the form -n\t\s con-

sidered as "a present active." The form in -ndus is never a

future, and it bears no resemblance to the passive inform. The

real difficulty is to explain to the student the seeming alternation

of an active and passive meaning in these forms. Perhaps there

is no better way of doing this than by directing attention to the

fact, that the difference between active and passive really be-

comes evanescent in the infinitive use of a verb. " He is a man
to love " = " he is a man to be loved ; " "I give you this to eat

"

= " I give you this to be eaten," &c.^ The Greek active infini-

tives in -/juevat, -vai,, are really passive forms in their inflected

use^; and that the La.tin forms in -ndus, which seem to be

1 We observe the same fact in the use of the participles in English and
German. Thus, in Herefordshire, " a good-leapt horse" means '"' a good-

leaping-horse ;" and in German there is no perceptible difference between
kam geritten and kam reitend. See Mr. Lewis's Glossary of Provincial

Words used in Herefordshire, p. 58; and Grimm, D. Gr. iv. p. 129.

2 Conversely, the forms in -vt-, which are always active when used

in concord with a noun, are occasionally employed in that infinitive sense

in which the differences of voice seem to be neglected. Thus we have.

Soph. Aj. 579 : 6pr]ve1v eVwSaf irpos roficovri mjnari ('"' ad vulnus quod

secturam desideret" s. " secandmn sit"). (Ed. Col. 1219: orav rises nXeov

TTearj rov SeXovros (" quando quis cupiendi satietatem expleverit "
s. " id

quod cupiehat plene consecutws fuerit"). Thucyd. i. 36 : yvcoro) to [xiv

debcos avTov—rovs evavriovs jxaXXov (po&rjo-ov (" sciat timere illud suum—
Tiiaprem adversariis metum incussurum esse").
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passive in their use as gernndiva, are really only secondary

forms of the participle in -n\t'\s, appears not only from etymo-

logical considerations [New Crat. § 415), but also from their

use both as active infinitives and active participles. When the

gerundivum is apparently passive, it seems to attach to itself the

sense of duty or obligation. Thus, we should translate delenda

est Carthago, "Carthage is to he destroyed'' = ^^ y^^ ought to

destroy Carthage;" and no one has taken the trouble to inquire

whether this oportet is really contained in the gerundwum. If

it is, all attempts at explanation must be unavailing. But since

it is not necessary to seek in the participial form this notion,

which may be conveyed by the substantive verb (e. g. sapientis

est seipsum nosse), it is surely better to connect the gerundivura

with the gerundhmi, and to reconcile the use of the one with the

ordinary force of the other. Supposing, therefore, that da-ndus

is a secondary form of da-n\t\s, and synonymous with it, on the

analogy of Acraga\iit\s, Agrige-ntum; orie-7i\t\s, oriu-ndus;

&c. ; how do we get the phrase da-nda est occasio, " an oppor-

tunity is to be given," from da-ndus = dan\t\s, "giving"?

Simply from the gerundial or infinitive use of the participle.

Thus, (a) da-ndus = da-n\t\s signifies "giving;" (b) this, used

as an infinitive, still retains its active signification, for ad

dan-dum opes means " for giving riches " = " to give riches ;

"

(c) when this is attracted into the case of the object, the sense

is not altered, for ad opes dandas is precisely equivalent to ad
dandiim opes; (d) when, however, this attraction appears in the

nominative case, the error at once takes root, and no one is

willing to see that it is still merely an attraction from the in-

finitive or indeclinable use of the participle. Even here, how-

ever, the intransitive verb enables us to bring back the student

to a consideration of the real principle. For one can hardly fail

to see that vi'vendiim est = vivere est i. q. oportet vivere; and that

there may be no doubt as to the identity of the uninflected with

the inflected gerund in this case, Horace has put them together

in the same sentence: "nunc est hihendmn, nunc pede libero

pulsanda tellus," where it is obvious that telliis pulsanda est is

no less equivalent to " oportet pulsare tellurem," than " biben-

dum est " is to "oportet bibere." At all events, his Greek origi-

nal expressed both notions by the infinitive with ^pr) :
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vvv XPV [J^(dv(T0rju Kal TLva npos ^lav

nLVTju, CTreidr] Kardave MvpcriKos.

(Alcseus, Fr. 20, p. 575, Bcrgk.)

The strongest proof, that the involved meaning of the gerim-

divum is strictly that of the active verb, is furnished by the

well-known fact tliat the attracted form is regularly preferred to

the gerund in -di, -do, -dum governing the case, when the verb

of the gerund requires an accusative case ; thus we have : ad

tolerandos rather than ad tolerandum, labores ; consuetudo liomi-

num wimolandorum rather than homines immolandi; triumviri

reipuhlicce constituendoe rather than constituendo rempuhlicam.

Indeed, this is rarely departed from, except when two gerunds

of a different construction occur in the same sentence, as in

Sail. Cat. 4: ''neque vero agrum colendo aut venando, servi-

libus officiis, intentum ^tatem agere,"—because venando has

nothing to do with agrum. The student might be led to suppose

at first sight that the phrase: lex de pecuniis repetundis, "a law

about extortion," literally denoted " a law concerning money to

be refunded," and that therefore the gerundivum was passive in

signification. But this gerundivum is used only in the genitive

and ablative plural, to agree with ])eGuniarum and pecuniis, and

we happen to have a passage of Tacitus [Annal. xiii. 33) which

proves that the verbal is transitive : for the words : a quo Lycii

repetebant are immediately followed by: lege rejpetundarum dam-

natus est; and thus we see that lex de pecuniis rejpetundis does

not mean " a law concerning money to be refunded," but, " a law

which provides for the redemanding of money illegally exacted."

This view of the case appears to me to remove most of the

difficulties and confusions by which the subject of the gerund

has hitherto been encumbered. There are three supplementary

considerations which deserve to be adduced. The first is, that

in the particular case where the gerundivum appears to be most

emphatically passive—namely, when it implies that a thing is

giv^en out or commissioned to he done— it is found by the side of

the active infinitive: thus, while we have such phrases as: " An-
tigonus Eumenem mortuum propinquis sepeliendum tradidit"

(Corn. Nep. Eum. 13), we have by their side such as: "tristi-

tiam et metus tradam protervis in mare Creticum ^or^are ventis"

(Hor. I. Carm. 26, 1). That the gerund in this case is really
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present, as well as active, appears from its opposition to tlie use

of the past participle ; thus : hoc faciundum curaho means " I

will provide for the doing of this:" hoc factum volo means "I

wish it were already done." The second point to be noticed is

that deponent verbs, which have no passive voice, employ the

gerundivum in the attributive use, which, we are told, cannot

easily be wrested to an active signification ; as : jprodia conju-

gihus loquenda, "battles for wives to speak of." That these

attributive usages really correspond to active infinitives even in

those cases, in which the gerundive might be referred to a

passive verb, as in : vir minime contemnendus ^ &c., appears

from Greek phrases like: ov iravv jaolpa^ evSai/jLovlcraL 7rpcoT7]<^

(Soph. (Ed. Col. 142). And rex ttmendus might be rendered " a

king to fear," just as Waverley declared (ch. XLi.) that the

Young Pretender was " a Prince to live and die under." The

third case is this; that the supines, which are only different

cases of one and the same verbal, appear as active infinitives

when the accusative is used {-turn), and as passive when the

ablative is employed {-tu). Now, this seemingly passive use of

the supine in -fu arises from the fact, that it appears only by the

side of adjectives, in which case the active and passive forms of

the infinitive are often used indifferently, and some adjectives

take the supine in -tu when they expressly require an active

infinitive, as in :
" difficile est dictu {= dicere)^ quanto opere con-

ciliet homines comitas affabilitasque sermonis" (Cic. Off. ii. 14).

Now this supine, which is thus identical with the infinitive

active frequently alternates with the gerund; compare, for in-

stance: qidd est tarn jucundum auditu (Cic. de Or. I. 8), with:

verha ad audiendum jucunda (id. ibid. I. 49). The active sense

of the verbal in -tus = -sus is equally apparent in the dative case:

thus we find such phrases as (Sallust, Jugurth. 24): " quoniam

eo natus sum ut Jugurthse scelerum ostentui essem," i. e. " since

I have been born to serve as an exhibition of (= to exhibit) the

wickedness of Jugurtha."

But the form in -ndus is not only active in voice, but also, as

has been mentioned, present in tense. Thus, if we take a depo-

nent verb, we often find a form in -ndus acting as a collateral

to the common form in -n\t\s, and opposed with it to the form

in -tus. For instance, secimdus and sequenltls both signify
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" following," but secutus = " having followed." The same is the

distinction between mo7ne7i[t]s, moriundus; oriGn\t\s, oriimdus

;

{rascen\t]s, {ra[s\cundas ; &c., on the one hand, and 7nortuus,

ortus, iratus, &c., on the other. This cannot be remarked in

active verbs, because the Latin language has no active past par-

ticiple ^ If, however, we turn to the gerundial use of the form

in -ndus, we may observe a distinction of tense between it and

the participle in -tus even in the case of active verbs. Thus

volvendus is really a present tense in Virgil, JEneid. IX. 7

:

volvenda dies^ en, attidit ultro; comp, Ennius (apud Varro, L. L.

Yii. § 104, p. 160, Mliller), and Lucretius, v. 1275; because,

in its inflected form, it is equivalent in meaning to volvendo ; and

the following passages sliow that the gerund is equivalent to the

present participle: Virgil, Georg. ii. 225: "'multa virum volvens

durando sa^cula vincit;" Lucret. i. 203: " multaque vivendo

vitalia vincere sa^cla;" and id. ill. 961: "omnia si pergas vi-

vendo vincere ssecla." And the words of Livy {prcef. ad Hist.)-.

" qu^ ante conditam condendamYQ urbem traduntur,"" can only

mean " traditions derived from a period wlien the city was nei-

ther huilt nor huilding.''

§ 14. The Participle in -turns.

The participle (7) in -rus or -ilrus, which always bears a

future signification, is supported by an analogy in the Latin lan-

guage which has no parallel either in Greek or Sanscrit. The

Greek desiderative is formed from the ordinary fixture by the

insertion of the element {- : thus Spa-co, fut. Bpd-crco, desiderative

Spa-creico. This desiderative is the common future in Sanscrit;

though the Vedas have a future, like the Greek, formed by the

element s- only, without the addition of ^- (Rosen, on the Big-

Veda SanMta, p. iv.) Now the regular future of scribo would be

scrip-so, indicated by the aorist scrij)si; but the desiderative is

scrijjturio. We may infer, then, that in the loss of the regular

1 Consideratus homo (Cic, Ccecin. 1. § 1) seems to be an example to

the contrary, and the words cautus, circumspectus, exosus, falsus, tacitus,

&c. have a quasi-active meaning, just as conversely true deponent parti-

ciples are used as passives (see Lubker, de participm, p. 29).
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future of the Latin verb, the deslderativc and future participle

have been formed by the addition of the future r = s and the

desiderative ri=si, not to the crude form of the verb, but to

the verbal in -tiis, so that the desiderative is deduced imme-

diately from the future participle in -tur-us or from the noun

of agency in -tor (above, p. 427).

§ 15. The Perfect Subjunctive.

We have seen above (§ 4) that the form fuerim —ftcesim is

really a subjunctive tense of the usual kind derived from the

perfect indicsitive fici—faesa. As, however, the first person is

occasionally written fuero, just as sim = esirn or erim is short-

ened into ero, it has been common among grammarians to ima-

gine two tenses as distinct as ero and sim. But this view is

represented under two different forms; for while the older gram-

mars make/^«er^m and /i^ero two tenses of the subjunctive mood,

the former being perfect, and the latter future, the more modern

writers on the subject increase the confusion by referring the

latter, as ^ futurum exactum, to the indicative mood, while the

former retains its place as perfect subjunctive. Those, who have

had any thing to do with the business of teaching the Latin

language, need not be told that a young and thoughtful student

will not derive much edification from the doctrine that fuerit is

both indicative and suhjunctive, both past &x\d future. And those

who are conversant with the higher kind of philology, know
that, while /wero andifuerim are merely euphonic distinctions, all

the other persons, having only one set of meanings, are neces-

sarily inflexions of the same form. Even the quantity of the

plural is a proof that the tense is subjunctive. For while we
have invariably erimus, eritis, we have no authority for a short

penultima in the first and second persons plural of the perf. subj.,

and several instances of the i being long, as Ccitull. v. 10 : fece-

rlmus; Ovid, Epist. Pont. iv. 5, 6: transierltis ; Id. ihid. IV. 5,

16: contigerltis; Emi. Ann. v. 200; Ovid, Met. vi. 357; Plant.

Mil. Gl. 862: dixerltis. With regard to the signification of

this perfect subjunctive, it is clear that, as it is formed from

the perfect indicative just as the present subjunctive is formed

from the present indicative, it must exhibit the same modification

of meaning. Now dicam = die-yam means " there is a proba-

D. V. 28
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bility of my speaking;" consequently dixero — dic-se-rim must

mean, "there is a probability of my having spoken;" and in

proportion as the former approximates to the predication, " I

shall speak," in the same proportion does the latter express, " I

shall have spoken." In strictness that which is called d^futurwn

exactum, or paulo-j)ost-futurum, can only exist in forms derived

from the perfects of intransitive verbs. These forms exist in

Greek both with the active and with the middle inflexions; thus

from 6vrj(TK0), "I am dying," reOvr^ica, "I am dead," we have

reOprj^o/mai or reOvrj^o), "I shall have died," i.e. "I shall be

found in the state of death;" from ypaipco, "I am writing," we

have yiypacj^a, " I have written," ryeypa/x/xaL, '' I have been

written," i. e. "I stand or remain written," yeypaylro/xai, " I shall

have been written," i.e. "I shall stand and remain written."

Now it has been observed even by the old grammarians, that

the Romans did not use these futures of the intransitive or

passive perfect. Thus Priscian says (Lib. viii. c. 8, p. 388,

Krehl) :
" quamvis Grrseci futurum quoque diviserunt in quibus-

dam verbis, in futurum injinituin, ut Tv-^opbai, et faido-jpost-

futurum ut rerv-^o/jiaL,—melius tamen Romani considerata futuri

ratione, quse omnino incerta est, simplici in eo voce utuntur, 7iec

jimunt sjjatium futuri^ But if the E-omans had no futurum

exactum of the passive form, still less would they have one with

active inflexions. The question of moods, as we have seen

above, is not one of forms, but one of syntactical usage. And if

we wish to inquire whether there is any justification for those

who place fuero in the indicative mood, we have only to ascer-

tain whether there is really any difl'erence in syntactical usage

between this form andy«er^*?>^, and generally, whether the tense,

which we call perfect subjunctive, is ever used as an indicative,

that is, as a categorical predication, without any reference to a

protasis, expressed or plainly implied. The confusion, into

which some modern grammarians have fallen in regard to this

tense, has arisen entirely from the use of the Latin subjunctive

in the apodosis, without a qualifying particle of reference like the

Greek dv. Hence the imperfect grammarian is extremely liable

to confuse between a categorical and a consequential assertion,

where the protasis is omitted ; and while the Greek optative,

with aV, is rendered by the future indicative, without any risk
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of a misunderstanding as to the logical intention of the phrase,

the perfect subjunctive in Latin has been supposed to be merely

a future indicative referring to completed action. The following

comparison will show that there is no use of the tense now under

consideration, which may not be referred to some parallel em-

ployment of the Greek conjunctive or optative aorist.

ss r • -1 (habeas ] , , .

a. eav tl e^rj^, Ococret? = si quid 1 1
-i -i

• \ > clabis.

h. edv Tt o-xv^, 3ft)cr6t9 = si quid habueris, dabis.

c. €L TL e'x^oL^, StSo/?79 ov = si quid habeas, des.

d. 6i Ti cT'x^oLT]'^, 8oirj<; av ~ si quid habueris, dederis.

If in the second and fourth cases hahueris and dederis are

subjunctive or potential, the same explanation must apply to the

following

:

a. si plane occidimus^ ego omnibus meis exitio fuero, ''if

we have altogether fallen, I shall have been (i. e. I shall

prove in the result, 'yevoi/j.rjv av) a destruction to all my
friends."

h, si jpergis^ ahiero, "if you go on, I shall have departed

(i. e. I shall go at once, airekdotfju aV)."

c. tu invita mulieres ; ego accivero pueros^ "do you invite

the ladies ; after that, when you have done so, I shall be

found to have sent for the boys [aij /juev ra? yvvaLKa<;

KoXec €j(i) Be Tov<; iralha'^ av /jLeTaTre/jb-yjraL/jLrjv),^^

That the difference between the subjunctive present (C. I.)

and this subjunctive perfect (C. III.) is one of tense only, might

be shown by numberless examples; thus we have (Plant. Trinum.

II. 4, 137 = 538) : magis apage dicas, si omnia ex me audive-

ris, and (ill. 1, 21 = 621): quoi tuam quom rem credideris, sine

omni cura dormias, where we have an apodosis corresponding

to the Greek present optative with av, preceded by a protasis

containing an equivalent to the optative aorist. It is a mere

assumption on the part of some grammarians that there is any

difference of usage between the forms of the first person in -ro

or -rim. The choice of one form or the other is a mere matter

of euphony, and they are both equally subjunctive or potential

in their nature. Thus we find in a hortative or deliberative

sense: hue aliquantum ahscessero [Trinum. ill. 1, 25 = 625),

28—2
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*'let me stand aside here a little;" and Ave find this form after

quum in precisely the same manner as the imperfect and pluper-

fect subjunctive are used with that particle ; thus quum extern-

plo arciim et pliaretram mi et sagittas sumj)sero [Trinum. III. 2,

99 = 725) ; or after ubi: extemplo iiht oppidum expugnavero

[Bacch. lY. 9, 52 = 977). So also Verg. Georg, i. 441, 2. We
have sometimes both forms in the same passage ; thus omnia

ego istcec quce tii dixti scio, vel exsignavero (comp. the common

use of conjirmaverim) : ut rem patriam et gloriam majorum

foedarim meum {Trinum. ill. 2, 29 = 655). And no one will

maintain that credidero and crediderim might not change places

in the following passages ; Plant. Trin. ill. 1, 6 = 606: at tute

cedepol mdlus creduas. Si lioc non credis, ego credidero. Ver-

gil. Georg. II. 338 : 7ion alios prima crescentis origine mundi

illuxisse dies, aliumve hahuisse tenorem crediderim. And that

the perfect subjunctive in -rim may come as near to a simply

future signification as the corresponding form in -ro, is clear

from Vergil. Georg. ii. 101: non ego te, Bis et mensis accepta

secundis, transierim., Rliodia, compared with Hor. lY. Carm. 9,

30 : 7ion ego te mets chartis rnornatum sileho. There is the same

indifference as to the employment of a form in -o or one in -im

in the old aorists; thus we have faxo in Plant. Boen. I. 1, 34,

hut faxim in the same play, Y. 2, 131. Tf these forms in -ro or

-rim were ever modifications of the future indicative, this would

be observable in the case of verbs like memini, novi, odi, which

are used as present perfects. But we never find the form in -ro

or -rim used as a mere future to these virtually present verbs

;

on the contrary, while meminerim and recorder stand in the same

subjunctive sentence (Cic. j)ro Blancio, c. 28 ^^n.), we have 7^ecor-

dabor as the only future indicative for the two verbs (id. in Bison.

c. 6). And so of the others. It has been supposed that certain

forms in -assere, w^hich occur in Plautus, and seem to have the

meaning of a future infi.nitive (e. g. expugnassere, Amphitr. i.

1, 55; reconciliassere, Capt. I. 2, 59; impetrassere, Aulid. lY.

7, 6), are infinitives corresponding to this tense in -ro or -rim,

as though formed, e.g., from expugnasso — expugnavero^ . Such

1 Madvig thinks that these forms result from a mistaken attempt to

follow the Greek analogy of rv>]^^iv from rvr^o) (Bemerhmgen iiber Lat.

Sprl. p, 41).
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a fonnation of an infinitive appears to me simply impossible

;

and as all these infinitives are referred to verbs of the -a

conjugation, I have no difficulty in explaining these words

in the same way as I have explained the agglutinate forms

in -esso^ -essere (above, § 7) ; and as capes-so — capere-sino,

so expugnas-so = expugnare-sino. With regard to the appa-

rently future signification of the infinitives in -assere, it is

sufficient to remark that an auxiliary may give this meaning,

as in the case of dicere instituo = didani, mentioned above

(§ 9) ; and the future in the Romance languages is always

formed by an agglutinate appendage of liabeo^ as in aur-ai—
aver-ai= habere haheo. A.^ fuero = fueso and fuerim == fuesim

oscillate between the forms ero = eso and sim = esim, the plural

might exhibit a similar freedom of choice ; and faerimus =fu"
erimus or fue-slmus might represent either er-hnus, which is

shortened in its penultimaj or swius, which has lost its initial

syllable. But authority is in favour of the long i. In the

passive and deponent verbs the loss of the perfect subjunctive

is supplied by a periphrastic tense made up of the future ero

and the participle in -fus. It is a matter of indifference whether

we refer this tense to a period when the future and present

subjunctive of the substantive verb were still identical, or

whether we suppose that it is an approximation to the Greek

paulo-post-faturum^ adopted to meet a syntactical exigency.

§ 16. The Past Tense of the Infinitive Active.

The past tense of the infinitive active ends in -isse, when
it corresponds to the Greek first aorist, as scripsisse ; when
it is the regular perfect, as tetigisse ; and when it is a com-

posite form, as ama-visse = ama-fuisse. It is to be recollected

that in all these cases the same tense inserts an s = r in the

second person singular and second and third persons plural

of the indicative mood. There can be little doubt that this

doubling of the s in the infinitive [-s-se) is to be explained from

the indicative mood. As we \\d^YQ fui-s-tis instead oi fufiisa-tis^

so we have /iu-55e instead oi fufusa-se ; and in both cases the

additional s is analogous to that in faissem =fui-se-sim^ from
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fmrwi —fuesim. This view is in accordance with all the similar

plienomena. The other explanations, which have been given, are

very unscientific and not even very plausible. It has been sup-

posed that the additional s is designed to represent the length-

ening of the penultimate syllable ; but why should the termi-

nation se = re be appended by means of a long syllable to fid

any more than to es- in esse or to dico in dice-re F Bopp is

of course ready with his agglutination theory, and explains

ama-vi'sse as a compound of amavi and esse
(
Vergl. Gramm. p.

1227). But, as he must see, this presumes a derivation oifuisse

from fui and esse, and of fueram from fui and eram^ so that

amaveram = ama-fm-eram and amavisse = ama-fui-esse. It is

only by remembering the great services, which Bopp has rendered

to comparative philology, that we can reconcile such suggestions

with any claim to a character for critical tact and acumen. The

whole theory of inflected language would fall to pieces, if we

could not explain even the future and aorist s without falling

back upon the existing forms of the substantive verb. There

must be some formative machinery in the verb besides the

person-endings; and if we cannot explain the inflexions oi fui

without calling in the aid of sum, how are we to inflect sum
itself through its own moods and tenses ? It seems to me falla-

cious to suppose, as Bopp does (p. 1228), that the forms scrijp-

se, consum-se, admis-se, dwis-se, dic-se, produc-se, ahstrac-se,

advec-se, are aorists corresponding to the Greek and related to

the forms scrij^-so or scrip-sim as ^ypaTr-G-ai is to e-ypair-cra.

The Latin infinitive is always formed by adding se = re to the

tense represented by the infinitive, which is merely denuded of

its person-endings in order to qualify it for becoming the vehicle

of this new appendage. From scrip)-so we could only have

scrip-sere = scrtp-sese, as we have scrih-ere from scriho. As we
have dixti for dic-si-s-ti, extinxem for exting-sis-sem, vixet for

vic-sis-set, &c., why should not dixe = dic-se for dic-sis-se be

an analogous abbreviation? Not to speak of the tendency to

shorten the forms of words, which generally characterizes the

Latin language, the omission of the syllable es or is is invariable

in the passive infinitive of all consonant-verbs ; for as amari or

^^imarier is formed from amare = amase, we ought to have diceri

or diceri-er — dic-es-ier from dicere = dicese, but, in point of fact,
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we always find dicier or dici, which is related to dic-es-ier very

much as dic-se is to dic-sis-se'^.

§ 17. The Future of the Infinitive Passive.

One of the most remarkable peculiarities of the Latin verb

is the contrivance which is adopted to supply a future tense to

the infinitive passive. That the verb eo, when used as an auxi-

liary, should contribute to the formation of a periphrastic future,

is a phenomenon, which should not surprise us ; for we find

analogous idioms in a number of languages ; the Greek has fja

Xiycov, " I was about to say," the French has/e vats arriver, " I

am about to arrive," and we say, " I am going to write a letter,"

when we wish to intimate the intention of doing so. But the Latin

future infinitive passive is forme'd by the passive infinitive of the

neuter verb eo affixed to the supine or active infinitive of the

verb which is to be expressed in the given tense. This idiomatic

usage is not so singular as it seems. It is the regular prac-

tice in Latin to make the auxiliary rather than the dependent

infinitive liable to the modifications of tense. Thus when we
say, "he ought not to have done it," the Latin idiom requires

non oportehat facere, to which an English vulgarism supplies a

sort of equivalent. The same principle is adopted to efiect a

modification of voice, when convenience requires it. Thus as

idcisci is deponent and cannot be used passively, Sallust writes

{Jugurtlia, XXXI.) : qiddquid sine sanguine civium ulcisci neqni-

tur, " whatever it is impossible to avenge without shedding the

blood of citizens." Similarly in Cato, Oi-ig. I. : quod Termino

fanwn fuit, id nequituni exaugurari^ and in Sanscrit we have

[Nalas, XX. 5) : na dhartuh gak-ya-te, i. e. afferre nequitur for

afferri nequit [Neiu Crat. §447). In the same way, then, we
write amatum iri, "to be about to be loved ;" and the idiom is

the more intelligible, because we have the impersonal passive

itur, " it is gone," i. e. "people go." So that spero eum amatum

iri ah omnibus, naturally means, " I hope that it is gone by all

to love him," i. e. " that all are going to love him."

1 In this explanation I am followed by Corssen, n. pp. 35, 36.
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THE LATIN CONJUGATIONS,

I. The conjugations are regulated by the same principle as the declensions.

§ 2. The first or -a conjugation. § 3, The second or -e conjugation. § 4. The

third or -i conjugation, § 5. The fourth or consonant conjugation. A.. Mute

verbs. §6. B. Liquid verbs. §7. C. Semi-consonantal verbs. §8. Irregu-

lar verbs. A. Additions to the present tense. § 9. B. Abbreviated forms.

§ 10. Defective verbs.

§ 1. The Conjugations are regulated hy the same principle

as the Declensions.

THEEE is not much difficulty in seeing that the Latin conju-

gations ought to be arrangal on the same principle as the

declensions—namely, according to the characteristic letters of the

different verbs. This mode of classification will give us three

conjugations of verbs in a, e, ?*, which are regularly contrf.cted

;

and one conjugation of consonant verbs, which retain their

inflexions uncontracted, whether the characteristic is mute, liquid,

or semi-consonant. In the first three conjugations, which con-

tain none but derivative verbs, the crude form of a noun is made

the vehicle of verbal inflexions by means of the formative affix ya,

which belongs to the second pronominal element. We shall see

that, while the a and i conjugations append this formative syl-

lable to crude forms terminating in these vowels respectively, the

e conjugation represents the pronominal affix by this vowel alone,

because it generally consists of verbs formed from consonantal

nouns. In the semi-consonantal forms, there is no difficulty in

seeing tliat the m verbs belong to the fourth and not to the vowel

conjugations ; but in order to know when a verb in -{ is to be

considered as belonging to the vowel conjugation, and when, on

the other hand, it is to be counted as a semi-consonantal verb,

we must observe the evidences of contraction which are furnished

in the former case by the second person singular of the present

indicative, and by the present infinitive. Thus, while audi-o

gives us audis — aiidi-is, audt-re = audi-ere, and audi-ri =
audi-eri, cap-i-o gives us cap-is, cap-ere, and capi. Besides

this, as we have already seen (above, Ch. xi. § 8), the vowel-

verb is generally confined to an agglutinate perfect in -vt.
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There are indeed irregularities, which must be learned by expe-

rience, and which generally flow from the copartnership in dif-

ferent tenses of two distinct verbs, as when^e^o, petere have a

perfect and participle petlvi and petitus, from a lost verb in -^o,

or when cupio, cu2nv{, cuptius, have an infinitive cupere, as

though the i were a semi-consonantal adjunct. But the general

distinctions of conjugations are those which dicriminate the

declensions of nouns.

§ 2. The first or -a Conjugation.

In laying down the general rules for the conjugation of

a Latin verb, the grammarian has to consider, in the first

instance, whether the perfect indicative (A. III.), or the passive

participle (E. III.), present any deviation from the form of the

verb ; and he must then inquire what is the cause of this

irregularity. Now, as we have seen in the previous chapter, the

Latin verb has three forms of A. III.: {a) the proper or redupli-

cated perfect; [(3) the aorist perfect \r\. -si ; (7) the composite,

or agglutinate, perfect in -vi or -ui, from fui. According to the

general rule already given, the vowel-verb is properly limited to

the third form of the perfect active. In point of fact, there are

only two exceptions to this rule in the case of the -a verb, and

.these two exceptions give us the regular or reduplicated perfect.

But the two verbs, in which this form is found, are both of them

irregular. For do, which makes A. III. dedi, D. L dare, and

E. III. ddtus, does not fully and properly belong to the vowel-

verbs, but partly also to the same class as its compounds con-do,

con-dis, con-didi, con-dere, con-ditus. It is true that we have

das for the second person singular of K. I., and that the com.mon

form of C. I. is dem, des, det, &:c.; but duim is the old form of

the latter ; and the quantity of a in daham, darem, shows that

we have not to do with a verb of which the characteristic is a,

but with one which preserves this form of its root, or articulation,

vowel. The old du-im, compared with the Umbrian, Oscan, and

Tuscan tu-, the German tJiim, &c. would lead us to the con-

clusion that u was the most ancient articulation-vowel of this root.

And there are evidences of an original form dano. In its primi-

tive meaning, do reverts to the same sense as our " do," and the

German thun. Like the Old Norse and Etruscan lata, and like
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sino in Latin, and sri in Etruscan, do is used not only with pre-

positions, but with other verbal roots, signifying "doing," or

" causing," as opposed to eo, which denotes the passive result of

the action : thus we have per-do, or jpessum-do^ opposed to per-eo,

inter-do to inter-eo, ven-do to ven-eo, &c. As we have a ^ in the

corresponding Greek forms Trep-Oco, &c., we may be led to con-

clude that the Latin do furnishes the link of connexion between

SlScofjLt, Sanscrit daddmi and rtOrj/jiL, Sanscrit dadhdmi ; which

are therefore only different forms of the same root. The idea

of "giving" is partly represented by that of "putting," or

"placing," for acceptance. In regard to the offering of prizes,

or the placing of meat on the table, the ideas of placing and

giving run into one another, and it is well known that jpono

and rlOriiJbi are regularly used in this sense (see my note on

Pindar, 0. XI. 63, and the commentators on Horace, I. Serm,

2, 106 ; II. 3, 23). But we may also represent the act of

giving with reference to the donor as a liberal pouring forth of

that which he has, and this is the primary sense of gef-an,

gih-an, "give," %eF-a), &c., as Grimm has shown in a special

paper on the subject {Ahh. Ah. Berl. 1848 :
" iiber schenken und

geben"). The other verb, which appears to belong to the -a

conjugation, but has a reduplicated perfect, is sto, which makes

A. III. steti. This verb does not give the same indications as do

of a mere articulation-vowel ; for even the compounds retain the

long a, which appears in stabat, &c. But we have a by-form,

si-sto^ to which steti may be referred, just as our transitive

" stay," intransitive " stand," are represented by the German
present stehe, perf. stand, both of which are intransitive. And
I am inclined to explain the long a in sto, as resulting from a

contraction of staho = steyo, Germ, stehen, which is still found in

the Umbrian staMto = stato (above, p. 98). So that sto can-

not be considered as a verb, of which the characteristic or for-

mative adjunct is -a, but, like do, owes its contraction to the con-

tact of the root-syllable with the termination. With these two

exceptions, all -a verbs form their perfect in -m or -vi. Although

the Greek vowel-verbs particularly affect the aorist in -aa, and

indeed have no other, we find that no vowel-verb in Latin has

the aorist-perfect in -si, unless it has dropt in this tense its

characteristic vowel—in other words, we have no Latin perfect
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in -a-si, -e-si, or -/-5/. We shall see tliat there are verbs in -eo

and -10, which drop their characteristic, and have perfects in -5/

immediately attached to the root ; but though the characteristic

is sometimes dropt in -a verbs, as in domo, A. III. dom-ui,

E. III. domitus, and though, when the root ends in v, the u of

the perfect is absorbed and represented onlj by a lengthening

of the verb-syllable, as in juvo, A. III. juv-i, E. YH.ju-tus, we
never find an -a verb which exhibits the aorist-perfect in -si.

Why this tense has vanished in the first Latin conjugation it is

difficult to say, unless we must conclude that it was not eupho-

nious or convenient in the eleven short words, which elide the

characteristic -a, and in which alone it was possible. These are

crepo, cuho, domo, frico, mico, neco, pUco, seco, sono, tono, veto.

If we compare these words with the Greek verbs in -aw, which

have a short a before the -a of the future, we may be led to con-

clude that in these instances also the a was originally followed

by some consonant which has been absorbed, and the short

vowel in the penultima favours the supposition that we have

here the remnants of longer forms. Thus cubui belongs to cumbo,

which is strengthened by anusvdra, as well as to cuba-o, which,

like KviTTw, may have had some consonantal formative : crepa-o,

crepui, may be compared with strepo, strepui, which has alto-

gether lost the pronominal adjunct of its present tense : doma-o

stands by the side of hafi-vrj-fjiL as well as Sa/jid-^co. I have

shown elsewhere (Journal of Philology, II. p. 353) that veto,

properly " to warn off," is another form of vito = ve-ito, '' to

avoid." These verbs bear a relation the converse of cado, ccedo,

"fall," "fell," but the distinction of meaning is equally effected

by the vocalization, and they are both derived from ve- and the

frequentatives of i-, "to go." The noun vitium bears the same

affinity to veto that jjretium =]jer-itium, " that which changes

hands," bears to inter-pretari, "to bean interpres or go-between"

(below, Ch. XIII. § 10). The verb mico, considered as a deri-

vative, has a special interest for the philologer. I have no hesi-

tation in connecting this word with the root /xa;)^- found in

Aa-yLta%09, /Aa%-oyLtat, fia^-acpa, A. S. mece, 0. S. maize, O. N.

mocker, " a sword" (Grimm, Deutsche Gramm. II. 511 ; ill. 440),

a root of such antiquity that it was imported into Palestine in the

reign of David by his Carian mercenaries
(
Christian Orthodoxy,
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pp. 251 sqq.). The primary meaning of mico is therefore "best

preserved in the compound di-mico^ " to fight hand to hand."

Bat mico itself means " to strike or shoot out rapidly," as in its

application to the game called mora, in which the fingers were

suddenly raised, and immediately afterwards compressed : and

the same sense of rapid motion is implied in the secondary sig-

nifications ''to palpitate, twinkle, quiver," &c. The primary

meaning is also retained in emico^ " to strike out with a sword,

to make a blow or lunge," as in Verg. JEneid xii. 728 :

Emicat hie impune putans, et corpore toto

Alte sublatum Turnus consurgit in hastam

Et ferit.

And the same signification is conveyed when the verb is used

of runners shooting out at once at the commencement of a foot-

race (Verg. ^n, V. 318; Ovid. Meta7n. X. 652), or of a sudden

bound into the air (Verg. u^n. ii. 174; xii. 327). Of the

regular verbs of the first conjugation, the most troublesome in its

etymology is ploro, which Doderlein once [Lat. Syn. u. Et. ill.

155) considered as an intensive form of ]}llco, and which he now
[{hid. VI. p. 273) connects with ])luo, fuo, and fleo. I cannot

accept either of these etymologies. As far as the signification is

concerned there is no reason to suppose that ploro ever meant
" to shed tears," and such a meaning would be quite inconsistent

with the ordinary u^se of the compound exploro. Festus tells us

(p. 230, Miiller, quoted above, p. 238), that the original meaning

of ][>loro was inclamo or invoco ; and with regard to ploro he

says {p. 79): ^^ exjplorare antiquos pro exclamare usos, sed postea

prospicere et certum cognoscere coepit significare. Itaque spe-

culator ab exjploratore hoc distat, quod speculator hostilia silentio

perspicit, eoy^ora^or pacata clamore cognoscit ;" and the Glossar.

Labh. expbins endoplorato by linKaXeaov, which is more accu-

rate than the account given by Festus (s. v. p. 77). In a frag-

ment of Yarro, quoted by Forcellini, who is unable to verify it,

we have: "gemit, explorat, turbam oranem concitat," from which

it appears that the original meaning of the word must have been
*'' to cry aloud." Now we know that ad-oro, which does not sig-

nify, as is generally supposed, to put the hands to the mouth,

and then stretch them forth in honour of a superior being

{TrpoaKvvio)), but rather "to speak to" and ''address," is a com-
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pound of ad and oro, just as alloqui is a compound of ad and

loqui; and we know (from Festus, pp. 19, 182), that orator was

originally a name for an ambassador, and that adorare meant

agere caussas. So that oro means to make an oratio or speech,

and emphatically to use the os or mouth for the purpose of ob-

taining something. Hence, it passes into its meaning "to ask"

or "pray for," and then becomes nearly synonymous with ploro

and tmploro. But if oro comes from os, why should not jpl-oro

have the same origin ? There can be no difficulty about the first

two letters, which contain the root of jpl-us, pl-erique, 7rA,-eo9,

7roX-u9, " full ;" and the phrases phno ore laudare (Cic. de

Officiis, I. 18), and plena voce vocare (Verg. Georg. i. 388), are

sufficient to show how pl-oro got its original and proper meaning
" to cry aloud." Now " to call aloud" for anything is to desire

it earnestly and to demand it with importunity ; hence in Greek

we have such phrases as ^oa Xoiyov 'F^pivv^ (iEsch. Choeph.

396), which is equivalent to Shakspere's " they say it will have

blood." And in general the idea of asking, which is involved

in the etymological analysis of queero (above, p. 419), passes into

that of seeking, which is so often and so regularly conveyed by

that verb and its compounds. As then exquiro has lost all

trace of the original meaning oi quceso = queero, "I cause to

speak," so ex-jRoro has quite taken leave of the sense of " calling

aloud" originally borne by ploro, and means merely "to seek

out," so that it is perfectly synonymous with exquiro. In a

passage of Yirgil [Georg. i. 175) we find exploro used of the

searching nature of smoke, which penetrates the smallest aper-

tures, and insinuates itself into the tissue of a substance :
" et

suspensa focis explorat robora fumus." The force of the prepo-

sition in ex-ploro is merely intensive, as in ex-quiro. It has not

that sense of effecting and obtaining which we notice in exoro, as

in Ter. Andr. ill. 4, 13 :
" gnatam ut det oro, vixque id exoro:''

and Hecyra, Prol. 2, v. 1 :
" orator ad vos venio ornatu prologi

:

sinite exorator sim." In dep)loro we sometimes have the same

use of the preposition which we notice in de-sidero, and de-spero,

and de expresses a feeling of loss or absence. With regard to

de-sidero it may be remarked in passing, that, as con-templor and

con-sidero are augurial terms derived from the observation of the

heavenly templum and its stars, so de-sidero indicates the inter-
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ruption to tlie augurial process wliicli was occasioned by a cloudy

and starless night. As pl-oro, according to the etymology which

is here suggested, must have been originally j9?e-oro, and as plu-

res is a corruption of the old comparative ^?e-ores (above, Ch. vi.

§ 2), we see a perfect analogy between the Old Norse ^e^V^, Suio-

Gothic j^ere, compared with the latter, and tlie Etruscan phleres,

which has been derived from the former (above, p. 206). And
with respect to the meaning of plileres^ the connexion of votum,

which expresses its application, with voco, which is a synonym

of ploro, may be seen in such phrases as Virgil's " votis ad-

suesce vocari^ [Georg. i. 42), and ^^ votis vocaveris imbrem"

{ibid. I. 157). That the composition with os may appear in a

noun as well as in a verb, seems to be shown by three nouns in

-or, -oris^ which have corresponding adjectives in -orus, namely

can-oi'-us, dec-or-us, son-or-us. As can-tus, decus {-oris), sonus

exist by the side of can-or, decor {-oi^is) , sonor, it is to be inferred

that the longer forms involve an additional element, namely or-,

'' the face" or " mouth." Thus we have in Yerg. u^n. IV. 150 :

'^tantum egregio decus enitet ore." Servius tells us that son-or-

us differs from sonans as denoting '' quidquid sine intermissione

sonum servat," whereas sonans means "quod ad tempus au-

ditur." The relation then between sonus and sonor is mu.ch the

same as that between ai'yaoo and at-oTrdco ; sonus being mere

sound, and sonor '^ voice-sound." Cf. Lucret. IV. 570, v. 334.

Similarly ca7ior is musical sound, continuous like the utterance

of the voice, and Ovid says (A. A. iii. 315) : "res est blanda

canor: discant cantare puell^," referring of course to the sound

or melody of the human voice in singing. Another verb of the

first conjugation which deserves some notice is futo found in its

compounds con-futo and re-futo. According to Festus (p. 89),

Cato used futo as a frequentative of fiio or fio. But this is not

the origin of futo as found in these compounds and in the ad-

jective futilis, &c. This verb is connected with fatis (= vas

aquarium, Varro, p. 47, Miiller) ^.vAfundo; and con-futo, re-futo^

which are frequentatives of fuo, whence fons and fundus (see

below, Ch. XIII. § 9) are applied to the act of pouring in cold

water with a ladle to prevent the kettle from boiling over;

Titinn. ap. Non. c. 4, n. 47 :
" cocus magnum ahenum, quando

fervit, paula confutat trua" (see Scaliger ad Fest. s. v. refute;
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Euhnken, Diet, in Ter. p. 174). Hence we have such phrases

as confutare dolores, "to repress or keep down sorrows" (Cic.

Tusc. Disjp. V. 31).

§ 3. The second or -e Conjugation,

The first point, which strikes the philological student, when

he turns his attention to the second conjugation, is the general

tendency to drop the characteristic e in the perfect (A. III.), and

its participle (E. III.). This is necessarily tlie case in all verbs

which take the proper perfect (<x) by reduplication, as mordeo,

momordi, morsus ; or the aorist in -si, (/S), as jnheo, jussi, jussus;

lugeo, luxi, luctus; and when I or r precedes a guttural in these

verbs, this guttural is omitted in the perfect, as in fulgeo, ful-si;

torqueo, tor-si; and the same is tlie case with dentals, whether

mute or liquid, as video, risi ; licereo, licesi; though maneo

retains .its n in the perfect mansi. But even where the agglu-

tinate perfect in -ui is used, we generally find that the charac-

teristic e is dropt before it. Indeed there are only a few cases

in which the perfect is formed after the analogy of ama-vi.

These are deleo, delevi; fleo, flevi; neo, nevi; the compounds

of oleo, as aholeo, aholevi; the compounds of pleo^ as impleo,

implevi; and the nearly obsolete vieo, vievi. The long e in

these verbs is generally retained in E. III., as deletus, Jletus, im-

pletus ; but adoleo has adultus, and aholeo makes aholitus. All

other verbs of this conjugation, which take the agglutinate per-

fect, omit before it the characteristic E, and either drop it also

in the participle E. III., or shorten it into i. Thus we have

moneo, monui, momtus ; misceo, miscui, mistus and mixtus.

The deponent reor takes the stronger vowel a in its participle

rdtus, whence ratio, but the i is resumed in the compound

{r7ntus = non ratus. Yerbs ending in v generally absorb the v

of their agglutinate perfect like the corresponding a verbs juvo

and lavo ; thus we have caveo, cdvi, cautus ^ faveo, fdvi, fautus

;

foveo, fdvi, fotus; moveo, movi, motus; paveo, pdvi; voveo,

vovi, votus. If we compare mordeo, momordi, morsus with

prandeo, prandi, pransus; sedeo, sedi, sessus ; and video, vidi^

visus; we shall probably conclude that the latter have merely

lost their reduplication. The best explanation, which can be

offered of the very general evanescence of the characteristic e
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in the perfects of tliis conjugation, is to assume that in the ma-

jority of instances it was merely one of those adjuncts, which are

used for the purpose of strengthening the present and the tenses

derived from it. Among these adjuncts not the least common is

the second element under the form ya (see New Crat. §§ 426,

432), and as this is clearly contained in many Greek verbs in

-eo) which are also written -lcd [New Crat. § 432, 7), so there

are many special reasons for inferring the presence of this auxi-

liary in the Latin verbs in -eo. Perhaps the most important of

these special reasons is suggested by the phenomenon that many
active verbs in Latin, either (a) uncontracted, or (h) contracted

in -a, have a neuter or passive verb from the same root distin-

guished by the formativ^e characteristic e; thus we have [a] active

jacere. passive yac^re/ SiQ,l\YQ pandere, passive patere; active ^en-

dere, passive j5e;itZer6y active scandere. passive scatere; {h) active

liqudre, passive liquere ; active pardre, parere, passive parere ;

active sedare^ passive sedere. Now it is well known that the in-

sertion of ya between the root and the ending forms the pas-

sive voice in Sanscrit in the conjug. tenses (New Crat. § 379), and

I have shown [ihid. §381) that a similar explanation is applicable

to the Greek passive aorists in -Otjv and -7]V) and as one of these

aorists is eo-rrjv^icrTdya/jLc, we may conclude that the irre-

gular stare, which is opposed to sistere, stands for sta-yere or

steh-yere (above, p. 442), and in the same way we shall bring

back to this conjugation /w^^re, which is similarly opposed to

fugdre. The next section will point out the distinction between

these verbs formed with the pronominal ya, and those which

have the verb eo, as an auxiliary accretion. With regard to

those now under consideration, as in the case of the subordinate

verb-forms in Hebrew, it depends upon the nature of the primary

element whether the verb is intransitive, as in the instances just

adduced, or causative, intensive, or frequentative, as in others

which might be cited. Thus mon-eo, which contains the root

men- implying thought and recollection [me-inin-i, &c.), bears a

causative meaning. Hmr-eo, like the Greek alp-ew, is an in-

tensive form of a root not unconnected with the Latin Mr, "a
hand;" Umbrian here, "to take;" Sanscrit, hri = capere (see

above, pp. Ill, 118). The substantive h(E7^es or heres {kcered- =
hcer-vad, above, p. 146) is connected with this verb, in the
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sense of " property-dependent," just as in English law there is a

distinction of immediate or intermediate derivation between a

person who takes by limitation, and one who takes hj purchase,

i. e. from the person last seized. It may be doubted whether

"hear," horen, and their unaspirated derivatives ''ear," ohr,

may not be derived from this root, so that Jioiren will signify

"to catch," i.e. a sound. If so, Jiceres, as implying dependence,

will approximate in origin and meaning to cliens, "the hearer;"

or kcBriger, according to Niebuhr's etymology {H. R. I. p. 323,

note 823). In the verbs hab-eo and ten-eo the root-meaning is

seriously modified by the affix. For Jiab-eo must correspond in

root to gib-a, gafa, "give," and these, as Grimm has shown

[Ahh» Ah. Berlin, 1848), fall back upon ^€a)=;>^eFct) (cf. vcj^alvco,

v(f>rj with O. H. Gr. ivijm, ivap; 0. N. vef, vaf; Sanscr. vap

;

Engl. " weave") ; and the form %t<wi/, which shows a remnant of

the F in its l, is clearly connected with %€?« (see Hom. II. xil.

281: coorre vi^dhe<^ ')(^l6vo<^ ttltttovcti, Koc/JLi](7a<i S' avefjbov^

^6€i efiirehov) : similarly, we have y^iXioL from %tXo9, " a heap

of fodder," also connected with 'x.^w [New Grat. § 163). Con-

sequently, the root liah- must imply originally rather *' to pour

out and give," than "to have" or "possess." Similarly, ten-eo,

which contains the same root as ra-vv-w, " to stretch out," and

ten-do, falls back upon the old epic imperative ttj, " take thou."

Although the formative adjunct ya has inverted the ideas of

giving and taking in hah-eo and ten-eo, we find that they are

only partially kept distinct in the former. Thus, while the root

ten-, when strengthened by the adjunct -do, has quite a difi'erent

meaning from ten-eo, we find that haheo, in its compounds jper-

hibeo, prcBheo —prce-hiheo, quite reverts to the primitive meaning

of the root, for both these words imply a holding forth and

giving, as t\\0Vi^ proebere meant ^ros se habere like^ros seferre,

OY prcetendere^. The same is the case with e;^a) (see Arnold on

Thucyd. I. 9), and still more with Trape^o), whence comes the tech-

nical use of izapoxfit "supplying," "furnishing," and the later

1 Corssen's derivation of 'juheo from jus-hibeo (ir. p. 50) is precarious

in itself, and seems to be partly overthrown by the departure of the

perfect jussi from the agglutinate form adopted by habeo and all its com-
pounds.

D. V. 29
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parochus, '• a purveyor" (lior. I. Serm. 5, 43), or ''entertainer"

(id. ibid. ii. 8, 36). This technical sense of 7rape')(co has been

overlooked in Thucyd. IV. 39 : ^poyfjuara iyfcareXtjcj^dT]' 6 yap

dp')(cov "EiiTiTaha'^ ivSeecrrepco^i 7rapelj(^ev tj Trp6<; rrjv e^ovo-iav.

When haheo denotes a state or condition it generally takes the

reflexive pronoun se, where the Greek uses e^co absolutely with

an adverb in -&>?; but Sallust {Cat. 6) has: " sicuti pleraque

mortalium hahentur'" for se habent. Metaphysical considerations

{New Orat. § 53) might lead us to infer that luibeo not only

includes the ideas of holding forth or giving, and of having or

keeping, but also conveys the antecedent notion of desiring,

under the form aveo or liaveo, which falls back on the Semitic

in^^ or TV\'^ . But Vv^hatever reason w^e may have for connectina;

haheo or liaveo with this Hebrew root, there are two verbs in

-eo, which strongly support the ethnographical theory respecting

the Sclavonism of tlie old Italians, and their consequent Semitic

affinities. These are deh-eo, of which I have spoken above

(p. 91), and misc-eo. The latter, which appears with a medial

auslaut in the Greek ijUayco, is represented under both forms by

the Hebrew "^DD and ^]D (found in the noun -3JD "mixed wine");

compare the Arabic ^-^^ Sclav, mjeshi, Polish mieszam, Bohe-

mian mts2/tt, Russian s-mjeshat\ Persian 'i^ri'^\ , O. H. G.

mtsc-jan, Lith. maiszyti, Gael, oneasgatm, Sanscr. mi'g-ra, &c.

From the extreme antiquity and universal prevalence of this

compound root, and from the formative affix with which it

appears as a verb in most of the Indo-Germanic languages, it is

fair to conclude that its origin is to be sought in a pronominal

combination analogous in meaning and form to the Irish measg,

"among," " between," Welsh ?/'«^-w2M.s/t;, Greek /xe-ra, /ne-crcfya,

fjuirxpi^, fieao-os., .Jj?it, 7ne-dms, Hebrew ITir^"^ ? which would

serve as -a- sufficient basis for such a causative verb. It has been

mentioned above (p. 91), in a general way, that deh-eo is con-

nected with the important Semitic and Sclavonic root 2l"io,

dhoh, and doh, signifying "good.". But it will be necessary in

this place to justify this comparison with special reference to

the formative syllable of the conjugation. In its impersonal use,

oportet corresponds to the personal and impersonal use of debeo,

and as the former is clearly connected with opus^ so the latter
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expresses, as Forcellini says, ratwnem officii, convenire, oportere,

ohstrictum esse ad aUqiiid faciendum. In both, the ideas of

interest and duty are mixed up, and in general, when we say

that it is good for us to do any thing, w^e combine in one notion

the thought of a moral fitness or propriety and that of a;n

advantage to be gained. We feel that we owe it to ourselves,

when we feel that we owe it to our principles or to our fellow-

men. Hence, being in debt, which is the reverse of a good

thing, is expressed by an application of the verb, which conveys

the idea of justice or moral obligation, just as officium, "duty,"

belongs to the same family with officii, or ohest, " it harms."

In English we have only one word for what we "owe" and

what we "ought to do;" and the German sollen, "to be in

duty bound" (connected with our "shall," and "should"), be-

longs to the same root as ScJndd, "a debt." The Greek phrase

SUac6(; el/jic tovto iroielv, "I am injustice bound to do this" =
"I ought to do it," shows how the two ideas run into one another.

But the most decisive illustration of the etymology of deh-eo is fur-

nished by the affinity between the Greek G-(j)eXkco, " to increase,"

"enlarge," "benefit," "aggrandize," o-</)e\o9, "advantage,"

"help," "profit," co-c^eXect), "to be of service" (all from the root

phel-, " to swell," and all showing the ordinary meaning of

2)1^ and doh)j and their derivatives 6(p\i-o-K-d-va), "to incur an

obligation," and o-(^etX« = o-66X-?/&), "to owe," the impersonal

use of which ocpelXet, " it is fitting," reverts to the meaning

of the other class of words and of the Latin ojjortet and opus est.

As then 6-(j)6l\(o = 6cf)€\-7/co, with the same pronominal adjunct

ya, forms the expression of duty from that of advantage, so

deh-eo by the same machinery passes to the same extension of

the primitive dob, "'a fitting time," doh-ro, " good, useful," &c.^

§ 4. The third or -i Conjugation.

The best general rule for distinguishing between the verbs

in -io, which belong to the vowel-conjugation, and those which

^ As the form dehlbeo actually occurs, and as deheo iTiight bear the

same relations to this, that proebeo and probeo do to prmhikeo and pro-

hibeo, there is no objection in point of form to the other derivation of

debeo. But in that case the meaning of debet creates a difficulty.

29—2
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have for their characteristic the letter i considered as a semi-

consonant, or vocalization of a guttural, has been already given

(§ 1). With regard to their origin and analysis, we must con-

sider the former as an extension of the -e conjugation, and while

the vowel-verbs in -io will thus represent a set of derivatives

in which a crude form in -^ is strengthened by the affix -ya,

in which case there will always be a contraction, the semi-conso-

nantal verbs, which outwardly resemble them, merely strengthen

the present and its immediate offspring with a vocalized guttural,

to which the person-endings are attached without any inter-

mediate agency. Thus, as Ave shall see in the next chapter, all

verbs of the third conjugation are derived from nouns actually

existing in -/, or which may be inferred from the inflexions of

existing nouns, while the semi-consonant verbs have no such

primitives. We see the manner in which the second conjugation

is included in the third, from a verb of the second conjugation, of

which the root happens to end in the vowel -i, and which, there-

fore, is liable to the double contraction observable in all genuine

{ verbs. From the root ci- (Greek kI-o)) we have, with an

entire correspondence of meaning, two forms ci-eo and ci-o, and

as the perfect is always c^^?^, we must consider the latter as

a condensation of the former. The great peculiarity of this

verb is that its participle (E. ID.) is indifferently cUus or citus,

the latter being found not only in compounds like condtiis,

incUus, perciius, but also in the simple form citus, both when it

is used as a participle, as in Virgil {^neid. viii. 642)

:

Haud procul inde citm Mettum in diversa quadrigae

Distulerant,

where we must take ci'tce with in dwersa, "chariots moved in dif-

ferent directions ;" and also when it appears as a simple adjective

signifying "swift." The short penultima is contrary to all rule
;

for the participle of ci-eo must be ci-itus— citus ; and we can only

explain it as the result of Eoman abbreviation (cf. veto, vlto).

But the existence of the forms cieo and cio is quite sufficient to

prove the fact, for which I contend, that true verbs in -{ include

the formative in -e. And in the next chapter I shall show that,

as I have mentioned above (§1), the same remark applies also

to the a verbs. To this rule, respecting the { verbs, there are
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only two exceptions—the verb eo (root i) and the verb queo

(root quen- or kon-). These two verbs are distinguished from

the regular verbs in i by their omission of the e in the imperfect

ibam, quihain, and by the adoption of the agglutinate form in

the futures i-ho, qui-ho. With regard to the former point,

although we have occasional exceptions in the poets, as lenihat,

^oUhant, &c., we generally find that the imperfect of the i verb

ends in -iebam, as audi-e-ham ; and in this particular it is imi-

tated by the semi-consonant verb in ^*, which gives cajoieham,

facteham, fugieham, &c. With regard to the future, we rarely,

if ever, find an -^ verb which follows the analogy of iho^ quiho;

but in almost every case we have the subjunctive form in -am

{-es, -et, &c.), which is invariably adopted by the consonant

verbs. The substitution of e for t in the verb eo, which does

not involve the formative element of the second conjugation,

leads to some momentary confusion with the e- verb, in those

instances in which eo is used as an agglutinate auxiliary to

express the passive of certain compounds of do and facto, just as

the -eo verb stands as the corresponding intransitive to verbs

merely differing from it in conjugation. Thus we have inter-eo,

" I go between," i.e. vanish, by the side of inter-ficio, " I cause

to go between," i.e. make away with
;
^er-eo, '*I go through,"

i. e. disappear, by the side oi per-do, " I put through," i. e. anni-

hilate ; and similarly, jpessum-do (cf. TrepOco) ; ven-eo (= venum

eo), "I go for sale," i.e. "I am sold," by the side of ven-do

{j= venum-do) , "I put up for sale," and ven-dico or vin-dico

(= venum-dico), •' I declare for sale." But the confusion is only

momentary, for the first comparison shows that these verbs

are distinguished from the neuter verbs mentioned above (as

pateo, pendeo, sedeo) both by the conjugation of the present

(in -eo, -es, -et, &c., not -eo, -is, -it, &c.) and by the form of the

perfect (which is never in -ivi). On the other hand, we must

distinguish the causative verbs in -do, Greek -0(o, from the aorist

formations in -Oi-jv -tjv, which involve the element ya, and have

precisely the converse meaning. Of these latter forms enough

has been said elsewhere [New Crat. §§ 379, sqq.). I will only

remark in passing, that the explanation of these forms will not

justify the monstrosity e'ypr]^6p6aai, in which all the gram-

marians have acquiesced. As this word rests only on a single
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passage (Horn. II. x. 419) and as the context shows (cf. //.

VII. 371 ; XVIII. 299) that the true reading is

:

ol S' iypf]yopdai re (pvXacraefxevai re Kekovrai

ak\r]\oiSy

the portentous eyp7}y6p9aa-L should be expunged from all dic-

tionaries and grammars. The 2nd pers. plur. iypTjyopOe, and

the infin. iypyyopOat are easily justifiable. But to return to

the Latin verbs in -t, while we observe an obstinate retention

of the characteristics in all other inflections, we not unfre-

quently find that the perfect and its participle (E. III.) are

formed as from the naked root. Thus from amic-io we have

amixi, amic-tus, from ajjer-io, a]jer-ii{^ aper-tus, from haur-io,

hau-si, haus-tus, from sent-io, sen-si, sen-sus, from ven-io,

ven-i, ven-tus. In all these cases we may conclude that the

sense of completion borne by the perfect has enabled it to dis-

pense with the elongating appendage of the present and its sub-

ordinate forms.

§ 5. The fourth or Consonant Conjugation,

A. Mute Verbs.

Mute verbs, whether their characteristic be labial, guttural,

or dental, do not exhibit any peculiarities of inflexion which call

for detailed examination. The perfect is generally either the redu-

plicative form [a) or the aorist in -si ; the reduplication is some-

times represented merely by lengthening the root-syllable, as in

scdho, scdht, lego, legi ; sometimes the first syllable is omitted

without compensation, as in f'Mi, scidi ; and this is always the

case in compounds, as each, cecidi, but concido, concidi. Biho,

which is reduplicated in the present, can have no further redu-

plication in its perfect, which is accordingly hibi. The few verbs

which have an agglutinate perfect in -fui must have borrowed this

lost form of the vowel-conjugation. We are able to justify

this surmise by comparing cumho, cuhid with cid)0. And of

course the same explanation must apply to strepo, -is, sti^ejpui,

compared with crepo, -as, crepui, frendo, -is, frendui, compared

with strideo, &c. The verbs peto and rudo, which form their

perfect and its participle as from a verb in -i,—namely, petivi,

petltus; rudlvi, rudltus;—are shown by this fact alone to be
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weakened forms of original verbs in Avliich the vowel i appeared;

and this inference is confirmed by their etymology : for there

can be no doubt that peto is identical with the Gothic hid-jany

Greek ireiOco — iriO-yw, whence 7rT-(Dj(0(; and the Italian pit-occo.

Now if the primary meaning of this root is "to fall down"

and "make an inclination," like the Hebrew "^"^^, "to make a

reaching towards another," so that the root will be contained in

j)e[d']-s, iri-TTT-oy, jriB-op, fotas, "foot," the present must have

required the strengthening observed in ireiOco = 7rW-yco, and

presumed in jj^io =]^et-yo. It is also clear that rudo is only

another form of rugio, which has passed into rudio ; compare

the Gothic r<:«f/2f5 = " fremitus," with the Greek p66o(;, poOelv,

pv^pLv, ypv^etv, &c. Several of the consonant verbs strengthen

the root in the present tense and its derivatives by a nasal

insertion ana^logous to the Sanscrit anusvdra ; but this insertion

is never retained in the perfect, if this tense is or was formed by

reduplication ; thus we have pu-n-go, j^u]jngi^ ru-m-po^ rupi,

fra-n-go, fregi, tu-n-do, ttttudi, sci-n-do, scidi^ &c. The same

rule applies to n, when it is appended to the root, for in this case

also it appears to be inconsistent with reduplication, not only in

the Greek and Latin, but also in their elder sister the Sanscrit,

and in the Sclavonian, which furnished the Pelasgian element to

both of them. Thus we have da-ddmt, but dp-ndmi ; BlBojfit,

TcOrjfic, '[crrrjiJbi, but ^€vy-vv/Lii, Bdu-V7]fit, iK-veo[xai', irl-'TTToy

for Tn-irerco, but irlr-voy ; hiho^ but wl-vo) ; and, as we shall

see, sper-no^ but spre-vi, contem-no, but contemp)-si. In Scla-

vonian there is a particular class of verbs, which the grammarians

call semel-factive, and in which this nu is the distinctive mark.

As then the reduplication clearly denotes iterative or continuous

action, we must conclude that n is in these cases the pronominal

element denoting separation a.nd distance, which is opposed to the

idea of abiding presence connected with that of continuance.

Whereas in those cases in which the perfect formation retains the

-n, as in jungo^ junxi, fungor, functus sum, &c., we may infer

that the n is merely euphonic, or intended to express, in con-

junction with the guttural, the sound of the Semitic y (see

Report of the Britisli Association for 1851, p. 148), Most of

the Greek verbs in -tcd exhibit the r- as a pronominal adjunct

of the same kind with the -v~ which has just been mentioned

:
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compare rvir-Tdo, tlk-to) with t€/jl-vco, BaK-vo), &c. We may-

come to the same conclusion with regard to the Latin verbs in

-to, as Jlec-to froai the root flac- in fiaccidus, &c. As n is

opposed to the continuous or iterative meaning of the verb,

it may seem surprising that the most common Latin frequenta-

tives end in -ito ; but these, as we shall see in the next chapter,

are derivatives of a very different kind. Of the Latin verbs in

-to, -tis, &c., the most instructive is ver-to. The ideas of turning,

changing, and beginning to be, have a common source, and refer

themselves to one conception in the mini. It is difficult to say

which is the jDrimary modification of the thought. Perhaps the

word vertumnus, which has long been recognized as a participial

form from verto, will lead us most easily to the original meaning

of the root. It is usual to consider the Etruscan deity Vertum-

nus as the god of the autumn or of the ripe fruits (so Creuzer,

8ymh. III. 665) ; but the co-existence of the word auctumnus

shows that this cannot be the correct view of the matter. As

the husband of Pomona, the summer-goddess, Vertumnus begets

Cceculus, the darkening time of the year, and must therefore, in

himself, be a personification of the spring, ver, which is actually

included in his name. For ver = ver-t
(
Feap-r) is the period

when the germs of the fruit first come into being (compare

ives-en with wer-den), and this, as the beginning of new life, is a

change from the previous state of decay and non-existence. We
may say that Vertum s (or Vertunniis, cf. Nej)tunus for Nep-

tumnus) is the year when " it changes itself," or puts on a new

dress ; and as the aura Favoni, in the language of Lucretius, is

not only reserata, or released from its former bondage in the

dungeons of winter, but also genitabilis, or the cause of birth,

we may see that Vertumnus, the god of change (Ovid. Fast,

VI. 410; Prop. iv. 2, 10; Horat. ii. 8erin. 7, 14), is also the

representative of the generation or birth of the fruits, which lie

fecundating under the care of Pomona, until they spring up into

ih.Q Auctumnus= Auctomenos or growing year. Thus the Hebrew
C)")n, which denotes the autumn, is used as an expression for

maturity, as in Job xxix. 4 ; and if the same root indicates also

a falling away, decadence, and consequent reproach, we only

come to the idea suggested by Cceculus, another expression for

the Autumn, as the child of Vertumnus and Pomona. The
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Umbrian Propertius (iv. 246) expressly tells ns that tlie name

of Yertumnus was explicable in tlie Etruscan language ; for

he says

:

At mihi, quod formas unus vertebar in omnes^

Nomen ab qyantM patria lingua dedit,

—

and that this patria lingua must be Etruscan (i. e. in this case

Pelasgian) is clear from the beginning of the Elegy (v. 3) :

Tuscus ego, et Tuscis orior : nee poenitet inter

Proelia Volsinios deseruisse focos.

And Varro expressly tells us that he was a chief divinity with

those Etruscans who came with Coeles Yibenna (X. L. Y. 46,

p. 18, Miiller) : "ab iis dictus Vicus Tuscus^ et ideo ibi Yer-

tumnum stare, quod is Deus Etrurise princeps." From this we
learn that the Pelasgian religion was peculiarly distinguished by

its elementary character (above, p. 44), and that ver-to, and

consequently auc-to, were Pelasgo-Tyrrhenian words. In its

middle sense, vertor often appears in the compound re-vertor,

" I turn myself back or return." The verb rego^ which, as we
have seen (above, p. 91), has important affinities with the Greek,

Sclavonian, and even the Semitic languages, is never used as a

deponent to signify motion in a straight line, like the Greek

e-px-of^at, nor is it used as a neuter verb like r-pe^w, and yet

the term regio or regio viarum expressly denotes the straight

course or direction, like the dvo/iievcov ^rj/jbdrcov o-pey/bua of

^schylus [Choeph. 799). The omission of the vowel in the

root-syllable of e-px-ofiac, is paralleled by the similar omission in

su-rgo for sub-rigo, per-go and ex-per-giscor for per-rigo and

ex-per-rig-iscor, p)or-go iox por-rigo: cf. also surpio for sub-ripio.

The uncompounded verb lego has the perfect legi, which is un-

doubtedly a remnant of reduplication ; but in the derivative forms,

such as intel-ligo, '' I make a discrimination," i. e. I understand,

diligo, " I make a choice," i. e. I prefer or love, neg-Ugo, " I

make no option," i. e. I leave behind neglected, we have only

the aorist in -si, as intellexi, dilexi, neglexi. But we have also

intellegi, neglegi, and conversely collexi, in the older writers (see

Lachmann, ad Lucret. VI. 17). This aorist revives the lost gut-

tural of the present tense in fluo, fluxi, in struo, struxi, in vivo,

vixi, and in fruor, fructus sum ; and strengthens an ultimate

guttural in traho, traxi^ and veho, vexi.
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§ 6. B. Liquid Verbs.

Some of the verbs, wliich have I for their characteristic,

double this letter in the presePxt tense, but not in the perfect,

thus we have pello, j)epidi, pulsus, &c. The analogy of lUe,

alius, &c., would lead us to infer that these verbs belong strictly

to the semi-consonant class, and the singular participle tlafus or

latus from folio, tetuli, coupled with the Greek form rXdo),

would almost suggest the idea that there was once a collateral

verb in -a. There are only two n verbs, the reduplicated gigno,

root gen-, perfect genui, 9.nd cano, perfect cecini. But the

known relationship between ille, alius and avd, together with the

meanings of alo, al-mus, al-u-mnus, which imply " bringing t^,"

suggest the possibility that this verb may have belonged ori-

ginally to the same form of the liquid characteristic. We have

seen above that I and n are both dentals, and that they are

frequently interchanged. Although s is by its origin a result of

the gutturals, it often passes into the dental r ; and there can be

little doubt that most of the verbs in r and s must be placed in

the same category. Indeed it has been suggested that sero,

semi is merely a reduplication for seso. While the other liquids

are all capable of some connexion with the dental articulation,

the labial m stands apart from any interchange with the other

letters of this class, except in the case of an assimilation, as in

pressi from premo (cf. juheo, jussi). The most important and

remarkable of the m verbs is emo, which is worthy of special

examination, not only on its own account, but also on account of

its numerous compounds. The prima.ry meaning of emo is, " I

take up or select," and thus it comes very near in signification to

lego. This idea of selection lies at the root of the ordinary

meaning of emo, '' I buy ;" for this presumes a selection from a

variety of objects offered for sale. In our own colloquial English,

''I will take this," is the usual phrase for expressing an intention

to purchase some particular article. The Greek irplaiiai ap-

pears as the middle of Trtirpdo-KO), "I cause to pass over;" and

the two together express the changing of hands [irepav) which

always attends a sale. And as aTroSlBo/jLaL means, " I give away

for my own benefit," i. e. " I part with a thing on advantageous

terms," so doveofiai (from the same root as ov-lvr]iii ) declares the
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fact tliat the purchaser finds his benefit in the transaction. A
recent theological writer has remarked that " the verb emo,

which signifies literally ^ to select for use' (whence amor and its

derivative a?7i[a]c), cf. diligo), is employed in its compounds

IJromo and sumo to denote the use made of the selected articles,

or of the money which is their representative ; these must be in

promptu before they can be in sumjjtu, they must be KTr]iiaTa

before they can be y^prnxaja. Hence promr}tus is the primary

as well as the secondary synonym of erGifMo^.^' When we re-

collect that the compounds ad-imo, ex-vno, tnter-imo, give us

the i^, which presumes an a in the weaker form (as in con-ficio,

from, facio, &c., above, p. 309), we are entitled to suppose that

emo represents a primary amo, amis, and a secondary erii-io ;

(comp. ten-eo^ con-tin-eo, with race), ra-vvco, &c.). We shall see

in the next chapter that amor presumes an original am-ior, and

that am\a\o suggests a form am-a = am-ya which is included in

amor = am-ior, formed from the genitive case of such a noun.

It is usual to connect amor with the Sanscrit kdma, which

corresponds to it in meaning. But as the analysis now before us

shows that "love" is a secondary meaning, derived from that of

''selection," we may leave out of the question any results arising

from this immediate comparison ; and as the Greek Trpl-afjLai, ttl-

TTpd-a-Kco, are manifestly connected with the pronominal com-

bination ire-pa-v or 7ra-pd, signifying a transit, we may compare

a-ma with dp^a, sa-ma, cu-m, which express union or conjunction,

and hence appropriation {New Craf. § 181), and bring us ulti-

mately to the most probable origin of the Sanscrit kdma. It is

worth noticing that the Greek d-a-Trd^ofiaL, " I draw to myself,"

and d-crTra-Xtev^;, "an angler," (cf. the proper na.me 'A(j^a-\i(ov

in Theocritus xxi.), really include in this prefix this pronominal

combination, and the same is the case with am-plector and com-

plector. No difficulty will be created by the fact that we have

^ It is to be remarked that the omission of the i in como, demo, promo,

proemium, sumo, is in accordance with the Latin analogy, which often

requires the omission of the initial i in the second member of a com-

pound, thus as cumo, &c. stand for co imo, &c., so we have co-go, co-glto,

de-go, indu-tice,jur-gium, nar-ro, prce-tor, pur-go^ for co-igo, co-igito, de-igo,

indu-itice, juS'igium, gnar-igo (Fest. p. 95), prce-itor, pur-igo (Corssen, ii.

p. 49).
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a compound co-emo, in the secondary sense, " I buy up." It

would be paying too great a compliment to the etymological

knowledge of the Romans to suppose that they dreamt of an

affinity between tlie preposition cum, and the root of emo

;

and even if this had been so, the repetition of the same elements

under different forms would have been in accordance with the

oldest examples of pronominal agglutination. The perfect of

emo, is emi, and this form is retained by the compounds, except

when the prepositional prefix coalesces with the first syllable of

the verb: thus we have ademi^, exemi, interemi, but demo —

de-emo makes dem-jp-si, joromo — pro-emo makes prom-p-si,

sumo=su-e7no msikes sum-p'si ; and while co-emo, " I buy up,"

makes co-emt, co-empfus, the same verb in the older sense,

" I take and put together," i. e. the hair, makes como, com-p-st,

com-p-tus.

§ 7, C Semi-consona7ital Verbs.

It has been already mentioned that the vowel-verbs in -i differ

from the semi-consonantal forms, which they so nearly resemble,

both in the origin and in the extent of the pronominal adjunct

by which they are qualified. For while the vowel ^- verb in-

volves not only a crude form in -i, but a repetition of the same

pronominal element, the semi-consonantal ^- verb uses this adjunct

merely to strengthen the present tense and its immediate deriva-

tives, and loses all traces of it in those formations in which a

contraction is most conspicuous, namely, in the second person

singular of A. I., and in the present infinitive. Thus, while we
have, from the crude form of ves-ti-s, vesti-o = vesti-7/o, vesti-s

= vesti-is, and vestire = vesti-T/o-e, the mere root fac- gives us

fac-io = fac-2/o, fac-is and fac-ere. As cupio has a perfect

cuplvi and derivatives like ciipldo, we may perhaps be inclined

to consider cupere as a degenerate form, and to refer this verb

to the vowel-conjugation; and this opinion might be confirmed by

its relation to capio. For, according to a principle pointed out

elsewhere {Neio Crat. § 53), capio and cupio are related by the

association of contrast ; and the shorter vowel u shows that the

^ By the side of adimo and seemingly with the same meaning the older

Latin had ahemo, Fest. p. 4, where Miiller reads ambemito.
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latter is a longer form than capio ; but this implies that cwpio

— capi-yo, which is in accordance with the theory respecting the

{- verbs. In all other verbs, however, which form the present in

-10 and the infinitive in -ere, it is plain that there is only one

affection of the root with a formative appendage, and the nature

of this adjunct is clearly seen in the case oi fug-io. For there

can be no doubt that we have here the root /w^-, and that

the same root is found in (j^euyco, aor. €-(j>uy-ov, where it is

strengthened by guna {New Crat. § 442), and in cj^v-y-yd-vo)^

where it is not only strengthened by anusvdra, but supported

by an additional nasal {ibid. § 435). To the same class as (j^vy-

ydvco we must refer the deponent fu-n-gor, "I make myself

quit of," " get fairly away from," "discharge" or "perform."

And from a comparison of these cognate verbs with, fug-io, we
see that it is affected only with a single formative adjunct, which

is the same as that which is assimilated in the Greek 'yjrdWa),

and transferred to the root-syllable in (pOelpo), root (p6ap-,

^acvo), root (pa-, Kplvco, root Kpl- {New Crat. §4»32). With re-

gard to the u- verbs, the known derivation of many of them, and

the termination of the participle (E. III.) in -utus or -uitus, shows

that they are abridgments or degenerate forms of e- verbs. Thus it

is clear that metu-o comes from metu-s, tribu-o from tribu-s^ &c.;

and as the verbs are thus connected with crude forms of the semi-

consonantal declensions, they require in addition another pro-

nominal adjunct, and thus stand in the same relation to the

genuine semi-consonant verbs in -u, such as ruo, ruere, rutus, that

the vowel ^- verbs bear to the semi-consonantal verbs in ^. As the

i is after all a representative of some guttural, those apparently

u- verbs, which exhibit their guttural characteristic in the perfect,

as struo, struxi, structus, do not essentially differ from those,

which, like metuo, have absorbed the element ya.

§ 8. Irregular Verbs. A. Additions to the Present Tense.

From the formations, which we have just discussed, and in

which the second element, under the modification i= ga, plays

so prominent a part, there is an immediate transition to the

first class of the so-called irregular verbs, which strengthen the

present by the addition of one or more actual consonants. As

far as the epithet "irregular" is concerned, we have seen that
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there are deviations from perfect uniformity even in tliose con-

jugations which we take as the type of the Latin verb ; and

it is only in consequence of an excess in the degree of deviation

that we are induced to place the verbs with a consonantal ac-

cretion in a class by themselves. The additions, by which the

present is strengtliened in these verbs, are the liquid N, which

in a solitary instance appears also as R, and the combination sc.

The former of these adjuncts may or may not be the same v/ith

the inserted anuscdra, which we find in jmigo, root jug-, fangor

root fug-. It is possible that such a nasal may have resulted

from euphony ; on the other hand, the manner, in which the

adjuncts -vL, -vv are melted down so as to combine themselves

v/ith the root, e. g. in (jyalvo) = <pd-vgco (root ^a-), iXavvco = iXa-

vvo), (root ika-), renders it possible that the addition may be

pronominal or formative. And this view is confirmed by the

fact (noticed above, p. 455) , that the inserted nasal seems, like

the added 7i, to be inconsistent with reduplication (c£ ru-m-po,

rupt, &c.). We do not find, in Latin as in Greek, that the

adjunct n coexists witli the inserted n, as in rv-y-xa-vco, \a-jj,-

^d-vco, &c., or with the appended sc, as in ccpXt-afc-d-vco, &c.

Many of the Latin forms in 7i have corresponding verbs in Greek

;

thus we have cer-no by the side of /cplvco = fcpl-vgco, s-per-no

(cf. as-per-nor) by the side of 7rip-v7]jjL(,, ster-no by the side of

(TTope-vvviit, and tem-7io by the side of t€/j.-v(o. With regard

to tem-no and s-jye^'-no, which are nearly synonymous in Latin,

we knov/ from the word temp-hwi, referring to the actual di-

visions of a field or the imaginary regions of the sky (ri/LLevo^),

and from temjj-us referring to the divisions of time (cf. Ko.ipo^

from Keipdd, which is equivalent to /xirpov: see note on Pind.

01 IX. 38^), that the primary meaning of the root tern- in Latin

1 To what is there said I may add that the Htbrew Yp , which the

LXX. translate Kaipos, is derived from V^P , cced-ere, *'to cut;" that in

English we speak of the " nick" of time, i. e, of a small portion cut off;

that terApero means " to put in a proper proportion ;" and that Hesiod
says (O. et D, 692): fierpa (pvXdaaeadm, Kaipos d' fn\ nacrtv apiaros.

(See New Cratylus, § 171 .) Ir. is to be observed that tempora " the temples
of tlio head," are so called from tlie separation of the zygomatic arch
whirli connects the malar with the temporal bones at the ears.
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as in Greek must be "to cut off." And as irep-vr^fjii means "to

export," or '• sell," we see that s-per-no or as-per-nor only-

carries the idea of separation into that of rejection. With re-

gard to cer-no and icpl-vco it is worthy of remark, that while

they agree in expressing their primary idea, " separation," or

the sifting out of that which is mixed up in confusion, they

fall back, by the association of contrast, to an agreement with

Kepa-vvv[jLi, "to mix," (see Neio Crat. § 53). From the primary

meaning " to see or distinguish," that of " selection, choice, or

judgment," naturally flows; and we find that cer-no by itself,

and in its compound de-cer-no, accords in this respect with the

common use of Kplvo). This is particularly observable in the

idiom cernere Jicereditatem, " to declare oneself (as distinguished

from all others) lawful heir to an estate," as Yarro says (X. L.

yii. § 98, p. 158, Mliller): " apud Plautum {Cistell I. 1, 1.):

Quia ego antehac te amavi et mihi amicam esse crevi,

crevi valet consfitin; itaque heres, quom constituit se heredem

esse, dicitur cernere, et quora id fecit crevissey How far cer-no

is connected (as Yarro thinks, L. L. vi. § 81) with creo, Sanscr.

IcTi-, is perhaps not easily determined. The most interesting of

the verbs, in which n appears as an adjunct, are li-no and si-no^

for these two, as has been said more than once, play an impor-

tant part as agglutinate auxiliaries. The common meaning of

l{-7io is *'to besmear," i.e. " to overlay with something adhesive."

This cannot, however, be the primary mea.ning of so simple a

root. It is much more reasonable to conclude that the first sig-

nification is simply to lay down, and thus it will furnish us with

the element of the 0. N. lata and its Etruscan correlative (above,

p. 212). We shall also find in this an explanation of a number
of Scandinavian and Sclavonian forms, into which I- enters as a

verbal adjunct, and, what is of more importance to our immediate

object, we shall see in this the origin of the Latin verbs in -lo, as

cavilhr = caver\e\-lor, "I let myself take care," i.e. "I raise

cautious objections or special pleas for myself," conscribillo =
conscrebeT\e\-lo, "I let Avrite," "I indulge in it at random,"

sorhillo = soher\e]-lo, "I let sip," "I indulge in sipping," &c.

As all these verbs belong to the a- conjugation, we must recog-

nize in them an extension by means of {-, and this is necessary

to explain li-no, A. III. U-vi; si-no, A. III. si-vi; se-ro, A. III.
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se-vt, A conclusive proof of the trutK of this theory is furnished

by the adjective lentus, for it contains both the assumed primary

meaning of li-no, and its common secondary signification. The

form shows that it is an elongated participle, and while we have

opu-Ientus, vw-lentus, &c., we have also oj>u-lens, vio-Iens, &c.

And it is to be observed that, with the exception of maci-lentus,

this class of adjectives has o ox u instead of the usual i as the

vowel of connexion ; thus we have trucn-lentus, viru-Ientus, &c.

This peculiarity points to the form of the involved derivative

verb. For as violens, violentus stand by the side of violo, so

o^ulens^ oj)ulentus^ macilentus, &c., are in analogy with such

verbs as pullu-lo, lutu-lo, postu-Io, venti-Io, &c. If these adjec-

tives in -lentus are derived from verbs in -lo. we should infer

from the case of violens that the meaning of the participle is

active ; but, standing by itself lentus seems to bear a passive

signification. For its first meaning is "laid down" or "lying

down," as lentus in umbra (Verg. JBuc. I. 4); hence it denotes

"sluggish" or *' heavy," and this is its meaning in the com-

pounds just mentioned ; then it signifies adhesive ; and finally

it implies that which is pliant, i. e. that which yields without

breaking. Now all these meanings of the participle lens are

implied or included in leo, lao, or li-no ; and thus we can have

no doubt as to the meaning of the verb. It has been mentioned

already (p. 221), that the solitary form se-ro, A. III. se-vi^ as

distinguished from ser-o, ser-ui^ is merely a modification of si-no^

si-vi. This is susceptible of a very easy proof. For the form

of the perfect shows that r is an adjunct ; and in the pronominal

affixes r is only a form of n. Consequently there is only the

same difference between si-no, si-vi; se-ro, se-vi; as between

temj^er-im and the later temper-em. The root of each is si- or

se-, which bears the same relation to " set," that "lay" does to

"let," or the lao, leo, just examined, to the Scandinavian lata.

Se-ro, O. N. sa or soa, Goth, saian, O. H. G. saan, N. H. G.

sd-en, Eng. "sow," merely means to set in the ground. And
the more original form si-no denotes leaving or setting down
in general. And the first application is in the sense of leaving a

thing alone or letting it be, as in the German das Feuer ausgehen

lassen, our "to let the fire go out." Hence comes the idea of

allowing or suffering to be done—and finally the causative
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meaning flows from that of leaving to be done by others : for

the master or employer by leaving undone presumes the active

employment of his substitute. A further modification is occa-

sioned by a transference of person ; and an action is predicated

with reference to its object, as when a German says sich hoyden

lassen, of a man who makes a speech, and lets others hear him,

or when a Roman says quce-so, "I let another person speak,"

meaning '^ I put a question to him." The general signification

of so for si-no, in compounds like ar-cesso, "I let approach,"

i.e. ''I send for," capesso, ^'1 ?ef myself take," i.e. " I under-

take," &c., has been shown in the last chapter, where it has

been adduced as an illustration of the composite tenses of the

regular verb. It is rather remarkable that Bopp, who first

suggested the true explanation of the composite tenses, and

whom I have had to censure on more than one occasion^ for

a theory of agglutina^te forms carried beyond the reasonable

limits of philological deduction, should still be among the num-

ber of those who are unable to see that the verbs in -sso, -ssivi

involve the addition of si-no. He would compare these forms

with the Sanscrit denominatives in sya, asya, and with certain

imitations of the Greek derivative verbs such as atticisso, pa-

trisso, &c. [Vergleich. Gramm. ^775, p. 1066). But in the latter

case, the verb is always of the first conjugation in -a, and not

only have we corresponding forms in -zo directly derived from

the Greek {pi^ patrizo for patrisso\^ but we know that ss gene-

rally stands for a Greek t, (above, p. 97). Besides, we cannot

explain any of the verbs under consideration as desiderative

forms, and if the obvious analysis of arcesso with its two ortho-

graphies, and quceso, with its included qua-ere from \in\'quam^

were not sufficient to demonstrate that the -so, -sivi stands

for sino^ sivi, we could appeal to a case in which the verb

sino^ independently compounded with a preposition, has suf-

fered a still more striking mutilation. There can hardly, I

think, be a doubt that p6-7io, (po-sm), stands for po-s-no; and

as the perfect occurs under the form po-sivi, as in Plant. Tri-

numm. I. 2, 108

:

Mihi quod credideris, sumes ubi posiveris,

1 See New Crat. §§ 368, 379, above, Ch. xi. § 16.

D.v. 30
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and as in this and other passages j^o-smo, " I lay down," is

opposed to sumo = suemo, "I take up," it is clear that pono is

merely a mutilated form of this verb sino compounded with the

preposition po in jpo-ne^ post, &c. But if we must recognize

sino, sivi, in pono, ponis, po-sui, surely it is more clearly dis-

cernible in capesso, capessis, capes-sim. Bopp's explanation is

faulty on every account—the invariable % before the termination,

the a- form of the verb, the later or Greek origin of the in-

flexion, the interchange of ss and z in existing specimens—all

contribute to show that atticisso, -as, &c., do not belong to the

same class with capesso, -is, expugnassere, &c. ; and the signi-

fication of these latter verbs, their form, and the analogy of the

old languages of Italy, all conspire to prove that the analysis

which I have suggested is true. I must be permitted to add,

that the value of the discovery is materially enhanced by the

fact that it lies deep enough to have eluded the search of one of

the first comparative philologers of the day, who has been unable

to see the most important example of the accretion of verb-

forms, although he has abused in other respects a similar theory

of agglutination. The other affix, used for strengthening the

present, namely sc, generally gives an inchoative meaning, and

is therefore, by the nature of the case, as entirely excluded

from the perfect as the affix N. In most instances the per-

fect follows the model of a corresponding vowel-verb, whether

real or possible ; thus we have cre-sco, cre-vi, (to be distin-

guished from the accidentally coincident perfect of cer-no), con-

cupi-sco, concupivi (cf. cupio), contice-sco, con-ticui (cf. taceo),

exarde-sco, exar-si (cf. ardeo), 7io-sco, no-vi, sci-sco, sci-vi, &c.

But although we have pa-sco, pa-vi, the origin of the appendage

seems to be forgotten in the compounds, and compesco, com-

pescui, &c., treat the whole crude form as though it were an

independent root. Bopp [Gloss, p. 225), who is followed by

Benfey {Wurzellex, I.), considers j!90sco as a corruption of proc-5co

from the root of precor, procus, &c. To this theory, however,

there are some grave objections
; (1) the verb has no trace of an

inchoative sense
; (2) as it has a genuine or reduplicated perfect,

the case of compesc-ui does not explain the form poposci or

peposci (Valerius Antias, ap. Gell. vii. 9) ; (3) there is no reason

for the permanent o, which is not found in precor, preces, &c.

;
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(4) the analogy of disco = dic-sco, di-dici and doc-eo would lead

us to expect ^risco, if there were an inchoative from the root

proG- ox jQvec-; cf. the Sanscr. prichcli hdmi ; (5) there is nothing

to account for the omission of the r, which holds its ground in

other forms of the root, and even survives the initial ^? in rog-o

;

(6) the s being retained in joos-tu-lo must have belonged to the

root of the verb, rather than to a formative affix. It seems

more reasonable therefore to connect the word with the Teutonic

forshort, forsclien, on the analogy of ^965, fotus; piscis, fish;

pater, father; and to suppose that the original form was porsco

from porro or porso, and that the meaning was " to get farther

forward, to advance or press on in question or intreaty." The
semi-consonantal facto retains the i in i*s inchoative deponent

pro-fic-i-scor, ''I cause myself to set forth," i.e. "I set out,"

and the perfect profectus sum falls back on the form of the

primitive participle. Some consonantal verbs strengthen the

present with i before they assume the inchoative affix; thus,

from gemo, we have gem-i-sco, from tremo, trem-i-sco, from

VIVO, re-vw-i-sco (perf. revixi) ; from the root nac, na-n-c-iscor,

nactus sum, from pja-n-go, pac-i-scor, pactus sum. The peculiar

verb oh-liv-i-scor (from livor, Uveo, livescor) meaning " I make
a black mark for myself," " I obliterate," '' I forget," has the

perfect oh-li-tus sum. The forms which I have mentioned have

either simply verbal roots, or corresponding verbs without this

affix. But there are some which are apparently derived from

substantives, as arhor-e-sco, ir-a-scor, puer-a-sco, tener-a~sco, &c.

It must be clear, however, to any philologer, that we must in

these cases assume an intermediate verb in -ya {=ao or eo).

And while we find this supported in particular cases by sub-

stantives and adjectives like arhor-e-tum, ir-a-tus, &c., the fact,

that there must have been many such vowel-verbs which are

now extinct, is shown by the appearance of many adjectives

in -atus, -itus, -utus, derived from nouns, but with the meaning

of passive participles; such as harhd-tus, ^'bearded," am-i-tus,

'' long-eared," cornii-tus, "horned," and many adverbs in -tim,

with an active participial meaning, as caterva-tim, " troopingly,"

fur-tim, " stealingly," &c. (above, p. 343, and below, Ch. xiii.

§ 6). The passive form of these participial words implies that

the vowel-verb, to which they are referred, is transitive, and in

30—2
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point of fact we find that cre-sco, " I am being made," stands in

this relation to creo/ see Yerg. Georg. ii. 336 :
" prima crescentts

origine mundi." With singular inconsistency, Bopp, who cannot

see any agglutinate form in the verbs in -so, -sivi, in the very

next page assumes that these inchoatives include esco the ob-

solete future of the substantive verb, quite overlooking the fact

that this form also remains to be accounted for, and that it

cannot be explained otherwise than by concluding that esco =
es-sco is the inchoative of es-um, Sanscr. as-mi. For my own

part, I have not the least doubt that sc in these Latin inchoa-

tives, in the corresponding Greek verbs in -cr/c«, and in the

iterative or inchoative tenses in -aKov, is a pronominal affix,

springing from a repetition of the idea of proximity [New Graf.

§§ 386, 7). Whether we say at once that s + c is a junction of

two forms of the same element, like the common endings 7i + 1,

t + n, or identify it with the affix si/ found in the Sanscrit future,

and in the Greek and Latin desideratives, the result will be the

same, for s=i=k come to an ultimate agreement as forms of the

second pronominal element. As pronominal elements and their

combinations appear also as verb-roots (as e. g. fjbev- in /j^evco,

6a- in TiOrj/jbc, &c.), we shall liave no difficulty in recognizing

the reduplication sc, with its inchoative and iterative meaning,

in '' a large class of words of which the general idea is that of

the inequality of the limbs" (Kenrick, Herod, p. 24), or rather

which denote progression by successive steps ; such as cr/ceXo?,

sca-ndo, &c.

§ 9. B. Abbreviated for7ns.

Most of the abbreviated forms, or the verbs which are liable

to syncope in certain of their inflexions, have received sufficient

notice already. Possum for j^otis-sum or pot'sum is merely an

assimilation. The perfect pot-ui may be referred to the same

class as the other agglutinate perfects. The omission of d in

certain inflexions of edo belongs to an analogy which is parti-

cularly observable in the Eomance languages (above, pp. 303).

The same may be said of vis for volis, mala for magevolo, &c.

There are, however, some etymological peculiarities about fero,

which deserve a special examination, independently of the fact

that it borrows its perfect tuli for tetuli, and its participle latus
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for tiatus or toltus, from the root of toUo, tolyo, or tlao. No
difficulty is suggested by an immediate comparison of fer-o with

the Greek ^ep-ay, Sanscr. hhri, 0. H. G. har, Engl. " bear."

But even without comparative philology it has been seen that

fer-o must be connected with fer-io and fendo; thus Mliller

supports his reading, difensus, in Festus, p. 272 {8uppL Annot,

p. 401, above, p. 245), by referring to the use of offendo, defendo,

tnfensus^ infestus, confestwi, " quibus illud ostenditur synony-

mum imsse feriendo et trudendo,^' and he adds, "quodposte-

riorum temporum usu diceretur : earn oh caussam dies differetur:

majore cum vi, nee sine emphasi quadam sic pronunciabatur

:

EO DIES DIFFENSUS ESTO." But if diffendo = diffevo^ of course

fendo =^fero. With regard to the adjectives infensus and in-

festus^ which are so often confused, while offensus, from offendo,

shows that the former is connected with in-fendo^ a comparison

of mani-festus, fest-ino, proves that i^i-festus is the old and

genuine participle of in-fero. The meaning of these apparently

synonymous words is quite in accordance with this etymology

;

for while infensus denotes an unfriendly or angry disposition of

the mind, and so corresponds to iratus, inimicus, on the other

hand, infestus always signifies some outward opposition or attack,

so that it answers to adversus, hostilis. Hence we find in the

same passage of Livy (ii. 6) :
" concitat calcaribus equum, atque

in ipsum infestus consulem dirigit adeoque infensis animis

concurrerunt, ut duabus hcerentes hastis moribundi ex equis

lapsi sint," where the " infensis animis" implies the animosity

with which they were actuated ; and the infestus the direct

charge full tilt against the adversary ; as in the parallel descrip-

tion of the fight between the two brothers in Sophocles {Antig.

145) they are described not only as arvyepoL, but also as Kad'

avTolv SLKpaT€L<; \6y')(^a<^ o-rrjcravTe. If we admit the affinity of

fe7'io and fero, we shall see at once that the former, which is the

secondary form, merely exhibits the adjunct ya, and the idea of

striking is intimately connected with that of lifting, bearing,

carrying ; for a blow is nothing more than a weight or momen-

tum brought to bear on some object : hence, the earliest weapon

of offence is naturally termed a porroXov from piirco, just as

the instrument of protection is called oifKov from eira) [New

Crat. §259). The connexion between fendo and fero is not so
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obvious. When we recollect the affinity between A2V, hri, X^^P^

dp-7ra^Q), Kap7ro<;, alp-ico and yiv-ro, hinthaii, can-is, "hand,"
" hound," ')(avhdvco, 'pre-liendo {New Crat. §§ 162, 281), we see

at once the possibility of a community of origin in /ero and

fendo. And as we cannot explain the S or th in either case as a

mere adjunct to the root, we must not be led by the actual

change of r into n, in some of these forms, to the conclusion that

this change has taken place in hendo and fendo. As in the case

of ^a-v-hd-vo), it is more in accordance with scientific reasoning

to suppose that the n is here an anusvdra or euphonic nasal;

and the insertion of this sound would naturally introduce the

medial d before r, as in dv-8-p6<;, ven-d-re-di, &c. But, as we
have seen, the Latin r has a natural tendency to commutation

with d. Consequently, its absorption or assimilation in -liend-o,

fend-o, would follow as a matter of course. And thus fer-o,

fen-d-o, and fer-io, establish their claim to be considered as

members of the same fer-ii\Q stock.

§ 10. Defective Verhs,

The epithet ''defective" is applied to verbs with a very

restricted signification. Properly speaking, all impersonal verbs

are defective in the 1st and 2nd persons, and all neuter and de-

ponent verbs are defective in voice, except when the former are

defective in person. But it is customary to restrict the term

defective to those verbs which are specially incomplete in the

machinery of their conjugation. Some of these are really only

irregular appendages of existing verbs. Thus ccepi is the usual

perfect of in-cipio, memim of remimscor ; ausim and faxim

are obsolete tenses of audeo and facto, and the former of these,

with gaudeo, fido, and soleo, has no perfect of the active form •

quceso, qucesumus are the original articulations of qucer^o, quceri-

mus; forem and j/^re are used with sum and /*w?'. Some few

verbs are employed in a sort of interjectional sense in the impe-

rative only, as apage, ce-do, &c.; others, as vale, which are thus

used, appear also as regular verbs. Odi, " I hate," " I have

conceived a dislike," is the intransitive perfect of a lost deponent,

corresponding to the Greek oBucro-o/jLaL (cf. oXcoXa from oXXyfiat,

&c.) ; this deponent form exists in the compound participles

exosus SLTid perosns. We can have no difficulty in understanding
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the parenthetical use which gradually reduced the oldest verbs of

" speaking," aio^ inquam^ and fari, to a few of their commonest

inflexions. We have the same result in the Greek 77
8' 09, and in

our " quoth," which, as has been remarked above (p. 135), exists

as an independent verb only in the compound " be-queath," and

which contains the same root as in-quam. The forms of the im-

perfect and future {in-quieham, in-quies), and the diphthong in

the derivative qucB-ro = qiia{-sino, show that the root in-quam

must have contained something more than a mere vowel of arti-

culation, and that it was probably strengthened by the semi-

vowel I. It therefore stands on a different footing from sum^ the

only other verb which retains the first person-ending in the

present; for here the it is a mere sKva like that in Hercules

(above, p. 317) : cf. a5-7?^^ and eV-//,/. In the by-form in-fit we

have/= qv, which is not uncommon.
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§ 1. A. Derivation. General Principles.

THE term derivation was once used to denote the process af

guess-work by which the etymology of a word was ascer-

tained, and it was formerly thought that the most satisfactory

derivation of a Latin word was that which consisted in its direct

deduction from some Greek word of similar sounds The student

of scientific or comparative philology does not need to be told that,

although the Greek and Latin languages have a common element»

or are traceable, in part at least, to a common source, their mutual

"

relationship is collateral, and not in the direct line of descent,

and that in these and other old languages of the Indo-Germanic

family "derivation is, strictly speaking, inapplicable, farther than

as pointing out the manner in which certain constant syllables,

belonging to the pronominal or formative element of inflected

languages, may be prefixed or subjoined to a given form for the

expression of some secondary or dependent relation" [New Crat.

Pref. 1st Ed.), According to this view, derivation includes a de-

partment of what is called word-building
(
Wort-hildung) , so far

as this is distinguished from mere inflexion. The modifications

of the noun and verb, by which inflected language is charac-

terized, belong indifferently to all forms, whether primary or

derived, whether simple or compound. And after considering

1 Doderlein is perhaps the last representative of this school, and

some of his derivations (e. g. fraus from y\fevbos !) are equal to the

worst attempts of his predecessors.
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these formations, the grammarian naturally passes on to an in-

vestigation of the cognate but subsequent procedure, by virtue

of which, (1) an existing noun or verb developes itself into a

secondary form of the same kind, or (2) two or more distinct

words are combined in one, and furnished with a single set of

inflexions. This procedure is called word-building, and might

be designated as derivation in reference to the materials, and

comjposition in reference to the machinery. Practically, however,

we confine the term derivation to the former department ; namely,

to the development of secondary words containing only a simple

root; while com]position is used to denote the subordination of

two or more crude forms under the influence of some set of for-

mative appendages and inflexions.

§ 2. Derivation is merely extended or ulterior inflexion.

In considering the distinction between derivation and in-

flexion, we must bear in mind, that the former process is really

nothing more than an extension of the latter. In forming a word,

in the first instance, by the addition of cases or person-endings,

we derive our formative materials from the same limited and

classified stock of pronominal elements, which furnishes us with

the machinery of derivation. Indeed, the new crude form, which

becomes the vehicle of the inflexion, is very often neither more

nor less than the oblique case of some existing word, and it is

probable that this process has been repeated in successive de-

rivations. This remark applies only to derivative nouns, for the

new forms of verbs cannot rest upon the inflexions, i. e. person-

endings, of their primitives. In general, we observe that there is

much greater variety in the secondary formations of nouns than

in those of verbs. For the person-endings of the latter antici-

pate the distinctive use of the three pronominal elements in their

most prominent and important application, whereas the cases of

the noun are connected only with a special development of the

second element, signifying proximity and transition of agency or

the point of motion, and of the third, denoting position and dis-

tance. In the derivative forms we find the converse phenomenon

:

for while the verbs are contented with extensions of their crude

form, by pronominal additions limited to that special develop-
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ment of the second and third elements, which is found in the

cases of the noun, and which does not exhibit any direct reference

to the primary distinctions of position ; in the nouns all three

pronominal elements are used, in their distinctive senses and in

combination with one another, to form nominal derivatives, which

may be extended by successive accretions to a considerable

length of after-growth. A verb in the finite moods must always

be distinguished by person-endings, which cannot become the

vehicle of ulterior formations ; and, for the same reason, all pro-

nominal elements, which might be mistaken for person-endings

by retaining the original distinctions, are excluded, in the verb,

from the function of extending the crude form, which they exer-

cise in the derivative nouns, both when they are and when they

are not identical with the case-affixes of the primitive words.

§ 3. (I.) Derived Nouns.

It is not always possible to assign a definite meaning to all

the elements or combinations of elements, which contribute to

the extension of the crude form in Latin nouns ; but so far as we
can arrive at the signification of the affix, we can see that the

distinctive use of the pronouns is preserved in this application

;

namely, that the first pronominal element expresses that the

thing proceeds from, or immediately belongs to, the subject; the

second, that it has a relation to the subject; the third, that it is

a mere object, or something removed from the proximity of the

subject. We also observe that the combinations of these ele-

ments are regulated by the same principle as that which explains

their use in prepositions and other independent words ; namely,
'' that if any one of the elements of position is combined with

-ra, an ultimate form of the third element, it indicates motion and

continuation in a direction of which the element in question

represents the point nearest to the subject; and that by sub-

joining any one of the pronominal elements to any other of

them, we denote a motion or continuation from the position

signified by the first element towards that indicated by the

second, and so on, if the combination involves more than two."

{New Craf. § 169).
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§ 4. (a) Forms with the first Pronominal Element only.

There are comparatively few Latin nouns in -ma or -mus,

which express an action as immediately proceeding from the

subject; such are fa-ma, "a speaking" (root fa-), flam-ma,

"a bm*ning" {root flag-), tra-ma, "a drawing" (root trail-),

ani-mus, "a blowing," ar-mus, "a joining," re-mus (root ret- or

rot-) "a turning round" (in the water), i.e. " a rowing thing,"

al-mus, " a nourisher," pri-mus, '' the first of a series beginning

with the subject," &c.

§ 5. (b) Forms with the second Pronominal Element only.

The second element, under one or other of its various modi-

fications, contributes most largely to the formation of derivative

nouns. A great number of these are abstract or qualitative

terms, and they difi'er from those in -Ma and ~mus by their

more general and relative predication. For all those formed by
the first element only may be translated as expressing the sub-

ject of action, and some of them, as re-mus, al-mus, cannot be

regarded as mere abstractions. Whereas the nouns, which

exhibit the second element as their termination, always depart

from the idea of a subject or agent, and express only an agency

or quality, like the English words in -ness, -hood, -y, &c. Some-

times the second element appears under a guttural form, as in

vo-c-s [vox], ''a voice" or "speaking" (Sanscr. hve, di.fior), ri-j(r),

&c.) ; and to this class belongs the copious list of adjectives in

-cus, -l-cus, ac-s [=ax), &c., denoting quality or disposition, as

civi-cus from civis, ami-cus from amo, loqu-a-x from loquor, &c.

But by far the most common form of the second element, in its

use as an afiix, is that in which the guttural is vocalized to t.

Besides the numerous words in -ia, -ius, -ea, -eus, -ium, -is, as

grat-ta from grat-us, mod-ius from mod-us, pic-ea from pix,

calc-eus from calc-s, consil-ium from consul, fehr-is from ferv-eo,

nuhes=nuhe-is from nuho, materies=mater-ia-is from mater, &c.,

it seems reasonable to infer that the masculine nouns in a, toge-

ther with some feminines, involve vocalized gutturals; for we
cannot otherwise account for the formation of such words as

scrih-a, notd, agri-col-a, &c., as compared with the Greek KpiTrj^,

rtfiTj, (7v/cia, and ra/jLLa<;, than by supposing an omission of the
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extenuated i= y: thus scrih-a = scrih-yas will be legitimately

formed from scriho, nota = not-ya = no-tia^ will properly corre-

spond to TtyLt?;, &c. in Greek, and to amici-tia, &c. in Latin. We
may also compare ad-vena = ad-ven-ya-s with ad-venio. That

such an extenuation is possible is shown by the transference of

^(cvT), &c. into zona, &c. (above, p. 350). We have also seen

that the afSx i lies more or less hid in some nouns of the third

declension, and especially in participles and adjectives (above,

p. 358). This is particularly the case with the forms in nt-s or

nti-s, and we may compare the affix -tis or -tus, in pes-tis, " a

destroying," ves-tis, ''a covering," po-^i^s, " a drinking," spm-
tusj '' a breathing," with the Greek nouns in -crt?, -t^?, and -ru?,

as wpa/c-o-c^, "a doing'' =7rpa.'c-Tv<;, (pd-rt^, "a speaking," &c.

To the same class we must refer the participial adjectives in

-dus, as cupi-dus— cupient-s, candi-dus=candens, &c. [New Crat.

§ 265). Nouns in -sa from a verbal-root, such d.^ fossa, spon-sa,

ton-sa, are really feminines of the passive participle, which pro-

perly ended in -tus. Perhaps the only nouns of this class which

really correspond to Greek forms, like fjuov-cra, So^a = SoK-cra, are

causa from cav-eo and noxa from 7ioceo. The latter, which is

synonymous with ^Xa(3rj, " hurt, let, hindrance, damage, punish-

ment," is opposed to noxia, really an adjective agreeing with

res, conditio, or culpa, and signifying "guilt" or "crime."

Hence the distinction between in-nocens, i. e. re, and in-noxius,

i. e. animo. Oh-noxius seems to mean " declared guilty and

brought up for punishment." Idiomatically it is used in the

sense "under obligation to, at the mercy of" (Sallust. Catil. xx.

XLVIII. Jugurth. xxxi.). The nouns in which the termination

Fa assumes the form v, are much less numerous in Latin than in

Greek. We have, however, the foliov^^ing: al-vus, ar-vum, cal-

vus, cer-vus, ci-vis, cla-vis, cla-vus, cor-vus, cur-vus, eq-vus,Jla-vus,

fal-vus, fur-vus, gna-vus, lae-vus, nei'-vus, pai^-vus, pra-vus, sce-

vus, sal-vus, ser-vus, tor-vus, vul-va. If we compare cer-vus,

cla-vis, cur-vus, gyia-vus, Ice-vus, with the Greek Ke-pa- F09,

kXt]- Fi9, 7^/3- Fo?, <yevva-lo^, \a-lo^, we shall see that the v in the

former cases corresponds to a digamma in the terminations of

the latter; ner-vus mid par-vus compared with vevpov and iravpo^

suggest the possibility of a metathesis in the latter analogous to

that in eXavvco for eXa-vv(o ; ci-vis compared with the Oscan ce-us
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brings us back to the root Ke (above, p. 149); tor-vus contains

the same root as Top-6<;, rap-jSelv, Tavp-o<;, trux, triccido, tru~

cu-Ientus, and we must assign a-trox to the same class, the initial

being either one of those prefixes, which we find in d-vyp,

d-arrjp, &c., or a remnant ad, as in a-moemcs, a-deps, a-perio, &c.;

and eq-vus compared with the Sanscrit ag-va refers us to the

root dg-u, " swift," Greek &)/ci/9, Latin acer. All the words in

-vus, which have been mentioned, join this termination immedi-

ately to the root ; but in some few, to which incidental allusion

has been made above (pp. 174, 233), the v immediately follows

an t; thus from the roots ac- and cat-, both signifying '* sharp,"

we have the derivatives ac-er-vus, cat-er-va denoting a pointed,

pyramidal heap, or a crowd following its leaders. Similarly, we
have Mm-er-va, from the root min-, " to think," and in the

Arvalian chant we find lu-er-velni] for luem. In these instances

we may suppose that the affix -v- is attached to a lengthened

crude form, just as hones-fas, onus-fus, tempes-tas, venus-tas, in-

volve something more than the mere root of the word, and there

need be no doubt that the r in the cases just cited is merely the

usual substitute for an original s. The termination -vus is also

appended to certain adjectives derived from and expressing the

verbal abstraction; thus we have ac-ti-vus from the supine ac-

tum {ac-te?os), by the side of ac-tio, na-ti-vus from na-tum [na-

teFos), by the side of 7ia-tw, &c. ; and we know that the verb-

forms in -se, -turn are the same in effect with the abstract nouns

in -sis- -lis, -TU9= -TeFo9, &c. [New Crat. §§ 254, 410 (3)).

§ 6. (c) Forms with the third Pronominal Element only.

The most common forms, under which the third element

appears as an affix, are t- and n-. The former must be care-

fully distinguished from the participial ending in -d.us, and

those nouns in -tus, -tils, which, as has just been mentioned,

belong to a formation connected with the second pronominal

element: the latter must be identified with the endings in I

and r including the diminutives in -lus, -leus {New Crat. § 266).

For the original identity between t and n it may be sufficient

to refer to such forms as re-jple-tus compared with ple-nus, cas-

tus compared with cd-nus, &c. The simple use of the third

element, under the forms t or n occasionally softened into s = r,
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is confined to those neuter nouns wliich express a mere object,

as capu-t, cor-])u-s^ and lac-te (wliicli occurs in Plautus, Mercat.

V. 9. 37) ; or to those nouns and participles which express

a thing done, or the passive result of an action, as digi-tus,

'^that which is pointed," compared with (fi]9'-7zw5, ''that which

is shown," liher-tus^ "he who is freed," compared with do-num,

"that which is given," lec-tus, "that which is gathered" (of

leaves and the like), compared with lig-num, "that which is

bound" (of a faggot), and the forms in -nus and -tus mentioned

above ; to which may be added fa-iium compared with fa-tum,

and reg-num, pug-na, pen-na, poe-na, va-nus and pa-nis, compared

with rec-tum, cris-ta, lacer-ta, vi-ta, sagit-ta, &c. An interest-

ing class of words ending in -tus, which has been mentioned

already (above p. 467), deserve special notice. If we merely

compare cinni-tus or cornu-tus with ama~tus, we might be dis-

posed to adopt the common opinion that the former are derived

from the nouns crini-s and cornu, and the latter from the verb-

root ama-. And this view is taken by the latest writer on the

subject (Aufrecht, Trans, of the PhiloL Soc. 1856 pp. 54 sqq).

But the meaning of crim-tus and cornu-tus is thoroughly parti-

cipial ; and the forms gratu-Uus and fortu-ltus show that they

are derived from ^- verbs with a causative meaning. Thus

crini-io meant " to make long-haired," cornu-io, " to make
horned," fortu-io, "to make accidental" (for the form cf. for-

tu7ia), &c. Verbs of this class seem to have been formed

from the verbals of simpler verbs ; thus from cinc-tus and ver-

sus, the verbals of cingo and verto, we have the secondary forms

cinc-tu-io and ver-su-io, presumed in cinc-tu-tus and ver-su-tus;

and the adverb ac-tu-tum, " forthwith, on the sudden," seems

to be the verbal of ac-tuo, which bears the same relation to

ac-tus that sta-tuo does to status. The identity of the affixes

-turn and -num with -rum and ~lum may be seen by comparing

/Se\o-9 = /5e\o-T, " a thing cast or thrown " {jac-tum), with jacu-

lum, do-num with Sco-pov, sac-rum with a<y-v6v, and by com-

paring tempu-s = tempu-t or tempu-Ium (in ex-tempuh, extemplo)

"a portion of time," {Kacpo^;) with tem-p-lum and re/jie-vo^,

whether as the temjjlum of the augur and the refxevo^ aWepo^

(^sch. Pers. 357), or as the portion of land cut off and set

apart for divine uses. Many of the nouns in -lum are used
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as diminutives, formed from other nouns. Of those in -ellum^

there are some which have assimilated the r of the included crude

form, as lucel-lum from lucr-um, castel-lum from castrum, &c.

The word caelum ''heaven" must be regarded as a secondary

and derivative word. That the word should be spelled with ae

and not with oe is proved by the gloss in Hesychius ; KalXov^'

oi)pavov<^. 'VcofiaLoc, and this orthography is supported by the

best authorities (Wagner, Orthogr. Vei-gil. p. 419). The other

spelling coelum was suggested by the belief that the word was

merely the Greek koTKov. And though an immediate derivation

from the Greek is fallacious in the case of such an ancient Latin

word, it seems more than probable that the idea of the word

leads us back to a very similar notion, that of emptiness and

hollov/ness. For if we compare ca-scus with 'xaoi (above p. 7),

coJiors with '^(opo^, ca-reo with ^o-reo) and 'x^a-v-Bdvco, earns with.

X^^P<^ ai^<i X^P^^ i^^^ ^^'^ C?'a^. §§ 287, 323), we may easily

understand the connexion of caelum with the root p^^a-, and we

shall recognize another form in the obsolete cohum (Fest. p. 39

:

cohum poetge caelum dixerunt a chao, ex quo putant coelum esse

formatum), which is also connected with the root of koVKo^

(Hesych. kool' tcl ^a(7//.aTa t^9 7?59 icaX ra fcoiXcofjuara). That the

verb caelo is derived from the noun caelum, and not vice versa,

as the older authors supposed (Varro L. L. y. 3 [8]. Cicero,

Verves, ii. 52, § 129. Plin. H. N. Ii. 4), must be regarded by

every philologer as a self-evident proposition. The root of

caelum is contained in another word of some interest and diffi-

culty. The connexion of ccelum and ccelehs was recognized by

the old grammarians, though their explanation of the etymology

was very absurd. Festus says (p. 44): ^^ ccelibem dictum ex-

istimant, quod dignam cselo vitam agat." If we fall back on

tlie primary meaning of ccelum, which has just been indicated,

we shall see that ccelehs finds a natural explanation as a synonym

of viduus ; compare the Greek %^/309, which contains the same

or a cognate root. The h of the crude-form ccelib- is merely a

pronominal affix, like that which is found in the endings -brum

and -hulum, and we have a fm-ther extension in the adjective

cceli-bdris used as an epithet of hasta, the spear with a bent

point, with which the hair of the bride was combed or parted, for

one of the various reasons mentioned by Festus (s. u. ccelihari
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hasta), the most probable explanation being "quia matronge

Junonis Curitis in tutela sint, qu.?e ita appellabatur a ferenda

hasta, qua3 lingua Sabinorum Curi's dicitur." The practice is

alluded to by Ovid, Fast. vi. 559

:

Nee tibi quse cupida? matura videbere matri,

Comat virgineas hasta recurva comas.

Plutarch {Qu. Bom. 87) implies in his mode of stating the

question, that the hair of the bride was parted with the point

of a little spear, probably a mere toy-model {Soa tl twv 'yafiov-

fjbivayv culxi^V ^oparlov ttjv ko/jltjv ScaKptvovcnv ;). He also men-

tions the reference of the marriage rites to Juno Curitis, who,

no doubt, appropriated some of the functions of the Greek '^Upa

reXela (see New Cratylus, §§ 329, 330).

§ 7. [p) Terminations compounded of the first and other

Pronominal Elements.

Many nouns exhibit in their affix a combination of the first

element with the third, under the form m + n, which is often

strengthened by a repetition of the objective affix under the

form t, so that the whole affix is m + nt. Of nouns in -mon

corresponding to the Greek nouns in -[juoiv^ we have only three,

ser-molji]^ pul-md\_7i\, te-m6\ii\, which may be com]3ared with

fyvto-fimv, TrXev-fjboov, &c. ; we have also a limited number of

nouns in -mnus, corresponding to the Greek passive participle

in -/jb6vo<;, such as auctu-mnus, da-mnum^ vertu-mnus, alu-mnus^

colu-mna^ ceru-mna, pilu-mnus {pilatus, Fest. p. 205), &c. and

these are sometimes extended by a further formation, as in

calu-mma, Tolu-mma, Volu-mnia. A comparison of alu-mnus,

''the person nourished," with al-mus, "the nourisher," shows

that the combination m + n completes the agency and carries

it on to the object acted on. As in Greek we have -/jlovt] = -jbio-

v-ia by the side of -[xwy, so in Latin we find an extended termi-

nation -monia, in such words as acri-mon-ia, cegri-mon-ia, ali-

mon-ia, cere-mon-ia, casti-mon-ia, parsi-mon-ta, sancti-mon-ia,

all of which express a quality or abstraction inferred from an

act done. We have also neuter nouns in monium, which convey

no very consistent signification. Thus while patri-monium

means "a paternal estate," matri-monium signifies "lawful

wedlock;" and while tesfi-momum, and vadi-monium denote that
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wLicli is given by a testis or vas, merci-monium is not distin-

guisliable in meaning from the simple word merx. The force

of the abstract words in -monia is best shown by a comparison

between these and the nouns in m-\-7it, which have a repeti-

tion of the third element instead of an addition of the second.

Tliese words, which agree with the Greek neuters in -^ar =-/j.€vt,

either omit the final t, as in car-men, cri-men, legu-men, stra-men

(above, p. 355), or, which is more common, exhibit the- length-

ened form -mentum, as in aU-mentum, ar-mentum, arma-me^itum,

aug-mentum, orna-mentum, pid-mentum. Now all these words

express an action proceeding from the subject (m), but become

objective (w), and exhibited in its results (t). Thus car-menlf]

especial reference to the maker. But cere-monia, which contains

the same root (cere-, ere-, Icri-), calls attention by its affix to

the doing or process. Similarly, al-mus is " a nourisher," alu-

mnus, " a person nourished," ali-mentum, " a thing for nourish-

ing," but ali-monia, "the process of nourishing."

§ 8. (/5) Terminations comj^ounded of the second and other

Pronominal Ehments.

Of these combinations the most usual and important are the

forms in which the second element, vocalized into i, is prefixed

to the third element with or without further extensions. A very

large class of nouns end in -io\n\, and express, if one may say

so, a fixed or consolidated abstraction \ These nouns, which are

always of verbal origin when the noun is feminine, are formed

either by affixing -io\n] to the simple stem, as in leg-io, opin-io,

reg-io, rellig-io, and this is always the form in the masculine

nouns, as cur-io, centur-io, scip-io, &c. : or by adopting the

1 There is a little paper on tho nouns in -o and -io by Volclcmar

(Zeitschr. f. d. Alterthumsw. 1850, pp. 134— 144). He collects the facts,

but does not throw much light upon them. For instance, he does not

seem to be aware (p. 137) that suspicio, as he writes it, ought to be spelt

suspiiio, and that the quantity of the second syllable indicates that it is

a corruption for suspicitio; cf. setiiis (commonly misspelt secius) for seci-

tius {Journal of Philology, Feb. 1860, p. 284).

D. V. 31
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^ = 5 of tlie supine, as in man-sio, ses-sw, con-fu-sio, quces-tio,

col-lec-tio, dis-trac-tio, duhita-tio^ indsa-tio^ con-jura-tio, ])osi-

tio, ad-moni-tio, erudi-tio, &c. The masculine nouns generally

denote a person or thing belonging to that from which the noun

is derived ; thus cur-{o\n\ is the man of the curia, centur-{o\n\

the man of the centur-ia, &c. And as the genitive ended origi-

nally in -ion — -sion, we must consider these nouns in -ion — ions

as extensions of the genitive case. The same explanation will

apply to the nouns in -d\n\, as epid-oln] from e])ul-a; for there

is reason to believe (above, p. 350) that these forms have lost or

absorbed an i. As the termination -ia, -is, -sis, -tis, is parti-

cularly appropriated to verbal nouns expressing the action of

the verb, we must conclude that the verbal nouns in -io, -sio,

-tie, are also derived from the genitive of nouns in -ia, -sis, &c.

And this will lead us to the meaning already suggested, namely,

that these words denote the result of an abstraction which has

become fixed and objective.

The important word relligio will furnish a good exemplifi-

cation of my meaning. There have been two different opinions

with regard to the etymology of this word. For while most

modern scholars adopt the suggestion of Servius {ad Verg. ^n.
VIII. 349), Lactantius (iv. 28), and Augustin {Retract, i. 13),

namely, that the word comes from religare, supporting this

view with the quotation from Lucretius (i. 931, IV. 7): ''relli-

gionum nodis animos exsolvere;" Cicero makes religere the

main verb, and gives the following explanation (de Nat. Beor.

II. 28, fin.): "qui omnia, qu8e ad cultum deorum pertinerent,

diligenter retractarent et tamquam relegerent, simt dicti religiosi

ex relegendo, ut elegantes ex eligendo, tanquam a diligendo,

diligentes, ex intelligendo, intelligentes : his enim in. verbis

omnibus vis legendi eadem, qu^e in religioso;^^ and similarly,

in another part of the same work, he says {ibid. il. 3, § 8)

:

"relligio est qu^e superioris cujusdam naturae (quam divinam

vocant) curam cserimoniamque affert." This etymology is in

accordance with the verse quoted by Aul. Gell. iv. 9: ^^ reli-

gentem esse oportet, relUgiosum nefas." And there can be no

doubt that it is perfectly true. It is clear from the use of the

word that relligio is not derived from religare, "to bind back,"

but from religere, "to gather over and over again," "to think
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perpetually and carefully on the same subject," ''to dwell with

anxious thought on some idea or recollection:" so that re-ligens

is nearly a synonym of di-ligens^ and an opposite of neg-ligens.-

The word expressing the abstraction of the verb should end

in -ia, but this, as in most of these words in -zo[^i], is lost,

and we have only the derivative from the genitive case ex-

pressing the result of the abstraction—the realized ideal. Hence,

practically, relUgio signifies, (1) "religious worship," considered

as scrupulous obedience to the exactions of the conscience, and

with especial reference to the act of worship ; as (Cic. Verr. ii.

4, § 49) :
" qui sacris anniversariis ac summa religione colere-

tur;" or to the religious sanctity of an object; as (id. ihid.

§ 46) :
" fanum est Junonis antiquum, quod tanta religione

semper fuit, ut semper inviolatum, sanctumque fuerit;" (2) "re-

ligious scruple" or "superstitious fear," considered as something

objective and real ; as (Ca3S. Bell. Giv. ill. 72, § 4) :
" non

recordabantur quam parvulse ssepe causa3 vel fals^ suspitionis

vel terroris repentini vel ohjectce relligionis magna detrimenta

intulissent
;

" and especially in the plural, as (Lucret. i. 109) :

^^ relligionihus atque mineis obsistere vatum ;"
(3) by substi-

tuting the cause for the effect, " guilt causing religious scruple

or fear," and "the divine curse and consequent remorse or

oppression of the conscience caused by a sense of violated

religious scruples." In the second and third sense it is used

in a curious connexion with violare and exclave in three pas-

sages of Cicero, which have never, so far as I know, been

compared by any lexicographer or commentator : (a) ad Atticum,

I. 17, § 16 :
" quare et ilia, quas violata, expiahuntur; et hsec

nostra, quae sunt sanctissime conservata, suam religionem ob-

tinebunt." Here, it should seem, religio means " scrupulous

observance;" and the maintenance of uninterrupted intimacy

between Cicero and Atticus is opposed to the atonement neces-

sary to restore the violated harmony between Quintus and his

brother-in-law. (b) Tusc, Disput. I. 12, § 17 : "id quum multis

aliis rebus, tum e pontificio jure et casremoniis sepulcrorum

intelligi licet; quas maximis ingeniis pr^diti nee tanta cura

coluissent nee violatas tam inexpiahili religione sanxissent, nisi

hsesisset in eorum mentibus mortem non interitum esse omnia

tollentem atque delentem." It is clear from the collocation in

81—2
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this passage, compared with that of the former, that religio

means not only the scrupulous observance of religious obliga-

tions, but the lasting curse or remorse, which, as a punishment,

waits on those who violate the sanctity of divine worship. This

feeling may, as the former passage shows, be expiated, atoned,

or removed by the performance of suitable rites, or the guilt

may be so heinous that no reconciliation can take place between

the offender and his conscience ; and thus we find—in the third

passage to which I have adverted, (c) PJiilipp. I. 6, § 13: "an

me censetis, P. C, decreturum fuisse, ut parentalia cum supplica-

tionibus miscerentur ut inex^iabiles religiones in rempublicam

inducerentur?"—that a state would be involved in an «709, or

pollution, which no KaOapixol could wash away, if funereal sacri-

fices in honour of the departed were mixed up and confused with

public thanksgivings to the immortal gods.

From all this it appears that the formation iji -o[w] brings

the mere abstract noun, from which it is derived, into a more

concrete reference, so that the meaning is rather the result of the

verb's action than the action itself. This is the signification also

of Greek nouns in -cov, -covo^, many of which, as Xec/Mcov, denote

some object or thing. The most important, and perhaps the

least understood of these Greek nouns is aloov, which denotes not

only an unlimited extension in time, which is one meaning of

del. but also present existence, or existence for the time being,

as in 6 KpaTMV del, " whoever happens to be in power" (^sch.

Prom. 973) ; thus alcov may signify not only an age or eternity,

but also the present life, as opposed to the future, which is

sometimes its meaning in the New Testament, and the existing

generation of a family for the time being, as opposed to the

series of yeveal, which make up the whole succession or con-

tinuance of a race (see the note on the Antig. 580, p. 179).

From religio we have the adjective religiosus; and the

occurrence of the same form in derivatives from nouns in -la

as cerumn-osus from cerumna, glori-osus from gloria, luxuriosus

from luxuria, &c., tends to confirm the supposition that the

noun in -io is an extension of the noun in -ia. We find adjec-

tives in -osus from other crude forms, as dol-osus, lihidin-osus

and we may conclude that in these cases also the intermediate

form is the genitive in -ion. The forms in -tivus, mentioned
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above (p. 477), show that the origin of the abstract nouns in -is,

-sis, -tis, &c., may be traced back to the supine in -turn and the

infinitive in -se (cf. Neio Crat. § 410, (3)).

That in all the nouns in -o[n] the i of the genitive -ion is

absorbed, may be proved by an examination of the abstract

nouns in -or, such as amo7\ favor, lionor, &c. For no one will

doubt that the Latin comparative ending -io7'= ion-s is equivalent

to the Greek -lwv=lov-^. Now the termination -or is inexplica-

ble except as an abbreviation of -lor. Therefore, pari ratione,

-on must be an abbreviation of -ion. It is obvious that this

view accords exactly with the meaning of such a noun as amor,

which, as we shall see, results from a consonant verb amo— emo,

and leads to the vowel-verb amo^amao. And thus amor—
am-io-n-s means the act of choosing and selecting. Similarly,

favor—fav-ion-s, which leads to the verb j/ay-eo, must have come

from the root ^aF-, and, like fe-lix, faus-tus, it conveys the

ideas of light and happiness. The noun hon-or cannot be re-

ferred to any primary verb in Latin, but it is not at all difficult

to discover its Indo-Germanic affinities. It may be referred at

once to the Sanscrit root van, " to love and serve," Greek Fov-,

in ov-ivr]iii, &c., German win [winnan, Graff, I. 875). It thus

denotes any kind of gain or profit, and the estimation of others,

however expressed, is conveyed in the meaning of the abstract

honor. Another form, indicating the concrete result, is onus—
onu-t, and with all their differences of application hones-tus and

'onus-tus fall back to a common origin. This will not surprise

any one who knows that the Hebrew "713.not only bears every

signification of honour and dignity, but also denotes weight, with

all its subordinate ideas of difficulty and trouble. We therefore

see that as favor implies light and cheerfulness, as elements of

happiness, honor expresses some more solid and weighty ad-

juncts of prosperity

—

ahvvaTov 'yap t) oi) paStov ra Ka\a irpdr-

T€tv dxopyjyrjTov ovra (Arist. Eth. Nic. I. 9, 15). Or if we pre-

fer to connect it with the idea of estimation, we may remember

that Ti-/jLr} signifies merely putting a price upon something, and

that ce5-^n?20 denotes a valuation by the standard of weight (above,

p. 313). And thus the Eomans would reckon personal distinction

by weight [honor), by space filling the eye (crmjjlus), and by the

voice of fame occupying the ear [clarus, gloria, fc\eo<;, &c.).
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As the nouns in •-tio\n\ must be regarded as formed from

the genitive of the abstract substantives in -tis=tevs^ we may
conclude from the similar signification of nouns in 'ta\t\s and

-tu\t\s^ that they are formations from the ablatives of the same

sort of nouns, and as pmguedo—jpingued-in-s is an extension of a

noun formed from the ablative of pinguis, we may infer that

nouns like forti-tii-clo are similarly formed from nouns like

vir-tus=vtr-tu- [t\s— vir-tud-s.

As nouns in -tis, &c, denote the action, so we find that,

with the affix r, the same termination implies the agent. Thus,

besides some abbreviated forms in which tlie t appears unaffected

by any addition to distinguish it from the third pronominal ele-

ment, as pa-ter, magis-ter, minis-ter, but which the Greek forms

in -Trip, as Tra-rr/p, sliow to have belonged to the same class

with the abstract nouns in -tis = -tgas, we have a large class of

words in -tor, fem. -tr-ix, denoting the agent. Thus, from

j)rce-tre, "to go before," we have prcetor=jyrce-'i-tor, "one who
goes before," i. e. "a general" or " leader," and from this again

is formed jtrce-tura, denoting his agency, function, or office, and

prce-torium, the place which is appropriated to him. The verbal

nature of these adjuncts is shown by the fact that they are inti-

mately connected with certain participial forms. Thus, from

scrzho, we have the supine or infinitive scrip-turn, " to write,"

and the participle script-turus, " about to write," as well as the

nouns scrip-tor, " a writer," and scrip-tura, " a writing." And
if we compare these with the participle (E. III.) scrip-tus, "writ-

ten," we shall see the difference between the forms under dis-

cussion and those which involve merely the dental affix of the

third pronominal element. For the latter imply only an object

—a thing done—while those before us denote that the agent is

still at work, and refer to the act of doing. Extenuated forms,

like magis-ter, &c., are sometimes lengthened in their deriva-

tives, as magis-teriwn, &c., which revive the original type. But

very often the r is immediately appended to the t in the neuter

derivatives, so that we seem to have nothing more than the

combination which appears in the third numeral, the compara-

tive suffix, and the preposition trans (above, p. 392). But the

analogy of the other endings and the meaning of the words

plead for the connexion of the objective nouns in -trum with the
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words denoting agency, and thus bring these nouns to an agree-

ment with the longer extensions in -termm and -torium. Writers

on Latin etymology, who have not fully studied the subject, or

are deficient in the tact which verbal criticism presumes and

requires, have been in the habit of explaining nouns in -trum as

denoting always the instrument or means of doing ; and one of

these incompetent philologists has actually ventured on the ab-

surdity of proposing {Proc. of PMlol. Soc. ii. p. 249) that as

movers castra, ponere castra are common phrases, the castra

must have been the axes which the soldiers carried with them

for the purpose of felling trees to fence their encampment ! To
say nothing of the fact that cas-trum and cas-tellum both occur

in the singular to denote an inclosed place of security, and that

they may be explained with reference to the root of casa, " a

house," cas-tus, " religiously pure and protected from external

contact," Kda-Tcop, "a mailed warrior," &c. {New Crat. § 267)

\

it is not the fact that "the suffix -trum denotes always the in-

strument." If, which is nearly certain, it is only a weaker form

of -termm or -torium, we should infer from this analogy, that all

these nouns denote a thing, whether place or object, considered

with reference to a certain agency. We cannot always trace

these secondary words to a noun signifying an agent, or to a

verb from which such a noun might be derived: but it is clear

in every case that this is the involved or implied meaning. The

following are nearly all the nouns in trum: an-trum, " a place

for going up" (cf. /3dpa-6pov with dv-rpov, and, for the root,

Fam, ven-to, &c.); ara-trum, " a thing for ploughing" {cf.ara-

tor); cas-trum, "a place for enclosing" {fcd^co); claus-t7'um, "a
thing for shutting" [claud-o)', fenes-tra, "a thing for giving

\\^\\i;''^ fere-trum, "a thing for carrying" {fer-o)', fulge-trum,

"a thing for flashing" {i.(\. fulgur)-, haus-trum, ''a thing for

drawing" ijiaur-io) ; mon-s-t7mm, " a tiling for pointing at ;" mulc-

trum, "a thing for milking" [mulg-eo); ras-trum, "a thing for

scraping" (rad-o); ros-trum, "a thing for gnawing or cutting"

{rod-o, cf. se-curis, inn? &c., above, p. 99); ru-trum, "a thing

1 Further analogies are suggested by the various uses of "H^D ; cf.

aay-ri, and (tok-os.
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for digging" [ruo)] trans-trum, " a thing for crossing" (transeo)\

vera-trum, "a thing for purifying" {vero, "to make verus, i.e.

purus'^)] vere-trum, "a thing for causing shame" [alholov). We
should erroneously assign to this class astr-um, ajoiastr-um, cent-

rum, flag-rum, &c., which are nouns in -urn or -rum; but Ave

occasionally find a genuine noun in -truin strengthened by -s,

which is merely functional, as in the"Greek forms KeXev-a-Trj^;

from Kekev-(i3, &c. Such are capi-s-trum, '' a thing for catching"

{capio)', lu-s-trum, ''a thing for purifying''" [lavo); mon-s-trum,

"a thing for pointing at" {manus, ixrjv-vca). To this class I

would refer plau-s-trum^ which some have attempted to derive

from jplaudo, as claus-trum comes from claudo. It seems better

to explain the word with reference to Virgil :
" tarda Eleusinae

matris volventia ^laustra'' [Georg. I. 163), which alludes to the

slow and heavy waggon with its solid wheels, as it is still found

in Lombardy. In this way we shall revert to the Greek irokevw,

iroXev-a-rpov; the analogy is supported by Kikevcrrpa rj /ce-

XevaTa' ajxa^a rffjuLovLKy') (Hesych.) ; and the meaning b^ a

passage, which, however, introduces some subordinate ideas;

Soph. Anti'g. 340 : IWo/uiij/cov aporpoov eTO<; et? eTo<;, tTTTre/co yivei

irdXevcov. Whether the reference to the Eleusinian Ceres is or is

not to be taken as an intimation that the plaustrum was of

Greek origin, there can be no reason why, as in tkeatrum, seep-

trum, sistrum, &c., a Greek name should not have been natura-

lized in this instance. In general, then, we may say that nouns

in -trum indicate the thing with reference to the doer, and so

denote the means or opportunity of doing, whether considered as

a place or as an instrument.

The same is the signification of another set or rather double

set of words in 5-r^ h-l, c-r, c-l; thus we have voluta-hrum, " a

place for rolling," vena-hulum, ''a thing for hunting," sej)ul-

crum, "a place for burying," veJii-culum, "a thing for carrying;"

and by the side of these we have nouns of agency in -s, as vohc-

cris, " the flyer," &c. When we compare li-her with e\ev-0ep6^,

ruber with ipv-6p6<;, u-her with ov-6ap, &c., we see that these

words, according to the principle of divergent articulations (above.

1 Manubrium, which is probably for manu-hihrium (Corssen, ii. 56),

does not belong to this class.
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p. 7), must find tlieir common origin in some forms combining 6,

as the representative of the sibilants, and through them of the

gutturals, with some labial, just as fera, (l>r]p, and Orjp pre-

sume the Russian svelirs; now this combination is neither more

nor less than the F- which represents the second pronominal

element; but the nouns of agency in -ter give us this second

element in its dental degeneration, followed by the same r as a

representative of the third element; therefore, the endings

Z>+J,k c + J,^ must be divergent representatives of the same

original F + r = F + n, to which in point of fact they come quite

as near as t + r (above, p. 422).

The same analysis may be applied to the nouns in -e-tum,

-i-Ie, and -a-riu7n, as arhor-e-tum, ov-i-le, gran-d-rium ; for if

arhor-eus is formed by an adjunct of the second element under

the form ya, arhor-e-tum must extend the same form by an

addition of the third element, and a similar explanation will be

required by the long t = ii and d — ea of ov-t-le and gran-d-rium^

to which the ^ and r terminations are appended.

We see then that all nouns expressing agency, or the place,

means, and occasion of agency, are formed by adding a combi-

nation of the second and third pronominal elements—and this

is what we should a pnori expect—for the idea of agency is

that something, i.e. a doing, proceeds from the subject, who

by the nature of the case is presumed to be near, and passes

on to an object, which by the nature of the case is presumed to

be relatively more distant. But we observe that the same sort

of endings are used to form ordinary adjectives derived from

nouns and not from verbs ; thus from rex we have reg-d-lis =
reg-ga-lis, from Roma we have Rom-anus = Roma-yd-nus, from

consul we have consul-d-ris = consul-ya-ris^ from civis we have

civl-lis = cwi-ya-lis, from asinus we have asin-l-nus = asin-ya-

nus, &c., which fully correspond to the forms ov-i-le, gran-d-rium,

&c. ; and there is also a class of diminutives in -cu-Ius, which

exhibit the same termination as the verbal nouns veh-iculum, &c.

It will be easy to show that the combination of elements

in these cases is as consistent with their primitive signification

as in the class previously examined. To begin with the dimi-

nutives. As there are objective nouns in -turn, -lum, -rum, as
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well as nouns combining this affix with one belonging to the

second element, so there are diminutives in -lus and -leus, as well

as those exhibiting the compound termination now under consi-

deration. Thus we have lihel-lus=l{her-u-lus, filio-lus^ &c., as

well as pisc-i-cvlus, homim-culus, &c. The origin of the dimi-

nutive expression, or vTroKopcafia, is to be sought in the ten-

dency to speak of a darling object, as, at the same time, little.

Whether this has or has not any connexion with a mother's

fondness for a child is doubtful. But it is a u.niversal practice

to speak of a petted object as a glycey^mm^ ^XvKkpiov^ or " dear

little thing." In classical Latin the diminutive puella=pueru-la

is invariably used instead of the original word. Now in these

terms the feeling of personality becomes evanescent, and that of

mere objectivity takes its place. With a view to the expression

of this idea it seems to be a matter of indifference whether we

merely append the objective ending -lus, Greek -z/, or connect

this with the main verb by some possessive affix derived from

the second element—in Latin -c, Greek -i. For example, we

may form the secondary noun juven-cus from juven-is without

any change of meaning ; and pul-lus, catu-lus, &c., will be just

as good diminutives as juven-cu-lus. The other derivatives,

mentioned above, must be regarded as extensions of the case in

~{-na or i-n (p. 328). Thus Romdn-us = Roma-in-us is a man
who lives "at Rome," Roma-ilnl. Tha most important forma-

tion of this kind is the numeral adjective decumanus, which has

been misunderstood even by the illustrious historian of Eome.

In his admirable essay on the Limitatio (Vol. ii. p. 628), Niebuhr

says that tlie line which cuts the cardo at right angles bore the

name of decumaiius, " probably from making the figure of a

cross, which resembles the numeral X—like decussatusy This

view, which is derived from Isidore (^Origines, 15, 14), is also

adopted by Mliller {Etrusher, ii. p. 126). But it is philologi-

cally untenable. Nor can any valid argument be adduced for

Varro''s derivation of decimanus as a corruption of duocimamis

from duo and ccedere, quod terrain in duas partes dividat (Hygi-

nus, de Limitibus Co7istituendis, p. 167, 6). The supposition of

Gottling [Staatsverf. 209, 2) that decimanus comes from dicis or

hlKTj and mane is not only absurd philologically, but contrary to

the fact, as clearly stated by Festus (p. 71). The only true
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explanation is that whicli applies to all meanings of tlie word

;

and the explanation which harmonizes with all of them springs

at once from the philological analysis suggested bj Romanus—
namely, that decumanus or decimanus must be formed from the

locative feminine of decimus, " the tenth," and must mean "that

which is in the tenth way or line"

—

decimal vied, or lineal, or

some other feminine noun. This meaning lies at the bottom of

all the applications- of decumanus. For the decumani milites are

the soldiers of the tenth legion (Suetonius, Ccesar, 70), i.e. qui

decimal legione erant. The decumanus ager was land that paid

decimcB or the decima pars (Cic. Verr.Y. 6), i.e. qui decimai

parti vectigalis erat. The decumanus fluctus was the tenth wave,

as Ovid distinctly informs us [Tristia, I. 2, 49, 50)

:

Qui venit hie fluctus, fluctus supereminet oranes

;

Posterior nono est, undecimoque prior.

And because this wave was supposed to be always the largest,

and perhaps also because the decumanus limes was the widest

of the cross-paths, decumanus came to signify "very large."

Hence we have decumana scuta, "very large shields" (Fest. s. v.

Alhesia scuta, p. 4), and decumanus acii^enser^ "a very large

sturgeon" (Lucilius, ap. Cic. Fin. ii. 8, § 24). That this ety-

mology applies to the decumanus limes, namely, that it was de-

rived a mensura denum actuum, as Siculus Flaccus distinctly

states {de Condicionihus Agrorum, p. 153, 11), is clear from the

explanation of the measurement already given (above, p.. 322).

And it may easily be shown that the decumana porta of the

Roman camp derived its name from a similar numerical re-

ference. For the four gates of the Eoman camp were originally

designated with reference at once to the augur's position in the

centre of the camp, at the prcetoriuin, which was his groma, and

to the circumstance which distinguished the camp frpm the

ager limitatus. Had the whole camp been occupied by the tents

of the soldiers, the via principalis, which crossed the camp at

the prcetorium, would have been the decumanus limes. But the

part of the camp between the principia and the porta prcetoria

facing the enemy was occupied only by the extraordinarii and

the evocati (whence the porta prcetoria is called the porta extra-

ordinaria, Liv. XL. 27, unless the passage is corrupt), and the

bulk of the encampment was in the half most distant from the
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enemy, i. e. to the rear of the prcBtorium. The augur then,

standing with his back to the enemy, surveyed really the rear-

half of the camp. Consequently the limes decumanus from him

was the rear-wall, and as he counted the gate behind him as the

prcetoria with reference to the prcetorium where he stood, and

the porta principalis dextra and sinistra those to his own right

and left, so he called the gate in front of him the decumana^

because it stood in the tenth line of tents from his station, which

was the decumana via, just as the road between the 5th and 6th

lines of tents, where the qucestorium stood, was called the quin-

tana via (Festus, p. 257; Liv. XLI. c. 2, adfin.y. The reference to

tlie locative in the nouns in -arius is shown still farther by the

relation between these nouns and their extensions in -en-sis.

These derivatives are either formed directly from their primi-

tives, as praten-sis, ''that which belongs to or grows in the

meadow" {prato-en=prat-i7i, in a heavier form prat-en), or else

they involve some noun already formed upon the locative, as

Roman-ien-sis from Bomanus. "In genere," says Ruhnken {ad

Suet. Ccesar. § 37, p. 58), " adjectiva, quae in -ensis exeunt, de-

signant res hominesque, qui sunt in aliqua regione, sed aliunde

originem habent. Bomanus, qui Homge natus est; B,oman\i]ensis,

qui E-omte degit : Siculus, qui in Sicilia ortus est ; Siciliensis

qui incolit Sicilian!, aliunde ortus : v. Fest. v. Gorinthiensis et

Intt. ad Vellei. Paterc. ii. 51. Idem discrimen apud Gra^cos

in 'IraXo? et 'lTa\tft)T?;9, %lk€\6<; et '^iKeXtcoTT]^;, &c.: v. Ammo-
nium in his vocibus et ibi CI. Valckenar." This is a correct

statement of the fact, but it does not explain the formation of

the secondary nouns in -ensis. As ^lTaXc(OTr)<;, &c., are formed

from nouns in -ca {New Crat. § 259), so we always find that, if

there are co-existing derivatives in -nus and -en-sis, there is an

intervening form in -ia. Thus from Hispanus we have His-

pania, and from this again Hispaniensis as from the locative

Hispania-in. Accordingly, we may infer that Romaniensis,

which is the true form, comes from an intervening Romania as

1 The decumana porta was also called ihQ porta questoria, because it

was nearest to the qucestorium (Llv. x. 32, xxxiv. 47). On the whole

subject, see Klenzo das r'dmische Lager und die Limitation, Phil. Abh.

pp. 106 sqq.
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the country of tlie Romani. The permanence of this rule of

secondary derivation is shown by the practice of our bishops,

who call themselves Caniuariensis, Dunelmensis, &c., to show

that they are temporary incumbents, rather than hereditary

peers.

A comparison of these nouns with the equivalent Greek

forms in -lco-tt}^, -i7]-Tr)^, -t-r?;?, teaches us that the termination

-SIS, attached to the locative -en and belonging to the second

element, is identical with the similarly derived -tt;?. We shall

therefore not be surprised to find it also under the forms -(is

and -ter. This is the fact when the locative, to which it is

attached, is plural, as in the case of those nouns, which express

an extended region rather than a definite locality. As we say,

in agris, in campis, in silvis, in terris, rather than in agro, in

campo, &c., it is natural that we should find, as we do, agres-

tis, cajiijyes-ter, sylves-ter, terres-ter, rather than agren-sis, &c.,

which do not occur. At first sight we might feel disposed to

refer eques-ter and pedes-ter, rather to the substantives eques,

pedes, than to the locatives equis, pedihus. But the omission of

h in queis for quihus, &c., shows us how pedeis might be a loca-

tive, and we have a passage in Virgil, which actually places the

locative equis on a parallel footing with the derived pedes =
ped-it-s ; ^neid. Yii. 624:

Pars pedes [i. e. pedihus iens] ire parat campis : pars arduus altis

Pulverulentus equis furit : omnes arma requirunt.

The noun seques-fer does not belong to this class. As de-

noting a functionary, it connects itself at once with magis-ter

and minis-fer, and as these involve adverbs, which are of the

nature of locatives, we must derive seques-ter, not from sequor

with the old grammarians (for then we ought to Imve secu-tor),

but from secus — sequis (cf. sequior) = e/ca?, and thus sequester,

which means a mediator, umpire, or other indiiFerent party, will

naturally imply one who stands apart from both the litigants; for

quod secus est is opposed to quod interest (Plautus, Trin. I. 2, 93).

The patronymics in -ilius must not be referred to the same

class with the nouns in -He, -inns, -arius, &c. As it is known
that in this case li = di (compare Acilius, Epilius, Hostilius,

Petilius, Fompilius, Popilius, Venilius, with their original forms

Acidius, Epidius, Hostidius, Petidius, Pompedius, Umbr. Pum-
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perius, Pojjidius, Vemdms), wc must refer these words to the

same class with the Greek patronymics in -Sr]<;, where the second

pronominal element appears under the form of an approximate

dental sibilant {New Crat. § 262).

§ 9. (7) The third Pronominal Element compounded with

others and reduplicated.

The most common extension of the third pronominal element

is its reduplication under the forms t-\-n ox n + t, the latter com-

bination being by far the most usual. With regard to other

forms into which the pronoun enters under the type t, it is not

always easy to say whether this is a corruption of ty, or merely

the expression of the objective word. Thus we have seen that

in ^ + ^ there is something more than the third element extended

by the addition of r. It is probable, however, that in such affixes

as -ti-mus and -ti-nus we have merely the third element in

the first syllable ; compare the Sanscrit punya-ta-mas, hyas-ta-nas

and nu-tnas, in which the dental appears unaffected by any

foreign element, with ex-ti-mus, legi-ti-mus, cras-ti-nus, hes-te-

r~nus; diu-r-nus (from dius), ho-die-r-nus (from ho-dius, cf.

nu-dius) ; and taci-tu-r-nus with the passive participle taci-tus^.

We come to a similar conclusion by comparing the older spell-

ing of the affix, as in op-tumus, with the change in tvttt-o-

yu,ey = TviTT-o-[ie^^ vol-ii-mus, dic-i-mus, whence it appears that

the u is not a vocalized consonant, but a mere change of articu-

lation for an original o = a. In this inversion, it really matters

very little, so far as the meaning of the affix is concerned,

whether the dental syllable is referred to the second element

or the third. This has been shown in the analysis of the third

numeral, which admits of a similar explanation, whether we
consider it as made up of ta + ra, or regard it as a corruption

^ The deriYSition oi hornus (=ipsius anni, Nonius, p. 83), is uncertain;

Corssen suggests (11. p. 43), that it is for ho-jor-nus, and involves the

Goth, jer, O.H..G.jar, Greek copo- . I would rather suggest that it is merely

formed from hujus= hoius, as diur-nus is from dius. The adjectives bimus

and trimus are for bi-hiems, tri-hiems. Eutyches, ap. Cassiodor. p. 2311.

We have the same mode of counting in Goth. (Matt. ix. 20, Ulph.), and

Anglo-Saxon {Matt. 11. 16 : /ram tvivintran ealde and hinnan than).
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of an original tva-ra {New Crat. § 157). Be this as it may,

there can be no doubt that the combination n-\-t, which plays

so important a part in Latin derivatives, is a reduplicated form

of the third pronominal element, expressing objectivity in its

vaguest signification. Hence we find this combination (resolved

into a^) as the neuter plural of all nouns ; and either unresolved,

or in various forms of assimilation, in the third person plural

of verbs, in the active participles, and as a further affix to nouns

ct)rresponding in meaning and often in origin to the perfect

passive participle of the Greek verb and to obsolete Latin

participles. In all these usages it denotes collective or vague

objectivity—in the neuter plural, a heap or mass of objects (like

the Hebrew rs'i^y MasMl le-Soj^lier^ p. 14) ; in the third person

plural, an action performed by an indefinite number regarded as

an aggregate ; in the participles, a mere notion of doing or being-

done. In the present instance we are concerned only with the

participial forms and the nouns connected with them ; and here

we find in Latin not only forms in -nt^ as ama7i\t\s^ or in m + 7i

or m + nt^ as car-men^ ver-tu-mnus, car-men\t\s^ but also elonga-

tions of both in -ntu-s, -ndu-s, and -mentu-s. Thus we have

qua-ntus by the side of 7ra[z^T]-9, ama-7idus by the side of

ama-n[t]s, and the names of places, which, in Greek end in

~evT-^ = -et9, -oz^T-9 = -0U9, or -avT<; = -a.?, generally appear in

Latin under the form -enfum; thus Acragas, Crumoeis, Maloeis,

Pyxus, Taras, become Agrigentum, Grumentum, Maleventum,

Buxentum, Tarentum, Similarly, we have ar-mentum, orna-

mentum, &c., by the side of crc5-/^a[T] = aco-fievr, &c. These

extensions have occasioned some difficulties in Latin etymology;

it will be sufficient here to take the two interesting examples

supplied by fundus and jtondus. The former is obviously, on

the principle just mentioned, an extension o^ fun[t]s or fotiltjs,

the participle of fiio^ "to pour out," which is involved in the

agglutinate {orm fit-7i-do (cL j^er-do, ci^e-do, &c.), and in the

frequentative /li-^o. The wouw^ fon\t\s, ''a fountain," i.e. ''that

1 A curious collateral proof of this resolution is furnished by ^Xiaanos-

for ^\iov(nos=^\iovvTLos from $Xto{;[i/7-]s' : vide Steph. Byz. s. v.: and from

this we may see that SiTrXdaios is of participial origin. See Transact, of

Philol. Soc. 1854, p. 286.
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wliicli pours forth water," ^ndi fundus, properly ^' the bottom of

a vessel for pouring out," hence the lowest part or basis of any

thing, the solid part or foundation of a man's property, his estate

or TO virapxov, exhibit the formation under discussion, without

any additional elements. But pondus, gen. ponder-is, leads us

to the same class of words as opus, ojperis, and these, as we have

seen (above, p. 355), are terminated by the softened dental, as

an additional mark of objectivity. The ablative pondo, however,

shows that there must have been a word p)ondus, pondi, corr *-

sponding to fundus, fundi, and the synonymous ablative sjponte,

*'by the weight or inclination," proves that the participial noun

pons^ pontis (in old Latin abbreviated into pos, Yarro, L. L. Y.

I p. 3, Miiller) originally referred to a weight laid down, or

poured forth, such, for example, as an embankment, a mass of

earthwork, or separate stones thrown into the water {'yi-^vpa),

which was the primary notion of a bridge, as the means of

crossing a stream : for we need not go far to prove the antiquity

of stepping-stones. While we have the d in pendo, pendeo, &c.,

the t of sponte is retained in ponti-fex, as describing the func-

tions of the priest, who settled the atonement for a specific fault

by the imposition of a fine, on payment of which he pronounced

the ofi'ender free from guilt, so that he stands opposed to the

carnifex, who exacted satisfaction on the body of the delinquent,

without incurring the guilt or the danger of Shylock. We have

a similar idea in the Hebrew ^nS (see Prcelect. Phil, in Dehorce

Canticum, Cantabr. 1848, p. 10). The connexion of the root

fo = svo = hvo = ')(€.? or ;j^Fe with po or sp)0, is farther shown by

the community of meaning between %ft}/A<x and pons, between

aTrevBco and fundo. And we may also compare fons with pontus,

which properly indicates the depth of the sea (whence itovtl^co,

''to sink deep in the water"), and so corresponds to fundus,

also predicated of the sea ; cf.' Yerg. JEn, ii. 419 :

imo Nereus ciet sequora/wnc^o

with III. 577

:

fandoque exsestuat imo,

which is a metaphorical description of the eruption.
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§ 10. (II.) Derived Verhs.

After what has been said on the subject of the conjugations,

tlie derivative forms of verbs will not involve a lengthened

discussion. We have seen that, in addition to the second pro-

nominal element under the form {= ya, which appears in the

contracted verbs and in so many other derivatives, we have two

varieties of consonantal addition, -n and -5c, wdiich increase the

verb-lists by many important predications. These have been

discussed in their proper places, as examples of the different

conjugations. But although all these verbs are derivatives,

there are some of them which may be considered as specially or

doubly deserving of this title ; namely, as derivatives from deri-

vates. Thus we have a large class of frequentatives in ^-^[«Jo,

shortened sometimes into -t\a\o, which must, upon a strict

analysis, be regarded as derived from nouns which may have

been themselves derived from verbs. We see this at once in

m{l{t-[_a\o, "to play the soldier," from miles, crude form milit-.

For miles is derived, like ijedes, &c., from a word compounded

with i-t-^ from i-re (above, p. 315) ; so that milito really in-

volves a derivative from eo. In the same way, inter̂ Tet\a\ov

comes from interj)re\_t\s, a word, which, like pretium, involves

the preposition j?er and the verb «-, "to go;" so ilidii iwetium

means "that which changes hands" (cf. Trip-vrj/jn^ 7rp-aai<;, vrp-

M/jLac, &c.), and inter-iw-i-t-s is "one who goes between two

parties in making a bargain, or serves as the medium of com-

munication in any way" (cf. paries, Neiv Crat. § 178.) Although

we have not the intervening noun in all or most of the other

frequentatives, we may infer that it once existed, from these and

other instances, because, as we have seen, any verb may have a

noun of agency in -t-s or t + r formed from it. Accordingly, if

milito comes from miles, and interjpretor from interpres, ag-ito

and its compound cog-ito = co-agito, must presume a noun ages =
ag-its. As we have seen, the affix -t-s, denoting agency, may be

represented by -dus ; thus we have ra2)-i-dus=^rap-i-ens=rap-tor

;

cup-i-dus = cup-i-ens, &c. Now we have pav-i-dus —pav-ens by

the side oi pav-i-to ; and from this and other examples we may
conclude that the iteratives in -to are derived from nouns of

agency in -t-s or -dus, whether this noun of agency is interrae-

D. v. 32
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diately formed from the root /-, ''to go," as in the case oi mil-i-

ts, mil-i-to, or is directly derived from some other verb, as in

the case of pav-e-o, pav-i-dus, pav-i-to. That the shorter form

in -to may be regarded as merely an abbreviation of that in -ito,

may be inferred from the constant omission of i in such cases as

cogo, como, pergo, &c. for co-igo, co-imo, per-rigo, &c. (above,

p. 459 note) , and this view is sustained by the interesting verb

op-to, apparently a shortened form of ob-ito, "to go frequently

about an object, 'to apply oneself to it" (cf. capto). For the form

we may compare op-timus from the preposition oh, and we have

perhaps an analogous meaning in the Greek c^tXo-?, (^CKe-w,

which probably contain the root of iriX-va-fjiaL, 7re\-a^(o, ireXa-

Ti(;, &c., and imply the eager approach of interest and affection.

The verbs in -e-r[d]o have also a frequentative meaning, as may
be seen from t-te7'[a]o, "to go over and over again," which has

furnished a name for the class just discussed. But it is not

necessary to consider these verbs in -e-r[a]o as derived from

other verbs, except so far as the nouns from which they spring

are of verbal extraction. They are all built on the foundation

of nouns in s = r, and perhaps they always presume that this

letter represents an original dental, so that the noun is as regu-

larly neuter as the noun which leads to the frequentative in

-^[a]o is regularly masculine. Thus iter-o comes from iter; ag-

ger-o comes from agger; temper-o comes from tempus, tempor-is

;

oner-o comes onus, onei'-is, &c. When we cannot find a corre-

sponding noun under this neuter form, we may infer it from col-

lateral considerations. Thus moder-o, compared with medit-or,

jjueKe-rao), &c. suggests an objective word corresponding to

fxeko^, as a correlative to the noun of agency modus. Then,

again, toler-o, which has no corresponding noun, leads us natu-

rally to a form analogous to Te\o-<^, dolus, and signifying " a

thing taken up," or "a load;" cf. onus and onero with se-dulo.

We are confirmed in the belief that these verbs in -ro come from

objective forms in r = s, by the fact that we have also derivatives

from the nouns of agency, which affix this letter to the t==d

mentioned above; thus we find such verbs Sispene-tro of the first

conjugation, the termination of the future participle, which is

originally identical with that of the nouns of agency in -tor

(above, pp. 427, 486), being here shortened, as in minis-ter by
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the side oiprce-tor ; and jpene-tro, compared with pem-tus, shows

how this affix is related to the form of the second element which

appears in t-[-r; for ccel{-tus = ovpav6-dev, &c. We have the

same derivative forms, strengthened by the subjmictive or opta-

tive /, in the desiderative verbs, which seem to be deduced im-

mediately from the future participle ; thus, from scri/p-tor or

scri2)-tur-us, we have scrip-tur-io ; from petl-tor or peti-tur-us,

we have jpeti-tur-io ; from esurus = ed-turus, we have e-sur-io,

&c. The variation in quantity between the desiderative verb

and the noun or participle, with which it is so intimately con-

nected, may be explained by the lengthened form of the verb,

and illustrated by minis-t7'-i compared with minis-ter-mm, &c.

The forms ligurio or Ugurrio, scaturio or scaturrio. and the two

glossarial words vagurrit i=per otmm vagatur) and jlagurrit

(= cf)\€y€L) , are not to be regarded as desideratives. They seem

to be derived from nouns of the form of teUas, telluris ; compare

scaturigo with prurigo from p)rurio, which must be a derivative

from a word like psora, prora, prura or porra {<d. porrigo), ana-

logous to the Greek -^chpa. The few verbs in -utio, as ccecutio,

halhutio, seem to be derived from participial forms in utus, like

those mentioned above, p. 467. It is scarcely necessary to

observe after what has been said, that the verbs of the first con-

jugation in -ico must be referred to adjectives in -icus, whether

they still exist or are only contained in these verbs: thus,

alh-i-co presumes an alh-icus as well as alhus; compare aX(f>6<i

with Xeu/co?, &c. The same remark applies to the verbs in -ulo,

which must have proceeded from nouns in -ulus; compare mo-

dulo with modidus, &c. In speaking of the derivative verbs we
must bear in mind that, although a verb may furnish the basis

of a series of derivative nouns, it may still have some parent

stock among the older names of things. For example, although

rog-atio, preca-tio, &c., are derivatives from rogo^precor, the fact

that these verbs belong to the a conjugation shows that they are

themselves derived from some primitive noun like p-rec-es. ' The

following tables will help the student to determine when, in a

given case, the substantive is formed from the verb, or vice versa

^

In general he will see that this depends on the appearance of a

derivative pronominal adjunct in either case.

32—2
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I. NOUNS DERIVED FEOM VEEBS.

Nouns in E = A-i are derived from consonant-verbs.
^

facere .... faci-es

fidere .... fid-es

con-sj^icere . . . speci-es

Nouns in u or su from TU (compare ven-um with fal-sum

and mom-turn) are derived from consonant-verbs.

currere

discedere

gradi [aggredere^ &c.)

ludere

currus = cur-sus

discessus

gradus

lusus = lud-sus

vertere versus

Consonant-nouns are derived from consonant-verbs.

ducere

legere

dux

lex

munus cwpere .

^a-n-gere

regere

muni-cejps

pax
rex

Here the final -s of the noun must involve the syllable -us in the

last-mentioned class.

II. VERBS DERIVED FROM NOUNS.

Verbs in k — aya^ are derived (a) from nouns in K = ya.

curare .... cura

fugare .... fuga
morari .... mora
prcedari .... prceda

{b) from nouns in i, in a causative sense.

celehrat^e .... cekhris

ditare .... dttis

gravare .... gravis

levare .... levis.

1 The fact that the a- verb really includes the element i=ya is con-
clusively shown by the form nego=neg-[a\o= nec-aio, "I say no" (above,

p. 118). It seems more than probable that the Greek iaco or elato, " to
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Here the i of the crude form coalesces with the A, as in funalis

for funi-alis, navalis for navi-alis, &c.

A noun of the i declension occasionally forms a verb in A

without any absorption of the i ; thus we have ah-hrevi-are from

hrevis, and al-levi-are, as well as levare^ from levis.

From nouns of the u declension we sometimes have a verb

in A with an absorption of the characteristic. Thus from cursus

we have cursare, and gradatim presumes a verb gradare. To
this class we must refer ijeccare, " to act like a brute, to commit

a stupid fault," which is not another form of pw?, as Grimm sup-

poses {Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1839, p. 751), but a derivative from

pecu, pequu, Sanscrit pagu, Goth, faihu, 0. H. G. fihu. The
strong guttural is expressed by the double cc^ as in vacca, cf.

veh-o=vequ-o {vexi); equus, Greek tWo?, itttto?; Jlaccus, cf.flach;

soccus, cf. (jvK^o^, Hesych.; siccus, cf. siech; succus, cf. sugo^

Sclav, sok; braccce, O. H. G. hroch; lacus, Greek XaKKO^;, &c.

(c) from nouns in o.

hellare . helium

donare . donum

numerare numerus

populare populus

probare . prohus

regnare . regnum

sanare . sanus

(d) from consonant-nouns.

fraudare . fraus
generare . genus

lahorare . labor

laudare . laus

nominare nomen

onerare . onus

orare OS

vocare vox

concede, say yes," conuiins the same root as aio, namely, that which re-

appears in yea, be-jaher, &c. It is clear that ovk edco ofti-n means to

forbid : see e. g. Soph. Aj. 1131 : el rovs Bavovras ovk eaj OdivTeLv napaiv,

" if you come here and forbid us to bury the dead."
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This is particularly the case in compounds, as in helligerare

from helUger, which is formed from helium and gerere. And we

must not overlook the fiict, that nouns in K=ya are formed in the

same manner from consonant-verbs, not only in compounds, like

agri-cola, liomi-cida, &c., from colere, ccedo, &c., but also in

simple forms, as ala, "that which raises," from alere; lingua,

"that which licks," from lingu-ere; toga, "that which covers,"

from tegere, &c.; so that we may always assume an intervening

a- noun.

Verbs in e are generally secondary extensions of simple

roots. Some, like lucere, are derived from consonant-nouns.

Not a few, like ardere, favere, fulgere, jpavere, coexist with

nouns in -or—yor. The same, however, may be remarked of

verbs in A; compare amare by the side of amor = am-yor, or

ama-yon-s. For in-dulg-eo we must go back to an assumed

dulgus, cf. the Greek hoXixo^, iv-Se\€')(r}<=;, &c. (above, p. 91).

And fwteo must be derived from foe-dus (originally foetus, " by-

gone = stale," cf. ef-foetus), which signifies "nasty," referring, in

the first instance, to the smell, and, by a natural transition, to

whatever is disagreeable: thus we speak of "a nasty accident,"

&c. The difference in meaning between the contracted verb in

~eo and the simple verb in -o is shown in an interesting manner

by the two classes of verbs which include the root sed-. For

while sido means " to settle down," resido, " to take a seat in a

recumbent posture," consido, '*to take a seat together," ohsido,

" to take a seat against," &c., the corresponding contracted verbs

presume a continuance of the quiescence thus assumed ; for sedeo

is "to sit," resideo, "to continue in sitting posture, to reside,"

consideo, "to remain sitting together," ohsideo, " to remain sitting

before or against," especially of a blockading army. The latter

class of verbs are of course derived from nouns of which ohses =
ohsed-s is a type. It is true that ohses, for instance, does not

represent the common or applied meaning of ohsideo. But both

words fall back on the same primary signification; for "a
hostage" is a person sent to take his place by the side of chose

who have the power of exacting such a security, and the word

therefore corresponds to e(f)€Bpo^ in the sense su2?jpositicius (Mar-

tial, V. Ep. 25), just as ohsidere urhem answers to the Greek

€(j)e^€aOaL or irepcKaOfjaOai (Netv Crat. § 172). The difference
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between the two classes of verbs is well shown by the contrasted

use of assido and assideo, the form of which denotes the mere

act of taking a seat (Terent. Heaut. I. 1, 72: assido: occurrunt

servi: soccos detrahunf)^ while the latter implies the continuance

of sitting, as of a mother-bird by its unfledged young (Hor.

Ej)od. I. 19: assidens imjylumihus jpullis avis), or of the usual

assessor on the seat of justice (Tacit. Aim. I. 57).

Verbs in I are derived from nouns of the I declension. Thus

we have

audire .... auris = auDis

finire

lenire

mollire

vestive

finis

lenis

mollis

vestis

When we seem to have an exception to this rule, we can

always find, on looking into the question, that the crude form of

the noun, from which the verb in i is derived, does involve this

letter. Thus we have se^ire from se^:>e, which is really an i

noun
;
punire is from poena, but the Greek iroivr] = iroi-vy-a, and

the adjective impuni-s, show that the form ends in i ; moUri

comes from moles = mole-is ; sortiri from sors—sor-ti-s, gen. pi.

sorti-um; and hlandiri is referred to hlandus, which is really

the participle of hl\a\o=fl[_a'\o, ''to breathe or blow gently"

(cf. /jLa\a-/c6<^, fjia\-6a-K6<;, &c.) ; such phrases as hlandus prece

vel hostia, ''soothing with prayer," or "sacrifice" (Hor. 2 Ep. I.

135. Carm, III. 23, 18), whence we have hlandoe preces (id.

Carm. IV. 1, 8. A. P. 395), still retain the participial meaning;

and this is presumed in the adverb hlanditer (Plant. Asin. I.

3, 69), so that the true form is hlan-tt-s, whence hland-i-ri.

Verbs in u, when this amounts to u-ya, are derived from

nouns in u. Thus we have

acuere .... acu

metuere . . . . metus

trihuere .... trihus

This may be regarded as a singular case ; for no contraction is

possible in a derivative verb of this kind.

There are of course many verbs in -uo, which are not deriva-

tive; i\\\x?> gruo involved in con-gruo, "to dash or clash toge-
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tlier," and in-gruo, "to dash down upon," bears the same rela-

tion to Kpovco that Agrifjentum, Gnossus, and Progne do to

'AKpdya^, Kz/ft)o-cro?, and UpoKvr] ; and I detect the same verb in

ar-guo = ad-gruo, which means ''to knock against something,"

especially for the purpose of making it ring or testing its sound-

ness ; a meaning also seen in its participle argutus, which sig-

nifies "made to ring," "making a distinct shrill noise," "loud,"

"clear-sounding," "significant," "expressive," or, with reference

to the secondary but most common meaning of arguo\ the partici-

ple denotes " brought to the proof, thoroughly tested," " sound,"

"accurate;" similarly argumentum means ''that which makes a

substance ring, which sounds, examines, tests, and proves it"

(" On the origin and proper use of the word Argument,^^ Trans,

of the Cambridge PMlosoj)h. Soc. Yol. x. Part, ii.)

§ 11. B. Composition. Discrimination of Comj)Ound. Words.

The proper distinction between a compound word and the

apparently compounded form consists in the fact, that the former

is an union of two or more words, of which the last only is

inflected, so that the preceding crude forms remain in a con-

• struct or subordinate state, whereas the mere juxta-position, or

apparently compounded term, is made up of separable elements,

the inflexions of which are retained. Thus in such words as

magnanimus^ cedifico, we have entirely new compounds ; for the

former is an adjective made up from the ablative of quality, so

that magnanimus = is qui magno animo est; and the latter is a

derivative from a compound adjective cedificus, which involves

the Avhole predication cedemfacio. On the other hand, the com-

position is only apparent in res-pid?lica^ " the commonwealth,"

jus-jurandum, "an 03ith.,'\fu7^is-j)e7'itus, "a lawyer," animadverto

= animum adverto, "to pay attention to," "to take strict notice

of," " to punish," &c. That these are not compounds, but

merely juxta-positions of separable elements, is clear from the

fact that, in those which are in direct agreement, both parts may
be inflected throughout, as rei-puhlicoe^jure-jurando^ and all may
be separated by particles, as in res vero puhlica, Juris legumque

peritus. There is no doubt, however, that these parathetic

structures may pass into regular compounds, in the course of

long usage. Thus from the phrase sesqiie for as semisque, " one
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and a half," we have the compound sesquipes, "a foot and a

half," and its derivative adjective sesquipedalis. Again, when
the first part of a real compound is an indeclinable word, it

may be separated by a tmesis from the inflected part of the

compound; thus we have inque salutatus for insalutatusque^

and per milii mirum videtur for permiru^n. In such forms as

nihilo-minus^ dum-taxat^ vide-sis^ sodes = st-audes, scilicet, &c.,

the two words are merely written in continuity to show their

liasty utterance in the flow of conversation. Sometimes it re-

quires a careful analysis to prove that the word is really a com-

pound. Thus annus or anus seems at first sight to be necessarily

a simple word; but it is proved by philological dissection

(p. 193) to be a shortened form of a6/-z/09 = ael veofxevo^ (cf.

ovpa-v6<; and wK6a-v6<;, according to the old notion of a ivide

superincumbent firmament, and a sivift stream flowing round the

earth), and the idea attached to the word is that which is ex-

pressed in Virgil's lines {Georg. ii. 401) :

Redit agricolis labor actus in orhem,

Atque in se sua per vestigia volvitur annus.

Then again it is an etymological discovery that prces, custos,

opu-lentus, vio-Ientus, &c., are not merely derivative forms, but

real compounds (above, pp. 146, 464) ; and the same remark

applies to the verbals in -htUs and -hundus, which involve the

verb of becoming (Jio), and are not to be explained, like the

derivatives in -htdum, as vena-hulum, by a mere reference to

the pronominal formations. The words in -cinium seem at first

sight to express very feebly the meaning of the verb can-o, if

we except the two words galii-cinium, " the crowing of a cock,"

and vati-cinium, "the singing of the bard" (Nepos, xxv. 16 fin.

;

"Cicero cecinit ut vcctes'). It is quite possible however that

cano may have denoted repetition, repeated action, the playin «• a

particular part (compare the usage of vjulvw, Trai^co, aOvpoa), and

so sermo-cinari and ratio-cinari will mean to go over a topic of

discourse, or to investigate a process of arithmetic or reason,

with an idea of repetition or habit implied ; and similarly, latro-

cinium, leno-cinium, jpatro-cinium, tiro-cinium will denote the

habitual action or employ of a robber, a procurer, a patron, and

a raw recruit. It is remarkable that all the v/ords of this class

with the exception of galU-cinium, vati-cinium, and the verb
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tuhur-cinari, ''to devour greedily," omit a formative n; thus we
have latro-cmium for latroni-cinmm^ patro-cinium for patroni-

cmium, &c. : of. homi-cida for homini-cida, &c. With regard to

tuhur-cinari, which is found only in Plant. Pers. I. 3, 41, thougli

we have tuhurcinatus (passive) in Appuleius, and tuburcinohundiis

is quoted from Cato by Quintilian (i. 6, ad fin.), it is difficult to

say what may be the origin of the first pai:t of the compound, or

rather in v/hat sense the implied tuher is to be understood. It

seems, however, clear that this is the word in question, and that

e becomes u according to the general principle (above, p. 317).

§ 12. Classification of Latin Coni'pounds.

If we consider the Latin language only, we may conve-

niently distribute all the compound words into four classes.

[a] Determinative compounds are when the first part of the

word defines the second ; such are the prepositional compounds

:

cognomen^ dedecus, interrex, semideus, injuria, nefas, consul,

collega, jyronepos, &c., where the prefix qualifies the meaning of

the whole word. In some cases the meaning is defined by an

involved epithet, as in : cav-oedium^ lati-clavis, lati-fundium,

quatri'duum, &c.

(5) Syntactical compounds are when the first word is

governed . by the second, whether the regimen is that of a noun

dependent on another noun, as in galli-cinium, " the crowing of

a cock," opu-lentus, "loaded with wealth," stilli-cidium, "a fall-

ing of drops ;" or, what is much more common, that of an oblique

case or adverb connected with a verb, as in : agri-cola— qui agrum

colit, hrevi-loquens= hreviter loquens, male-dicus= qui maledicit,

signi-fer = qui signum fert ; and in the verbs derived from such

compounds, Avhether the intervening noun is still extant or not
;

as : (Bqui-paro = cequwn paro, castigo = castum ago, purgo =
purum ago, &c. To the same class belongs aurigo from auriga

ox aureax = qiti aureas agit, according to Festus (p. 8): " «m-

reax, auriga. Aureas enim dicebant frenum quod ad aures

equorum religabatur ; oreas quo ora coercebantur" (cf. pp. 27, 4,

182, 23). If this interpretation is not sufficient, we must con-

sider the aures or avrvye^ of the chariot as referred to in the

compound ; for as this term is applied to the side-pieces of the
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plough, wliicli Yirgil terms a currus^ {Georg, I. 174), it may
have been also a designation for something corresponding to

these side-pieces in the wheeled vehicle. I may remark, in

passing, that the oriel window, in Gothic architecture, was un-

doubtedly so called from its projecting like the human ear from

the side of a building. The old spelling shows this. Thus we
find in an ancient MS.: "The Lords always eat in Gothick

Halls, at the high table or oreille (which is a little room at the

upper end of the hall where stands a table,) with the folks at the

side tables;" in accordance with which we find in Matthew of

Paris [ap. Ducang. s. v.) : ''ut non in infirmaria, sed seorsim in

oriolo, monachi infirmi carnem comederent." Now it is well

known that oreille is a representative of auriculus. So that the

oriolum or "oriel" is the "ear-window" or projecting chamber

used for privacy and retirement.

(c) Auxiliary compounds are when two verbs come together,

and the second helps the former either in a predication of time,

or by introducing a modification of meaning or reference ; thus

we have : ama-m — amare-fui^ ven-clo = venum do, ve7i'eo = ve-

num eo, arcesso = accedere sino, treme-facio = tremere facio, &c.

;

and to the same class belong all the tenses in -bam and -ho, -vi

and -veram.

[d) Possessive compounds are when the first part denotes the

manner, in which the thing, denoted by the last word, is pos-

sessed by the subject, to which the whole compound is referred

either as predicate or epithet ; thus we have : aheno-larhus,

alti-sonus, crassi-pes, magn-animus, in which the first part is

a declinable word ; and affinis, concors, nefastics, henejicus, iner-

mis, himaris, elinguis, in which the first part is an uninflected

particle : in both cases the possessive adjective, constituted by

the whole compound, involves a determinative compound, which

is made moveable, so as to agree with difi'erent substantives.

1 Modern editors read ciirsus, but it is difficult to see why cursus

should be applicable to a plough, when the same word with an assimi-

lation is considered inapplicable. It appears to me that the secondary-

word is more suitable to the metaphor than the direct verbal. Besides,

it is clear from the verb torqueo that the plough itself, not its motion, is

here alluded to in "currus a tergo torqueat imos."
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Among these nouns, we must take care to distinguish between

those in -ce^s from cajout, as hi-ceps^ gen. hi-cipit-is, and the

syntactical compounds involving -ce^s from capio^ as mum-cep-s^

gen. muni-cip-is, &c.

Although this classification of the compounds is sufficient for

all practical purposes, so far as the Latin language alone is con-

cerned^, it is convenient, with a view to comparative philology,

to inquire how far these composite formations admit of arrange-

ment in accordance with the system of the Sanscrit grammarians.

As I have compared the six classes of the samdsa with the

Greek compounds [New Grat. § 309), and as Bopp has subse-

quently adapted this arrangement to his more general purposes

{Vergl. Gramm. pp. 1427, foil. VI. Ahtheil. 1852), it may be as

well to place the Latin formations under these heads. The six

classes of the Sanscrit samdsa are designated by names, some of

which describe and others exemplify the nature of their con-

struction ; and they are arranged by Vojjadeva in the following

order : (1) The first are described by the term dvandva, i. e.

" two and two," '' pair," or '' doubling," and consist of mere

aggregations of words which might be written separately and

joined by a copulative conjunction, as agni-sdmdu, "Agni and

Soma," in the dviSil ;
,hrdhmana-kshatrt7/a-vit'-gud7'as, the four

Indian castes, in the plural ; &c.
; (2) the second are exemplified

and named by the compound hahu-vriJn, " that which has much

rice," and therefore consist of compound epithets; (3) the third

are called karma-dhdraya, "that which comprehends {dhdrayati)

the object {karma),'' and include such words as mahd-rdjah,

"a great king," where a substantive is defined by an uninflected

epithet prefixed; (4) the fourth, exemplified by tat-purusha,

" the man of him," comprises compounds formed of two or more

nouns, the first set being in some oblique case governed by the

last, which may be a substantive, adjective, or participle in -ta,

as rdja-j)uri(sJiah, '^ the king's man ;" (5) the fifth, called dvt'yu

from dvi, 'Uwo," contains compounds of which the first part is a

numeral and the second a noun, as c?iatur-yuga-m, " the four

ages of the world;" (6) the last class is called avyayi-hhdva, or

^ Livy remarks incidentally (xxvii. 11) that the Latin language was

inferior to the Greek in the po^\er of forming compound words.
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"adverbial," and is made up of indeclinable words, tlie first part

being some particle, and tlie last a noun in the neuter gender, as

a-sahgaya-m, '^ without doubt," ati-mdtra-m, " over the mea-

sure." It appears from this enumeration that classes (3) and

(5) are determinative, class (4) is syntactical, class (2) is pos-

sessive, and class (1) is merely an aggregation of terms. The
following examples will suffice, so far as the Latin language

is concerned.

(1) There are no Latin dvandva, unless we recognize such a

form in su-ovi-taurilia = suile + ovile -f taurile. But the Latin

language, especially in its oldest form, abounds in examples of

nouns aggregated together so as to form one notion, and without

any copulative conjunction ; thus we have populus Romanus

Quirites for the united people of Eomans and Sabines (Niebuhr,

H. R. I. p. 294) ; Patres Gonscripti, for the combination of two

elements, the original and the elected deputies, in the senate;

sarta tecta for sarta et tecta, "sound in wall and roof" (Festus,

p. 322), &c. Notwithstanding this old Roman usage of com-

bining related words by mere juxta-position, we find that in later

times the language became pedantically accurate in the employ-

ment of copulative conjunctions ; two epithets to the same word

required the intervention of one of these particles ; and the best

writers made a consistent distinction between et = ad= eTC the

particle of addition, -que the particle of combination and paral-

lelism, and at-que (shortened into ac), which is compounded of

the other two, and implies that there is not only an addition,

but also an intimate connexion between the things coupled

together.

(2) Of hahu-vrihi compounds there is a long list in Latin.

In addition to the possessives mentioned above, we have com-

pounds made up of substantives and their epithets, as versi-

color, multi-caulis, acu-pedius ; of numerals and substantives, as

quadru-pes, hi-dens, quinque-folius; of prepositions and substan-

tives, as corn-modus, com-munis, ex-cors, &c. ; of verb-roots pre-

ceded by particles, as male-dicus, hene-ficus, &c. To this class

belong the opposites, ^ro-s^er ox pro-sperus, "in accordance with

our hopes" (Non. 171, 25: sperem veteres pro sp)em dicebant,

unde et prospere dicimus, h. e. pro-spe) and a-sper, "contrary

to our hopes" (i.e. a spe), as in Sallust, Cat. c. 26: ^^ aspera
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foedaque evenerant," compared with Jug. c. 63: " cuncta fro-

spera eventura." It is more usual to compare prosper with

'Trpocr(j)opo<s.

(3) Karmadhdraya compounds in Latin are such as pcen-

insula, neg-otium, pro-nep)Os, ah-avus^ in-imicus^ &c.

(4) We have tat-purusha compounds in Latin words like

tihl-cen, for tihn-cen, auri-fodina, opi-fex for operi-fex^ lapi-

cidina for lapidi-cidina, mus-cipula, imhri-citor, &c.

(5) The Latin determinatives include many dvigu com-

pounds as a subordinate class ; such are hi-noctuum^ quinqu-

ertium, hi-ennium, quadri-vium, &c.

(6) Adverbial compounds or avyayi-hhdva are in fact cases

of nouns with or without epithets or prepositions ; as : ohviam,

affatim, admodum, midti-modis, imprimis, &c. To this class

we must refer the correlatives se-dulo = se-dolo, " without feeling

any weariness," and se-fraude, "without incurring any loss."

The epithet malus, technically applied to dolus in the old laws,

proves that it does not of itself imply " deceit" or " guile" (see

Festus, p. 69), and the verbs c?oZ[a]o, "to belabour," doleo, "to

labour," whence dolor, "labouring," show that the primary

meaning of the word is "pain" as connected with exertion. The

root is that of tol-lo, tolero, rXdco, a-0\to^, &c., and Doderlein

{Syn. u. Et. I. p. 118) has well compared sedulo with a-7r6vai<^ =

Jiaud gravate in Soph. (Ed. C. 293. In the same way, it may
be shown that frau[d'\s signified deprivation as an effect, before

it indicated dishonesty as the cause. For this word undoubtedly

contains the root vad, wdiich is found in prces, custos, merces,

though its genitive plural fraudium (Cic. de Offic. ill. 18, § 75)

shows that it is a feminine, and perhaps originally adjectival,

extension in -is from some masculine noun in -d (above, p. 359).

The first part of the compound is the root for- of foi^is, foras,

forum, &c. And as custos means the man who keeps the vas

inclosed in a safe place, fraus signifies the act of its removal

from a place of deposit, and consequently its loss. In classical

Latin sine fraitde means without damage or prejudice, and the

occasional addition of mala shows that it did not necessarily

denote intentional or culpable detriment. Thus we have in

Horace (2 Carm. xix. 20) : nodo coerces viperino Bistonidum

sine fraude crines, " without hurt or harm." But he says
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(1 Carm. ill. 28) : ignem fraude mala gentihus intulit, when he

is speaking of the KaKr) Te)(yrj of Prometheus. In the old fecial

formulary preserved by Livy (i. 24), we see the word in its

genuine and ancient signification : quod sine fraude mea populi-

que R. Q. fiat, facio, " I appoint you, and may it be without

any hurt to me or the Eoman and Sabine people."

All these examples refer only to nouns, Avhether substantives

or adjectives, and adverbs, considered as cases of nouns. Strictly

speaking there are no synthetic or organic compounds of verbs
;

those, which have a preposition or adverb by way of prefix, are

merely parathetic combinations, and, with the exception of an

occasional assimilation, the two parts of the word are not really

fused into one, and a tmesis or separation is still possible. When
a verb contains two or more distinct roots, so melted down into

one whole as to be incapable of divulsion, we also find that the

verb is a derivation from some compound noun. Thus while

hene-facio, male-dtco, com-jpono, per-lego, and the like, are shown

by the unaltered conjugation of the verb to be mere juxta-

positions of separable elements, lceti-fic\a\o, hell{-gei\a'\o are

manifestly not merely parathetic combinations of Icetum facio

and helium gero, but verbs derived from the adjectives Iceti-ficus,

helU-ger, probably through a noun of action in -a = ya. As
verbals in -us, like heneficus, Icetificus, maledicus, &c. are equi-

valent in meaning to the present participles of the parathetic

verbs which they represent, and as their comparatives are ac-

tually formed from the participles (e.g. maledicus, maledicentior)

,

we may conclude that the termination is the mutilated form of

some pronominal affix, like that of the Greek participles in -aj? =

vas or vis [Neiv Crat. § 414).

As far as the form of the compound is concerned, it is only

necessary to remark that when the second part begins, and the

crude form of the preceding word ends, with a vowel, an elision

takes place, as in magn animus. If the second word begins with

a consonant, and the first is an inflected word, the vowel of the

crude form is regularly changed into {; thus a becomes { in

causi-dicus, tuhi-cen, stelU-ger ; o becomes i in amjoli-ficus, auri-

fex, fati-dicus ; u becomes i in arci-tenens, corm-ger, lucti-ficus

;

i remains unchanged in arti-fex, morti-ferus, parti-ceps; and

there is a contraction in tihi-cen for tihii-cen. There are some
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special exceptions, as when the ^ is omitted in mus-ci])ula for

miiri-cipula, nau-fragus for navi-fragus^ puer-pera for pueri-

pera, &c. ; or when we have o or u for the connecting vowel, as

in aheno-barhus, opu-Ientus, qitadru-pes, Troju-gena, furhu-Ientus,

vio-lentus. The omission of u in manu-s is observable in the

forms man-do, man-ceps^ man-suetus, man-tele, mal-luvium; but

it is properly represented by i in mani-festus, onam-plus, &c.

The adverbs bene, male retain the final e in bene-jicus, male-ficus,

but change it into i in bent-gnus, mali-gnus, where the last part

of the compound contains the root gen-, as- in privi-gnus, which

means the child of one only of two married persons, and there-

fore tlie step-child of the others {Zeitschr. f. Vergl. 8prf. III.

pp. 283 sqq.).

Sometimes a consonantal affix is dropt in the middle of the

compound, as in homi-cida for hommi-cida, latro-ciniuni for

latroiii-cinium.



CHAPTER Xiy.

CONSTITUTION AND PATHOLOGY OF THE
LATIN LANGUAGE.

§ I. Genius of the Latin language. § 2. Abbreviations observable in the written

forms. § 3. Ancient testimonies to the difiference betvi^eenthe spoken and the

written language. § 4. The poetry of the Augustan age does not represent

the genuine Latin pronunciation
; § 5. which is rather to be derived from

an examination of the comic metres. § 6. The French language is the best

modern representative of the spoken Latin. § 7. The modern Italian not

equally so; and why. § 8. Different dialects of the French language.

§ g. But all these dialects were closely related to the Latin. § 10. Leading

distinctions between the Homan and Eomance idioms. § 1 1 . Importance and

value of the Latinianguage.

§ 1. Genius of the Latin Language.

EYEE-Y language may be considered as an organic body pos-

sessing within itself a principle of vitality, but also capable

of disintegration and decay. We may therefore, without strain-

ing the metaphor, speak of its constitution, or power of con-

tinuing in a healthy state ; and also of its pathology^, or of the

symptoms of that disease to which it is by its very nature more

peculiarly liable.

Accordingly, if it were necessary to describe in one sen-

tence the genius and constitution of the Latin language, one

could not do this better than by defining it as a language which

is always yearning after contraction. Whether this tendency is

indicated in the written remains by the usual processes of syni-

zesis, assimilation, and apocope; whether it appears in the slur-

ring-over of syllables, by which the scansion of the comic metres

is effected ; or whether we perceive it in the systematic abbre-

^ Lobeck, who has called one of his works Pathologice Sermonis Grceci

Prolegomena, gives the following explanation of this term as applied to

language :
" Cui nomen Pathologioe imponere non nefas duxi, fretus auc-

toritate et exemplo Theodoreti, qui, similitudinem a re medica transferens,

librorum suorum elegantissimos naO-qpiarav ''EXkrjvKcov depaTrevrin^u in-

scripsit. Videlicet, yocabula quoque afFectiones suas habent, non homines

solum, et eas similes humanis,—pleonasmos, ellipses, tropasque varias, ad

quas et cognoscendas diagnosi opus est et ad corrigendas therapia ; nam
et hoc nomen usu ceperunt grammatici." {Prce/. pp. v. vi.).

D. V. 33
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viations wliicli mark tlie transition from tlie Roman to the Eo-

mance languages, it is still one and the same,— it is the type

of the language, in its infancy, its maturity, and its decay.

The most distinct and vivid picture of the Latin language is,

therefore, to be derived from a consideration of this peculiarity,

as developed

—

I. In the written language of ancient Eome.

II. In the spoken language of ancient Eome, so far as we

can discern it in the remains of the comedians.

III. In the modern languages (and particularly in the

French) which are derived from the Latin.

§ 2. Abbreviations observable in the loritten forms.

I. With regard to the written forms in which the Latin

language has been handed down to us, it would not, perhaps, be

too large an assertion, if we said that every etymological diffi-

culty arises more or less from this systematic abbreviation. It

is true that all languages are more or less liable to this dimi-

nution of the forms of speech, and it is the more observable in

proportion as the syntax militates against the permanence of the

etymological structures. But the distinctive peculiarity of the

Latin ajDpears in the fact that this abridgment coexists with a

perfect maintenance of the word-forms, as far as the inflexions

are concerned, and does not spring from the superabundance of

syntactical substitutes. It is in fact a result of the haste and

impatience of the Eoman lords of the world, and is quite inde-

pendent of the inherent principles of tlie language. If we look

to other idioms, we shall see that, although the Sanscrit cloha

runs the words into one another, and so affects the terminations,

there is no appearance of abbreviation in the middle of the

words. The Hebrew and other Semitic dialects have broken

down all the formative machinery, but the triliteral root main-

tains its consonants, except where assimilation becomes inevi-

table. To the latest period of Hellenistic Greek the spoken and

written language tolerated the syllabic articulation of the longest

compounds. High-German still revels in the manufacture of

polysyllables. And even the Sclavonic idioms, which have so

many points of contact witli the Latin, are not led, even by the
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concourse of consonants, to abridge their composite forms ; and

in the haste of polite conversation we may hear the most sesqui-

pedalian utterances at St Petersburg ^. It is only the Latin

language and its daughters, in which we observe this systematic

shortening, first of spoken, and afterwards of written words, and

therefore we may both attribute it to the habits of the people,

and describe it as the characteristic feature of the Eoman and

Komance form of speech.

There are two ways in which this tendency manifests itself

—

in the loss of the termination, and in the coalition of syllables in

the middle of the word.

When dipt or mutilated words are common in any language,

the cause is to be sought in the strength and prominence of the

single accent^, which is generally thrown forward as far as pos-

sible, and in the impatience with which practical and busy men
hurry through that part of their work which consists in talking.

The rules of the Latin metrical system might have prepared us

for something of the kind. It has been shown in a former chap-

ter (above, p. 264), that the triple recurrence of the ictus was

the essential feature of the Saturnian verse, the thesis being ob-

served or neglected at the pleasure of the composer. Similarly,

the accentuated syllable of a word, or that on which the em-

phasis of pronunciation was allowed to fall, was supposed to

represent the significance of the term, just as the weight of a

body is considered to be collected at its centre of gravity ; and

the other syllables were slurred over or cast aside as superfluous

and unnecessary incumbrances. As instances of this, one might

adduce a number of syncopized forms of common words. We
have ac for atque, amavere for amaverunt, amare for amaris, ccel

for coelo, do for domo, dein for deinde, gau for gaudio, nee for

neque, neu for neve, ni for nisi, pa for parte, ijo for popido, sen

for sive^y &c. ; and, not to speak of the visarga, by which a

1 E. g. the common Russian for "present my compliments to your

father" is zasvidyeteVstvuete moe pochtenie vashemit, hatyuslikye, i. e. tcsti-

ficamhior meam venerationeni vestro patri, where the conventional verb i&

as long as an Aristophanic compound.
2 See Dietrich, Ziir Gesch. d. Accents in Lateinischen, Zeitschr. f. d.

Vergl. Sprf. r. pp. 543, sqq.

3 See other instances in Columna's Ennius, p, 137.

33—2
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final s, though written, was not pronounced (New Crat. § 242),

we have a number of words in which the termination -is or -us

was regularly abridged to -e: such as {lie, ipse, mage, &c., for

ollus, tpsus, magis, &c. The contemptuous familiarity with

which the master addressed his slaves gave rise to a number of

abbreviations of the Greek names of the latter. Thus Artemi-

dorus was called Arteinas (Varro, L. L. VIII. § 21), Eimphro-

ditus became the Epaplu^as of St Paul, and Demodorus shrunk

into Demas or Dama (Hor. 2. 8erm. v, 101; ihid. VI, 54).

But the hasty pronunciation of the Homans, so far as it was

exhibited in the written forms of the language, appears chiefly

in the omission of letters or syllables in the middle of words.

If the hurried talker has time to pronounce more than one sylla-

ble, he would rather preserve the termination than any of the

middle sounds. Indeed, the accent sometimes stands over the

ruins of a number of syllables, which it has fused into one com-

pound articulation. The following instances, selected from a

very large number, may serve to illustrate this : Ala for Axilla

(Cic. Oi^at. c. 45, § 153), ape for ahhihe (Fest. p. 22), aula {olid)

for auxilla, hruma (scil. dies), ''the shortest day," from hrevimus,

career from co-arceo, contaminare, the derivative verb from con-

tagimen, contio for eonventio, convitium for convicitium, ounce for

cuhinm, decuria for decemviria, dixti for dixisti (see the nume-

rous instances collected by Corssen, ii. 26—33), exilis for exi-

gilis (from egeo, cf. exiguus), tmus for infir)ius, jusso iox jussero,

jucundus for jumscundus, lajpicidince for lajpidicidincE, mala for

'maxilla, mollis for moMlis, omentum for opimentum, otium for

opitium, Pollius for Puhlilius (Nieb. H. R. i. n. 977), paidlus

for ptauxillus, porcet for p)orro arcet (Fest. s. v. arceo, p. 15,

Miiller), prudens for promdens, puella for puerula, qualus for

quasillus, sacellwn for sacraculum (comp. saharaMum Herehleis

= sacellum Herculis, in the Cippus Ahellanus, 1. 11), solari for

sidylevari, stipendiur,i for stipipendium, suhlimis for suhlevimis

(cf. /jb6Ti(i)po<^) , subtilis, "fine-spun," for suhtexilis (comp. suh-

temen, tela), summus for suj^remus, suspitio for suspicitio, tandem

for tarnendem, Vanus for vacanus, velum for vexillum, vicies for

vicent-ies, &c. This is particularly remarkable in the flexion-

forms of nouns and verbs ; and, as we have seen above, the

complete forms cannot be restored until we have made good the
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losses occasioned by this systematic abbreviation. Thus we
have regularly dici-er, or even did, for dicerier ; and less com-

monly sumpse for sumpsisse, &c. In some cases this abbrevia-

tion will appear in a compound, though the full form is retained

in the simple word. Thus, we find agnitus and cognitus by the

side of notus, pejero and dejero by the side of juro, and the same

difference of quantity may be effected without any change in

the spelling, as in niliUum by the side of lillum. This influence

of the accent is the more felt in proportion to the length of the

form ; and sometimes we find two or three abbreviations in the

same compound. For example, although the gen. ciijus retains

the original termination, this has been shortened into i in the

compound: cul-cui-modi iox cujus-cujas-modi (Cic. adAtt. III. 22).

The Eomans, however, were not satisfied with getting rapidly

through their simple words and regular compounds. The same

principle was applied to the parathetic formations : thus magis

auctus was condensed into mactus^, magis volo was written malo,

non volo became nolo, and so forth ; and not only so, but we
also find that in the case of quasi-compounds, made up of two

or more words, which are not amalgamated by the loss of in-

flexions into one Avhole, some part of the termination of the

first word is regularly omitted, and thus the group is subjected

to the domination of a single accent. It may be sufficient to

mention such words as audin = audisne, Ecere, Ecastor, Epol

= [per] cedem Cereris, Castoris, s. Pollucis'^, ho''die = hoc die,

1 J. J. Scaliger says (Seal. Pr. p. lOo) :
" mactum veteres Roniani

vocant auctum. Herbam adultam Cato vocavit mactam, nempe quod ita

aucta esset. Macta hostia cum frugibus et mola aucta erat ; sic macta

ara, quod verbenis aucta et cumulata. Postea mactat^e hostiam pro caedere

dicebant, ne scilicet csedera nominarent, quia nunquam csedebatur nisi

frugibus macta esset. Nunquam autera mactabant hostiam quin dicerent

' macta esto hac mola salsa/ Sic cum Deo alicui vinum libabant made
hoc vino esto dicebant in vocandi casu, quod est rexvinov grammaticorum,

nam mactus esto dicendum erat. Sic Persius: stemmatequod Tusco ramum
millesime ducis, pro millesimus." This passage seems to have been taken

by the compiler of the Scaligerana from Scaliger's letter to Vertun, Mus.

Crit. II. p. 47.

2 It has been shown above (p. 303) that the dentals, when preceded

and followed by vowels, are frequently omitted in the French forms of

Latin words; and similarly, d and t must have been dropt in the old
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meridie — medii die, midtimodis — midtis modis, nudiustertius

—

nunc dies tertius^ omnimodis — omnibus modis, refert = reifert,

sis = si vis, sodes = si audes, tectifractis = tectis fractis, vasar-

genteis = vasihus argenteis, &c. Then, again, we find a number

of verbal jiixta-positions, for we cannot term them compounds,

belonging to the same class : such are pate-facio =patere-facio,

sd-licet = scire licet, vide-licet = videre-licet, &c. It has been

shown above, that many verbs in -do, -eo, -lo, -so, may be ex-

plained in the same manner ; and that a similar analysis may be

applied to the secondary tenses of every verb.

It is not necessary to pursue this part of the subject any

farther ; for we can scarcely read a page of Latin without find-

ing some proofs of the general rule^.

§ 3. Ancient Testimonies to the difference heticeen the

spohen and the written Language.

II. But although there is much abbreviation in the written

forms of the Latin language, the orthography of the Romans
expressed much more than tlieir articulation. This is more con-

spicuous in proportion as we take a more polished and advanced

period of the language. Before proceeding to demonstrate this

from the metres of the comedians^, it will be convenient to

pronunciation of some Latin words, such as pater, modo, qiiidem. The
words Epol and Ecastor, with es for edis, &c., exhibit the same fact in the

written forms of the old Latin language, and therefore complete the

induction.

^ The reader might be referred for further instances to a paper on

the " Ausfall oder Verwandlung der Consonanten durch Zusammenzie-

hung oder Assimilation in der Lateinischen Sprache," in the Rheinisch,

Museum for 1839 (pp.42—81); but, although most of the words there

enumerated are cases of contraction, the author, Professor Schwenck, has

not been happy in his restorations. In the same volume of the Hhein,

Mus. p. 297, there is a criticism on Prof. Schwenck by Dr. Diintzer.

2 The first attempt, so far as I know, to apply this very natural and

obvious test of the old colloquial pronunciation of Latin, was made by

Mr. Hallam in his View of the State of Europe during the Middle Ages,

Vol. ni. p. 316, where he says: "a decisive proof in my opinion of the

deviation which took place, through the rapidity of ordinary elocution,

from the strict laws of enunciation, may be found in the metre of Terence.

His verses, which are absolutely refractory to the common laws of pro-

sody, may be readily scanned by the application of this principle." But
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adduce some passages, in wliicli the difference between tlie

written and the spoken language of ancient E.ome is expressly

recognized.

When Cicero's Crassus {de Oratore, ill. 11, § 41) is speak-

ing of the true mode of pronouncing Latin, he says :
" I do not

like the separate letters to be either pronounced with pedantic

accuracy, or slurred over too carelessly." This shows that,

though an uneducated countryman might represent by his arti-

culation too little of the written word, it would be a fault, on the

other hand, if the scholar recollected too much of his spelling.

Again, Suetonius, who had seen the cliirograph of Augustus

[Vit. Octav. c. 87), writes thus about his method of spelling

(c. 88): "He did not strictly attend to orthogTaphy,—that is,

the method and laws of writing as taught by the grammarians;

—

on the contrary, he seems rather to adopt the opinion of those

who think that we should write just as we talk. For as to his

often changing or omitting not letters only, but whole syllables,

this is a common inaccuracy ; nor would I remark the fact, did it

not appear strange to me that he should have superseded a con-

sular legate as being illiterate, because he saw in his handwriting

ixi for ipsiy From this it is clear, that in the time of Augustus

people did not pronounce as they wrote. Quintiiian, too, ex-

pressly tells us [Inst. Orat. "Kl. 3, §33), that, "although it is

necessary, on the one hand, to articulate every ivord, yet it is

wearisome and disgusting to take account of every letter, and as

it were to reckon them up : for not only is the crasis of vowels

very common, but even some of the consonants are disguised

wlien a vowel follows;" and then he quotes the examples of

both ecthlipsis and synalceplia in Yirgil's multum ille et terris.

Much to the same effect are Cicero's remarks about the conglu-

tinatio verhorum or avoidance of the hiatus by a kind of crasis

or synizesis [Orato7\ c. xxiii. § 78), and he says expressly

that the Latin language repudiates a concurrence of vowels

[Orator, c. XLiv. § 150: "quod quidem Latina lingua sic ob-

servat, nemo ut tam rusticus sit, qui vocales nolit conjungere").

From these and other passages which might be quoted, we

perhaps every observing reader of the Latin dramatists, especially since

the time of Bentley, may have arrived at some similar conclusion.
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conclude that tlie written language of Kome could not be taken

as a standard of even the most exact and careful pronunciation

of. educated men living in the city itself, whose mode of pro-

nouncing was strikingly different from that of the provincials

(Cicero, de Oratore, III. 11, §43, cf. Brtitus, c. LXXIV. §259)^
Accordingly, the colloquialisms of the country people must have

been still farther removed from the written language of the

day, and are less to be inferred from it.

The true way of considering the Latin language, if we wish

to realize to ourselves its sjDoken form, is to regard it as strug-

gling with the fetters of the Greek metrical system.

§ 4. The Poetry of the Augustan age does not rej)rese7it

the genuine Latin Fronunciation

;

The poetry of the Augustan age shows us, that the Grreek

rules of metre are observed with greater strictness by the

Romans, who adopted them, than by the Greeks themselves.

With the Roman poets the trochaic dipodia, that important

rhythm in lyric poetry, always appears under the form of

trochee + spondee ; whereas in the Greek system there was

nothing to prevent the dipodia from being pure. Take, for

instance, the Sapphic verse : Horace's second foot is always

a spondee, Sappho's as often a trochee. The same minute

accuracy, or rather sameness, is observable in their anacrusis.

In Horace's Alcaics the anacrusis at the beginning of the first

three lines is rarely a short syllable ; but in his Greek models

he would as often find a short syllable as a long one^. All this

1 On the difference between the lingua urhana and the lingtta rustlca,

see Adelung, Miihridat, ii. p. 464, and the works quoted by him (p. 467).

2 The remarks in the text refer to a mode of scanning the Sapphic

and Alcaic stanzas, which is not in accordance with the common doctrine,

but which is, I think, demonstrably correct. The Sapphic and Alcaic

stanzas differ only in a varied arrangement of the same elements; and

the first three lines of the Alcaic stanza begin with an anacrusis, which

the Sapphic rhythm excludes in this particular form of the verse, though

the so-called dodecasyllabic Alcaic is a Sapphic with the anacrusis, as in

i-JottXok'
1
dyva

\
fxeiktxo

\

fxetde
\
'2aTr(poL

\\ which is the ordinary Sapphic, if

we omit the anacrusis and the ordinary Alcaic, if we lop off the last

syllable. If we call the dactyl A, the trochee B, and the anacrusis x, the

law of the verse appears in the following simple formulae

:
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leads to tlie inference, that the poetry of the Augustan age was

recited with a pedantic accuracy at variance with the genius of

the language ; and as the German opera-singers at the present

day soften down their gutturals in order to accommodate their

language to the flowing rhythm of Italian music, so the Romans,

in the days of Horace and Virgil, were proud of their foreign

fetters, and were glad to display the ascendancy which van-

quished Greece had gained over the minds of her rude con-

querors ^

(1) Sapphic stanza : 2 B + A + 2 B {ter)

2 A.

(2) Alcaic stanza : « + 2 B + 2 A {bis)

ar + 4B.
2A+2B.

Thus, for example, the Sapphic contains three lines hke

—

Jam sa\t{s

ter\\risnivis \\ dtque |
dirce ||, and one like

—

terruit \urhem
||

; where, it will

be observed, the second member of the trochaic as well as of the dactylic

dipodia is always a spondee. The Alcaic has two lines like

—

Vi\des ut
\

dlta
II

stet iiive
\
cdndidum \\. one like

—

SU\vae la\b6ran\tes ge\luque ||, and

one like

—

Flumina
\
constite

1

1 rint a\cuio. With regard to the Sapphic verse,

in particular, it will not perhaps be easy to correct errors which are

sanctioned no less by the practice of schools than by the well-known

jingle of the Anti-Jacobin ; but it is not to be borne that this ignorance

should exalt itself to dogmatism. In the third number of the Classical

Museum (pp. 338, sqq.) there is an article in which we are told that the

Sapphic verse, "recited with the true metrical quantity and the natural

spoken accent," will read thus : Jdwm sattees
\
taerees

\
\
nivis a{itque

\
decree,

&c. ; and that the following is a Sapphic of the same kind : che il gran

sepolcro Ubero di Christo ! And this is delivered, not as a modest sugges-

tion, but as a decree of oracular wisdom.

^ The relations between the pronunciation and metre, the accent and

quantity, of the Latin language have been discussed by my learned friend,

Mr. H. A. J. Munro, of Trinity College, in an able and elaborate paper

read before the Cambridge Philosophical Society on the 13th February,

1860. In this paper Mr. Munro has shown at length that " before the

third century a. d. Latin verses of every kind, popular as well as learned,

were written by quantity alone ; that accent had no direct influence on

the different kinds of metre, as long as the rules of quantity were

observed ; but that, in the course of the third century, accent so entirely

superseded quantity, that the latter ceased to exist, except when, as in

the case of Claudian for instance, it was kept up by artificial training."

This is exemplified in a striking manner by the Algerian inscription which

is the immediate subject of Mr. Munro's paper. It is thus given and

translated by Mr. Blakesley {Four Months in Algeria^ p. 285) :
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§ 5. vjldcli is rather to he, derived from an Examination

of the Comic Metres.

This refined and mincing pronunciation was, of course, less

compatible witli the colloquialisms of comedy than with the

HICEGOQVITACEOVEESIBVSMEA- • TADEMONSTROLVCEMCLARAFEVI
TVSETTEMPORASVJMMAPRAECILIVSCIRTENSILAKEARGENTARI
AMEXIBVIARTEMFYDESINMEMIRAFVITSEMPERETVERITASOMNISOM
NISBVSCOMMVNISEGOCVINONMISERTVSVBIQVERISVSLVXVRIASEMPERFRVITVSCVN
CARISAXIGISTALEMPOSTOBITVMDOMIJSTAEVALERIAENONINVENIPVDICAEVITAMCVMPOTVI

GRATAMHABVICVNCONIVGESANCTAMNATALESHONESTEMEOSCEjS'TVJMCELEBRAVIFELIC:ES
ATVENITP0STREMAMESVTSPIRITVSINANIAMBMPRARELINQVATT1TTVL0SQV0SLE6ISVIWSMEE
MORTIPARAVIVTVO-VEQREVNAMNO-AMEDESERVITIPSASEQVIMINITALESEnCVOSEXORECTOVEXlTJ

The old gentleman probably intended to write: Hie ego qui taceo

versibus mea fata deraonstro, lucem claram fruitiis et tempora sura ma.

Prsecilius, Cirtensi Lare, argentariam exhibui artem. Fides in me mira

fuit semper et Veritas omnis omnibus communis. Ego cui non misertus

ubique ? Rlsus, luxuriam semper fruitus cum caris amicis, talem post

obitum Dominoe Vaierise non inveni. Pudice vitara cum potui gratam

habui cum eonjuge sancta. Natales honeste meos centum celebravi felices.

At venit postrema dies ut spiritus inania membra relinquat. Titulos

quos legis, vivus mese morti paravi ut voluit Fortuna. Nunquam me
deseruit ipsa. Sequimini tales : hinc vos expecto. Venite.

Blakesley's Four Months in Algeria, p. 285.

And the accentual hexameters are arranged by Mr. Munro as follows :

1. Hie ego quitaceo versibus mea vita demonstro

2. lucem clara fruitus ettempora summa. Praecll(iu)s

3. Cirtensi lare argentar(ia)m exibui artem.

4. fydes inme mira fuit semper etveritas omnis

5. omnibus communis, ego cui nonmisertus ubique ?

6. risus, luxur(ia) semper fruitus cuncaris amicis,

7. talem p6st(6bit)um d(6min)ae Valer(iae) noninveni. pudicae

8. vitam cum potui gratam hab(ui) cuncdnjuge sanctam

9. natales honeste m(eo)s centum c(ele)bravi felices.

10. at v(enit) postrema d(ies) utsp(irit)us inania me'mpra relinquat.

11. titulos quoslegis vivus mee morti paravi,

12. utvoluit fortuna : niinquam medeseruit ipsa.

18. sequimini tales : hinc vos expecto. venitae.

v. 12. Perhaps utvolui : fortuna namnon, &c.

Mr. Munro has remarked that these lines form an acrostic—the initial

letters of the first three, H. L. C, standing for hoc loco cubat, hunc locum

consecravit, hunc lapldem condidit, or some such formula, and the remain-

ing initials making up the word fortunatus. From the mention of Cirta,

Mr. Munro argues that the inscription cannot be later than the begin-
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elegant stiffness of copied heroic^ or lyric poetry. Consequently,

though the comedians borrowed their metres from the Greeks,

they were content to pronounce the words as thej were uttered

by the common people ; and as the busy talkers of the forum

were wont to clip and contract their words, so the syllables

usually omitted in speaking were not taken into account on the

comic stage. When, therefore, we can recognize the law of the

verse in a Latin comedy, but find that the syllables, as they

stand written in many of the lines, are more numerous than

is necessary for the feet of the verse according to the usual laws

of quantity, we may safely conclude that the superfluous sylla-

bles were omitted in the pronunciation of the actor ; and if by
him, a fortiori, tliat they were habitually slurred over by the

majority of his audience. This opinion will be confirmed, if we
discover, on further inquiry, that the syllables so dispensed with

are not found in the corresponding forms exhibited by the

modern idioms which derive their origin from the language of

ancient Rome.

The following instances, few out of many, may be sufficient

to establish this^. Let us first take some of the short impera-

tives, which are, by the nature of the case, especially liable to

hurried pronunciation. As our hole/ has degenerated into lo/,

ning of the fourth century, as that town was rebuilt by Constantino and

called by its present name Constantina. I am indebted to the kindness

of Mr, Munro for the opportunity of referring to his paper, which has

not yet appeared in the Transactions of the Philosophical Society.

1 The ProenestincB Sortes, written between 600 and 650 a.u.c, give us

specimens of Latin Hexameters written according to the rules of quan-

tity observ^ed by the dramatic poets, e.g. we have

Conrigi vix tandem quod cur non est /actum crede.

Where the i of the infin. pass, is made short, and factum pronounced

fa'to. And
Quod petis postempus consilium : quod rogas, non est.

Where we have not only petf but roga\ and where consilium is pronounced

consilyuni or consiglum..

2 The reader, who desires a more copious induction, may refer to the

well-known essays of Bentley and Hermann ; to some compilations, de-

rived from these and other sources, in the Journal of Education (Vol. ii.

pp. 344, sqq.), and in the Penny Cyclopaedia, s. v. Terentian Metres; and

to Ritschl's valuable Prolegomena to Plautus.
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and the Latin vide lias become tlie Italian ve\ and the French

voi^ or V (in voi-ci, via)-, so in Terent. Adelph. Ii. 2, 31, it is

clear that we must pronounce this line

:

Labdscit : Hn hoc hdhyo : ve' si sat placet.

Here, also, we have Italian ahhio. Similarly, as Cicero tells us^

that cave ne eas was pronounced cauneas, we see that the follow-

ing line {Pliormio. y. 1, 37) must be pronounced:

Sed per deOs atqiC hommes, meam's' hanc, cdu resciscat quisquam.

This line also furnishes the French abbreviation hommes. A
question might arise whether deos might not be a monosyllable

= di/os, as in Plant. Trzw. 520, and homines a dissyllable =
hom'nes; but the commonest rules of emphasis plead for the

arrangement which I have proposed. It is impossible that deos

should be a mere thesis, and that an accent should fall on atque.

Then, again, as the French say tai, it is clear that tace is a

single long syllable in the following line [Adel/ph. ii. 4. 16) :

At ut omne reddat—omne rSddet—tai-mod\ dc suire hdc—sequor.

Which line also furnishes us with the imperative suire for se-

quere, if we may in this case also follow the French analogy.

In general there seems to have been a tendency towards soften-

ing down the guttural into its ultimate form, the vowel i. This

has obviously taken place in /aire and osil, derived from facere

and ocidus; and not only is the imperative face a monosyllable,

but also its indicative tacet, as in the folloAving line (Adelph. iv.

5,5):

Tait : cur non Iftd' hunc dVquanttsper melyus est.

Where for aVquantisper compare Italian alcuno, and the French

aucim, from aliqiiis iinus. It can scarcely be doubted that

Adelphi, III. 2, 20, was pronounced as follows

:

Ad'lcscenf ips eripW opAIos: postliac praecip'tem darem ;

and that in ill. 2, 37, lacrymas is a dissyllable after the ana-

logy of larme, and of serme7it from sacramentum. Similarly, in

Heaut. V. 5, 16, quoted below, as the ictus falls on facile, we

1 De Divin. ii. 40, § 84 :
" Quum M. Crassus exercitum Brundisii

imponeret quidam in portu, caricas Cauno advectas vendens, Cauneas

clamitabat. Dicamus, si placet, monitum ab eo Crassum, caveret ne iret.^'
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may conclude that it was pronounced as a single long syllable.

Festus tells us that there was a foi-in facul, and ^c^7e appears as

a mere anacrusis in the Scipio epitaph (c. 5) ; above, Ch. Yi.

§ 20. Perhaps the most singular instance of this omission of the

guttural is furnished by the French faihle from flexihilis; for in

this there is a double collapse.

The imperatives ahi, redl, are monosyllables with the omis-

sion of the unnecessary h and d [Adelph. ii. 1, 13, and 36),

and juhe throws off its h {Adelph. V. 6, 1), as it does in the

perfect, &c.

The phrase bono animo es is shortened for the same reason as

the other imperatives. In Plautus {Rudens, in. 3, 17) it forms

a cretic

:

O salutis meae spes tac dc bon-ame es,

.'We observe the same sort of abbreviation in a number of

nouns of common occurrence ; such, for instance, as express the

nearest degrees of family relationship. The compound parricida

indicates a contraction of pater analogous to the French pere,

and the word was probably so pronounced in such lines as

{Adelph. I. 1, 51):

Hoc pater ac dominus interest : hoc qui nequit; i. e.

Hoc pere ac donnus interest: hoc qui nequit.

and {Adelph.i. 2, 46):

Natura tu illi pater es, consiliis ego ; i.e.

NaKira tu gli pere es, consiglis ego.

where the ictus falls upon it. In the latter line, as tu is em-

phatic, an elision would be inadmissible ; we must therefore pro-

nounce ilU either as the Italian gli or as the French lui, and

this gives us another modern analogy. In the former line domi-

nus is probably a dissyllable following the analogy of domifia,

which becomes donna in Italian, and dame in French. Similarly,

Jior/iines is a monosyllable in the passage quoted above from the

Phormio; animus becomes ame; femina, femme., &c.

That puer was often a monosyllable appears from the forms

p>or, pora, which occur in inscriptions, from the compounds Luci-

p}or, Marcipor, &c., and from the Spartan nrolp for ttoi^. In

Heaut. V. 5, 16, we should read or pronounce as follows:

Gndte m'yo pol ti do pollam [or pivellam] lepidam quam tu fail ames.
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The mood of ames shows that the emphatic illam would be as

out of place here, as it is appropriate in the following line. And
do, which we should have expected in the first instance (cf.

Andr. I. 5, 60 ; ii. 2, 15) has been turned into daho, partly

from a confusion between the readings dopuellam and daboillam,

and partly by an anticipation of daho in v. 19. With regard to

the monosyllabic ti for tihi, the Eomans frequently omitted h in

the middle of a word : this is most common in the dat. and abl.

pi. of the first declension, and is also observable in the French

derivatives
; such as ou and y from id)i and ihi. For the change

of puer into por, we may also compare the transformation of

faere and fuerent into fore, forent.

Perhaps two of the most striking instances of this dipt pro-

nunciation are afforded by the scansion of the particles qiiidem

and modo, in both of which the d is omitted. With regard to

the former even Bentley remarked that it must be frequently a

monosyllable in Terence {ad Andr, 1.3, 20), and Eitschl {Proleg.

pp. CXL sqq. CLiii.) and Fleckeisen [N. Jalirh. LX. 260) have

shown that this was the case in Plautus. The following reasons

have been adduced to prove that it was so in general. (1) The
analogy of item, shortened from itidem, will support the pronun-

ciation of qiL-em for qiiidem. (2) As it is an enclitic, and is

regularly attached to certain words, in the same way as irep, 76,

&c. in Grreek, it seems reasonable to suppose that it would be

peculiarly liable to curtailment. It is argued therefore, that if

we retain the full form of qiddem with some of these words, we
alter their quantity, and so sacrifice the principal word in order

to preserve a mere appendage. Thus ego-qiddem, or eg-quidem,

is marked equidem in books on Latin prosody, and siquidem,

quandoqiddem are marked siquidem, quandoquidem, although the

true quantity of the separate words is si, quando; and though in

other compounds

—

quandoque, quanddcu7ique—-this, quantity is

invariably retained. Hence it is inferred that quandoquidem

must have been pronounced quandoquem; siquidem, slquem;

and equidem, equem; and that me quidem must be scanned me

quern in Pers. I. 110. But although there is reason to believe

that quidem was either a monosyllable or two very short syl-

lables in the colloquial Latin of the comedians (see Corssen,

II. p. 93), Mr Merivale hias properly remarked {ad Sallust. Ca-
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tilin. 51, p. 86) that '' it is not likely that this vulgar contraction

would be admitted in heroic poetry ;" and with regard to eqiii-

dem in particular, the instances which he has cited of its usage

in the first person plural, and in the other persons, are sufficient

to justify Priscian''s repudiation of the common belief that it is a

corruption of ego quidem. It would be better, therefore, to sup-

pose that equidem is related to quidem just as mini is to nam,

and that the first two syllables were pronounced distinctly in

Yirgil, Georg. I. 415: haud equidem credo quia sit divinitiis

ilUs, Pers. I. 110: littera—jyer me equidem sint omnia 'pro-

tinus alba. Lucan, viii. 824: haud equidem immerito Cumanai

carmine vatis. As to the argument from quandoquidem, there

can be no doubt that quando may be a trochee (see the examples

quoted by Corssen, i. p. 343); the first three syllables of quan-

doquidem necessarily constitute a dactyl in Lucretius I. 587:

quid forro nequeat, sancitum quandoquidem extat; and in what-

ever manner we pronounce quidem, the second syllable of quan-

doquidem is certainly not long in Plautus, Trin. 352: quando-

quidem nee tihi heiie esse qjote pati nee dlteri. With regard to

siquidem there is no doubt that the d is pronounced in Ter.

Heaut. II. 3, 90 : quid dliud tihi vis—siquidem hoc fit
—siquidem

when si retains its proper quantity and is pronounced separately.

And though siquidem may be a dissyllable in these passages in

the comedians where it cannot be a cretic, it is not likely that it

was so pronounced in hexameter verse, especially when there is

an ecthlijpsis, as in Juvenal A^i. 621 : holetus—siquidem unius

prcecordia pressit, which would reduce the particle to sique.

And on the whole we may follow the analogy of quandoquidem,

and consider the first syllable of siquidem as shortened in those

cases in which the two words formed a single particle, just as

Horace writes (1 Serm. ix. 43)

McBcenas quomodo tecum,

where he uses quomodo as a mere particle; though in the same

satire (v. 48) he writes:

non isto vivimus illic, »

Quo tu rere, modo,

where he uses quo and modo as two distinct words.

It is manifest that 7nodo must often have been pronounced
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as a monosyllable: see e.g. Ter. Andr. ii. 1, 2, and ii. 4, 6.

In the languages derived from the Latin the compound quomodo

is represented by como Sp., come It., and comme Fr. ; in which

the d is omitted, and in the last, as in the old French cum (be-

low, § 9), the syllable is dropt altogether. The knowledge of

this abbreviated pronunciation enables us sometimes to correct

a faulty reading. But although Eitschl was well aware that

modo was monosyllabic, and though one of his best MSS. in

Plautus, Trin. ii. 4, 179=580, gives the reading s^ for st, he has

allowed actumst to stand when actum sit would improve both

the metre and the syntax

:

L. Set, Stasime, ahi hue ad meam sororem ad Calliclem :

Die, hoc negoti quomodo actum sit.

St. Ibitur.

The scanning is obviously qudm'do actum sit. It is to be re-

marked, however, that the d of modo,' quomodo is never omitted

in writing, and there is, therefore, no justification for the absurd

proposal that imvio or vno, which is obviously the adverb of

imus, should be regarded as a mutilation of in modo^.

§ 6. The Frencli Language is the best modern representative

of the sjoohen Latin.

III. We may now pass, by a natural transition, to our

third source of information respecting the constitution of the

Latin language—that which exhibits it pathologically, or in its

state of disorganisation or decay.

It will not be expected that I should here show at length

how the Komance languages were formed from the Latin. It

will be sufficient to point out some of the reasons for believing

that the French language is a better living representative of the

pronunciation of the ancient Italians than the language which is

now spoken in the peninsula itself; and, in conclusion, to state

briefly what was the process of the disintegration, and in what

degree the modern differed from the ancient form.

1 Classical Museum,!!!, pp. 291—297. The author of this suggestion

must have learned in his younger days that an ablative of manner repu-

diates any preposition, and modus, of all Latin words, would be the

least likely to violate this general rule.
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As the Eomans successively conquered the different nations

which formed the population of Italy, they gradually included

within the limits of a single empire a number of different tribes,

who spoke idioms, or dialects, differing but little from the lan-

guage of the Romans themselves. It is not, therefore, surprising

that a gradual amalgamation should have taken place, and that

every Italian should have spoken, with only slight variations of

accent, one and the same Latin language. The language of

Rome itself—the language of government, of literature, and of

law—would, of course, be independent of these minor differences.

Every educated man and every public functionary would refer

to this unvarying standard, and would speak or write, in some

cases with pedantic accuracy, the language of the senate-house

and the forum ^ Accordingly, the inhabitants of the provinces,

i. e. the foreign subjects of the Empire, would hear nothing but

pure Roman Latin ; and, if they learned the language of their

rulers at all, they would at least learn it in the best form.

Their position in this respect differed materially from that of

colonists, even in ancient times. The colonists of our day, and

especially the English emigrants, present a material contrast to

the case of the Roman provincials. For, while the colonists who
sailed from Corinth or Athens were of all classes

—

ol tvxovt€<;—
our modern colonists are generally those who are either not able

to live at home, or, at all events, who practise trades inconsistent

with a high anuount of educational polish. We find, therefore,

that colonial English represents only the vulgar colloquial lan-

guage of the mother-country ; whereas the Roman provincials

spoke a language derived—imperfectly, it might be, but still

derived—from the polished and elegant diction of proconsuls,

jurisconsults, negotiatores, and publicani.

The Gauls, in particular, were remarkable for their tendency

to assimilate themselves, in their language and usages, to the

Romans. In an inconceivably short space of time the province

Gallia was completely Romanized ^. Their own language was

1 Scaliger partly saw this; he says {Prima Scaligerana, p. 99):
" Linguae nostrse Gallicse potior pars ex publicis instrumentis quse Latine

scribebantur conflata est."

2 How completely this was the case even in Cicero's time may be
inferred from what he says in his Orat. pro Fonteio, 1, M •

" Referta

D, V. 34
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out of the pale of civilisation : in fact, tliey liad no mother-

tongue to struggle for. A language is only dear to us, when we

know its capabilities, and when it is hallowed by a thousand

connexions with our civilisation, our literature, and our comforts.

So long as it merely lisps the inarticulate utterances of half-

educated men, it has no hold upon the hearts of those who
speak it, and it is readily neglected or thrown aside in favour of

the more cultivated idiom, which, while it iinds names for luxu-

ries of civilisation before unknown, also opens a communication

with those who appear as the heralds of moral and intellectual

regeneration. The Greeks and the Jews had good reasons for

loving the language of their ancestors, and could never be in-

duced to forget or relinquish the flowing rhythms of their poets

or the noble energy of their prose-writers. The case was not so

with the provincials of Gaul. Without any anterior predilec-

tions, and with a mobility of character which still distinguishes

their modern representatives, they speedily adopted the manners

and the words of the Romans ; and it is probable that in the

time of the Empire there Avas no more difference between the

grammatical Latin of Lyons and Rome, than there is now be-

tween the grammatical French of St Petersburg and Paris.

§ 7. The modern Italian not eqiially so: and why.

From what I have just said, it should appear that the Latin

spoken in Gaul was upon the whole better and purer than the

Latin spoken in the municipal districts of Italy during the time

of the Empire. Let us, however, suppose that they were only

equally good. Then, if it can be shown that the disturbing

causes were greater and more efficacious in Italy than in Gaul,

we shall still have a greater surplus of good Latinity in the

latter.

Gallia negotiatorura est, plena civium Roraanorum. Nemo Gallorum sine

cive Romano quidquam negotii gerit; nummus in Gallia nuUus sine

civium Romanorum tabulis commovetur, &c." For the literary culture of

Gaul some hundred years later, the reader may consult the commentators

on Juvenal, i. 44; vii. 147, 8; 5V. 111. Gibbon, who perceived that

the language of Virgil and Cicero completely superseded the Celtic idiom

in Gaul (Vol. i. p. 64, Milman), extends the same remark to other

provinces to which it is not equally applicable. .
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Before the Italian language revived as a vehicle of literary

communication, the peninsula had been subjected to a series of

invasions, which had modified and corrupted in no slight degree

the speech of the country people. This was effected not only by
the influence of the conquerors, but also by the infusion of a con-

siderable amount of foreign population. In Lombardy and other

parts, where the invaders formed a permanent settlement, the

change was most sensibly and durably felt ; whereas Tuscany,

which had been screened by its position from any permanent or

extensive occupation by the northern tribes, was not exposed to

this corruption of its familiar language, and its greater wealth,

its commerce, and its independence, preserved among its inha-

bitants a residuum of tlie old Latin literature and civilisation.

When, therefore, vernacular composition revived in Italy,

it was emphatically Tuscan. It is true that the new literary

language spread itself over the whole of Italy, and that there

were varieties of accent in the different districts\ Still, how-

ever, a purity of Tuscan phraseology is essential to literary cor-

rectness : and whatever a man''s native accent may be, he must

accommodate it to this court-language. It follows, therefore,

that the pronunciation of modern Italian must be syllabic. In

other words, it must be more akin to the studied accuracy with

which the Eomans of the Augustan age pronounced their Gras-

cized poetry, than to the natural articulation of the ancient

Italians. It has been truly said, that the Italian language can-

not be pronounced both Avell and quickly. This is only another

expression of the fact, that a literary language, which is not

natural, can only be articulated syllabically. The qualification

of lingua Toscana in hocca Romana is another illustration of the

same fact ; for here we have a recognition of the truth, that the

modern Italian is a written language to be pronounced according

1 On these differences of Italian articulation MatthseusJjJgypti us writes

as follows {ad S. C. de Bacch. p. 145) :
" Quosdam audlas ore adstricto, et

inter dentes, dimidiata verba tanquam invites, et cum quadam parsimonia

efforre, ut Ligures : quosdam ore patulo et laxo, claraque et sonora voce,

animi sensus effundere, ut Neapolitani faciunt : medios inter hos Senenses,

quels Musa dedit ore rotundo loqui. Adderem Florentinos nisi ex imo

gutture pronuntiantes originem adhuc ostenderent Phoeniciam."

34—2 '
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to its syllables, and that of tlie accents, in wliicli it can be pro-

nounced, the best and sweetest is that of a well-educated inha-

bitant of the pontifical metropolis.

§ 8. Different Dialects of the French Language.

Very different was the case of the Gauls. After living for

several hundred years under the dominion and influence of the

Romans, and having lost their Celtic language and in a great

measure their Celtic character, they were invaded and partially

conquered by a confederation of German warriors, who called

themselves Franks, a name indicating their bold and martial

character\ The domination of these rude conquerors did not

^ It has usually been supposed that the word Frank denotes "free-

man," so that "French" and " Latin" would, when referred to their ety-

mology, appear as synonymous terms. This is not, however, the original

meaning of the word Frank: though, in a secondary sense, the word has

borne this signification. In the Teutonic languages, to which it belongs,

the word/ra-n-^, ov frak, is equivalent to ferox, and signifies "bold,"

"warlike," "intrepid" (see Thierry, Lettres sur VHistoire de France,

Lettr. VI. p. 436, Bruxelles ed.). The name, therefore, according to its

original signification, refers to the martial qualities, just as the name of

the Rasena (which may also be compared with the Hebrew ^T^) expresses

the rapid movements of warlike hordes (cf. Joel n. 4). Some nations

have derived their name from their physical characteristics. Thus, as we
have seen (p. S7), the Pelopes and Pelasgians of Greece got this appellation

from the sun-burnt complexion of the colonists from Lydia. And there

can be little doubt that the ivory shoulder of the mythical Pelops was

suggested by the white necks of those Asiatics, who wore high dresses

(Thucyd. i. 6), and consequently did not expose the whole of their

person to the sun. That men and women difibred in complexion in

Greece, and that a sedentary in-door's occupation might produce a dif-

ference of colour, is clear from the remark in Aristophanes (Ecclesiaz.

385) that the parliament of \^omen looked like an assembly of cobblers :

ov yap aXX' vrrepcjivcos cos \cvK07r\rjdfjs rjv Ibeiv SfxiXla. I remember that

on one occasion, when a highland regiment landed in kilts from the

West Indies, where they had worn trousers, it was remarked that their

faces and legs did not match. Ethnical names in addition to their primi-

tive meaning, are often used as expressive of certain qualities, whether

the use is complimentary or not. Assassin, Gascon, Vandal, and Goth,

are attributive words in our own language; the word Slave has been

derived from the low estate of the Sclavonians; and even in ancient

times, Kdpf KpTjs, IIa(fAdy<ov, Mvaos, 2v^apiTr]s, ^KvdrjSf &c., were terms
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destroy tlie Roman texture of the language which was spoken

by the inhabitants of Gaul. At first both the conquerors and the

conquered retained their own idioms ; and the lingua Francisca,

or Francica, of the German invaders, flourished by the side of

the lingua Gallica, or Gallicana, of the conquered provincials.

In time, however, as there was much more literary culture

among the latter, and as the priests and scholars of the age were

all furnished by the district in which the Franks had settled,

the standard of diction would be sought in the language of the

more educated class, and the Roman language, more or less cor-

rupted, would gradually become the medium of communication

between the conquerors and the conquered.

As might have been expected, this gradual adoption of the

Roman language by the Teutonic invaders gave rise to a number

of dialects. Of these the most refined and polished was that

which was spoken by the inhabitants of the south-eastern dis-

trict of France. Many causes conspired to give this idiom an

earlier development. The south-eastern provincials were more

completely Romanized in the first instance^; they were less sub-

jected to foreign invasion than the other inhabitants of France

;

the Burgundians and Visigoths, who settled among them, were

more adapted for social life than their German brethren, and more

readily assimilated their language and customs to those of their

subjects; and when at length Provence became a part of the

Frankish dominions, the conquerors were no longer unruly

German barbarians, but the civilized and Romanized subjects of

a regular monarchy. The happy climate of Provence, and the

wealth and commerce of the people, contributed to foster and en-

courage those arts which can only flourish in a genial soil ; and

we are not to wonder if the provincials outstript the northern

Gauls in intellectual tastes as well as in physical comforts.

The connexion between Provence and Catalonia tended to

significant of qualities. The German confederacy oi the Franhs seems

to have corresponded to that of the Isccevones; those of the Saxons and

Thuringians to the Ingcevones and Herminones respectively. (See above,

p. 78).

1 It is right, perhaps, to say, that Marseilles in particular was rather

Greecized than Romanized: sec Cic. pro i^/acco, 26, § 36.
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increase the civilisation of the latter. But, in reference to the

present object, to discover a Komance language which shall most

accurately represent the spoken language of the Romans, we may
safely dismiss the Spaniards ; whose language, already corrupted

by the invasions of the Suevians and Visigoths, has been still

farther disorganized by the pervading and durable influence of

the highly civilized Arabians.

The people of Provence were keenly sensible of the difference

between their own language and that of then- Franco-Gallic

rulers. The names, by which they distinguished their own

country and that of the French, referred to the diiferences of the

idioms spoken in them. It is singular that this difference should

have been expressed in terms of the affirmative particle, which

they had respectively adopted. Drawing a line through Dau-

phine, Lyonnais, Auvergne, Limousin, Perigord, and Saintonge,

the country to the south of this was called Langue d'oc^ the dis-

trict to the north of the line was termed Langue d'oyl. Now,

although the differences between the Langue d'oc and the

Langue d'oyl consisted mainly in the greater or less development

of the Latin element in each, it is to be remembered that these

affirmative particles are both due to their Teutonic affinities^

And here is the inconsistency; the words oc and oyl are equally

Frankish or German, and yet the people of the Langue d'oc dis-

tinguished their language from that of the Langue d'oyl by

calling it Roman, lemozi. provensalesc ; and they termed them-

selves Provinciales, i. e. Romance Provmcice inquiUyiij as distin-

guished from the Francigenai of the north.

§ 9. But all these Dialects were closely related to the Latin.

But whatever were the distinctions between the languages

of the northern and southern inhabitants of the province of

^ According to Grimm (Z>. Gramm. in. p. 768), oyl is ja il, and oc is

ja ich ; the only difference between them being, that the affirmative is

combined with the first person in the one case, and with the third person

in the other. To me it appears that oyl is simply the affirmitive ivel or

wohl (for this power of the initial o see above, p. 58), and that og is the

German auch= etiam CPhil. Mus. ii. p. 345).
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Gaul, it is clear that the language of the whole countiy was to

the middle of the ninth century A. D. a very near approximation

to the Latin. We have the original of an oath which was sworn

at Strasburg in 842 A. D., by Lodewig, king of Germany. This

interesting document, which is expressly stated to have been in

the Romana lingua, is in the following words^ :
" Pro Deu

amor et ]jro Christian ])o'blo et nostro commun salvament, dist

cli en avant, hi quant Deus savir et poclir me dunat, si salvarai

10 cist meon fradre Karle, et in adjuda et in cadhuna cosa, si

cum om jjer dreit son fradre salvar dist, in o quid it mi altresi

fazet: et ah Ludher nid jAaid numquam prindrai, qui, meon

vol, cist meon fradre Karle in damno sit.^'' It appears from

the context of the history, that the oath was couched in this

language in order that it might be understood by the French

subjects of Karl le Chauve. It was, therefore, the common
language of the country ; and as it is free from Germanisms, and

exhibits only those corruptions of the Latin for which it is easy

to account, it furnishes us with a distinct confirmation of the

opinion, that we ought to seek in the language of France for the

best modern representative of the language of ancient^Italy.

1 Nithardi Hist. ap. Scr. Rer. Francic. vii. p. 26, quoted by Thierry,

Lettres sur VHistoire de France (Lettr. xi). Substituting the Latin

words which come nearest in etymology to the words of this fragment,

we have : Pro Dei amove et pro Christiana populo et nostro communi
salvamento, de isto die in ah-ante, in quantum Deus sapere et posse mihi

dondbit, sic salvare habeo ego ecc istum meum fratrem Carolum^ et in ad-

jutu et in quaque una causa, sic quomodo homo per directum (Fr. droit) suum
fratrem salvare debitus est, in eo quod ille mihi alterum sic faciei : et ah Lo-

thario nullum placitum numquam prendere habeo, quod, mea voluntate, ecc'

isti meo fratri Carolo in damno sit. It is not necessary to enter upon
any lengthened discussion of the corrupt Latinity of these words. That
salvar-ai, &c., are salvare-habeo, &c., is well known. It appears from the

oldest forms of the words that the French eel, cest (cist), Italian quello,

questo, are the compounds ecc' ille and ecc' iste respectively. For, as in

Proven9al we have aisso, in old French aezo, into which fo enters, so we
have icel and icest, anterior to eel and cest. Similarly ici is, ecc' ibi. Of
altresi, which is common in Italian, Varchi says :

" Altresi e Provenzale,

non Ispagniuolo, e gli antichi nostri scrivevano altresie, e non altresi."

Comp. altrettale, altrettanto. The French aussi represents altresi with the

usual change of I into u.
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Among the political or official terms, wliich the Franks

adopted from the Latinized inhabitants of Gaul, and which show

the extent of the influence to which I am referring, not the least

interesting are the titles maire and hailli, which designated the

primary and secondary offices in a municipality or district. The

former name is a corruption of the Latin adjective major, and it

was originally used as an epithet to the term 'prmjpositus, which

has left its traces in the French prevot and our provost. Hence,

it happens that mayor in England and provost in Scotland are

synonymous designations for the chief of a municipal body. On
the other hand, the word hailli, It. halio or hailo, is derived

from the Latin hajulus, sometimes corrupted into hailUvus, and

denoted the secondary officer or deputy. According to its ety-

mology hajulus for har-iolus (cf. pejor for pev-ior) denoted a

hearer of burdens, and so the word is connected with <^ep-, cj^op-,

Mr/, fer, bar-dus, har-o, /Sacr-rd^co, &c. (Doderl. Spi. u. Et. I.

151). In his official duties, therefore, the bajulus or baillivus

was a charge d'affaires, one who bore the weight of office on

behalf of others. And not to speak of the profound and solemn

meaning of the phrase in Isaiah ix.. b : S^JVJ'?'^ Ulii^^rr ^7Ti^^,

" and the government shall be upon his shoulder," we may re-

member that the Arabic "• Vezir, which signifies '^vicarius prin-

cipis," is derived from the verb . , vazara, which means ''sus-

tinuit onus grave." The relation between the Scottish bailUes

and their provost is precisely that which subsisted between the

baillwi and their major, or prcBpositus, or prmpositus major,

namely, the latter was the chief, and the former his vicars or

deputies. Thus we find the major or prcepositus in a cathedral,

by the side of the bajidi or baillivi conventuales or confratTice;

we have major domus in the royal palace, by the side of the

bajuli de palatio; and in general, wherever there was a term of

authority, the bailli represented the vice-comes, vice-gerent^ de-

puty, or regent. The military use of the term major belongs to

the same application of the Latin word. While the lieutenant-

general, or lieutenant-Q,o\o\iQ\ is the deputy of the full general or

colonel, the wqyor-general or lyiajor is so called in reference to

the rank immediately below him; thus the ma/or-general is the
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prcBpositus or maire of the colonels in his division, and the major

is the prcepositus of the captains in the regiment, just as the

serjeant-?na;or is the chief of the Serjeants, and the diXVim-major

of the drammers. In its lowest application the term haillie or

''bailiff" still signifies a deputy, and the mere "tipstaff" or

" catchpole" is called by this name because he is the sheriff's

officer, or the deputy ^ro re nata of ihsit prceposttus of the county

or district.

The difference between the modern Italian, considered as the

offspring of the new Tuscan literature, and the old French,

regarded as a scion of the Roman language, which was spoken in

the province of Gaul, consists in the fact to which I have already

adverted—namely, that the former would reproduce the mincing

and pedantic pronunciation of the literary Romans, while the

latter would retain the genuine colloquial utterance of the free

colonists of the empire. It is worthy of observation that the

French language itself enables us to illustrate this difference. If

we examine the French language as it is, we shall often find

double forms of derivatives from the Latin. Now in every one

of these cases it is remarkable that the older word—that which

belongs to the oldest and most genuine vocabulary—differs most

from the written form or syllabic pronunciation of the Latin

original. Thus chanoine, cMtif, chez, chose, hotel, naif, Noel,

pitU, pousser, from canonicus, captwus, casa, causa, hospes, na-

tivus, natalis, pietas, expulsare, are older forms than canonique,

captif, case, cause, hopital, native, natal, piete, expulser. (See

A. W. Schlegel, Ohse^^vations sur la Langue et la Litterature

Prov. p. 44), The fact is, that the latter were derived from the

written, the former from the spoken language,

§ 10, Leading Distinctions between the Roman and

Romance Idioms,

The manner in which the transition from the Latin language

to the French may be supposed to have taken place is well

known, and very easily described. In this place we must be

contented with a few brief remarks; for it would be an idle

attempt to discuss as a secondary matter the details of a subject

which admits of such ample illustration, and which has already
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been treated at great length, though with various degrees of

success, by Raynouard, Schlegel, Diez, Ampere, Fuchs, and

Lewis.

The tendency of the spoken Latin language to clip and

mutilate itself began at an early period to militate against the

regularity of the grammatical forms. With regard to the verbs,

it has been shown above that the organic inflexions had been

in a great measure superseded by secondary or compound tenses

before the commencement of the classical age; and that the

person-endings are obliterated, or deformed by inconsistencies, in

the oldest specimens of the written language. In regard to the

verbs, then, the change from the Roman to the Romance is

merely a further development of that which was already in

operation. The Roman case-system v/as in itself more complete

than the conjugation of the verb ; and therefore we may expect

to find greater changes in the French noun as compared with

the 'Latin. In general it may be remarked, that when the

tendency to abbreviation has commenced its action on the flex-

ional forms of a language, certain devices are at once adopted

for the purpose of preventing any syntactical obscurity. Indeed,

the logical or syntactical development of a language is generally

benefited by the change ; and where the etymological organisa-

tion becomes imperfect, the literary capabilities of the particular

idiom are extended and confirmed.

There is good reason for believing, that in the spoken

language of the ancient Italians the difference between the sub-

jective and objective cases of the noun was at an early period

neglected or overlooked (see Lepsius, ad Inscript. p. 120). At

any rate, it is clear that this was the first step towards the

breaking up of the Roman case-system. The accusative case

was substituted for the nominative, and all the subordinate

relations were expressed by prefixing prepositions to the new
crude form of the noun. *We observe a tendency of the same

kind in vulgar English ; and perhaps this passage from the sub-

ject to the object may be explained on general principles, with-

out any reference to the want of grammatical education on the

part of those in whom it is most observable. Connected with

this employment of prepositions, to give definiteness to the crude

forms of nouns, is the use of the old Roman demonstratives ille
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and ijjse to mark a definite object, as contrasted witli unus and

aliqms-unus^ which denote indifference. This is, of course,

identical with the use of the definitive article in the Greek and

other languages ; and the Romance languages owe much of their

acknowledged perspicuity to this adaptation. It is true that the

artifice is not applied with the logical subtilty by which the

employment of the Greek article is distinguished; but any

deficiency in this respect is amply compensated by the strictly

logical order of the sentences in which the words are arranged.

It is not necessary in this place to say much on the subject

of the Bomance verb. Where the tenses have preserved the

forms of the Latin verb, we observe a systematic abbreviation.

Labials are absorbed, according to the practice so remarkable in

Latin : final syllables are dropt, and the accent is thrown for-

ward. Yv^e sometimes find that what appears to be an arbitrary

corruption is really only an attempt to represent in writing some

genuine articulation of the old Latin; thuawe have seen above

(p. 290) that a palatal may take the place of a labial in French,

when the latter is followed by z*, as in scqjiam = sapjam, Fr.

sache (cf. ravir and arracher from rapio and arripio). We see

the process of this change in the Provencal. Thus, we have

in the celebrated prison-song of Richard Coeur-de-Lion :

" Or sapchon ben miei horn e miei baron

Engles, Norman, Peytavin, e Gascon,

Qu' ieu non ai ja si paubre companhon,

Que per aver lo laisces en prison."

Where sap-cli-on = sap-i-ani — sacheiit:

" Know all my lieges and my barons true

From England, Normandy, Guienne, Poitou,

—

I would not leave the poorest of my train

In dreary dungeon for the love of gain."

The z, which represents the Latin -tis in the second person

plural of all present tenses of French verbs, except in the cases of

etes and faites for estts and facitis, is not equivalent to tSy

as some have supposed, but stands for the dental sibilant, which

followed the t in the older Romance languages ; thus we have

avetz=Jiahetis before we find avez, and even etz for es^^'s before

etes. That z is merely an s, so written after -t, is clear from its
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similar appearance as a plural affix to nouns and participles, as in

gentz~gentes=gens^ toutz= tous^ escri^tz=ecris^ &c. Generally,

the number of compound or auxiliary tenses is very much in-

creased in the Eomance as compared with the Latin verb. In

addition to the verbs sum and fui, we find that habeo and sto

are regularly pressed into the service. Verbs in their first for-

mation construct their perfect and future tenses with the aid of

haheo ; for the past participle with haheo makes up the former

{siS fai atme = ego haheo amatum), and the regular future con-

sists of a combination of the same verb with the infinitive (as

J aimer-ai= ego habeo amare). This analysis of the Romance

future was probably known to Sainte Palaye, who cites the main

proof of it, namely, the fact that the infinitive was sometimes

separated from its auxiliary by the interposition of another w^ord

(see Bopp, Annals of Oriental Literature, p. 45). But the

formal enunciation of this view was first made by Eaynouard

(see Grammaire Rpmane, p. 221 ; Lewis On the Romance

Languages, p. 194) ; and there cannot be the least doubt of its

truth. This is shown not only by the tmesis, to which I have

referred, but also by the varying forms of the future in the dif-

ferent Romance languages, which correspond to the varieties

in the form of the present of habere. Thus, on the one hand,

we find :
" et quant cobrat I'auran, tornar Van e so poder per fe

e senes engan" = ''et quand recouvre I'auront, tourner Yont q\x

son pouvoir par foi et sans tromperie."

" E pos moil cor non aus dir a rescos,

Pregar vos a^, s*en aus, en ma chansos."

= "et puisque mon desir je n'ose dire a cachette,pnV vous ai, si

en ose, en ma chanson." On the other hand, we see that the

present of the verb, corresponding to habeo in each of the

Romance languages, is duly represented by the corresponding-

affix of the future. Thus we have

;

Ital. Span, Peov. Feench.

ho he ai ai

amer-o, amar-e, amar-ai, aimer-ai

;

and similarly of the other persons. In Italian the future also ex-

hibits the longer forms in aggio or abbo, as in dir-aggio^ "I shall
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ssij,^^ far-ahho, "I shall make" {ctfar-ehhe, &c.). It is obvious

tliat the same explanation must apply to the secondary tenses.

For if the future aur-at\ aur-as, aur-a, aiir-em, aur-etz, aur-an,

is compounded of the infinitive aver and the present ai, as, a,

avem, avetz, an, it is clear that the conditional aur-ia, aur-ias,

aur-{a, auT'iam, aurAatz, aurAan must be made up of the same

infinitive and the subjunctive present a-ia, a-ias, a-ia, a-iam,

a-iatz, a-ian. And thus amar-ia will not represent amarem, as

some writers have supposed, but will exhibit the same agency of

the auxiliary verb as the future amar-ai.

The indeclinable words in the Romance languages are parti-

cularly interesting, as examples of the manner in which frequent

use contributed to the abbreviation of phraseology in these

idioms. In some shorter words the alterations are very' slight,

as in a for ab^, done for tunc, avant for ah-ante, av-ec from

.ah-esc for ah-usque (cf. the ProveuQal duesc for de-usque, Ray-

nouard, Gramm. Rom. p. 318), ailleurs for aliorsum, doreaa-

vant for de Jiora in ab^ante, mats for magis, jamais for jam
magis, ensemble for insimul, de-main for de mane, moins for

minus, quand for quando, car for quare, derriere for de retro,

assez for ad satis, si for sic, whence ain-si for in-sic, souvent

for subinde, dont for de unde, maintenant for manu tenens, or

for hora, desormais for de ista liora magis, trop for the Low
Latin troppus, " a large number" (as "si en troppo de ju-

mentis." Lex Al. ap. Eaynouard, Gr. Rom. p. 317), pret, Ital.

presto for prcesto, &c. Other particles are much more cor-

rupted: per becomes j:)W^r/ post is changed mio puis ; prope

into preSy whence au-pres, a-pres, &c. ; secundum passes through

segont into selon ; meme, from medesimo, brings us back to the

corrupt form met-ipsissimus ; sine is shortened into sans or

lengthened into senza ; while aut appears as ou, id)i and ibi

are turned into ou and y ; paucies, which was pauc in the

Romance languages, becomes p)eu in French, &c. I should be

inclined to place tot, Rom. tost, Ital. tosto, in the former class,

^ In the Proren9al language, as in modern French and Italian, a or

ah bore the sense of apud—ab-ad, and signified location in all its forms :

av-ant=ah-antef devant= de-abante, av-ec= ah-usque, &c.
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but Sir G. C. Lewis says [Bom, Lang. p. 248) that " no probable

explanation of its origin has hitherto been given." I am not

aware what interpretations have been proposed, but it seems to

me obvious that tosto is merely the adverb of the corresponding

adjective, derived from the Latin tostus, and signifying " swift,"

" sudden," "alt in a heat," "hot with haste," so that it is syno-

nymous with ardens.

§ IL Im'portance and value of the Latin Language,

Li the preceding pages I have endeavoured to write the

history of the Latin language, and to characterize its peculiari-

ties, from the earliest period of its existence down to the present

time, when it is represented by a number of daughters, all re-

sembling their mother more or less, and all possessing in some

degree her beauties and defects. Of these, it can hardly be

doubted that the French has the best claim to the primogeniture

and inheritance. The Latin and French languages stand related

to one another, not only in the connexion of affinity, but stillmore

so in the important position which they have occupied as poli-

tical and literary organs of communication. They have both

striven to become the common language of civilized and educated

men ; and they have had singular recommendations for the

office which they partially assumed. For powder of condensation,

for lucid perspicuity, and for the practical exposition of common

matters, there are few idioms which can compete with the Latin

or the French. In many particulars they fall far behind tlie

Greek and the German ; in many more they are surpassed by

the English ; and it seems now to be determined that neither

Caesar nor Napoleon was destined to reverse the decree of

Providence, that man, though the one reasoning and speaking

creature, should, in different parts of the world, express his

thoughts in different languages. If there is one idiom which

seems both worthy and likely to include within it the articulate

utterances of all the world, it is our own,—for we, too, " are

sprung of earth's first blood," and the sun never sets upon, our

Saxondom. But the dignity of our English speech, and its wide

diffusion by means of our commercial enterprise and missionary
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zeal, do not suggest any argument or motive, whicli should in-

duce us to neglect or discourage the study of the old Roman
literature. Though the Latin tongue will never again become

the spoken language of Europe, there is no reason why it should

not resume its place as the organ of literary eommunication,

—

why, with its powers of conciseness and abbreviation, and with

its appropriation of all the conventional terms of science and art,

it should not still flow from the pens of those who have truths

and facts to communicate, and who are not carefid to invest or

disguise them in the embellishments of some modern and fashion-

able style. This at least is certain, that the Latin language has

struck its roots so deeply and so permanently in our own lan-

guage, that we cannot extirpate it, if we would ; for w^e must

know Latin, if we would thoroughly understand our own mother-

tongue; and even those who are least learned, and most dis-

posed to undervalue classical attainments, are very liable to

further what others would call the corruption of our language,

by the introduction of new terms erroneously formed after a

Latin modeP. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to expect that,

whatever changes may take place in the professional edu-

cation of Englishmen—though the Universities may cease to

bestow the highest degrees in their faculties upon those who
have passed through the Latin exercises of their schools—though

the meeting of Convocation may never again be inaugurated

with a Latin sermon at St. PauVs—though a study of Justinian

and Gains may be pronounced of no use to the lawyer—though

even Roman history may lose its general interest—though phy-

sicians may decline to prescribe and apothecaries to dispense ac-

cording to the phraseology of a Latin materia medica—though

the House of Commons may no longer bestow the sanction of

^ It would be easy to cite a long list of words in -atlon, which are not

formed from Latin roots, and are certainly not due to the Latin scholar-

ship of those who first used them. The verb "to base" for "to cause to

rest on a base or foundation" is a modern corruption so common that I

cannot hope to have avoided it in my own writings, though I am quite

aware that according to all analogy "to base" or "abase" must mean
" to depress" or " lay low", not " to build up."
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parliamentary applause on well applied quotations from the clas-

sical authors—still, a competent acquaintance with the language

and literature of ancient Rome will be, as it is now, indis-

pensable to every one, who lays claim to a complete cultivation

of his reason and taste, and who wishes either to understand

and enjoy the writings of our best authors, or to enrich the

English language with new examples of its capacity for terse

arguments, happy expressions, and harmonious periods.
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fusle, 219

hareutuse, 150

heczri, 222

helefu, 200

hintha, hinthiu, 222

ipa, 223

ir, 201

Janus, 171

Juno, 173

Jupetrul, 202

Kalairu, 202

kemulmleskul, 224

kethuma, 91, 199

Kupra, 173

lar, 179

Larthialisvle, 223

lat, 212

lauchme, 124, 189

lautn, lautnescle, 214

lisiai, 200

Mantus, 177

maram, 200

-219, and the following.

Mars, 175

mathu, 200

Matuta, 176

Menerfa, 174

Merqurius, 179

mi, 199

Mulve, 201

murzva, 223

nac, 209

nastav, 200

neke, 201

nesla, 209

nethu, 200

Nethuns, 177, 200

Nfatia, 213

ni, 199

Nortia, 179

peras, 205

phleres, 206

phruntac, 191

Phupluns, 230

Porsena, 19

Pupliana, 20 r

Rasne, 225

ril, 305

sains, 222

Saturnus, 175

Secstinal, 170

224 Sethlans, 174

sie, 200

Soranus, 176

Sothina, 176
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stem, 213

sver, 210

Summanus, 173

suthi, 209

Tanaquil, 86

tanna, 2
1

3

tece, 207

teis, 219

telur, 223

tenilaeth, 213

tephral, 57
tesne, 219

Thalna, 174

thana, 121

thaura, 211

Thekinthul, 215

thipurenai, 182, 200

thmtflaneth, 215

three, 208

thues, 221

thura, 211

Tiberis, 204

Tina, 172

tlenacheis, 207

trutnft, 187

tulati, 223

Turce, 203

Turmg, 179

tutbines, 207

Vedius, 173

Veltbina, 225

Veltbu, 201

Vertumnus, 175

versus, 195

Usil, 136

Utuze, 170

^7aX/ia, 181

dypios, 320

'Ayxi(rvs, 9
adr]v, 302

d4vvao$, 9
aie-^, ald6s, 58

alpio}, III

al<xa, 58, 181

aiibv, 484

d\7]dris, 363

d\is, 302

dWos, 374
dfMireipa, 238

d/x(pi, 399
a^a. 374, 396
dvaKaXvTTTco, 396

dua^, 179

dwrivri, 186

'ATTt'a, 4, 57
dirb, 395

dTTodidofjiai, 458

dpyos, 15

'ApeOovaa, 63

'Aprjs, 63, 176

dpiarepos, 176

dpTrd^oj, 470

dpa-rjp, 6^

"ApTefiis, 63, 203

as, 342

dcTTra^OyUat, dcTTraXtej^s, 459
davcprjXos, 195

'ArpoTTOs, 179

VI.

GREEK WORDS,

avr6s, 377

'A0/)o6tT77, 342

^^, 395

^acrrdio), 536

BepeviKv, 55

IBXItto), 287

BocTTTO/oo?, 55

/JoOs, 184

^OWTTiS, 45

/5f^P70J, 55

yeX^oPTes, 189

y^cpvpa, 496
y-qpiwv, 177

yXvKvppL^a, 298

rj'd(9a;f, 163

yodo}, jSodw, 184

5a-^/5, 302

daKpycy, 302

SaXi's, 174

5aX6s, 302

dawavT], 200

daxpLXrjs, 302

5^, 397

deLKTjXiKTTjs, 188

SeiXos, 302

5e4TOS, 130

57]p.6(nos, 330, 334

5id, 399
SiTrXdcTios, 495
Si's, 7

SiV/cos, 5

dLxofJLTjuia, 188

SpttJ, 92

bQ)pov, 302

^ap, 456

edw, 501

iypriyopdaL, 453
'i^eadai, 300

ei, 300

et'/ccii', 188

et/^l and yiyvop-ai, 416

etra, 397

iXevdepos, 7

'EXicri//cos, 5 note.

eXX6s, 300

e/i^, 376

ej/, eis, 396

iuapyrjs, 362

eviyK€LV, 177

e7r/, 399

iTriTTjdeios, 344

eTTOfiat, 300

-PiS, 299

ipvdpos, 7

^pXop.a.1, 92

^(7re, 383

erepos, 376

^Tt, 396

erdipLos, 459
e{//J.aprj$, 363

evxepris, 363

^X'^; 449
ews, 342

ewuToO, 320
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Zetyy, 171, 36

1

^'At09, cek-qv-q, 1 74

Vf^^pa, l/jL^pa, 320

ijixepo's, 320

qireLpos, 32

1

^pcos, 31

ddXacraa, 299
dappetv, 302

6'e?os, 222

^^yUis, indecl. 346
^^j/ap, 364

^T^p, 289

6t]s, 222

dyjaavpbs, 304

^Tyres, 149

^upa, 302

^wpT?^, 302

Ouivfxa, 320

fSfos, 342

'I/i^pa, 320

KatpSs, 462, 478
«aXos, 302

Kdi^os, 372, 374
Kepapyvjut, 463
/c\i/w, 70

KoaKvWo}, 298

KoapLos, 298

Kovprjres, 30

Kpavabs, 132

/cp^fw, 461

KpuaraWos, 62

AaiaTpvydov, 180

\dp,os, &c. i8r

\4xpios, 189

X^ws, 342
Xirpa, 7

Xoldopos, 190

Xo^las, 30

^ctXa, ;u6\ts, 393
fMOiVTis, 178, 291

^'^P'?, 3^3

fxdpTvs, 363

fiaaros, 69

txdTiqv, 191

/i^^f, 200

fj-iXadpoj^, 183

/teXas, 37
/J-eXerdix}, 498
p.ep.§X<j}Ka, 287

/WeoS;, 369

pLt(T7]/j,l3p[a, 287

/xeTdirr], 42

^^x/", 450

j«^, 403

AtT^^/i^w, 175

/^^0-70;, 450

/Ai;ptOi, 315

vadp,bs, 200

vdj/os, 191

v^w, 176

^^fos, 244

6<os, 58

'Oapicov, 244

dao-ts, 58

S5e, 372

(35oi5s, 304

'05i;cr(ret;j, 170

ddvaaopLai, 470
otcrrpos, 58

6'Xos, 137

5/i7r??, 5

6p,<paXos, 287

oTTwpa, 5

oiJ, 118, 403

oipavbs, 425

ovTos, 372

ocpeiXu, 451

Trapd, 398

Trapaards, Traards, 42

irapaaTrjvai, avpt.7rapaaTT]vai,

354

Trap^Xw, 449
Trapdevos, 289

Tracrdadai., 124

7rar77p, 57

Tre/^w, 455
7rAa7os, TreXaYtoj, 364
TreXapyos, 37
tt^Xlos, TT^tdvdi, 37
Tripvy]p,L, 462

Tnvpda-Kw, Trplaixai, 458
TTtTrroj, 455
TTLUOJ, 124

TrXripyjs, 302

iroirjpLa, 481

TTOtJ/^, 503
TTorp, 525

voXis, 112

TTpvXees, 314

pndpoVf 193

pottos, 455
poij3dos, 297

(raivca, 306

o-eXrjPT], 174, 186

(ji(puv, 195

2ow5tz/a, 176

crTop^puvp.1, 462

(TTvcpeXbs, 290

(Tx^rXios, 300

rdXts, 174

ravid), Telvoj, 214, 449
TavpoirbXos, 45
rip^evos, 321, 462, 478
rep/^/s, 323
T^WS, 342

TTIp^OS, 386

TTjuiKa, 386

rts, 172

Tr0os, 56

-rpe'xw, 92, 457
rpiyXvcpos, 42

r^papvos, 15

Tijpais, 15

I't^s, 202

VTTvos, 300

I77r6, 397
vcpaivw, 449
(pdXai, 185

0tXos, 0iX^w, 498
^Xtctcrtos, 495

(poXKds, 289

(fivyydvo), 461

0ua>, 202, 4 14

Xa/^a^, 199

Xap.aldpvs, 303

Xaz'Sdj'w, 470

Xaof, 7

Xdp^77, 300

XeiXos, 200

Xew, 442

XT?^', 184

X%os, 479
xOap.aX6s, 91, 199

X/Xtot, 315, 449
Xiwz/, 449

xXwpos, 188

Xwpos, xop(5s, X'^/'a, 320

MKeavbs, 505

ibv^op.ai, 458

dxpeXQ, 451
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a, ab, abs, 395

abemo, 460

ac, atque, 509

accerso, 302, 419

accipiter, 184, 357
accuse, &c. 315

acer, 477
acerra, 257

acervus, 233, 477
activus, 477
actus, 149, 322

actutum, 478

acua, 296

ad, 396

adeps. III, 402

adhaesum, 183

adoro, 255, 444
adulo, 306

advena, 475
ffides, 254

Eeditimus, 313

seger, 314

aeneus, ahenus, 98

aereus, aeneus, 302

serumna, 480

sestimo, 314

aeternus, 175

af=ab, 260

ager, 251

agito, 497
ala, 502

albico, 499
alimentum, alimonia, 481

aliquis, 383

aliquispiani, 385

alius, 374

aliuta, 241

almus, alo, 458, 475
alumnus, 117, 480

amanuensis, 397

ambidens, 392

ambitus, 250

arabo, 391

amicus, 303

amo, amor, 62, 459, 485

amoenus, 191, 403

ampirvo, 238

VII.

LATIN WORDS.
amplector, 459
amsegetes, 251

ancilia, 178

anfractus, 251

anguis, 186

animum advertere, indu-

cere, 260

annus, 193, 505
ante, 398

antid, 365

antiquus, 320

antrum, 487

anus, 193

aperio, 402

apud, 397

aqua, 296

arboresco, arboretum, 467
arbustum, 357
arcera, 242

arcesso, 302, 419, 465

arguo, argutus, argumen-

tum, 504

armus, 475
asper, 509

aspernor, 462

assido, assideo, 503

assiduus, 242

atrox, 402, 477
auctumnus, 5, 456
audeo, 470
augur, 313

aula, 516

auriga, 506

auritus, 467

auris, 302

aurum, 128, 137

autumo, 314

avena, 186

aveo, 90, 450

averrunco, 287

bajulus, 536

bellum, 286

berber, 234

berbex, 62

bes, 286

bibo, 287

bidens, 392

bimus, 494
bis, 286

bitumen, 287

blandus, 503

bonus, 286

bos, 361

bruma, 576

Bucco, 163

caduceus, 303

cseculus, 456

caedo, 90

caelebs, 479
caelibaris hasta, 479
caelum, 479
caeruleus, 307

Caesar, 128

Caius, 339

calvitur, calumaia, 243,

480

canis, 359
cano, 458, 505

canorus, 446

cantilena, 253

canus, candidus, 128

capesso, 419, 465

capio, 460

caput, 62

caput, capud, 355

career, 516

cardo," 322, 490
carmen, 355, 481

carnifex, 496

caro, 356

castrum, 487

castus, 146, 239

catamitus, 303

caterva, 233, 477
catervatim, 343
catus, 128, 233

cauneas, 524

causa, 476

cavitus, 276

cavillor, 463

cedo, 408

celer, 30, 359

celeres, 29

celsus, collis, &c. 204
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centurio, 482

ceremonia, 481

cemo, 463

cerus rnanus, 236

cervus, 476

ceu, 214

ceva, 184

chorauloedos, 236

cieo, cio, 311, 452

cimeterium, 316

cinctutus, 478

cippus, 290

circa, circura, circiter, 401

citra, 401

citus, 452

civis, 149, 276, 477

clam, calim, 345

claustrum, 487

cliens, 73, 324

clipeus, 324

codes, 30

cogo, 459, 498

coemo, 460

coena, T28

coepi, 470

cohors, 98

cohum, 479

colonia, 296

cominus, eminus, 345

comissari, 97, 319

como, 460

compascuus, 251

compesco, 466

concapes, 250

confute, 446

congruo, 504

conniveo, 296

conscripti, 29

consideratus, 432

considero, 445

contaminare, 516

contemplor, 545
contio, 304, 516

contra, 401

convitium, 516

coquus, 296

cor, 355

coram, 345

cornutus, 467, 478

corvus, 184

cosol, 304

creo, cresco, 466, 468

crepo, 443
crinitus, 478

crus, 191

cubo, 443
cuicuimodi, 518

cujus, &c. 382

culmen, 317

cum, 401

cumera, 138

cunse, 516

cuncti, 31

cuneus, 233

cunque, 388

cupidus, 476
cu]3io, 460

cur, 296

cura, 314

curia, curiatius, curtius, 29

curio, 482

custos, 146

dano, 441

de, 399
debeo, 91, 450
debilis, 91

decorus, 446

decumanus, 322, 490
decuria, 121, 516

deliro, 323

dehibeo, 451

demo, 399
demum, 385

denique, 386

denuntio, 273

deploro, 445
dequim, 269, 390

desidero, 445
detego, 396

develo, 396

dextra, 114

di, 339
dice, 233

difFensus, 245

difficultas, 317

Digentia, 302

digitus, dignus, 478
diligo, 457, 459
dimico, 444
diocesis, 316

dissicentes, 117

divide, 188

diurnus, 494
do, 441

dolus, 510

Domitius, 304

domo, 443
donee, 386

donum, 302

duco, 267

Duillius, 286

dulcis, 306

dumtaxat, 270, 273

dunque, 235

e, ex, 395
eapse, &c. 377
Ecastor, &c. 517.

effcetus, 502

Egerius, 9
eho, ego, eja, &c. 376
elementum, 169

emico, 444
emo, 458
enim, 150, 344
enos, 233

eo, 391

equester, 493
equidem, 526

equus, 477
ercticisco, 249
erga, 401

ergo, 342

eruditus, 169

escit, 239, 413, 468

esum, 412

et, 397, 509

etiam, 388

exiguus, 516

exilis, 516

exim, 341

existimo, 312

expergiscor, 457
explode, 315

explore, 444
extemple, 345, 478

facesso, 419

facie, 234

facie, 296

facul, 267, 525

fagus, 288
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fama, 475 glisco, 204 imitor, 188

famelicus, 360 globus, 290 immo, imo, 528

fiimilias, 331 Gnaeus, 292 imperator, 134

fanum, fatuin, 478 gnarures, 332 imus, 516

Fatua, 186 granum, 292 in, 396

fatuus, III gratuitus, 478 inclitus, 324

favor, 485 ^ gruma, 68, 322 inde, 341

febris, 475 gruo, 504 indies, 246

fendo, 469 grus, 187 induco, 267

fenestra, 487 habena, 187 indulgeo, 90, 502

fera, 289 babeo, 450 induticB, 459
ferio, 469 haereo, 294 infensus, infestus, 469
fero, 370, 469 liaruspex, 186 infit, 470
filiug, 202 haustrum, 487 infra, inferior, 392

finalis, 419 heluo, 200 ingruo, 504

findo, 188, 303 Herclaneus, 170 iniquus, 312

fio, 296, 414 heredium, 251 innocens, innoxius, 476

flamma, 475 heres, 448 inquam, 135, 291, 419» 47^

flecto, 456 heri, 91 inquilinus, 296

fluo, it6 Hermmius, 31, 170 inquiro, 312

fcecundus, 348 herus, 31 instar, 345

foedus, 502 hibernus, 290, 294 insula, 251

foemina, 414 hie, 371 sqq. intelligo, 457
foetus, 414 hiemps, 290, 294 inter, 311

folium, 286 bine, 341 interatim, 246

fons, 495 hio, 294 interea, 378

forceps, forfex, forpex, 352 bir. III intereo, intei-ficio, 453

forem, 415 Hirtius, 29 interpres, interpretor, 443,

fortuitus, 478 bodie, 327 497

forum =vestibulum sepul- bodiernus, 494 inVitus, 112

cri, 258 bomicida, 431 ipse, 376

fossa, 476 homo, 31 ipsippe, 387

fovea, foveo, 186 bonestus, 300, 485 iracundus, 432

frango, 116 honor, 300, 485 is, 376

fraiis, 510 hora, 148 iste, 371 sqq.

frausus, 255 Horatius, 29 item, 525

frustra, 191 bornus, 494 itero, 498

fugio, fugo, 448 hortus, 251, 294 iterum, 302

fui, 415 hospes, 244 jacere, 448

fulgetrum, 487 bostis, 244 jam, 344

fundus, 322, 495 humus, 91, 199, 294 jubeo, 449

fungor, 461 iconomus, 316 jucundus, 516

Gaius, 339 idem, 376 judaidiare, 319

gallicinium, 505 ideo, idoneus, 344 jugermn, 149, 322

gelu, 62 idus, 188 jugum, 319

gena, 292 igitur, 242, 342, 401, 409 Jupiter, 361

generosus, 356 Ilithyia, 316 jurgium, 251, 459

genus, 292 iUe, 311, 372 sqq. juvenis, 359

gigno, 458 iUico, 345 juvo, 443

glacies, 62 im, 270 juxta, 402
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lacesso, 419

lacryma, 302

lacte, 478

lasna, 294
lanius, 188

lapicidinse, 516

lapiderum, 334
lappa, -290

largus, 180

larva, 180

lentus, 464

levir, 302

liber, loeber, 146, 351

librarius, 269

ligare, 302

lignum, 478
ligurio, 499
limes, 321

lingua, 302, 502

lino, 463

lira, 189

lis, 263, 307

lituus, 189

longinquus, 302

lorica, 302

Lubedon, 291

luci, 273

ludus, 169, 189

luervem, 174, 233

lupus, 298

luridus, 188

luscus, 30

luuci, 273

lympha, 156

macte, 340, 517

magister populi, 2, 29
magister, minister, 147
mala, 178, 516

malus, 393
mando, 178

manifestus, 363, 469
mantiscinari, 291

manubrium, 488

manus, 173, 190

Marcipor, &c. 525

mare, 90, 364
Mars, Mavors, &c. 175,

179, 291

massa, 97, 3:9

niateiia, -es, 359

matrimonium, 480

mea, &c. 378

meditor, 498

mehe, 98

mel, 355
melior, 393
mens and animus, 1 75

men turn, 178

mercimonium, 481

mergus, 1
1

7

meridie, 302, 327, 517

merx, 353
mico, 443

mile, miles, 30, 315

Minerva, 174, 233, 477

minister, 147

minus for non, 405

mis, 368

misceo, 450

modero, 498

modo, 327, 408, 527

molior, 503

mollis, 516

moneo, 175

monstrare, 176

monstrum, 487

mox, 345

multimodis, 518

muscipula, 512

musso, 97
nam, 344

namque, 384

nanxitor, 248

narro, 59, 459
nativus, 477
naufragus, 512

navalis, 419
ne, nee, and non -quidem,

405

nee, 117, 248, 404
necesse, 366

neger, 314 ^
negligo, 117, 457
nego, 118, 500
negotium, 117

negritu[do], 118, 314
negumo, 237

nequam, 389

nequinont, 298

Nero, 6^

nervua, 247, 476
nihilum, 517

nix, 297, 353
non, 405

nonus, 391

norma, 69

nostri, nostrum, 369
nox = noctu, 254, 346
noxa, noxia, 476
nubes, 475
nudiustertius, 494, 518

num, 405

nuncupo, 249

nuntius, 304

ob, 399
obba, 400

obedio, 315

obesus, 400

obliquus, 189

obliviscor, 467
obnoxius, 476

obrussa, 97
obses, 502

obsidere, 400, 502

obstetrix, 354
obstinere, 237, 400
obsto, 354
obsum, 450

occentare, 253

occultus, 297

octavus, 391

odi, 470

oetor, 276

offendo, 469

officina, 328

officium, 354, 451

oleaster, 188

olfacit, 302

olim, 239, 374
oUus, 374
omentum, 516

omnimodis, 518

omnis, 31

onus, 300

onustus, 300, 485

opima spolia, 240

oportet, 91, 450
oppidum, oppido, 112, 400
ops, 4

opto, 498
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optimus, 400

opulentus, 464

010, 444

OS, 355

oscines, 1
1

4

osem, 2^6

otium, 516

paciscor, 243

pagunt, 243

palam, 345

pando, pateo, 448

paries, 315

pario, pareo, 448

parochus, 450

pars, 345

partim, 327

parvus, 476

pasco, 466

patefacio, 419

patres, conscripti, 29

patrimonium, 480

paullus, 516

pecco, 501

pectuscum, 27

pecus, 297

pedester, 493
pejor, 392, 536

pejero, 398, 517

pelagus, 364

pendo, pendeo, 448

penes, 345

penetro, 499
per, 398

perdo, pereo, 419, 453
perennis, 194

pergo, 314, 459, 498

pestis, 475

peto, 455

pigeo, 146

pilumnus, 237, 4S0

pipatio, pipulo, 136, 253

plaustrum, 488

pleores, 233

plorare, 238, 444
plumbum, 291

poema, 316

pcBnas, nom, pi. 253, 329

polenta, 324

pollex, 354

poUiceo, 403

PoUius, 51(7

pomceiium, 401

pondus, 496

pone, post, 401

pono, 465

pontifex, 496

populus, 230

porcet, 516

pnrrigo, 102, 214, 403, 457
portus, 245

posco, 466

posit =:posuit, 316

possum, 468

postea, 378

posthac, &o. 145, 378

posticus, 320

postliminium, 401

postridie,*32 7

pote, potis, 366

potus, 476

pras, preeter, pro, propter,

398

prsedium, 146

praefamino, 235

prses, 354

prseterea, 378

praetor, praetura, 486

prsetor, &c. 427

prsevides, 146, 276, 280

pratensis, 492

pravus, 62

precor, 91, 470

prehendo, 98

pretium, 443, 497
primus, 391

priscus, 18

privignus, 512

pro, 398

proceres, 31

procul, 345

proelium, 315

proficiscor, 466 »

proletarius, 242

promenervat, 174

promo, promptus, 459
promulgare, 290

propinquus, 302

propitiuR, 304

propter, 345

propterea, 378

prosa, 179, 304

prosper, 509

prudens, 516

prurigo, 499
puella, 490
puer, 525

pulmo, 480

puniceus, 290

punio, 503

purgo, 107, 459
pytisso, 97
qusero, 419
quaestor, 256

qualus, 516

quando, 386

quandoquidem, 527
quansei, 276

quantus, 358

quapropter, 145, 378
quasi, 379
queo, queno, 298, 311, 453
ques, 246, 381

qui and quis, 381

quia, 381

quicquid, 384

quidam, 383

quidem, 385

quilibet, 383

quinaria, 148

quippe, 387

quispiam, 384

quisquam, 383

quisque, 383, 387

quisquis, 383
quivis, 384, 387

quomodo, 527

quoque, 388

quoquus, 296

quorsus, 179

radere genas, 257

rastrum, 487

ratio, 365

ratiocinor, 505

re— dud, 403

re= rei, 370

reapse, 377

recludo, 396

redantruo, 237

refert, 370

refirmo, 396
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refuto, 446

regio, 91

regiones viarum, 321

rego, 457

religio, 482

remulco, 324

remus, 475

reor, 365

repetundarum, 275

repudio, 264

res, 294, 362

retego, 396
rettuli, 305

revelo, 396

reverter, 457
reus, 245

ricinium, 257

rixa, 299, 319

robustus, 356

rorarius, 315

rostrum, 487

rota, 302

ruber, 7

rudimenta, 169

rudo, 455
ruma, 68

rupitia, 253

rursus, 179

rus, 294

rutrum, 487

sacellum, 516

sacramentum, 270

sseculum, 175

sagitta, 90

Saguntus, 97

sal, 356, 358

sanates, 243

sarpo, sarpta, 250

satis, 302, 366

scando, 448

scateo, scaturio, 499

scilicet, 419, 518

scribere, 286

scriptor, scriptura, 427, 486

se, 368

se cffilo cedens, 237

se, sed, sine, 246, 256, 337

secundus, secutus, 391

securis, 90

, sido, 448

sedulo, 269

semel, simplex, &;c. 390

Semones, 234

semper, 390

sempiternus, 175

semuncia, 148

senex, 353
sepultus, 317

sequester, 493
sermo, 486

sermocinor, 505

sero, 463

sesquipes, sesquipedalis,

505

sestertius, 250

setius, 481

severus, 10

sibilo, 195

sibus, 1 48

sic, 372

siccus, 501

sicilicus, 148, 322

sila, silva, 324

simplex, 390
simul, 341

sincerus, 390

sinciput, 390

sine, 401

singulus, 390

sinister, 147

sino, 463

siremps, 273

sis = si vis, 518

sis= suis, 316

socer, 324

sodes, 518

solari, 516

sollemnis, 137, 194

sellers, 137

solus, 374
sonorus, 446

sonticus, 244

speres, 332

sperno, 463

spiritus, 476

sponte, 90, 375, 495
Spurius, 32, 313

squama, 297

statim, 402

stator, 354

sterno, 303

stipendium, 516

stipulus, 114

stlis, 263, 307

sto, 442

strenuus, 137

struo, 461

suad, 143

sublimis, 516

subtilis, 516

sueris, 334

sufFoco, 315

sum and inquam, 291

sum and fio, 411 sqq.

sumo, 466

summus, 516

suovetaurilia, 509
supellex, 354

supparum, 290

suppositicius, 502

suspitio, 481, 516

ta=da, 234

tabeo, 56

taciturnua, 494
tsedet, tardus, 146

tamen, 345

tandem, 345, 516

taxo, 270

tectifractis, 518

tellus, 112

temno, 321, 462

temo, 480

tempero, 462

tempestas, 243

tempestus, 239

templum, 107, 173, 32 ij

462, 478

tempus, 462, 478

tendo, 214

teneo, 449
tenus, 345

tepidus, 56

terra, 112

tessera,, 363

testis, 363

testimonium, 480

thensaurus, 304

Tiberis, 204

tignum, 250

tinguo, 295
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tis, 316

Titus, 31

tlatus, 458

toga, 195, 502

tolero, 498

tonsa, 476
topper, 290

torquular, 296

torres, 200

torvus, 477

tot, 112

totus, 32, 112

traho, 288, 292, 294

trama, 475

trans, 401

transtrum, 488

trebla, 108

trimus, 494
tripudium, 264

trucido, 477
tuber, 290

tuburcino, or tuburcinor,

409, 506

tugurium, 251, 317

ubi, unde, unquara, usque,

383, 387

ullus, 389

ultro, 341, 374

ultro tributum, 375

umbo, 400

unguo, 295

universus, 32, 196

unus, 315, 390

urbs, 348

urgueo, 295

urvo, 148

usque, 388

uterque, 391

utpote, 387

vacca, 5

vagulatio, 245

vanus, 516

variegare, 310

Varro, 63

vas, 146

vasargenteis, 518

vates, 291, 359
vaticinari, 291

vaticinium, 505

vehemens, 98

Vejovis, 173

vel, III

velum, 516

veneo, venumdo, 419, 453
venilia, 36

ventus, i8i

venum, 427

Venus, 291, 356

venustas, 356

ver, 451

ver sacrum, 6

veratrum, 488

verbustus, 239

verecundus, 364

versutus, 478

verto, vertumnus, 456
veru, 289

verus, 363

vestis, 476

vestri, vestrum, 309

veto, 443
vetus, 353
vicies, 516

vicus, vicinus, 251

videlicet, 419, 518
viduus, 148, 188

viginti, 286

villa, 250

vindex, 134

vindicit, 246

vindico, 134, 453
violentus, 464
vir, 62

virgineus, 334
virgo, virago, 63
vis, vires, 379
vitricus, 289

vito, 443
vitta, 58

vitulus, 5

vivus, 117, 297

vox, 475

zona, 350, 476

VIII.

LATIN TERMINATIONS.

a, 475 ber, bra, brum. 488 ea, 475
ago, 356 bills, bundus, 9 i> 505 edo, 356
alis, 489 bulum, 488 ensis, 492
anus, 489 c, 352, 475 eo (verb), 447, 502

ao (verb), 441, 500 cer, oris, crum, 488 er, 35 i, 35^
ar, 356 cuius, 489 ero (verb), 498
aris, 489 cus, 475 es, 35 7j 475
arium, 489 d, 352 ester, 493
ax, 475 din, 486 etum, 489
b, ZB^ dus, 476 eus, 475
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la, 475

ico (verb), 499
icus, 475

ido, 356

idius, 493

idus, 476

iensis, 492

ies, 475

igo, 356

lie, 489

ills, 489

ilius, 493

in, 356

inus, 489

io (verb), 451, 503

io, 481

ior, 485

is, 367, 475

isso (verb), 465

ito (verb), 497

it-s, 30, 315, 498

ius, 475

1,356

lebs, 479

lentus, 464

lum, Ius, leus, 478, 490
men, mentum, 355, 481

mnus, mna, mnum, 480

mon, 480

monia, 481

mus, ma, 475

n, 481

ndu3, 358

no (verb) 455, 462

nt, 495
nus, na, num, 478

on, 482

or, 357, 485

osus, 484

r, 357, 485

rt, 358

rum, 478, 488

8, 478

SCO (verb), 466

strum, 487

t, 355, 481

ta, 478

tat-, tut-, 355, 486

ter, tor, 357, 486, 493

timus, tinus, 494

tio, 48?

tis, 355, 476

tivus, 477
terium, torium, 486

t + n, 494
tor, 486

trie, 354, 486

tro (verb), 499
trum, 487

tudo, 486

turio (verb), 499
turnus, 494

turns, tura, 486

tus, ta, turn, 478

tus, ttis, 476

tut, 355, 486

ulo (verb), 499
um, 488

urio (verb), 499
us, -i, 350 -

us, -uris, 356

V, 361

vis, vus, 476

X, 352, 475

IX.

a, 541

abeille, 299

aesmer, 305

age, 306

aigre, -299

aillevu-s, 541

aim^, 305

aimerai, 540

aimois, 288

ainsi, 541

ame, 525

Amiens, 288

Anjou, 305

aorer, aorner, 305

AoM, 299

ap6tre, 306

arracher, 539

FRENCH WORDS.

Arras, 305

assez, 305, 541

aucun, 307

aumdne, 307

aune, 307

aussi, 535

autel, 307

autre, 307

Autun, 299

Avalon, 286

avant, 398, 541

avec, 541

aveugle, 299

avoir, 286

avois, 286

avril, 290

bailli, 536

Besangon, 286

biais, 307

bougre, 307

Bourges, 305

Briangon, 299

cage, 287

Cahors, 305

canonique, 536

captif, 536

car, 541

case, 536

cause, 536

Cavaillon, 286

eel, cet, 535

cendre, 305

chacun, 451

Chalons, 305



chambre, 287, 298

changer, 287

chanoine, 537
charme, 298

chaste, 298

chataigne, 298

chaud, 298

chef, 298

cheoir, 298

cher, 298

ch^tif, 537

cheval, 298

chevetre, 290

cheveu, 290

chfevre, 290

Chez, 298, 537

chien, 298

choux, 298

chose, 537
cochfere (porte), 109

combler, 287

comme, 528

corbeille, 299

courtois, 304

dais, 299

dame, 525

d^couvrir, 397

demain, 541

derrifere, 541

desormais, 541

devant, 398

devoiler, 397

diacre, 307

Dijon, 287

dit, 298

done, 541

dont, 541

Dordogne, 305

dordnavant, 541

droit, 535

^cris, 539
ensemble, 541

ensevelir, 290

^crire, 288

epltre, 306

esclave, 70

^tage, 306

^tes, 539
^v§que, 290

Eure, 305

INDICES.

Evreux, 286

expulser, 536

faible, 525

faire, 524

faisons, 298

faites, 539
femme, 525

feu (focus), 299

feu (felix), 307

foi, 304

fois, 299

foyer, 299

gendre, 305

gens, 539
genifevre, 290

grb, 305

Grenoble, 305

gu^, 305

guerre, 296

Havre, 302

hommes, 524

hopital, 536

hors, 289

hotel, 536

Huguenot, 305

ici, 535

jamais, 541

jeu, 299

Langres, 307

Laon, 299

larme, 298, 524

lieu, 299

lifevre, 290

liquorice, 298

lire, 299

Loire, 299

loisir, 298

Londres, 255

Lyon, 299

Magon, 305

maigre, 299

maintenant, 541

raaire, 536

mais, 299, 541

maltre, 299

mariage, 306

marquis, 304

Mayence, 305

Mayenne, 305

Melun, 305

559

meme, 541

Metz, 305

minuit, 143, 305

moins, 541

nager, 288

naif, 536

natal, 536

natif, 536

Nevers, 307

neveu, 290

noel, 536

noir, 299

nombre, 287

nu, 304

nuire, 299

oc, 534
ceil, 524

ceuvre, 290

or, 541

Orne, 306

oti and ou, 526, 541

ouvrir, 290

oyl, 534
page, 305

paien, 299

pauvre, 290

pays, 304

p^re, 305, 525

persifler, 195

peu, 299, 541

pi^t^, 536

pirouetter, 238

piti^ 536

plaisir, 298

poids, 150

Poitiers, 299

poitrine, 298

poix, 299

pour, 541

pousser, 536

prfes, 541

pret, 541

prdvdt, 536

puis, 541

quand, 541

queue, 305

rage, 287

ravir, 539
recevoir, 290

reine, 299
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renfermer, 396

Rennes, 305

rien, 291

roche, 290

Rodez, 305

rossignol, 306

Rouanne, 305

rougir, 287

sache, 290, 539
sage, 290

sans, 541

savoir, 290

Seine, 298

selon, 541

serment, 298

si, 541

siffler, 195

souvent, 541

suis, 306

suivre, 441

sujet, 287

tai, tait, 524

tendre, 305

titre, 306

tot, 541

trop, 541

tons, 539
Troyes, 298

Vaudois, 304

vendredi, 305

vie, 305

viendrai, 305

voici, voila, 524

voir, 305

y, 526, 541

Yonne, 298

X.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.

A.

Abella, 151

Accent in Latin, 358, 521

^neas, 8

-(Eschylus, Agam. 42, 796;

explained, 40
— Choeph. 350; explained,

400
— lb. 779; explained, 457
— Eum. 975; explained,

369
— Prom. 830; explained,

61

— Suppl. 313; explained,

^sculapius, 170

'A^Tio/xa or tympanum, 4

1

Africanus, epitaph on liis

son translated, 261

Agnone (tablet of), 154

Agylla, 198

"aim," 305

Alba, 6

Alphabet, 95, 168, 283

Amaduzzi (J, C), 197

Ambrones, 71

Anchises, 9

Apollo, 44

Architecture, Pelasgian and

Doric, 39

Arethusa, 45, 63, 203

Argos, arx, 15

Arimaspian, 6i

Ariosto, 61

Aristophanes as an autho-

rity for the Scythian lan-

guage, 53

Arminius, 31

Arringatore, inscription on

the statue of the, 207

Artemas, 516

Artemis, 45, 59, 63, 203

Arthur (King), 46'

Arthur and his round table,

46

Article in Latin rather is

than Mc, ^'j6

Articles in Romance lan-

guages, 538

Artimpasa, 59
Arvalian chant, 232

Aspirates, 83

"Assassin," 532

Atella, 151, 160

AtellanEe, 156 sqq

Aufrecht, (Dr), 33, 165

Avon, 54

Aztecs, 16, 65

B.

Bacchanalibus (Sen. Con-

sult, de), 270

"Bailiff," 537
" Baillie" (in Scotland), 536
Bantine table, 139, 272

"Base" (to), a corruption,

543
"Bet," 354
Bellerophon, 41

Betham (Sir W.), 105

Bevan (Mr Beckford), 215

Bewcastle and Bridekirk

(runes at), 226

"Beyond," 376

"Bias," 307

Bishops, their titles, 492

Bonarota, 15, 87, 164

Bopp (F.), strictures on,

438, 465, 466

/3ow7rts, as an epithet of

Juno, 45
Borysthenes and Dnieper

identified, 55
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Bridges, original idea of,

496

Bulwer Lytton (Sir E.), 197,

352

Bunsen (C. C. J.), 78

Burgon's Inscription, 169,

199

Burnouf (J. L.), 410

C.

Cteles (Cseres) Vivenna, 29,

33

Caere, 198

Camers, 11

Canticum in Ronrian plays,

157

Carthage (old treaty between

Rome and), 231

Carvilius, 293

Cases, their confusion in

Latin, 326; in Eomance,

538
Castrametation, Eoman,

491

Cato, 234

Celer, 30, 185

Celts in Italy, 7

1

Cerberus, 61

Charon, 177

Cicero, Orat. ii. 9 ; explain-

ed, 385

— ad Att.i. 17 ; explained,

483

— Tmc. Disp. I. 12, Phil.

I. 6; explained, 483, 4

Claudius (the emperor), 99,

284, 312

Codes, 30

Columna Rostrata, 268

Comedy (Roman), 158

Complexion affected by the

sun, 37 ; by sedentary ha-

bits, 532

Conditional propositions,

435

Copulative conjunctions,

509
Corinth and Lycia, 41

Corssen (W.), 386

D. V.

Crown or scudo as a coin,

184

Cumber-land, 63

Curiatius, 30

Cyclops, 45

Cyclopean architecture, 15,

39

Daciaus and Danes, 51

''Dais" in a Gothic Hall,

299

Danae, 45

Dante, 123

Danubius, 53

Darius and his horse, 61

Daulis and Doris, 51

Davus and Geta, 51, 75

Demas, 516

Dempster (J.), 164

Dentists, 258

Dirksen (Dr.), 241

Dnieper or Danaparis and

Borysthenes, 55

Dniester, 54
Dodona, the doves at, 38

Don, 56

*' Donna," 525

Dorians and Thracians, 50

Doric architecture, 40

Doris and Daulis, 5

1

Duilius (C.),his victory, 268

Duumviri perdiiellionis, 239

Dyce (Rev. A.), 162

E.

Ellis (Mr. R.), 71, 166

"English," 86

Epaphras, 516

Equus Tuticus, t 38

Ethnical inversions, 23

Ethnical names, 448

Etruscan alphabet, 168

Etruscan inscriptions, 196

sqq.

Etruscan language, 164 sqq.

Etruscans, their physical

characteristics, 80

Etruscans, their town and

country dialects differed,

25

Etrusci or Hetrusci, 83

Eugubine Tables, 94
Euripides, Iph. T. 113 ; ex-

plained, 43

Europa, 45, 63

Exodium, 157

F.

F, its compound structure,

288

Fabretti (A.), 196

Falerii, Falisci, and Hale-

sus, 290

Foenus unciarium, 255

Fortuna, 178

Franks and Iscsevones, 533
French and Latin, their

close aflBnity, 534; simi-

lar destiny, 542

Freund (Dr. W.), 79, 165

Frieze, 42

Future in Romance lan-

guages, 540

G.

Garnett (Mr. R.), 5, 8, 344

Garumna, 72
'* Gascon," 532

Gauls, parallel between

them and the Etruscans,

24

"Germander," 303

Gerunds, 428

Geryon, 177

Geta and Davus, 51, 75

Getae, Goths, 47, 491; con-

trasted with Dacians, 5

1

Giles, 307

"Give," 449

Gladiators, 81

Gladiatorial schools, 169

Gladstone (Mr. W. E.), 36

"Goth," 532

Graff (Dr), 293

Grimm (J.) on the Etrus-

cans, 165

his law, 285

36
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Gray (Mrs. Hamilton), 38,

Grotefend (Prof.), 105

Grotefend (Dr. A.), 270

ypvires, 61

Guest (Dr. E.), 285

H.

Hallam (Mr H.), 518

Harlequin, 163

Hebrew etymology, 57, 88,

90, 175, 182, 184, 199,

204, 221, 364, 388, 403,

416, 450, 455, 462, 485,

53^, 536

Hercules, 169

Herminius, 31

Herminones and Hermun-

duri, 50, 78, 533
Herodotus, i. 58 ; emended,

14 note

''Hidalgo," 32

Hirpinus, 6, 68, 132

Holm-ganga, 81

Homer emended, 454
Horace explained, 76

Horatius, 30

Horse and the Sun, 61

Huguenot, 305

Human sacrifices, 81

Humber, 72

Huschke (E.), 106

Hyacintliia, 44

I, J.

"Jack the giant killer," 80

Janiculum, 44

Janus, 44

lapygian language, 34, 69

Javan, 36

Iceland, 78

Jeli6v4h, 416

Iguvium, 94
Incendiaries, their punish-

ment, 254

Ing, 86

Ingsevones, 78, 86; and

Saxons, 533

Interest, rate of, 255

"Interest," 370

Inversions in migrationary

traditions, 25

lo, 23, 45

Iran, 48

Irmansul, 31

Isaiah, ix. 5'; illustrated,

5.36

Iscaevones, 78, 533
Ister, 53

Italian (modern), 531

Jupiter and Danae, 45

Jutes and Goths, =; i

K.

Keightley (Mr.), 177

Kenrlck (Mr. J.), 63, 171

Kephalos, myth of, 61

Kirchoff (Dr.), 106

Klenze (Prof.), 127

Koch (M.), 23

kvkXwxJ/, 45, 61 •

L.

Languedoc and Langue-

doyl, 534

Larissa, 15

Lartius, 30

Lassen (Prof.), 106

Latin, its value, 542

Latinus, Lavinus, Latvi-

nus, 7

Laws of Rome (Regal), 238;

XII Tables, 241; Silian

and Papirian, 269, 270;

Thorian, 276

Leleges, 71

Leonidas of Tarentum, con-

jecturally restored, 266

Lepsius (Dr.R.), 8, 14, 106

"Lieutenant General" and

"Major-General," 536

Ligurians, 71

Liquids, how articulated,

169

Lithuanians = Samo-Getse,

Sh 67, /4

Livius Andronicus, t6o

Livy, his testimony to the

Eastian origin of the E-

truscans, 22 ; on the A-

tellanse, 157; explained,

432

Lobeck (Prof.), 172

Lubedon for Laomedon, 29 1

Luceres, 26 sqq.

Lucretius and the Luceres,

32 sqq.

Lycophron, 86

Lydians, 20, 38, 227

Lytton (Sir E. Bulwer) 197,

352

M.

M omitted, 234

Maccaroni, 163

Msedi in Thrace, 47

Mseotis, 60

Magister populi = Dictator,

and magister equituni =
tribunus celerum, 29

"Major" in the army, ori-

gin of the name, 536

Mandela, its modern name,

291

Mastarna, 29
"' Mayor," 536

Merivale (Mr C), 526

Messapian language, 34, 69.

123

Metopes, 42

Metre, Saturnian, 264 ; true

theory of ancient, 265 ;

Sapphic and Alcaic, 521

Metzger (E.), 40

Meyer (Dr. C), 201

Michalo Lituanus, 68

Milton, 363

Mithra and Artemis, 59

Mithras, 46, 59
Mimus or Planipes, 159

Moesia, Mysia, and Moeso-

goths, 47

Mommsen (Theodor), 33

Monophthalmic deities, 45,

6i
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Mulvius (Pons), ^oi

Munro (Mr. H. A. J.), 521

Mycense, gate of the lions

at, 39 sqq.

Mysians, 47

N.

Newman (Mr. F. W.), 73,

"7, 233

Niebuhr, 3, 5, 17, 23

Numeral signs, 324

0.

Oakes (Mr. J. H. P.), 213

oc Siiid oyl, theii' etymology,

534

(Jlroavpos and olrocrKvpos,

a, 58

Oldest French, specimen of,

535

''Oriel" window, 507

Ormuzd, 59

Oscus, 4

Ovid, Fast. V. 21 ; correct-

ed, 390

"Ox, "its etymology, 5, note

P.

Papirius, 301

Pari.s-danas and Borysthe-

r^e>=5, 55
'

' Park " and "Paddock,
'

'

303

Participle, 344

Pathology of language, 5 1

3

rieXa(77cs, 37

Pelasgian worship, 44

Pelops and his ivory shoul-

der, 532

Peopling of the world, 65

Persius explained, 339

Perugian Inscriptions, 215

Piceni,. 10, note

Pindar explained, 40

Plautus emended, 528

Pomorani, 84

Populonia, 230

Porsena (his monument),

"Prevent," two meanings

of, 356

Priests, as imposers of pe-

cuniary fines, 496

Priscian, 434
Provence, 533
Provost, 536

Prussian (origin of the

name), 84, note

Pruth river, 55

Punch or Polichinello, 163

Q.

Q, its compound structure,

293

Quinna, 86

Quintilian, 288

Quirites, 129

R.

Il^ti, 22

Rdmdyana quoted, 49
Kasena, 84

Rawlinson (Mr. G.), 53, 167

Haynouard (M.), 540

Regal Laws, 238

Richard Coeur- de-Lion, 539

Richborough, 305

Rick -burners, their punish-

ment by the old Roman
laws, 254, fr. 10

Rivers and mountaitis, 55,

204

Road-making and civilisa-

tion, 321

Rochester (name of), 290

Roma Quadrata, 109

Romance languages, 452

Ros, 84

Ruckert (Dr E.), 9

Runes (Icelandic), 212

Russian, long words in, 515

Sabines, 9

Sacae, 49
Salian sonVs, '2,%^

Sallust explained, 430, 431,

450> 476

Sarmatee, Sauromat^, Syr-

matae, 49
Saturnus, 81

Satui-nian verse, 264 sqq.

Satyrical drama and the

Atellana, 156

Saxons, 49
Shakspere, 362

Scandinavian symbols of

speed, 84

Schmitz (C. von), 224

Sclirieck (Adriaen), 105

Schwartze (Dr.), 310

Scipios, epitaphs of, 260

Sclavonians, 70, 75

Scolotge, 51, 66

Scythians, 46 sqq. ; their

language, 52 sqq. ; their

rivers, 53 sqq. ; their

deities, 56 sqq.

Secchi (G. P.), 179

Semitic and Sclavonian, 88

Semitic architecture, 43

Senatus Consultum de Bac-

chanalibus, 270

Servians, 76

Sibilants in Semitic and

Sclavonian, 90

in old Italian, 97

Sigynnas, 41

''Slave" and "Serf," 76

Sophocles, TracTi. i r, ex-

plained, 362"; Ajax, 579,

(Ed. C. 12 19, 428

Spain, corruption of Latin

iu, 534

Sparga and Svarga, 62

Spolia optma, 240 *

Sporadic and central races,

65

Steub (Dr. L ), 166

Stickel (Dr. J. G.), 165

Strabo emended, 182

Sulla, a writer of Atellanae,

162

Stlrya and avptov ap,ua,

58

Symeon Magister, 84
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T.

Tacitus emended, 353 ; ex-

plained, 375, 430

Talassus, 174

Tanaquil, 86

Tarquin, 86

lavpoTrdXos, as an epithet

of Artemis, 45

Temarunda, 60

Tenses, 418

Terence, AdeljpTi. i. 2, 50;

explained, 39 1 ; Heaut.

V. 5, 16; emended, 525

Terentian metres, 523 sqq.

Teres, 50

Thames, 54, 60

Qa/JLLjii.acrddas, 59
Thor, 85

Thucydides explained, 428,

450

Thuringians and Hermun-

duri, 50

Thyrsagetae, 49
Tiburtine inscription, 259

Tina and Janus, 86

Titus, titis, titienses, 32

Tor, 85

Triglyphs, 42

Trojans in Italy, 8

'*Tues"-day, 222

Tyres and Dnies-ter, 54

U, V.

Ulysses, 170

Umbria, 10, 71

Umbro river, 11, 71

Valla (L.), 371

"Vandal," 532

Varges (Dr.), 236

Varro, 63

Veneti, 76

Ver sacrum, 6, 247

Vermiglioli (G. B.), 196

Vertumnus, 456

Vesta, 56

Vezlr, meaning of the title,

Vindelici, 76

Vindobonura, 76

Virgil explained, 181, 336,

364» 432^ 436, 445. 45^.

493, 505, 507

Vites and Vithes-laeth, 5

1

Volsinii, 201

W.

^, 354
Watling Street, 321

'' Wedding," 354

"Wether," 5, note

Wends, 76

X, Y, Z.

Ya^na quoted, 45, 61

Y and X, 1 70

"Yeoman," 32

"Zany," 163

THE END.
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WORKS
BY

JOHN WILLIAM DONALDSON, D.D.

CLASSICAL EXAMINEE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

I. Greek Philology, Lexicography, and Grammar.

The New Cratylus; Contributions towards a more
Accurate Knowledge of the Greek Language. Third Edition,

mucli enlarged. 205.

This work is designed to serve not only as an Introduction to Comparative Philo-
logy, Ethnography, and the Philosophy of Language in general, but also to be a
special repertory of information respecting the Greek Language, and the best authors
who have written in it. The general and special objects are strictly combined in the
details of the work, and while it is the author's aim to establish Comparative Philology
on the safe and ascertained basis of the old classical scholarship, his remarks on the
Greek language, whether belonging to Greek grammar, properly so called, or to
Greek lexicography, or to the criticism and exegesis of Greek authors, have all re-
ference to a much wider field of speculation, and to a much larger induction of lin-

guistic facts than have entered into the views of most writers on these subjects.

A Complete Greek Grammar, Second Edition, very
much enlarged and adapted for the use of University Students.

145.

This enlarged Edition has been prepared with the intention of placing within the
reach of students at the Universities and in the highest classes at schools, a manual of
instruction and reference which, without exceeding the limits of the most popular
works of the kind, would exhibit a more exact and philosophical arrangement of the
materials than any similar book, would connect itself more immediately with the
researches of comparative philologers, and would contain the sort of information which
the author's long experience as a teacher and examiner has indicated to him as most
likely to meet the actual wants of those who are engaged in the critical study of the
best Greek authors.

Without being formally based on any German work, it has been written with con-
stant reference to the latest and most esteemed of the Greek Grammars used on the
Continent.



Works Jjy Dr. Doaaldson.

Constructionis Grsecse Prsecepta ; editio altera, cui

prsefixa est legitima decliiiandi conjugandique ratio. Second

Edition. 2s. 6d.

The Latin edition of the Kudiments, which has been used with success in several

schools, contains everythino; that the young pupil need commit to memory, and is

expressly designed for the class-room. The syntax gives the main features of the
system developed in the Complete Greek grammar.

A Copious Greek and English Lexicon [preparing).

II. Latin PMioiogy and Grammar.

Varronianus : a Critical and Historical Introduction

to the Etlmograpliy of Ancient Italy, a.nd the Philological Study

of the Latin Language. Third Edition, considerably enlarged.

Independently of the original matter which will be found in almost every page, it

is believed that this book presents a collection of known facts respecting the old lan-

guages of Italy which will be found in no single work, whether British or foreign, and
which must be gleaned from a considerable number of rare and expensive publica-
tions ; and while the lists of Oscan and Etruscan glosses, and the reprints of fragments
and inscriptions, may render the treatise an indispensalde addition to the dictionary,

and a convenient manual for the professed student of Latin, it is hoped that the
classical traveller in Italy will find the information amassed and arranged in these
pages, sufficient to spare him the trouble of carrying with him a volu-iiinous library of
reference in regard to the subjects of v/hich it treats.

A Complete Latin Grammar, Second Edition, very much
enlarged (m^ the Press).

Latinse Grammaticse Rudimenta : extracted from the

complete Latin Grammar, with additional elucidations for young

beg-inners. \s. 6cL

Exercises adapted to the Complete Latin Grammar,
2s. 6cl

Longer Exercises in Latin Composition, chiefly trans-

lated from the writings of modern Latinists, with a comm.ent^ry

on the exercises, and introductory remarks on the best mode of

forming a simple and correct Latin style. 6s. 6d.

The enlarged edition of the Latin Grammar has been prepared with the same
object as the corresponding work on the Greek language. It is especially designed
to serve as a convenient handbook for those students, who wish to acquire the habit
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of writing Latin; and with this view it is furnished with an anti-barbarus, with a full

discussion of the most important synonyms, and with a variety of information not
generally contained in works of this description. The Eudiments will be found to ex-
hibit the Declensions and Conjugations in a more convenient and rational order, than
that which is usually adopted, and to deal plainly and frankly with the real diffi-

culties of the language. While the facts are more fully represented than in other
Latin Grammars for the use of young beginners, the Rules of Syntax are reduced
to the smallest possible compass; and throughout the object has been to dwell on
those phenomena only which are most suggestive and illustrative of general principles.

The shorter Latin Exercises, which are strictly adapted to the accidence of the com-
plete Grammar, are on the plan of Ellis's ' Exercises,' but omit all Latin words which
are to be found in the corresponding or in a previous part of the Grammar, or which
have otherwise become familiar to the pupil. The Longer Latin Exercises are designed
to assist those who wish to attain to a practical facility or habit of writing modern
Latin.

III. Hebrew Philology.

Mashil leSopher ; the Principles and Processes of

Classical Philology, applied to tlie Analysis of the Hebrew
Language. 5.9.

A Comparative Grammar of the Hebrew Language
for the use of Classical and Philological Students. Ss. Qd.

The former of these little works, which is an essay on the improvement of Hebrew
Grammar, explains incidentally all the principal forms of the language, especially the
pronominal and prepositional Atiixes and Prefixes. The Hebrew Grammar applies

the principles of the other treatise to a practical exhibitiun of the facts of the language,
according to the method adopted in the author's Greek and Latin Grammars. The
English character is substituted for the Hebrew, according to a method of transcrip-
tion which is duly explained, and it is intended that the study of the language should
be made ancillary to the acquisition of a familiarity with the letters and vowel points.

The book contains a Praxis in reading, writing and parsing.

IV.—Editions of Greek Authors.

Pindar's Epinician Odes and the fragments of his lost

compositions. 1 6s.

The Antigone of Sophocles : the text, a translation,

and a copious introduction and commentary. 9-9. ,

Thucydides. A revised text, with a critical preface.

2 vols. 75.
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v.—Literary History.

The Theatre of the Greeks. With Illustrations from
the best authorities. Seventh Edition (in tJie Press).

The History of the Literature of Ancient Greece from
the foundation of the Socratic Schools to the taking of Constan-

tinople by the Turks : being a completion of K. 0. Miiller's

Work. 2 vols. 20s.

VI.—General Education.

Classical Scholarship and Classical Learning, considered

with especial reference to competitive tests and University

teaching : a practical essay on liberal education. 45. 6d.

It is the design of this essay to maintain the old basis of a liberal education, to

vindicate the Scholarship of England in comparison with that of the continent, and
to insist on the propriety of preferring a general to a professional training in the
competitive examinations for public appointments. The book also discusses the origin,

constitution, and modern requirements of the English Universities.
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AND SOLD BY BELL AND DALDT, LONDON.
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CAREFULLY REPRINTED FROM THE BEST
EDITIONS.

[This series is intended to supply for the use of
Schools and Students cheap and accurate editions of
the Classics, which shall be superior in mechanical
execution to the small German editions now current
in this country, and more convenient in form.
As the editors have formed their texts from

a careful examination of the best editions extant,
it is believed that no texts better for general use
can be found.
The volumes are printed at the Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, and are issuedneatly bound in cloth.]

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM Graeciim,
Textus Stephanici, 1550. Accedunt variae
lectiones editionum Bezae, Elzeviri Lach-
mamii, Ti«chenclorfii, Tregellesii. Ed. auct. et

emend. Curante F. H. Scrivener, A.M. 4s. Qd.

An Ldtiion with ivide Margins. Price Is. Qd.

AESCHYLUS, ex novissima recensione
F. A. Paley, A.m. Price 3s.

CAESAR DE BELLO GALLICO, recen-
suit G. Long, A.M. 2s.

CICERO DE SENECTUTE ET DE
AMICITIA ET EPISTOLAE SELECTAE,
recensuit G. Long, A.M. Is. Qd.

CICERONIS ORATIONES. Vol I. Re-
censuit G. Long, A.M. 3s. 6c?.

EURIPIDES, ex recensione F. A. Paley,
A.M. 3 Vols, each 3s. M.

HERODOTUS, recensuit J. W. Elake«-
LEY, S.T.B. 2 Vols. 3s. M. each vol.

HOMERI ILIAS. Lib. L—XII. : ex no-
vissima recensione P. A. Paley, A.M. 2s. Qd.

HORATIUS, ex recensione A. J. Mac-
leane, a.m. 2s Qd.

JUVENALIS ET PERSIUS, ex recens.

A. J. M^cleane, A.m. Is. Qd.

LUCRETIUS, recognovit H. A. J. Munro,
A. M. 2s. U.

SALLUSTI CATILINA et JUGURTHA,
recognovit G. Long, A.M. Is. &d.

TERENTIUS, relegit et emendavit
AViEHELM Wagmer, Ph. D. 3s.

THUCYDIDES, recensuit J. G. Donald-
son, S.T.P. 2 Vols. 3s. Qd. each vol.

VERGILIUS, ex recensione J. Conington,
A.M. 3s. M.

XENOPHONTIS ANABASIS, recensuit
J. F, Macmichael, A.B. 2s. M,

Others in Preparation.

Cambridge ^rftool

anb CcIIege Cejct 33oofes;*

[A Series of Elementary Treatises adapted for
the Use of Students in the Universities, Schools,
and Candidates for the Public Examinations. Uni-
formly printed in Fcap. 8vo. ]

Neio Volume, now Beady,

THE FIRST THREE SECTIONS OF
NEWTON'S PRINCIPIA, with an Appendix

;

and the Ninth and Eleventh Sections. By
John H. Evans, M.A. The Fifth Edition,
edited by P. T. Main, M.A. 4s. 6d.

ARITHMETIC. For the Use of Colleges
and Schools. By A. Wrigley, M.A. 3s. 6d.

An INTRODUCTION to PLANE ASTRO-
NOMY. For the Use of Colleges and Schools.
By P. T. Main, M.A., Fellow of St. John's
College. 4s.

ELEMENTARY CONIC SECTIONS
treated Geometrically. By W. H. Besant,
M.A., Lecturer and late Fellow of St. John's
College. 4s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS. By the
Rev. Harvey Goodwin, D.D., Lord Bishop
of Carlisle. 3s.

ELEMENTARY HYDROSTATICS. By
W. H. Besant, MA., late FeUow of St. John's
College. 4s.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON
MENSURATION. By B. T. Moore, M.A,,
Fellow of Pembroke College. With numerous
Examples. 5s.

ELEMENTARY STATICS. By the Rev.
Harvey Goodwin, D.D., Lord Bishop of Car-
lisle. 3s.

ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY.
W'ith a Collection of Examples. By T. P.
Hudson, M A., Fellow of Trinity College.
3s. 6d.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By W. S.

Aldis, M.A., Trinity College. [In the Press.

COMPANION to the GREEK TESTA-
MENT. Designed for the Use of Theological
Students and the Upper Forms m Schools. By
A. C. Barrett, A.M., Caius College. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

AN HISTORICAL and EXPLANATORY
TKEATISE ON THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER. By W. G. Humphry, B.D. Third
and Cheaper Edition, revised and enlarged.

Fcap. 8vo. 4s. Gd.

Others in Preparation.



Educational Works

ARITHMETIC AND AIGEBRA.

Pelicotetics, or the Science of Quantity. An
Elementary Treatise on Algebra and its groundwork Arithmetic. By
ARCHIBALD SANDEMAN, M.A. 8vo. 20s.

Arithmetic. For the Use of Schools and
CoUeges. By A. WHIGLET, M.A. 3s. Qd.

Principles and Practice of Arithmetic. Com-
prising the Nature and Use of Logarithms, with the Computations employed
by Artificers, Gagers, and Land Surveyors. Designed for the Use of Students
By J. HIND, M.A., formerly FeUow and Tutor of Sidney Sussex College.

Ninth Edition^ with Questions. 4s. Qd.

A Second Appendix of Miscellaneous Questions, (many of which have been
taken from the Examination Papers given in the University during the

last few years,) has been added to the present edition of this work, which
the Author considers will conduce greatly to its practical utility, especially

for those who are intended for mercantile pursuits.

Second Edition. 5s.

A Progressive Com^se of Examples in Arithmetic.
With Answers. By JAMES WATSON, M.A., of Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge, and formerly Senior Mathematical Master of the Ordnance School,

Carshalton. /Second Edition, revised and corrected. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. %d.

Principles and Practice of Arithmetical Algebra,
established upon strict methods of Mathematical Beasoning, and illustrated by
Select Examples proposed during the last thirty years in the University of

Cambridge. Designed for the Use of Students. By J. HIND, M.A. Third
Edition. 12mo, 5s.

Designed as a sequel to the Arithmetic, and affording an easy transition from
Arithmetic to Algebra—the process being fully exemplified from the
Cambridge Examination Papers.

Elements of Algebra. Designed for the Use of
Students in Schools and in the Universities. By J. HIND, M.A. Sixth
Edition, revised. 540 pp. 8vo. 10s. Qd.

Treatise on the Theory of Algebraical Equations.
By J. HYMEBS, D.D. Third Edition. 8vo. lOs. Qd.



PuUished hy Beighton, Bell, and Co., Cambridge.

TRIGONOMETRY.

Trigonometry, required for theAdditional Subjects
for Honours, according to the new scheme sanctioned by the Senate, June 1865.

By J. Mcdowell, M.A., Pembroke College, Cambridge. Crn. 8vo. 3*. M.

Elementary Trigonometry. With a Collection
ofExamples. By T. P. HUDSON, M. A., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity

College. 3*. %d.

Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.
With the Nature and Properties of Logarithms and Construction and Use
of Mathematical Tables. Designed for the use of Students in the University.

By J. HIND, M.A. Fifth Edition. 12mo. 6s.

Syllabus of a Course of Lectures upon Trigono-
metry and the Application of Algebra to Geometry. 8vo. 7s. 6^.

Solutions of the Trigonometrical Problems pro-
posed at St. John's CoUege, Cambridge, from 1829 to 1846. By T. GASKIN,
M.A. 8vo. 9s.

MECHANICS AND HYDROSTATICS.

Mechanics for the Previous Examination and
the Ordinary B.A. Degree. By J. McDOWELL, M.A., Pembroke College,

Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 3s. Qd.

Elementary Hydrostatics. ByW. H. Besant, m.a.
late Fellow of St. John's College. Fcap. 8vo. 4s.

Elementary Hydrostatics for Junior University
students. By R. POTTER, M.A., late Fellow of Queens' College, Cambridge,
Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in University College, London.
7s. M.

Written to supply a Text-book for a Junior Mathematical Class, and to

include the various Propositions that can be solved without the Differential

Calculus.

The author has endeavoured to meet the wants of students who may look to

hydraulic engineering as their profession, as well as those who learn the

subject in the course of scientific education.

A Treatise on Hydromechanics. By W. H.
BESANT, M.A. 8vo. Second Edition, enlarged, 10s. 6^.

Problems in illustration of the Principles of
Theoretical Hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics. By W. WALTON, M.A. 8ro.

10s. e>d.
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MECHANICS AND EYDROSTATICS— continued.

Elementary Problems in Statics and Dyna-
mics. Designed for Candidates for Honours, first three days. By W.
WALTON, M.A. 8vo. IO5. ed.

Elementary Statics. By H. Goodwin, d.d.,
Lord Bishop of Carlisle. Fcap. 8vo. 35. cloth.

Elementary Dynamics. By H. Goodwin, d.d.,
Lord Bishop of Carlisle. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. cloth.

Treatise on Statics : containing the Theory
of the Equilibrium of Forces, and numerous Examples Illustrative of the

General Principles of the Science. By S. EAENSHAW, M.A. Fourth Edition.

Bvo. 10s.

A Treatise on the Dynamics of a Eigid Body.
By W. N. GRIFFIN, M.A. Bvo. 6s. M.

Problems in illustration of the Principles of
Theoretical Mechanics. By W. WALTON, M.A. Second Edition. Bvo. IBs.

Treatise on the Motion of a Single Particle and
of Two Particles acting on one another. By A. SANDEMAN. Bvo. %s. 6d.

Of Motion. An Elementary Treatise. By J. R.
LUNN, M.A., Fellow and Lady Sadleir's Lecturer of St. John's College.

Bvo. 7s. 6d.

DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

Elementary Treatise on the Differential Calculus.
By W. H. MILLER, M.A. Third Edition. Bvo. 6s.

Elementary Treatise on the Differential Calculus,
in which the method of Limits is exclusively made use of. By M.
O'BBIEN, M.A. Bvo. 10s. 6^.

Treatise on the Differential Calculus. By W.
WALTON, M.A. Bvo. 10s. %d.

Geometrical Illustrations of the Differential Cal-
culus. By M. B. PELL. Bvo. 2s. Qd.
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come SECTIONS AND ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.

The Geometry of Conies for Beginners. By C.
TAYLOR, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College. Small 8vo. 3s. M. [Ready.

Text Book of Geometry. Part I. By T. S.
ALDIS, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge, and Mathematical Master at Man-
chester Grammar School. Small 8vo. 2s. M.

Contents :—Angles—Parallels—Triangles—Equivalent Figures—Circles.

The object of the work is to present the subject simply and conciselj', leaving illustration

and explanation to the Teacher, whose freedom text-books too often hamper. Without
a Teacher however this work will possiblj' be found no harder to masters than others.

As far as practicable, exercises, largely numerical, are given on the different Theorems,
that the pupil may learn at once the value and use of what he studies.

Hypothetical constructions are throughout employed. Important Theorems are proved in
more than one way, lest the pupil rest in words rather than things. Px-oblems are
regarded chiefly as exercises on the Theorems.

Short Appendices are added on the Analysis of Reasoning and the Application of Arithmetic
and Algebra to Geometry.

Elementary Analytical Geometry for Schools and
Beginners. By T. G. VYVYAX, Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, and
Mathematical Master of Charterhouse. Second Edition, revised. Crown 8vo.

7s. M.

Trilinear Co-ordinates, and other methods of
Modern Analytical Geometry of Two Dimensions. An Elementary Treatise.

By W. ALLEN WHITWORTH, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in Queen's
College, Liverpool, and late Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo. 1 Qs.

Elementary Geometrical Conic Sections. By
W. H. BESANT, M.A. 4s. Qd. cloth.

Conic Sections. Their principal Properties proved
Geometrically. By the late W. WHEWELL, D.D., late Master of Trinity.

Third Edition. 8vo. 2s. Qd.

Geometrical Construction of a Conic Section.
Subject to five Conditions of passing through given points and touching
straight lines deduced from the properties of involution and anharmonic
Eatio, with a variety of general properties of Curves of the Second Order.

By T. GASKIN, M.A. 8vo. 3s.

A Treatise on the Application of Analysis to
Solid Geometry. By D. F. GREGORY, M.A., and W. WALTON, M.A.
Second Edition. 8vo. 12s.

An Introduction to Analytical Plane Geometry.
By W. P. TURNBULL, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College. 8vo. 12s.
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CONIC SECTIONS AND ANALYTICAI GEOMETRY—continued.

An Elementary Treatise on Solid Geometry. By
W. S. ALDIS, M.A. 8vo. 8*.

Problems in illustration of the Principles of
Plane Co-ordinate Geometry. By W. WALTON, M.A. Svo. 16s.

Elements of the Conic Sections. With the
Sections of the Conoids. By J. D. HUSTLER, B.D. Fourth Edition.

Svo. 4s. Qd.

Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate Geometry. Or
the Application of the Method of Co-Ordinates to the Solutions of Problems in

Plane Geometry. By M. O'BRIEN, M.A. Svo. 9s.

Solutions of the Geometrical Problems, consisting
chiefly of Examples, proposed at St. John's College, from 1830 to 1846.

"With an Appendix containing several General Properties of Curves of the

Second Order, and the Determination of the Magnitude and Position of the

axes of the Conic Section represented by the General Equation of the Second
Degree. By T. GASKIN, M.A, Svo. 12s.

ASTRONOMY, ETC.

Notes on the Principles of Pure and Applied
Calculation, and on the Mathematical Principles of Physical Theories. By J.

CHALLIS, M.A., F.R.S., Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental
Philosophy in the University, and Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Svo.

15s.

An Introduction to Plain Astronomy. For the
use of Colleges and Schools. By P. T. MAIN, M.A., FeUow of St. John's
College. Fcap. Svo., cloth. 4s.

Practical and Spherical Astronomy. For the Use
chiefly of Students in the Universities. By R. MAIN, M.A., Radclifi'e

Observer at Oxford. Svo. 14s.

Brunnow's Spherical Astronomy. Part I. In-
cluding the Chapters on Parallax, Refraction, Aberration, Precession, and
Nutation. Translated by R. MAIN, M.A., F.R.S., RadcHffe Observer at

Oxford. Svo. Ss. %d.

Elementary Chapters on Astronomy from the
"Astronomic Physique" of Biot. By HARVEY GOODWIN, D.D., Bishop

of Carlisle. Svo. 3s. M.

A Chapter on Fresnel's Theory of Double Ee-
fraction. By W. S. ALDIS, M.A. 8vo. 2s.
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Choice and Chance. Two Chapters of Arith-
metic. By WM. A. WHITWORTH, M. A., Fellow of St. John's College,

Cambridge. Second Edition, enlarged. Crown 8vo. 6*.

Notes on Roulettes and Glissettes. By W. H.
BESANT, M.A. 8vo. Zs. 6d.

Exercises on Euclid and in Modern Geometry,
containing Applications of the Principles and Processes of Modern Pure
Geometry. By J. McDOWELL, B.A., Pembroke College. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Elementary Course of Mathematics. Designed
principally for Students of the University of Cambridge, By HARVEY
GOODWIN, D.D., Lord Bishop of Carlisle. Sixth Edition, revised and enlarged
by P. T. MAIN, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo. 16s.

Problems and Examples, adapted to the
" Elementary Course of Mathematics." With an Appendix, containing
the Questions proposed during the first three days of the Senate House
Examination. By T. G. VYVYAN, M.A. Third Edition. 8vo. 5s.

Solutions of Goodwin's Collection of Problems
and Examples. By W. W. HUTT, M.A., late Fellow of Gonville and Caius
College. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. By T. G. VYVYAN, M.A.
8vo. 9s.

Examples in Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry,
Logarithms, Trigonometry, Conic Sections, Mechanics, &c., with Answers
and Occasional Hints. By A. WRIGLEY, M.A., Professor of Mathematics
in the late Royal Military College, Addiscombe. Sixth Edition, corrected.

8vo. 8s. Qd.

A Companion to Wrigley's Collection of Ex-
amples and Problems, being Illustrations of Mathematical Processes and
Methods of Solution. By J. PLATTS, Esq., Head Master of the Government
College, Benares, and A. WRIGLEY, M.A. 8vo. 12s.

Figures illustrative of Geometrical Optics. From
SCHELLBACH. By W. B. HOPKINS, B.C. Plates. Folio. 10s. 6^.

A Treatise on Crystallography. By W. H.
MILLER, M.A., Professor of Mineralogy in the University of Cambridge.
8vo. 7*. Qd.

A Tract on Crystallography, designed for Stu-
dents in the University. By W. H. MILLER, M.A. 8vo. 5s.

Physical Optics. Part II. The Corpuscular
Theory of Light discussed Mathematically. By RICHARD POTTER, M.A.,
late Fellow of Queens' CoUege, Cambridge, Professor of Natural Philosophy
and Astronomy in University College, London. 7«. Qd.
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Rome and the Campagna. An Historical and
Topographical Description of the Site, Buildings, and Neighbourhood of

Ancient Eome. By ROBERT BURN, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity

College, Cambridge. With Eighty-five fine Engravings by Jewitt, and
Twenty-five Maps and Plans. Handsomely bound in cloth. 4to. £3. 3s.

iEtna. Revised, emended, and explained, by
H. A. J. MUNRO, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo., 35. M.

^schylus. Translated into English Prose, by
F. A. PALEY, M.A., Editor of the Greek Text. Second Edition, revised.

8vo. Is. 6d.

Aristophanis Comoediae superstites cum deper-
ditarum fragmentis, additis argumentis adnotatione critica, metrorum descrip-

tioDC, onomastico, et lexicon. By HUBERT A. HOLDEN, LL.D., Head-
Master of Ipswich School, late Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College,

Cambridge. 8vo.

Vol. I. containing the Text expurgated witli Summaries and Critical Notes, 18s.

The Plays sold separately : Achamenses, 2.?. Equites, Is. 6d. Nubes, Is. 6d. Vespae, 2s.

Pax, Is. Qd. Aves, 2s. Lysistrata et Thesmophoriazusae, 3s. Ranae, 2s. Ecclesiazusae
et Plutus, 3s.

Vol. II. Onomasticon Aristophanevm continens indicemgeographicvmethistoricvm. 5s. 6cZ.

Six Lectures Introductory to the Philosophical
Writings of Cicero, with some Explanatory Notes on the subject matter of the

AcADEMicA and De Finibus. By T. W. LEVIN, M.A., St. Catharine's College,

Inter- Collegiate Lectiirer on Logic and Moral Philosophy. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Demosthenes. The Oration against the Law
of Leptines. "With English Notes and a Translation of Wolf's Prolegomena.

By W. B. BEATSON, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College. Small Svo. 6s.

Demosthenes de Falsa Legatione. TAzVrf Edition.
carefulhj revised. By H. SHILLETO, M.A., Fellow of S. Peter's College,

Cambridge. 8vo. 8s. Qd.

Euripides. Fabulse Quatuor. Scilicet, Hippo-
lytus Coronifer, Alcestis, Iphigenia in Aulide, Iphigenia in Tauris. Ad fidem

Manuscriptorum ac veterum Editionum emendavit et Annotationibus instruxit

J. H. MONK, S.T.P. Editio Nova. Svo. 12s.

Separately—Hippolytus. Svo. cloth, 5s. Alcestis. Svo. sewed, 4s. Qd.

Titi Lucreti Cari de Eerum Natura Libri Sex.
With a Translation and Notes. By H. A. J. MUNRO, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Second Edition, revised throughout. 2 vols. Svo.

Vol. I. Text, 16s. Vol. 11. Translation, Qs.

Sold separately.

Mvsse Etonenses sive Carminvm Etonee Condi-
torvm Delectvs. Series Nova, Tomos Dvos, complectens. Edidit RICARDVS
OKES, S.T.P. , Coll. Eegal. apvd Cantabrigienses Prsepositvs. Svo. 15s.

Vol. II., to complete Sets, may be had separately, price bs.



Fuhlished ly BeigMon, Bell, and Co., Camoridge.

Plato. The Pliaedo, with Notes, Critical and
Exegetical, and an Analysis, by WILHELM WAGNER, Ph. D. Small 8vo.

55. &d.

Plato. The Apology of Socrates and Crito,
With Notes, Critical and Exegetical, by WILHELM WAGNEE, Ph.D.
Small 8vo. 4s. M.

Platonis Protagoras. The Protagoras of Plato.
The Greek Text revised, with an Analysis and English Notes. By W.
WAYTE, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and Assistant Master
at Eton. 8vo. Second Edition. 4s. Qd.

Plato's Gorgias, literally translated, with an
Introductory Essay containing a Summary of the Argument. By E. M.
COPE, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College. 8vo. 7s.

Plautus. Aulularia. With Notes, Critical and
Exegetical, and an Introduction on Plautian Prosody. By WILHELM
WAGNER, Ph.D. 8vo. 9s.

Plautus. Trinummus. With Notes, Critical and
Exegetical. By WILHELM WAGNER, Ph. D. Small 8vo. 4s. Qd.

Verse-Translations from Propertius, Book V.
With a Revised Latin Text, and Brief English Notes. By P. A. PALEY,
M.A., Editor of Propertius, Ovid's Fasti, &c. Fcp 8vo. 3s.

Terence, with Notes, Critical and Explanatory.
By WILHELM WAGNER, Ph. D. Post 8vo. 10s. Qd.

Theocritus, with Short Critical and Explanatory
Latin Notes. By F. A. PALEY, M.A. Second Edition, corrected and en-
larged, and containing the newly discovered Idyll. Crown 8vo. 4s. Qd.

Theocritus. Translated into English Verse, by
C. S. CALVERLEY, M.A., late Fellow of Christ's CoUege, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

Thucydides. The History of the Peloponnesian
War, by THUCYDIDES. With Notes and a careful Collation of the two
Cambridge Manuscripts, and of Aldine and Juntine Editions. By RICHARD
SHILLETO, M.A., Fellow of S. Peter's College, Cambridge. Book. I. 8vo.
6s. 6d.

Translations into English and Latin, by C. S.
CALVERLEY, M.A., late FeHow of Christ's CoUege, Cambridge. Post 8vo.
7s. 6d.

Arundines Cami. Sive Musarum Cantabrigien-
sium Lusus Canori. CoUegit atque edidit HENRICUS DRURY, A.M.,
Archidiaconus Wiltonensis Collegii Caiani in Grsecis ac Latinis Literis quon-
dam Prgelector. Equitare in arundine longa. Editio Sexta. Curavit
HENRICUS JOHANNES HODGSON, A.M., Collegii SS. Trinitatis quon-
dam Socius. Crown 8vo. 7s. Gd.
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Sertum Carthusianum Floribus trium Seculorum
Contextum. Cura GULIELxMI HAIG BEOWN, Scholse Carthusianse

Archididascali. 8vo. 145.

Foliorum Silvula. Part I. Being Passages for
Translation into Latin Elegiac and Heroic Verse, edited by HUBEET A.
HOLDEN, LL.D., late Fellow of Trinity College, Head Master of Queen
Elizabeth's School, Ipswich. Sixth JEdition. Post 8vo. Is. Qd.

Foliorum Silvula. Part 11. Being Select Passages
for Translation into Latin Lyric and Comic Iambic Verse. By HUBEET
A. HOLDEN, LL.D. Third Edition. Post 8vo. 5s.

Foliorum Silvula. Part III. Being Select
Passages for Translation into Greek Verse, edited with Notes by HUBEET
A. HOLDEN, LL.D. Third Edition. Post Svo. 8s.

Folia Silvulee, sive Eclogse Poetarum Anglicorum
in Latinum et Grsecum conversae quas disposuit HUBEETUS A. HOLDEN
LL.D. Volumen Prius continens Fasciculos I. II. Svo. 10s. 6d.

Volumen Alterum continens Fasciculos III. IV. Svo. 12s.

Foliorum Centurige. Selections for Translation
into Latin and Greek Prose, chiefly from the University and College Examina-
tion Papers. By HUBEET A. HOLDEN, LL.D. Fifth Edition. Post

Svo. 8s.

Greek Verse Composition, for the use of Public
Schools and Private Students. Being a revised edition of the Greek Verses of

Shrewsbury School. By GEOEGE PEESTON, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene
CoUege. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

A Complete Latin Grammar. Third Edition.
Very much enlarged, and adapted for the use of University Students.

By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. Svo. 14s.

A Complete Greek Grammar. Third Edition.
Very much enlarged, and adapted for the use of University Students.

By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. Svo. 16s.

Index of Passages of Greek Authors quoted or referred to in Dr. Donaldson's
Greek Grammar, price 6d.

Varronianus. A Critical and Historical Intro-
duction to the Ethnography of Ancient Italy and to the Philological Study
of the Latin Language. Third Edition, revised and considerably enlarged.

By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D. Svo. 16s.

Classical Scholarship and Classical Learning con-
sidered with especial reference to Competitive Tests and University Teaching.

A Practical Essay on Liberal Education. By J. W. DONALDSON, D.D.
Crown Svo. 55.
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The Greek Testament : with a Critically revised
Text ; a Digest of yarious Readings ; Marginal References to Verbal and
Idiomatic Usage ; Prolegomena ; and a Critical and Exegetical Commentary.
For the Use of Theological Students and Ministers. By HENRY ALFORD.
D.D., Dean of Canterbury. 4 vols. 8vo. Sold separately.

Vol. I. SIXTH EDITION, Containing the Four Gospels. U. 85.—Vol. II. sixth
EDITION, containing the Acts of the Apostles, Epistles to the Romans and
Corinthians. 11. 4s.—Vol. III. fourth edition, containing the Epistles

to the Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessalonians,—to

Timotheus, Titus, and Philemon. IBs.—Vol. IV. Part I. fourth edition.

The Epistle to the Hebrews : The Catholic Epistles of St. James and
St. Peter. I85.—Vol. IV. Part II. fourth edition. The Epistles of

St. John and St. Jude, and the Revelation. 14s.

The Greek Testament. With English Notes,
intended for the Upper Forms of Schools and Pass-men at the Universities.

By HENRY ALFORD, D.D. Abridged by BRADLEY H. ALFORD, M.A.,
late Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge. One vol., crown 8vo. 10s. Qd.

Annotations on the Acts of the Apostles. De-
signed principally for the use of Candidates for the Ordinary B.A. Degree,
Students for Holy Orders, &c., with College and Senate-House Examination
Papers. By T. R. MASKEW. Second Edition, enlarged. 12mo. 5s.

TertuUiani Liber Apologeticus.
The Apology of TertuUian. With English Notes and a Preface, intended as

an introduction to the Study of Patristical and Ecclesiastical Latinity. By
H. A. WOODHAM, LL.D. Second Edition. 8vo. 8s. Qd.

The Mathematical and other Writings of Eobert
LESLIE ELLIS, M.A., late FeUow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Edited
by WILLIAM WALTON, M.A., Trinity College, with a Biographical

Memoir by HARVEY GOODWIN, D.D., Lord Bp. of Carlisle. 8vo. 16s.

The Mathematical Writings ofDuncan Faequhar-
SON GREGORY, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Edited
by WILLIAM WALTON, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. With a
Biographical Memoir by ROBERT LESLIE ELLIS, M.A,, late Fellow of
Trinity College. 8vo. 12s.

Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy
in England. By W. WHEWELL, D.D., formerly Master of Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge. New and Improved Edition, with Additional Lectures.
Crown 8vo. 8s.

Elements of Morality, including Polity. By W.
WHEWELL, D.D. New Edition, in 8vo. 15s.

Astronomy and General Physics considered with
reference to Natural Theology (Bridgewater Treatise). By W. WHEWELL.
New Edition, uniform with the Aldine Editions. 5s.



12 WorJcs Puhlished hy DeigMon, Bell, and Co., Cambridge.

Kent's Commentary on International Law, re-
vised with Notes and Cases brought down to the present time. Edited by
J. T. ABDY, LL.D., Barrister at Law, Regius Professor of Laws in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, and Law Lecturer at Gresham College. 8vo. 16s.

A Manual of the Roman Civil Law, arranged
according to the Syllabus of Dr. Hallifax. Designed for the use of Students in

the Universities and Inns of Coui't. By G. LEAPINGWELL, LL.D. 8vo. 125.

A Syriac Grammar. By G. Phillips, D.D.,
President of Queens' College. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A Concise Grammar of the Arabic Language.
By W. J. BEAMONT, M.A. Revised by Sheikh Ali Nady el Barrany,
one of the Sheikhs of the El Azhar Mosque in Cairo. 12mo. 7s.

The Student's Guide to the University of

Cambridge. Revised and corrected in accordance with the

recent regulations. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

This volume is intended to give su cli preliminary information as may be useful to parents who
are desirous of sending their sons to the University, to put them in possession of the leading
facts, and to indicate the points to which their attention should be dii-ectedm seekmg further
mformation from the tutor.

Suggestions are also given to the younger members of the University on expenses and course of
reading.

Contents.

Introduction, by J. R. Seeley, M.A., Fellow On Law Studies and Law Degrees, by J. T.

of Chi'ist's College, Cambridge. Abdy, LL.D., Regius Professor of Laws.
On University Expenses, by the Rev. H. ,_ ,. , „.l i j -r^ t, /^ ^^ tt

Latham, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity
Medical Study and Degrees, by G. M. Humphry,

Hall.
M.D.

OntheChoiceofaCollege,byJ.R. Seeley, M.A. On Theological Examinations, by the Right
On the Course of Reading for the Classical Rev. the Lord Bishop of Ely.

Tripos, by the Rev R. Burn, Fellow and ^j^g Ordinary (or Poll) Degree, by the Rev. J.
Tutor of Trinity College. R. LuMBY, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalene

On the Course of Reading for the Mathematical
CoUeg-e

Tripos, by the Rev. W. M. Campion, Fellow ^

and Tutor of Queens' College. Examinations for the Civil Service of Lidia, by
On the Course of Reading for the Moral Sciences the Rev. H. Latham.

Tripos, by the Rev. J. B. Mayor, Fellow Local Examinations of the University, by H. J.
and Tutor of St. John's College. Roby, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's

On the Course of Readmg for the Natural College.
Sciences Tripos, by J. D. Liveing, M.A., ^^. , ^. „

Professor of Chemistry, late Fellow of St.
Diplomatic Service.

John's College. Detailed Account of the several Colleges.

Cambridge Examination Papers, 1859. Being
Supplement to the Cambridge University Calendar. 12mo. 2s. M.
Containing those set for the Tyrwhitt's Hebrew Scholarships.—Theological

Examinations.—Cams Prize.—Crosse Scholarships.—Law Degree Ex-
amination.—Mathematical Tripos.—The Ordinary B.A. Degree.—Smith's

Prize.—University Scholarships.—Classical Tripos.—Moral Sciences

Tripos.—Chancellor's Legal Medals.— Chancellor's Medals.—Bell's Scho-

larships.—Natural Sciences Tripos.—Previous Examination.—Theological

Examination. With Lists of Ordinary Degrees, and of those "who have

passed the Previous and Theological Examinations.

The Examination Eainrs of 1856, 1857 and 1858, may still be had, 2s. Qd. each.

Cambridge: DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO. London: BELL & DALDY.
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